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1.0 Executive Summary 

 

Entergy Arkansas, LLC (“Entergy Arkansas” or the “Company”) submits its Energy Efficiency 

Program Annual Report for the 2021 program year. This Annual Report demonstrates that the 

Company has developed and offered cost-effective energy efficiency programs to all classes of 

its customers, as it has since the Arkansas Public Service Commission (“APSC” or the 

“Commission”) adopted its Rules for Conservation and Energy Efficiency Programs (“C&EE 

Rules”) and comprehensiveness guidance. The 2021 Annual Report provides information for 

the 2021 program year.  

 

Overall, the Annual Report demonstrates: 

• Entergy Arkansas’ successful implementation of its energy efficiency programs 

continued for the 2021 program year, with the Company maintaining its overall energy 

efficiency savings through its portfolio of energy efficiency programs. 

• Energy savings of 319,928 MWh (gross or ex ante1) for the 2021 program year, which 

is comparable to the 320,609 MWh energy savings achieved by the Company for the 

2020 program year.2  

• Entergy Arkansas increased net savings3 to 311,158 MWh compared to 294,313 MWh 

in 2020 by effectively working with its program implementers and evaluation contractor 

to expand offerings to low-income households and identify deeper savings for 

commercial customers. The overall portfolio net-to-gross factor increased from 90 

percent in 2021 to 95 percent in 2022. 

• 2021 program year was designed to achieve 120% of the Commission-established 

target for achieved savings of 1.2% of 2018 retail sales. Entergy Arkansas exceeded 

that goal with an overall achievement of 140% of the Commission-established goal, 

which allows the programs to meet the performance incentive thresholds established by 

the Commission in Docket No. 13-002-U. 

 
1 For purposes of this Annual Report, Entergy Arkansas uses the term “ex ante” to refer to the actual savings 

achieved by Entergy Arkansas prior to application of a number of adjustments that are applied to the Company’s 
achieved savings figures. 
2 See infra Table 1.1.2 for additional details regarding the figures for this and other program years 

 3 Net savings refers to the application of the EM&V researched net-to-gross ratio to ex post savings. 
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• Entergy Arkansas’ energy efficiency programs continue to receive national recognition. 

Below are the latest awards being issued to various programs: 

▪ Manufactured Homes – ACEEE Exemplary Program 2019. 

▪ Agricultural Energy Solutions – ACEEE Exemplary Program 2019. 

▪ Residential Lighting & Appliances – EPA ENERGY STAR® Partner of the 

Year Award 2019 & 2020 & 2021. 

In prior annual reports, Entergy Arkansas discussed the challenges inherent in running energy 

efficiency programs. In 2021, several steps were taken to overcome current challenges, as the  

new challenges never before experienced in 2020 persisted, while also exploring new avenues 

to lower the barriers facing customer adoption of the measures offered through the Company’s 

energy efficiency programs. Those steps are enumerated below: 

• Non-Energy Benefits (NEBs) 

o 2021 saw the continued application of NEBs, per Order Nos. 7 and 30 in Docket 

No. 13-002-U. 

o Entergy Arkansas, in collaboration with the Parties Working Collaboratively 

(“PWC”) and its evaluator, Tetra Tech, refined the presentation and application 

of NEBs in 2018 through a NEBs working group. The NEBs working group 

established consensus definitions, methodologies and protocols for the 

identification and calculation of avoided and deferred replacement costs across 

the Company’s portfolio, including processes for efficiently identifying, 

estimating and/or verifying avoided or deferred replacement costs associated 

with custom projects. These protocols were followed for the 2021 program year 

NEBs. 

•  Consistent Weatherization Act and Act 1102 

o Order No. 7 in Docket No.13-002-U requires all investor-owned utilities (“IOUs”) 

to implement a consistent approach to providing weatherization services to 

eligible Arkansas residents. Order No. 7 identified key programmatic features 

that this consistent weatherization approach must include, features that were 

further developed and refined into a recommended framework – referred to as 

the Core Program – for implementation by the IOUs. The APSC approved the 

Consistent Weatherization Approach  on December 9, 2014 with Order No. 22 in 

Docket No. 13-002-U. Beginning in 2016 and continuing through 2021, Entergy 

Arkansas’ Home Energy Solutions, Manufactured Homes, Multifamily Homes 
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and now Low-Income Solutions programs offered the “core” weatherization 

measures to residential customers.  

o Act 1102 of 2017, concerning Ark. Code Ann. § 23-3-405(a) and the authority of 

the APSC over energy efficiency programs and measures provided by IOUs, 

states that the APSC is “permitted to order, require, promote, or engage in 

energy conservation programs and measures for the benefit of utility customers” 

that fall into one or both of two key segments:  

1. Utility customers who are 65 years of age or older, or 

2. Utility customers who meet the income eligibility qualifications for the 

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) administered 

by the Department of Human Services (administration since transferred 

to the Arkansas Energy Office). 

Entergy Arkansas began offering a Low-Income Program in 2020 in accordance 

with Act 1102 guidelines. 

o The PY2020 process evaluation found the new Low-Income Solutions 

successful, and this success continued in its second year of implementation, 

once again exceeding its energy savings filed goal. The program effectively 

served the intended customers with approximately three-quarters (71.1%) of 

customers LIHEAP eligible4 and almost half (45.2%) of customers 65 or older.  

• In addition to the Low-Income Solutions program, other Entergy Arkansas residential 

programs also serve the Arkansas low-income and senior population. The Home 

Energy Solutions (“HES”) Program, Manufactured Homes and Multifamily Homes are 

the other primary programs providing services to these customer segments. About a 

quarter of HES and Manufactured Homes participants are 65 or older (23.6% of HES 

participants, 23.9% of Manufactured Homes participants). In addition, about a quarter of 

Manufactured Homes and Multifamily Homes participants are LIHEAP eligible (21.5% of 

Manufactured Homes participants, 26.3% of Multi-family Homes). With a total of 12,951 

unique participants enrolled, the four residential programs installed 93,862 energy-

saving units. While the programs addressed multiple end-uses including lighting, HVAC, 

 
4 Combining data collected on household size and household income, the EM&V team generated an estimate of the 

number and share of survey respondents that were eligible for assistance under LIHEAP. The EM&V team utilized a 
table of LIHEAP eligibility cutoffs provided by the State of Arkansas, where LIHEAP eligibility is determined through a 
combination of household size and household income. 
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hot water, envelope and appliances, weatherization improvements continue to be one 

of the most popular measures with duct sealing representing over half of savings in the 

programs, and ceiling insulation about a quarter of savings for HES and Low-Income 

Solutions. 

 

• Common Commercial and Industrial (“C&I”) Approach 

o On June 8, 2015, the Commission, in Order No. 27 in Docket No. 13-0020-U, 

approved the Common C&I Approach. This order directed the utilities to report 

on the performance of the Common C&I approach within their respective annual 

reports as data becomes available. 

o On December 15, 2016, the Commission issued Order No. 49 in Docket No. 07-

083-TF, finding that some questions remain regarding the reconciliation of the 

discrepancies noted by Staff in budgets and expenditures as between the 

Energy Efficiency Arkansas (“EEA”) Annual Report and the Annual Reports 

submitted by the utilities for PY2015. On May 1, 2021, the Arkansas Energy 

Office filed direct testimony in accordance with Order No. 52 in Docket No. 07-

083-TF, which provides data and demonstration of the performance of the 

Common C&I Approach.  

 

• Evolving Retail LED Lighting Market and Regulatory Uncertainties 

o For most of 2021, there were no policy updates for General Service Incandescent 

Lamps (“GSILs”), therefore EISA-compliant halogen bulbs remained in the market 

for all bulb types, necessitating continued incentives for general service LED 

lighting. On December 13, 2021, the Department of Energy (“DOE”) issued a Notice 

of Proposed Rulemaking (“NOPR”) to enact the “backstop” efficacy requirement of 

45 lumens/watt for General Service Lamps (GSLs). 5 Enforcement of the “backstop” 

would result in market transformation for all major bulb shapes (A-Line, Candle, 

Globe, Reflector) with the definition expansion and efficacy requirement being 

enacted. It remains unclear what the implementation period will be for this market 

transformation, however. 

 

 
5 See 86 Fed. Reg. 70755 (Dec. 13, 2021) 
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enacted. It remains unclear what the implementation period will be for this market

transformation, however.

5 See 86 Fed. Reg. 70755 (Dec. 13, 2021)
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• COVID-19 Pandemic 

2021 saw a continuation of the unforeseen and unprecedented uncertainties in 

the market due to the COVID-19 virus surges among Arkansas residents.   

 

o Residential  

The residential portfolio continued to feel the effects of COVID-19 during the 

2021 program year, presenting challenges to program implementation and 

savings achievement. Customers continued to be leery of allowing Trade Allies 

inside their homes and many canceled or delayed appointments during the 

COVID-19 surges. Almost all Trade Allies had staff who were unable to work 

due to COVID-19 effects at different times during the year, and six postponed 

operations completely during part of the first quarter. As the pandemic 

continued, variants exacerbated these issues. Additional challenges revolved 

around supply chain constraints caused by COVID-19, as well as rising inflation 

beginning toward the end of 2021. Energy efficient products and shipping costs 

rose several times throughout the year, and many Trade Allies reported 

difficulty accessing products such as insulation. The Home Energy Solutions, 

Low-Income Solutions, Manufactured Homes, and Multifamily programs 

increased incentives for measures such as ceiling insulation and direct 

installation products to help offset the rise in costs. EAL continues to monitor 

these challenges as it could create constraints on the program incentives 

budgets in 2022.  

 

o Commercial 

Impacts from COVID-19 were realized across the Entergy Arkansas portfolio of 

Entergy Solutions commercial programs in 2021.  Program staff had challenges 

going onsite to health care and other facilities that had implemented access 

restrictions.  This development affected the ability to conduct project verification 

and challenged quality assurance/ quality control and EM&V processes to find 

ways to provide contactless inspections and data logging/audits.  Some projects 

were cancelled or experienced delays due to these facility restrictions and/or 

COVID-19 outbreaks making each project susceptible to unstable forecasting.  

Loss of capital expenditures for energy efficiency improvements along with 
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limited material availability and shipment delays caused projects to be further 

delayed and/or cancelled.   

Program staff navigated facility access restrictions to implement virtual 

assessment options through virtual tools and applications designed for 

contactless QA/QC activities and outreach efforts.  Calculated savings 

methodologies were developed on smaller custom projects, where risk to 

savings accuracy was minimal, to avoid going onsite to place data loggers.  

Marketing efforts shifted to those facilities that remained opened to circumvent 

participation barriers caused by COVID-19.  Program staff worked with 

customers and the Trade Ally Network to install direct measures in available 

facilities at little to no additional cost. Contactless giveaway events were 

organized with employees of organizations engaged in Continuous Energy 

Improvement, direct install, schools/universities, food bank participants, non-

profit organizations and online marketplace activities.  Program staff is 

continuing to research, develop and implement innovative ways to evolve the 

programs to handle the varying impacts of this ongoing pandemic. 

 

1.1 2021 Program Results and Achievements 

For the 2021 program year, Entergy Arkansas achieved 95.4 MW6 of evaluated net demand 

reduction and 311,158 MWh4 of evaluated net energy savings.  

In accordance with Order No. 17 in Docket No. 10-100-R, Entergy Arkansas’ portfolio summary 

information, after independent EM&V and other adjustments are applied, is shown in Table 

1.1.1: 

 

 

 

 

 
6 Energy savings and Demand Reduction do not include line losses as calculated by Tetra Tech.  
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Table 1.1.1 

Portfolio Summary of 2021 Entergy Arkansas' energy efficiency Program Results7 

Demand Energy

Actual 

Expenditures LCFC

Performance 

Incentives

TRC 

Net Benefits

TRC

Ratio

PAC

Ratio

Commission 

Established 

Target

Actual 

Savings 

Achieved

% of 

Target 

Achieved

MW MWh (NPV) % of Baseline % of Baseline (%)

95 311,158 58,872,091$     -$                5,566,779$   138,975,180$ 3.20 3.00 1.20% 1.68% 140%

2021 Portfolio Summary
Net Energy Savings Costs Goal AchievementCost-Effectiveness

 

Applying the required adjustments to these savings estimates for the PY 2021, and comparing 

those net figures to Entergy Arkansas’ targets (as adjusted to account for the loss of Self Direct 

(“SD”) customers), the Company achieved savings of 140% of its savings target established by 

the Commission, as reflected in Table 1.1.2 below: 

 

Table 1.1.2 

Evaluated Savings and Goal Achievement 

Entergy Arkansas’ Gross Savings (ex ante) 319,928 MWh8 

As adjusted by Tetra Tech for Realization Rate (ex post) 327,144 MWh 

As adjusted for Net-To-Gross (“NTG”) ratios 311,158 MWh 

Entergy Arkansas MWh Target adjusted for SD 221,740 MWh 

% of Target Achievement Based on Evaluated Energy Savings 140% 

 

The Commission’s initiatives have fostered significant growth in energy efficiency, as reflected 

in the unadjusted savings that Entergy Arkansas has realized for the program years 2011-

2021. These initiatives have helped increase energy efficiency savings by approximately 481% 

over that 10-year time period.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 Demand and Energy values do not include transmission and distribution line losses.  
8 Unadjusted figures provide a good basis for comparing growth of Entergy Arkansas’ Energy Efficiency programs 

because that was the basis upon which the IOUs were required to report their energy efficiency savings prior to the 
Annual Report for the 2011 Program Year filed April 2012. 
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Table 1.1.3 – Gross Energy Savings 

For the 2021 Program Year, there were differences, as is normally the case, between budgeted 

and actual expenditures. These differences can be attributed to the following factors: 

• The largest program in Entergy Arkansas’ portfolio is the Large C&I Solutions Program, 

which also serves the class of the Company’s customers who are eligible to SD their 

EE efforts and opt-out of the utility programs. This program is affected the most with 

respect to energy savings achievement because of the loss in the number and 

respective energy usage of the customers obtaining SD exemptions. In 2021, Entergy 

Arkansas customer accounts approved to opt-out of the Programs remained consistent 

to that of 2020. The sales to SD customers represents approximately 17.3% of Entergy 

Arkansas’ total retail sales. Additionally, approximately 43% of C&I customer accounts 

eligible to self-direct have done so, representing approximately 57% of MWh sales 

eligible to be exempted. These SD exemptions continue to have a negative impact 

upon the Large C&I Program’s ability to meet targeted energy savings goals. 

Recognizing this difficulty, the Large C&I Program has focused on increasing the 

number of energy efficiency projects from smaller C&I customers, while continuing to 

reach the remaining large industrial customers in the program through account 

management and trade ally efforts. Due to levels of participation lower than anticipated, 

14
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the Large C&I Program underspent its 2021 incentive budget.  

● In general, the Company’s energy efficiency portfolio benefited from economies of scale 

realized in the 2021 program year. As discussed throughout this Annual Report, 

Entergy Arkansas continually works to evaluate its programs and implementation plans 

to determine whether improvements can be made. Over the years, numerous 

innovations to program deliveries have been implemented, the results of which are now 

being seen. Programs are operating more efficiently in many respects, as evidenced by 

customers implementing multiple measures through their participation in programs. 

 

As was mentioned earlier, all of Entergy Arkansas’ energy efficiency programs were cost-

effective on a TRC basis in 2021, except the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control and 

Residential Direct Load Control programs. Further explanation of these results, including how 

Entergy Arkansas intends to manage these programs, will be addressed herein.  

 

1.2 Entergy Arkansas’ 2021 Program Year Results and 2021 Program 
Changes and Goals 

 

With another full year of information available regarding implementation of Entergy Arkansas’ 

comprehensive programs from its three-year plan approved by the Commission, the Company 

achieved a significant amount of demand and energy savings. The Company's overall results 

for program year 2021 are shown in Table 1.2.1 below: 

Table 1.2.1 

Entergy Arkansas 2021 Results 

Entergy Arkansas’ Gross Savings 319,928 MWh 

As adjusted by Tetra Tech for RR (ex post) 327,144 MWh 

As adjusted for NTG and RR ratios9 311,158 MWh 

  

Indeed, Tetra Tech’s Evaluation Report recognized Entergy Arkansas’ continued success in its 

2021 program year report and EM&V processes, stating:  

 
9 Energy savings do not include transmission and distribution line losses. 
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Evaluation results are positive, demonstrating EAL's continuous improvement in 

its program design and delivery processes, tracking system, documentation, and 

savings tools, building on its prior program success to effectively launch the new 

program cycle even amid a pandemic. Evidence of this continuous improvement 

is an improvement in net savings, as demonstrated through an increase in the 

overall portfolio's NTG from 90 percent in PY2020 to 95 percent in PY2021. This 

increase resulted from specific outreach and expanded delivery to low-income 

households of energy-efficient products through downstream residential and 

upstream point-of-purchase programs.  Both EAL and its implementation 

contractors have been responsive to evaluation recommendations and engaged 

with the EM&V contractor throughout the program. Of particular note, as the 

new program cycle launched, continual technical assistance and collaboration 

between EAL, its program implementers, and the EM&V team supported the 

programs and facilitated healthier gross savings realization rates. All in all, 

evaluated savings were a bit higher than ex-ante energy savings with an overall 

portfolio gross realization rates of 102% for energy savings and demand 

reductions. Program-level gross realization rates ranged from 96% to 107% for 

energy savings and 97% to 118% for demand savings.  

The EM&V team calculates net-to-gross for all residential and C&I programs 

(outside of demand response, which are deemed from industry standard) at 

least once over the course of the program cycle. Net-to-gross remains strong 

across all programs with the majority of saving directly attributable its portfolio 

energy goals, achieving 103% of its filed goal and 133% of APSC targets. 

Entergy Arkansas fell short of its demand goals, meeting 61% of the demand 

goal. The performance difference between energy savings and demand goals is 

similar to last year. Investigations to better align energy savings and demand 

savings continue per a recommendation from the 2019 and 2020 evaluation.  

Individual program performance relative to program savings and demand goals 

varied. Five of the nine programs10 achieved their megawatt-hour savings goals, 

while three programs with energy savings goals still performed well, especially 

 
10 Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs had no megawatt-hour savings 

goals.  
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given the COVID-19 pandemic context. These three programs met more than 90 

percent of energy savings goals, whereas the Energy Solutions for Multifamily 

program only met 60 percent of its goal. EAL, the program implementer, and the 

EM&V team have discussed this shortfall and increased energy savings for next 

year. Four of the 11 programs achieved their megawatt goals. While two 

programs met 80 percent or more of the demand savings goal, five met less 

than 80 percent of the demand savings goal. The Smart Direct Load Control 

pilot is still gaining momentum, meeting 71 percent of its energy savings and 17 

percent of its demand reduction goals. The Agricultural Energy Solutions 

program was the highest performer across energy savings and demand 

reductions relative to program goals due to a few large new construction 

projects. 

As discussed earlier, the SD option continues to impair Entergy Arkansas’ ability to achieve 

savings with C&I customers. In 2021, there were 549 accounts that had been approved by the 

Commission to “opt-out” of the Entergy Arkansas energy efficiency programs.  

Accordingly, for 2021, the overall targets were reduced by 17% as a result of the SD accounts. 

Based upon Entergy Arkansas’ assessment, and to preserve its ability to meet 2021 C&I 

program goals, Entergy Arkansas made minor adjustments to the C&I energy efficiency 

program budgets and the energy savings reductions for 2021.11 Entergy Arkansas’ 2020-2022 

Energy Efficiency Plan forecasts higher participation in the upstream and midstream offerings 

for smaller commercial customers and an expanded measure mix to address the higher costs 

of C&I projects. The 2021 goals and the associated adjustments are shown in Table 1.2.2. 

 

Table 1.2.2 

Entergy Arkansas’ 2021 Energy Savings Goals 

Original 2021 Goal (MWh) 268,075 

Adjustment due to SD (MWh) 46,335 

New 2021 Goal (MWh) 221,740 

 

 
11 Entergy Arkansas will need to continue to monitor SD impacts as a result of the SD Legislation passed and 

implemented in 2013. 
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Entergy Arkansas made changes to the commercial programs in 2021 based upon: 

 1) the number and magnitude of 2021 SD applications and approvals;12  

 2) the independent evaluation results; and 

 3) the impact of changes to lighting standards in the Arkansas markets.  

The gross savings for all programs reported in this document were calculated using the 

Arkansas TRM 8.2 Deemed Savings and Protocols as adjusted by the Joint Recommendations 

of the Independent Evaluation Monitor (“IEM”) and the PWC and approved by the 

Commission,13 or where appropriate, utilized an International Performance Measurement & 

Verification Protocol (“IPMVP”) approved method.  

As indicated earlier, Entergy Arkansas’ reported net savings reflect the final results of the 

independent EM&V analysis performed by Tetra Tech. Tetra Tech’s EM&V Report of Entergy 

Arkansas’ 2021 Energy Efficiency programs is attached as Appendix A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 Legislation has increased the uncertainties regarding the magnitude of industrial customers that will choose to 

SD. 
13 Docket No. 10-100-R. 
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1.3 Cost Benefit Results 
 

Entergy Arkansas performed a cost-benefit analysis in connection with the 2021 results, using 

the same modeling approaches that were used in prior annual reports and using the fixed 

avoided costs from the 2020-2022 program plan, in accordance with Order No. 7 in Docket No. 

13-002-U,14 as well as accounting for any reasonably quantifiable NEBs. The results of these 

analyses are included in the table below: 

 

Table 1.3 

Entergy Arkansas’ 2021 Cost-Effectiveness Results 

Program NPV ($000's) Ratio $ / kWh NPV ($000's) Ratio NPV ($000's) Ratio NPV ($000's) Ratio

Home Energy Solutions 26,831$            3.7 0.03$      44,344$      6.4 (22,419)$     0.5 15,113$      2.5

Multifamily Homes 3,965$              2.9 0.02$      12,007$      13.7 (6,616)$       0.5 3,578$        2.8

Manufactured Homes 2,610$              3.1 0.02$      6,868$        10.1 (3,676)$       0.5 2,157$        2.7

Low Income Solutions 5,231$              2.5 0.04$      11,580$      6.7 (7,111)$       0.5 2,708$        1.8

Point of Purchase Solutions 53,441$            6.0 0.01$      115,264$    11.0 (48,033)$     0.5 47,189$      7.1

Commercial & Industrial 25,166$            2.3 0.02$      51,491$      4.7 (29,813)$     0.6 24,233$      2.6

Small Business 12,530$            4.0 0.02$      21,576$      7.0 (12,906)$     0.5 8,681$        3.3

Public Institution Solutions 6,826$              2.3 0.03$      19,245$      5.4 (12,106)$     0.5 7,930$        3.5

Agriculture Energy Solutions 6,173$              6.8 0.01$      9,874$        22.8 (3,522)$       0.7 6,225$        7.1

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 1,031$              1.6 0.06$      4,584$        n/a (3,140)$       0.4 (285)$         0.9

Direct Load Control (1,833)$             0.0 91.32$     537$           n/a (2,370)$       0.0 (2,370)$       0.0

Agriculture Irrigation Load Control (2,707)$             0.0 110.39$   434$           n/a (3,140)$       0.0 (3,140)$       0.0

Energy Efficiency Arkansas (55)$                 0.0 n/a -$           n/a (55)$           0.0 (55)$           0.0

Portfolio 139,210$          3.2 0.02$      $297,804 7.5 (154,907)$   0.5 111,965$    3.01

Note: Total Portfolio for the PCT Test does not equal sum of the programs because the PCT uses a discount rate based on customer class.

TRC 

Levelized 

Cost

Total Resource Cost

Participant Cost 

Test

(TRC) (PCT)

Ratepayer Impact 

Measure

Program 

Administrator Cost

(RIM) (PAC)

Including NEBs

 

 

As can be seen from Table 1.3, all of Entergy Arkansas’ programs are cost-effective, except 

for some of the demand response programs. As anticipated in the 2020-2022 EE Plan Filing 

testimony,15 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control and Residential Direct Load Control Programs 

were not cost effective.  However, Entergy Arkansas currently has approximately 17,455 

residential customers enrolled in the Res DLC program that provide capacity in MISO for this 

program as does the AILC program.  Further, Entergy Arkansas has invested substantially in 

the success of these programs and expects that, even under the APSC’s methodology, they 

could be cost effective in the future.  However, as noted in Entergy Arkansas’ Plan for 2021-22 

in Docket No. 07-085-TF filed June 17, 2019, Entergy Arkansas is proposing to phase out the 

Res DLC program starting in 2023; due to the Commission-approved bridge year, as noted in 

 
14 Entergy Arkansas' cost-benefit analysis method involves an in-depth analysis of the hours (e.g., on peak v. off 

peak) in which the expected energy savings likely would be realized. 
15 Docket No. 07-085-TF, Blankenship Direct Testimony at 19 (Document 566 filed June 17, 2019). 
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1.3 Cost Benefit Results

Entergy Arkansas performed a cost-benefit analysis in connection with the 2021 results, using

the same modeling approaches that were used in prior annual reports and using the fixed

avoided costs from the 2020-2022 program plan, in accordance with Order No. 7 in Docket No.

13-002-U,14 as well as accounting for any reasonably quantifiable NEBs. The results of these

analyses are included in the table below:

Table 1.3
Entergy Arkansas’ 2021 Cost-Effectiveness Results

TRC Participant Cost Ratepayer Impact Program
Including NEBs Total Resource Cost Levelized Test Measure Administrator Cost

(TRC) Cost (PCT) (RIM) (PAC)
Program NPV ($000‘s) Ratio $/ kWh PV ($000's) Ratio PV ($000's) Ratio NPV ($000's) Ratio
Home Energy Solutions $ 26,831 3.7 0.03 44,344 6.4 ) 0.5 $ 15,113 2.5
Multifamily Homes $ 3,965 2.9 0.02 12,007 13.7 ) 0.5 $ 3,578 2.8
Manufactured Homes $ 2,610 3.1 0.02 6,868 10.1 ) 0.5 $ 2,157 2.7
Low Income Solutions $ 5,231 2.5 0.04 11,580 6.7 ) 0.5 $ 2,708 1.8
Point of Purchase Solutions $ 53,441 6.0 0.01 115,264 11.0 ( ) 0.5 $ 47,189 7.1
Commercial & Industrial $ 25,166 2.3 0.02 51,491 4.7 ( ) 0.6 $ 24,233 2.6
Small Business $ 12,530 4.0 0.02 21,576 7.0 (12,906) 0.5 $ 8,681 3.3

$ ( ) $
$ ) $
$ ) $
$ ) $
$ ) $
$ ) $

)

Z Z

Public Institution Solutions 6,826 2.3 0.03 19,245 5.4 0.5 7,930 3.5
Agriculture Energy Solutions 6,173 6.8 0.01 9,874 22.8 0.7 6,225 7.1
Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 1,031 1.6 0.06 4,584 n/a 0.4 )
Direct Load Control (1,833) 0.0 $ 91.32 537 n/a 0.0 )
Agriculture Irrigation Load Control (2,707) 0.0 $ 110.39 434 n/a 0.0 (3,140) 0.0
Energy Efficiency Arkansas (55) 0.0 n/a - n/a 0.0 ) 0.0
Portfolio $ 139,210 3.2 $ 0.02 $297,804 7.5 $ (154,907 0.5 $ 111,965 3.01
Note: Total Portfolio for the PCT Test does not equal sum of the programs because the PCT uses a discount rate based on customer class.
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As can be seen from Table 1.3, all of Entergy Arkansas’ programs are cost-effective, except

for some of the demand response programs. As anticipated in the 2020-2022 EE Plan Filing

testimony,15 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control and Residential Direct Load Control Programs

were not cost effective. However, Entergy Arkansas currently has approximately 17,455

residential customers enrolled in the Res DLC program that provide capacity in MISO for this

program as does the AlLC program. Further, Entergy Arkansas has invested substantially in

the success of these programs and expects that, even under the APSC’s methodology, they

could be cost effective in the future. However, as noted in Entergy Arkansas’ Plan for 2021-22

in Docket No. 07-085-TF filed June 17, 2019, Entergy Arkansas is proposing to phase out the

Res DLC program starting in 2023; due to the Commission-approved bridge year, as noted in

14 Entergy Arkansas' cost-benefit analysis method involves an in-depth analysis of the hours (e.g., on peak v. off
peak) in which the expected energy savings likely would be realized.
15 Docket No. 07-085-TF, Blankenship Direct Testimony at 19 (Document 566 filed June 17, 2019).
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Order No. 63 of Docket 13-002-U, this will begin in 2024.  This overall cost-effectiveness for 

the portfolio is primarily due to two reasons. First, the 2021 program year was planned 

considering the directives set forth by the Commission in Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U 

including the Real Economic Carrying Charge Method (“RECC”) and market value capacity. 

The 2021 achieved results are evaluated based upon the directives in Order No. 150 in Docket 

No. 07-085-TF and Order No. 51 in Docket No. 13-002-U for the Three-Year Plan filing for the 

years 2021-2022.   In addition, Entergy Arkansas included NEBs in the TRC test, as approved 

in the TRM 8.2. The NEBs had a Net Present Value of approximately $35 M in the 2021 TRC. 

Compared to the TRC without NEBs, this was an increase of approximately 33% of the total 

Net Present Value in the portfolio’s TRC.   

 

1.4 2021 Budgets and Changes 
 

The 2021 program year budget was originally approved by the Commission in Order No. 150 of 

Docket No. 07-085-TF, as part of the 2020-2022 Energy Efficiency Program Plan with an 

overall portfolio cost of $69,584,739. In 2021, Entergy Arkansas revised the approved budget 

within the Commission’s budget flexibility guidelines and transferred budgeted dollars from 

underachieving programs to programs seeing more positive market acceptance. The details of 

the revised budget are provided in Table 1.4. In accordance with Order No. 62 in Docket No. 

13-002-U, no program had more than 20% of its budget reduced, and the total portfolio budget 

remained within the 20% limit. 

Table 1.4 

Revised 2021 Budgets16 

Program Name Revised Budget* Initial Budget Difference Change Explanation for the Change

1. Home Energy Solutions $11,276,038 11,276,038$       $0 0% No change.

2. Multifamily Homes $2,638,633 2,638,633$         $0 0% No change.

3. Manufactured Homes $1,262,886 1,262,886$         $0 0% No change.

4. Low-Income Solutions $4,942,484 4,942,484$         $0 0% No change.

5. Point of Purchase Solutions $8,597,428 7,274,730$         $1,322,698 18%
POPS program took on additional kWh with only a small budgetary 

impact.

6. Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions $21,092,276 23,217,504$       -$2,125,228 -9%
Large C&I shifting out 18.5 mill ion kWh into POPS & Small to allow 

them to overdrive.  

7. Small Business Solutions $3,834,747 2,914,458$         $920,289 32%
Small Business overdriving by 5 mill ion kWh due to increased trade 

ally activities.

8. Public Institutions Solutions $3,535,955 3,653,713$         -$117,758 -3% CitySmart shifting out 856k kWh to allow Small Business to overdrive.

9. Agricultural Energy Solutions $1,350,119 1,350,119$         $0 0% No change.

10. Residential Direct Load Control $3,600,907 3,600,907$         $0 0% No change.

11. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot $3,372,376 3,372,376$         $0 0% No change.

12. Agricultural Irrigation Load Control $3,793,765 3,793,765$         $0 0% No change.

13. Energy Efficiency Arkansas $287,124 287,124$            $0 0% No change.

Regulatory -$                          -$                          -$                      - NA

Total Portfolio: 69,584,739$       69,584,739$       0$                     0% 0

Order # 150 approved the Initial Budget.   

 
16 The APSC approved the Budget in Order No. 150 in Docket No. 07-085-TF. 
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Order No. 63 of Docket 13-002-U, this will begin in 2024. This overall cost-effectiveness for

the portfolio is primarily due to two reasons. First, the 2021 program year was planned

considering the directives set forth by the Commission in Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U

including the Real Economic Carrying Charge Method (“RECC”) and market value capacity.

The 2021 achieved results are evaluated based upon the directives in Order No. 150 in Docket

No. O7-085-TF and Order No. 51 in Docket No. 13-002-U for the Three-Year Plan filing for the

years 2021-2022. In addition, Entergy Arkansas included NEBs in the TRC test, as approved

in the TRM 8.2. The NEBs had a Net Present Value of approximately $35 M in the 2021 TRC.

Compared to the TRC without NEBs, this was an increase of approximately 33% of the total

Net Present Value in the portfolio’s TRC.

1.4 2021 Budgets and Changes

The 2021 program year budget was originally approved by the Commission in Order No. 150 of

Docket No. 07-085-TF, as part of the 2020-2022 Energy Efficiency Program Plan with an

overall portfolio cost of $69,584,739. In 2021, Entergy Arkansas revised the approved budget

within the Commission’s budget flexibility guidelines and transferred budgeted dollars from

underachieving programs to programs seeing more positive market acceptance. The details of

the revised budget are provided in Table 1.4. In accordance with Order No. 62 in Docket No.

13-002-U, no program had more than 20% of its budget reduced, and the total portfolio budget

remained within the 20% limit.

Table 1.4

Revised 2021 Budgets16
Program Name Revised Budget‘ Initial Budget Difference Change Explanation for the Change
Home Energy Solutions 311,276,038 11,276,038 30 0%
Multifamily Homes $2,638,633
Manufactured Homes $1,262,886
Lolncome Solutions $4,942,484

$8,597,428

2,638,633 30 0%
1,262,886 30 0%
4,942,484 30 0%
7,274,730 31,322,698 18%

N n g
Nochange.
Nochange.
N n gan .
POPS programtookon additional kwnwttn oniya small budgetary

Point of Purchase Solutions
out 19 5 million kwn into POPSXtSmaii to allow

Large Commercial & industrial Solutions 3214392376 23117504 ’3241254228 8%

$3,834,747 ,, erdriving by 5 million kwn due to increased trade
Small Business Solutions 2,914,458 $920,289 3M

W
N

P
‘P

‘P
W

P
'E

"

3,653,713 $117,758 73% City fling out856k kWh to allow Small Business to overdrive

1,350,119 30 0% N
3,600,907 30 0% N
3,372,376 30 0% N
3,793,765 30 0% Noc an e

N

N

O

Publiclnstitutions Solutions 3153519555
Agricultural Energy Solutions $1,350,119

10. Residential Direct Load Control $3,600,907

11. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot $3,372,376

12. Agricultural Irrigation Load Control $3,793,765
13. Energy Efficiency Arkansas $287,124

Regulatory 5
Total Portfolio: S 69,584,739

Order_approved the initial Budget.

5°

287,124 so 0%
, S ,

69,594,739 5 o 0%

27
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m
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m
m
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16 The APSC approved the Budget in Order No. 150 in Docket No. 07-085-TF.
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1.5 Planned Program Modifications for the 2022 Program Year 
 

Entergy Arkansas continues to seek to achieve efficiencies and make improvements in the 

various energy efficiency programs that it offers to its customers, and numerous examples of 

these efforts are discussed in the specific program descriptions contained herein. 

 

Entergy Arkansas proposed its three-year 2020-2022 Program Plan (“Plan”) in Docket No. 07-

085-TF, filed March 15, 2019, which was approved by the Commission in Order No. 150 on 

June 17, 2019. Although Entergy Arkansas has made no significant modifications to the Plan as 

filed, it should be noted that the forecasted allocations of savings and budgets in that Plan 

reflect an anticipated shift from higher-cost programs to more cost-effective programs and 

delivery channels for 2022.  

The following three tables are from the tabular report workbook as required by the C&EE 

Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

● “EE Portfolio Summary by Program” from Workbook Table 2, Table 1.5.1 below 

● “EE Portfolio Summary by Cost Type” from Workbook Table 3, Table 1.5.2 below 

● “Company Statistics” from Workbook Table 4, Table 1.5.3 below 

  

Table 1.5.1 

EE Portfolio Summary by Program 

Budget Actual
Program Name Target Sector Program Type ($) ($)

Home Energy Solutions Residential Whole Home 11,276,038        10,175,278        90%

Low-Income Solutions Residential Market Specific/Hard to Reach 4,942,484          3,652,787          74%

Manufactured Homes Residential Whole Home 1,262,886          1,356,752          107%

Multifamily Homes Residential Whole Home 2,638,633          2,230,509          85%

Residential Direct Load Control Residential Demand Response 3,600,907          2,699,590          75%

Small Business Solutions Small Business Market Specific/Hard to Reach 2,914,458          3,833,416          132%

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Res/Small Business Demand Response 3,372,376          2,836,382          84%

Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions Commercial & Industrial Custom 23,217,504        15,956,449        69%

Public Institutions Solutions Municipalities/Schools Market Specific/Hard to Reach 3,653,713          3,408,787          93%

Agricultural Energy Solutions Agriculture Prescriptive/Standard Offer 1,350,119          1,106,952          82%

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Agriculture Demand Response 3,793,765          3,532,255          93%

Point of Purchase Solutions All Classes Consumer Product Rebate 7,274,730          7,884,806          108%

Energy Efficiency Arkansas All Classes Other 287,124             85,328               30%

Regulatory - - -                        112,800             -

Total 69,584,739        58,872,091        85%

2021 % of 

Budget

EE Portfolio Expenditures by Program

 

 

Table 1.5.2 
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1.5 Planned Program Modifications for the 2022 Program Year

Entergy Arkansas continues to seek to achieve efficiencies and make improvements in the

various energy efficiency programs that it offers to its customers, and numerous examples of

these efforts are discussed in the specific program descriptions contained herein.

Entergy Arkansas proposed its three-year 2020-2022 Program Plan (“Plan”) in Docket No. 07-

085-TF, filed March 15, 2019, which was approved by the Commission in Order No. 150 on

June 17, 2019. Although Entergy Arkansas has made no significant modifications to the Plan as

filed, it should be noted that the forecasted allocations of savings and budgets in that Plan

reflect an anticipated shift from higher-cost programs to more cost-effective programs and

delivery channels for 2022.

The following three tables are from the tabular report workbook as required by the C&EE

Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U.

0 “EE Portfolio Summary by Program” from Workbook Table 2, Table 1.5.1 below

0 “EE Portfolio Summary by Cost Type” from Workbook Table 3, Table 1.5.2 below

0 “Company Statistics” from Workbook Table 4, Table 1.5.3 below

Table 1.5.1

EE Portfolio Summary by Program

EE Portfolio Expenditures by Program

Program Name Target Sector Program Type

2021
Budget

(5)
Actual

(S)

% of
Budget

Home Energy Solutions
Low-Income Solutions
Manufactured Homes
Multifamily Homes
Residential Direct Load Control
Small Business Solutions
Smart Direct Load Control Pilot
Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions
Public Institutions Solutions
Agricultural Energy Solutions
Agricultural Irrigation Load Control
Point of Purchase Solutions
Energy Efficiency Arkansas

Regulatory

Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Small Business
Res/Small Business
Commercial & Industrial
Municipalities/Schools
Agriculture
Agriculture
All Classes
All Classes

Whole Home
Market Specific/Hard to Reach
Whole Home
Whole Home
Demand Response
Market Specific/Hard to Reach
Demand Response
Custom
Market Specific/Hard to Reach
Prescriptive/Standard Offer
Demand Response
Consumer Product Rebate
Other

11 276,038 10,175,278 90%
4,942,484 3,652,787 74%
1 262,886 1,356,752 1 07%
2,638,633 2,230,509 85%
3,600,907 2,699,590 75%
2,914,458 3,833,416 132%
3,372,376 2,836,382 84%

23,217,504 15,956,449 69%
3,653,713 3,408,787 93%
1,350,119 1,106,952 82%
3,793,765 3,532,255 93%
7,274,730 7,884,806 1 08%

287,124 85,328 30%
112,800

Total 69,584,739 58,872,091 85%

Table 1.5.2
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EE Portfolio Summary by Cost Type 

% of Budget Actual % of

Cost Type Total ($) ($) Total

Planning / Design 0% 175,000             -                        0%

Marketing & Delivery 29% 20,231,106        19,810,069        34%

Incentives / Direct Install Costs 62% 43,203,632        36,025,638        61%

EM&V 5% 3,225,000          1,194,772          2%

Administration 4% 2,750,000          1,728,813          3%

Regulatory 0% -                        112,800             0%

100% 69,584,739        58,872,091        100%

EE Portfolio Expenditure Summary by Cost Type
2021 Total Expenditures

Planning / 
Design

0%

Marketing & 
Delivery

34%

Incentives / Direct 
Install Costs

61%

EM&V
2%Administration

3%

Regulatory
0%
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EE Portfolio Summary by Cost Type

EE Portfolio Expenditure Summary by Cost Type

Cost Type

2021 Total Expenditures
%of Budget Actual %of
Total ($) ($) Total

Planning / Design
Marketing & Delivery
lncentives/ Direct Install Costs
EM&V
Administration
Regulatory

0% 175,000 - 0%
29% 20,231,106 19,810,069 34%
62% 43,203,632 36,025,638 61%
5% 3,225,000 1,194,772 2%
4% 2,750,000 1,728,813 3%
0% - 112,800 0%

100% 69,584,739 58,872,091 100%

EM&V
lncentives/ Direct 20 . . ./— fidmlnlstratlonInstall Costs

61% / 3%
Regulatory

/ 0%
Planning/

Design
0%
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Table 1.5.3 

Company Statistics 

Portfolio 

Budget

(b)

% of 

Revenue

Portfolio 

Spending

(c)

% of 

Revenue

Net Annual 

Savings

(e)

% of 

Energy 

Sales

Net Annual 

Savings

(f)

% of 

Energy 

Sales

($000's) ($000's) (%=b/a) ($000's) (%=c/a) (kWh) (kWh) (%=e/d) (kWh) (%=f/d)

2017 1,739,545$      62,035$         3.6% 57,142$         3.3% 20,888,455      238,130         1.14% 264,992         1.27%

2018 1,667,424$      62,812$         3.8% 57,744$         3.5% 22,524,809      239,878         1.06% 255,997         1.14%

2019 1,861,403$      64,016$         3.4% 56,919$         3.1% 21,818,158      239,488         1.10% 248,663         1.14%

2020 1,787,352$      70,658$         4.0% 58,834$         3.3% 20,748,190      285,557         1.38% 294,313         1.42%

2021 1,878,947$      69,585$         3.7% 58,872$         3.1% 22,281,461      285,557         1.28% 311,158         1.40%

Revenue and Expenditures Energy

Company Statistics

Program 

Year
Total Revenue

(a)

Budget Actual

Total Annual 

Energy Sales

(d)

Plan Evaluated

 -

 50,000

 100,000
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 $-
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Portfolio Budget
(b)
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Table 1.5.3

Company Statistics

Company Statistics

Program
Year

Revenue and Expenditures Energy

Total Revenue

(3)
(5000's)

Budget Actual

Portfolio

Budget Revenue

(b)
($0003) (%=b/a)

%of Portfolio

Spending

(C)
(SOOO'S)

%of

Revenue

(%=C/3)

Total Annual

Energy Sales

(0')
(kWh)

Plan Evaluated

Net Annual

Savings

(6)
(kWh)

% of
Energy

Sales

(%=E/d)

% of
Energy

Net Annual

Savings

(1‘)
(kWh) (%=f/d)

Sales

2017 1,739,545 62,035 3.6% 57,142 3.3% 20,888,455 238,130 1.14% 264,992 1 27%
2018 1,667,424 62,812 3.8% 57,744 3.5% 22,524,809 239,878 1.06% 255, 997 1 .14%
2019 1,861,403 64,016 3.4% 56,919 3.1% 21,818,158 239,488 1.10% 248,663 1 .14%
2020 1,787,352 70,658 4.0% 58,834 3.3% 20,748,190 285,557 1.38% 294,31 3 1 .42%
2021 6

9
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6
8
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58,872 3.1% 22,281,461 285,557 1.28% 311,158 1.40%
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2.0 Portfolio Programs 

2.1 Home Energy Solutions  
 

2.1.1 Program Description 

Home Energy Solutions (HES) was designed to improve energy efficiency and benefit the 

owners and renters of single-family homes in Entergy Arkansas’ service territory. The HES 

Program will help homeowners achieve electricity savings by working with participating trade 

allies, who will help residential customers analyze their energy use, identify energy efficiency 

improvement projects and install no-cost, energy-saving measures at the home.  

Design elements of HES include incentives to offset 100% of the cost of an energy evaluation 

provided by a certified trade ally. To determine eligibility, the trade ally will complete a home 

energy assessment. During the home energy assessment, the trade ally completes a walk-

through inspection, identifies eligible direct install opportunities, secures customer permission 

to directly install equipment at the time of inspection (LED bulbs, advanced power strips, and 

high efficiency showerheads, kitchen and bathroom aerators for customers with electric water 

heating) and produces a written report based on the visual inspection.  

The trade ally also will perform diagnostic testing including a blower door test and duct blaster 

test to provide the customer with estimated energy savings and a list of prioritized 

recommendations. In 2021, the program achieved its energy savings by providing incentivized 

energy saving measures such as ceiling insulation, air conditioner tune-ups, duct sealing and 

air sealing measures to customers. These measures continue to make up the bulk of energy 

savings for the program. Direct install measures such as LED bulbs, advanced power strips, 

and high efficiency showerheads, kitchen, and bathroom aerators for customers with electric 

water heating, also are offered under the program. In addition, this program educates tenants 

and owners about the benefits of having energy saving measures installed on their property.  
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2.0 Portfolio Programs

2.1 Home Energy Solutions

2.1.1 Program Description

Home Energy Solutions (HES) was designed to improve energy efficiency and benefit the

owners and renters of single-family homes in Entergy Arkansas’ service territory. The HES

Program will help homeowners achieve electricity savings by working with participating trade

allies, who will help residential customers analyze their energy use, identify energy efficiency

improvement projects and install no-cost, energy-saving measures at the home.

Design elements of HES include incentives to offset 100% of the cost of an energy evaluation

provided by a certified trade ally. To determine eligibility, the trade ally will complete a home

energy assessment. During the home energy assessment, the trade ally completes a walk-

through inspection, identifies eligible direct install opportunities, secures customer permission

to directly install equipment at the time of inspection (LED bulbs, advanced power strips, and

high efficiency showerheads, kitchen and bathroom aerators for customers with electric water

heating) and produces a written report based on the visual inspection.

The trade ally also will perform diagnostic testing including a blower door test and duct blaster

test to provide the customer with estimated energy savings and a list of prioritized

recommendations. In 2021, the program achieved its energy savings by providing incentivized

energy saving measures such as ceiling insulation, air conditioner tune-ups, duct sealing and

air sealing measures to customers. These measures continue to make up the bulk of energy

savings for the program. Direct install measures such as LED bulbs, advanced power strips,

and high efficiency showerheads, kitchen, and bathroom aerators for customers with electric

water heating, also are offered under the program. In addition, this program educates tenants

and owners about the benefits of having energy saving measures installed on their property.
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2.1.2 Program Highlights 

 

• Saved 30,287 gross MWh in 2021 with a 98% realization rate and a net-to-gross ratio of 

104.3%, resulting in 30,971 MWh net savings. 

• Achieved 9.6 gross MW and 9.7 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization rate of 

97.3%.  

• Saw a total of 8,271unique participants and 65,889 measures incentivized in 2021. 

• Continued efforts on trade ally outreach with the challenge of COVID-19 and tracked 

the effect of the pandemic on the ability to implement the HES program. Each trade ally 

has a Point of Contact within the team, regular communications through email and 

telephone, a monthly electronic newsletter, a quarterly COVID-19 survey, monthly 

“coffee with the team” zoom video calls and the creation of the Trade Ally Council. 

Through these enhancements there has been a noticeable increase in trade ally 

communications and satisfaction with their participation in the HES program.  

• The HES program was able to service customers in 60 of the 63 counties in Arkansas 

that are serviced by Entergy Arkansas. This is represented in figure 2.1.2:2021.  

 

Figure 2.1.2: 2021 
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• 1,051 duct and air sealing projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process 

and 297 of the projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.  

• 152 ceiling insulation projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 

99 projects of the projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.  

• 52 air conditioner tune-ups went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 9 of 

the projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.  

• 532 direct install projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 211 

projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.  

• The program account managers educated customers about other energy efficiency 

measures that they could implement and other Entergy Arkansas energy efficiency 

programs available to them.  

• Promotion and outreach activities were executed in a variety of marketing channels. 

Paid media with print, digital and social media tactics were very successful in driving 

awareness and engagement. Entergy Arkansas’ marketing channels also were used to 

promote this program via social media posts, the Entergy Solutions web page, the 

Entergy Circuit newsletter and Entergy bill inserts. Trade ally co-branded marketing 

materials and referrals also were used to reach out to customers to increase awareness 

and participation. These marketing efforts helped implement the program across the 

entire Entergy Arkansas service territory, rather than focusing on narrow areas.  

 

2.1.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

 

Table 2.1.3 shows the program budget, annual energy savings and participants from Workbook 

Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements and Order 

No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 
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0 1,051 duct and air sealing projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process

and 297 of the projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.

0 152 ceiling insulation projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and

99 projects of the projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

0 52 air conditioner tune-ups went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 9 of

the projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.

0 532 direct install projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 211

projects went through the program’s field inspection QA/QC process.

0 The program account managers educated customers about other energy efficiency

measures that they could implement and other Entergy Arkansas energy efficiency

programs available to them.

0 Promotion and outreach activities were executed in a variety of marketing channels.

Paid media with print, digital and social media tactics were very successful in driving

awareness and engagement. Entergy Arkansas’ marketing channels also were used to

promote this program via social media posts, the Entergy Solutions web page, the

Entergy Circuit newsletter and Entergy bill inserts. Trade ally co-branded marketing

materials and referrals also were used to reach out to customers to increase awareness

and participation. These marketing efforts helped implement the program across the

entire Entergy Arkansas service territory, rather than focusing on narrow areas.

2.1.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants

Table 2.1.3 shows the program budget, annual energy savings and participants from Workbook

Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements and Order

No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U.
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Table 2.1.3 

Home Energy Solutions Program Budget, Energy Savings and 

Participants

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 11,604,088$    11,089,024$    96% 22,638,739 28,725,110 127% 10,440 12,674 121% 7,222 6,848 95%

Program Year 2020 11,800,706$    11,659,333$    99% 27,429,032 26,283,105 96% 10,251 9,476 92% 8,771 6,615 75%

Program Year 2021 11,276,038$    10,175,278$    90% 27,136,500 30,970,670 114% 10,251 9,732 95% 8,773 8,271 94%

Home Energy Solutions
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)

23,000,000

24,000,000

25,000,000

26,000,000

27,000,000

28,000,000
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31,000,000

32,000,000

 $9,000,000

 $9,500,000

 $10,000,000

 $10,500,000

 $11,000,000

 $11,500,000

 $12,000,000

 Program Year 2019  Program Year 2020  Program Year 2021

Energy Savings (kWh) Budget Actual

 

Program Events & Training: 

 

The HES Program provided a wide variety of training sessions to educate Trade Allies on 

program requirements, measure installation best practices, and new tools, among others. This 

training is provided in both online and in-person meetings, on an ad-hoc basis as needed.  

  

All technicians performing test-in and test-out on customer homes are required to hold one of 

several Building Performance Institute or RESNET energy professional certifications. 

2.1.4 Description of Participants 

 

Participant: Anyone with a valid Entergy Arkansas account number who lives in a single-family 

home. The home must be a minimum of one year old and have a central ducted heat and air 

conditioning unit. Participants (8,283) are counted on a per account basis. Participant’s homes 

must have an energy use of $0.10 per square foot in the summer or be at least 10 years old to 

qualify for the core weatherization measures. 

 

Participants who receive Entergy Arkansas electric service under a residential homes rate 

code qualify for fuel appropriate measures in this program. 
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training is provided in both online and in-person meetings, on an ad-hoc basis as needed.

All technicians performing test-in and test-out on customer homes are required to hold one of

several Building Performance Institute or RESNET energy professional certifications.

2.1.4 Description of Participants

Participant: Anyone with a valid Entergy Arkansas account number who lives in a single-family

home. The home must be a minimum of one year old and have a central ducted heat and air

conditioning unit. Participants (8,283) are counted on a per account basis. Participant’s homes

must have an energy use of $0.10 per square foot in the summer or be at least 10 years old to

qualify for the core weatherization measures.

Participants who receive Entergy Arkansas electric service under a residential homes rate

code qualify for fuel appropriate measures in this program.
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Table 2.1.4, from the Entergy Arkansas, LLC Evaluation Report – Program Cycle 2021, 

highlights key demographic information for participants in the Home Energy Solutions 

Program. Pertaining to Act 1102, approximately 23% of the HES participants were aged 65 or 

older and approximately 14% of the respondents were eligible for LIHEAP 

benefits. Approximately 31.5% of the participants had an annual income of $50,000 or less.   

  
Table 2.1.4 For Program Cycle 2021 Demographic Information from Process Surveys  

 

Respondent characteristic Percentage 
PY2021 

participants 

Respondent 

age 

18-24 0.9% 75  

25-34 15.1% 1,251  

35-44 19.8% 1,640  

45-54 21.7% 1,797  

55-64 18.9% 1,565  

65 or older 23.6% 1,955  

Participants (n) 8,283 

Income Less than $25,000 11.1% 919  

$25,000 to less than $50,000 20.40% 1,690  

$50,000 to less than $75,000 18.50% 1,532  

$75,000 to less than $100,000 22.20% 1,839  

$100,000 or greater 27.8% 2,303  

Participants (n) 8,283 

LIHEAP 

status 

LIHEAP eligible 14.0% 1,160  

Not LIHEAP eligible 86.0% 7,123  

Participants (n) 8,283 
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Table 2.1.4, from the Entergy Arkansas, LLC Evaluation Report —Program Cycle 2021,

highlights key demographic information for participants in the Home Energy Solutions

Program. Pertaining to Act 1102, approximately 23% of the HES participants were aged 65 or

older and approximately 14% of the respondents were eligible for LIHEAP

benefits. Approximately 31.5% of the participants had an annual income of $50,000 or less.
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Respondent characteristic Percentage .P.Y2021partICIpants

Respondent 18-24 0.9% 75

age 25-34 15.1% 1,251
35-44 19.8% 1,640

45-54 21.7% 1,797

55-64 18.9% 1,565

65 or older 23.6% 1,955

Participants (n) 8,283

Income Less than $25,000 11.1% 919

$25,000 to less than $50,000 20_40% 1,690

$50,000 to less than $75,000 18.50% 1,532

$75,000 to less than $100,000 220% 1,839

$100,000 or greater 27.8% 2,303

Participants (n) 8,283

LIHEAP LIHEAP eligible 14.0% 1,160

status Not LIHEAP eligible 86.0% 7,123

Participants (n) 8,283
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2.1.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 
 

Challenges: 

With the supply chain constraints continuing due to COVID-19 and recent surge in inflation, EE 

product and shipping costs are rising. The program is increasing incentives for ceiling insulation 

and some Direct Installations (DI) measures to offset the rise in costs. If this continues, it could 

create constraints on the program incentives budgets. Additional COVID-19 impacts are 

detailed within the executive summary.  

  

Opportunities: 

It can be difficult for trade allies to identify customers who have or have not participated in the 

program while out in the field. It is important for trade allies to identify if a home has participated 

in the past to avoid submission of duplicate measures. In 2021, the program introduced a 

software-based tool for the trade allies to use in real-time to verify past participation of Entergy 

Arkansas customers. If past participation did occur, the tool provides exactly what measures 

were installed so that other opportunities may be identified and duplicate efforts of other 

measures are avoided.  

 

EM&V Recommendations:  

• Increase internal QA/QC process on duct sealing to ensure all cooling and heating 

variables are captured. 

• For duct sealing projects, evaluate savings using actual units if available rather than 

technical reference manual (TRM) baselines. 

• Ensure contractors are consistently submitting key savings project documentation. 

• Increase customer service training for contractors. 

• Consider a +/- 10% QA/QC threshold on square footage of homes for ceiling insulation. 

  

2.1.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget  

  

• The Home Energy Solutions Program will have a net energy savings goal 

of 28,869,000 kWh in 2022.  

• The HES Program will continue to look for new ideas and channels to market the 

benefits of the program to Entergy Arkansas customers to increase participation. 
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0 Increase internal QA/QC process on duct sealing to ensure all cooling and heating

variables are captured.

0 For duct sealing projects, evaluate savings using actual units if available rather than

technical reference manual (TRM) baselines.

0 Ensure contractors are consistently submitting key savings project documentation.

0 Increase customer service training for contractors.

. Consider a +/- 10% QA/QC threshold on square footage of homes for ceiling insulation.

2.1.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget

0 The Home Energy Solutions Program will have a net energy savings goal

of 28,869,000 kWh in 2022.

o The HES Program will continue to look for new ideas and channels to market the

benefits of the program to Entergy Arkansas customers to increase participation.
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• An increase in rebates for attic insulation and DI  products will be implemented to 

account for the supply chain product price increases.   

• Additional customer service training will be implemented with the contractor network 

to focus on communications with customers before and after their participation and 

also will include training on how to interact and communicate with customers during 

the on-site visit. 

• An opportunity for training and certification as a BPI Building Analyst will be offered 

to the contractor network. 

• Expanding the communications with trade allies will continue to be a focus of the 

program to ensure trade ally compliance with policies/procedures, address any 

concerns as they arise and ensure the benefit of participating in the HES Program. 
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2.2 Multifamily Homes Program 
 

2.2.1 Program Description  

 

The Multifamily Homes (MF) Program continues to provide cost-effective energy efficiency 

measures to the multifamily residential and commercial market throughout the Entergy 

Arkansas service territory. The program is designed to benefit both the property owners and 

residents of multifamily dwellings in the Company’s service territory through increased energy 

efficiency in their homes and at their properties. The Multifamily Homes Program helps 

overcome the split incentive barrier by making it easy for property owners to enroll and 

participate at little to no additional cost. The program continues to offer comprehensive energy 

saving incentivized measures such as air conditioner tune-ups, duct sealing, air sealing and 

direct install measures. In addition, the Multifamily Homes Program now offers commercial, 

common area measures such as lighting, pool pumps and central HVAC replacement. These 

energy efficient measures continue to improve apartment communities by increasing comfort 

and reducing maintenance for property staff. Through providing a more comprehensive 

approach to the multifamily market, the program has evolved to provide an all-inclusive 

approach for multifamily property owners making the enrollment process more streamlined. 

 

2.2.2 Program Highlights 

 

The 2021 Multifamily Homes Program: 

● Saved 8,356 in gross MWh in 2021 with a 101.1% realization rate and a net-to-gross 

ratio of 1.00; this resulted in 8,444 MWh net energy savings.  

● Achieved 1.2 gross MW and 1.3 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization rate of 

105.3%.   

● The program completed energy efficiency upgrades for 1,669 unique participants. 

○ Figure 2.2.2.1 shows the multifamily properties completed in 2021. Outreach 

will continue throughout the Entergy Arkansas service territory to increase the 

customer participation throughout the state.  
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Figure 2.2.2.1: Map of 2021 Properties 

 

 

● 269 air sealing and duct sealing projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC 

process and 129 projects of the projects went through the program’s field QA/QC 

process.  

● 21 ceiling insulation projects submitted through the program went through the 

program’s virtual QA/QC process and 25 projects of the projects went through the 

program’s field QA/QC process.  

● 1 AC tune-up projects submitted through the program went through the program’s 

virtual QA/QC process and 26 projects of the projects went through the program’s field 

QA/QC process.  

● 84direct install projects submitted through the program went through the program’s 

virtual QA/QC process and 20 projects of the projects went through the program’s field 

QA/QC process.  

● A summary of the energy savings and realization rates by measure category are found 

in Table 2.2.2.2 below.  
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269 air sealing and duct sealing projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC

process and 129 projects of the projects went through the program’s field QA/QC

process.

21 ceiling insulation projects submitted through the program went through the

program’s virtual QA/QC process and 25 projects of the projects went through the

program’s field QA/QC process.

1 AC tune-up projects submitted through the program went through the program’s

virtual QA/QC process and 26 projects of the projects went through the program’s field

QA/QC process.

84direct install projects submitted through the program went through the program’s

virtual QA/QC process and 20 projects of the projects went through the program’s field

QA/QC process.

A summary of the energy savings and realization rates by measure category are found

in Table 2.2.2.2 below.
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Table 2.2.2.2 Summary of the Products Installed 

 

Measure 
category 

Reported 
kWh17 

Sampled 
kWh 

Percentage 
kWh sampled 

Reported 
kW 

Sampled 
kW 

Percentage 
kW sampled 

Appliances  53,122   504  0.9%  6.3   0.1  1.0% 

Domestic 
hot water 

 55,834   1,150  2.1%  5.8   0.1  2.1% 

Envelope  1,106,795   35,003  3.2%  198.9   4.5  2.3% 

HVAC  5,580,231   138,022  2.5%  701.0   16.7  2.4% 

Lighting  131,965   2,072  1.6%  22.5   0.4  1.8% 

Total  6,927,947   176,752  2.6%  934.5   21.9  2.3% 

 

● Promotion and outreach in 2021 were primarily through Entergy Arkansas’ marketing 

channels, social media posts, the Entergy Solutions web page, the Circuit Newsletter 

and trade ally marketing efforts. Networking through the Arkansas Apartment 

Association and property management companies generated leads that were shared 

with the Trade Ally Network.  

● Continued effort on trade ally outreach with the challenge of COVID-19 and tracked the 

effect of the pandemic on the ability to implement the MF Program. Each trade ally has 

a Point of Contact within the team, regular communications through email and 

telephone, monthly electronic newsletter, quarterly COVID-19 survey, monthly “coffee 

with the team” zoom videocalls and the creation of the Trade Ally Council. Through 

these enhancements there has been a noticeable increase in trade ally communications 

and satisfaction with their participation in the MF Program.  

● Both field and virtual trainings were provided for the Trade Allies who performed air 

conditioner tune-ups and weatherization measures. The program account manager 

worked with the trade ally field technicians, office personnel and owners to provide in-

depth training and verification of quality procedures. Additional classroom and field 

trainings were provided as needed, based upon the 100% desktop review of all 

applications.  

 
17 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021. 
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Table 2.2.2.2 Summary of the Products Installed

Measure Reported Sampled Percentage Reported Sampled Percentage
category kWh17 kWh kWh sampled kW kW kW sampled

504 6 3 0 1Appliances 53,122 0.9% . . 1.0%

Domestic 55,834 1,150 2.1% 5.8 0.1 2.1%
hot water

Envelope 1,106,795 35,003 3.2% 198.9 4.5 2.3%

HVAC 5,580,231 138,022 2.5% 701.0 16.7 2.4%

Lighting 131,965 2,072 1.6% 22.5 0.4 1.8%

Total 6,927,947 176,752 2.6% 934.5 21.9 2.3%

Promotion and outreach in 2021 were primarily through Entergy Arkansas’ marketing

channels, social media posts, the Entergy Solutions web page, the Circuit Newsletter

and trade ally marketing efforts. Networking through the Arkansas Apartment

Association and property management companies generated leads that were shared

with the Trade Ally Network.

Continued effort on trade ally outreach with the challenge of COVlD-19 and tracked the

effect of the pandemic on the ability to implement the MF Program. Each trade ally has

a Point of Contact within the team, regular communications through email and

telephone, monthly electronic newsletter, quarterly COVlD-19 survey, monthly “coffee

with the team” zoom videocalls and the creation of the Trade Ally Council. Through

these enhancements there has been a noticeable increase in trade ally communications

and satisfaction with their participation in the MF Program.

Both field and virtual trainings were provided for the Trade Allies who performed air

conditioner tune-ups and weatherization measures. The program account manager

worked with the trade ally field technicians, office personnel and owners to provide in-

depth training and verification of quality procedures. Additional classroom and field

trainings were provided as needed, based upon the 100% desktop review of all

applications.

17 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021.
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2.2.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants. 

 

Table 2.2.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

 

Table 2.2.3 

Multifamily Homes Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 1,099,238$      1,008,805$      92% 3,011,306 4,285,089 142% 1,716 920 54% 4,000 1,369 34%

Program Year 2020 1,098,312$      1,033,810$      94% 11,891,559 11,855,314 100% 4,652 1,860 40% 3,279 2,567 78%

Program Year 2021 2,638,633$      2,230,509$      85% 14,010,181 8,444,079 60% 5,501 1,293 24% 3,907 1,669 43%
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2.2.4 Description of Participants 

 

Multifamily properties that are duplexes, triplexes and large complexes located within the 

Entergy Arkansas electric service territory are eligible as participants in the Entergy Arkansas 

Multifamily Homes Program. Currently, properties under a residential or multifamily rate code 

all qualify for this program. There are no maximum limits on the size of a building or number of 

qualifying buildings in a single multifamily property. Funds are limited and services are 

available throughout the Entergy Arkansas service territory. 

 

Table 2.2.4, from the Entergy Arkansas, LLC Evaluation Report – Program Cycle 2021, 

highlights key demographic information for participants in the Multifamily Homes Program. 

Pertaining to Act 1102, in the Program Cycle, approximately 9% (or 145) of the Multifamily 

Homes participants were aged 65 or older and approximately 26% (or 439) of the respondents 
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were eligible for LIHEAP benefits. Approximately 84% of the Multifamily Homes Program 

participants had an income of less than $50,000. This is based on the most recent process 

evaluation survey estimates, which were conducted in 2018.  

 

Table 2.2.4 

Program Cycle 2021 Demographic Information estimated from 2018 Process Surveys – 

Multifamily Homes 

*Participants may not sum to participant totals highlighted in bold due to rounding error. 

Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants 

Respondent 

age 

18–24 4.3% 72  

25–34 21.7% 362  

35–44 30.4% 508  

45–54 17.4% 291  

55–64 17.4% 291  

65 or older 8.7% 145  

Participants (n) 1,669 

Income Less than $25,000 57.9% 967 

$25,000 to less than 

$50,000 

26.3% 439 

$50,000 to less than 

$75,000 

5.3% 88 

$75,000 to less than 

$100,000 

5.3% 88 

$100,000 of greater 5.3% 88 

Participants (n) 1,669 

LIHEAP 

status 

LIHEAP-eligible 26.3% 439  

Not LIHEAP-eligible 73.7% 1,231  

Participants (n) 1,669 

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys. 
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2.2.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

 

Challenges: 

With the supply chain constraints continuing due to COVID-19 and recent surge in inflation, EE 

product and shipping costs are rising. The program is increasing incentives for ceiling insulation 

and some DI measures to offset the rise in cost. If this continues, it could create constraints on 

the program incentive budget. Additional COVID-19 impacts are detailed within the executive 

summary.  

 

Ownership turnover within the multifamily market is high, which can create a gap in the 

communication chain between program staff and trade allies. To mitigate this issue, the 

program is utilizing ALN Apartment data software which provides updates in management 

turnover at the property, even at the district level. This will allow program representatives to 

identify new ownership and property staff members that will be used to build new relationships 

and equip trade allies with contact leads for multifamily properties. 

Opportunities: 

It can be difficult for trade allies to identify customers who have or have not participated in the 

program while out in the field. It is important for trade allies to identify if a home has 

participated in the past to avoid submission of duplicate measures. In 2021, the program 

introduced software-based tool for the trade allies to use in real-time to verify past participation 

of Entergy Arkansas customers. If past participation does occur, the tool provides exactly what 

measures were installed so that other opportunities may be identified and duplicate efforts of 

other measures are avoided.  

 

EM&V Recommendations: 

• Increase the internal QA/QC process on the duct sealing measure for all heating types 

to ensure all cooling and heating variables are captured. 

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing measures 

since it is a key parameter in calculating savings. 

• Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters, such as model 

number, insulation level, and flow rate, are identifiable.  

• Increase customer service training for contractors. 
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• Ensure timely responses to trade allies.   

• Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of the process 

and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies engaged in the program. 

2.2.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

Proposed changes: 

• An increase in rebate for attic insulation and DI products will be implemented to account 

for the supply chain product increases.   
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2.3 Manufactured Homes Program 
 

2.3.1 Program Description 

The Manufactured Homes Program was designed to improve energy efficiency and benefit the 

owners and residents of manufactured homes and parks in the Entergy Arkansas service 

territory.  

This program provides much needed services for a hard-to-serve customer segment, where 

customers paying the electric bill often do not have the ability to make energy efficiency 

upgrades. The program overcomes the upfront cost hurdle by making it easy for the occupant 

to participate at little to no cost. Another hurdle to overcome is the split incentive, where the 

landlord pays for the energy efficiency improvement, while the tenant benefits by immediate 

improvement in comfort. The program incentivizes energy saving measures such as air 

conditioner tune-ups, duct sealing and air sealing measures to customers. These measures 

continue to make up the bulk of energy savings for the program. Direct install measures such 

as LED bulbs, advanced power strips, and high efficiency showerheads, kitchen and bathroom 

aerators for customers with electric water heating, are still offered under the program. In 

addition, this program educates tenants and owners about the benefits of having energy 

saving measures installed on their property. After the direct install measures are installed, the 

tenants receive personalized tips on how to improve their homes’ efficiency. At the end of the 

process, direct install participants complete a customer satisfaction survey. Residents are 

informed of other Entergy Arkansas energy efficiency programs, as well as other programs 

available to them if they use natural gas energy. 

2.3.2 Program Highlights 

• Saved 4,774 gross MWh in 2021 with a 107.1% realization rate and a net-to-gross ratio 

of 1.00, resulting in 5,114 MWh net savings.  

• Achieved 0.8 gross MW and 0.8 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization rate of 

99.7%. 
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• In 2021, a total of 612 manufactured homes participated in the program, some 

receiving more than one measure. 

• The program continued to provide services throughout the Entergy Arkansas service 

territory. The geospatial map in Figure 2.3.2 shows the location of work performed in 

2021.  

Figure 2.3.2: 2021 Participants 

 

• 335 duct and air sealing jobs went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process 

and 10 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   

• 57 air conditioner tune-ups performed went through the program’s virtual QA/QC 

process and 0 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.  

• 121 total direct install projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process 

and 6 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   

• The program account manager educated customers about other energy efficiency 

measures that they could implement and other Entergy Arkansas energy efficiency 

programs available to them. 

• The effort on trade ally outreach continued with the challenge of COVID-19 and the 

effect of the pandemic on the ability to implement the Manufactured Homes  

Program was tracked. Each trade ally has a Point of Contact within the team, 
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regular communications through email and telephone, monthly electronic 

newsletter, quarterly COVID-19 survey, monthly “coffee with the team” zoom video 

calls and the creation of the Trade Ally Council. Through these enhancements there 

has been a noticeable increase in trade ally communications and satisfaction with 

their participation in the Manufactured Homes Program. Both field and virtual 

trainings were provided for the trade allies who performed air conditioner tune-ups 

and weatherization measures. The program account manager worked with the 

trade ally field technicians, office personnel and owners to provide in-depth training 

and verification of quality procedures. Additional classroom and field trainings were 

provided as needed, based upon the 100% desktop review of all applications. 

• The program continued to be more accessible to the Hispanic populations by 

having marketing collateral available in both English and Spanish in order to target 

this market. 

• Promotion and outreach activities were executed in a variety of marketing channels. 

Paid media with print, digital and social media tactics were very successful in 

driving awareness and engagement. Entergy Arkansas’ marketing channels were 

also used to promote this program via social media posts, the Entergy Solutions 

web page, the Entergy Circuit Newsletter and Entergy bill inserts. Trade ally co-

branded marketing materials and referrals were also used to reach out to 

customers to increase awareness and participation. These marketing steps helped 

implement the program across the entire Entergy Arkansas service territory, rather 

than focusing on narrow areas. 
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2.3.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.3.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket 10-010-U. 

Table 2.3.3 
Entergy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 1,078,539$      897,897$         83% 1,996,069 3,274,385 164% 393 484 123% 900 1,685 187%

Program Year 2020 1,092,510$      979,573$         90% 5,403,192 5,284,106 98% 674 844 125% 1,566 726 46%

Program Year 2021 1,262,886$      1,356,752$      107% 5,403,192 5,114,435 95% 674 751 111% 1,566 612 39%
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2.3.4 Description of Participants 

Participants who receive Entergy Arkansas electric service under a residential homes rate 

code qualify for fuel appropriate measures in this program. These are typically located within a 

park or complex and there are no maximum limits to the size of a park or complex. 

Manufactured homes comprise roughly 14% of the Company’s housing stock, which is twice 

the national average, but there are still challenges reaching the market and generating leads. 

Table 2.5.4, from the Entergy Arkansas, LLC Evaluation Report – Program Cycle 2021 

highlights key demographic information for participants in the Manufactured Homes Program. 

Pertaining to Act 1102, approximately 23.9% of the Manufactured Homes Program participants 

were aged 65 or older and approximately 21.5% of the respondents were eligible for LIHEAP 

benefits. Approximately 83.1% of the participants had an income of $50,000 or less.  This is 
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based on the most recent process evaluation survey estimates, which were conducted in 

2018.  

Table 2.5.4 

Program Cycle 2021 Demographic Information estimated from 2018 Process Surveys 

Manufactured Homes Program 

*Participants may not sum to participant totals highlighted in bold due to rounding error. 

Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants* 

Respondent 

age 

18–24 2.8% 17  

25–34 11.3% 69  

35–44 18.3% 112  

45–54 23.9% 146  

55–64 19.7% 121.0  

65 or older 23.9% 146  

Participants (n) 612  

Income Less than $25,000 44.6% 273  

$25,000 to less than $50,000 38.5% 236  

$50,000 to less than $75,000 10.8% 66  

$75,000 to less than $100,000 4.6% 28  

$100,000 of greater 1.5% 9  

Participants (n) 612 

LIHEAP status LIHEAP eligible 21.5% 132  

Not LIHEAP eligible 78.5% 480  

Participants (n) 612 

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys. 

 

2.3.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

 

Challenges: 

Residents of manufactured homes are part of a particularly hard-to-reach market for a number 

of reasons. In general, residents of manufactured homes are less likely to invest in energy 
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efficiency upgrades to their home because the out-of-pocket cost is simply too high to perform 

these upgrades. The renters of manufactured homes don’t have disposable income to invest in 

these upgrades, even though the long-term effects can be very beneficial. This program helps 

to not only provide beneficial upgrades at no cost to the residents, it also educates the 

customer about the fundamentals of energy efficiency and energy usage. 

The most effective means of reaching customers is direct outreach from the trade ally to 

mobile home park owners. Bilingual and co-branded marketing material is available for use in 

the Manufactured Homes Program. This material helps the trade allies sell the program to 

prospective mobile home parks and individual owners.  

 

With the supply chain constraints continuing due to COVID-19 and recent surge in inflation, EE 

DI product costs are rising. The program is increasing incentives for some DI products to offset 

the rise in cost. If this continues, it could create constraints on the program incentive budget. 

Additional COVID-19 impacts are detailed within the executive summary.  

 

Opportunities: 

It can be difficult for trade allies to identify customers who have or have not participated in the 

program while out in the field. It is important for trade allies to identify if a home has 

participated in the past to avoid submission of duplicate measures. In 2021, the program 

introduced a software-based tool for the trade allies to use in real time to verify past 

participation of Entergy Arkansas customers. If past participation did occur, the tool provides 

exactly what measures were installed so that other opportunities may be identified and 

duplicate efforts of other measures are avoided.  

 

EM&V Recommendations: 

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing measures 

since it is a key parameter in calculating savings. 

• Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters, such as model 

number, are identifiable. 

• Increase the internal quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) process on the duct 

sealing measure for all heating types to capture all cooling and heating variables.  

• Increase customer service training for contractors regarding communications. 
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program while out in the field. It is important for trade allies to identify if a home has

participated in the past to avoid submission of duplicate measures. In 2021, the program

introduced a software-based tool for the trade allies to use in real time to verify past

participation of Entergy Arkansas customers. If past participation did occur, the tool provides

exactly what measures were installed so that other opportunities may be identified and

duplicate efforts of other measures are avoided.

EM&V Recommendations:

0 Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing measures

since it is a key parameter in calculating savings.

0 Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters, such as model

number, are identifiable.

0 Increase the internal quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) process on the duct

sealing measure for all heating types to capture all cooling and heating variables.

0 Increase customer service training for contractors regarding communications.
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• Ensure replaced equipment, such as incandescents, are removed and properly 

disposed of.  

• Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of the process 

and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies engaged in the program.  

• Ensure trade allies are aware of the database and process to check on customer 

eligibility  

2.3.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

• An increase in rebate for direct install products will be implemented to account for 

the supply chain product increases.   
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2.4 Low-Income Solutions 

  

2.4.1 Program Description 

 

The Low-Income Solutions (LIS) Program was launched in Entergy’s residential portfolio in 

2020, and was designed to serve income-qualified customers, as defined under the 2017 Act 

1102 and in accordance with Order No. 30 in Docket No. 13-002-U from the Commission. Like 

Entergy Arkansas’ other home energy efficiency programs in the Entergy Arkansas portfolio, 

the LIS Program offers many energy efficiency opportunities for owners and renters of single-

family homes, manufactured homes, and multi-family dwellings in Entergy Arkansas’ service 

territory.  

The LIS Program helps income-qualified residents achieve electricity savings by working with 

participating trade allies and Community Based Organizations (CBOs). Trade allies help 

residential customers analyze their energy use, identify energy efficiency improvement projects 

and install low- or no-cost energy-saving measures at home. CBOs help the LIS Program 

identify eligible customers and distribute program information to the local communities they 

serve.  

Design elements of the LIS Program include incentives to offset up to 100% of the cost of an 

energy evaluation provided by a certified trade ally. In addition, LIS customers may receive 

minor health and safety products or repairs for eligible homes, such as bathroom ventilation, 

smoke detectors, etc. To determine eligibility and receive an incentive, the trade ally completes 

both a home energy assessment and asks the resident to self-certify their income eligibility for 

participation. If the home is a candidate for health and safety measures, the trade ally 

documents the opportunity during the initial visit and submits the proposed health and safety 

work to the program manager for approval. The program offers comprehensive energy-saving 

measures such as air conditioner tune-ups, duct sealing, air sealing, attic insulation, LEDs, 

advanced power strips and high efficiency showerheads and aerators for all electric properties. 
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advanced power strips and high efficiency showerheads and aerators for all electric properties.
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2.4.2 Program Highlights 

 

In 2021, the LIS Program: 

• Saved 8,050 gross MWh in 2021 with a 99.8% realization rate and a net-to-gross ratio 

of 1.00, resulting in 8,034 MWh net savings.  

• Achieved 2.2 gross MW and 2.2 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization rate of 

99.9%. 

• Served 2,231 individual Entergy account holders of which: 

o 67% were single-family homes. 

o 28% were multifamily apartments. 

o 5% were manufactured homes. 

• Installed at least one health and safety measure in 45% of participating properties. 

• 2,533 duct and air sealing jobs went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 

81 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   

• 46 ceiling insulation performed went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 

25 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   

• 14 air conditioner tune-ups went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and six 

projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.  

• 325 direct install projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 30 

projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   

• 1,413 health and safety projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process 

and 42 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.   
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2.4.2 Program Highlights

In 2021, the LIS Program:

0 Saved 8,050 gross MWh in 2021 with a 99.8% realization rate and a net-to-gross ratio

of 1.00, resulting in 8,034 MWh net savings.

0 Achieved 2.2 gross MW and 2.2 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization rate of

99.9%.

o Served 2,231 individual Entergy account holders of which:

0 67% were single-family homes.

0 28% were multifamily apartments.

0 5% were manufactured homes.

0 Installed at least one health and safety measure in 45% of participating properties.

0 2,533 duct and air sealing jobs went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and

81 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

0 46 ceiling insulation performed went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and

25 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

0 14 air conditioner tune-ups went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and six

projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

0 325 direct install projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process and 30

projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

0 1,413 health and safety projects went through the program’s virtual QA/QC process

and 42 projects went through the program’s field QA/QC process.
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Figure 2.4.2: 2021 Participation 

 

One of the LIS Program’s missions is to increase opportunities for low income and elderly 

customers to access energy efficiency services. In 2021, the LIS Program continued to grow 

the partnerships with both CBOs and outside agencies established during the first year of the 

Program. The pilot project with the Arkansas Energy Office and the Better Community 

Development (BCD) Group, a non-profit CBO who receives Weatherization Assistance 

Program (WAP) funding to weatherize homes and apartments in Arkansas, continued to 

provide braided incentives in 2021 and increased the number of homes utilizing both LIS 

incentives and WAP funding. Working together, the LIS program and BCD successfully funded 

projects for seven single family homes, one manufactured home, and 21 apartments. Entergy 

produced a video of Mary Lowe, a satisfied customer, that used both the WAP and LIS 

Program, which gave a firsthand account of its savings benefits and effect on the community.  

This testimonial video was shared by the Arkansas Energy Office, the BCD, and Entergy across 

multiple platforms and at virtual conferences in 2021.  

 

Other successful collaborations in 2021 included short-term partnerships with Community 

Thrive 365 Inc. (North Little Rock), and the Stuttgart Food Bank (Stuttgart), which both referred 

eligible customers for services. Traditional promotion and outreach activities were also 
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One of the LIS Program’s missions is to increase opportunities for low income and elderly

customers to access energy efficiency services. In 2021, the LIS Program continued to grow

the partnerships with both 0805 and outside agencies established during the first year of the

Program. The pilot project with the Arkansas Energy Office and the Better Community

Development (BCD) Group, a non-profit CBO who receives Weatherization Assistance

Program (WAP) funding to weatherize homes and apartments in Arkansas, continued to

provide braided incentives in 2021 and increased the number of homes utilizing both LIS

incentives and WAP funding. Working together, the LIS program and BCD successfully funded

projects for seven single family homes, one manufactured home, and 21 apartments. Entergy

produced a video of Mary Lowe, a satisfied customer, that used both the WAP and LIS

Program, which gave a firsthand account of its savings benefits and effect on the community.

This testimonial video was shared by the Arkansas Energy Office, the BCD, and Entergy across

multiple platforms and at virtual conferences in 2021.

Other successful collaborations in 2021 included short-term partnerships with Community

Thrive 365 Inc. (North Little Rock), and the Stuttgart Food Bank (Stuttgart), which both referred

eligible customers for services. Traditional promotion and outreach activities were also
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executed through a variety of marketing channels, including paid media with print, digital and 

social media tactics. Entergy Arkansas’ marketing channels were also used to promote this 

program via social media posts, the Entergy Solutions web page, the Entergy Circuit newsletter 

and Entergy bill inserts. These marketing efforts helped promote the LIS program across the 

entire Entergy Arkansas service territory. The increased number of completed health and safety 

projects provided by the LIS Program contributed to improving living conditions for the 

participating Arkansans by reducing minor hazards inside the home. The quantity of the health 

and safety measures provided by the program increased 30% from 2020 to 2021 due to 

increasing the health and safety specific training and workforce development efforts with the 

trade allies. The variety of projects also expanded as more trade allies took advantage of the 

improved health and safety measure identification and submission process introduced at the 

beginning of July. 

 

2.4.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

 

Table 2.4.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and participants from Workbook 

Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements and Order 

No. 16 in Docket 10-010-U. 

Table 2.4.3 Low-Income Solutions 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 NA NA - NA NA - NA NA - NA NA -

Program Year 2020 NA NA - 6,739,532 6,939,776 103% 2,531 1,757 69% 2,322 2,607 112%

Program Year 2021 4,942,484$      3,652,787$      74% 7,862,580 8,033,917 102% 2,946 2,151 73% 2,790 2,231 80%

Low-Income Solutions 
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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•   Program Events & Training 

o The LIS Program provided over 23 training sessions to educate trade allies on 

program requirements in 2021, 17 of which were specific to health and safety 

measures and identifying income-qualified customers. The LIS Program also 

participated in the annual Trade Ally Summit in tandem with the other residential 

Entergy Solutions programs. This summit for business principals and crew leaders 

included training on program updates, safety training and program performance 

rewards. In 2021, a LIS-specific breakout session was included to cover updates to 

health and safety measures and other low-income specific topic.  

o All technicians performing test-in and test-out on customer homes are required to 

hold a Building Performance Institute professional certification. Trade allies with 

allocations in the LIS Program are strongly encouraged to pursue additional training 

on home health and safety, such as the Building Performance Institute’s Health 

Housing Principles certificate of knowledge. 

2.4.4 Description of Participants 

Participant: Anyone with a valid Entergy Arkansas account number who is 65 years of age or 

older or who meets the income eligibility qualifications for the Low Income Home Energy 

Assistance Program (LIHEAP) administered by the Department of Human 

Services. Participants include anyone meeting this description who lives in a single-family 

home, manufactured home or multifamily dwelling. Large multifamily complexes can be 

qualified for the LIS Program at the property level if the property manager certifies that 60% or 

more of the residents meet the LIHEAP income requirements or the complex receives federal 

aid from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  The property must 

have a central ducted heat and air conditioning unit to receive one of the core weatherization 

measures, an air conditioner tune-up or a thermostat. Properties without a central ducted heat 

and air conditioning system are eligible for direct install measures and health and safety 

measures. Participants are counted on a per account basis. 

Table 2.4.4, from the Entergy Arkansas, LLC Evaluation Report – For Program Cycle 2021, 

highlights key demographic information for participants in the Low-Income Solutions Program. 

Pertaining to Act 1102, in the Program Cycle, approximately 45% (or 1,079) of the low-income 

participants were aged 65 or older and approximately 71% (or 1,696) of the respondents were 

eligible for LIHEAP benefits.  
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Table 2.4.4 

For Program Cycle 2021 Demographic Information from Process Surveys Low-Income 

Solutions  

Respondent characteristic Share 
Participants* 

Respondent 

age 

18-24 2.4% 57  

25-34 4.8% 115  

35-44 7.1% 170  

45-54 7.1% 169  

55-64 33.3% 795  

65 or older 45.2% 1,079  

Participants (n) 2, 386 

LIHEAP 

status 

LIHEAP eligible 71.1% 1,696 

Not LIHEAP eligible 28.9% 690  

Participants (n) 2,386 

*Participants may not sum to participant totals highlighted in bold due to rounding error. 

 

2.4.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

 

Challenges: 

With the supply chain constraints continuing due to COVID-19 and recent surge in inflation, EE 

product and shipping costs are rising. The program is increasing incentives for ceiling insulation 

and some DI measures to offset the rise in costs. If this continues, it could create constraints on 

the program’s incentive budgets. Additional COVID-19 impacts are detailed within the executive 

summary.  

 

Increasing the number of CBO partnerships in 2021 continued to be limited by CBOs’ low 

bandwidth to engage in any activities beyond their core service offerings. Staffing challenges, 

constrained administrative support, and low operating budgets combined to limit the number of 

CBOs that could partner with the LIS program in promoting energy efficiency services.   
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*Participants may not sum to participant totals highlighted in bold due to rounding error.

2.4.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities

Challenges:

With the supply chain constraints continuing due to COVID-19 and recent surge in inflation, EE

product and shipping costs are rising. The program is increasing incentives for ceiling insulation

and some DI measures to offset the rise in costs. If this continues, it could create constraints on

the program’s incentive budgets. Additional COVID-19 impacts are detailed within the executive

Summary.

Increasing the number of CBO partnerships in 2021 continued to be limited by 0808’ low

bandwidth to engage in any activities beyond their core service offerings. Staffing challenges,

constrained administrative support, and low operating budgets combined to limit the number of

0803 that could partner with the LIS program in promoting energy efficiency services.
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Opportunities: 

In July 2021, the program introduced a streamlined process for the trade allies to identify and 

submit health and safety measures to the program. A list of “pre-approved” health and safety 

measures with set incentive rates was developed and provided to the LIS Program trade allies 

to create a familiar prescriptive measure delivery model. This adjustment, combined with 

additional training on identifying and addressing health and safety hazards on site, created a 

significant increase in the amount of health and safety measures provided to Entergy 

customers.     

EM&V Recommendation: 

• Ensure contractors are consistently submitting key savings project documentation. 

• Ensure direct install measures such as LEDs, power strips, and low flow showerheads 

and faucet aerators are installed by the contractor rather than given to the customer to 

install. 

• Increase customer service training for contractors. 

• Continue standardizing Measure Description for prescriptive health and safety 
measures to track what the measure accomplished in the tracking database. 

• Ensure replaced equipment, such as incandescent bulbs, are removed and properly 

disposed of. 

 

2.4.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

In 2022, the LIS Program will add a LIHEAP-eligibility chart and customer signature line to the 

Enrollment Form required for all program participants. This will serve to document the 

customer’s self-certification for LIHEAP eligibility and enrollment in the LIS Program. In 

alignment with the other residential programs in the portfolio, the LIS Program will also: 

• Implement the increased incentive rates for attic insulation and DI products to account 

for the supply chain price increases.   

• Provide additional customer service training with the contractor network on customer 

service communications.  
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2.5 Point of Purchase Solutions 
 

2.5.1 Program Description 

  

The Point of Purchase Solutions Program is an energy efficiency program designed to educate 

and influence Entergy Arkansas residential customers to purchase and use ENERGY STAR® 

qualified lighting, appliances, advanced thermostats and advanced power strips (APSs) in their 

homes, and to provide commercial customers with a convenient option for participation when 

completing smaller renovations or ongoing maintenance and repair. In 2021, as in past years, 

the Point of Purchase Solutions Program sought to minimize market barriers to participation for 

Entergy Arkansas’ approximately 580,000 residential and 91,000 commercial customers. 

These barriers include lack of information about and access to ENERGY STAR® qualified 

products, as well as higher first-cost for these products and the time it takes to research 

products prior to purchase. The two main program activities include (1) retailer and distributor 

recruitment and merchandising, and (2) administration of the incentive payment process. 

Working with manufacturers, distributors and retailers, the program provided residential 

customers with discounts on qualified products at participating retail locations via rebates 

delivered after purchases and instant discounts at retail. The online marketplace, where 

residential customers can purchase discounted energy efficiency products, was originally 

launched in late 2020, and continued to be offered in 2021.  

The program also continued working with non-profit organizations such as schools, food banks 

and other organizations across the state to distribute free energy efficiency products to their 

constituents.    

In 2021, residential customers interested in purchasing qualifying advanced thermostats had 

three methods for participating: purchase online with a discount (only available January 

through July), log into a web portal and receive an instant discount code after filling out a form 

with information about their home, or purchase at full price and receive a rebate post-purchase. 

This approach gives customers maximum flexibility to participate in the way they feel most 

comfortable, with the widest possible range of product choices. A low-cost online purchase 

option where customers could order directly from the manufacturer was also available in 2021. 
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This approach gives customers maximum flexibility to participate in the way they feel most

comfortable, with the widest possible range of product choices. A low-cost online purchase

option where customers could order directly from the manufacturer was also available in 2021.
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In the third year in which the program offered incentives on smart thermostats, the measure 

continued to have robust participation, with 1,473 units incentivized, a 21% increase over 2020. 

In 2021, the program continued relationships with L’Image, Globe, Greenlite and Maxlite, to 

ensure deeply discounted products were available year-round at participating retailers such as 

Dollar Tree, Dollar General, Habitat for Humanity, Goodwill, Salvation Army and independent 

retailers across the state. These market partners rely on utility sponsorships for these 

promotions, which bring in high quality ENERGY STAR® certified products outside of the 

retailer’s normal inventory procurement process. The products, because they are not on the 

retailer’s planogram, typically get prominent placement and sell quickly because of the clear 

value. These combined efforts resulted in over 475,583 LED lighting unit sales in 2021 to 

customers the utility considers to be “hard to reach.”  

Electrical distributors participating in the program felt the impact of COVID-related business 

shut- downs and project delays, as well as difficulty getting some products due to supply chain 

disruptions. As a result, discounted sales to commercial customers in 2021 were still down 

from previous years. In an effort to evolve the program offerings beyond solid state lighting, 

work on new measures continued in 2021, and though none were launched in 2021, 2022 will 

see new measures on the commercial side. 

In 2021, a portion of program resources were allocated to non-lighting measures such as 

advanced thermostats, APSs, pool pumps, air purifiers, dehumidifiers, and freezers, a   

measure introduced in 2020. A diverse measure mix that includes non-lighting measures will 

keep the program relevant and establish a solid foundation for the ongoing success of the 

program. 
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Table 2.5.1 

Year Over Year (2019-21) Participation for All Measures 

 

 
 

Lastly, the program continued training sales associates (where safe to do so) using the existing 

toolkit for retailers to enable them to promote the energy- and cost-saving benefits of such 

products to their customers. The continued strength of this program reflects high customer and 

trade ally satisfaction as well as Entergy Arkansas’ success in expanding the program through 

a diverse marketing and outreach strategy. 

 

 

Measure 
 YOY % change 

2019 2020 2021 2019-20 2020-21 

LEDs 1,358,848 1,868,848 2,170,880 38% +16% 

Fixtures 43,418 54,822 41,463 +14% -24% 

Advanced Power Strips 68,465 73,907 105,696 +8% +43% 

Clothes Washers 39 0 0 0% 0% 

Pool Pumps 70 127 112 +81% -12% 

Air Purifier 20 49 114 +145% +133% 

Dehumidifier 25 49 45 +96% -8% 

  Smart Thermostats 842 1,217 1,473 +45% +21% 

Freezers 0 1 5 - +400% 

Room AC 0 0 46 - - 

HPWH 0 0 44 - - 
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Lastly, the program continued training sales associates (where safe to do so) using the existing

toolkit for retailers to enable them to promote the energy- and cost-saving benefits of such

products to their customers. The continued strength of this program reflects high customer and

trade ally satisfaction as well as Entergy Arkansas’ success in expanding the program through

a diverse marketing and outreach strategy.
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2.5.2 Program Highlights 

The program achieved an evaluated annual energy savings of 86,096 MWh, 132% of the net 

savings goal. To put this in perspective, the energy saved by this program in 2021 is equivalent 

to the greenhouse gas emissions from 6.8 million gallons of gasoline consumed, or 11,872 

homes’ electricity use for one year. Over 2.3 million individual product units were acquired 

through the program in 2021, 16% more than in 2020. The widespread distribution of lighting 

products to those most impacted by the global pandemic continued to drive the volume of 

product units reported in 2021. The program also achieved approximately 13 MW of evaluated 

demand savings. 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the program recruited new community partners in 

order to safely donate energy efficient products to customers, including the Central Arkansas 

Food Bank and other non-profit organizations across the state, as well as school districts. By 

donating products to these well-known and trusted organizations, the program was able to 

assist their constituents during a time of continued need, without being in direct contact with 

them. 

In 2021, distributors participating in the commercial program continued using the web portal 

introduced in 2020 for validating and submitting sales reports. The site, called Program Partner 

Central (PPC), enables the verification of customer and product eligibility, and provides real-

time   feedback on submitted sales data so the trade ally has the assurance that their report is 

error-free, reducing time spent communicating and correcting issues. The site also provides 

dashboards so trade allies can track their participation and processing status and payment 

information, one of the most frequently requested items from trade allies.   
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Figure  2.5.2 Program Partner Central online tool 

 

 

The online marketplace introduced at the end of 2020 provided residential customers in every 

part of the state the ability to make contactless purchases of energy efficiency products from 

the safety of their home. All measures in the residential program were offered via this channel, 

except for freezers and pool pumps. The site is branded similarly to Entergy Arkansas’ website, 

and is linked to from many pages on Entergy’s website for a seamless and convenient 

customer experience.    
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The online marketplace introduced at the end of 2020 provided residential customers in every

part of the state the ability to make contactless purchases of energy efficiency products from

the safety of their home. All measures in the residential program were offered via this channel,

except for freezers and pool pumps. The site is branded similarly to Entergy Arkansas’ website,

and is linked to from many pages on Entergy’s website for a seamless and convenient

customer experience.
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Figure 2.5.3 POPS Online Marketplace 

 

In 2021, an online rebate application portal was once again available for electronic submission 

of rebate applications. Any customer interested in submitting their application digitally could do 

so for pool pump, air purifier, dehumidifier, or smart thermostat rebates. 

The program was recognized by the EPA ENERGY STAR Award as a Partner of the Year for 

the fourth consecutive year in 2021. 
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In 2021, an online rebate application portal was once again available for electronic submission

of rebate applications. Any customer interested in submitting their application digitally could do

so for pool pump, air purifier, dehumidifier, or smart thermostat rebates.

The program was recognized by the EPA ENERGY STAR Award as a Partner of the Year for

the fourth consecutive year in 2021.
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2.5.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.5.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

Table 2.5.3 

Point of Purchase Solutions Budget, Energy Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 NA NA - NA NA - NA NA - NA NA -

Program Year 2020 NA NA - 56,884,260 68,407,701 120% 8,633 10,177 118% 343,646 2,308 1%

Program Year 2021 7,274,730$      7,884,806$      108% 65,094,281 86,096,313 132% 9,932 12,980 131% 310,213 92,133 30%

Point of Purchase Solutions
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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Program Events & Training: 

The COVID-19 pandemic had an impact on the program’s approach to customer outreach and 

training due to continued directives related to mass gatherings. The annual Trade Ally Summit 

and Awards, which traditionally gathers hundreds of program partners from across the state for 

face-to-face trainings and networking in Little Rock, was held virtually in 2021. Distributors 

attending the summit heard from team leaders for all of the commercial programs in Entergy’s 

portfolio, as well as representatives from the engineering and marketing teams. Trainings on 

the PPC portal were held virtually throughout the year. A total of 15 trainings on commercial 

offerings and tools took place in 2021. 

The Point of Purchase Solutions field team engaged with retail sales associates when deemed 

safe to do so, and in a socially distanced manner with personal protective equipment (“PPE”) in 

place. Customer engagement protocols were largely curtailed. In total, despite the challenges, 

the program led 405 training sessions for 424 sales associates in participating retail locations, 
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Program Events & Training:

The COVlD-19 pandemic had an impact on the program’s approach to customer outreach and

training due to continued directives related to mass gatherings. The annual Trade Ally Summit

and Awards, which traditionally gathers hundreds of program partners from across the state for

face-to-face trainings and networking in Little Rock, was held virtually in 2021. Distributors

attending the summit heard from team leaders for all of the commercial programs in Entergy’s

portfolio, as well as representatives from the engineering and marketing teams. Trainings on

the PPC portal were held virtually throughout the year. A total of 15 trainings on commercial

offerings and tools took place in 2021.

The Point of Purchase Solutions field team engaged with retail sales associates when deemed

safe to do so, and in a socially distanced manner with personal protective equipment (“PPE”) in

place. Customer engagement protocols were largely curtailed. In total, despite the challenges,

the program led 405 training sessions for 424 sales associates in participating retail locations,
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which focused on program participation, product technical details and processes to support 

seamless implementation. Retailers were encouraged to display program products in 

prominent locations throughout the store. 

2.5.4 Description of Participants 

Participants included a diversified group of manufacturers, retail stores, electrical distributors 

and Entergy Arkansas customers across the state that purchased the discounted energy 

efficiency measures. In 2021, the program continued working with electrical distributors and 

independent   retailers, such as small grocery markets, hardware stores and rural general 

stores, as well as Energy Federation Incorporated, the partner implementing the online 

marketplace. Five electrical distributors participated in the program for the first time in 2021, 

and several new retailers offered pool pump rebates. Advanced Electrical Supply, Capitol 

Light, City Electric Supply Company – Batesville, Elliott Electric Supply – Stuttgart and W.W. 

Grainger, Inc. were first-time participants in the commercial promotions in 2021. 

In 2021, a large focus was placed on recruiting participation from market partners that could 

provide low- or no-cost measures to customers who were impacted by COVID-19. Examples 

are Maxlite, who provided at-home learning kits to schools, Megalight with the provision of kits 

containing energy efficient lighting and advanced power strips to non-profit organizations and 

Greenlite, who provided low-cost smart thermostats via direct online purchase and products to 

food banks for distribution to their constituent pantries. While 2021 was a challenging year for 

recruiting traditional types of retailers, the program team was able to find creative ways to work 

with existing partners to offer products in new impactful ways. 

For purposes of counting participants, the quantity of units subsidized for each energy 

efficiency measure is used, depending on the measure type. To illustrate, the estimate of 

participation for the program in 2021 is 771,274. This breaks down to 663,739 LEDs, 105,696 

advanced power strips, 114 air purifiers, 45 dehumidifiers, 1,473 smart thermostats, 112 pool 

pumps, five freezers, 46 room air conditioners, and 44 heat pump water heaters subsidized 

through the program. Despite the pandemic, the program saw a 16% increase in the number 

of incentivized units over 2020. This is due to large-scale distribution of products as described 

below, as well as increased participation in non-lighting product offerings as these become 

more well-known due to ongoing marketing efforts. Examples are air purifiers, which saw a 

133% increase over 2020 levels; advanced power strips, at a 43% increase, and smart 
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thermostats, which saw a 21% increase over 2020 participation levels. For the purpose of 

evaluating the program’s reach, Entergy Arkansas looks at both the areas served, and the 

demographic targets reached by the various retailers participating in the program. A chart 

showing the changes in participation of retailers and distributors  over the past nine years is 

shown below. 

Table 2.5.4.1 

Retailer Channel Engagement 
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2.5.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities: 

In the tenth year of the Point of Purchase Solutions Program, recruitment was focused on 

solidifying existing relationships with retailers, manufacturers, community partner organizations 

and online fulfillment partners to more closely align with the way customers were making 

purchases in 2021. In order to further expand the program’s reach to all demographic 

segments within the customer base, Feeding America-affiliated food banks were once again 

engaged to facilitate distribution of LED bulbs and advanced power strips to their recipient food 

pantries. The program was also able to continue partnerships with manufacturers Maxlite and 

Megalight to offer free lighting and load-control products to those most in need. In the case of 

Maxlite, students and faculty at schools and universities across the state received direct 

shipments that they distributed to students either in person during the school day or with meals 

delivered curbside. Megalight recruited non-profit organizations across the state to distribute 

free kits to their patrons who receive the organization’s primary services. Recipient non-profits 

ranged from large, such as TOPPS in Pine Bluff, to small, like Roland Crisis Center in Little 

Rock. These interactions provided the opportunity to distribute information for Entergy 

Arkansas’ programs, driving increased awareness of the program. In addition to traditional DIY 

and mass merchant retailers, independent retailers also displayed rebate application forms and 

educated customers about the availability of pool pump, thermostat, air purifier and 

dehumidifier rebates. While more than 77 percent of the program’s annual savings still comes 

from lighting products, the program continued to lay the groundwork for expansion of non-

lighting measures in future years.  

Participation by electrical distributors in the commercial portion of the program took a slight dip 

in 2021.  Comparing 2020 to 2021, three new distributors were recruited and participated in the 

program, while seven distributors who submitted reports in 2020 did not participate in 2021, for 

a net loss of five trade allies.  For five of the seven distributors who did not participate in 2021, 

the loss of a key staff member drove the change in participation, and the remaining two 

distributors went out of business.  The contribution to overall energy savings by the seven 

distributors who did not return in 2021 is less than 1%.  As is the case in most commercial 

trade-ally-driven programs, a small percentage of those enrolled in the program submit the 

majority of the reported activity 
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Table 2.5.5.2 

Energy Efficiency Measures Changes 

 

Existing Measures 
Removed from 2021 

Program 

Added to the 2021 

Program 

Commercial and 

Residential: 

  

LED bulbs and fixtures   

Commercial only:   

Electric Hand 

Dryers 

Variable Frequency 

Drives 

 
 

VSD Air Compressors 

 

Residential only: 

Advanced Power Strips 

 
no measures removed 

Residential: 

Heat Pump Water 
Heaters 

ES Most Efficient 
Room Air Conditioners 

Advanced Thermostats   

Room Air Purifiers   

Dehumidifiers   

Pool Pumps 

Freezers 

 

  

 

EM&V efforts resulted in largely positive results. In addition to almost across-the-board 100+% 

realization rates, the program received an overall Net-to-Gross ratio (NTG) of 81% due to 

100% NTG values assigned to residential low-income measures. There was no change to the 

NTG ratio for advanced power strips, air purifiers, and dehumidifiers. The NTG ratio for pool 

pumps declined almost 10%, from 97% to 88%. No spillover was identified for the program in 

PY 2021. Non-energy benefits were again applied in 2021. 

 

2.5.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

In 2022, Entergy Arkansas will continue to explore new cost-effective measures, expansion of 

non-lighting measures already in the program and continue those direct outreach and product 
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EM&V efforts resulted in largely positive results. In addition to almost across-the-board 100+%

realization rates, the program received an overall Net-to-Gross ratio (NTG) of 81% due to

100% NTG values assigned to residential low-income measures. There was no change to the

NTG ratio for advanced power strips, air purifiers, and dehumidifiers. The NTG ratio for pool

pumps declined almost 10%, from 97% to 88%. No spillover was identified for the program in

PY 2021. Non-energy benefits were again applied in 2021.

2.5.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget

In 2022, Entergy Arkansas will continue to explore new cost-effective measures, expansion of

non-lighting measures already in the program and continue those direct outreach and product
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sales methods which proved successful in 2021. Focus will be placed on expanding the 

measures offered online and continuing to reach underserved customers with low or no cost 

product offerings. 

In 2022, the program will begin utilizing a new database for residential offerings, which will lead 

to more automation and enhanced reporting capabilities, and will build upon successful data 

management processes already in place, ensuring reported savings and evaluated savings are 

closely matched. This will also facilitate successful program planning for Entergy Arkansas. 

The independent evaluator’s 2020 recommendations for the program were all completed or are 

in progress. Additionally, all 2021 recommendations are in progress. 
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2.6 Large Commercial and Industrial Program 2021 

 

2.6.1 Program Description 

The 2021 Large Commercial and Industrial Program (C&I) is designed to provide Entergy 

Arkansas’ C&I customers with technical assistance and financial incentives for implementation 

of efficiency measures. This program encourages C&I customers to maximize the efficiency of 

their facilities by upgrading their energy consuming equipment and improving their energy 

management practices. 

Project energy savings may be quantified either through deemed savings calculations as 

outlined in the Arkansas TRM or through standard measurement and verification (M&V) 

methodologies. In addition to financial incentives, the program offers technical assistance to 

participants and trade allies in the form of facility assessments, information on viable 

technologies, support in evaluating financial metrics and assistance in completing program 

documentation. Deemed savings estimates as well as measurement and verification of savings 

for “custom” measures are also provided. 

Incentive rates remained the same for the 2021 program year. The program continued the 

same structure to allow for retroactive and excess incentives to be applied in 2021. Retroactive 

incentives could be leveraged against other projects back to January of the previous year. 

Excess incentives could be leveraged against other projects and could carry forward to the end 

of the following year. The incentive rate structure is depicted in the below figure. 

Figure 2.6.1.1 2021 Large C&I Tiered Incentive Structure 

Large C&I 
1 

measure 
2 

measures 
3 

measures 
4+ 

measures 
Cap 

PC Power 
Management: 

$0.10 $0.10 $0.10 $0.10 100% 

Gaskets and Strip 

Curtains: 

Paid per LF (or SF) of damaged gasket/strip 
100% 

(contact program staff) 

All other measures: $0.14 $0.15 $0.16 $0.18 Up to 100% 

*** Measures must be 30k kWh each for tier credit 
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*** Measure credits for tiers are only retroactive to January of the previous program year 

*** Program Direct Install measures will count as only one tier, even if different end uses exist 

*** Excess incentives can be leveraged against other projects (up to the cap) and can carry forward to the end of the following year 

*** Retroactive incentives can be leveraged against other projects (up to the cap) back to January of the previous year 

 

2021 Large C&I Measure Categories 

Eligible Measure Categories for Tier Credits: 

• Lighting and On/Off Controls (Interior, Exterior, Specialty Lighting). 

• Advanced Lighting Controls (Multi-step Controls, Dimming, Task Scheduled 

Controls, etc.). 

• Comfort Cooling HVAC/Chiller Replacement. 

• CoolSaverSM Air Conditioner Tune-up. 

• Chiller Tune-up. 

• Retrofit VFD Drives for Air Handler Fans. 

• Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostats. 

• Building Automation Controls and Retro-Commissioning. 

• Retro-Commissioning Lite (RCx Lite). 

• Motor Replacement (including DC/AC Conversion and EC Motors). 

• Motor Drive or VFD Upgrades. 

• Computer Power Management (PCPM, Server Virtualization, Server Consolidation, 

Data Center UPS Upgrades). 

• Commercial Refrigeration Upgrades (G/SC, ASHC, Zero Energy Doors, Night 

Covers, Open Cases to Solid Doors). 

• Direct Install (Aerators, PRSV, Showerheads, LEDs, Weather Stripping). 

• Compressed Air Upgrades (Leak Fixes, Demand Side, Supply Side, Air Treatment, 

Storage, Distribution, VFD Driven Compressors, etc.). 

• Industrial Controls and/or Compressed Air System Controls (Installation or 

Modification of Process or Compressor Controls). 

• Industrial Pump/Fan Upgrades. 

• Injection Molding System Upgrades (Heater Barrel upgrades, Heater Band 

Replacement, Heater Barrel Blankets, Injection Machine Cooling, etc.). 

• Industrial Heating (Kilns, Ovens/Heaters, Drying Processes, etc.). 
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• Industrial Cooling (Process Chillers, Industrial Refrigeration, etc.). 

• Other Industrial Process Upgrades (Non-Heating/Cooling). 

• Behavioral Savings (Continuous Energy Improvement). 

• All Other Measures (Envelope Measures, Data Center Hot Aisle/Cold Aisle, etc.) 

that could be Measured and Verified. 

 

Projects submitted to this program may include prescriptive and/or custom measures; however, 

custom measures must pass a cost-effectiveness test to be eligible for incentives. This test 

takes the form of an analysis performed by Entergy Arkansas as shown in the following table. 

 

Figure 2.6.1.2 

2021 Large C&I Entergy Arkansas Cost-Effectiveness Test Example 

PROJECT ==> Example Customer Lighting  

A. PARTICIPANT COST TEST PASS 6.01 

B. RATEPAYER IMPACT MEASURE ("RIM") TEST PASS 2.33 

C. TOTAL RESOURCE COST ("TRC") TEST PASS 2.48 

D. PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR COST ("PAC") TEST PASS 2.73 

Overall Assessment ==> PASS 

 

The Large C&I Program relies mostly on trade allies for direct marketing to eligible customers. 

Trade allies are contractors or distributors in the state who are educated about the program 

and use the technical assistance and incentives to enhance their business offerings. In addition 

to trade allies, the program utilizes account managers on the implementation staff. The 

outreach efforts from these account managers continue to improve Entergy Arkansas’ ability to 

market directly to participants as well as support the trade allies in their marketing efforts. 

These outreach efforts included trade ally outreach, presentations at public/professional 

organizations, outreach with Entergy Arkansas customer service staff and direct outreach via 

program staff. 

Feasibility study (co-funding) was continued for C&I customers in the 2021 program year. This 

co-funding allows for some costs of energy efficiency studies to be offset by program 
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incentives, thus making studies for complex projects more affordable. These studies are 

targeted to develop comprehensive solutions by identifying projects that might not otherwise 

happen due to the initial cost to investigate and quantify the energy savings potential. 

Feasibility co-funding rates for the 2021 program year remained the same utilizing a tiered 

structure to promote increased custom savings per study (See Figure 2.6.1.3 below). Since 

this change, the program has seen increased participation in the feasibility study co-funding for 

higher custom savings (i.e., compressed air and advanced lighting controls). The program’s 

feasibility study co-funding was changed to incentivize more comprehensive audits and 

custom projects. Therefore, the new tiered structure rewards trade allies that provide more 

comprehensive feasibility studies that include custom savings. The payout structure remained 

at 40% payout upon the delivery of the feasibility study and the remaining 60% once the 

project is complete. This approach seeks to encourage the trade ally to follow through with 

completing the project(s). The percentage of co-funding available for studies remained at a 

maximum of 100% of study funding. 

 

Figure 2.6.1.3 

2021 Feasibility Tiered Incentive Table 

 

2.6.2 Program Highlights 

• Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) and CoolSaverSM continued as measures in 

2021. After a successful year in 2020, CEI contributed over 41 MWh in the second full 

year of implementation within the program. These measures had a successful year 

within the programs in 2021 in providing extra incentive tiering opportunities while 
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contributing to more program comprehensiveness.    

• Figure 2.6.2.1 indicates trade ally participation in the program. In 2021, 247 trade allies 

contributed to around 1% of the goal attainment. This equates to approximately 1 

million kWh in generated savings per trade ally on the list.  

• To show the continued program measure mix transformation, Figure 2.6.2.2 represents 

the measure mix from 2012 and Figure 2.6.2.3 represents the measure mix from 2021. 

This improved measure mix over the last eight program years points to the continued 

comprehensive gains within the program portfolio of measures.  

• Figure 2.6.2.4 shows the geographical distribution of installed projects in the Large C&I 

Program. Note that most of the Entergy Arkansas service area map highlighted in 

yellow, continues to have successful activity in the program. 

Figure 2.6.2.1 - Large C&I Top Trade Ally Participation  

 % of Total Savings 
% of Total 

Incentives 

Trade Ally #1 16.01% 15.84% 

Trade Ally #2 13.28% 12.86% 

Trade Ally #3 7.72% 9.04% 

Trade Ally #4 4.05% 4.60% 

Trade Ally #5 3.36% 3.34% 

Trade Ally #6 3.33% 3.30% 

Trade Ally #7 3.22% 3.42% 

Trade Ally #8 2.83% 3.15% 

Trade Ally #9 2.69% 1.37% 

Trade Ally #10 2.60% 2.84% 

Trade Ally #11 2.58% 2.57% 

Trade Ally #12 2.56% 3.09% 

Trade Ally #13 2.54% 2.60% 

Trade Ally #14 2.09% 0.97% 

Trade Ally #15 2.04% 2.06% 

Trade Ally #16 2.02% 2.05% 

Trade Ally #17 1.94% 2.14% 

Trade Ally #18 1.72% 1.72% 

Trade Ally #19 1.60% 1.59% 

Trade Ally #20 1.57% 2.06% 

Trade Ally #21 1.48% 1.48% 

Trade Ally #22 1.37% 1.46% 
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Trade Ally #23 1.26% 0.69% 

Trade Ally #24 1.13% 0.35% 

Trade Ally #25 1.02% 1.01% 

Trade Ally #26 0.98% 1.01% 

Trade Ally #27 0.87% 0.64% 

Trade Ally #28 0.86% 0.86% 

Trade Ally #29 0.83% 1.89% 

Trade Ally #30 0.78% 1.08% 

Trade Ally #31 0.77% 0.77% 

Trade Ally #32 0.75% 0.75% 

Trade Ally #33 0.74% 0.58% 

Trade Ally #34 0.64% 0.23% 

Trade Ally #35 0.58% 0.53% 

Trade Ally #36 0.57% 0.43% 

Trade Ally #37 0.44% 0.44% 

Trade Ally #38 0.42% 0.17% 

Trade Ally #39 0.40% 0.40% 

Trade Ally #40 0.36% 0.36% 

Trade Ally #41 0.35% 0.45% 

Trade Ally #42 0.29% 0.20% 

Trade Ally #43 0.21% 0.26% 

Trade Ally #44 0.20% 0.20% 

Trade Ally #45 0.20% 0.20% 

Trade Ally #46 0.19% 0.19% 

Trade Ally #47 0.18% 0.18% 

Trade Ally #48 0.17% 0.18% 

Trade Ally #49 0.17% 0.17% 

Trade Ally #50 0.16% 0.16% 

Trade Ally #51 0.16% 0.16% 

Trade Ally #52 0.14% 0.18% 

Trade Ally #53 0.14% 0.10% 

Trade Ally #54 0.14% 0.14% 

Trade Ally #55 0.13% 0.13% 

Trade Ally #56 0.12% 0.12% 

Trade Ally #57 0.12% 0.12% 

Trade Ally #58 0.12% 0.12% 

Trade Ally #59 0.11% 0.11% 

Trade Ally #60 0.11% 0.14% 
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Trade Ally #61 0.10% 0.28% 

Trade Ally #62 0.09% 0.09% 

Trade Ally #63 0.09% 0.10% 

Trade Ally #64 0.09% 0.09% 

Trade Ally #65 0.07% 0.07% 

Trade Ally #66 0.04% 0.04% 

Trade Ally #67 0.04% 0.04% 

Trade Ally #68 0.03% 0.03% 

Trade Ally #69 0.02% 0.01% 

Trade Ally #70 0.01% 0.01% 

 

 

Figure 2.6.2.2 Large C&I Program Measure Mix (2012 kWh percentage)  

For Comparison to 2021 Measure Mix Below in Figure 2.6.2.3. 
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Figure 2.6.2.3 

Large C&I Program Measure Mix (2021 kWh percentage) 

 

 

Figure 2.6.2.4 

Distribution of Projects in Entergy Arkansas Service Area (Heat Map) 
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Figure 2.6.2.3
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2.6.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants: 

Table 2.6.3 presents the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants 

from Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting 

Requirements and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

Table 2.6.3 

Large C&I Solutions Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 26,379,490$    20,952,351$    79% 109,920,001 95,886,033 87% 17,364 12,017 69% 1,000 614 61%

Program Year 2020 26,793,738$    20,825,568$    78% 129,805,463 117,518,931 91% 19,527 17,547 90% 554 689 124%

Program Year 2021 23,217,504$    15,956,449$    69% 118,077,533 114,421,277 97% 18,554 15,580 84% 481 483 100%
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2.6.4 Description of Participants 

A participant is any non-residential Entergy Arkansas customer, which is not classified under 

Public Institutions Solutions, with a demand greater than or equal to 100 kW that has enrolled 

in the energy efficiency programs and will exert best efforts to approve, fund, and install 

projects during the program year. Participants were qualified and defined by a unique Entergy 

Arkansas account number. Implementation staff used the Entergy Arkansas assigned Business 

Partner (BP) number to combine like participants for reporting in order to identify unique 

participants with multiple participating account numbers. Non-residential customers with a 

demand less than 100 kW, which are not classified under the Public Institutions Solutions, are 

encouraged to participate in the Small Business Solutions Program unless a custom measure 

or new construction is performed, in which case they would participate in this Large C&I 

Program. 
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2.6.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

The 2021 Large C&I Program strived to deliver successful prescriptive and custom energy 

efficiency projects even during a challenging year. The challenges of COVID-19 impacted the 

program mainly from an increased project timeline perspective and capital funding availability.  

The program staff worked closely with customers impacted by the effects of COVID-19 to 

deliver contactless solutions through virtual audits, reduced inspections, and enhanced 

engineering calculations to limit the need for onsite logging.  Though these efforts were mostly 

successful, the program experienced longer project lead times, material delays and some 

customers that could not participate due to economic impacts on their businesses as a result of 

COVID-19.  

The incentive structure continued to allow for tiered incentives and assisted customers in 

completing energy efficiency projects that may not have happened without the increased 

incentives. The feasibility study co-funding continued to be an avenue that trade allies used to 

evaluate facilities and develop complex projects that included compressed air measures. In 

2021, co-funding was successful in helping in the development of additional compressed air 

measures and pump VFD technology studies from multiple contractors that resulted in 

successful custom projects.    

Implementation staff continued efforts to help SD customers be well informed when considering 

participation in the program. These efforts resulted in continued success of customers either 

requesting in the program after having filed for SD status or remaining in the program while 

having the option to file for SD status. These efforts are ongoing as implementation staff 

continues to communicate participation options to customers for the purposes of facilitating 

more informed decisions.  

2.6.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

The program will continue to allow the payment of back tier incentive credits to January of the 

previous program year. Excess bonus incentives, derived from projects that earned more 

incentive than the project cost, will continue to carry forward to December of the following 

program year instead of the current program year. Continuing to encourage multiple year 

participation and removing barriers for longer equipment ordering lead times and budget 

constrained projects will remain a program focus.
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2.7 Small Business Solutions 
 

2.7.1 Program Description 

 

Small Business Solutions is offered to commercial customers with less than 100 kW of peak 

demand. Certified participating contractors (trade allies) provide no-cost energy assessments 

to identify qualifying energy efficiency improvement projects and install cost-effective energy-

saving equipment. Incentives for these projects are either passed directly to the customer on 

the trade ally’s invoice or the customer may choose to receive the incentives directly. Trade 

allies or customers are paid from the incentive budget after reporting and QA/QC is completed. 

Small Business Solutions participants may also take advantage of no-cost direct install 

measures, including low-flow showerheads, low-flow faucet aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, 

LED lamps and commercial door air infiltration measures (weather stripping). 

 

2.7.2 Program Highlights 

 

In 2021, an expanded Trade Ally Network and continued direct install efforts contributed 

significantly to the success of the program. This Trade Ally Network consists of program trained 

and certified contractors, electrical distributors, manufacturer representatives and energy 

services companies that conduct no-cost energy efficiency assessments and complete energy 

efficiency projects through the program. Figure 2.7.2.1 below shows the location of the home 

offices of all 2021 trade allies in the network. Additionally, 63 different trade allies completed 

non-direct install projects in 2021. Figure 2.7.2.2 shows the approximate location of those 

projects. 
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Figure 2.7.2.1 Location of 2021 Trade Ally Home Offices 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2.7.2.2 Distribution of Projects in Entergy Arkansas Service Area 
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Table 2.7.2.3 represents 2021 Trade Ally achievement for non-direct install projects. 

Table 2.7.2.3 

  

% of Total Savings 
 

% of Incentive Total 

Trade Ally 1 50.48% 57.01% 

Trade Ally 2 10.72% 11.91% 

Trade Ally 3 4.30% 4.76% 

Trade Ally 4 3.15% 1.72% 

Trade Ally 5 2.95% 3.35% 

Trade Ally 6 2.92% 3.23% 

Trade Ally 7 2.45% 2.70% 

Trade Ally 8 2.13% 1.44% 

Trade Ally 9 0.89% 1.01% 

Trade Ally 10 0.83% 0.94% 

Trade Ally 11 0.74% 0.81% 

Trade Ally 12 0.63% 0.57% 

Trade Ally 13 0.60% 0.70% 

Trade Ally 14 0.58% 0.40% 

Trade Ally 15 0.56% 0.38% 

Trade Ally 16 0.52% 0.59% 

Trade Ally 17 0.52% 0.25% 

Trade Ally 18 0.42% 0.47% 

Trade Ally 19 0.39% 0.45% 
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The Small Business Solutions Program had a filed savings target of 15,663 MWh for the 2021 

program year. Small Business Solutions achieved 21,201 MWh in evaluated energy savings, 

which is 135% of the 2021 MWh savings goal. Direct installation of low-flow faucet aerators, 

pre-rinse spray valves, LED lamps, commercial door air infiltration (weather stripping), 

overhead door air infiltration and shower heads provided more opportunities to increase 

measures and reach more businesses through lighting assessment leads for trade allies. 

 

Figure 2.7.2.4 

Small Business Solutions Measure Mix (2021 kWh) 
 
 

 
 

 

2.7.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.7.3 shows the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5, as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 
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2.7.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants

Table 2.7.3 shows the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from

Workbook Table 5, as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U.
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Table 2.7.3 

Small Business Solutions Budget, Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 3,126,782$      3,429,402$      110% 13,837,565 14,851,928 107% 3,348 2,065 62% 1,200 574 48%

Program Year 2020 3,227,116$      2,848,333$      88% 17,991,457 19,221,168 107% 2,176 3,015 139% 548 841 153%

Program Year 2021 2,914,458$      3,833,416$      132% 15,663,185 21,200,992 135% 1,844 3,364 182% 478 907 190%
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Program Events & Training: 

The Small Business Solutions Program conducted 59 recruitment and training events in the 

2021 program year. The training events included instructions on program participation, 

calculator training, trade ally enrollment for training on field inspections and program best 

practices/processes. See the Annual Report Workbook for training details. 

Providing adequate and effective training is essential to the success of the trade allies in the 

Small Business Solutions Program. In addition, it is important to provide trade allies with proper 

ongoing support and efficient processing of incentives. 

2.7.4 Description of Participants 

A program participant is defined as any Entergy Arkansas commercial customer with less than 

100 kW of peak demand that receives electric service from Entergy Arkansas. Participants 

were qualified and defined by a unique Entergy Arkansas account number in the above table. 

Implementation staff also estimated unique Small Business Solutions Program participants with 

multiple participating account numbers for reporting to be approximately 907. 
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Program Events & Training:

The Small Business Solutions Program conducted 59 recruitment and training events in the

2021 program year. The training events included instructions on program participation,

calculator training, trade ally enrollment for training on field inspections and program best

practices/processes. See the Annual Report Workbook for training details.

Providing adequate and effective training is essential to the success of the trade allies in the

Small Business Solutions Program. In addition, it is important to provide trade allies with proper

ongoing support and efficient processing of incentives.

2.7.4 Description of Participants

A program participant is defined as any Entergy Arkansas commercial customer with less than

100 kW of peak demand that receives electric service from Entergy Arkansas. Participants

were qualified and defined by a unique Entergy Arkansas account number in the above table.

Implementation staff also estimated unique Small Business Solutions Program participants with

multiple participating account numbers for reporting to be approximately 907.
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2.7.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

With market saturation increasing in 2021, the challenge will be to provide more measures to 

the small business market sector while maintaining cost-effectiveness and 

comprehensiveness. Therefore, the development of more measures will be important for 

continued success beyond 2021. This challenge will be met through focusing staff resources to 

provide more development for new measures, which has already begun. Direct installation has 

again proven to be a great success in the Small Business Solutions Program for 2021. 

Impacts from COVID-19 were realized across the Entergy Arkansas portfolio of Entergy 

Solutions commercial programs in 2021. Program staff had challenges going onsite to heath 

care and other facilities that had implemented access restrictions. This development affected 

the ability to conduct project verification and challenged QA/QC and EM&V processes to find 

ways to provide contactless inspections and data logging/audits. Some projects were cancelled   

or experienced major delays due to these facility restrictions and/or COVID-19 outbreaks 

making each project susceptible to unstable forecasting. Loss of capital expenditures for 

energy efficiency improvements along with limited material availability and shipment delays 

caused projects to be further delayed and/or cancelled. For example, as lower wattage fixtures 

became readily unavailable, some projects had to substitute for high wattage product causing 

reduced project savings. Outreach and community events were also cancelled. 

Program staff navigated facility access restrictions to implement virtual assessment options 

through virtual tools and applications designed for contactless QA/QC activities and outreach 

efforts. Marketing efforts shifted to those facilities that remained open to circumvent 

participation barriers caused by COVID-19. Program staff worked with customers and the 

Trade Ally Network to install direct measures in available facilities at little to no additional cost. 

Contactless giveaway events were organized. 

 

2.7.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

There are currently no major changes planned for the Small Business Solutions Program.  
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2.8 Public Institutions Solutions 
 

2.8.1 Program Description 

The Public Institutions Solutions Program provides technical assistance, energy planning 

recommendations and financial incentives to public entities (state, federal, cities, counties and 

public/private schools/colleges) for the installation of cost-effective energy efficiency measures. 

The program helps public entities operate their buildings more efficiently by explaining the 

technical and financial benefits of investing in energy efficiency, developing a plan to make 

energy efficiency improvements and providing support in completing projects. 

The program provides technical assistance, manages program incentive funds, verifies that the 

savings claimed through the program are accurate and appropriate, and uses appropriate M&V 

methods to prove savings (where necessary). Energy Benchmarking and Energy Master 

Planning Workshops are provided for participants specified within the program. 

Whether retrofitting an existing building or incorporating energy efficiency technologies into 

new construction, the program helps participants identify and implement cost-effective projects 

that will help them facilitate using energy more efficiently. After upgrades are completed and 

verified, the program provides cash incentives for projects that save energy. The projects 

submitted under the Public Institutions Solutions Program can be single measure projects 

through a trade ally or comprehensive projects, including multiple, complex measures which 

require M&V. 

2.8.2 Program Highlights 

 

• Public Institutions Solutions achieved 20,235 MWh in energy savings, which is 92% of 

the 2021 kWh savings goal. 

• Program Participation – The Public Institutions Solutions Program had customer 

participation throughout the Entergy Arkansas service area. Entergy Arkansas 

developed a map showing that the program achieved savings in a geographically 

diverse range of participants. (See map in Figure 2.8.2.1). 
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Figure 2.8.2.1 

Distribution of Projects in Entergy Arkansas Service Area (Heat Map) 

 

 

• Benchmarking and Energy Master Planning - The Public Institutions Solutions Program 

benchmarked 37 buildings for three participants using EPA’s Portfolio Manager Tool. 

Energy Master Planning workshops were conducted for two participants to include 

improved learning environments, reducing energy expenditures, boosting the local 

economy (through upgrade projects) and enhancing community relations. Entergy 

Arkansas analyzed the efforts of benchmarking services to encourage participants to 

implement more energy efficiency upgrades in their facilities. The results of this analysis 

showed that those who participate in benchmarking services provided by the program 

implement, on average, 1.5 times more energy efficiency upgrades than those that do 

not participate. 
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Benchmarking and Energy Master Planning - The Public Institutions Solutions Program

benchmarked 37 buildings for three participants using EPA’s Portfolio Manager Tool.

Energy Master Planning workshops were conducted for two participants to include

improved learning environments, reducing energy expenditures, boosting the local

economy (through upgrade projects) and enhancing community relations. Entergy

Arkansas analyzed the efforts of benchmarking services to encourage participants to

implement more energy efficiency upgrades in their facilities. The results of this analysis

showed that those who participate in benchmarking services provided by the program

implement, on average, 1.5 times more energy efficiency upgrades than those that do

not participate.
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Figure 2.8.2.2 

Public Institutions Solutions Measure Mix (2021 kWh) 
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2.8.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.8.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

 

Table 2.8.3 

Public Institutions Solutions Budget, Energy Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 2,919,276$      4,451,502$      152% 12,806,791 17,322,529 135% 2,598 2,806 108% 110 218 198%

Program Year 2020 2,979,392$      3,550,372$      119% 20,964,528 24,359,465 116% 4,748 3,652 77% 59 435 737%

Program Year 2021 3,653,713$      3,408,787$      93% 21,986,658 20,234,829 92% 5,270 3,573 68% 56 392 700%
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Program Events & Training: 

In 2021, the Public Institutions Solutions Program conducted Energy Master Planning 

Workshops for two customers and benchmarked 37 buildings. Energy Master Planning 

Workshops addressed energy management issues and obstacles and questions common to 

schools, cities and counties to address the key focus areas of planning and decision making, 

evaluation and monitoring, funding energy efficiency, facility operations and energy awareness. 

In addition, these workshops presented energy performance benchmarking analysis to assist 

public entities in benchmarking their facility performance against other similar facilities.  

Program staff also conducted presentations across various locations and participant face-to- 

face meetings. Program presentations were made, and information booths were set up at 
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several key events and several other conferences. See more training details in the Annual 

Report Workbook. 

2.8.4 Description of Participants 

A participant is defined as any Entergy Arkansas customer that is a public and/or private entity 

customer (for example, state buildings, K-12 schools, higher education institutions, and 

municipalities) that receives retail electric service from Entergy Arkansas. Participants are 

counted by tax ID number, which is represented by Business Partner Number in Entergy’s 

account data. Each participant can include multiple account numbers, projects and measures. 

Participants were qualified and defined by a unique Entergy Arkansas account number in the 

above table. Implementation staff also estimated unique participants with multiple participating 

account numbers for reporting to be approximately 392. 

2.8.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

The 2021 Program Year offered many opportunities and challenges. Customers in this market 

segment continue to be challenged by the economic climate and oftentimes find it difficult to 

fund projects. Entergy Arkansas worked with customers to identify short-term solutions, such 

as direct install and lighting solutions, and long-term solutions, including custom M&V projects, 

in order to gain rapid returns and savings that will persist. 

Entergy Arkansas also continues to educate customers on other financial options, such as: 

• Lease Agreements that offer low-rate (often tax-exempt) funding which allows financing 

of capital equipment over longer periods of time (10+ years) by utilizing “operating cost” 

dollars. 

• Bond Issues through a taxpayer (public) approved mechanism that funds capital 

improvements over time at low rates (approvals can take substantial time); and 

• Performance contracting through a guaranteed or shared savings agreement with a 

performance contractor that funds capital improvements over a period of time using 

energy and/or operational savings. 

Developing more behavioral energy efficiency projects for this program remains important to 

continued success beyond 2021. Plans are currently underway to identify additional behavioral 
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energy efficiency projects for 2022 and beyond. Program staff is working to implement future 

behavioral opportunities. 

 

Impacts from COVID-19 were realized across the Entergy Arkansas Public Institutions 

Solutions Program in 2021. Program staff had some challenges going onsite in some facilities, 

but many educational institutions allowed trade allies to work on-site due to campus closures. 

Outreach and community events were cancelled. Program staff navigated facility access 

restrictions to implement virtual assessment options through virtual tools and applications 

designed for contactless QA/QC activities and outreach efforts. Marketing efforts shifted to 

those facilities that remained open to circumvent participation barriers due to COVID-19. 

Program staff worked quickly with customers and the Trade Ally Network to install direct 

measures in available facilities at little to no additional cost. Contactless giveaway events were 

organized with employees of organizations. 

2.8.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program 

 

The program will continue to allow the payment of back tier incentive credits to January of the 

previous program year. Excess bonus incentives, derived from projects that earned more 

incentive than the project cost, will continue to carry forward to December of the following 

program year instead of the current program year. Continuing to encourage multiple-year 

participation and removing barriers for longer equipment ordering lead times and budget 

constrained projects will remain a program focus. In addition, the program will continue to 

implement CEI and CoolSaver as measures within the PY 2022 program year as it began 

being a part of the tiering structure beginning in PY 2020 with marked success.
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2.9 Agricultural Energy Solutions Program 
 

2.9.1 Program Description 

The Agricultural Energy Solutions Program is designed to reduce energy usage among 

agribusiness owners in Entergy Arkansas’ service territory through custom and prescriptive 

incentives, as well as farmer energy efficiency and agricultural suppliers educations. The 

program seeks to accomplish these goals by lowering the barriers within this sector, such as: 

the lack of easy access to qualified vendors and installers, the lack of information and 

awareness of the benefits of participation and financial incentives to overcome the first cost 

barriers of energy efficiency measures. 

2.9.2 Program Highlights 

 

• Saved 13,426 gross MWh in 2021 with a 100% realization rate and a net-to-gross 

ratio of 1.00, resulting in 13,426 MWh net energy savings.  

o Achieved 2.1 gross MW and 2.1 net MW savings in 2021 with a realization 

rate of 100%.   

• A total of 8,251 measures were incentivized for 28 unique participants. In 2021, the 

program continued to build and maintain relationships with numerous agricultural 

businesses, trade allies, contractors, government agencies, row crop farmers, 

indoor horticulture farmers and poultry farmers across Arkansas. These 

relationships heightened program awareness throughout the Entergy Arkansas 

service territory and were instrumental in achieving the 2021 MWh savings. Trade 

ally outreach generated 57.14% of program participation totals, farmer-to-farmer 

referrals generated 39.29% of program participation and the Entergy Solutions 

website generated 3.57% of program participation. See Figure 2.9.2.2 for a 

geospatial map of farms that participated in the Agricultural Program in 2021. 
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Figure 2.9.2.1 Referrals 2021 
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Figure 2.9.2.1 Referrals 2021

Agricultural Energy Solutions 2021 Referrals
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• In 2021, 28 applications were received. All 28 applications participated in 

Quality Control (QA/QC) with a pass rate of 100%. This consisted of 28 pre 

inspections and 28 post inspections. In 2021, Arkansas experienced historic 

flooding which severely impacted participation and completion of projects that 

were planned for the program year. This was the main contributor that 

prevented the program from achieving its MWh goal. Participation increased 

once flooding subsided and a large portion of savings slated to be captured in 

PY 2020 were captured in PY 2021.  

2.9.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

 

Table 2.9.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

 

Table 2.9.3 

Agricultural Energy Solutions Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 1,066,989$      1,022,981$      96% 6,635,756 4,975,777 75% 917 902 98% 126 51 40%

Program Year 2020 1,084,625$      1,110,773$      102% 6,897,374 13,338,051 193% 1,046 1,743 167% 131 59 45%

Program Year 2021 1,350,119$      1,106,952$      82% 6,397,990 13,425,635 210% 969 2,071 214% 175 28 16%
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Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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2.9.4 Description of Participants 

Any agricultural customer that receives electric service from the Company is eligible for the 

Agricultural Energy Solutions Program at its Entergy Arkansas serviced facilities. The following 

rate codes are eligible: 

● Agricultural Pumping (AP); 

● General Farm Service (GFS); 

● Small General Service (SGS) that are agricultural business; and 

● Large General Service (LGS) that are agricultural business. 

For purposes of this program, a participant is defined by a single Federal Tax ID number. 

Organizations with multiple locations are considered a single participant, regardless of how 

many Entergy Arkansas account numbers they may have. 

2.9.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

Savings opportunities are available for the Agricultural sector, but there are challenges and 

market barriers to overcome to accomplish these savings. The major challenges associated 

with the program include: 

● The agricultural sector is hard to reach because this sector relies more on a word-of-

mouth approach rather than traditional mass marketing. 

● Weather conditions impact crop production, which creates financial hardship for the 

farm. This hardship can cause limited funding for energy efficiency investments. 

● The agricultural sector is seasonal and requires precise timing to conduct proper 

marketing efforts. 

● Energy efficiency improvements can be difficult for farmers leasing land. Typically, both 

the farmer and landowner must agree on the energy efficiency improvements. Split 

decisions can delay or terminate projects. Even with financial incentives, some farmers 

lack funds to invest in energy efficiency improvements. 

● It can be difficult to gain trust in the tight-knit agricultural community. 

● Biosecurity procedures are implemented in the poultry market to reduce the risk of 

transmitting infectious diseases due to outbreaks. Some protocols restrict site access 

to prevent transmittal of the disease from farm to farm. This can delay our outreach 

efforts and other field activities such as QA/QC. 
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Although there are many challenges, the program implemented strategies to overcome these 

barriers. Employee experience in agriculture is very important; farmers are more willing to 

listen and trust someone to whom they can easily relate. These barriers are being overcome 

by hiring an account manager with a strong agricultural background. The manager accessed 

the rural communities and gained the customers’ trust through successful one-on-one 

meetings with farmers and the ability to relate to the farmers on a personal level. 

Entergy Arkansas also developed solutions for the seasonal marketing barriers associated 

with agriculture. Row crop farmers are extremely busy during the planting and harvesting 

season. Marketing efforts were adjusted accordingly to address this issue. Marketing efforts 

now focus on row crop farmers during the winter and early spring months, and poultry farmers 

during the summer and fall months. 

EM&V Recommendations: 

• Follow the guidance in Appendix F of the TRM, Table F4 for determining exterior 

lighting power density in the calculation methodology for new construction exterior 

lighting. 

2.9.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

The Agricultural Energy Solutions Program will decrease its net energy savings goal by 

approximately 450 MWh in 2022. The incentive budget will increase by $69,265 due a planned 

increase in non-lighting measure participation. 
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2.10 Residential Direct Load Control 

 

2.10.1 Program Description 

The Residential Direct Load Control program, referred to as the Summer Advantage Program, 

is designed to reduce peak electricity demand at the point of use in Entergy Arkansas’ service 

territory. A Digital Control Unit (“DCU”) that is installed on or near the customer’s outside air 

conditioning or heat pump unit allows for cycling of the outside unit during peak electricity 

demand periods reducing electricity usage. The inside fan is allowed to operate normally to 

circulate cool air while the outside unit is cycled off. 

Customers have a choice between 50% cycling and 75% cycling. Customer incentives are 

based on the customer’s choice of 50% cycling or 75% cycling. All Summer Advantage 

participants will receive two incentive payments: an installation incentive and an annual 

incentive. Customers who are selected for the Measurement and Verification program will 

receive an additional annual incentive based on their participation rate. 

● Installation incentive. Upon successful installation of the DCU, the customer receives an 

installation incentive based on participation rate; those at the 50% participation rate 

receive $25 and those at the 75% participation rate receive $40. 

● Annual incentive. The annual incentive is offered to Summer Advantage customers as 

recognition for their participation in the program throughout the year. These incentives 

may be prorated based on the customer’s participation during control season. Customers 

who have full participation at the 50% rate are eligible to receive a total of $25, and those 

at the 75% rate are eligible to receive a total of $40. 

Customers who have more than one air conditioner or heat pump will be paid an installation 

and annual incentive for each outside unit that is installed on the program. 
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2.10.2 Program Highlights 

2021 was a very successful year for the Summer Advantage Program and included the 

following highlights:  

• Demand savings results provided a 15-minute maximum of 18.3 MW of estimated net 

demand response load reduction during control season.  

• In the 2021 Summer Advantage Program curtailment season, there were a total of two 

curtailment events including one test event. The maximum hourly reduction for the 

Summer Advantage Program for the season based on qualifying event hours was 1.03 

kW/device. This reduction corresponds to the actual reduction as was obtained from 

the MISO baseline with weather adjustment method. This leads to 18.3 MW net 

demand response reduction based on the total installed end points of 17,455 

throughout the Entergy Arkansas service area. 

• Necessary precautions and protocols continued in response to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Itron communicated with local and federal agencies to maintain its 

designation as an Essential Service to allow outdoor work to continue. 

• Deployment was completed of the Itron CENTRON Monitoring and Verification system 

which combines cellular meter hardware, a proprietary curtailment algorithm, and an 

Itron Digital Control Unit (DCU) to provide load reduction data for analysis of energy 

curtailment events. 

 

Geographical Presence: 

Map 2.10.2 shows a map of the Summer Advantage Load Control Program participant area 

and M&V site locations. Yellow colored circles show the 2021 Summer Advantage population 

installations, while the red (50% Curtailment strategy) and blue (75% Curtailment Strategy) 

circles represent the M&V sites. 
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Map 2.10.2 

Summer Advantage Participants 

 

Independent Evaluator Reports 

KEY FINDINGS: 

• The M&V sample is maintained by Itron, with 120 participants having interval data 

loggers that provide five-minute readings of equipment kW. 

• The M&V sample is structured to represent the program population. 

• In PY 2021, the Summer Advantage Direct Load Control program achieved 18.3 MW in 

gross demand savings. 

• The EM&V team found that the approach to using the M&V sample deployed on direct 

control units in demand response curtailment calculations is appropriate. 

• The evaluated savings using the MISO-based calculations differed slightly from Itron's 

calculations due to rounding differences in calculating per-device savings. These 

differences resulted in a realization rate of 101.9 percent. 
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EM&V RECOMMENDATIONS: 

• Consider estimating kWh savings for the Summer Advantage Program. 

o Resolution: Itron is using the contractually defined kW Factor measurement value: 

Demand Reduction stated in kilowatts (“kW”) per installed Control Device for End-

use Equipment during the 15-minute interval with the greatest Demand Reduction 

under all M&V events.  

• Summer Advantage does not have a kWh goal, but the EM&V team estimated a range of 

kWh savings from negative to positive across all events called during PY 2021. Program 

implementation calculation of kWh savings could yield improvements in the robustness of 

kWh savings models and inform any process improvements that could be needed to 

address snapback. 

 

PLANNED ACTIONS: 

 

• Customers who are currently enrolled in the Summer Advantage Program will receive a 

pre-season letter describing the program and providing contact information for 

enrollment and incentive questions. 

• Opt-in letters are sent to new customers that have an existing device installed at their 

premise with information on how to enroll in the program. 

• Properties qualify for our Stranded Asset Recovery Program when devices have been 

installed under a previous resident but are no longer active due to the previous resident 

moving and a new owner taking over the equipment. These customers will receive an 

opt-out letter with information on how to unenroll from the program. 

 

2.10.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.10.3.1 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 
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Table 2.10.3.1 Residential Direct Load Control Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 3,021,748$      3,389,811$      112% 0 0 - 32,000 17,572 55% 22,184 21,966 99%

Program Year 2020 2,996,660$      2,655,984$      89% 0 0 - 32,144 12,134 38% 19,720 19,946 101%

Program Year 2021 3,600,907$      2,699,590$      75% 0 0 - 30,536 18,328 60% 18,734 17,455 93%

Residential Direct Load Control
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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Program Events & Training: 

All Itron field team members are required to meet annual OSHA compliance training. Courses 

completed: 

1. Back Safety and Injury Prevention. 

2. Blood borne Pathogens Awareness. 

3. Electrical Safety. 

4. First Aid: Basic. 

5. Ladder Safety. 

6. Lockout/Tagout. 

7. Lockout/Tagout for Authorized Persons. 

8. NFPA 70E Electrical Safety in the Workplace. 

9. PPE: Personal Protective Equipment. 

10. Slips, Trips, and Falls. 

11. Sprains and Strains. 

12. Heat Stress Recognition and Prevention.  
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Program Savings: 

For the 2021 curtailment season, Entergy Arkansas called a total of three curtailment events 

including one test event on June 3. The results are shown in Table 2.7.3.2 below. For this 

program, the entire M&V population was curtailed. The maximum hourly reduction for the 

Summer Advantage Program for the season based on qualifying event hours was 1.03 

kW/device. This reduction corresponds to the actual reduction as was obtained from the MISO 

baseline with weather adjustment method. This leads to 18.3 MW net demand response 

reduction based on the total installed end points of 17,455 throughout the Entergy Arkansas 

service area. 

Table 2.10.3.2 - Summary of Curtailment Events 

Date Start 

Time 

(CDT) 

End 

Time 

(CDT) 

Temp 

(°F) 

SMA 

Adjustment 

Factor* 

Max Hourly SMA 

Adjustment 

Method Reduction 

(kW) 

Max Hourly 

Weather 

Adjustment 

Reduction (kW) 

06/03/21 14:00 15:00 81 1.01 0.26 0.32 

06/18/21 14:00 16:00 90 1.54 0.60 0.66 

07/29/21 14:00 15:00 95 1.20 0.88 1.03 

*SMA adjustment factor is limited to 80%-120% if it exceeds those bounds. 

 

2.10.4 Description of Participants 

 

Any Entergy Arkansas residential customer who has a central air conditioner or heat pump in 

good working condition is eligible to participate in the Summer Advantage Program and is 

eligible to receive program incentives. Summer Advantage Program participants who request 

to be removed from the program will no longer be counted as a participant. 

2.10.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

 

Since 2017, the implementation of this program has been reduced to basic O&M status without 

actively marketing for the replacement of lost endpoint. There will be a possible increase to 
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cost effectiveness of the current Summer Advantage Program by using Entergy AMI data for 

M&V load calculations in 2023. 

2.10.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

Starting in 2017, Entergy Arkansas has operated the capacity resource as a turnkey 

maintenance only program. The turnkey program will be evaluated annually to monitor 

customer retention. Itron remains responsible for any replacement, activation, and adjustments 

to endpoints contributing to updated M&V annual kW evaluations. Itron will provide 

administrative support for MISO compliance calculations and filing.  

In 2020, a set of independently monitored cellular metering devices were installed at 250 

locations. The locations were selected to create a stratified image of the general device 

population. These metered locations were used to better estimate and integrate the available 

load under the same portal as the other demand response programs. The long-term plan is to 

have a single platform for all DR programs with accurate forecasting and verifiable baselines 

for evaluation. There are no other program or budget changes for 2023. As customers 

transition over to the Smart Direct Load Control Pilot, this program will continue to see 

diminishing participation and available demand. The long-term plan is to slowly absorb 

decommissioning costs through attrition and in future energy efficiency program plan budgets. 
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2.11 Smart Direct Load Control Pilot  
 

2.11.1 Program Description  

The Entergy Arkansas Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program is designed to reduce peak 

electricity demand at the point of use in Entergy Arkansas’ service territory. The Entergy 

Arkansas Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program works with the Summer Advantage 

Program and the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program to help reduce high-energy 

demand. Customers can participate by enrolling their existing qualifying smart thermostat, 

applying for a self-installation or direct installation of a Sensi Touch smart thermostat.  

The Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program participants must meet the following criteria:  

● Open to Entergy Arkansas residential and nonresidential customers who have central 

heating and air conditioning. 

● Have an in-home or in-business Wi-Fi service. 

● Have an existing Emerson Sensi Touch, Sensi Wi-Fi, Honeywell Lyric T5, T5 plus, T6, 

T9 and T10 smart thermostat or a thermostat that qualifies for a replacement of a 

professionally installed Sensi Touch at no additional cost to the customer. 

● Are not already enrolled in the Summer Advantage Program. If enrolled, customers 

must unenroll from the Summer Advantage Program to participate. 

● Must have a qualifying HVAC system. 

 

2.11.2 Program Highlights 

 

The Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program achieved 3,725 gross MWh savings in 2021 with 

a 98.8% realization rate and a net-to-gross ratio of 87.4%; this resulted in 3,216 MWh net 

energy savings.  

● For the 2021 curtailment season, there were a total of seven curtailment events for the 

total population; this includes a test event on June 1. The curtailment strategies used 

were temperature rises up to four degrees and a pre-cool of negative two degrees. 
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Further event details can be found in figure 2.11.2.1.  

Figure 2.11.2.1 

Date Start time 

(CST) 

End time 

(CST) 

Participating 

thermostats 

Event type 

06/03/2021 13:00 14:00 2,024 Test event 

06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 2,098 Normal 

event 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 2,468 Normal 

event 

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 2,409 Normal 

event 

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 2,527 Normal 

event 

08/24/2021 13:00 15:00 2,651 Normal 

event 

08/26/2021 14:00 16:00 2,802 Normal 

event 

 

● In 2021, the Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program implemented successful 

marketing efforts, such as emails, and media campaigns.  

● Of the 2,346 total newly enrolled thermostats (2,231 unique participants) in 2021, 809 

projects (27%) went through the program’s field QA/QC process.  

● There were 151 M&V Devices installed. These devices will be used to validate the load 

reduction for each conservation event.  

● In 2021, there were 3,632 enrolled thermostats. This includes enrollments from the 2020 

and 2021 program year. Figure 2.11.2.2 represents new customer participating 

locations within Entergy Arkansas service territory. 
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In 2021, the Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program implemented successful

marketing efforts, such as emails, and media campaigns.

Of the 2,346 total newly enrolled thermostats (2,231 unique participants) in 2021, 809

projects (27%) went through the program’s field QA/QC process.

There were 151 M&V Devices installed. These devices will be used to validate the load

reduction for each conservation event.

In 2021, there were 3,632 enrolled thermostats. This includes enrollments from the 2020

and 2021 program year. Figure 2.11.2.2 represents new customer participating

locations within Entergy Arkansas service territory.
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Figure 2.11.2.2 

 

Detailed Program Overview: 

The Entergy Arkansas Smart Direct Load Control Pilot allows residential and nonresidential 

customers to enroll who have qualifying thermostats or replacement of a baseline thermostat 

with a Sensi Touch smart thermostat. Participants authorize Entergy Arkansas LLC to control 

the participating equipment (smart thermostat) on days when electricity demand is highest, 

helping to reduce demand when it counts most. These are known as “conservation periods.” 

Customers may enroll by choosing a participating trade ally or by enrolling through the 

enrollment portal located at entergyarkansas.com/thermostat. 

Customers that qualify for a no-additional-cost installation may choose between receiving a 

professionally installed thermostat or a direct-ship self-install thermostat, which is a $225 value. 

In addition to the free thermostat, participating customers can receive an annual enrollment 

incentive up to $40 for residential customers and up to $100 for business customers. This is a 

$265-$325 value in the first year of participating.  

For those who already have a qualifying Emerson or Honeywell thermostat (Sensi Touch, 

Sensi Wi-Fi, Honeywell Lyric T5, T5 Plus, T6, T9 or T10), the customer will receive an 
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enrollment incentive up to $50 for residential and $100 for non-residential for participating in 

the program. An additional annual participation incentive will also be issued to qualifying 

customers after the demand response conservation season with incentives up to $40 for 

residential customers and $100 for business customers.  

Conservation periods will occur from June 1 through Sept. 30 on non-holiday weekdays 

(Monday-Friday), noon to 7 p.m. Central Standard Time. Conservation periods will last 

approximately four hours in any single day and occur for no more than three consecutive days 

in any one program season (June to September). Participants may override conservation 

periods by opting out; overriding conservation periods may reduce annual enrollment 

incentives.  

The annual enrollment incentive is dependent on the number of events participated. If the 

customer’s thermostat is disconnected due to Wi-Fi_33 issues, or if the customer chooses to 

opt out of a conservation event, this could reduce the annual enrollment incentive amount. 

Thermostat disconnectivity and conservation period opt outs will be counted as an opt out. 

Both residential and non-residential customers may opt out one time without a reduction. If a 

customer opts out two or three times, the residential incentive will decrease to $25 while the 

non-residential incentive will reduce to $50. If a customer opts out four or more times, 

residential and non-residential customers will not receive an annual incentive. 
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The annual enrollment incentive is dependent on the number of events participated. If the

customer’s thermostat is disconnected due to Wi-Fi_33 issues, or if the customer chooses to

opt out of a conservation event, this could reduce the annual enrollment incentive amount.

Thermostat disconnectivity and conservation period opt outs will be counted as an opt out.

Both residential and non-residential customers may opt out one time without a reduction. If a

customer opts out two or three times, the residential incentive will decrease to $25 while the

non-residential incentive will reduce to $50. If a customer opts out four or more times,

residential and non-residential customers will not receive an annual incentive.
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2.11.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants 

Table 2.11.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket 10-010-U.  

 

Table 2.11.3 

Smart Direct Load Control Solutions Budget, Savings and Participants 

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 NA NA - 0 0 - NA NA - NA NA -

Program Year 2020 NA NA - 1,551,054 1,104,901 71% 9,780 0 0% 6,025 1,306 22%

Program Year 2021 3,372,376$      2,836,382$      84% 4,132,827 3,215,997 78% 19,481 3,238 17% 11,275 2,346 21%

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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2.11.4 Description of Participants 

Customers who have an Entergy Arkansas residential or non-residential account that meet the 

program eligibility requirements may participate. The program eligibility requirements can be 

found within the Program Description section.  

2.11.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

The Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Program is an innovative program that allows for several 

paths to participate. The pilot aims to reduce peak electricity demand while also capturing 

deemed kWh savings from thermostat installations for both residential and commercial 

customers. The many paths of participation and thermostat models offered within the program 

can create customer confusion. As the pilot progresses, continued refinement to program 
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information will improve the enrollment experience. M&V devices are vital to confirm load 

reduction during conservation events. The program experienced hesitancy in 2021 from the 

participating customer base in allowing M&V device installation. Program improvements such 

as offering an incentive for M&V device installation may be needed to achieve M&V goals in 

2022.  

EM&V Recommendations: 

• Provide data on opt-outs, by event. 

• Estimate demand savings after each event during the season. 

 

2.11.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

 

For 2021, the program will increase its annual MWh savings by 840 MWh. The program’s 

implementation and incentive budget will increase to account for the increased planned MWh 

savings. 
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2.12 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program 
 

2.12.1 Program Description 

Entergy Arkansas’ Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program is designed in accordance with 

the conservation and energy efficiency benefits and objectives set forth in the C&EE Rules. 

The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program year 2021 is the twelfth year of the Agricultural 

Irrigation Load Control Program plan. The 2021 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program 

awarded cash incentives to eligible participants in return for allowing Entergy Arkansas the 

right to interrupt their irrigation pump motors during peak times of the day for the summer 

months. Since 2015, the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program has been implemented 

entirely by an Implementing Contractor, Connected Energy.18 Connected Energy supplies the 

control equipment, provides the communications modules, arranges and manages cellular 

service connections, provides the equipment installation and equipment maintenance activities, 

manages and operates the required software components and conducts all of the Agricultural 

Irrigation Load Control Program marketing. 

Program rebate incentives are paid to Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program participants 

based on the table 2.12.1 below: 

Table 2.12.1 

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Incentive Structure 

Agricultural 

Irrigation Load 

Control Incentive 

Structure  

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5 Tier 6 Tier 7 Tier 8 Tier 9 

Motor HP 10-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 101-125 126-150 151-175 176-200 >200 

Monthly 

Incentive* 
$50 $100 $200 $250 $350 $450 $550 $650 

Upon 

reques

t 

*Incentive void if customer actions interfere with event. Minimum of 64 run-time hours is required during summer months to receive 

incentive. 

 
18 BPL Global, LLC does business as Connected Energy. 
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In addition to cash incentives, the participants receive other benefits such as real-time 

notifications of the program interruptions and secure internet access to control systems which 

enable the participant to manage their participating pumps remotely year-round. The following 

screenshot is representative of the typical information and control systems participants may 

access. The participant portal first gives an overview of the participant’s farm and well locations 

overlaid with the most current weather radar information. The participant may select any 

colored well marker to operate the well. Red markers indicate an active irrigation pump and 

blue markers indicate pumps which are turned off. Yellow colored markers indicate trouble or 

inactive accounts with no electric service while green markers indicate the pump is under the 

control of Entergy Arkansas. Selecting any well marker opens up the control window for the 

pump with the option to turn an active pump off or an inactive pump on. Load consumption 

data is also displayed. 

Figure 2.12.2 

Farmer Secure Portal View 1 

 

176 new pump installations and 175 LTE device conversions were completed in 2021. In 

addition to the 2021 installations and LTE conversions, Connected Energy maintained and 

managed over 3,300 previously installed well locations from 2014 through 2020. In 2021, the 

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program was registered for an eighth year as a 

Midcontinent Independent System Operator Load Modifying Resource. The 2021 Agricultural 

Irrigation Load Control Program demand reduction target was 44.1 MW of curtailment and 1.5 

MW firm service level. 
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2.12.2 Program Highlights 

 Connected Energy’s Operations and Maintenance Highlights: 

● New Equipment Installations and Conversions: The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control 

Program executed its 2021 plan of 176 new installations and 175 LTE device 

conversions. 

● Software: Entergy Arkansas successfully executed 4 irrigation load management events 

in 2021 utilizing the Connected Energy-hosted CNRG-Demand Management and 

Farmer Portal solutions as the sole operating system. 

● Maintenance: Connected Energy completed 114 field maintenance actions to ensure 

that the overall system performed as required. 

● Technology: Connected Energy continued to integrate 4G/LTE Verizon Wireless 

communications during all new installation, conversion, and maintenance activities in 

2021 due to the anticipated retirement of the Verizon 3G network by December 31, 

2022.  
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2.12.3 Program Budget, Savings and Participants  

Table 2.12.3 is the program budget, annual energy savings and number of participants from 

Workbook Table 5 as required by the C&EE Rules, Section 9: Annual Reporting Requirements 

and Order No. 16 in Docket No. 10-010-U. 

 

Table 2.12.3 

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program Budget, Energy Savings and Participants  

Program Budget Actual % Plan Evaluated % Plan Evaluated % Plan Actual %

Program Year 2019 3,182,606$      3,423,836$      108% 0 0 - 36,000 11,690 32% 1,271 1,403 110%

Program Year 2020 3,272,606$      3,096,751$      95% 0 0 - 36,608 18,661 51% 1,372 1,743 127%

Program Year 2021 3,793,765$      3,532,255$      93% 0 0 - 44,132 22,320 51% 1,654 1,166 70%

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control
Expenditures Energy Savings (kWh) ParticipantsDemand Savings (kW)
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Program Events & Training: 

● Connected Energy continued to participate in irrigation and farming events in 2021 

including  the Arkansas Soil and Water Education Conference (virtual) in January 2021. 

● AILC device installation and maintenance training was provided to our installation 

subcontractors on April 21, 2021 and May 3, 2021. Training included the review and 

reinforcement of all AILC device installation processes supporting new and legacy  

technology including a review of required PPE, wiring diagrams, mounting, wire 

termination, phase angle determination, CT orientation, reporting, site cleanup, CDC 

recommended COVID-19 guidelines, and electrical & environmental safety. 

● An Agricultural Irrigation Load Control program training overview  was updated and 

presented virtually to Entergy Arkansas regional service centers in 2021 via WebEx  
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including the Arkansas Soil and Water Education Conference (virtual) in January 2021.
o AlLC device installation and maintenance training was provided to our installation

subcontractors on April 21, 2021 and May 3, 2021. Training included the review and

reinforcement of all AlLC device installation processes supporting new and legacy

technology including a review of required PPE, wiring diagrams, mounting, wire

termination, phase angle determination, CT orientation, reporting, site cleanup, CDC

recommended COVlD-19 guidelines, and electrical & environmental safety.
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presented virtually to Entergy Arkansas regional service centers in 2021 via WebEX
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(due to COVID-19 restrictions) and included a general history of the program to include 

yearly device deployment numbers, program participant benefits and incentives, and 

system operation/curtailment use cases. Additional topics of review included AILC 

device installation and field bypass procedures and the INIL ticket reporting processes. 

During this training, a general history of the Entergy Arkansas’ Agricultural Irrigation 

Load Control Program was presented to update Entergy Arkansas field personnel with 

information pertaining to the program device deployment numbers, participant benefits, 

incentives, system operation and curtailment use cases.  

● Additional topics covered included Agricultural Irrigation Load Control device 

installation, bypass procedures, field trouble communications and reporting processes. 

This information was delivered to aid and guide field personnel on appropriate actions 

should they encounter Agricultural Irrigation Load Control field equipment.  

 

Program Savings: 

There were no deemed savings in this program because it is a load control program.  On July 

8, 2021, a peak load of 24.51 MW was available on the system for curtailment, representing a 

load increase of 9.13% over 2020. 

On Aug. 11, 2021, an evaluated interrupted load of 22.3 MW was curtailed with 1,143 wells 

reporting as curtailable with 99.2% (total base of 1,152 wells) successfully reporting 

curtailments. All results were verified by an independent third party who used actual 15-minute 

interval data from each account with equipment installed to interrupt the loads. The MISO 

baseline methodology in BPM 26 for SMA continued to be utilized for 2021 evaluations. 

In PY 2021, the AILC program responded to four load control events totaling 5 curtailment 

hours. The first of the events was a test event (June 3), used to verify equipment operability 

and verify M&V data collections, while the other 3 events occurring on June 18, July 29 and 

August 11 were used to reduce loads during the event hour. A total of five event hours 

occurred. The June 3, July 29, and August 11 events were each one hour in duration while the 

June 18 event lasted 2 hours. The data collected by the metering equipment allowed each 
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participant to have their load metered in a 15-minute interval for the entire load-control season, 

providing highly granular data to support program baseline and event savings calculations.19 

2.12.4 Description of Participants 

A participant is an Entergy Arkansas agricultural irrigation pumping account that is receiving 

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program rebate incentives as a result of being an active 

participating account controlled by Entergy Arkansas during an event. Program marketing and 

enrollment is primarily executed via direct mail with an Entergy Arkansas retiree following up 

with a call. Other marketing channels included social media posts on Facebook and Twitter and 

farmer referrals.  

2.12.5 Program Challenges and Opportunities 

● Maximum curtailable AILC system load increased 9.13% between 2020 and 2021.  

● AILC farmer renewal accounts made up the majority of new seasonal enrollments in 

2021.  

● Some AILC program participants misplace or delay depositing seasonal incentive 

checks beyond the 90-Day timeframe after which the checks may become void and 

have to be reissued.  

● Face to Face events with program stakeholders remained a challenge during 2021 due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

● Warm and dry weather conditions during June 2021 increased irrigation pumping and 

system load resulting in a cost overrun for planned AILC program incentives in 2021 for 

the 2nd consecutive year.  

● No COVID-19 related hardware delays are anticipated in 2022.  We will continue to 

follow the CDC guidelines for the prevention of the spread of COVID-19 through the use 

of masks, social distancing and proper hand washing with our deployed field staffing.  

● Sunsetting of Verizon Wireless 3G network by December 31, 2022 increases the need 

for additional LTE device conversions in 2022 and 2023 to ensure maximum curtailable 

 
19

 PY2021 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program Impact Evaluation Results, Tetra Tech, 15 Jan 2022. 
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19 PY2021 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program Impact Evaluation Results, Tetra Tech, 15 Jan 2022.
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load.  

Program Outlook for Continuation, Expansion, Reduction or Termination: 

2022 recruiting: Connected Energy will continue to concentrate on capturing new pump 

enrollments in 2022 from existing program participants and the prioritization of larger motor well 

pump locations during new program enrollments to maximize the total load potential 

contributing to the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Program. 

2.12.6 Planned or Proposed Changes to Program and Budget 

● AILC program concentration during 2022 and 2023 will include the LTE device 

conversion of all remaining Verizon 3G devices due to the planned sunsetting of 

Verizon wireless 3G network by December 31, 2022.  
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2.13 Energy Efficiency Arkansas  
 

● The Energy Efficiency Arkansas (EEA) Program’s objective is to cost-effectively deliver 

relevant, consistent, and fuel neutral information and training that causes people to 

consume less energy through energy efficiency and conservation measures. By leveraging 

the knowledge, experience, and skills of the Arkansas Energy Office and the combined 

resources of the undersigned utilities, the EEA Program will be able to deliver that 

information and training in the most cost-effective manner as required for statewide energy 

efficiency.  

 

● For more information about this program please see the EEA report as filed by the 

Arkansas Energy Office on April 29, 2022 in Docket No. 07-083-TF.  
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3.0 Supplemental Requirements 

3.1 Staffing 
 

The 2021 programs had five full-time staff members, one of whom is an Energy Efficiency 

program manager, plus one full-time employee to assist in marketing and communications 

coordination, two part-time contract employees to assist in administrative and analysis 

activities, and three part-time contract employees to assist in quality assurance and control. 

The certifications, education and experience of the Entergy Arkansas staff makes for a strong 

team. Of the five full-time staffers, two are degreed engineers.  Combined, they bring  

knowledge and experience in customer service, market planning, product development, 

construction and transmission project experience, transmission planning, accounting and 

community and economic development. Three staff members have Association of Energy 

Engineers Business Energy Professional certification, and one staff member has an 

Association of Energy Engineers Energy Efficiency Practitioner Professional certification. The 

staff includes a certified energy auditor that also holds his BPI certification. One staff member 

has a Master’s degree in the area of business, and one has an accounting degree. The utility 

also leveraged many other non-incremental employees to promote the programs, provide 

benefit cost analysis, regulatory, legal support, back-office billing and contractor recruitment for 

the irrigation load control program.  

 

None of the non-incremental employees used more than 50% of their annual man-hours 

supporting the programs.  

 

3.2 Stakeholder Activities 
 

Entergy Arkansas is involved in all of the Commission-ordered stakeholder processes. Entergy 

Arkansas considers stakeholders to be customers, trade allies, and state agencies that provide 

informative feedback to enhance program delivery and acceptance. Further, all training 

activities provide opportunities for the collaborative exchange of ideas and enhancements. 

Those training sessions can be found below, as well as in the 2021 SARP tabular report. 
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EXTERNAL TRAININGS 

Event 
No. Start Date Class 

1. 1/3/2021 Retail Store Training 

2. 1/3/2021 One on One Meetings  

3. 1/27/2021 Arkansas Soil and Water Education Conference (Virtual) 

4. 1/31/2021 Smart DLC Training  

5. 2/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

6. 2/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

7. 2/2/2021 One on One Meetings  

8. 2/9/2021 LIS TA Training 

9. 2/12/2021 Trade Ally 

10. 2/15/2021 Trade Ally 

11. 2/16/2021 LIS H&S Training 

12. 2/18/2021 Trade Ally 

13. 2/18/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF/SDLC Customer Service Training  

14. 2/19/2021 LIS H&S Training 

15. 2/19/2021 LIS H&S Training 

16. 2/23/2021 Trade Ally 

17. 2/24/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

18. 2/25/2021 LIS H&S Training 

19. 3/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

20. 3/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

21. 3/1/2021 LIS H&S Training 

22. 3/1/2021 LIS H&S Training 

23. 3/2/2021 Trade Ally 

24. 3/2/2021 Trade Ally 

25. 3/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

26. 3/3/2021 Trade Ally 

27. 3/3/2021 Trade Ally 

28. 3/3/2021 LIS H&S Training 

29. 3/4/2021 LIS Field tool training  

30. 3/5/2021 LIS H&S Training 

31. 3/8/2021 LIS H&S Training 

32. 3/8/2021 LIS H&S Training 

33. 3/9/2021 Trade Ally 

34. 3/9/2021 LIS H&S Training 

35. 3/9/2021 Energy Efficency 101 

36. 3/10/2021 Trade Ally 

37. 3/10/2021 LIS H&S Training 

38. 3/12/2021 LIS H&S Training 
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2/12/2021 Trade Ally

H .0 2/15/2021 Trade Ally

H H 2/16/2021 LIS H&S Training

H I" 2/18/2021 Trade Ally

H 9" 2/18/2021 HES/LlS/MA/MF/SDLC Customer Service Training

H P 2/19/2021 LIS H&S Training

H 9" 2/19/2021 LIS H&S Training

H 9‘ 2/23/2021 Trade Ally

H N 2/24/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training

H 9° 2/25/2021 LIS H&S Training

H 9’ 3/1/2021 Retail Store Training

N .0 3/1/2021 One on One Meetings

N l“ 3/1/2021 LIS H&S Training

N I" 3/1/2021 LIS H&S Training

N W 3/2/2021 Trade A||y

N P
.

3/2/2021 Trade Ally

N U'I 3/2/2021 Comm Trade A||y Trainings

N 9‘
.

3/3/2021 Trade Ally

N N 3/3/2021 Trade A||y

N 9° 3/3/2021 LIS H&S Training

N KD 3/4/2021 LIS Field tool training

w .0
.

3/5/2021 LIS H&S Training

w l“ 3/8/2021 LIS H&S Training

w I" 3/8/2021 LIS H&S Training

W W 3/9/2021 Trade A||y

w P
.

3/9/2021 LIS H&S Training

UJ U'I 3/9/2021 Energy Efficency 101

w 9‘
.

3/10/2021 Trade Ally

L» N 3/10/2021 LIS H&S Training

w 9° 3/12/2021 LIS H&S Training
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39. 3/12/2021 LIS H&S Training 

40. 3/16/2021 Trade Ally 

41. 3/16/2021 Energy Efficency 101 

42. 3/17/2021 Trade Ally 

43. 3/22/2021 Darryl McCauley 

44. 3/24/2021 Utility Program Services 

45. 3/25/2021 Trade Ally 

46. 3/25/2021 Trade Ally 

47. 3/26/2021 Trade Ally 

48. 3/30/2021 Trade Ally 

49. 3/30/2021 Trade Ally 

50. 3/31/2021 One on One Meetings - Trade Ally Training 

51. 4/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

52. 4/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

53. 4/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

54. 4/2/2021 LIS TA Training & H&S Training 

55. 4/5/2021 LIS H&S Training 

56. 4/7/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

57. 4/7/2021 Seasonal AILC program update to Entergy NE and SE Service Centers 

58. 4/14/2021 Trade Ally 

59. 4/16/2021 Trade Ally 

60. 4/16/2021 Home Energy Solutions Field tool Training  

61. 
4/21/2021 

AILC Field Operations - Device Installation, maintenance, troubleshooting, 
safety 

62. 4/28/2021 Trade Ally 

63. 5/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

64. 5/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

65. 5/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

66. 
5/3/2021 

AILC Field Operations - Device Installation, maintenance, troubleshooting, 
safety 

67. 5/11/2021 Trade Ally 

68. 5/13/2021 Trade Ally 

69. 5/13/2021 Trade Ally 

70. 5/18/2021 Trade Ally 

71. 6/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

72. 6/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

73. 6/1/2021 One on One Meetings - Trade Ally Training 

74. 6/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

75. 6/4/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

76. 6/10/2021 Trade Ally 

77. 6/10/2021 Trade Ally 

78. 6/11/2021 Trade Ally 

79. 6/17/2021 Trade Ally 

80. 6/18/2021 Trade Ally 
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81. 6/28/2021 Trade Ally 

82. 6/30/2021 Trade Ally 

83. 6/30/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

84. 7/1/2021 Trade Ally 

85. 7/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

86. 7/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

87. 7/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

88. 7/6/2021 HVAC Professionals CE 

89. 7/15/2021 Trade Ally 

90. 7/20/2021 Trade Ally 

91. 8/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

92. 8/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

93. 8/1/2021 One on One Meetings - Trade Ally Training 

94. 8/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

95. 8/4/2021 Trade Ally 

96. 8/12/2021 Trade Ally 

97. 8/18/2021 Trade Ally 

98. 8/19/2021 Customer Service Training 

99. 8/26/2021 Trade Ally 

100. 8/27/2021 Trade Ally 

101. 9/1/2021 Trade Ally 

102. 9/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

103. 9/1/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

104. 9/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

105. 9/1/2021 One on One Meetings - Trade Ally Training 

106. 9/8/2021 Trade Ally 

107. 9/14/2021 Robert Irby, Trade Ally 

108. 9/14/2021 CLEAResult Energy Forum 

109. 9/14/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF/SDLC Customer Service Training  

110. 9/16/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF/SDLC Customer Service Training  

111. 9/17/2021 Trade Ally 

112. 9/20/2021 Trade Ally 

113. 9/28/2021 Trade Ally 

114. 9/28/2021 Trade Ally 

115. 9/29/2021 International Mechanical Code Updates 

116. 10/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

117. 10/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

118. 10/1/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

119. 10/13/2021 Trade Ally 

120. 10/13/2021 Trade Ally 

121. 10/15/2021 Trade Ally 

122. 10/15/2021 Trade Ally 

123. 10/21/2021 Trade Ally 

124. 10/26/2021 Trade Ally 
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125. 10/27/2021 2021 AILC Lessons Learned Meeting  

126. 10/29/2021 Trade Ally 

127. 11/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

128. 11/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

129. 11/2/2021 Comm Trade Ally Trainings 

130. 11/12/2021 Trade Ally 

131. 11/18/2021 Trade Ally 

132. 11/30/2021 Trade Ally 

133. 11/30/2021 Trade Ally 

134. 12/1/2021 Retail Store Training 

135. 12/1/2021 One on One Meetings  

136. 12/7/2021 Trade Ally 

137. 12/13/2021 Trade Ally 

138. 12/16/2021 2022 Trade Ally Kick off  

139. 12/16/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF/SDLC Customer Service Training  

140. 12/16/2021 HES/LIS/MA/MF Field Tool Training 

TOTAL: 140 Trainings 

 

 

INTERNAL TRAININGS 

Event 
No. Start Date Class 

1. 1/2/2021 FERC Standards of Conduct and Affiliate Restrictions Training 

2. 1/2/2021 Email Security 

3. 1/2/2021 Non-Nuc Contract Manager Module 1 

4. 1/12/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner Spotlight 

5. 1/22/2021 Virtual Tools - Streem 101 

6. 2/3/2022 2021 State Transportation Electrification Scorecard 

7. 2/4/2022 ENERGY STAR webinar 

8. 2/26/2022 ENERGY STAR HPWH training 

9. 3/1/2021 AESP 

10. 3/8/2021 Phishing training 2019 Nov Credential Phishing Training 

11. 3/8/2021 Avoid Credential Emails Video 

12. 3/8/2021 Introduction to Continuous Improvement 

13. 3/10/2021 Anticompetitive Behavior 

14. 3/22/2021 Developing a Continuous Improvement Mindset 

15. 3/22/2021 Pandemic Awareness 

16. 3/27/2021 Phishing 2020 Feb Link Training 

17. 3/31/2021 S_Invoice_Verifier_Acknowledge 

18. 3/31/2021 Course Code Invoice Verifier WBT FIN 

19. 4/16/2021 BPI Healthy Housing Principles Exam 

20. 5/4/2021 Smart Meters and EE 
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3/1/2021 AESP

H .0 3/8/2021 Phishing training 2019 Nov Credential Phishing Training

H H 3/8/2021 Avoid Credential Emails Video

H I" 3/8/2021 Introduction to Continuous Improvement

H 9" 3/10/2021 Anticompetitive Behavior

H P 3/22/2021 Developing a Continuous Improvement Mindset

H P" 3/22/2021 Pandemic Awareness

H 9‘ 3/27/2021 Phishing 2020 Feb Link Training

H N 3/31/2021 S_Invoice_Verifier_AcknowIedge

H 9° 3/31/2021 Course Code Invoice Verifier WBT FIN

H S9 4/16/2021 BPI Healthy Housing Principles Exam

N .0 5/4/2021 Smart Meters and EE
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21. 5/4/2021 Smart Meters and EE 

22. 5/4/2021 URL Training 

23. 5/4/2021 Workplace Violence Prevention 

24. 5/5/2021 Managing Entergy Records 

25. 5/19/2021 Introduction to Customer Centricity 

26. 5/19/2021 Code of Entegrity Acknowledgement Process 

27. 5/28/2021 Discrimination and Harassment Prevention 

28. 5/28/2021 Incident Response 101 

29. 6/1/2021 General Ethics 

30. 6/8/2021 Contractor Safety Management 1 

31. 6/10/2021 Procurement 

32. 
7/13/2021 

Understanding the Building Envelope Systems Impact on Energy 
Consumption 

33. 
7/13/2021 

Understanding the Building Envelope Systems Impact on Energy 
Consumption 

34. 7/13/2021 Leveraging the Continuous Improvement Toolkit  

35. 7/13/2021 Heat Exhaustion Prevention 

36. 7/26/2021 Energy Star Smart Thermostats 

37. 7/27/2021 Corporate Risk Control Standards 

38. 8/23/2021 S-Supply Chain_Diversity_CBT_2020 

39. 8/23/2021 COVID-19 Exposure Control Guidelines 

40. 8/23/2021 AirsWeb SCL Update 

41. 8/24/2021 Bloodborne Pathogens 

42. 8/26/2021 SCL Model 

43. 9/8/2021 Hazard Communications 

44. 9/9/2021 S-CIP-013_CBT 

45. 9/9/2021 Insider Threat Awareness 

46. 9/9/2021 Compliance Culture Training 

47. 9/9/2021 Navigating PDCA in the Workplace 

48. 9/9/2021 HUMM 1:  How Utilities Make Money Overview 

49. 9/9/2021 HUMM 2:  How a Competitive Company Makes Money 

50. 9/9/2021 HUMM 3:  How and Why Utilities are Regulated 

51. 9/9/2021 HUMM 4:  Business Basics for Regulated Utilities 

52. 9/10/2021 HUMM 5:  Ratemaking 

53. 9/10/2021 HUMM 6:  Earnings 

54. 9/11/2021 GRID MOD 101 

55. 9/20/2021 Certified Energy Manager Training 

56. 9/21/2021 Energy Thought Summit 

57. 9/21/2021 Energy Thought Summit 

58. 9/21/2021 Energy Thought Summit 

59. 9/22/2021 Workflow Overview Video 

60. 9/22/2021 GRID MOD 102 

61. 9/22/2021 Non-Nuc Contract Manager Module 2 

62. 9/23/2021 GRID MOD 102 
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63. 9/28/2021 ENERGY STAR 2022 Product Promotions Kick-off 

64. 9/29/2021 Maximo Application Tour 

65. 10/11/2021 Building Energy Professional 

66. 10/13/2021 ENERGY STAR Home Upgrade: An Overview 

67. 10/14/2021 AAEA conference 

68. 10/18/2021 ACAAA Conference 

69. 10/19/2021 Logistics 101 

70. 10/19/2022 AEE World Conference 

71. 10/26/2021 Stop Initiative Training Refresher 

72. 11/8/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings 

73. 11/9/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings 

74. 11/9/2021 Excel Pivot Tables and Charts 

75. 11/10/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings 

76. 11/11/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings 

77. 11/13/2021 Protection of Information 

78. 11/23/2021 Basic Code Block Training 

79. 12/1/2021 Heat Pump Water Heater training 

80. 12/1/2021 BPI Building Analyst Training 

Total: 80 Trainings 

 

 

 

3.3 Information Provided to Consumers to Promote Energy Efficiency 
 

See Appendix D. 
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72. 11/8/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings
73. 11/9/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings
74. 11/9/2021 Excel Pivot Tables and Charts
75. 11/10/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings
76. 11/11/2021 ENERGY STAR Partner meetings
77. 11/13/2021 Protection of Information
78. 11/23/2021 Basic Code Block Training
79. 12/1/2021 Heat Pump Water Heater training
80. 12/1/2021 BPI Building Analyst Training

Total: 80 Trainings

3.3 Information Provided to Consumers to Promote Energy Efficiency

See Appendix D.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In  program year (PY) 2021 (PY2021), Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) provided a comprehensive 
range of customer options focused on energy efficiency and demand reduction coupled with 
education and training activities through 11 energy efficiency programs and 1 pilot. EAL 
designed its portfolio to meet the following objectives:  

• achieve the net energy-savings target of 285,765 megawatt-hours (MWh) and demand 
reduction target of 150 megawatts (MW)1; 

• provide significant energy-savings opportunities for all customers and market segments, 
including low-income and senior customer segments as outlined in Act 1102, resulting in 
broad ratepayer benefits;  

• meet comprehensiveness in seven areas (i.e., comprehensiveness factors) defined by 
the Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC)2; and 

• deliver the consistent weatherization approach (CWA) through its residential programs. 

EAL selected an independent, third-party evaluation contractor under APSC Rules for 
Conservation and Energy Efficiency Programs (C&EE Rules). EAL selected Tetra Tech as its 
evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) contractor. The PY2021 EAL evaluation 
included impact and process analyses specified in the APSC rules and follows the Arkansas 
Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 Volume 1 protocols and savings algorithms. 
Figure  highlights the primary evaluation activities. The independent evaluation monitor (IEM) 
reviews and provides feedback on Tetra Tech's evaluation plans. 

The PY2021 Evaluation Plan3 included up to 315 desk reviews, 90 on-sites, and census meter 
analysis for three demand programs for gross impact evaluation activities. The EM&V team 
completed 365 desk reviews and 61 on-sites. The EM&V team refines target competes 
throughout the evaluation period during sampling based on the results' confidence and 
precision. For each program, The EM&V team's impact results achieved better than the industry 
standard of 90 percent confidence ±10 percent (the reader is referred to the Technical Appendix 
for precision calculations by the program). Only three programs had process evaluations 
completed for this evaluation period. A total of 40 participant surveys and 105 general 
population surveys were completed to support those efforts. The EM&V's 16 completed market 
actor interviews exceeded the planning target of 15. Also included in this evaluation year was a 
retailer shelf-stocking study where the EM&V team visited 13 different stores to assess lighting 
prices and options. 

 
1 The APSC approved EAL’s 2020–2022 Energy Efficiency Plan in response to Commission Order No. 41 

in Docket No. 13-002-U. 
2 As defined by the APSC in the C&EE Rules of Order No. 17 in Docket 08-144-U.  
3 Entergy Arkansas, LLC Program Year 2021 Evaluation Plan, Tetra Tech, August 2021.  
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Figure 1. Highlights of the PY2021 Evaluation Activities 

 

The impact evaluation resulted in a defensible lifetime and annual gross and net energy and 
demand estimates. Impact evaluations were used to calculate realization rates; these rates are 
determined by dividing evaluated savings (ex-post) by EAL reported savings (ex-ante savings). 
A net-to-gross (NTG) ratio was applied to the evaluated savings to determine the net evaluated 
or achieved savings. The overarching approach to impact evaluations was to: 

• complete a tracking system review to assess if TRM 8.2 is correctly applied to calculate 
savings4 and assess data captured for new or expanded measure offerings;  

• adjust program-reported gross savings using the results of evaluation research, relying 
primarily on tracking system and engineering desk reviews, metered data analysis, and 
on-site or independent verification;  

• discuss evaluation adjustments for TRM deemed savings or custom measures in each 
program-level impact section, and document reasons for adjustments and how they 
directly inform impact recommendations;  

• achieve a minimum precision of ±10 percent of the gross realized savings estimate with 
90 percent confidence;  

• update program NTG values with primary or secondary data research for every 
program once over the PY2020–PY2022 program cycle as well as review and adjust 
NTG ratios annually for any changes in the program design or measure mix;  

• provide complete documentation and transparency of all evaluated savings estimates5; 

• provide ongoing technical reviews and guidance to implementers and EAL up-front;  

• calculate portfolio non-energy benefits (NEB); and 

• conduct EM&V research to inform possible updates for the next version of the TRM. 

 
4 Tracking system review realization rates provided in program-level detailed results are very close to or 

100 percent. The EM&V team completes an interim census tracking system review mid-program-year to 
facilitate adjustment in savings calculations as needed. This proactive review supports corrections being 
made prior to final tracking data and supports healthier realization rates at the end of the program year.  

5 For detailed desk review and on-site results, the reader is referred to the Technical Appendix to this 
report. 
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The impact evaluation resulted in a defensible lifetime and annual gross and net energy and
demand estimates. Impact evaluations were used to calculate realization rates; these rates are
determined by dividing evaluated savings (ex-post) by EAL reported savings (ex-ante savings).
A net-to-gross (NTG) ratio was applied to the evaluated savings to determine the net evaluated
or achieved savings. The overarching approach to impact evaluations was to:

complete a tracking system review to assess if TRM 8.2 is correctly applied to calculate
savings4 and assess data captured for new or expanded measure offerings;

adjust program-reported gross savings using the results of evaluation research, relying
primarily on tracking system and engineering desk reviews, metered data analysis, and
on-site or independent verification;

discuss evaluation adjustments for TRM deemed savings or custom measures in each
program-level impact section, and document reasons for adjustments and how they
directly inform impact recommendations;

achieve a minimum precision of :10 percent of the gross realized savings estimate with
90 percent confidence;

update program NTG values with primary or secondary data research for every
program once over the PY2020—PY2022 program cycle as well as review and adjust
NTG ratios annually for any changes in the program design or measure mix;

provide complete documentation and transparency of all evaluated savings estimates5;

provide ongoing technical reviews and guidance to implementers and EAL up-front;

calculate portfolio non-energy benefits (NEB); and

conduct EM&V research to inform possible updates for the next version of the TRM.

4 Tracking system review realization rates provided in program-level detailed results are very close to or
100 percent. The EM&V team completes an interim census tracking system review mid-program-year to
facilitate adjustment in savings calculations as needed. This proactive review supports corrections being
made prior to final tracking data and supports healthier realization rates at the end of the program year.

5 For detailed desk review and on-site results, the reader is referred to the Technical Appendix to this
report.
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The approach to the process evaluation was to: 

• gain an in-depth understanding of program operations, challenges, and evaluation 
needs through interviews with EAL and implementation contractor key staff at both the 
beginning and end of the evaluation cycle, complemented with communication and 
program documentation review throughout the program year, including biweekly 
implementation contractor status meetings; 

• conduct a comprehensive process evaluation for every program once over the three-
year PY2020–PY2022 program cycle and assess other process evaluation needs 
annually; 

• document EAL's progress in incorporating recommendations identified during the prior 
year evaluation; and 

• update the assessment of EAL's success in achieving the goals and objectives 
established in the APSC’s Comprehensiveness Checklist. 

Table 1 provides a summary of EM&V activities by each program in the PY2021 portfolio. 

 

Table 1. Summary of Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Activities 
for EAL PY2021 Programs 
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Home Energy 
Solutions 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Material review 

Census 50 5 None 

Energy 
Solutions for 
Multifamily 

Deemed from 
prior 
research, 
supported by 
PY2021 
process 
evaluation 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Material review 

Participant surveys (20) 

Market actor interviews (5) 

Census 29 3 None 

 
6 This column refers to EAL customer metered data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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6 This column refers to EAL customer metered data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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Energy 
Solutions for 
Manufactured 
Homes 

Deemed from 
prior 
research, 
supported by 
PY2021 
process 
evaluation 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Material review 

Participant surveys (20) 

Market actor interviews (6) 

Census 21 3 None 

Low-Income 
Solutions 

Primary 
research with 
program 
participants 

None Census 30 4 None 

Point of 
Purchase 
Solutions  

Deemed from 
prior 
research, 
supported by 
PY2021 
process 
evaluation 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 100 None None 

Materials review  

General population surveys 
(105) 

Market actor interviews (5) 

Shelving study (13 stores) 

Large 
Commercial & 
Industrial 
Solutions7 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 

Census 70   21 31 

Small 
Business 
Solutions 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 25 10 None 

Materials review 

Public 
Institutions 
Solutions 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 30 15 7 

Materials review 

Agricultural 
Energy 
Solutions 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 10 6 ride-
alongs 

None 

Materials review 
 

 
7 Large C&I Solutions also included 24 early engagement reviews. 
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Program

Energy
Solutions for
Manufactured
Homes

Low-Income
Solutions

Point of
Purchase
Solutions

Large
Commercial &
Industrial
Solutions7

Small
Business
Solutions

Public
Institutions
Solutions

Agricultural
Energy
Solutions

NTG
approach

Deemed from
pnor
research,
supported by
PY2021
process
evaluation
research

Primary
research with
program
participants

Deemed from
pnor
research,
supported by
PY2021
process
evaluation
research

Deemed from
pnor
research

Deemed from
pnor
research

Deemed from
pnor
research

Deemed from
pnor
research

7 Large C&l Solutions also included 24 early engagement reviews.

Process evaluation
activities

Program staff interviews (2)
Material review
Participant surveys (20)
Market actor interviews (6)

None

Program staff interviews (2)
Materials review
General population surveys
(105)
Market actor interviews (5)
Shelving study (13 stores)

Program staff interviews (2)
Materials review

Program staff interviews (2)
Materials review

Program staff interviews (2)
Materials review

Program staff interviews (2)
Materials review

Gross impact evaluation
completes

Tr
ac

ki
ng

sy
st

em
re

vi
ew

Census

Census

Census

Census

Census

Census

Census

D
es

k
re

vi
ew

s

21

30

100

70

25

30

10

O
n-

si
te

M&
V

or
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t
w
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n

None

21

10

15

6 ride-
alongs

M
et
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da
ta
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is6

None

None

None

31

None

None
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Residential 
Direct Load 
Control 

Deemed at 
1.0 as 
industry 
practice 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 

Census None None Census 

Smart Direct 
Load Control 
Pilot 

Deemed from 
prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 

Census None None Census 

Agricultural 
Irrigation Load 
Control 

Deemed at 
1.0 as 
industry 
practice 

Program staff interviews (2) Census None None Census 

Materials review 

1.1 KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

EAL exceeded its portfolio energy goals, achieving 103 percent of its filed goal and 133 percent 
of APSC targets. EAL fell short of its demand goals, meeting 61 percent of the demand goal. 
The performance difference between energy savings and demand goals is similar to last year; it 
is driven both by the demand response and energy efficiency programs not meeting their 
planning demand reductions. Investigations into better aligning energy savings and demand 
savings continue per a recommendation from the 2019 and 2020 evaluations. The measure-
level analysis in the Technical Appendix provides additional insight into the kilowatt-hour and 
kilowatt performance differences.  

Individual program performance relative to program savings and demand goals varied. Five of 
the nine programs8 achieved their megawatt-hour savings goals, while three programs with 
energy savings goals still performed well, especially given the COVID-19 pandemic context. 
These three programs met more than 90 percent of energy savings goals, whereas the Energy 
Solutions for Multifamily program only met 60 percent of its goal. EAL, the program 
implementer, and the EM&V team have discussed this shortfall and increased energy savings 
for next year. Four of the 11 programs achieved their megawatt goals. While two programs met 
80 percent or more of the demand savings goal, five met less than 80 percent of the demand 
savings goal. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot is still gaining momentum, meeting 71 percent 
of its energy savings and 17 percent of its demand reduction goals. The Agricultural Energy 
Solutions program was the highest performer across energy savings and demand reductions 
relative to program goals due to a few large new construction projects. 

 
8 Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs had no megawatt-hour 

savings goals.  
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Residential Deemed at Program staff interviews (2) Census None None Census
Direct Load _1-0 as Materials review
Control Industry

practice

Smart Direct Deemed from Program staffinterviews(2) Census None None Census
Load COH’EFOI prior Materials review
Pilot research

Agricultural Deemed at Program staffinterviews(2) Census None None Census
Irrigation Load 1.0 as Materials review
Control industry

practice

1.1 KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

EAL exceeded its portfolio energy goals, achieving 103 percent of its filed goal and 133 percent
of APSC targets. EAL fell short of its demand goals, meeting 61 percent of the demand goal.
The performance difference between energy savings and demand goals is similar to last year; it
is driven both by the demand response and energy efficiency programs not meeting their
planning demand reductions. Investigations into better aligning energy savings and demand
savings continue per a recommendation from the 2019 and 2020 evaluations. The measure-
Ievel analysis in the Technical Appendix provides additional insight into the kilowatt-hour and
kilowatt performance differences.

Individual program performance relative to program savings and demand goals varied. Five of
the nine programs8 achieved their megawatt-hour savings goals, while three programs with
energy savings goals still performed well, especially given the COVID-19 pandemic context.
These three programs met more than 90 percent of energy savings goals, whereas the Energy
Solutions for Multifamily program only met 60 percent of its goal. EAL, the program
implementer, and the EM&V team have discussed this shortfall and increased energy savings
for next year. Four of the 11 programs achieved their megawatt goals. While two programs met
80 percent or more of the demand savings goal, five met less than 80 percent of the demand
savings goal. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot is still gaining momentum, meeting 71 percent
of its energy savings and 17 percent of its demand reduction goals. The Agricultural Energy
Solutions program was the highest performer across energy savings and demand reductions
relative to program goals due to a few large new construction projects.

8 Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs had no megawatt-hour
savings goals.
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Figure  shows the portfolio's total performance relative to program goals, followed by each 
program's achieved savings relative to program goals.  
 

Figure 2. EAL PY2021 Achieved Savings Relative to Program Goals—Overall and by Program 
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Figure shows the portfolio's total performance relative to program goals, followed by each
program's achieved savings relative to program goals.

Figure 2. EAL PY2021 Achieved Savings Relative to Program Goals—Overall and by Program

Goal 285,765 Goal
Energy Demand
Savings Sawngs

lviWh M W
A Ct u a l Actu a l

All Programs

109% 64%

Goal 27,136 Goal 10.3
Energy Demand

Home Energy Savings Savrngs
- l l Wh l l WSolutions l Actual V Actual

114% 94%

GoalGoal 14,010. Energy DemandEnergy Solutions Savmgs Sal/lngs
for Multifamily WM will

Homes Actual Actual

60% 24%

Goal Goal .0 \1

Energy Demand
Savings Savings
llh M W

Energy Solutions
for Manufactured

Homs Actual Actual

95% 107%

Goal 7,863 Goal
Energy Demand

Low-Income Savings Savings
- lv‘i Wh l l WSolutions Actual V Actual

102% 74%
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Goal
Energy

Point of Purchase Savings
- MWhSolutions Actua‘

Goal
. EnergyLarge CommerCIal Sa‘mgs

& Industrial ly‘lWh
Solutions Acma‘

Goal
Energy

Small Business Savmgs
- rllWhSolutions Adva‘

Goal
Energy

Publiclnstitutions Savmgs
Solutions l‘vll‘v’h Adva‘

Goal
_ Energy

Agricultural Sawngs
' rllWhEnergy Solutions Adva‘

Goal
Energy

ResidentialDirect Savmgs
llWhLoad Control ‘ Adval

65,094

132%

118.078

97%

15,663

135%

21,987

92%

6,398

210%

N/A

Goal
Demand
Sawngs

M‘N
Actual

131%

Goal 18.6
Demand
Savlngs

l‘v‘lV‘r/
Actual

84%

Goal
Demand
8 a y l n g s

M W

_l no

Actual

187%

Goal
Demand
Savlngs

ly’ll/‘u’
Actual

67%

Goal
Demand
Savlngs

ly’ll/‘u’
Actual

207%

Goal
Demand
Savlngs

ly’ll/‘u’
Actual

60%
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Figure 3 shows each programs’ contribution toward the total portfolio's net energy savings. 
Large C&I Solutions and Point of Purchase Solutions are the two most significant contributors 
toward energy savings goals, contributing over one-third (37 percent) and almost a quarter 
(28 percent) of total portfolio energy savings, respectively.  

Notably, over a quarter (26 percent) of portfolio savings are achieved through successfully 
reaching harder-to-reach sectors. EAL employs best practices in its portfolio design by including 
programs that specifically address the barriers to energy efficiency in these harder-to-reach 
sectors (public institutions, small businesses, agriculture, multifamily, low-income, and 
manufactured homes).  
 

Figure 3. EAL PY2021 Program Contribution to Total Portfolio Kilowatt-Hour Energy Savings* 

 
*Results are rounded to the nearest whole number and may not sum to 100 percent as a result. 

153

Goal 4,133 Goal 19_5
Energy Demand

Smart Direct Load Sawngs Savrngs
- llWh MWControl Pilot “ Ama‘ Actual

78% 17%

Goal Goal 441
Energy Demand
Savrngs Savrngs

M W h M \ft’
Agricultural

Irrigation Load
Control Actual Actual

N/A 51%

Figure 3 shows each programs’ contribution toward the total portfolio's net energy savings.
Large C&| Solutions and Point of Purchase Solutions are the two most significant contributors
toward energy savings goals, contributing over one-third (37 percent) and almost a quarter
(28 percent) of total portfolio energy savings, respectively.

Notably, over a quarter (26 percent) of portfolio savings are achieved through successfully
reaching harder-to-reach sectors. EAL employs best practices in its portfolio design by including
programs that specifically address the barriers to energy efficiency in these harder-to-reach
sectors (public institutions, small businesses, agriculture, multifamily, low-income, and
manufactured homes).

Figure 3. EAL PY2021 Program Contribution to Total Portfolio Kilowatt-Hour Energy Savings*

Large Commercia|& lndustrial Solutions—37%
Point of PurChase SOlutionS—28%

Home Energy Solutions — 10%
Small Business Solutions 7%

Public Institutions Solutions 7%

Agricultural Energy Solutions 4%

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 3%

Low—income Solutions 3%

Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 2%

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 1%

Residential Direct Load Control NIA

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control NfA

*Results are rounded to the nearest whole number and may not sum to 100 percent as a result.
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Figure 4 shows each programs’ contribution toward the total portfolio's net demand savings. 
The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control and Residential Direct Load Control programs were the 
most significant contributors to net demand savings, accounting for 23 percent and 19 percent 
of kilowatt savings, respectively. EAL's Large C&I Solutions program was the third-highest 
contributor at 16 percent kilowatt savings.  
 

Figure 4. EAL PY2021 Program Contribution to Total Portfolio Kilowatt Demand Savings* 

 
*Results are rounded to the nearest whole number and may not sum to 100 percent as a result. 

 
Overall, evaluated savings were somewhat higher than claimed energy savings with an overall 
portfolio gross realization rate of 102 percent for energy savings and demand reductions, 
detailed in Table 2. Program-level gross realization rates ranged from 98 to 108 percent for 
energy savings and 97 to 118 percent for demand savings. Net savings are calculated based on 
multiplying evaluated gross savings by an NTG ratio that estimates the percentage of savings 
attributable to the program. We calculated NTG for all residential and C&I programs (outside of 
demand response, deemed from industry standard) at least once throughout the program cycle. 
NTG remains strong across all programs, with most savings directly attributable to the programs 
and an overall portfolio NTG ratio of 95 percent. The Point of Purchase Solutions program had 
the lowest NTG ratio at 81 percent due to the transforming lighting market and the evolving 
industry standards. Home Energy Solutions, Large C&I, and Small Business Solutions programs 
saw over 100 percent NTG ratios due to reported spillover where participants installed 
additional energy efficiency measures because of the program.   
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Figure 4 shows each programs’ contribution toward the total portfolio's net demand savings.
The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control and Residential Direct Load Control programs were the
most significant contributors to net demand savings, accounting for 23 percent and 19 percent
of kilowatt savings, respectively. EAL's Large C&I Solutions program was the third-highest
contributor at 16 percent kilowatt savings.

Figure 4. EAL PY2021 Program Contribution to Total Portfolio Kilowatt Demand Savings*

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control—23%
Residential Direct Load Control—19%

Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions—16%
Point of Purchase Solutions 14%

Home Energy Solutions 10%

Public Institutions Solutions 4%

Small Business Solutions 4%

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 3%

Low-Income Solutions 2%

Agricultural Energy Solutions 2%

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 1%

Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 1%

*Results are rounded to the nearest whole number and may not sum to 100 percent as a result.

Overall, evaluated savings were somewhat higher than claimed energy savings with an overall
portfolio gross realization rate of 102 percent for energy savings and demand reductions,
detailed in Table 2. Program-level gross realization rates ranged from 98 to 108 percent for
energy savings and 97 to 118 percent for demand savings. Net savings are calculated based on
multiplying evaluated gross savings by an NTG ratio that estimates the percentage of savings
attributable to the program. We calculated NTG for all residential and C&I programs (outside of
demand response, deemed from industry standard) at least once throughout the program cycle.
NTG remains strong across all programs, with most savings directly attributable to the programs
and an overall portfolio NTG ratio of 95 percent. The Point of Purchase Solutions program had
the lowest NTG ratio at 81 percent due to the transforming lighting market and the evolving
industry standards. Home Energy Solutions, Large C&I, and Small Business Solutions programs
saw over 100 percent NTG ratios due to reported spillover where participants installed
additional energy efficiency measures because of the program.
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Table 2. EAL PY2021 Gross Savings and Realization Rates9 
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T

G
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Home Energy 
Solutions 

30,287,029 29,682,663 98.0% 9,585 9,323 97.3% 104% 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

8,355,831 8,444,079 101.1% 1,228 1,293 105.3% 100% 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

4,774,374 5,114,435 107.1% 754 751 99.7% 100% 

Low-Income Solutions  8,050,286 8,033,917 99.8% 2,153 2,151 99.9% 100% 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

98,606,382 106,592,925 108.1% 14,801 16,392 110.7% 81% 

Large Commercial & 
Industrial Solutions 

110,052,025 110,140,571 100.1% 15,073 14,990 99.5% 104% 

Small Business 
Solutions 

20,973,600 20,713,542 98.8% 3,317 3,290 99.2% 102% 

Public Institutions 
Solutions  

21,678,204 21,316,442 98.3% 3,703 3,751 101.3% 95% 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

13,425,635 13,425,635 100.0% 2,071 2,071 100.0% 100% 

Residential Direct 
Load Control 

- - N/A 17,979 18,328 101.9% 100% 

Smart Direct Load 
Control Pilot 

3,724,632 3,679,587 98.8% 3,238 3,238 100.0% 87% 

Agricultural Irrigation 
Load Control 

- - N/A 22,303 22,320 100.1% 100% 

Total portfolio 319,927,997 327,143,794 102.3% 96,205 97,897 101.8% 95% 

* The Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs do not claim energy savings. 
Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash. 

 
Evaluation results are positive, demonstrating EAL's continuous improvement in its program 
design and delivery processes, tracking system, documentation, and savings tools, building on 
its prior program success to effectively launch the new program cycle even amid a pandemic. 
Evidence of this continuous improvement is an improvement in net savings, as demonstrated 
through an increase in the overall portfolio's NTG from 90 percent in PY2020 to 95 percent in 
PY2021. This increase resulted from specific outreach and expanded delivery to low-income 
households of energy-efficient products through downstream residential and upstream point-of-
purchase programs.   

 
9 Results are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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Table 2. EAL PY2021 Gross Savings and Realization Rates9

Program

Home Energy
Solutions

Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes

Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes

Low-Income Solutions

Point of Purchase
Solutions

Large Commercial &
Industrial Solutions

Small Business
Solutions

Public Institutions
Solutions

Agricultural Energy
Solutions

Residential Direct
Load Control

Smart Direct Load
Control Pilot

Agricultural Irrigation
Load Control

Total portfolio

30,287,029

8,355,831

4,774,374

8,050,286

98,606,382

110,052,025

20,973,600

21,678,204

13,425,635

3,724,632

319,927,997
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2,151
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3,290
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3,238

22,320
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97.3%

105.3%

99.7%

99.9%

110.7%

99.5%

99.2%

101.3%

100.0%

101.9%

100.0%

100.1%

101.8%

104%

100%

100%

100%

81%

104%

102%

95%

100%

100%

87%

100%

95%
* The Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs do not claim energy savings.
Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash.

Evaluation results are positive, demonstrating EAL's continuous improvement in its program
design and delivery processes, tracking system, documentation, and savings tools, building on
its prior program success to effectively launch the new program cycle even amid a pandemic.
Evidence of this continuous improvement is an improvement in net savings, as demonstrated
through an increase in the overall portfolio's NTG from 90 percent in PY2020 to 95 percent in
PY2021. This increase resulted from specific outreach and expanded delivery to low-income
households of energy-efficient products through downstream residential and upstream point-of-
purchase programs.

9 Results are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Both EAL and its implementation contractors have been responsive to evaluation 
recommendations and engaged with the EM&V contractor throughout the program. Of particular 
note, as the new program cycle launched, continual technical assistance and collaboration 
between EAL, its program implementers, and the EM&V team supported the programs and 
facilitated healthier gross savings realization rates. The PY2021 evaluation effort did identify 
additional recommendations to continue to stabilize realization rates in the following program 
year; increase the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the future; 
and process improvements to further program performance and satisfaction. The tables below 
summarize EAL's programs and pilot, overviewing key findings and recommendations from the 
PY2021 evaluation. EAL's status in completing PY2020 evaluation recommendations is also 
included. As mentioned above, a continuing portfolio-level recommendation better aligns energy 
savings and demand savings goals. The reader is referred to the Technical Appendix for 
recommendations for TRM updates from the EAL EM&V research.   
 

Table 3. Home Energy Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings 

Program summary  This program targets single-family residences and is delivered through a 
trained group of home performance contractors. The program offers a 
comprehensive home inspection with diagnostic testing performed by a 
qualified contractor and direct installation of low-cost measures. Duct sealing 
is often performed and represents the most significant contributor to savings. 
The program also delivers the CWA.   

Key findings • The program's gross evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported 
energy savings and demand savings with realization rates of 
98.0 percent and 97.3 percent (megawatt-hour and megawatt, 
respectively).  

• The program performed well, exceeding the energy goal (achieving 
114 percent) and nearly achieving the demand goal (94 percent). 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Continue developing an efficient, transparent, and straightforward 
method for selecting weather stations. 

o Continuing. 

• For duct sealing projects, consistently evaluate savings using actual 
units, if available, rather than default TRM baselines. 

o In progress. 

• Ensure contractors are consistently submitting essential savings project 
documentation. 

o Continuing. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Investigate ways to improve rebate processing times for contractors. 

o In Progress. 

• Consider expanding eligible direct-install vendors. 

o Continuing.  
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Both EAL and its implementation contractors have been responsive to evaluation
recommendations and engaged with the EM&V contractor throughout the program. Of particular
note, as the new program cycle launched, continual technical assistance and collaboration
between EAL, its program implementers, and the EM&V team supported the programs and
facilitated healthier gross savings realization rates. The PY2021 evaluation effort did identify
additional recommendations to continue to stabilize realization rates in the following program
year; increase the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the future;
and process improvements to further program performance and satisfaction. The tables below
summarize EAL's programs and pilot, overviewing key findings and recommendations from the
PY2021 evaluation. EAL's status in completing PY2020 evaluation recommendations is also
included. As mentioned above, a continuing portfolio-level recommendation better aligns energy
savings and demand savings goals. The reader is referred to the Technical Appendix for
recommendations for TRM updates from the EAL EM&V research.

Table 3. Home Energy Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings

Program summary This program targets single-family residences and is delivered through a
trained group of home performance contractors. The program offers a
comprehensive home inspection with diagnostic testing performed by a
qualified contractor and direct installation of low-cost measures. Duct sealing
is often performed and represents the most significant contributor to savings.
The program also delivers the CWA.

Key findings 0 The program's gross evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported
energy savings and demand savings with realization rates of
98.0 percent and 97.3 percent (megawatt-hour and megawatt,
respectively).

0 The program performed well, exceeding the energy goal (achieving
114 percent) and nearly achieving the demand goal (94 percent).

PY2020 impact . Continue developing an efficient, transparent, and straightforward
recommendations method for selecting weather stations.

0 Continuing.
o For duct sealing projects, consistently evaluate savings using actual

units, if available, rather than default TRM baselines.
o In progress.

0 Ensure contractors are consistently submitting essential savings project
documentation.
0 Continuing.

PY2020 process 0 Investigate ways to improve rebate processing times for contractors.
recommendations 0 In Progress.

0 Consider expanding eligible direct-install vendors.
0 Continuing.
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PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Increase the internal quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) process 
on the duct sealing measure for all heating types to ensure all cooling 
and heating variables are captured correctly. 

• Continue to collect actual efficiencies for HVAC systems for duct sealing 
projects, if available, rather than TRM baselines. 

• Ensure contractors are consistently submitting key savings project 
documentation. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase customer service training for contractors. 

• Consider a ±10 percent QA/QC threshold for ceiling insulation square 
footage. 

 

Table 4. Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and 
Verification Findings 

Program summary  The program targets multifamily property owners and managers, as well as 
tenants. This program offers both no-cost direct installation measures (such 
as LEDs, low flow showerheads, and low flow faucet aerators) and 
envelope and weatherization measures, including AC tune-ups, air 
infiltration, and duct sealing. 

Key findings • Both energy-saving and demand-savings realization rates were higher 
than reported by the implementor at 101.1 percent and 105.3 percent 
(megawatt-hour and megawatt, respectively).  

• The program is fell short of energy and demand savings goals, 
achieving 60 percent of the planning energy goal and 24 percent of the 
planning demand goal. 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Capture all cooling and heating variables to increase the internal QA/QC 
process on the duct sealing measure for all heating types. 

o Continuing.  

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing 
measures since it is a critical parameter in calculating savings. 

o Continuing.  

• Ensure that all documentation is legible and that critical parameters, 
such as model number, are identifiable.   

o Continuing.  

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Consider revising demand savings goals to align energy and demand 
savings goals better. 

o In Progress. 

• Work with the evaluator to determine a QA/QC threshold for blower door 
testing variance. 

o In Progress. 

• Explore opportunities to expand projects in common areas 

o Continuing. 
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PY2021 impact 0 Increase the internal quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) process
recommendations on the duct sealing measure for all heating types to ensure all cooling

and heating variables are captured correctly.
0 Continue to collect actual efficiencies for HVAC systems for duct sealing

projects, if available, rather than TRM baselines.
0 Ensure contractors are consistently submitting key savings project

documentation.

PY2021 process . Increase customer service training for contractors.
recommendations 0 Consider a :10 percent QA/QC threshold for ceiling insulation square

footage.

Table 4. Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and
Verification Findings

Program summary The program targets multifamily property owners and managers, as well as
tenants. This program offers both no-cost direct installation measures (such
as LEDs, low flow showerheads, and low flow faucet aerators) and
envelope and weatherization measures, including AC tune-ups, air
infiltration, and duct sealing.

Key findings . Both energy-saving and demand-savings realization rates were higher
than reported by the implementor at 101.1 percent and 105.3 percent
(megawatt-hour and megawatt, respectively).

0 The program is fell short of energy and demand savings goals,
achieving 60 percent of the planning energy goal and 24 percent of the
planning demand goal.

PY2020 impact 0 Capture all cooling and heating variables to increase the internal QA/QC
recommendations process on the duct sealing measure for all heating types.

0 Continuing.

0 Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing
measures since it is a critical parameter in calculating savings.
0 Continuing.

0 Ensure that all documentation is legible and that critical parameters,
such as model number, are identifiable.
0 Continuing.

PY2020 process 0 Consider revising demand savings goals to align energy and demand
recommendations savings goals better.

0 In Progress.

0 Work with the evaluator to determine a QA/QC threshold for blower door
testing variance.
0 In Progress.

0 Explore opportunities to expand projects in common areas
0 Continuing.
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PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Increase the internal QA/QC process on the duct sealing measure for all 
heating types to ensure all cooling and heating variables are captured 
correctly. 

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing 
measures since it is a key parameter in calculating savings. 

• Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters, 
such as model number, insulation level, and flow rate, are identifiable.   

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase customer service training for contractors. 

• Work with the program implementer to ensure timely responses to trade 
allies. 

• Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of 
the process and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies 
engaged in the program. 

 

Table 5. Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and 
Verification Findings 

Program summary  This program targets manufactured and mobile homeowners, landlords, 
and community managers. The program offers a combination of incentives 
for direct-install measures, envelope measures, and education services. 
The program has recruited and trained partnering contractors to provide 
complete turnkey program delivery services to this hard-to-reach customer 
segment. 

Key findings • The program's gross evaluated energy savings were greater than 
reported, while evaluated demand savings were slightly lower, resulting 
in realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent (megawatt-hour 
and megawatt, respectively).   

• The program performed reasonably well against its planning goals, 
achieving 95 percent of the energy savings goal and 107 percent of the 
demand savings goal. 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing 
measures since it is a critical parameter in calculating savings. 

o Continuing.  

• Ensure that all documentation is legible and that critical parameters, 
such as model number, are identifiable.   

o Continuing. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Work with the evaluator to determine a QA/QC threshold for blower door 
testing variance. 

o In Progress.  

• Develop strategies to implement ductless mini-splits in manufactured 
homes and similar housing types that show substantial savings 
opportunities. Coordinate with the IEM on claiming the increased 
savings beyond the TRM deemed savings. 

o In Progress. 
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PY2021 impact 0 Increase the internal QA/QC process on the duct sealing measure for all
recommendations heating types to ensure all cooling and heating variables are captured

correctly.
0 Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing

measures since it is a key parameter in calculating savings.
0 Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters,

such as model number, insulation level, and flow rate, are identifiable.

PY2021 process . Increase customer service training for contractors.
recommendations 0 Work with the program implementer to ensure timely responses to trade

allies.

0 Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of
the process and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies
engaged in the program.

Table 5. Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and
Verification Findings

Program summary This program targets manufactured and mobile homeowners, landlords,
and community managers. The program offers a combination of incentives
for direct-install measures, envelope measures, and education services.
The program has recruited and trained partnering contractors to provide
complete turnkey program delivery services to this hard-to-reach customer
segment.

Key findings . The program's gross evaluated energy savings were greater than
reported, while evaluated demand savings were slightly lower, resulting
in realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent (megawatt-hour
and megawatt, respectively).

0 The program performed reasonably well against its planning goals,
achieving 95 percent of the energy savings goal and 107 percent of the
demand savings goal.

PY2020 impact 0 Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing
recommendations measures since it is a critical parameter in calculating savings.

0 Continuing.
0 Ensure that all documentation is legible and that critical parameters,

such as model number, are identifiable.
0 Continuing.

PY2020 process . Work with the evaluator to determine a QA/QC threshold for blower door
recommendations testing variance.

0 In Progress.
0 Develop strategies to implement ductless mini-splits in manufactured

homes and similar housing types that show substantial savings
opportunities. Coordinate with the IEM on claiming the increased
savings beyond the TRM deemed savings.
0 In Progress.
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PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing 
measures since it is a key parameter in calculating savings. 

• Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters, 
such as model number, are identifiable.   

• Increase the internal QA/QC process on the duct sealing measure for all 
heating types to capture all cooling and heating variables. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase customer service training for contractors regarding 
communication. 

• Ensure replaced equipment, such as incandescents, are removed and 
disposed of properly. 

• Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of 
the process and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies 
engaged in the program. 

• Ensure trade allies are aware of the database and process to check on 
customer eligibility. 

 

Table 6. Low-Income Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings 

Program summary  The Low-Income Solutions program targets eligible low-income households 
and customers age 65 or older to reduce energy use and lower bills. As 
part of the Low-Income Solutions program, EAL offers the following 
services at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy assessments by 
qualified field technicians, LED bulbs, low flow showerheads, low flow 
faucet aerators, and smart strips. EAL also offers the following services at 
no cost to the customer if an assessment identifies they are needed: air 
sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation, and AC and heat pump tune-ups. 
Also, the program helps with home repairs to correct minor problems that 
may otherwise prevent the building from receiving weatherization upgrades 
or pose a health or safety risk.  

Key findings • The program's evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported 
energy and demand savings, resulting in 99.8 and 99.2 percent 
realization rates for energy and demand savings, respectively.  

• During site visits, the EM&V team verified that the sampled measures 
were installed and operating as intended, except for one instance of an 
unplugged advanced power strip. 

• The program achieved energy savings goals to assist low-income and 
elderly customers during the second year of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
However, the program is short of the demand savings goals. It reached 
102.0 percent of the energy savings goal and 74.0 percent of the 
demand savings goal. 

• Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program during 
site visits and indicated they would not have had this work done without 
the program. Some said they felt a significant difference in their bills or 
comfort level. 
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PY2021 impact . Continue to accurately track cooling capacity in ArchEE for duct sealing
recommendations measures since it is a key parameter in calculating savings.

0 Ensure all documentation is available and legible and key parameters,
such as model number, are identifiable.

0 Increase the internal QA/QC process on the duct sealing measure for all
heating types to capture all cooling and heating variables.

PY2021 process . Increase customer service training for contractors regarding
recommendations communication.

0 Ensure replaced equipment, such as incandescents, are removed and
disposed of properly.

0 Discuss quarterly allocations with trade allies to ensure understanding of
the process and how exceptions are handled to keep trade allies
engaged in the program.

0 Ensure trade allies are aware of the database and process to check on
customer eligibility.

Table 6. Low-Income Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings

Program summary The Low-Income Solutions program targets eligible low-income households
and customers age 65 or older to reduce energy use and lower bills. As
part of the Low-Income Solutions program, EAL offers the following
services at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy assessments by
qualified field technicians, LED bulbs, low flow showerheads, low flow
faucet aerators, and smart strips. EAL also offers the following services at
no cost to the customer if an assessment identifies they are needed: air
sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation, and AC and heat pump tune-ups.
Also, the program helps with home repairs to correct minor problems that
may othenNise prevent the building from receiving weatherization upgrades
or pose a health or safety risk.

Key findings . The program's evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported
energy and demand savings, resulting in 99.8 and 99.2 percent
realization rates for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 During site visits, the EM&V team verified that the sampled measures
were installed and operating as intended, except for one instance of an
unplugged advanced power strip.

0 The program achieved energy savings goals to assist low-income and
elderly customers during the second year of the COVlD-19 pandemic.
However, the program is short of the demand savings goals. It reached
102.0 percent of the energy savings goal and 74.0 percent of the
demand savings goal.

0 Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program during
site visits and indicated they would not have had this work done without
the program. Some said they felt a significant difference in their bills or
comfort level.
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PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• For duct sealing projects where actual cooling efficiency is unobtainable, 
use the default value, 11.5 seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER), for 
the cooling efficiency, as outlined in the TRM. 

o Continuing. 

• Use calculators with project-specific inputs for ceiling insulation projects 
and provide the calculations as part of the project documentation. 

o Complete. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Consider developing additional outreach communication and marketing 
materials to reach potential customers via direct mailings, utility bill 
inserts, phone calls, and emails. 

o Complete. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Ensure contractors consistently submit key savings project 
documentation such as condenser nameplate, advanced power strip 
location, heating seasonal performance factor (HSPF), light bulbs 
installed and removed.  

• Ensure that the contractor installs direct-install measures such as LEDs, 
smart strips, low flow showerheads, and low flow faucet aerators rather 
than given to the customer to install. 

• Continue standardizing MeasureDescription for prescriptive health and 
safety measures to track measure accomplishments in the tracking 
database.  

• Increase customer service training for contractors regarding 
communication.  

• Ensure to remove and properly dispose of replaced equipment, such as 
incandescent bulbs.  

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• None. 

 

Table 7. Point of Purchase Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary EAL's midstream and upstream programs merged into the comprehensive  
Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program in PY2020. The program 
aims to provide fast, easy energy efficiency solutions to residential and 
nonresidential customers where they shop, discounting efficient lighting 
products, appliances, equipment, and building materials. Two advantages 
of this program design are that (1) it can ramp up quickly and (2) it is 
streamlined for the customer because there is no application process. 
There is no out-of-pocket cost for the customer to receive an incentive 
because of the reduced price at the point of sale. Cooperation with 
distributors and opening clear communication channels is critical for 
promoting measures incentivized through midstream channels. 
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PY2020 impact . For duct sealing projects where actual cooling efficiency is unobtainable,
recommendations use the default value, 11.5 seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER), for

the cooling efficiency, as outlined in the TRM.
0 Continuing.

0 Use calculators with project-specific inputs for ceiling insulation projects
and provide the calculations as part of the project documentation.
0 Complete.

PY2020 process . Consider developing additional outreach communication and marketing
recommendations materials to reach potential customers via direct mailings, utility bill

inserts, phone calls, and emails.
0 Complete.

PY2021 impact . Ensure contractors consistently submit key savings project
recommendations documentation such as condenser nameplate, advanced power strip

location, heating seasonal performance factor (HSPF), light bulbs
installed and removed.

0 Ensure that the contractor installs direct-install measures such as LEDs,
smart strips, low flow showerheads, and low flow faucet aerators rather
than given to the customer to install.

0 Continue standardizing MeasureDescription for prescriptive health and
safety measures to track measure accomplishments in the tracking
database.

0 Increase customer service training for contractors regarding
communication.

0 Ensure to remove and properly dispose of replaced equipment, such as
incandescent bulbs.

PY2021 process 0 None.
recommendations

Table 7. Point of Purchase Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification
Findings

Program summary EAL's midstream and upstream programs merged into the comprehensive
Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program in PY2020. The program
aims to provide fast, easy energy efficiency solutions to residential and
nonresidential customers where they shop, discounting efficient lighting
products, appliances, equipment, and building materials. Two advantages
of this program design are that (1) it can ramp up quickly and (2) it is
streamlined for the customer because there is no application process.
There is no out-of—pocket cost for the customer to receive an incentive
because of the reduced price at the point of sale. Cooperation with
distributors and opening clear communication channels is critical for
promoting measures incentivized through midstream channels.
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Key findings • The POPS program evaluated savings resulted in higher demand and 
energy savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization 
rates) than those calculated by the program implementer. These results 
are driven by the EM&V team's adjustments, with the primary 
adjustments coming from recalculating residential upstream lighting 
measures using commercial methodologies.  

• The NTG ratio remains the lowest of EAL programs primarily due to 
upstream lighting NTG. The overall program resulted in 80.8 percent for 
energy savings and 79.2 percent for demand savings.  

• The program exceeded planning goals, achieving 132 percent and 
131 percent of energy and demand savings goals, respectively. 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Update the program tracking data formats and details to improve data 
organization, transparency, and consistency. 

o Continuing 

• Increase QA/QC and clarity of program tracking data to reduce errors 
across program participants. 

o Continuing. 

• Increase QA/QC in data entry to reduce errors in transferring invoice 
data to the tracking system. 

o Continuing. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• No recommendations were provided from limited process evaluation 
activities. The combination of the two programs appears to be working 
well. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Organize the project documentation so inspection information, 
participant agreements, and invoices are easily cross-referenced. 

• Update the program tracking data formats and details to improve data 
organization, transparency, and consistency. 

• Increase QA/QC and clarity of program tracking data to reduce errors. 

• Explore strategies to increase participation among participating dollar 
stores. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Consider expanding participation in grocery stores. 

• Increase decorative and other specialty lighting options in participating 
stores. 

• Continue promoting the program through big box stores. 

• Discuss additional implementation strategies among EAL and the 
program implementer to increase the program's net savings. 

• Increase marketing efforts to residential customers to improve program 
awareness. 
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Key findings

PY2020 impact
recommendations

PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

The POPS program evaluated savings resulted in higher demand and
energy savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization
rates) than those calculated by the program implementer. These results
are driven by the EM&V team‘s adjustments, with the primary
adjustments coming from recalculating residential upstream lighting
measures using commercial methodologies.
The NTG ratio remains the lowest of EAL programs primarily due to
upstream lighting NTG. The overall program resulted in 80.8 percent for
energy savings and 79.2 percent for demand savings.
The program exceeded planning goals, achieving 132 percent and
131 percent of energy and demand savings goals, respectively.

Update the program tracking data formats and details to improve data
organization, transparency, and consistency.
0 Continuing
Increase QA/QC and clarity of program tracking data to reduce errors
across program participants.
0 Continuing.

Increase QA/QC in data entry to reduce errors in transferring invoice
data to the tracking system.
0 Continuing.

No recommendations were provided from limited process evaluation
activities. The combination of the two programs appears to be working
well.

Organize the project documentation so inspection information,
participant agreements, and invoices are easily cross-referenced.

Update the program tracking data formats and details to improve data
organization, transparency, and consistency.

Increase QA/QC and clarity of program tracking data to reduce errors.
Explore strategies to increase participation among participating dollar
stores.

Consider expanding participation in grocery stores.
Increase decorative and other specialty lighting options in participating
stores.
Continue promoting the program through big box stores.
Discuss additional implementation strategies among EAL and the
program implementer to increase the program's net savings.

Increase marketing efforts to residential customers to improve program
awareness.
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Table 8. Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and 

Verification Findings 

Program summary  This program provides a solution for nonresidential customers interested in 
purchasing energy-efficient technologies that can produce verifiable 
savings through a calculated (prescriptive) or a measured and verified 
(custom) approach. The program is available to all EAL Large Commercial 
& Industrial Solutions (LCI) customers with a peak electric demand of over 
100 kW at either one site or multiple sites owned by the same company. 
Additionally, the program is available to all commercial new construction 
customers. The program design generates high energy savings and longer-
term market penetration by nurturing delivery channels such as design 
professionals, distributors, installation contractors, and energy service 
companies. 

Key findings • Overall, the LCI program evaluated savings resulted in lower demand 
savings (99.5 percent kW realization rate) and higher energy savings 
(100.1 percent kWh realization rate) than those calculated by the 
program implementer.  

• The program fell short of its planning goals for PY2021, achieving 
97 percent of the energy savings goal and 84 percent of the demand 
savings goal. 

• The Early Engagement Protocol, first adopted in late 2018 and revised 
for 2021, led to a successful collaboration between the evaluator and 
the implementer on large and complex projects. Twenty-five projects 
were reviewed during the year, with 8 subsequently selected for desk 
reviews; no savings adjustments resulted from the desk reviews. 

• Lighting represented a smaller portion of savings than in previous 
program years, with continuous energy improvement measures 
exceeding lighting to become the predominant measure. 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Work collaboratively with the EM&V team to revise the Continuous 
Energy Improvement M&V Plan to address peak demand concerns. 

o In Progress. The implementer continued to use the demand analysis 
method for most projects in PY2021, an area where smart-meter data 
could help refine demand impacts in the future. 

• Ensure that the implementer's site inspection results are appropriately 
accounted for in project savings. 

o Complete. Adjustments resulting from not revising savings for on-site 
inspections decreased in PY2021, with the notable exception of some 
direct-install weather stripping measures. 

• Increase QA/QC efforts of the tune-up measure database to ensure 
savings are being calculated correctly and for the appropriate equipment 
type. 

o In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors 
incorrectly calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked 
system heating and cooling parameters. 

• Consider using the deemed building type annual operating hours (AOH) 
and coincidence factor (CF) whenever the facility type aligns with the 
TRM building descriptions. Also, only use custom AOH or CF for lighting 
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Table 8. Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and

Program summary

Key findings

PY2020 impact
recommendations

Verification Findings

This program provides a solution for nonresidential customers interested in
purchasing energy-efficient technologies that can produce verifiable
savings through a calculated (prescriptive) or a measured and verified
(custom) approach. The program is available to all EAL Large Commercial
& Industrial Solutions (LCI) customers with a peak electric demand of over
100 kW at either one site or multiple sites owned by the same company.
Additionally, the program is available to all commercial new construction
customers. The program design generates high energy savings and longer-
term market penetration by nurturing delivery channels such as design
professionals, distributors, installation contractors, and energy service
companies.

0 Overall, the LCI program evaluated savings resulted in lower demand
savings (99.5 percent kW realization rate) and higher energy savings
(100.1 percent kWh realization rate) than those calculated by the
program implementer.

o The program fell short of its planning goals for PY2021, achieving
97 percent of the energy savings goal and 84 percent of the demand
savings goal.

0 The Early Engagement Protocol, first adopted in late 2018 and revised
for 2021, led to a successful collaboration between the evaluator and
the implementer on large and complex projects. Twenty-five projects
were reviewed during the year, with 8 subsequently selected for desk
reviews; no savings adjustments resulted from the desk reviews.

0 Lighting represented a smaller portion of savings than in previous
program years, with continuous energy improvement measures
exceeding lighting to become the predominant measure.

0 Work collaboratively with the EM&V team to revise the Continuous
Energy Improvement M&V Plan to address peak demand concerns.
0 In Progress. The implementer continued to use the demand analysis

method for most projects in PY2021, an area where smart-meter data
could help refine demand impacts in the future.

0 Ensure that the implementer's site inspection results are appropriately
accounted for in project savings.
0 Complete. Adjustments resulting from not revising savings for on-site

inspections decreased in PY2021, with the notable exception of some
direct-install weather stripping measures.

0 Increase QA/QC efforts of the tune-up measure database to ensure
savings are being calculated correctly and for the appropriate equipment
type.
0 In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors

incorrectly calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked
system heating and cooling parameters.

0 Consider using the deemed building type annual operating hours (AOH)
and coincidence factor (CF) whenever the facility type aligns with the
TRM building descriptions. Also, only use custom AOH or CF for lighting
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projects when controls, such as timers or lighting control systems, make 
the AOH estimate certain. 

o Complete. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• To better estimate annual reported savings for large custom projects, 
continue to seek the EM&V team's review throughout the program year. 
Work collaboratively to address both implementer and evaluators’ data 
collection and quality needs in large and complex projects. 

o Continuing. 

• Ensure program staff respond to customer and trade ally requests 
promptly. 

o Continuing.  

• Consider establishing a process to collect customer email addresses for 
outreach purposes. 

o In Progress. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Review savings algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures to 
ensure consistency. 

 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase QA/QC on peak demand estimates for custom projects. 

 

Table 9. Small Business Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings 

Program summary  This program offers small commercial customers cash and non-cash incentives 
for implementing energy efficiency improvements. The program assists small 
business customers by analyzing facility energy use and identifying energy 
efficiency improvement projects. The program targets small business 
customers with a peak electric demand of less than 100 kW. Trade allies are 
responsible for analyzing customers' energy use, identifying energy efficiency 
improvement projects, and installing the recommended measures. 

Key findings • The Small Business Solutions program's evaluated energy and demand 
savings were lower (98.8 percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization 
rates) than the program implementer's savings.  

• Adjustments to program savings were driven by systematic calculation 
errors for tune-up projects and a building type adjustment for a lighting 
project. More minor contributors included adjustments to post-installation 
fixture wattages, installed quantities observed during site visits, and heating 
interactive effects factors for lighting.  

• The program exceeded its planning goals, achieving 133.9 percent of the 
energy savings goal and 184.3 percent of the demand savings goal. 
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PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

projects when controls, such as timers or lighting control systems, make
the AOH estimate certain.
0 Complete.

0 To better estimate annual reported savings for large custom projects,
continue to seek the EM&V team‘s review throughout the program year.
Work collaboratively to address both implementer and evaluators’ data
collection and quality needs in large and complex projects.
0 Continuing.

0 Ensure program staff respond to customer and trade ally requests
promptly.
0 Continuing.

0 Consider establishing a process to collect customer email addresses for
outreach purposes.
0 In Progress.

0 Review savings algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures to
ensure consistency.

0 Increase QA/QC on peak demand estimates for custom projects.

Table 9. Small Business Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification Findings

Program summary

Key findings

This program offers small commercial customers cash and non-cash incentives
for implementing energy efficiency improvements. The program assists small
business customers by analyzing facility energy use and identifying energy
efficiency improvement projects. The program targets small business
customers with a peak electric demand of less than 100 kW. Trade allies are
responsible for analyzing customers' energy use, identifying energy efficiency
improvement projects, and installing the recommended measures.

0 The Small Business Solutions program's evaluated energy and demand
savings were lower (98.8 percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization
rates) than the program implementer's savings.

0 Adjustments to program savings were driven by systematic calculation
errors for tune-up projects and a building type adjustment for a lighting
project. More minor contributors included adjustments to post-installation
fixture wattages, installed quantities observed during site visits, and heating
interactive effects factors for lighting.

0 The program exceeded its planning goals, achieving 133.9 percent of the
energy savings goal and 184.3 percent of the demand savings goal.
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PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Increase QA/QC of the tracking database to ensure that all information from 
project documentation is captured accurately. 

o Complete. 

• Consider increasing post-inspections of completed projects. 

o Reviewed and rejected. The implementer chose not to increase post-
inspections in PY2021. 

• Review savings algorithms for exterior lighting with existing controls. 

o Complete. 

• Review tune-up measure tracking data and algorithms. 

o In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors incorrectly 
calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked system 
heating and cooling parameters. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

•  The program appears to be operating as intended. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Review savings algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat measures to ensure 
consistency. 

• Review lighting control measure tracking data for potential errors in 
algorithms. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase QA/QC of renovation projects, in particular review all projects that 
are being completed in renovated facilities to check if the building use is 
changing. 

 

 

Table 10. Public Institutions Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary  This program targets specific commercial markets to improve public entities' 
facilities by educating and integrating energy efficiency into their short- and 
long-term planning, budgeting, and operational practices. The program 
accomplishes this by providing (1) technical assistance; (2) energy performance 
benchmarking; (3) energy master planning; and (4) identifying, assessing, and 
implementing energy-efficient technologies. 

Key findings • Overall, the Public Institutions Solutions program evaluated savings 
resulting in higher demand savings (101.3 percent kW realization rate) and 
lower energy savings (98.3 percent kWh realization rate) than those 
calculated by the program implementer.  

• The program fell short of its planning goals for PY2021, achieving 
92 percent of the energy savings goal and 67 percent of the demand 
savings goal. 

• The tune-up measures remained the most significant measure category for 
participation and savings in PY2021, with lighting as the second most 
significant. These two measure categories accounted for approximately 
80 percent of reported and evaluated energy and demand savings. 
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PY2020 impact . Increase QA/QC of the tracking database to ensure that all information from
recommendations project documentation is captured accurately.

0 Complete.

0 Consider increasing post-inspections of completed projects.
0 Reviewed and rejected. The implementer chose not to increase post-

inspections in PY2021.
0 Review savings algorithms for exterior lighting with existing controls.

0 Complete.
0 Review tune-up measure tracking data and algorithms.

0 In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors incorrectly
calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked system
heating and cooling parameters.

PY2020 process . The program appears to be operating as intended.
recommendations

PY2021 impact . Review savings algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat measures to ensure
recommendations consistency.

0 Review lighting control measure tracking data for potential errors in
algorithms.

PY2021 process o Increase QA/QC of renovation projects, in particular review all projects that
recommendations are being completed in renovated facilities to check if the building use is

changing.

Table 10. Public Institutions Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification
Findings

Program summary This program targets specific commercial markets to improve public entities'
facilities by educating and integrating energy efficiency into their short- and
long-term planning, budgeting, and operational practices. The program
accomplishes this by providing (1) technical assistance; (2) energy performance
benchmarking; (3) energy master planning; and (4) identifying, assessing, and
implementing energy-efficient technologies.

Key findings 0 Overall, the Public Institutions Solutions program evaluated savings
resulting in higher demand savings (101.3 percent kW realization rate) and
lower energy savings (98.3 percent kWh realization rate) than those
calculated by the program implementer.

o The program fell short of its planning goals for PY2021, achieving
92 percent of the energy savings goal and 67 percent of the demand
savings goal.

0 The tune-up measures remained the most significant measure category for
participation and savings in PY2021, with lighting as the second most
significant. These two measure categories accounted for approximately
80 percent of reported and evaluated energy and demand savings.
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PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Work collaboratively with the EM&V team to revise the Continuous Energy 
Improvement M&V Plan to address peak demand concerns. 

o Continuing. The implementer continued to use the demand analysis 
method for most projects in PY2021, an area where smart-meter data 
could help refine demand impacts in the future. 

• Collect detailed AOH documentation to support custom AOH values for non-
deemed lighting projects. 

o Complete. The program documentation around custom AOH increased in 
PY2021, and there were fewer adjustments made to the evaluated 
savings than in previous program years. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Increase QA/QC efforts of the tune-up measure database to ensure savings 
are being calculated correctly and for the appropriate equipment type. 

o In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors incorrectly 
calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked system 
heating and cooling parameters. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Review savings algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures to 
ensure consistency. 

 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Increase QA/QC of data recorded from direct-install projects and entered 
into ArchEE for savings to improve consistency. 

 

Table 11. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary  This program offers a combination of farm audits, custom and prescriptive 
incentives, and education to agricultural suppliers. The program has focused on 
poultry farm lighting projects, although it has expanded to include irrigation 
pump measures.  

Key findings • The program's evaluated savings resulted in identical energy and demand 
savings (100.0 percent MWh and MW realization rates) to those calculated 
by the program implementer. 

• The PY2021 realization rates represent an improvement over PY2020 
realization rates of 100.2 and 99.4 percent. 

• The program has far exceeded the energy and demand goals, achieving 
210 and 207 percent, respectively, of planning goals. 
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PY2020 impact
recommendations

PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

0 Work collaboratively with the EM&V team to revise the Continuous Energy
Improvement M&V Plan to address peak demand concerns.
0 Continuing. The implementer continued to use the demand analysis

method for most projects in PY2021, an area where smart-meter data
could help refine demand impacts in the future.

0 Collect detailed AOH documentation to support custom AOH values for non-
deemed lighting projects.
0 Complete. The program documentation around custom AOH increased in

PY2021, and there were fewer adjustments made to the evaluated
savings than in previous program years.

0 Increase QA/QC efforts of the tune-up measure database to ensure savings
are being calculated correctly and for the appropriate equipment type.
0 In Progress. Multiple tune-up measures with systematic errors incorrectly

calculated energy or demand savings based on the tracked system
heating and cooling parameters.

0 Review savings algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures to
ensure consistency.

0 Increase QA/QC of data recorded from direct-install projects and entered
into ArchEE for savings to improve consistency.

Table 11. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification

Program summary

Key findings

Findings

This program offers a combination of farm audits, custom and prescriptive
incentives, and education to agricultural suppliers. The program has focused on
poultry farm lighting projects, although it has expanded to include irrigation
pump measures.

0 The program's evaluated savings resulted in identical energy and demand
savings (100.0 percent MWh and MW realization rates) to those calculated
by the program implementer.

o The PY2021 realization rates represent an improvement over PY2020
realization rates of 100.2 and 99.4 percent.

0 The program has far exceeded the energy and demand goals, achieving
210 and 207 percent, respectively, of planning goals.
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PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Follow the guidance in Appendix F of the TRM (Table F4) to determine 
exterior lighting power density in the calculation methodology for new 
construction exterior lighting. 

o Continuing. 

• To clarify the measure type, define additional measure descriptions to 
ArchEE as the program expands with new measure offerings beyond 
lighting. 

o Continuing. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Consider increasing documentation for custom projects to verify new 
building types, AOH, and lighting end-use. 

o Continuing. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Define additional measure descriptions to ArchEE to clarify measure type as 
the program expands with new measure offerings beyond lighting. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Continue to work collaboratively with the EM&V team and seek review of 
large custom projects. 

 

Table 12. Residential Direct Load Control—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary  The Residential Direct Load Control program focuses on residential air-
conditioning loads and cycles a participant's home central air conditioning 
condenser during called demand-response events. A turnkey implementation 
contractor delivers the program by utilizing radio technology.  

Key findings • The program achieved 18.3 MW in gross demand savings, approximately 
60 percent of the planning goal.  

• The evaluation team closely matched savings calculations provided by the 
program implementer, resulting in a realization rate of 101.9 percent. 

 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Calculate program savings using the highest current program year event 
instead of a previous year's event. 

o Complete.  

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Consider an annual thank you that includes information about the 
customer's financial benefit for participating and the benefit to the overall 
system. 

o In Progress. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Consider estimating kilowatt-hour savings for the Residential DLC program. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• There are no process recommendations in PY2021. The program appears 
to be operating as intended 
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PY2020 impact
recommendations

PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

0 Follow the guidance in Appendix F of the TRM (Table F4) to determine
exterior lighting power density in the calculation methodology for new
construction exterior lighting.
0 Continuing.

c To clarify the measure type, define additional measure descriptions to
ArchEE as the program expands with new measure offerings beyond
lighting.
0 Continuing.

0 Consider increasing documentation for custom projects to verify new
building types, AOH, and lighting end-use.
0 Continuing.

0 Define additional measure descriptions to ArchEE to clarify measure type as
the program expands with new measure offerings beyond lighting.

0 Continue to work collaboratively with the EM&V team and seek review of
large custom projects.

Table 12. Residential Direct Load Control—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification

Program summary

Key findings

PY2020 impact
recommendations

PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

Findings

The Residential Direct Load Control program focuses on residential air-
conditioning loads and cycles a participant's home central air conditioning
condenser during called demand-response events. A turnkey implementation
contractor delivers the program by utilizing radio technology.

0 The program achieved 18.3 MW in gross demand savings, approximately
60 percent of the planning goal.

0 The evaluation team closely matched savings calculations provided by the
program implementer, resulting in a realization rate of 101.9 percent.

0 Calculate program savings using the highest current program year event
instead of a previous year‘s event.
0 Complete.

0 Consider an annual thank you that includes information about the
customer's financial benefit for participating and the benefit to the overall
system.
0 In Progress.

0 Consider estimating kilowatt-hour savings for the Residential DLC program.

0 There are no process recommendations in PY2021. The program appears
to be operating as intended
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Table 13. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary  The Smart Direct Load Control (SDLC) pilot coordinates with a participant's 
thermostat during demand-response events. The program offers residential and 
small commercial customers rebated smart thermostats or the opportunity to 
enroll an existing smart thermostat to participate in demand-response events 
during the load control season.  

Key findings • Realization rates for energy savings were 100 percent for smart thermostats 
installed in residential applications and 96.6 percent for commercial 
applications.  

• Energy savings were only claimed (correctly) for new participants in the 
SDLC pilot that received a rebated thermostat through the SDLC pilot. 

• On July 29, 2021, demand savings peaked with an estimated load reduction 
of 3.2 MW.  

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• Install sufficient M&V devices to estimate demand savings in future years 
accurately. 

o Review and rejected as potentially unneeded. If air conditioner runtime is 
collected from the program population, a M&V sample is unnecessary. 

• Update energy savings methodology for commercial thermostats. 

o Continuing. Both the implementor and EM&V team monitor this as more 
commercial thermostats join the program to provide sufficient data. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Consider an annual thank you that includes information about the 
customer's financial benefit for participating and the benefit to the overall 
system, reported by program staff as already in progress. 

o Complete. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• Estimate demand savings after each event during the season. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Consider tracking opt-outs, by event. 
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Table 13. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot—Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification
Findings

Program summary The Smart Direct Load Control (SDLC) pilot coordinates with a participant‘s
thermostat during demand-response events. The program offers residential and
small commercial customers rebated smart thermostats or the opportunity to
enroll an existing smart thermostat to participate in demand-response events
during the load control season.

Key findings . Realization rates for energy savings were 100 percent for smart thermostats
installed in residential applications and 96.6 percent for commercial
applications.

0 Energy savings were only claimed (correctly) for new participants in the
SDLC pilot that received a rebated thermostat through the SDLC pilot.

0 On July 29, 2021, demand savings peaked with an estimated load reduction
of 3.2 MW.

PY2020 impact . Install sufficient M&V devices to estimate demand savings in future years
recommendations accurately.

0 Review and rejected as potentially unneeded. If air conditioner runtime is
collected from the program population, a M&V sample is unnecessary.

0 Update energy savings methodology for commercial thermostats.
0 Continuing. Both the implementor and EM&V team monitor this as more

commercial thermostats join the program to provide sufficient data.

PY2020 process . Consider an annual thank you that includes information about the
recommendations customer's financial benefit for participating and the benefit to the overall

system, reported by program staff as already in progress.

0 Complete.

PY2021 impact . Estimate demand savings after each event during the season.
recommendations

PY2021 process 0 Consider tracking opt-outs, by event.
recommendations
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Table 14. Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification 
Findings 

Program summary  The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control (AILC) program pays participants 
incentives in return for allowing EAL to interrupt their pumping loads (also 
referred to as a curtailment event or a scheduled event) during summer peak 
loads. The load control season runs from June 1 through August 31 each year. 
The target market is customers with large motors used in agriculture. 

Key findings • The AILC program evaluated savings were marginally higher than the 
savings calculated by the program implementer, Connected Energy 
(realization rate of 100.1 percent). The approach taken by Connected 
Energy and the EM&V team uses the Midcontinent Independent System 
Operator (MISO) symmetric multiplicative adjustment (SMA) baseline 
calculation, which is appropriate for registering savings with MISO. 

• The program fell short of its PY2021 planning goal, reaching 51.0 percent of 
its demand savings. 

PY2020 impact 
recommendations 

• No impact recommendations were provided in PY2020. 

PY2020 process 
recommendations 

• Streamline the evaluation process by providing MISO with a savings report 
earlier in the analysis process. 

o In Progress. 

PY2021 impact 
recommendations 

• No impact recommendations were provided in PY2021. 

PY2021 process 
recommendations 

• Streamline the evaluation process by providing a MISO savings report with 
15-minute-level data. 
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Table 14. Agricultural Irrigation Load Control Summary Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification

Program summary

Key findings

PY2020 impact
recommendations

PY2020 process
recommendations

PY2021 impact
recommendations

PY2021 process
recommendations

Findings

The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control (AILC) program pays participants
incentives in return for allowing EAL to interrupt their pumping loads (also
referred to as a curtailment event or a scheduled event) during summer peak
loads. The load control season runs from June 1 through August 31 each year.
The target market is customers with large motors used in agriculture.

The AILC program evaluated savings were marginally higher than the
savings calculated by the program implementer, Connected Energy
(realization rate of 100.1 percent). The approach taken by Connected
Energy and the EM&V team uses the Midcontinent Independent System
Operator (MISO) symmetric multiplicative adjustment (SMA) baseline
calculation, which is appropriate for registering savings with MISO.
The program fell short of its PY2021 planning goal, reaching 51.0 percent of
its demand savings.

No impact recommendations were provided in PY2020.

Streamline the evaluation process by providing MISO with a savings report
earlier in the analysis process.
0 In Progress.

No impact recommendations were provided in PY2021.

Streamline the evaluation process by providing a MISO savings report with
15-minute-level data.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

On March 15, 2019, Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) filed its 2020–2022 Energy Efficiency Plan  
in response to Commission Order No. 41 in Docket No. 13-002-U. The Arkansas Public Service 
Commission (APSC) approved the 2020–2022 programs. The programs build upon EAL's 
comprehensive programs that have been implemented in Arkansas since 2011 and specifically 
the most recent 2017–2019 program cycle.  

This report presents the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) results for EAL's 
energy efficiency programs implemented in program year (PY) 2021 (PY2021). Following APSC 
Rules for Conservation and Energy Efficiency Programs (C&EE Rules), EAL selected an 
independent, third-party EM&V contractor. This evaluation effort aims to evaluate program 
impacts annually for all programs that provide kilowatt-hour or kilowatt savings.  

The PY2021 EAL evaluation included impact and process analyses specified in the APSC rules 
and followed the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 protocols and 
savings algorithms. Also, the EM&V team developed the program evaluation activities based 
upon discussions with EAL staff and its implementation contractors, reviews of program tracking 
and documentation, a review of prior years' EM&V efforts and EAL annual reports, and input 
from the independent evaluation monitor (IEM).  

The remainder of this section overviews the EM&V team's evaluation approach. Section 3 
discusses the overall portfolio results. Sections 4 through 15 detail the EM&V results for each 
program, including specific discussions of evaluation methodologies. Section 16 details the 
consistent weatherization approach (CWA) results and participation in Act 1102 categories 
across residential programs based on PY2021 and prior process evaluation results. Finally, 
Section 17 presents the EM&V team's calculation of non-energy benefits (NEB), which was first 
included in EAL's programs in PY2016 in keeping with Commission Order No. 30. To foster 
complete transparency of all evaluation results in this report, the EM&V team has provided a 
separate Technical Appendix with desk review, on-site measurement and verification (M&V) 
details, confidence and precision calculations, and data collection instruments for EAL and the 
IEM. 

2.1 EVALUATION APPROACH 

In this section, we discuss the EM&V team's evaluation approaches for EAL within the following 
topics: 

• impact evaluations, 

• process evaluations, 

• evaluation prioritization, and 

• data collection activities. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

On March 15, 2019, Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) filed its 2020—2022 Energy Efficiency Plan
in response to Commission Order No. 41 in Docket No. 13-002-U. The Arkansas Public Service
Commission (APSC) approved the 2020—2022 programs. The programs build upon EAL's
comprehensive programs that have been implemented in Arkansas since 2011 and specifically
the most recent 2017—2019 program cycle.

This report presents the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) results for EAL's
energy efficiency programs implemented in program year (PY) 2021 (PY2021). Following APSC
Rules for Conservation and Energy Efficiency Programs (C&EE Rules), EAL selected an
independent, third-party EM&V contractor. This evaluation effort aims to evaluate program
impacts annually for all programs that provide kilowatt-hour or kilowatt savings.

The PY2021 EAL evaluation included impact and process analyses specified in the APSC rules
and followed the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 protocols and
savings algorithms. Also, the EM&V team developed the program evaluation activities based
upon discussions with EAL staff and its implementation contractors, reviews of program tracking
and documentation, a review of prior years' EM&V efforts and EAL annual reports, and input
from the independent evaluation monitor (IEM).

The remainder of this section overviews the EM&V team's evaluation approach. Section 3
discusses the overall portfolio results. Sections 4 through 15 detail the EM&V results for each
program, including specific discussions of evaluation methodologies. Section 16 details the
consistent weatherization approach (CWA) results and participation in Act 1102 categories
across residential programs based on PY2021 and prior process evaluation results. Finally,
Section 17 presents the EM&V team's calculation of non-energy benefits (NEB), which was first
included in EAL's programs in PY2016 in keeping with Commission Order No. 30. To foster
complete transparency of all evaluation results in this report, the EM&V team has provided a
separate Technical Appendix with desk review, on-site measurement and verification (M&V)
details, confidence and precision calculations, and data collection instruments for EAL and the
IEM.

2.1 EVALUATION APPROACH

In this section, we discuss the EM&V team's evaluation approaches for EAL within the following
topics:

impact evaluations,

process evaluations,

evaluation prioritization, and

data collection activities.
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2.2 IMPACT EVALUATIONS 

Our principal approach to the impact evaluation activities for PY2021 was to: 

• verify program tracking data and correctly apply the Arkansas TRM to the applicable 
program year to calculate savings following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol A; 

• estimate gross- and net-energy and demand impacts at the measure, program, and 
portfolio levels by: 

o adjusting program-reported gross savings using the results of evaluation 
research, relying primarily on the tracking system, engineering desk reviews, and 
independent verification where impact parameters are deemed by the TRM and 
use metered data analysis and equipment metering where the TRM does not 
deem impact parameters;  

o update program net-to-gross (NTG) values with primary or secondary data 
research for every program once over the three-year program cycle as well as 
review NTG ratios annually for any changes in the program design or measure 
mix following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol F; and 

o provide complete documentation and transparency of all evaluated savings 
estimates, and, where relevant, comparison with TRM 8.2 calculations; 

• provide ongoing technical reviews and guidance throughout the evaluation cycle; 

• review tracking system data annually to assess data captured for new measure 
offerings following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol A; 

• identify possible updates for the next version of the TRM; and  

• calculate NEBs for the EAL portfolio. 

The impact evaluations resulted in a defensible lifetime and annual estimates of gross and net 
energy and demand impacts and adhered to TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocols B1, B2, and B3. We 
used the impact evaluations to calculate realization rates, determined by dividing evaluated 
savings by EAL tracked savings. 

PY2021 impact evaluation activities primarily included a combination of the tracking system and 
desk reviews, metered data analysis, commercial on-sites, and residential independent 
verification10 under TRM 8.2 Volume 1 Protocol B. When determining the appropriate activities 
to be completed by program and measure type, the EM&V team considered key factors that 
included contribution toward savings and level of savings uncertainty (TRM 8.2 Volume 1, 
Protocol D). These considerations identified high-priority programs such as the Large 
Commercial & Industrial Solutions program, where more rigorous impact evaluation activities 
are beneficial. Sampling strategies for PY2021 followed TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol B4.  

 
10 Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, independent verification through telephone surveys was used in lieu 

of residential on-site M&V.  
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2.2 IMPACT EVALUATIONS

Our principal approach to the impact evaluation activities for PY2021 was to:

o verify program tracking data and correctly apply the Arkansas TRM to the applicable
program year to calculate savings following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol A;

0 estimate gross- and net-energy and demand impacts at the measure, program, and
portfolio levels by:

o adjusting program-reported gross savings using the results of evaluation
research, relying primarily on the tracking system, engineering desk reviews, and
independent verification where impact parameters are deemed by the TRM and
use metered data analysis and equipment metering where the TRM does not
deem impact parameters;

0 update program net-to-gross (NTG) values with primary or secondary data
research for every program once over the three-year program cycle as well as
review NTG ratios annually for any changes in the program design or measure
mix following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol F; and

0 provide complete documentation and transparency of all evaluated savings
estimates, and, where relevant, comparison with TRM 8.2 calculations;

0 provide ongoing technical reviews and guidance throughout the evaluation cycle;

0 review tracking system data annually to assess data captured for new measure
offerings following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol A;

0 identify possible updates for the next version of the TRM; and

calculate NEBs for the EAL portfolio.

The impact evaluations resulted in a defensible lifetime and annual estimates of gross and net
energy and demand impacts and adhered to TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocols B1, B2, and B3. We
used the impact evaluations to calculate realization rates, determined by dividing evaluated
savings by EAL tracked savings.

PY2021 impact evaluation activities primarily included a combination of the tracking system and
desk reviews, metered data analysis, commercial on-sites, and residential independent
verification1O under TRM 8.2 Volume 1 Protocol B. When determining the appropriate activities
to be completed by program and measure type, the EM&V team considered key factors that
included contribution toward savings and level of savings uncertainty (TRM 8.2 Volume 1,
Protocol D). These considerations identified high-priority programs such as the Large
Commercial & Industrial Solutions program, where more rigorous impact evaluation activities
are beneficial. Sampling strategies for PY2021 followed TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol B4.

10 Due to the COVlD-19 pandemic, independent verification through telephone surveys was used in lieu
of residential on-site M&V.
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While implementing the impact evaluations, we addressed and minimized issues that could 
introduce potential bias and uncertainty. Evaluations can have biases in their results for many 
reasons. It is important to assess that no significant systematic non-random errors are 
embedded in the data that would bias the evaluation results. The EM&V team made every effort 
to identify and address any potential biases occurring due to (1) measurement errors resulting 
from inaccurate meters or errors in recording data, (2) collection errors arising from non-
representative sampling, (3) sampled participant's refusal to participate in an on-site visit, 
(4) biased responses or interpretation of responses, (5) poor questionnaire design, (6) failure to 
take behavioral factors into account, (7) modeling errors from the incorrect specification of 
relationships between variables, (8) improperly included or excluded information or data, and 
(9) other modeling deficiencies.  

In addition to mitigating the biases, the impact evaluation activities conducted by the EM&V 
team increased the confidence of results and reduced uncertainty by employing appropriate 
sampling approaches and reporting confidence intervals. A confidence interval is a range of 
values that describes an estimate's uncertainty. Confidence intervals are one way to represent 
how good an estimate is; the more extensive a confidence interval for an estimate, the more 
caution is required when using the point estimate. 

Demand-side management program evaluations routinely employ 90 percent confidence 
intervals with ±10 percent as the industry standard (90/10). The 90 percent in the confidence 
interval represents a level of certainty about the estimate. If we were to repeatedly obtain new 
estimates using the same procedure (by drawing a new sample, conducting new interviews, and 
calculating new estimates and new confidence intervals), the confidence intervals would contain 
the average of all the estimates 90 percent of the time. The EM&V team activities reflect a 
minimum confidence interval of 90 percent ±10 percent at the sector and program level for 
evaluated savings estimates. You can find achieved confidence levels in the Technical 
Appendix to this report.  

2.3 PROCESS EVALUATION 

Our approach to process evaluation activities for EAL's portfolio of programs was to: 

• gain an in-depth understanding of program operations, challenges, and evaluation 
needs through staff interviews with EAL and the implementation contractors at the 
beginning and throughout the evaluation cycle, followed by biweekly calls to stay 
abreast of program status issues; 

• document EAL's progress in incorporating recommendations identified during the 
PY2020 evaluation following TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol C; 

• assess EAL's success in achieving the goals and objectives established in the APSC's 
comprehensiveness checklist; 

• follow TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol C, and conduct a comprehensive process 
evaluation for every program once over the three-year program cycle and assess other 
process evaluation needs annually; 
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0 gain an in-depth understanding of program operations, challenges, and evaluation
needs through staff interviews with EAL and the implementation contractors at the
beginning and throughout the evaluation cycle, followed by biweekly calls to stay
abreast of program status issues;

0 document EAL's progress in incorporating recommendations identified during the
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• assess and document the effectiveness of program quality assurance and quality 
control (QA/QC); and 

• assess and document the effectiveness of integrating the CWA, highlighted in TRM 8.2 
Volume 1, Protocol C1. 

Savings and cost-effectiveness estimates alone do not entirely explain a program or portfolio's 
effectiveness. Other factors, including internal and external utility operations, program maturity, 
service provider and implementation contractor activities, and markets, can influence a 
program's effectiveness. Identifying program process improvements is an EM&V best practice. 

In general, process evaluations assess organizational and procedural aspects of programs; they 
also provide feedback on aspects of programs functioning well or areas in need of improvement. 
The EM&V team consulted and followed TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol C, annually to determine 
whether conducting a process evaluation is appropriate for a specific program and the 
appropriate timing for the process evaluation. Specifically, Protocol C defines required process 
evaluation criteria and the criteria to justify conducting a process evaluation. As noted earlier, 
each program will receive a complete process evaluation at least once during the three-year 
timeframe; PY2020–PY2022 is a new program funding cycle. Table 15 provides details on 
specific criteria that trigger a process evaluation. 
 
 

Table 15. TRM 8.1 Volume 1, Protocol C: Process Evaluation Guidance 

Criteria for process evaluations 

Process evaluation is required if: 

• the program is new or modified, 

• no process evaluation has been undertaken during the current funding cycle, or 

• a change in program implementation occurred. 

Process evaluation is potentially needed if: 

• program impacts are lower than expected, 

• goals (both informational and educational) are not being achieved, 

• rates of participation are lower or slower than expected, 

• the program's operational system is slow to get up and running, 

• cost-effectiveness of the program is less than expected, or  

• participants (both customers and market actors) report problems or low satisfaction 
rates with the program. 
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o assess and document the effectiveness of program quality assurance and quality
control (QA/QC); and

o assess and document the effectiveness of integrating the CWA, highlighted in TRM 8.2
Volume 1, Protocol C1.

Savings and cost-effectiveness estimates alone do not entirely explain a program or portfolio's
effectiveness. Other factors, including internal and external utility operations, program maturity,
service provider and implementation contractor activities, and markets, can influence a
program's effectiveness. Identifying program process improvements is an EM&V best practice.

In general, process evaluations assess organizational and procedural aspects of programs; they
also provide feedback on aspects of programs functioning well or areas in need of improvement.
The EM&V team consulted and followed TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol C, annually to determine
whether conducting a process evaluation is appropriate for a specific program and the
appropriate timing for the process evaluation. Specifically, Protocol C defines required process
evaluation criteria and the criteria to justify conducting a process evaluation. As noted earlier,
each program will receive a complete process evaluation at least once during the three-year
timeframe; PY2020—PY2022 is a new program funding cycle. Table 15 provides details on
specific criteria that trigger a process evaluation.

Table 15. TRM 8.1 Volume 1, Protocol C: Process Evaluation Guidance

Criteria for process evaluations

Process evaluation is required if:
c the program is new or modified,
0 no process evaluation has been undertaken during the current funding cycle, or
o a change in program implementation occurred.

Process evaluation is potentially needed if:

0 program impacts are lower than expected,
0 goals (both informational and educational) are not being achieved,
0 rates of participation are lower or slower than expected,
0 the program's operational system is slow to get up and running,
0 cost-effectiveness of the program is less than expected, or

0 participants (both customers and market actors) report problems or low satisfaction
rates with the program.
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At a minimum, all programs received a limited process evaluation through program staff 
interviews and program documentation review. For PY2021, based on the TRM guidance 
summarized in the table above, the EM&V team identified the following three programs to 
receive full process evaluations (five received full process evaluations in PY2020, and the 
remaining programs are fairly stable and will receive full process evaluations in 2022):  

• Point of Purchase Solutions. This program saw a combination of two previous 
upstream and midstream programs. Given the rapidly evolving market that this 
program serves, a general population survey and shelving study was completed for this 
process evaluation in addition to market actor interviews.  

• Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes. Program staff, participant, and market 
actor interviews were conducted for this program, who are effectively serving this hard-
to-reach sector.   

• Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes. Program staff, participant, and market 
actor interviews were conducted for this program, which saw new challenges meeting 
goals in PY2021.  

2.4 EVALUATION PRIORITIZATION 

A critical component of the EM&V process is to develop a prioritization process for the program-
specific plans to meet the most appropriate level of rigor for each program following the 
guidance in TRM 8.2 Volume 1, Protocol D. Several factors feed into these decisions:  

• percentage of program contribution to the portfolio savings,  

• level of uncertainty in estimated savings (with higher uncertainty of savings resulting in 
high priority), 

• level and quality of existing programmatic QA/QC and verification data from site visits 
and metering, 

• the potential of risk for future portfolio performance, and 

• adherence to Arkansas TRM protocols or updated needs. 

The EM&V team's evaluation activities presented in the PY2021 evaluation plan11 underpin the 
PY2021 results and reflect this prioritization process. 

 
11 Entergy Arkansas, LLC Program Year 2021 Evaluation Plan, Tetra Tech, August 2021.  
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At a minimum, all programs received a limited process evaluation through program staff
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specific plans to meet the most appropriate level of rigor for each program following the
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0 level of uncertainty in estimated savings (with higher uncertainty of savings resulting in
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0 level and quality of existing programmatic QA/QC and verification data from site visits
and metering,
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The EM&V team's evaluation activities presented in the PY2021 evaluation plan11 underpin the
PY2021 results and reflect this prioritization process.

11 Entergy Arkansas, LLC Program Year 2021 Evaluation Plan, Tetra Tech, August 2021.
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2.5 DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 

We used the data collection activities listed below to support the impact and process 
evaluations as relevant. All evaluation activities adhered to EM&V protocols, as defined in TRM 
8.2 Volume 1. The majority of these activities collected primary data.  

• Program staff interviews. The EM&V team interviewed EAL and implementation 
contractors program staff as part of the evaluation planning process. Communication 
was maintained throughout the program cycle via biweekly meetings to understand 
program progress and any challenges or successes. Findings from these interviews 
informed the evaluation research, key findings, and recommendations (EM&V Protocol 
C3: Recommended Areas of Investigation in a Process Evaluation). 

• Participant and market actor interviews. For complete process evaluations 
prioritized for PY2021, the EM&V team conducted participant and market actor 
interviews, if applicable to the program design. These interviews collected data on 
program awareness and satisfaction, factors affecting participation, and information to 
assess market effects (e.g., how the program may have affected business practices). 
Relevant market actors vary by program but include retailers, contractors, 
manufacturers, distributors, design professionals, multifamily building owners, auditors, 
and participants (EM&V Protocol C3: Recommended Areas of Investigation in a 
Process Evaluation). The interviews included standardized enhanced self-report 
approach (SRA) batteries to estimate program attribution (EM&V Protocol B3: 
Recommended Protocols for Participant Net Impact Evaluation). 

• Database tracking review. The EM&V team assessed each program's database and 
tracking information (EM&V Protocol A: Program Tracking and Database Development) 
and provided a census tracking system review of deemed savings measures against 
the applicable version of the TRM.  

• Sampling. We drew samples designed to meet precision levels at the program level for 
verification or a census of participants depending on the population size (EM&V 
Protocol B4: Sampling and Uncertainty Protocol).  

• Engineering and project file reviews. This activity focused on the calculations and 
assumptions for savings, adherence to the TRM, and potential differences in the 
verified gross savings from the reported savings (EM&V Protocol D1: Using Deemed 
Savings Values and EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols). The findings of the project file 
reviews informed the selection of commercial projects for additional on-site verification 
activities. After conducting the file reviews, a sample of sites was selected for on-site 
data collection, if applicable (EM&V Protocol B4: Sampling and Uncertainty Protocol). 
Factors that determine sampling and potential weighting include (1) the size of the 
projects, relative to the average of the measure type population; (2) measure type 
contribution to the overall energy and demand savings; and (3) our experience with 
precision and confidence from prior EM&V. We factor other evaluation efforts, where 
available, for specific end-use measure groups. 
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tracking information (EM&V Protocol A: Program Tracking and Database Development)
and provided a census tracking system review of deemed savings measures against
the applicable version of the TRM.

Sampling. We drew samples designed to meet precision levels at the program level for
verification or a census of participants depending on the population size (EM&V
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assumptions for savings, adherence to the TRM, and potential differences in the
verified gross savings from the reported savings (EM&V Protocol D1: Using Deemed
Savings Values and EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols). The findings of the project file
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activities. After conducting the file reviews, a sample of sites was selected for on-site
data collection, if applicable (EM&V Protocol B4: Sampling and Uncertainty Protocol).
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projects, relative to the average of the measure type population; (2) measure type
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available, for specific end-use measure groups.
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• Demand response programs. There are no TRM protocols for demand response 
programs. Thus, the EM&V team followed industry-standard practices, essentially 
reviewing participant-interval-load data census. Periods ahead of, during, and following 
load interruption notices verify load reduction and persistence during demand-response 
events and provide comparisons to similar-condition non-interrupt baseline days to 
validate impact estimates. The Residential Direct Load Control (DLC), Smart DLC pilot, 
and the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control (AILC) programs serve as load modifying 
resources for the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO). We work with 
EAL to ensure consistency of evaluation across Arkansas utilities. Based on this work, 
The EM&V team will work with EAL to provide input to the IEM for a possible future 
TRM update.  

• Commercial new construction projects. These projects are assumed to have 
building automation systems (BAS) with user-friendly graphical interfaces. For these 
projects, the EM&V team investigates design control algorithms produced by the 
controls contractor and verifies actual algorithms by observing BAS trend data and 
setpoints. We verified savings of energy-saving components by comparing the actual 
system operation to a typical baseline operation12. In cases where energy simulation 
models are available, BAS operational data and utility billing data may be used to 
determine energy savings through a calibrated energy simulation approach (EM&V 
Protocol D2: M&V Protocols, Option D - Whole Facility Calibrated Simulation).  

On-site data collection and data logging and spot measurements are two primary data collection 
activities that we have leveraged in the past and recommend EAL programs provide more 
extensive M&V activities. These data collection activities verify program impacts, as outlined in 
EM&V Protocol E: Protocols for Verification and Ongoing Modifications of Deemed Savings 
Values. Below we summarize the data collected through on-site data collection, data logging, 
and spot measurements.  

• On-site data collection and independent verification. Each site visit included a 
physical inspection of measures to gather information about the project for verification 
purposes. The site-specific M&V plan gathered detailed information and data specific to 
the project (EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols). Inspection, monitoring, and interview 
results are included in the Technical Appendix of this report.  

• Commercial stipulated AOH verification. We emphasized selecting independent 
verification projects that used stipulated AOH through the desk review process and 
developed a supplemental AOH verification guide “(Verification Guide)”. The 
Verification Guide identified the general site operating schedule, including holidays and 
shutdowns, lighting control type, and verified that the annual hours of operation 
reported by the site contact do not vary from those originally reported. Individual room 
information is provided in the ArchEE data extract and project documentation, making 
verification possible down to this level. The guide also intends to identify and request 
additional documentation such as photos and BAS data, which could further verify 
lighting annual hours of operation. 

 
12 EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols, Option A – Retrofit Isolation: Key Parameter Measurement or 

Option B – Retrofit Isolation: All Parameter Measurement. 
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building automation systems (BAS) with user-friendly graphical interfaces. For these
projects, the EM&V team investigates design control algorithms produced by the
controls contractor and verifies actual algorithms by observing BAS trend data and
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system operation to a typical baseline operation”. In cases where energy simulation
models are available, BAS operational data and utility billing data may be used to
determine energy savings through a calibrated energy simulation approach (EM&V
Protocol D2: M&V Protocols, Option D - Whole Facility Calibrated Simulation).

On-site data collection and data logging and spot measurements are two primary data collection
activities that we have leveraged in the past and recommend EAL programs provide more
extensive M&V activities. These data collection activities verify program impacts, as outlined in
EM&V Protocol E: Protocols for Verification and Ongoing Modifications of Deemed Savings
Values. Below we summarize the data collected through on-site data collection, data logging,
and spot measurements.

0 On-site data collection and independent verification. Each site visit included a
physical inspection of measures to gather information about the project for verification
purposes. The site-specific M&V plan gathered detailed information and data specific to
the project (EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols). Inspection, monitoring, and interview
results are included in the Technical Appendix of this report.

0 Commercial stipulated AOH verification. We emphasized selecting independent
verification projects that used stipulated AOH through the desk review process and
developed a supplemental AOH verification guide “(Verification Guide)”. The
Verification Guide identified the general site operating schedule, including holidays and
shutdowns, lighting control type, and verified that the annual hours of operation
reported by the site contact do not vary from those originally reported. Individual room
information is provided in the ArchEE data extract and project documentation, making
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12 EM&V Protocol D2: M&V Protocols, Option A — Retrofit Isolation: Key Parameter Measurement or
Option B — Retrofit Isolation: All Parameter Measurement.
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• Data logging and spot measurements. The data logging discussion below includes 
our general approach to fieldwork supporting M&V projects and does not necessarily 
reflect each program's plan, which is only needed for measures and projects with 
higher uncertainty levels in savings.  

For projects that operate mainly at a steady state, the EM&V team obtains spot 
measurements of critical parameters such as amps, kilowatts, temperatures, and flow 
rates. Examples of these projects may include constant speed fans and pumps or 
process heating or cooling systems that serve a constant load (EM&V Protocol D2: 
M&V Protocols, Option B - Retrofit Isolation: All Parameter Measurement).  

We used a period of one to two weeks of data logging and trend data for projects that 
operate with significant fluctuations. These projects would include, for example, 
compressed air, variable frequency drives, and controls projects. We used logged data 
to determine run times and may have included interval metering, where the loads are 
recorded at specific intervals as they vary throughout the day or week (EM&V Protocol 
D2: M&V Protocols, Option B - Retrofit Isolation: All Parameter Measurement).  
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3.0 PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE 

In PY2021, Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) offered a portfolio of 11 energy efficiency programs 
and one pilot. Also, through its residential programs, EAL implemented the consistent weather 
approach (CWA), which provided a comprehensive range of customer options focused on 
energy efficiency and demand reduction coupled with education and training activities. EAL also 
seeks to provide customers with easy program entry points, flexible options for saving energy, 
and ongoing support for those who want to pursue deeper energy savings or demand 
reductions through its energy efficiency portfolio.  

EAL exceeded its portfolio energy goals, achieving 109 percent (Figure ). EAL fell short of its 
demand goals, meeting 64 percent of the demand goal (Figure ). The performance difference 
between energy savings and demand goals is similar to last year and the year prior. A 
continuing recommendation is to investigate ways to better align energy savings and demand 
savings.  

Individual program performance relative to program savings and demand goals varied. Five of 
the 12 programs13 achieved their megawatt-hour savings goals; three other programs' energy 
savings goals came in just under their goal (between 92 percent and 97 percent). In contrast, 4 
of the 12 programs achieved their megawatt savings goals, with an additional two programs 
meeting 90 percent or more of the demand savings goal. The pilot only met 17 percent of its 
energy savings goals. The Agricultural Energy Solutions program was the highest performer 
across energy savings and demand reductions relative to program goals, both above 200 
percent. 
 

Figure 5. PY2021 Percentage of Net Energy Megawatt-Hour Savings Goals Achieved 
 

 

 
13 Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs had no megawatt-

hour savings goals. 
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the 12 programs13 achieved their megawatt-hour savings goals; three other programs' energy
savings goals came in just under their goal (between 92 percent and 97 percent). In contrast, 4
of the 12 programs achieved their megawatt savings goals, with an additional two programs
meeting 90 percent or more of the demand savings goal. The pilot only met 17 percent of its
energy savings goals. The Agricultural Energy Solutions program was the highest performer
across energy savings and demand reductions relative to program goals, both above 200
percent.

Figure 5. PY2021 Percentage of Net Energy Megawatt-Hour Savings Goals Achieved

Total portfolio
Agricultural Energy Solutions

Small Business Solutions
Point of Purchase Solutions

Home Energy Solutions

Low-Income Solutions

Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions

Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

Public Institutions Solutions

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control N/A

Residential Direct Load Control N/A

13 Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs had no megawatt-
hour savings goals.
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Figure 6. PY2021 Percentage of Net Demand Megawatt Savings Goal Achieved14,15 

 
 
 

Overall, evaluated savings were somewhat higher than claimed energy savings, with an overall 
portfolio gross realization rate of 102 percent for energy savings and demand reductions. 

Program-level gross realization rates ranged from 98 to 107 percent for energy savings and 97 
to 118 percent for demand savings. Table 16 shows the reported and evaluated energy savings 

for EAL's portfolio, sectors, and programs for PY2021. 
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Home Energy Solutions 10% 30,287,029 29,682,663 98.0% 104% 30,970,670 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

3% 8,355,831 8,444,079 101.1% 100% 8,444,079 

 
14 Peak demand savings for all non-load-control measures and programs were determined using a peak 

demand definition of Monday—Friday, 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., June—September, determined in 
accordance with EAL. 

15 Demand-response program savings calculations follow Midcontinent Independent System Operator’s 
(MISO) methodology (explained in relevant event sections), which does not account for post-event 
snapback. Snapback is accounted for when calculating total energy savings. 

16 Results rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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EAL portfolio
Agricultural Energy Solutions

Small Business Solutions

Point of Purchase Solutions
Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

Home Energy Solutions

Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions

Low-Income Solutions

Public Institutions Solutions

Residential Direct Load Control

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 1 . .7 ;-l

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 2 L ' ’ l“

Overall, evaluated savings were somewhat higher than claimed energy savings, with an overall
portfolio gross realization rate of 102 percent for energy savings and demand reductions.

Program-level gross realization rates ranged from 98 to 107 percent for energy savings and 97
to 118 percent for demand savings. Table 16 shows the reported and evaluated energy savings

for EAL's portfolio, sectors, and programs for PY2021.
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14 Peak demand savings for all non-Ioad-control measures and programs were determined using a peak
demand definition of Monday—Friday, 1:00 pm. to 8:00 p.m., June—September, determined in
accordance with EAL.

15 Demand-response program savings calculations follow Midcontinent Independent System Operator’s
(MISO) methodology (explained in relevant event sections), which does not account for post-event
snapback. Snapback is accounted for when calculating total energy savings.

16 Results rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

2% 4,774,374 5,114,435 107.1% 100% 5,114,435 

Low-Income Solutions  3% 8,050,286 8,033,917 99.8% 100% 8,033,917 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

28% 98,606,382 106,592,925 108.1% 81% 86,096,313 

Large Commercial & 
Industrial Solutions 

37% 110,052,025 110,140,571 100.1% 104% 114,421,277 

Small Business 
Solutions 

7% 20,973,600 20,713,542 98.8% 102% 21,200,992 

Public Institutions 
Solutions  

7% 21,678,204 21,316,442 98.3% 95% 20,234,829 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

4% 13,425,635 13,425,635 100.0% 100% 13,425,635 

Residential Direct Load 
Control 

0% - - N/A 100% - 

Smart Direct Load 
Control Pilot 

1% 3,724,632 3,679,587 98.8% 87% 3,215,997 

Agricultural Irrigation 
Load Control 

0% - - N/A 100% - 

Total portfolio 100% 319,927,997 327,143,794 102.3% 95% 311,158,143 

* The Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs do not claim energy savings. 
Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash. 
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* The Residential Direct Load Control and Agricultural Irrigation Load Control programs do not claim energy savings.
Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash.
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Table 17 shows the reported and evaluated demand savings for EAL's portfolio, sectors, and 
programs for PY2021.  
 

Table 17. EAL PY2021 Reported and Evaluated Demand Savings17 
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Home Energy Solutions 10% 9,584.9 9,322.6 97.3% 104% 9,732.3 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

1% 1,228.2 1,293.1 105.3% 100% 1,293.1 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

1% 753.5 751.0 99.7% 100% 751.0 

Low-Income Solutions  2% 2,153.4 2,151.5 99.9% 100% 2,151.5 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

14% 14,800.9 16,391.6 110.7% 79% 12,980.4 

Large Commercial & 
Industrial Solutions 

16% 15,072.6 14,989.7 99.5% 104% 15,579.7 

Small Business Solutions 4% 3,317.0 3,289.8 99.2% 102% 3,363.7 

Public Institutions 
Solutions  

4% 3,703.3 3,750.8 101.3% 95% 3,572.6 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

2% 2,071.5 2,071.5 100.0% 100% 2,071.5 

Residential Direct Load 
Control 

19% 17,979.0 18,328.0 101.9% 100% 18,328.0 

Smart Direct Load Control 
Pilot 

3% 3,237.8 3,237.8 100.0% 100% 3,237.8 

Agricultural Irrigation Load 
Control 

23% 22,303.0 22,320.0 100.1% 100% 22,320.0 

Total portfolio 100% 96,205.2 97,897.4 101.8% 97% 95,381.6 

 
Net savings are calculated based on multiplying evaluated gross savings by an NTG ratio that 
estimates the percentage of savings attributable to the program. We calculated NTG for all 
residential, commercial, and industrial (C&I) programs (outside of demand response, deemed 
from industry standard) at least once throughout the program cycle. NTG remains strong across 
all programs, with most savings directly attributable to the programs and an overall portfolio 
NTG ratio of 95 percent. The Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program had the lowest NTG 
ratio at 81 percent due to the transforming lighting market and the evolving industry standards. 
Home Energy Solutions, Small Business Solutions, and Large Commercial & Industrial 
Solutions programs saw over 100 percent NTG ratios due to reported spillover where 
participants installed additional energy efficiency measures due to the program. Table 18 shows 
the NTG factor and source used in the net evaluated savings for EAL's PY2021 programs. 
 

 
17 Results are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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Table 17 shows the reported and evaluated demand savings for EAL's portfolio, sectors, and
programs for PY2021.
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Program
Home Energy Solutions 0% 9,584.9 9,322.6 97.3% 104% 9,732.3

Energy Solutions for 1% 1,228.2 1,293.1 105.3% 100% 1,293.1
Multifamily Homes
Energy Solutions for 1% 753.5 751.0 99.7% 100% 751.0
Manufactured Homes
Low-Income Solutions 2% 2,153.4 2,151.5 99.9% 100% 2,151.5

Point of Purchase 14% 14,8009 16,3916 110.7% 79% 12,9804
Solutions
Large Commercial & 16% 15,0726 14,9897 99.5% 104% 15,5797
Industrial Solutions
Small Business Solutions 4% 3,317.0 3,289.8 99.2% 102% 3,363.7

Public Institutions 4% 3,703.3 3,750.8 101.3% 95% 3,572.6
Solutions
Agricultural Energy 2% 2,071.5 2,071.5 100.0% 100% 2,071.5
Solutions
Residential Direct Load 19% 17,9790 18,3280 101.9% 100% 18,3280
Control
Smart Direct Load Control 3% 3,237.8 3,237.8 100.0% 100% 3,237.8
Pilot
Agricultural Irrigation Load 23% 22,3030 22,3200 100.1% 100% 22,3200
Control
Total portfolio 100% 96,205.2 97,897.4 101.8% 97% 95,381.6

_\

Net savings are calculated based on multiplying evaluated gross savings by an NTG ratio that
estimates the percentage of savings attributable to the program. We calculated NTG for all
residential, commercial, and industrial (C&l) programs (outside of demand response, deemed
from industry standard) at least once throughout the program cycle. NTG remains strong across
all programs, with most savings directly attributable to the programs and an overall portfolio
NTG ratio of 95 percent. The Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program had the lowest NTG
ratio at 81 percent due to the transforming lighting market and the evolving industry standards.
Home Energy Solutions, Small Business Solutions, and Large Commercial & Industrial
Solutions programs saw over 100 percent NTG ratios due to reported spillover where
participants installed additional energy efficiency measures due to the program. Table 18 shows
the NTG factor and source used in the net evaluated savings for EAL's PY2021 programs.

17 Results are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Table 18. PY2021 Net-to-Gross Summary 

Program 
NTG ratio 

(kWh) Source 

Home Energy Solutions        104%  PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews, supported by PY2018 prior 
EM&V research 

Energy Solutions for Multifamily 
Homes 

100% PY2017 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

100% PY2017 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
contractor interviews, substantiated in PY2020 process 
evaluation 

Low-Income Solutions  100% PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Point of Purchase Solutions 81% PY2018 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Large Commercial & Industrial 
Solutions 

104% PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Small Business Solutions 102% PY2019 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Public Institutions Solutions  95% PY2019 EM&V research—participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Agricultural Energy Solutions 100% PY2019 EM&V research— participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Residential Direct Load Control 100% Stipulated at an NTG ratio of 100 percent as industry 
standard practice 

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 87% PY2019 EM&V research— participant surveys and 
market actor interviews 

Agricultural Irrigation Load 
Control 

100% Stipulated at an NTG ratio of 100 percent as industry 
standard practice 

 Total 95%  
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Table 18. PY2021 Net-to-Gross Summary

NTG ratio
Program (kWh)

Home Energy Solutions

Energy Solutions for Multifamily
Homes

Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes

Low-Income Solutions

Point of Purchase Solutions

Large Commercial & Industrial
Solutions

Small Business Solutions

Public Institutions Solutions

Agricultural Energy Solutions

Residential Direct Load Control

Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

Agricultural Irrigation Load
Control

Total

104%

100%

100%

100%

81%

104%

102%

95%

100%

100%

87%

100%

95%

PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews, supported by PY2018 prior
EM&V research

PY2017 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2017 EM&V research—participant surveys and
contractor interviews, substantiated in PY2020 process
evaluation

PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2018 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2020 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2019 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2019 EM&V research—participant surveys and
market actor interviews

PY2019 EM&V research— participant surveys and
market actor interviews

Stipulated at an NTG ratio of 100 percent as industry
standard practice

PY2019 EM&V research— participant surveys and
market actor interviews

Stipulated at an NTG ratio of 100 percent as industry
standard practice
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3.1 COMPREHENSIVENESS CHECKLIST 

The EM&V effort includes an annual review of the Arkansas Public Service Commission’s 
(APSC) Comprehensiveness Checklist to assess portfolio performance against the checklist's 
seven factors. From the EM&V team's assessment, EAL met the Commission's 
Comprehensiveness Checklist's objectives in PY2021. 
 
 

Comprehensiveness Factor 1  
Whether the programs or portfolios provide, directly or through identification and coordination, the 
education, training, marketing, or outreach needed to address market barriers to adopting cost-
effective energy efficiency measures. 

 
The EM&V team assessed this factor through in-depth interviews with EAL's implementation 
contractors and a review of marketing and training materials. The EAL programs continued to 
provide education and outreach to trade allies and customers that address specific market 
barriers to adopting cost-effective efficiency measures. For some programs and in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, trade ally technical training increased, and there were several 
initiatives to increase the effectiveness of marketing and outreach. The following highlights 
specific efforts made to achieve this factor:  

• Program branding and all marketing materials continue to carry the EAL Solutions logo. 
Marketing collateral was updated and refreshed.   

• Mass marketing, coupled with targeted marketing to specific segments, continued to 
raise awareness among customers, adapting to the COVID-19 pandemic. EAL and its 
implementation contractors sought out various speaking opportunities during prior 
program years, participated in community events, and conducted in-person visits to 
target markets. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, remote outreach efforts increased 
through media buys (print and radio were the most common), direct mailings, 
telephone calls, and email blasts. Email blasts were incredibly successful in raising 
awareness and motivating customers to participate. In addition, EAL's active 
engagement of trade allies and social service organizations supported awareness 
building and participation in the Low-Income Solutions program even though its first 
year of implementation coincided with the COVID-19 pandemic.  

• Trade ally education and training continued across all programs and expanded to meet 
specific measures. For the commercial programs, a trade ally specialist position 
continued to focus on recruiting and training trade allies on all programs, measures, 
incentive levels, marketing, and project savings calculators. Trade ally summits were 
also held for educational purposes and recognized high-performing trade allies with 
awards to foster continued program participation. EAL combined the upstream 
residential and midstream commercial lighting programs into the Point of Purchase 
Solutions program starting in PY2020. The combined program facilitated the program 
implementer focusing on retailer and distributor outreach and training to help sales 
associates be subject-matter experts that could influence decision-making during the 
purchase. The program implementer provided trade ally training and support for 
contractors to perform residential HVAC tune-ups during the COVID-19 pandemic. Not 
all customers were comfortable having a contractor in their home as required by other 
services.    
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3.1 COMPREHENSIVENESS CHECKLIST

The EM&V effort includes an annual review of the Arkansas Public Service Commission’s
(APSC) Comprehensiveness Checklist to assess portfolio performance against the checklist's
seven factors. From the EM&V team's assessment, EAL met the Commission's
Comprehensiveness Checklist's objectives in PY2021.

Comprehensiveness Factor 1
Whether the programs or portfolios provide, directly or through identification and coordination, the
education, training, marketing, or outreach needed to address market barriers to adopting cost-
effective energy efficiency measures.

The EM&V team assessed this factor through in-depth interviews with EAL's implementation
contractors and a review of marketing and training materials. The EAL programs continued to
provide education and outreach to trade allies and customers that address specific market
barriers to adopting cost-effective efficiency measures. For some programs and in response to
the COVlD-19 pandemic, trade ally technical training increased, and there were several
initiatives to increase the effectiveness of marketing and outreach. The following highlights
specific efforts made to achieve this factor:

0 Program branding and all marketing materials continue to carry the EAL Solutions logo.
Marketing collateral was updated and refreshed.

0 Mass marketing, coupled with targeted marketing to specific segments, continued to
raise awareness among customers, adapting to the COVlD-19 pandemic. EAL and its
implementation contractors sought out various speaking opportunities during prior
program years, participated in community events, and conducted in-person visits to
target markets. Due to the COVlD-19 pandemic, remote outreach efforts increased
through media buys (print and radio were the most common), direct mailings,
telephone calls, and email blasts. Email blasts were incredibly successful in raising
awareness and motivating customers to participate. In addition, EAL's active
engagement of trade allies and social sen/ice organizations supported awareness
building and participation in the Low-Income Solutions program even though its first
year of implementation coincided with the COVlD-19 pandemic.

0 Trade ally education and training continued across all programs and expanded to meet
specific measures. For the commercial programs, a trade ally specialist position
continued to focus on recruiting and training trade allies on all programs, measures,
incentive levels, marketing, and project savings calculators. Trade ally summits were
also held for educational purposes and recognized high-performing trade allies with
awards to foster continued program participation. EAL combined the upstream
residential and midstream commercial lighting programs into the Point of Purchase
Solutions program starting in PY2020. The combined program facilitated the program
implementer focusing on retailer and distributor outreach and training to help sales
associates be subject-matter experts that could influence decision-making during the
purchase. The program implementer provided trade ally training and support for
contractors to perform residential HVAC tune-ups during the COVlD-19 pandemic. Not
all customers were comfortable having a contractor in their home as required by other
serVIces.
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• EAL solicited customer feedback to improve customer outreach and education. 
Programs provided a toll-free telephone number to customers to speak directly with 
customer service representatives. Also, several programs in EAL's portfolio conducted 
periodic surveys to receive feedback about satisfaction directly from program 
participants. Overall, PY2020-PY2021 process evaluations with participants found very 
high satisfaction with EAL programs. 

• Program staff dedicated marketing and outreach across all of EAL's territory. EAL 
program managers and implementation contractor staff are program experts and 
provide education and outreach about programs, including other utilities' programs. 
Also, program staff recruit trade allies that provide additional program reach across 
EAL's service territory and help them successfully achieve goals in PY2020. Online 
purchasing tools expanded in PY2020 allowed customers to identify their rebated items 
online, verify eligibility, and obtain a scannable code for use at participating retailers, 
further increasing the accessibility and ease of participation. 

• EAL increased offerings to low-income customers due to the substantial affordability 
barriers this sector faces. In addition to downstream program offerings, EAL and its 
implementation contractor partnered with various organizations that serve low-income 
customers, such as food banks, to deliver energy-efficient products to these 
households.  
 
 

Comprehensiveness Factor 2  
Whether the program or portfolio has adequate budgetary, management, and program delivery 
resources to plan, design, implement, oversee, and evaluate energy efficiency programs. 

 
The EM&V team assessed this factor through performance data provided by EAL and in-depth 
interviews with implementation contractors and program staff. Overall, the EM&V team found 
budgets and resources were sufficient to support program goals. However, lower avoided costs, 
increased goals in the new program cycle, and a myriad of COVID-19 pandemic challenges 
continue to be a challenge in PY2021. Maintaining program momentum for ongoing programs 
and rolling out new programs during the COVID-19 pandemic was a specific obstacle in 
PY2020. Research indicated this continued in PY2021 and was exacerbated due to staffing and 
supply chain constraints. The programs continued to leverage the trade ally infrastructure to 
market the programs and deliver them to customers, coupled with mass marketing as described 
above.  

• In most cases, program budgets were sufficient to implement the programs. 
Program and implementation staff reported that they had enough budget to cover 
program implementation in PY2021. EAL achieved its energy savings goals at a 
portfolio level but fell short of demand reduction targets while spending 84 percent of 
the planned budget. 
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o EAL solicited customer feedback to improve customer outreach and education.
Programs provided a toll-free telephone number to customers to speak directly with
customer sen/ice representatives. Also, several programs in EAL's portfolio conducted
periodic surveys to receive feedback about satisfaction directly from program
participants. Overall, PY2020-PY2021 process evaluations with participants found very
high satisfaction with EAL programs.

0 Program staff dedicated marketing and outreach across all of EAL's territory. EAL
program managers and implementation contractor staff are program experts and
provide education and outreach about programs, including other utilities' programs.
Also, program staff recruit trade allies that provide additional program reach across
EAL's service territory and help them successfully achieve goals in PY2020. Online
purchasing tools expanded in PY2020 allowed customers to identify their rebated items
online, verify eligibility, and obtain a scannable code for use at participating retailers,
further increasing the accessibility and ease of participation.

0 EAL increased offerings to low-income customers due to the substantial affordability
barriers this sector faces. In addition to downstream program offerings, EAL and its
implementation contractor partnered with various organizations that serve low-income
customers, such as food banks, to deliver energy-efficient products to these
households.

Comprehensiveness Factor 2
Whether the program or portfolio has adequate budgetary, management, and program delivery
resources to plan, design, implement, oversee, and evaluate energy efficiency programs.

The EM&V team assessed this factor through performance data provided by EAL and in-depth
interviews with implementation contractors and program staff. Overall, the EM&V team found
budgets and resources were sufficient to support program goals. However, lower avoided costs,
increased goals in the new program cycle, and a myriad of COVlD-19 pandemic challenges
continue to be a challenge in PY2021. Maintaining program momentum for ongoing programs
and rolling out new programs during the COVlD-19 pandemic was a specific obstacle in
PY2020. Research indicated this continued in PY2021 and was exacerbated due to staffing and
supply chain constraints. The programs continued to leverage the trade ally infrastructure to
market the programs and deliver them to customers, coupled with mass marketing as described
above.

0 In most cases, program budgets were sufficient to implement the programs.
Program and implementation staff reported that they had enough budget to cover
program implementation in PY2021. EAL achieved its energy savings goals at a
portfolio level but fell short of demand reduction targets while spending 84 percent of
the planned budget.
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• Budget flexibility is helpful for EAL to make allowable adjustments to deliver 
annual cost-effective energy efficiency. As in previous APSC rulings, the Arkansas 
utilities retain the flexibility to make up to ten percent adjustments to program budgets 
and adjust energy savings and demand reduction goals appropriately within the 
modified budgets. In PY2021, EAL revised the approved budget within the APSC’s 
budget flexibility guidelines and moved budgeted dollars from underachieving programs 
to programs seeing more positive market acceptance, detailed in Table 19. The 
flexibility allowed EAL to reallocate funding to newer programs and programs 
disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. EAL made the following 
adjustments in PY2021:  
 

Table 19. PY2021 Budgets by Program ($1,000s) (Initial vs. Revised vs. Actual) 

Program 
Initial 

budget 
Revised 
budget 

Actual 
spend 

Home Energy Solutions $11,303  $11,276  $10,175  

Multifamily Homes $2,650  $2,639  $2,231  

Manufactured Homes $1,261  $1,263  $1,357  

Low-Income Solutions  $4,958  $4,942  $3,653  

Point of Purchase Solutions $7,889  $7,275  $7,885  

Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions $21,779  $23,218  $15,956  

Small Business Solutions $2,581  $2,914  $3,833  

Public Institutions Solutions  $3,806  $3,654  $3,409  

Agricultural Energy Solutions $1,353  $1,350  $1,107  

Residential Direct Load Control Pilot $3,548  $3,601  $2,700  

Smart Direct Load Control $4,005  $3,372  $2,836  

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control $3,918  $3,794  $3,532  

Energy Efficiency Arkansas $303  $287  $85  

Total $69,354  $69,585  $58,759  
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0 Budget flexibility is helpful for EAL to make allowable adjustments to deliver
annual cost-effective energy efficiency. As in previous APSC rulings, the Arkansas
utilities retain the flexibility to make up to ten percent adjustments to program budgets
and adjust energy savings and demand reduction goals appropriately within the
modified budgets. In PY2021, EAL revised the approved budget within the APSC’s
budget flexibility guidelines and moved budgeted dollars from underachieving programs
to programs seeing more positive market acceptance, detailed in Table 19. The
flexibility allowed EAL to reallocate funding to newer programs and programs
disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. EAL made the following
adjustments in PY2021:

Table 19. PY2021 Budgets by Program ($1,000s) (Initial vs. Revised vs. Actual)

—--Program budget budget spend
Home Energy Solutions $11,303 $11,276 $10,175

Multifamily Homes $2,650 $2,639 $2,231
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Low-Income Solutions $4,958 $4,942 $3,653

Point of Purchase Solutions $7,889 $7,275 $7,885
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Small Business Solutions $2,581 $2,914 $3,833

Public Institutions Solutions $3,806 $3,654 $3,409

Agricultural Energy Solutions $1,353 $1,350 $1,107

Residential Direct Load Control Pilot $3,548 $3,601 $2,700

Smart Direct Load Control $4,005 $3,372 $2,836

Agricultural Irrigation Load Control $3,918 $3,794 $3,532

Energy Efficiency Arkansas $303 $287 $85
Total $69,354 $69,585 $58,759
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Comprehensiveness Factor 3  

Whether the programs or portfolio reasonably address all major end-uses of electricity or natural gas,  
as appropriate. 

 
The EM&V team assessed this factor through tracking system data analysis and interviews with 
EAL program managers and program implementers. While lighting, which comprised 39 percent 
of portfolio kilowatt-hour savings, is still the predominant end-use (as found with energy 
efficiency programs throughout the country), there are substantial savings in other major end-
uses. These end-uses included residential HVAC and commercial projects involving custom 
heating and cooling, which combined to contribute 48 percent of portfolio savings.  

• Program designs include measure offerings and incentives to promote all 
significant electricity end-uses. Programs have tiered incentives to encourage 
customers to undertake more comprehensive energy efficiency projects. The Small 
Business Solutions program has a generous incentive for refrigeration to encourage 
this measure in addition to lighting. The Point of Purchase Solutions program has 
expanded the number of measures incentivized by working directly with retailers and 
distributors. The Home Energy Solutions and Low-Income Solutions programs audit 
identifies savings and provides education regarding all available significant electricity 
end-uses, including offerings through the CWA. Also, EAL continues to look for new 
cost-effective measure offerings to add to its program offerings, such as ductless mini-
splits. Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions is now delivering over half its savings 
through custom offerings tailored to customer needs. Public Institutions Solutions has 
over half of their savings through HVAC measures.   

For the first time, lighting represented less than 40 percent of portfolio savings as EAL 
continued to address all end-uses with custom (30 percent), HVAC (18 percent), and appliances 
(7 percent) as the next three end-uses contributing the most to energy savings. EAL continues 
to expand new measures such as mini-splits and works closely with commercial customers to 
identify custom-efficient solutions to their energy needs. Envelope measures continued to be 
available to residential customers through the Home Energy Solutions program, the Energy 
Solutions for Manufactured Homes and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program 
offerings, and the Low-Income Solutions program. Public Institutions Solutions program 
offerings increased savings from HVAC to over half of the program savings. At the same time, 
Small Business Solutions, which had increased savings beyond lighting before the COVID-19 
pandemic, reverted to the majority of savings coming from lighting as there have been more 
challenges recently serving this sector. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot added to EAL's 
portfolio in PY2020 continues to build momentum to supplement demand savings achieved 
through the Residential Direct Load Control program and expand access to and use of this 
newer technology. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot also is actively trying to expand to small 
businesses. The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control program provides commercial kilowatt 
savings that increased from last year.  

Figure 7 provides details on the end-uses for the PY2021 portfolio. 
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Comprehensiveness Factor 3
Whether the programs or portfolio reasonably address all major end-uses of electricity or natural gas,
as appropriate.

The EM&V team assessed this factor through tracking system data analysis and interviews with
EAL program managers and program implementers. While lighting, which comprised 39 percent
of portfolio kilowatt-hour savings, is still the predominant end-use (as found with energy
efficiency programs throughout the country), there are substantial savings in other major end-
uses. These end-uses included residential HVAC and commercial projects involving custom
heating and cooling, which combined to contribute 48 percent of portfolio savings.

0 Program designs include measure offerings and incentives to promote all
significant electricity end-uses. Programs have tiered incentives to encourage
customers to undertake more comprehensive energy efficiency projects. The Small
Business Solutions program has a generous incentive for refrigeration to encourage
this measure in addition to lighting. The Point of Purchase Solutions program has
expanded the number of measures incentivized by working directly with retailers and
distributors. The Home Energy Solutions and Low-Income Solutions programs audit
identifies savings and provides education regarding all available significant electricity
end-uses, including offerings through the CWA. Also, EAL continues to look for new
cost-effective measure offerings to add to its program offerings, such as ductless mini-
splits. Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions is now delivering over half its savings
through custom offerings tailored to customer needs. Public Institutions Solutions has
over half of their savings through HVAC measures.

For the first time, lighting represented less than 40 percent of portfolio savings as EAL
continued to address all end-uses with custom (30 percent), HVAC (18 percent), and appliances
(7 percent) as the next three end-uses contributing the most to energy savings. EAL continues
to expand new measures such as mini-splits and works closely with commercial customers to
identify custom-efficient solutions to their energy needs. Envelope measures continued to be
available to residential customers through the Home Energy Solutions program, the Energy
Solutions for Manufactured Homes and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program
offerings, and the Low-Income Solutions program. Public Institutions Solutions program
offerings increased savings from HVAC to over half of the program savings. At the same time,
Small Business Solutions, which had increased savings beyond lighting before the COVID-19
pandemic, reverted to the majority of savings coming from lighting as there have been more
challenges recently serving this sector. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot added to EAL's
portfolio in PY2020 continues to build momentum to supplement demand savings achieved
through the Residential Direct Load Control program and expand access to and use of this
newer technology. The Smart Direct Load Control pilot also is actively trying to expand to small
businesses. The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control program provides commercial kilowatt
savings that increased from last year.

Figure 7 provides details on the end-uses for the PY2021 portfolio.
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Figure 7. Percentage of Total Portfolio Gross Savings by End-Use 

 

 

 

Comprehensiveness Factor 4  

Whether the programs or portfolio, to the maximum extent reasonable, comprehensively address 
customers' needs at one time to avoid cream-skimming and lost opportunities. 

The EM&V team assessed this factor similarly to Comprehensive Factor 3 through tracking 
system data analysis and interviews with EAL program managers and program implementers. 
EAL reported both program changes and continued program strategies to comprehensively 
address customers' needs and provide savings options to customers. Previous years found a 
consistent theme that this can be difficult to do at one time and can be achieved once a 
customer relationship has been established. The programs have gained traction, allowing them 
to build on past positive program experiences to do additional customer projects. 

• EAL continues to try and identify and serve customers comprehensively. EAL 
staff and implementation contractors reported successfully implementing deeper 
savings as programs and customer relationships have become more established. 
Across the residential programs and direct-install measures, more envelope and AC 
tune-up measures occur as duct sealing has become a significant source of savings 
identified through energy assessments. Another example of addressing multiple needs 
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Whether the programs or portfolio, to the maximum extent reasonable, comprehensively address
customers' needs at one time to avoid cream-skimming and lost opportunities.

The EM&V team assessed this factor similarly to Comprehensive Factor 3 through tracking
system data analysis and interviews with EAL program managers and program implementers.
EAL reported both program changes and continued program strategies to comprehensively
address customers' needs and provide savings options to customers. Previous years found a
consistent theme that this can be difficult to do at one time and can be achieved once a
customer relationship has been established. The programs have gained traction, allowing them
to build on past positive program experiences to do additional customer projects.

0 EAL continues to try and identify and serve customers comprehensively. EAL
staff and implementation contractors reported successfully implementing deeper
savings as programs and customer relationships have become more established.
Across the residential programs and direct-install measures, more envelope and AC
tune-up measures occur as duct sealing has become a significant source of savings
identified through energy assessments. Another example of addressing multiple needs
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is the Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions program, where over half of the savings 
in PY2021 are from custom projects. The implementation contractor works closely with 
customers to comprehensively address facility needs. The Public Institutions Solutions 
program has also more comprehensively served customers, with over half of savings 
coming from HVAC measures in addition to about a quarter from lighting.   

• Program staff educated customers on all energy efficiency needs. One of the 
program staff's objectives is to comprehensively serve customers and foster strong 
customer relationships to educate customers on energy efficiency better and drive 
deeper savings. Field staff have developed customer relationships across EAL's 
territory, including in the harder-to-reach small business, agriculture, multifamily, 
manufactured homes, and low-income segments with the objective of more 
comprehensively meeting their energy efficiency needs.  

 

Comprehensiveness Factor 5  

Whether such programs take advantage of opportunities to address targeted customer sectors' 
comprehensive needs or leverage non-utility program resources. 

The EM&V team assessed Comprehensive Factor 5 through in-depth interviews with EAL staff 
and implementation contractors, a review of outreach events, and participant characterization. 
Overall, the EM&V team found several strategic partnerships to reach targeted customer 
sectors and leverage non-utility program resources.  

• New and innovative partnerships led to increased outreach activities for the 
agriculture and commercial sectors. Both agriculture and commercial sectors have 
built a successful relationship with implementation staff. Partnerships were reported 
with several agencies and associations, including various trade associations. EAL 
reported partnering with the Arkansas Association of Energy Efficiency Engineers to 
co-fund training and seminars on HVAC, lighting technologies, and energy 
benchmarking. The Agricultural Energy Solutions program has partnered with the 
United States Department of Agriculture to serve this customer segment.  

• Non-utility program resources were leveraged for the residential sectors. 
Arkansas weatherization and community action agencies were engaged to support the 
implementation of the Low-Income Solutions program. Working with the community 
action agencies also aimed to increase the geographic reach of the residential 
programs. Of particular note, given the challenges faced by many households during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, EAL partnered with food banks and other organizations that 
serve low-income households to deliver efficient products through the Point of 
Purchase Solutions program. 

• Programs continue to foster and increase partnerships with manufacturers, 
distributors, and trade allies. The Point of Purchase Solutions program has 
increased participating distributors and retailers and expanded to new types of 
measures and expanded partnerships to reach low-income segments. For the 
participating distributors who were considered inactive in the past year, implementors 
called all of them and provided additional training and tools.   

Table 20 summarizes the customers served by programs, demonstrating the effectiveness of 
efforts to meet various customer sectors' comprehensive needs through downstream, 
midstream, and upstream programs. While more energy savings and demand reductions accrue 
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is the Large Commercial & Industrial Solutions program, where over half of the savings
in PY2021 are from custom projects. The implementation contractor works closely with
customers to comprehensively address facility needs. The Public Institutions Solutions
program has also more comprehensively served customers, with over half of savings
coming from HVAC measures in addition to about a quarter from lighting.

0 Program staff educated customers on all energy efficiency needs. One of the
program staff's objectives is to comprehensively serve customers and foster strong
customer relationships to educate customers on energy efficiency better and drive
deeper savings. Field staff have developed customer relationships across EAL's
territory, including in the harder-to-reach small business, agriculture, multifamily,
manufactured homes, and low-income segments with the objective of more
comprehensively meeting their energy efficiency needs.

Comprehensiveness Factor 5
Whether such programs take advantage of opportunities to address targeted customer sectors'
comprehensive needs or leverage non-utility program resources.

The EM&V team assessed Comprehensive Factor 5 through in-depth interviews with EAL staff
and implementation contractors, a review of outreach events, and participant characterization.
Overall, the EM&V team found several strategic partnerships to reach targeted customer
sectors and leverage non-utility program resources.

0 New and innovative partnerships led to increased outreach activities for the
agriculture and commercial sectors. Both agriculture and commercial sectors have
built a successful relationship with implementation staff. Partnerships were reported
with several agencies and associations, including various trade associations. EAL
reported partnering with the Arkansas Association of Energy Efficiency Engineers to
co-fund training and seminars on HVAC, lighting technologies, and energy
benchmarking. The Agricultural Energy Solutions program has partnered with the
United States Department of Agriculture to serve this customer segment.

0 Non-utility program resources were leveraged for the residential sectors.
Arkansas weatherization and community action agencies were engaged to support the
implementation of the Low-Income Solutions program. Working with the community
action agencies also aimed to increase the geographic reach of the residential
programs. Of particular note, given the challenges faced by many households during
the COVlD-19 pandemic, EAL partnered with food banks and other organizations that
serve low-income households to deliver efficient products through the Point of
Purchase Solutions program.

0 Programs continue to foster and increase partnerships with manufacturers,
distributors, and trade allies. The Point of Purchase Solutions program has
increased participating distributors and retailers and expanded to new types of
measures and expanded partnerships to reach low-income segments. For the
participating distributors who were considered inactive in the past year, implementors
called all of them and provided additional training and tools.

Table 20 summarizes the customers served by programs, demonstrating the effectiveness of
efforts to meet various customer sectors' comprehensive needs through downstream,
midstream, and upstream programs. While more energy savings and demand reductions accrue
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to commercial and agricultural customers, almost half of savings and demand reductions are 
delivered to thousands of residential customers. 
 

Table 20. Distribution of Participating Customers by Program and Sector  

Program 
Participating 
customers18 

Percentage of 
sector served 

Percentage of 
portfolio 

Residential 

Home Energy Solutions 8,271 6% 6% 

Low-Income Solutions 2,231 2% 2% 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes  

612 0% 0% 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes  

1,669 1% 1% 

Point of Purchase Solutions—
Residential Lighting and 
Appliances 

91,907 71% 71% 

Residential Direct Load 
Control 

17,455 14% 14% 

Smart Direct Load Control 
Pilot— Residential 

2,200 2% 2% 

Subtotal: Residential 123,842 100% 97% 

Commercial 

Point of Purchase Solutions—
Commercial Midstream 
Lighting 

553 13% 0% 

Large C&I Solutions 483 11% 0% 

Small Business Solutions 907 21% 1% 

Public Institutions Solutions 392 9% 0% 

Agricultural Energy Solutions 28 1% 0% 

Agricultural Irrigation Load 
Control 

1,166 43% 1% 

Smart Direct Load Control 
Pilot—Commercial 

146 3% 0% 

Subtotal: Commercial 4,366 100% 3% 

TOTAL 128,208 -- 100% 

 

 
18 Participant count does not include measures that did not claim energy or demand savings such as 
duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC program, health and safety measures, 
and audits. 
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delivered to thousands of residential customers.

Table 20. Distribution of Participating Customers by Program and Sector
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Home Energy Solutions 8,271 6% 6%

Low-Income Solutions 2,231 2% 2%
Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes
Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes
Point of Purchase Solutions—
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Point of Purchase Solutions—
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duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC program, health and safety measures,
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Comprehensiveness Factor 6 

Whether the programs or portfolio enable the delivery of achievable, cost-effective energy efficiency 
within a reasonable period and maximize net benefits to customers and the utility system. 

The EM&V team assessed this factor through the EAL program manager, implementer 
interviews, and data analysis. While EAL and implementers reported enough budget allocations 
to achieve the goal, they also reported the need to realize cost efficiencies to keep programs 
cost-effective given the challenge of lower avoided costs that has persisted, coupled with the 
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. EAL also reported strategies to maximize net benefits, 
which they effectively achieve based on a portfolio-level NTG ratio of 95 percent in PY2021, 
which increased from the PY2020 portfolio NTG ratio of 90 percent and PY2019 portfolio NTG 
ratio of 88 percent. Strategies are discussed below.   

• Program delivery aims to maximize NTG ratios. EAL reports screening commercial 
customers during the application phase to ascertain whether the program would be 
instrumental in helping them move forward with energy efficiency instead of incentivizing 
the energy efficiency they were already going to do. The screening is primarily done 
during pre-inspections. Implementation contractors also report reviewing measure 
offerings to maximize net savings. NTG ratios across programs and measures range 
from a low of 60 percent to a high of 104 percent. EAL and its implementation 
contractors actively discuss strategies to increase net savings from measures with lower 
NTG ratios, such as LEDs. Efforts were successful in PY2021 to target this measure to 
low-income segments through partnerships with organizations such as food banks and 
serving this sector through the new Low-Income Solutions program. The PY2020 LCI 
NTG research also showed higher NTG values for custom projects, which have 
continued to increase under this program in PY2021, positively affecting the NTG ratio.   

• Strategies are used to keep programs cost-effective. EAL reported that lighting helps 
keep programs cost-effective while pursuing other comprehensive end-uses of 
electricity. Also, implementation strategies are used to minimize costs where possible. 
Two examples are (1) bundling service trips geographically to customers to minimize 
travel costs and (2) increasing online applications.  

 

Comprehensiveness Factor 7  

Whether the programs or portfolios have EM&V procedures adequate to support program management 
and improvement, calculate energy, demand, revenue impacts, and resource planning decisions. 

The EM&V team assessed this factor through program staff interviews and IEM coordination. 
The EM&V team's impression is that a collaborative approach with EAL and implementation 
contractors—while maintaining the evaluation process's objectivity—results in program benefits 
that lead to healthy realization rates as savings differences are addressed proactively when 
possible. One example is 100 percent realization rates for tracking system reviews as the EM&V 
team provides interim results mid-program-year to EAL and implementation contractors. 
Another example is ongoing technical reviews and assistance up-front, such as Large 
Commercial & Industrial Solutions and Agricultural Energy Solutions programs custom projects.  

• The EM&V team actively engaged with EAL, implementation contractors, and the 
IEM throughout the evaluation period. The EM&V team met biweekly with 
implementation contractors to discuss program updates and project questions. The 
EM&V team provided up-front reviews and feedback on savings questions and quality 
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The EM&V team assessed this factor through program staff interviews and IEM coordination.
The EM&V team's impression is that a collaborative approach with EAL and implementation
contractors—while maintaining the evaluation process's objectivity—results in program benefits
that lead to healthy realization rates as savings differences are addressed proactively when
possible. One example is 100 percent realization rates for tracking system reviews as the EM&V
team provides interim results mid-program-year to EAL and implementation contractors.
Another example is ongoing technical reviews and assistance up-front, such as Large
Commercial & Industrial Solutions and Agricultural Energy Solutions programs custom projects.

0 The EM&V team actively engaged with EAL, implementation contractors, and the
IEM throughout the evaluation period. The EM&V team met biweekly with
implementation contractors to discuss program updates and project questions. The
EM&V team provided up-front reviews and feedback on savings questions and quality
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assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures, and information collected on participation 
forms. The EM&V team also met with EAL biweekly to discuss EM&V progress and 
issues needing resolution. The EM&V team submitted monthly status reports to the IEM 
and sought guidance as questions arose throughout the evaluation period.  

• The EM&V team worked with EAL and the IEM for a final PY2021 EM&V plan19. 
Following EAL's review and approval, the EM&V team sent a draft EM&V Plan to the 
IEM in June 2021. The IEM then provided comments and feedback throughout the draft 
plan. The EM&V team fully responded to all IEM comments and documented revisions to 
the plan according to the IEM comments in August 2021.  

• Draft EM&V results were shared for review and comment before submitting the 
final results. The EM&V team provided draft interim results to each EAL program 
manager and implementation contractor manager as EM&V was completed to provide 
time to review and discuss results and recommendations before formal reporting. The 
EM&V team also submitted a draft of this final report to the IEM for review before 
finalizing this document.  

 
19 Entergy Arkansas, LLC Program Year 2021 Evaluation Plan, Tetra Tech, August 2021.  
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forms. The EM&V team also met with EAL biweekly to discuss EM&V progress and
issues needing resolution. The EM&V team submitted monthly status reports to the IEM
and sought guidance as questions arose throughout the evaluation period.

0 The EM&V team worked with EAL and the IEM for a final PY2021 EM&V plan19.
Following EAL's review and approval, the EM&V team sent a draft EM&V Plan to the
IEM in June 2021. The IEM then provided comments and feedback throughout the draft
plan. The EM&V team fully responded to all IEM comments and documented revisions to
the plan according to the IEM comments in August 2021.

0 Draft EM&V results were shared for review and comment before submitting the
final results. The EM&V team provided draft interim results to each EAL program
manager and implementation contractor manager as EM&V was completed to provide
time to review and discuss results and recommendations before formal reporting. The
EM&V team also submitted a draft of this final report to the IEM for review before
finalizing this document.

19 Entergy Arkansas, LLC Program Year 2021 Evaluation Plan, Tetra Tech, August 2021.
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4.0 HOME ENERGY SOLUTIONS 

The objectives of the Home Energy Solutions program are to (1) help Entergy Arkansas, LLC 
(EAL) customers achieve cost-effective electricity savings, (2) educate homeowners on the 
efficiency and inefficiency of their electricity usage, and (3) identify opportunities for energy 
savings specific to customers' homes, some of which are provided at no cost to homeowners. 
Single-family residences within EAL’s territory are targeted through this program. Energy audits 
and energy-efficient home upgrades are delivered through trained and certified home 
performance contractors. The Home Energy Solutions program is also a delivery mechanism for 
the consistent weatherization approach (CWA) and includes all cost-effective measures 
following the CWA protocols. 

In PY2021, the program incented ceiling insulation, air infiltration measures, duct sealing, and 
AC/HP tune-ups while providing direct installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, 
advanced power strips, advanced thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost. 

The evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team conducted program staff 
interviews, tracking system reviews, desk reviews, and on-site verifications for a subset of 
projects to support the evaluation. Table 21 below summarizes the Home Energy Solutions 
evaluation activities. 
 

Table 21. Home Energy Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

NTG approach 
Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
verification  

 

Metered 
data 
analysis
20 

Deemed from prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Material review 

Census 50 5 None 

4.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the Home Energy Solutions program achieved 29,683 MWh in gross energy savings 
and 9.3 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 22. The Home Energy Solutions 
program's gross evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported energy savings and 
demand savings, resulting in realization rates of 98.0 percent MWh and 97.3 percent MW. The 
program exceeded the energy goal, achieving 114 percent, and nearly achieved the demand 
goal, achieving 94 percent. The EM&V team's adjustments drive these results during the 
tracking system review, project-level engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications.  

 
20 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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4.0 HOME ENERGY SOLUTIONS

The objectives of the Home Energy Solutions program are to (1) help Entergy Arkansas, LLC
(EAL) customers achieve cost-effective electricity savings, (2) educate homeowners on the
efficiency and inefficiency of their electricity usage, and (3) identify opportunities for energy
savings specific to customers' homes, some of which are provided at no cost to homeowners.
Single-family residences within EAL’s territory are targeted through this program. Energy audits
and energy-efficient home upgrades are delivered through trained and certified home
performance contractors. The Home Energy Solutions program is also a delivery mechanism for
the consistent weatherization approach (CWA) and includes all cost-effective measures
following the CWA protocols.

In PY2021, the program incented ceiling insulation, air infiltration measures, duct sealing, and
AC/HP tune-ups while providing direct installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads,
advanced power strips, advanced thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost.

The evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team conducted program staff
interviews, tracking system reviews, desk reviews, and on-site verifications for a subset of
projects to support the evaluation. Table 21 below summarizes the Home Energy Solutions
evaluation activities.

Table 21. Home Energy Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Metered
Tracking data

Process evaluation system Desk On-site analysis
NTG approach activities review reviews verification 2°

Deemed from prior Program staff interviews (2) Census 50 5 None
research Material review

4.1 KEY FINDINGS

ln PY2021, the Home Energy Solutions program achieved 29,683 MWh in gross energy savings
and 9.3 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 22. The Home Energy Solutions
program's gross evaluated savings were slightly lower than reported energy savings and
demand savings, resulting in realization rates of 98.0 percent MWh and 97.3 percent MW. The
program exceeded the energy goal, achieving 114 percent, and nearly achieved the demand
goal, achieving 94 percent. The EM&V team's adjustments drive these results during the
tracking system review, project-level engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications.

20 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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Table 22. Home Energy Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio21 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio 
savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

30,287 29,683 98.0% 104.3%  30,971 10.0% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

 9.6  9.3 97.3% 104.3%  9.7  10.2% 

 

Table 23. Home Energy Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Home Energy 
Solutions 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

       27,136           30,971  114% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

           10.3                9.7  94% 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team identified five recommendations, shown in Table 24, for EAL’s consideration 
from the evaluation activities.  
 

Table 24. Home Energy Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Increase the 
internal quality assurance/quality 
control (QA/QC) process on the duct 
sealing measure for all heating types 
to ensure all cooling and heating 
variables are captured correctly.  

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation resulted 
in realization rates of 97.2 percent and 97.0 percent for 
energy and demand savings, respectively, due to 
discrepancies in tracked data such as cubic feet per minute 
and efficiency. The duct sealing—electric cooling measure 
resulted in realization rates of 101.2 percent and 101.2 
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively, due 
to discrepancies in efficiency. 

Impact Recommendation 2: Continue to 
collect actual efficiencies for HVAC 
systems for duct sealing projects, if 
available, rather than technical 
reference manual (TRM) baselines. 

The EM&V team identified instances where HVAC system 
efficiencies were available, but TRM defaults were used. 
Additional QA/QC of HVAC model numbers could help 
identify those discrepancies.   

 
21 Based on PY2020 process evaluation.  
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Table 22. Home Energy Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Reported
savings

30,287

Energy/demand
savings

Energy savings
(MWh)

Demand savings 9.6 9.3
(MW)

Evaluated
savings

29,683

Program
contribution to

portfolio
savings

10.0%

Net
savings

30,971

Realization
rate

98.0% 104.3%

97.3% 104.3% 9.7 10.2%

Table 23. Home Energy Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Savings achieved

Home Energy
Solutions (MWh)

Demand
savings (MW)

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Energy savings 27,136 30,971 114%

10.3 9.7 94%

The EM&V team identified five recommendations, shown in Table 24, for EAL’s consideration
from the evaluation activities.

Table 24. Home Energy Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Increase the
internal quality assurance/quality
control (QA/QC) process on the duct
sealing measure for all heating types
to ensure all cooling and heating
variables are captured correctly.

Impact

Recommendation 2: Continue to
collect actual efficiencies for HVAC
systems for duct sealing projects, if
available, rather than technical
reference manual (TRM) baselines.

Impact

21 Based on PY2020 process evaluation.

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation resulted
in realization rates of 97.2 percent and 97.0 percent for
energy and demand savings, respectively, due to
discrepancies in tracked data such as cubic feet per minute
and efficiency. The duct sealing—electric cooling measure
resulted in realization rates of 101.2 percent and 101.2
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively, due
to discrepancies in efficiency.

The EM&V team identified instances where HVAC system
efficiencies were available, but TRM defaults were used.
Additional QA/QC of HVAC model numbers could help
identify those discrepancies.
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 3: Ensure 
contractors are consistently 
submitting key savings project 
documentation. 

Throughout desk reviews, the EM&V team found that some 
projects lacked key documentation such as advanced 
power strip location, heating seasonal performance factor, 
ceiling insulation square footage, and R-value to ensure 
savings. Requiring contractors to submit all documentation 
necessary to replicate savings is critical to improving 
QA/QC processes. 

Process Recommendation 4: Increase 
customer service training for 
contractors.  

During the site visits, many customers expressed there 
wasn’t sufficient communication with the contractors; in 
some cases, customers indicated they are still waiting for 
follow-ups from contractors who are waiting on materials 
(i.e., insulation) to complete project work. Ongoing supply 
chain and staffing issues from the COVID-19 pandemic 
may partially be causing this finding.  

Process Recommendation 5: Consider a 
±10 percent QA/QC threshold for 
ceiling insulation square footage. 

In cases where the reported square footage differs from the 
square footage listed in county records or other online 
sources such as Zillow, using a ±10 percent threshold for 
adjustment during QA/QC will help mitigate risk. The EM&V 
team did not adjust savings for ceiling insulation projects 
based on square footage variance in PY2021. 

4.3 METHODOLOGY 

The following sections present an overview of the impact evaluation methodologies. 

4.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results, established at the project level, are based on savings 
calculations and adjustments made during the tracking system review and 50 engineering desk 
reviews. Final evaluated savings account for the tracking system review and desk review level 
adjustments for all measure categories.  

4.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review referenced TRM 8.2 for measure-level savings assumptions; the EM&V team 
checked the tracking systems' linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate 
savings.  

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: (1) identify initial high-level tracking system 
concerns, (2) verify whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are consistent with the 
savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2, and (3) assess the tracking system's ability 
to support QA/QC activities, including future evaluation needs. 
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Impact Recommendation 3: Ensure Throughout desk reviews, the EM&V team found that some
contractors are consistently projects lacked key documentation such as advanced
submitting key savings project power strip location, heating seasonal performance factor,
documentation. ceiling insulation square footage, and R-value to ensure

savings. Requiring contractors to submit all documentation
necessary to replicate savings is critical to improving
QA/QC processes.

Process Recommendation 4: Increase During the site visits, many customers expressed there
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ceiling insulation square footage. sources such as Zillow, using a :10 percent threshold for

adjustment during QA/QC will help mitigate risk. The EM&V
team did not adjust savings for ceiling insulation projects
based on square footage variance in PY2021.

4.3 METHODOLOGY

The following sections present an overview of the impact evaluation methodologies.

4.3.1 Impact Evaluation

The evaluated savings results, established at the project level, are based on savings
calculations and adjustments made during the tracking system review and 50 engineering desk
reviews. Final evaluated savings account for the tracking system review and desk review level
adjustments for all measure categories.

4.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review referenced TRM 8.2 for measure-level savings assumptions; the EM&V team
checked the tracking systems' linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate
saVIngs.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: (1) identify initial high-level tracking system
concerns, (2) verify whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are consistent with the
savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2, and (3) assess the tracking system's ability
to support QA/QC activities, including future evaluation needs.
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4.3.1.2 Desk Reviews 

In addition to verifying the use of equations based on the TRM and inputs used to calculate 
deemed savings, the EM&V team also examined inputs into the tracking system based on a 
sample of projects. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for 
sampled projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with 
those entered into the program's tracking system. 

Based on the program's tracking system extract from the tracking system database, PY2021 
participant records were assigned measure categories, and the EM&V team created a sample 
of 50 participants for desk reviews. Participants receiving non-direct-install measures 
(i.e., envelope and HVAC projects) were prioritized and selected from the data extract. Table 25 
provides details on sampled savings by measure category for the program.  
 

Table 25. Home Energy Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category22 

Measure 
category 

Reported 
kWh 

Sampled 
kWh 

Percentage 
kWh 

sampled 
Reported 

kW 
Sampled 

kW 

Percentage 
kW 

sampled 

Appliances 719,716  2,774  0.4% 85.4 0.3  0.4% 

Domestic hot 
water 

96,320  1,606  1.7% 10.0 0.2  1.7% 

Envelope 5,074,812  47,967  0.9% 2814.9 25.1  0.9% 

HVAC 18,903,250  169,912  0.9% 5120.6 45.7  0.9% 

Lighting 1,127,497  5,305  0.5% 175.2 0.8  0.5% 

Total 25,921,594  227,564  0.9% 8,206.2  72.1  0.9% 

4.3.1.3 On-Site Verification 

Five projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site 
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 26 details the five projects that received on-
site verification in PY2021. 
 

 
22 Reported savings totals are based on the tracking system at the time of the sample request. This data 

extract was obtained on October 1, 2021. 
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4.3.1.2 Desk Reviews

In addition to verifying the use of equations based on the TRM and inputs used to calculate
deemed savings, the EM&V team also examined inputs into the tracking system based on a
sample of projects. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for
sampled projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with
those entered into the program's tracking system.

Based on the program's tracking system extract from the tracking system database, PY2021
participant records were assigned measure categories, and the EM&V team created a sample
of 50 participants for desk reviews. Participants receiving non-direct-install measures
(i.e., envelope and HVAC projects) were prioritized and selected from the data extract. Table 25
provides details on sampled savings by measure category for the program.

Table 25. Home Energy Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category22

Percentage Percentage
Measure Reported Sampled kWh Reported Sampled kW
category kWh kWh sampled kW kW sampled

Appliances 719,716 2,774 0.4% 85.4 0.3 0.4%

Domestic hot 96,320 1,606 1.7% 10.0 0.2 1.7%
water

Envelope 5,074,812 47,967 0.9% 2814.9 25.1 0.9%

HVAC 18,903,250 169,912 0.9% 5120.6 45.7 0.9%

Lighting 1,127,497 5,305 0.5% 175.2 0.8 0.5%

Total 25,921,594 227,564 0.9% 8,206.2 72.1 0.9%

4.3.1.3 On-Site Verification

Five projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 26 details the five projects that received on-
site verification in PY2021.

22 Reported savings totals are based on the tracking system at the time of the sample request. This data
extract was obtained on October 1, 2021.
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Table 26. Home Energy Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category 

Measure category 
Number of 

sites Reported kWh Reported kW 

Appliances 4  1,009   0.1  

Envelope 2  6,864   2.3  

HVAC 5  16,557   4.7  

Lighting 4  826   0.1  

Total 5  25,256  7.3 

4.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the tracking 
system review, desk reviews, and on-site verifications. Results are reported at the measure 
level and program level based on the EM&V activities. 

4.4.1 Tracking System Review 

The overall Home Energy Solutions program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in 
identical savings (100 percent kW and kWh realization rates) as those calculated by the 
program implementer; no adjustments were made during the tracking system review. Further 
details and measure-based findings are provided in Table 27. 
  

Table 27. Home Energy Solutions—Tracking System Review Results by Measure Category 

Measure 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Appliances  832,980   98.8   832,979   98.8  100.0% 100.0% 

Domestic hot water  108,512   11.3   108,512   11.3  100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope  5,875,037   3,264.8   5,875,037   3,264.8  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC  22,113,183   5,999.2   22,113,183   5,999.2  100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting  1,357,317   210.8   1,357,317   210.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Total  30,287,029   9,585   30,287,029   9,585  100.0% 100.0% 

4.4.2 Desk Review Results 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 50 projects to compare values recorded on project 
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Some discrepancies were found, but 
desk reviews produced similar results to the reported savings—the sites that received desk 
reviews reported 227,564 kWh in energy savings and 72.1 kW in demand savings. Desk review 
findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below. 
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4.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the tracking
system review, desk reviews, and on-site verifications. Results are reported at the measure
level and program level based on the EM&V activities.

4.4.1 Tracking System Review

The overall Home Energy Solutions program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in
identical savings (100 percent kW and kWh realization rates) as those calculated by the
program implementer; no adjustments were made during the tracking system review. Further
details and measure-based findings are provided in Table 27.

Table 27. Home Energy Solutions—Tracking System Review Results by Measure Category

L— Ex-post savings Realization rate

Appliances 832,980 98.8 832,979 98.8 100.0% 100.0%

Domestic hot water 108,512 11.3 108,512 11.3 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 5,875,037 3,264.8 5,875,037 3,264.8 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 22,113,183 5,999.2 22,113,183 5,999.2 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 1,357,317 210.8 1,357,317 210.9 100.0% 100.0%

Total 30,287,029 9,585 30,287,029 9,585 100.0% 100.0%

4.4.2 Desk Review Results

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 50 projects to compare values recorded on project
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Some discrepancies were found, but
desk reviews produced similar results to the reported savings—the sites that received desk
reviews reported 227,564 kWh in energy savings and 72.1 kW in demand savings. Desk review
findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below.
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• JobId: EAHEPS1546977182. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump 
system and reported a pre-improvement duct leakage rate of 620 CFM. However, the 
photos provided in the documentation showed a pre-improvement duct leakage rate of 
509 CFM. The project also reported a heating seasonal performance factor of 8, and a 
seasonal energy efficiency rating of 13. However, the EM&V found efficiencies of 8.5 
HSPF and 14.5 SEER. Adjusting for these factors resulted in project-level realization 
rates of 67.6 percent and 65.3 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1546871596. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump 
system. The reported heating efficiency of the system was 7.7 HSPF; however, the 
EM&V team found the installed equipment's heating efficiency to be 9.5 HSPF. The 
documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation indicating a 
7.7 HSPF. The reported SEER value was verified. The heating efficiency adjustment 
resulted in an overall project-level realization rate of 91.5 percent and 100.0 percent for 
energy and demand savings, respectively. However, additional documentation was 
provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results were published. The 
HSPF was reviewed and adjusted to 8.9 HSPF, resulting in an overall project-level 
realization rate of 95.1 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1546719739. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump 
system. The system's reported heating and cooling efficiencies were 7.7 HSPF and 12 
SEER, respectively; however, the EM&V team found the installed equipment's cooling 
efficiency to be 13 SEER. The documentation did not include a specification sheet or 
other documentation indicating a 7.7 HSPF and could not verify using the model 
number. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level 
realization rate of 98.0 percent and 94.1 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1546699501. The project included duct sealing on an electric AC unit 
with a gas furnace system. The reported cooling efficiency of the system was 12 
SEER; however, the EM&V team found the installed equipment's cooling efficiency to 
be 10 SEER. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level 
realization rate of 115.6 percent and 113.9 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1547551641. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump 
system. The reported heating efficiency of the system was 8.2 HSPF; however, the 
EM&V team found the equipment's heating efficiency to be 10 HSPF. The 
documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation indicating 
an 8.2 HSPF. The reported SEER value was verified. The heating efficiency 
adjustment resulted in an overall project-level realization rate of 91.4 percent and 100.0 
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. However, additional 
documentation was provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results 
were published. The HSPF was reviewed and adjusted to 9.3 HSPF, resulting in an 
overall project-level realization rate of 94.4 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and 
demand savings, respectively. 
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o Jobld: EAHEPS1546977182. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump
system and reported a pre-improvement duct leakage rate of 620 CFM. However, the
photos provided in the documentation showed a pre-improvement duct leakage rate of
509 CFM. The project also reported a heating seasonal performance factor of 8, and a
seasonal energy efficiency rating of 13. However, the EM&V found efficiencies of 8.5
HSPF and 14.5 SEER. Adjusting for these factors resulted in project-level realization
rates of 67.6 percent and 65.3 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1546871596. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump
system. The reported heating efficiency of the system was 7.7 HSPF; however, the
EM&V team found the installed equipment's heating efficiency to be 9.5 HSPF. The
documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation indicating a
7.7 HSPF. The reported SEER value was verified. The heating efficiency adjustment
resulted in an overall project-level realization rate of 91.5 percent and 100.0 percent for
energy and demand savings, respectively. However, additional documentation was
provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results were published. The
HSPF was reviewed and adjusted to 8.9 HSPF, resulting in an overall project-level
realization rate of 95.1 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1546719739. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump
system. The system's reported heating and cooling efficiencies were 7.7 HSPF and 12
SEER, respectively; however, the EM&V team found the installed equipment's cooling
efficiency to be 13 SEER. The documentation did not include a specification sheet or
other documentation indicating a 7.7 HSPF and could not verify using the model
number. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level
realization rate of 98.0 percent and 94.1 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1546699501. The project included duct sealing on an electric AC unit
with a gas furnace system. The reported cooling efficiency of the system was 12
SEER; however, the EM&V team found the installed equipment's cooling efficiency to
be 10 SEER. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level
realization rate of 115.6 percent and 113.9 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1547551641. The project included duct sealing on a heat pump
system. The reported heating efficiency of the system was 8.2 HSPF; however, the
EM&V team found the equipment's heating efficiency to be 10 HSPF. The
documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation indicating
an 8.2 HSPF. The reported SEER value was verified. The heating efficiency
adjustment resulted in an overall project-level realization rate of 91 .4 percent and 100.0
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. However, additional
documentation was provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results
were published. The HSPF was reviewed and adjusted to 9.3 HSPF, resulting in an
overall project-level realization rate of 94.4 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and
demand savings, respectively.
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• JobIds: EAHEPS1546697506 and EAHEPS1546697046. The project included air 
sealing, heat pump duct sealing, LEDs, and a smart strip across multiple JobIDs. The 
reported cooling efficiency of the system was 11.5 SEER; however, the EM&V team 
found the equipment's cooling efficiency to be 14 SEER. The reported savings for 
LEDs were calculated using the electric resistance factors rather than the heat pump 
factors. The EM&V team also found that the smart strip was not in use and adjusted 
savings accordingly. The project-level realization rates are 91.5 percent and 86.5 
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1547558736. The project included duct sealing on an electric AC unit 
with a gas furnace system. The reported cooling efficiency of the AC system was 15 
SEER; however, the EM&V team found the equipment's cooling efficiency to be 11 
SEER. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level realization 
rate of 136.4 percent for both energy and demand savings. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1547317138. The project included air sealing, heat pump duct sealing, 
LEDs, low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators, and a smart strip. The reported 
heating efficiency of the system was 8 HSPF; however, the EM&V team found the 
installed equipment's heating efficiency to be 7.7 HSPF. The faucet aerator flow rate 
was reported in the tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM); however, The 
EM&V team found that the aerator was 1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team 
adjusted savings for these measures, resulting in the overall project-level realization 
rates of 102.1 percent and 100.1 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. 
However, additional documentation was provided by the implementer after the 
evaluation interim results were published. These projects were reviewed and adjusted 
to 1.5 GPM, resulting in overall project-level realization rates of 101.9 percent and 
100.0 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.  

• JobId: EAHEPS1546905612. The project included 2,775 square feet of installed 
ceiling insulation with a pre-retrofit R-value of 7; however, using Building Performance 
Institute guidance for ceiling insulation, the existing batt insulation appears to be R-10. 
The EM&V team also found the square footage of the home to be 2,711 square feet, 
according to online searches of the home address. Using a ten percent allowance, the 
EM&V team evaluated savings using the reported square footage of 2,775 square feet. 
The adjusted baseline R-value resulted in project-level realization rates of 62.1 percent 
and 64.4 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1547238904. The project included 2,065 square feet of installed 
ceiling insulation with a pre-retrofit R-value of 2; however, using BPI guidance for 
ceiling insulation, the existing batt insulation appears to be R-5. The adjustment to the 
baseline R-value resulted in project-level realization rates are 71.5 percent and 66.8 
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively. 

• JobId: EAHEPS1547363498 and EAHEPS1547274491. The project included duct 
sealing, LEDs, and installation of a smart strip across multiple JobIDs. The EM&V team 
found that the smart strip was installed in an office space rather than the reported 
entertainment center and adjusted savings accordingly. The project-level realization 
rates are 90.7 percent and 97.3 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.  
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o Joblds: EAHEPS1546697506 and EAHEPS1546697046. The project included air
sealing, heat pump duct sealing, LEDs, and a smart strip across multiple Job/D3. The
reported cooling efficiency of the system was 11.5 SEER; however, the EM&V team
found the equipment's cooling efficiency to be 14 SEER. The reported savings for
LEDs were calculated using the electric resistance factors rather than the heat pump
factors. The EM&V team also found that the smart strip was not in use and adjusted
savings accordingly. The project-level realization rates are 91.5 percent and 86.5
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1547558736. The project included duct sealing on an electric AC unit
with a gas furnace system. The reported cooling efficiency of the AC system was 15
SEER; however, the EM&V team found the equipment's cooling efficiency to be 11
SEER. The cooling efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall project-level realization
rate of 136.4 percent for both energy and demand savings.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1547317138. The project included air sealing, heat pump duct sealing,
LEDs, low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators, and a smart strip. The reported
heating efficiency of the system was 8 HSPF; however, the EM&V team found the
installed equipment's heating efficiency to be 7.7 HSPF. The faucet aerator flow rate
was reported in the tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM); however, The
EM&V team found that the aerator was 1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team
adjusted savings for these measures, resulting in the overall project-level realization
rates of 102.1 percent and 100.1 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.
However, additional documentation was provided by the implementer after the
evaluation interim results were published. These projects were reviewed and adjusted
to 1.5 GPM, resulting in overall project-level realization rates of 101.9 percent and
100.0 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1546905612. The project included 2,775 square feet of installed
ceiling insulation with a pre-retrofit R-value of 7; however, using Building Performance
Institute guidance for ceiling insulation, the existing batt insulation appears to be R-10.
The EM&V team also found the square footage of the home to be 2,711 square feet,
according to online searches of the home address. Using a ten percent allowance, the
EM&V team evaluated savings using the reported square footage of 2,775 square feet.
The adjusted baseline R-value resulted in project-level realization rates of 62.1 percent
and 64.4 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1547238904. The project included 2,065 square feet of installed
ceiling insulation with a pre-retrofit R-value of 2; however, using BPI guidance for
ceiling insulation, the existing batt insulation appears to be R-5. The adjustment to the
baseline R-value resulted in project-level realization rates are 71.5 percent and 66.8
percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAHEPS1547363498 and EAHEPS1547274491. The project included duct
sealing, LEDs, and installation of a smart strip across multiple Job/Ds. The EM&V team
found that the smart strip was installed in an office space rather than the reported
entertainment center and adjusted savings accordingly. The project-level realization
rates are 90.7 percent and 97.3 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively.
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More generally, the EM&V team found that for some projects, the documentation lacked key 
information such as ceiling insulation square footage, documents supporting HSPF, location of 
power strips, or photos too small or difficult to read. In some cases, the EM&V team found 
discrepancies likely due to rounding. 

Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 98.1 percent and 97.3 percent for 
energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See Table 
28. 
 

Table 28. Home Energy Solutions—Desk Review Results  

Measure 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

kWh 
realization 

rate 

kW 
realization 

rate 

9 W LED (60 W 
equivalent)—indoor  

 5,085   5,041   0.8   0.8  99.1% 100.0% 

Air infiltration   20,711   20,710   6.6   6.6  100.0% 100.0% 

Ceiling insulation   27,256   25,629   18.5   16.9  94.0% 91.1% 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(tested)  

 22,420   22,420   2.1   2.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested)  

 48,014   48,578   26.4   26.7  101.2% 101.2% 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested)  

 99,479   96,679   17.2   16.7  97.2% 97.0% 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (indoor)  

 220   220   0.0   0.0  100.0% 100.1% 

Low-flow faucet 
aerator  

 168   168   0.0   0.0  100.0% 100.0% 

Low-flow 
showerheads  

 1,437   1,437   0.1   0.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Smart strip (direct 
install)  

 2,774   2,352   0.3   0.3  84.8% 84.2% 

 Total   227,564   223,235   72.1   70.2  98.1% 97.3% 

4.4.3 On-Site Verification Results 

Five projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to 
compare documentation to data collected while on-site. Details from the adjustments made 
based on on-site data collection were rolled into the desk review project-level results in the 
previous section. 
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More generally, the EM&V team found that for some projects, the documentation lacked key
information such as ceiling insulation square footage, documents supporting HSPF, location of
power strips, or photos too small or difficult to read. In some cases, the EM&V team found
discrepancies likely due to rounding.

Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 98.1 percent and 97.3 percent for
energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See Table
28.

Table 28. Home Energy Solutions—Desk Review Results

Reported Evaluated Reported Evaluated kWh kW
savings savings savings savings realization realization

(kWh) (kWh) (kW) (kW) rate rate

9 W LED (60 W 5,085 5,041 0.8 0.8 99.1% 100.0%
equivalent)—indoor

Air infiltration 20,711 20,710 6.6 6.6 100.0% 100.0%

Ceiling insulation 27,256 25,629 18.5 16.9 94.0% 91.1%

Duct sealing—AC with 22,420 22,420 2.1 2.1 100.0% 100.0%
resistance heat
(tested)

Duct sealing—electric 48,014 48,578 26.4 26.7 101.2% 101.2%
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat 99,479 96,679 17.2 16.7 97.2% 97.0%
pump (tested)

LED bulbs candelabra 220 220 0.0 0.0 100.0% 100.1%
4 W (indoor)

Low-flow faucet 168 168 0.0 0.0 100.0% 100.0%
aerator

Low-flow 1,437 1,437 0.1 0.1 100.0% 100.0%
showerheads

Smart strip (direct 2,774 2,352 0.3 0.3 84.8% 84.2%
install)

Total 227,564 223,235 72.1 70.2 98.1% 97.3%

4.4.3 On-Site Verification Results

Five projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to
compare documentation to data collected while on-site. Details from the adjustments made
based on on-site data collection were rolled into the desk review project-level results in the
previous section.
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While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the 
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they 
would not have done the work without it. Some stated they felt a significant difference in their 
bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all 
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer. 

Overall, program-level realization rates based on on-site verifications were 98.8 percent and 
100.5 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively, as detailed in Table 29.  
 

Table 29. Home Energy Solutions—On-Site Verification Results 

Measure 
category 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

kWh 
realization 

rate 

kW 
realization 

rate 

Appliances 1,009  587  0.1  0.1  58.2% 56.7% 

Envelope 6,864  6,864  2.3  2.3  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC 16,557  16,725  4.7  4.8  101.0% 101.9% 

Lighting 826  782  0.1  0.1  94.7% 100.0% 

Total 25,256  24,959  7.3  7.3  98.8% 100.5% 

4.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team used the desk reviews, tracking system reviews, and on-site verifications to 
calculate the program-level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Home 
Energy Solutions program achieved similar energy and demand savings. Adjustments based on 
desk reviews or on-site verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting 
in 98.0 percent for energy savings and 97.3 percent for demand savings. Table 30 shows the 
final savings.  

 
Table 30. Home Energy Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and 

Realization Rates by Measure Category 

Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

9 W LED (60 W 
equivalent)—indoor 

 1,045,661   163.2   1,036,630   163.2  99.1% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air conditioner tune-
up—manifoldi 
measurement 

 485,193   267.3   485,193   267.3  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Air infiltration  2,307,817   731.6   2,307,732   731.5  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Ceiling insulation  3,567,221   2,533.2   3,354,283   2,307.4  94.0% 91.1% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 
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While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they
would not have done the work without it. Some stated they felt a significant difference in their
bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer.

Overall, program-level realization rates based on on-site verifications were 98.8 percent and
100.5 percent for energy and demand savings, respectively, as detailed in Table 29.

Table 29. Home Energy Solutions—On-Site Verification Results

Reported Evaluated Reported Evaluated kWh kW
Measure savings savings savings savings realization realization
category (kWh) (kWh) (kW) (kW) rate rate

Appliances 1,009 587 0.1 0.1 58.2% 56.7%

Envelope 6,864 6,864 2.3 2.3 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 16,557 16,725 4.7 4.8 101.0% 101.9%

Lighting 826 782 0.1 0.1 94.7% 100.0%

Total 25,256 24,959 7.3 7.3 98.8% 100.5%

4.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The EM&V team used the desk reviews, tracking system reviews, and on-site verifications to
calculate the program-level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Home
Energy Solutions program achieved similar energy and demand savings. Adjustments based on
desk reviews or on-site verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting
in 98.0 percent for energy savings and 97.3 percent for demand savings. Table 30 shows the
final savings.

Table 30. Home Energy Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and
Realization Rates by Measure Category

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

9 W LED (60 W 1,045,661 163.2 1,036,630 163.2 99.1% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
equivalent)—indoor verification, and

tracking system review

Air conditioner tune- 485,193 267.3 485,193 267.3 100.0% 100.0% Tracking system
up—manifoldi review
measurement

Air infiltration 2,307,817 731.6 2,307,732 731.5 100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Ceiling insulation 3,567,221 2,533.2 3,354,283 2,307.4 94.0% 91.1% Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review
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Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Duct replacement—
electric resistance 

 2,711   0.2   2,711   0.2  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Duct replacement—
heat pump 

 38,749   6.7   38,749   6.7  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(tested) 

 2,948,068   284.4   2,948,068   284.4  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested) 

 6,160,290   3,352.7   6,232,647   3,392.1  101.2% 101.2% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested) 

 11,654,279   1,990.4  11,326,303   1,930.1  97.2% 97.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

LED (retail): Outdoor, 
general purpose, all 
wattages 

 2,000   -     2,000  -  100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W  
(indoor) 

 94,157   15.1   94,157   15.1  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W 
(outdoor) 

 7,664   -     7,664   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (indoor) 

 207,596   32.5   207,596   32.6  100.0% 100.1% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (outdoor) 

 239   -     239   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

Low-flow faucet 
aerator 

 15,914   1.7   15,916   1.7  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Low-flow 
showerheads 

 92,598   9.6   92,582   9.6  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Residential heat pump 
tune-up 

 657,373   97.6   657,373   97.6  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Smart strip (direct 
install) 

 832,980   98.8   706,300   83.3  84.8% 84.2% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Smart thermostats  166,522   -     166,522   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

 Total   30,287,029   9,584.9  29,682,663   9,322.6  98.0% 97.3%  

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.  
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Duct replacement—
electric resistance

Duct replacement—
heat pump

Duct sealing—AC with
resistance heat
(tested)

Duct sealing—electric
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat
pump (tested)

LED (retail): Outdoor,
general purpose, all
wattages

LED bulbs BR30 8 W
(indoor)

LED bulbs BR30 8 W
(outdoor)

LED bulbs candelabra
4 W (indoor)

LED bulbs candelabra
4 W (outdoor)

Low-flow faucet
aerator

Low-flow
showerheads

Residential heat pump
tune-up

Smart strip (direct
install)

Smart thermostats

Total

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

2,711

38,749

2,948,068

6,160,290

11,654,279

2,000

94,157

7,664

207,596

239

15,914

92,598

657,373

832,980

166,522

30,287,029

0.2 2,711

6.7 38,749

284.4 2,948,068

3,352.7 6,232,647

1,990.4 11,326,303

- 2,000

15.1 94,157

- 7,664

32.5 207,596

- 239

1.7 15,916

9.6 92,582

97.6 657,373

98.8 706,300

- 166,522

9,584.9 29,682,663

0.2

6.7

284.4

3,392.1

1,930.1

15.1

32.6

1.7

9.6

97.6

83.3

9,322.6

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

101.2%

97.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

84.8%

100.0%

98.0%

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

101.2%

97.0%

N/A

100.0%

N/A

100.1%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

84.2%

N/A

97.3%

EM&V source

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review
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4.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES 

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as 
part of the program’s QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or 
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade 
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site’s performance 
up to program standards.  
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5.0 ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR MULTIFAMILY HOMES 

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes (Multifamily Homes) program aims to provide cost-
effective energy efficiency measures to residents of multifamily buildings with at least five units 
throughout Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) service territory. Participating customers receive no-
cost audits, direct installation of energy-efficient measures (e.g., lighting, low-flow showerheads, 
faucet aerators,  and advanced power strips), and incentives for more in-depth services 
designed to improve efficiency. In PY2021, the program incented tune-ups of air conditioners 
and heat pump systems and the installation of air infiltration and duct sealing. Faucet aerators, 
low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, and lighting measures were directly installed at 
no cost.  

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly-selected sample of 
29 projects, and on-site measurement and verification (M&V) of 3 projects. In addition, the net-
to-gross (NTG) ratio was updated based on process evaluation research activities, which 
included 20 participant surveys and five market actor interviews. Table 31 details the evaluation 
activities completed for the program in PY2021. 
 

Table 31. Multifamily Homes—Data Collection 
and Evaluation Activities 

NTG approach 
Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
verification 

Metered data 
analysis23 

Estimated from 
PY2021 process 
evaluation 
research  

Program staff interviews (2) 

Material review 

Participant surveys (20) 

Market actor interviews (5) 

Census 
 

29 
 

3 
 

None 
 

5.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the Multifamily Homes program achieved 8,444 MWh in gross energy savings and 
1.3 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 32. The Multifamily Homes program's 
gross savings were slightly greater than reported energy savings and demand savings, resulting 
in realization rates of 101.1 percent and 105.3 percent (megawatt-hours and megawatts, 
respectively). The program achieved 60 percent of target energy savings and 24 percent of 
target demand savings. The EM&V team's adjustments drive these results during the tracking 
system review, project-level engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications. 

 
23 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V. 
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5.0 ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR MULTIFAMILY HOMES

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes (Multifamily Homes) program aims to provide cost-
effective energy efficiency measures to residents of multifamily buildings with at least five units
throughout Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) service territory. Participating customers receive no-
cost audits, direct installation of energy-efficient measures (e.g., lighting, low-flow showerheads,
faucet aerators, and advanced power strips), and incentives for more in-depth services
designed to improve efficiency. In PY2021, the program incented tune-ups of air conditioners
and heat pump systems and the installation of air infiltration and duct sealing. Faucet aerators,
low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, and lighting measures were directly installed at
no cost.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly-selected sample of
29 projects, and on-site measurement and verification (M&V) of 3 projects. In addition, the net-
to-gross (NTG) ratio was updated based on process evaluation research activities, which
included 20 participant surveys and five market actor interviews. Table 31 details the evaluation
activities completed for the program in PY2021.

Table 31. Multifamily Homes—Data Collection
and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Process evaluation Tracking Desk On-site Metered data
NTG approach activities system review reviews verification analysis23

Estimated from Program staff interviews (2) Census 29 3 None
PYZOZI process Material review
evaluation
research Participant surveys (20)

Market actor interviews (5)

5.1 KEY FINDINGS

ln PY2021, the Multifamily Homes program achieved 8,444 MWh in gross energy savings and
1.3 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 32. The Multifamily Homes program's
gross savings were slightly greater than reported energy savings and demand savings, resulting
in realization rates of 101.1 percent and 105.3 percent (megawatt-hours and megawatts,
respectively). The program achieved 60 percent of target energy savings and 24 percent of
target demand savings. The EM&V team's adjustments drive these results during the tracking
system review, project-level engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications.

23 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V.
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Table 32. Multifamily Homes—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

8,356 8,444 101.1% 100.0% 8,444 2.7% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

1.2 1.3 105.3% 100.0% 1.3 1.4% 

 

Table 33. Multifamily Homes—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Energy Solutions 
for Multifamily 
Homes 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

       14,010             8,444  60% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             5.5                1.3  24% 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team identified six recommendations, shown in Table 34, for EAL’s consideration 
from the evaluation activities.  
 

Table 34. Multifamily Homes—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Increase the 
internal quality assurance/quality 
control (QA/QC) process on the duct 
sealing measure for all heating types 
to ensure all cooling and heating 
variables are captured correctly.  

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation 
resulted in realization rates of 87.3 percent and 
88.3 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively, due to discrepancies in tracked data such 
as cubic feet per minute (CFM) and efficiency. The 
duct sealing with resistance heat measure resulted in 
realization rates of 100.8 percent for energy and 
demand savings, due to discrepancies in CFM. 

Impact Recommendation 2: Continue to 
accurately track cooling capacity in 
ArchEE for duct sealing measures 
since it is a key parameter in 
calculating savings.  

Cooling capacity is used to calculate the pre-leakage 
cap for the duct sealing measure; it was tracked for 
most projects, but there were minor discrepancies 
regarding capacity for some projects. 

Impact Recommendation 3: Ensure all 
documentation is available and legible 
and key parameters, such as model 
number, insulation level, and flow 
rate, are identifiable.   

In some cases, the EM&V team found that the HVAC 
equipment nameplate photo or existing ceiling 
insulation ruler photo was illegible or not included. In 
those cases, capacity and efficiency or existing 
R-value could not be verified. Care should also be 
taken in documenting aerator flow rates. 
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Table 32. Multifamily Homes—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Energy/demand Reported Evaluated
savings savings savings

Energy savings 8,356 8,444
(MWh)

Demand savings 1.2 1.3
(MW)

Program
Realization NTG Net contribution to

rate ratio savings portfolio savings

101.1% 100.0% 8,444 2.7%

105.3% 100.0% 1.3 1.4%

Table 33. Multifamily Homes—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Savings Actual achieved

Energy Solutions Energy savings
for Multifamily (MWh)

Homes Demand
savings (MW)

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

14,010 8,444 60%

5.5 1.3 24%

The EM&V team identified six recommendations, shown in Table 34, for EAL’s consideration
from the evaluation activities.

Table 34. Multifamily Homes—PY2021 Recommendations

Impact Recommendation 1: Increase the
internal quality assurance/quality
control (QA/QC) process on the duct
sealing measure for all heating types
to ensure all cooling and heating
variables are captured correctly.

Impact Recommendation 2: Continue to
accurately track cooling capacity in
ArchEE for duct sealing measures
since it is a key parameter in
calculating savings.

Impact Recommendation 3: Ensure all
documentation is available and legible
and key parameters, such as model
number, insulation level, and flow
rate, are identifiable.

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation
resulted in realization rates of 87.3 percent and
88.3 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively, due to discrepancies in tracked data such
as cubic feet per minute (CFM) and efficiency. The
duct sealing with resistance heat measure resulted in
realization rates of 100.8 percent for energy and
demand savings, due to discrepancies in CFM.

Cooling capacity is used to calculate the pre-Ieakage
cap for the duct sealing measure; it was tracked for
most projects, but there were minor discrepancies
regarding capacity for some projects.

In some cases, the EM&V team found that the HVAC
equipment nameplate photo or existing ceiling
insulation ruler photo was illegible or not included. In
those cases, capacity and efficiency or existing
R-value could not be verified. Care should also be
taken in documenting aerator flow rates.
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Process Recommendation 4: Increase 
customer service training for 
contractors.  

During the site visits, many customers expressed there 
wasn’t sufficient communication with the contractors; 
in some cases, customers indicated they are still 
waiting for follow-ups from contractors who are waiting 
on materials (i.e., insulation) to complete project work. 
Ongoing supply chain and staffing issues from the 
pandemic may partially be causing this finding.  

Process Recommendation 5: Work with the 
program implementer to ensure timely 
responses to trade allies.  

While feedback on the implementation contractor was 
primarily positive, a couple of the trade allies felt there 
could be better communication from the program 
implementer and more timely responses to questions. 
As mentioned above, ongoing pandemic staffing 
issues may be partially responsible for this finding.    

Process  Recommendation 6: Discuss 
quarterly allocations with trade allies 
to ensure understanding of the 
process and how exceptions are 
handled to keep trade allies engaged 
in the program. 

Market actors did not clearly understand how quarterly 
allocations worked, impacting how much outreach they 
were willing to do.  

5.3 METHODOLOGY 

The following sections present an overview of the impact and process evaluation 
methodologies. 

5.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk 
reviews on a randomly selected sample of 29 projects, and on-site M&V of 3 projects. Below we 
overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.  

5.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2  (TRM 8.2) as a 
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the 
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.  

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings algorithms' results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it 
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings, and many of 
the inputs needed to verify savings calculations, were used to check for systemic errors across 
a participant census.  
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Process Recommendation 4: Increase During the site visits, many customers expressed there
customer service training for wasn’t sufficient communication with the contractors;
contractors. in some cases, customers indicated they are still

waiting for follow-ups from contractors who are waiting
on materials (i.e., insulation) to complete project work.
Ongoing supply chain and staffing issues from the
pandemic may partially be causing this finding.

Process Recommendation 5: Work with the While feedback on the implementation contractor was
program implementer to ensure timely primarily positive, a couple of the trade allies felt there
responses to trade allies. could be better communication from the program

implementer and more timely responses to questions.
As mentioned above, ongoing pandemic staffing
issues may be partially responsible for this finding.

Process Recommendation 6: Discuss Market actors did not clearly understand how quarterly
quarterly allocations with trade allies allocations worked, impacting how much outreach they
to ensure understanding of the were willing to do.
process and how exceptions are
handled to keep trade allies engaged
in the program.

5.3 METHODOLOGY

The following sections present an overview of the impact and process evaluation
methodologies.

5.3.1 Impact Evaluation

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk
reviews on a randomly selected sample of 29 projects, and on-site M&V of 3 projects. Below we
overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.

5.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) as a
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings algorithms' results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings, and many of
the inputs needed to verify savings calculations, were used to check for systemic errors across
a participant census.
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5.3.1.2 Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 29 projects selected from PY2021 participant 
records to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the 
tracking system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled 
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered 
into the program’s tracking system. 

Participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects were prioritized and selected from the 
data extract. Table 35 provides details on sampled savings by measure category for the 

program.  
 

Table 35. Multifamily Homes—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category 

Measure 
category 

Reported 
kWh24 

Sampled 
kWh 

Percentage 
kWh sampled 

Reported 
kW 

Sampled 
kW 

Percentage 
kW sampled 

Appliances  53,122   504  0.9%  6.3   0.1  1.0% 

Domestic 
hot water 

 55,834   1,150  2.1%  5.8   0.1  2.1% 

Envelope  1,106,795   35,003  3.2%  198.9   4.5  2.3% 

HVAC  5,580,231   138,022  2.5%  701.0   16.7  2.4% 

Lighting  131,965   2,072  1.6%  22.5   0.4  1.8% 

Total  6,927,947   176,752  2.6%  934.5   21.9  2.3% 

5.3.1.3 On-Site M&V 

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site 
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 36 details the three projects that received 
on-site verification in PY2021. 
 

Table 36. Multifamily Homes—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category 

Measure category Number of sites Reported kWh Reported kW 

Domestic hot water 1  34   0.0  

Envelope 1  125   0.0  

HVAC 3  10,490   1.6  

Lighting 1  174   0.0  

Total 3  10,823  1.7  

 
24 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021. 
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5.3.1.2 Desk Reviews

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 29 projects selected from PY2021 participant
records to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the
tracking system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered
into the program’s tracking system.

Participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects were prioritized and selected from the
data extract. Table 35 provides details on sampled savings by measure category for the
program.

Table 35. Multifamily Homes—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category

Measure Reported Sampled Percentage Reported Sampled Percentage
category kWh24 kWh kWh sampled kW kW kW sampled

Appliances 53,122 504 0.9% 6.3 0.1 1.0%

Domestic 55,834 1,150 2.1 % 5.8 0.1 2.1%
hot water

Envelope 1,106,795 35,003 3.2% 198.9 4.5 2.3%

HVAC 5,580,231 138,022 2.5% 701.0 16.7 2.4%

Lighting 131,965 2,072 1.6% 22.5 0.4 1.8%

Total 6,927,947 176,752 2.6% 934.5 21.9 2.3%

5.3.1.3 On-Site M&V

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 36 details the three projects that received
on-site verification in PY2021.

Table 36. Multifamily Homes—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category

Domestic hot water 1 34 0.0

Envelope 1 125 0.0

HVAC 3 10,490 1.6

Lighting 1 174 0.0

Total 3 10,823 1.7

24 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021.
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5.3.2 Process Evaluation 

To understand the program processes, the evaluation team conducted interviews with program 
participants and market actors. Below is an overview of the evaluation and sampling 
methodology.  

5.3.2.1 Participant Interviews 

The participant survey was used to inform the NTG analyses and process evaluations, based on 
the TRM 8.2 EM&V Protocols guidance. The sample frame for the participant survey included 
residents and landlords who had installed at least one measure through the program between 
January 2020 and June 2021. If unique participants installed more than one measure under the 
program, we asked them about two of their installed measures. The survey included a series of 
questions to estimate free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluations. The 
survey included a series of questions exploring whether participants installed program-
discounted energy-efficient upgrades (e.g., air sealing, duct sealing, AC tune-ups, and direct-
install measures) and the importance of program discounts on those decisions. To help inform 
the process evaluations, we used the participant survey to investigate sources of awareness 
and preferred methods of communication, participation experiences, program satisfaction, and 
demographics or firmographics.  

Complexes (e.g., units on the same street) were randomly sampled and sent to the 
implementation contractor to identify the most appropriate tenant or property manager to contact 
for the complex. Sampled participants were contacted and confirmed they were knowledgeable 
about the decision to conduct upgrades through the program.  

The sample frame for the Multifamily Homes program participants consisted of a random 
sample of different participation periods as outlined in the table below to estimate both spillover 
and free-ridership from the program. The EM&V team worked with the implementation 
contractor to identify the appropriate respondent for each complex. The table below summarizes 
the number of records in the final survey sample frame. 
 

Table 37. Multifamily Homes—Participant Survey Sample Frame Summary 

Participation period 
Count of participants 

in population* 
Reported  

(ex-ante) kWh 
Sampled 

cases 
Estimated completed 

surveys** 

01/01/2020 – 
06/30/2020 

 146   931,649  30 6 

07/01/2020 – 
12/31/2020 

 198  1,727,979  32 7 

0/01/2021 – 
06/30/2021 

 179  1,599,369  28 7 

Total 523 4,258,997 90 20 

 
The participant survey was implemented with the EM&V team's in-house Survey Research 
Center (SRC) staff. Calling began September 30, 2021, and ended October 21, 2021; the 
EM&V team completed a total of 20 surveys. Table 38 shows the participant survey response 
rate.  
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5.3.2 Process Evaluation

To understand the program processes, the evaluation team conducted interviews with program
participants and market actors. Below is an overview of the evaluation and sampling
methodology.

5.3.2.1 Participant Interviews

The participant survey was used to inform the NTG analyses and process evaluations, based on
the TRM 8.2 EM&V Protocols guidance. The sample frame for the participant survey included
residents and landlords who had installed at least one measure through the program between
January 2020 and June 2021. If unique participants installed more than one measure under the
program, we asked them about two of their installed measures. The survey included a series of
questions to estimate free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluations. The
survey included a series of questions exploring whether participants installed program-
discounted energy-efficient upgrades (e.g., air sealing, duct sealing, AC tune-ups, and direct-
install measures) and the importance of program discounts on those decisions. To help inform
the process evaluations, we used the participant survey to investigate sources of awareness
and preferred methods of communication, participation experiences, program satisfaction, and
demographics or firmographics.

Complexes (e.g., units on the same street) were randomly sampled and sent to the
implementation contractor to identify the most appropriate tenant or property manager to contact
for the complex. Sampled participants were contacted and confirmed they were knowledgeable
about the decision to conduct upgrades through the program.

The sample frame for the Multifamily Homes program participants consisted of a random
sample of different participation periods as outlined in the table below to estimate both spillover
and free-ridership from the program. The EM&V team worked with the implementation
contractor to identify the appropriate respondent for each complex. The table below summarizes
the number of records in the final survey sample frame.

Table 37. Multifamily Homes—Participant Survey Sample Frame Summary

Count of participants Reported Sampled Estimated completed
Participation period in population* (ex-ante) kWh cases surveys**

0 601/01/2020 — 146 931,649 3
06/30/2020
07/01/2020 — 198 1,727,979 32 7
12/31/2020
0/01/2021 — 179 1,599,369 28 7
06/30/2021
Total 523 4,258,997 90 20

The participant survey was implemented with the EM&V team's in-house Survey Research
Center (SRC) staff. Calling began September 30, 2021, and ended October 21, 2021; the
EM&V team completed a total of 20 surveys. Table 38 shows the participant survey response
rate.
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Table 38. Multifamily Homes—Participant Survey Response Rate 

Disposition  Overall 

Starting sample 90 

Work not completed 2 

Eligible sample 88 

Does not recall participating 1 

Decision-maker not available 12 

Refusal 8 

Incompletes (partial surveys) 2 

Language barrier 0 

Bad number 11 

Attempted but not completed 34 

Completed 20 

Response rate   

Response rate 
(completed/eligible sample) 

20.4% 

5.3.2.2 Market Actor Interviews 

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and assess program 
influence for the Multifamily Homes program. The EM&V team interviewed five market actors 
who participated in the program during PY2021; eligible market actors were contacted via email 
and phone calls. Phone interviews were conducted between September 16, 2021, and October 
18, 2021. Several of the market actors completed projects for multiple programs.  

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow 
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The market actor 
interviews explored (1) outreach and understanding of program eligibility, (2) interactions with 
EAL and ICF, (3) program satisfaction, (4) program attribution indicators, and (5) the impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Interviews were completed with a variety of market actors based on the number of projects they 
had completed. 
 

Table 39. Market Actor Interviews by Activity Level 

Number of projects Completes 

Small (1–5 accounts) 1 

Medium (6–59 accounts) 2 

Large (60–559 accounts) 2 

Total 5 
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Table 38. Multifamily Homes—Participant Survey Response Rate

Disposition

Starting sample 90

Work not completed 2

Eligible sample 88

Does not recall participating 1

Decision-maker not available 12

Refusal

Incompletes (partial surveys)

Language barrier 0

Bad number 11

Attempted but not completed 34

Completed 20

Response rate -

Response rate 20.4%
(completed/eligible sample)

5.3.2.2 Market Actor Interviews

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and assess program
influence for the Multifamily Homes program. The EM&V team interviewed five market actors
who participated in the program during PY2021; eligible market actors were contacted via email
and phone calls. Phone interviews were conducted between September 16, 2021, and October
18, 2021. Several of the market actors completed projects for multiple programs.

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The market actor
interviews explored (1) outreach and understanding of program eligibility, (2) interactions with
EAL and ICF, (3) program satisfaction, (4) program attribution indicators, and (5) the impact of
the COVlD-19 pandemic.

Interviews were completed with a variety of market actors based on the number of projects they
had completed.

Table 39. Market Actor Interviews by Activity Level

Small (1—5 accounts)

Medium (6—59 accounts)

Large (60—559 accounts)

Total U
'I
N

N
A
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5.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk 
reviews and on-site verifications. Results are reported at the measure level and program level 
based on the EM&V activities. 

5.4.1 Tracking System Review 

The Multifamily Homes program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in nearly identical 
savings (99.9 percent kilowatt and kilowatt-hour realization rates) to those calculated by the 
program implementer. The individual measure realization rates were affected slightly by 
variances between the reported (ex-ante) and evaluated (ex-post) savings (kilowatt and 
kilowatt-hour) for duct sealing but did not significantly impact the overall realization rates. 
Further details of measure-based findings are provided below. 
 

Table 40. Multifamily Homes—PY2021 Tracking System Energy Savings 
and Realization Rates by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Appliances  79,441   11.0   79,441   11.0  100.0% 100.0% 

Domestic hot water  58,635   6.1   58,635   6.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope  1,285,970   250.6   1,285,970   250.6  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC  6,760,399   930.6   6,757,031   930.0  100.0% 99.9% 

Lighting  171,386   29.9   171,386   29.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Total  8,355,831   1,228.2   8,352,463   1,227.7  100.0% 100.0% 

 
Duct Sealing 

• JobIds: EAMFPS1546646646 and EAMFPS1546316978. The Change in CFM column 
in ArchEE does not calculate the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with 
the CFM cap resulting in a discrepancy in savings. 

5.4.2 Desk Review Results 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 29 projects to compare values recorded on project 
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Desk reviews produced similar 
results to the reported savings in most cases—the sites that received desk reviews reported 
176,752 kWh in energy savings, and the EM&V team evaluated 176,292 kWh. Desk review 
findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below. 

• JobId: EAMFPS1546519716. The project included air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling 
insulation, and LEDs in a multifamily building with a central heat pump. The EM&V 
team found the installed equipment's heating efficiency to have a nominal heating 
seasonal performance factor (HSPF) of 9.5, and the tracked heating efficiency was 7.7 
HSPF. The documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation 
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5.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk
reviews and on-site verifications. Results are reported at the measure level and program level
based on the EM&V activities.

5.4.1 Tracking System Review

The Multifamily Homes program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in nearly identical
savings (99.9 percent kilowatt and kilowatt-hour realization rates) to those calculated by the
program implementer. The individual measure realization rates were affected slightly by
variances between the reported (ex-ante) and evaluated (ex-post) savings (kilowatt and
kilowatt-hour) for duct sealing but did not significantly impact the overall realization rates.
Further details of measure-based findings are provided below.

Table 40. Multifamily Homes—PY2021 Tracking System Energy Savings
and Realization Rates by Measure Category

-— Ex-post savings Realization rate

Measurecategorv mmmmmm
Appliances 79,441 11.0 79,441 11.0 100.0% 100.0%

Domestic hot water 58,635 6.1 58,635 6.1 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 1,285,970 250.6 1,285,970 250.6 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 6,760,399 930.6 6,757,031 930.0 100.0% 99.9%

Lighting 171,386 29.9 171,386 29.9 100.0% 100.0%

Total 8,355,831 1,228.2 8,352,463 1,227.7 100.0% 100.0%

Duct Sealing

o Joblds: EAMFPS1546646646 and EAMFPS1546316978. The Change in CFM column
in ArchEE does not calculate the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with
the CFM cap resulting in a discrepancy in savings.

5.4.2 Desk Review Results

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 29 projects to compare values recorded on project
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Desk reviews produced similar
results to the reported savings in most cases—the sites that received desk reviews reported
176,752 kWh in energy savings, and the EM&V team evaluated 176,292 kWh. Desk review
findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below.

0 Jobld: EAMFPS1546519716. The project included air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling
insulation, and LEDs in a multifamily building with a central heat pump. The EM&V
team found the installed equipment's heating efficiency to have a nominal heating
seasonal performance factor (HSPF) of 9.5, and the tracked heating efficiency was 7.7
HSPF. The documentation did not include a specification sheet or other documentation
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indicating a 7.7 HSPF. The heating efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall 
realization rate of 94.5 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 

• JobId: EAMFPS1547016003. The project reported a tune-up of a one-ton air 
conditioner (AC) for a multifamily unit. The EM&V team found that the AC system was 
a two-ton system based on the specification sheet for the model number documented. 
Adjusting the capacity resulted in project realization rates of 202.5 percent for both 
energy and demand savings. 

• JobId: EAMFPS1546899124. The project included duct sealing in a multifamily home 
with a central AC and electric resistance furnace. The reported capacity was 1.5 tons, 
which limited the pre-retrofit leakage to the maximum allowed by the TRM, 240 CFM. 
However, the EM&V team found that it was a two-ton system, which would increase the 
leakage allowance to 320 CFM. Because the tested pre-retrofit leakage rate was lower 
than the maximum leakage for a two-ton system, the EM&V team calculated savings 
using the tested leakage rate. The adjustment in pre-retrofit CFM resulted in an overall 
realization rate of 115.9 percent for both energy and demand savings. 

• JobIds: EAMFPS1547313161 and EAMFPS1547313519. These projects included air 
sealing and duct sealing for two units in a multifamily building with a central heat pump. 
The reported pre-retrofit duct leakage for both units was 320 CFM, the maximum pre-
retrofit duct leakage allowed by the TRM for a two-ton system. However, the EM&V 
team found that both units had a 1.5-ton system, which would limit the duct leakage 
allowance to 240 CFM. The EM&V team calculated savings using the maximum pre-
retrofit duct leakage rate for a 1.5-ton unit. The adjustment in pre-retrofit CFM resulted 
in an overall realization rate of 51.5 percent and 51.9 percent for energy and demand 
savings, respectively, for EAMFPS1547313161 and 69.3 percent and 69.4 percent for 
energy and demand savings, respectively, for EAMFPS1547313519. 

• JobIds: EAMFPS1546598139, EAMFPS1546657961, and EAMFPS1546553877. 
These projects each had faucet aerators directly installed. Each faucet aerator flow rate 
was reported in the tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM). However, the 
aerators were noted to be 1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team adjusted savings for 
these measures, which resulted in the overall desk review realization rates of 
141 percent realization rates for both energy and demand savings. However, additional 
documentation was provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results 
were published. These projects were reviewed and adjusted to 1.5 GPM, resulting in 
100.0 percent realization rates for both energy and demand for all projects. 

 
Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 99.7 percent and 101.5 percent 
for energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See 
Table 41. 
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indicating a 7.7 HSPF. The heating efficiency adjustment resulted in an overall
realization rate of 94.5 percent and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

Jobld: EAMFPS1547016003. The project reported a tune-up of a one-ton air
conditioner (AC) for a multifamily unit. The EM&V team found that the AC system was
a two-ton system based on the specification sheet for the model number documented.
Adjusting the capacity resulted in project realization rates of 202.5 percent for both
energy and demand savings.

Jobld: EAMFPS1546899124. The project included duct sealing in a multifamily home
with a central AC and electric resistance furnace. The reported capacity was 1.5 tons,
which limited the pre-retrofit leakage to the maximum allowed by the TRM, 240 CFM.
However, the EM&V team found that it was a two-ton system, which would increase the
leakage allowance to 320 CFM. Because the tested pre-retrofit leakage rate was lower
than the maximum leakage for a two-ton system, the EM&V team calculated savings
using the tested leakage rate. The adjustment in pre-retrofit CFM resulted in an overall
realization rate of 115.9 percent for both energy and demand savings.

Joblds: EAMFPS1547313161 and EAMFPS1547313519. These projects included air
sealing and duct sealing for two units in a multifamily building with a central heat pump.
The reported pre-retrofit duct leakage for both units was 320 CFM, the maximum pre-
retrofit duct leakage allowed by the TRM for a two-ton system. However, the EM&V
team found that both units had a 1.5-ton system, which would limit the duct leakage
allowance to 240 CFM. The EM&V team calculated savings using the maximum pre-
retrofit duct leakage rate for a 1.5-ton unit. The adjustment in pre-retrofit CFM resulted
in an overall realization rate of 51.5 percent and 51.9 percent for energy and demand
savings, respectively, for EAMFPS1547313161 and 69.3 percent and 69.4 percent for
energy and demand savings, respectively, for EAMFPS1547313519.

Joblds: EAMFPS1546598139, EAMFPS1546657961, and EAMFPS1546553877.
These projects each had faucet aerators directly installed. Each faucet aerator flow rate
was reported in the tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM). However, the
aerators were noted to be 1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team adjusted savings for
these measures, which resulted in the overall desk review realization rates of
141 percent realization rates for both energy and demand savings. However, additional
documentation was provided by the implementer after the evaluation interim results
were published. These projects were reviewed and adjusted to 1.5 GPM, resulting in
100.0 percent realization rates for both energy and demand for all projects.

Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 99.7 percent and 101.5 percent
for energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See
Table 41.
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Table 41. Multifamily Homes—Desk Review Results 

Measure 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

kWh 
realization 

rate 

kW 
realization 

rate 

9 W LED (60 W 
equivalent)—indoor 

 2,072   2,072   0.4   0.4  100.0% 100.0% 

Air conditioner tune-up 
—manifoldi 
measurement 

 2,096   3,195   1.2   1.8  152.5% 152.5% 

Air infiltration  27,232   27,232   2.6   2.6  100.0% 100.0% 

Ceiling insulation  7,772   7,772   1.9   1.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(tested) 

 116,606   117,502   12.3   12.4  100.8% 100.8% 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested) 

 19,320   16,865   3.3   2.9  87.3% 88.3% 

Low-flow faucet 
aerator 

 264   263   0.0   0.0  99.9% 99.9% 

Low-flow 
showerheads 

 887   887   0.1   0.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Smart strip (direct 
install) 

 504   504   0.1   0.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Grand total  176,752   176,292  21.9   22.2  99.7% 101.5% 

5.4.3 On-Site Verification Results 

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. One scheduled site was verified through a phone 
interview at the customer’s request due to COVID-19. On-site projects also received a desk 
review to compare documentation to data collected while on-site. 

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the 
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they 
would not have done this work without it. Some stated they felt a significant difference in their 
bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all 
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer. 

Overall, program-level realization rates based on on-site verifications were 100 percent for both 
energy and demand savings, as detailed in Table 42. 
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Table 41. Multifamily Homes—Desk Review Results

Reported Evaluated Reported Evaluated kWh kW
savings savings savings savings realization realization

(kWh) (kWh) (kW) (kW) rate rate

9 W LED (60 W 2,072 2,072 0.4 0.4 100.0% 100.0%
equivalent)—indoor

Air conditioner tune-up 2,096 3,195 1.2 1.8 152.5% 152.5%
—manifoldi
measurement

Air infiltration 27,232 27,232 2.6 2.6 100.0% 100.0%

Ceiling insulation 7,772 7,772 1.9 1.9 100.0% 100.0%

Duct sealing—AC with 116,606 117,502 12.3 12.4 100.8% 100.8%
resistance heat
(tested)

Duct sealing—heat 19,320 16,865 3.3 2.9 87.3% 88.3%
pump (tested)

Low-flow faucet 264 263 0.0 0.0 99.9% 99.9%
aerator

Low-flow 887 887 0.1 0.1 100.0% 100.0%
showerheads

Smart strip (direct 504 504 0.1 0.1 100.0% 100.0%
install)

Grand total 176,752 176,292 21.9 22.2 99.7% 101.5%

5.4.3 On-Site Verification Results

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. One scheduled site was verified through a phone
interview at the customer’s request due to COVlD-19. On-site projects also received a desk
review to compare documentation to data collected while on-site.

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they
would not have done this work without it. Some stated they felt a significant difference in their
bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer.

Overall, program-level realization rates based on on-site verifications were 100 percent for both
energy and demand savings, as detailed in Table 42.
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Table 42. Multifamily Homes—On-Site Verification Results 

Measure 
category 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

Energy 
realization 

rate 

Demand 
Realization 

rate 

Domestic 
hot water 

33.6 33.6 0.00 0.00 100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope 125.2 125.2 0.02 0.02 100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC 10,490.3 10,490.3 1.60 1.60 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting 173.6 173.6 0.03 0.03 100.0% 100.0% 

Total 10,822.7 10,822.7 1.66 1.66 100.0% 100.0% 

5.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS 

The process evaluation activities included participant and market actor interviews. We present 
detailed process results from the interviews below, followed by detailed NTG results.   

5.5.1 Participant Survey 

The EM&V team conducted 20 telephone surveys representing 35 distinct projects with recent 
program participants for the participant interviews. Participants surveyed included both 
individual residents and managers who organized program participation across multifamily 
complexes. In addition to process information, the participant survey included a series of 
structured questions to assess free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluation. 

5.5.1.1 Program Marketing 

Respondents most commonly reported learning about the Multifamily Homes program through 
word of mouth (14 of 20 respondents); the next most frequently mentioned sources were from 
prior participation in an EAL program (7 respondents), followed by the EAL website and a 
contractor (2 respondents each). Figure 8 shows how participants learned about the Multifamily 
Homes program. 
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Table 42. Multifamily Homes—On-Site Verification Results

Reported Evaluated Reported Evaluated Energy Demand
Measure savings savings savings savings realization Realization
category (kWh) (kWh) (kW) (kW) rate rate

Domestic 33.6 33.6 0.00 0.00 100.0% 100.0%
hot water

Envelope 125.2 125.2 0.02 0.02 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 10,490.3 10,490.3 1.60 1.60 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 173.6 173.6 0.03 0.03 100.0% 100.0%

Total 10,822.? 10,822.? 1.66 1.66 100.0% 100.0%

5.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS

The process evaluation activities included participant and market actor interviews. We present
detailed process results from the interviews below, followed by detailed NTG results.

5.5.1 Participant Survey

The EM&V team conducted 20 telephone surveys representing 35 distinct projects with recent
program participants for the participant interviews. Participants surveyed included both
individual residents and managers who organized program participation across multifamily
complexes. In addition to process information, the participant survey included a series of
structured questions to assess free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluation.

5.5.1.1 Program Marketing

Respondents most commonly reported learning about the Multifamily Homes program through
word of mouth (14 of 20 respondents); the next most frequently mentioned sources were from
prior participation in an EAL program (7 respondents), followed by the EAL website and a
contractor (2 respondents each). Figure 8 shows how participants learned about the Multifamily
Homes program.
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Figure 8. How Participants Learned about EAL’s Multifamily Homes Program (n=20) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Multiple responses were allowed. 
**Don’t know and refused responses excluded. 

In addition to how they learned about the program, respondents were also asked how they 
would prefer to receive information about EAL’s energy efficiency programs in the future. Unlike 
how they heard about the program, respondents indicated they preferred to hear about it 
through email (15 of 20 respondents); other common responses included direct messaging 
(4 respondents) and text message (3 respondents). Three respondents indicated that they did 
not want to be sent information; if they were going to participate or find information, they would 
look for it. Participants’ preferred ways of learning about energy efficiency programs are detailed 
in Figure 9. 
 

Figure 9. How Participants Prefer to Receive Information about EAL’s Programs (n=20) 

*Multiple responses were allowed. 
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Figure 8. How Participants Learned about EAL’s Multifamily Homes Program (n=20)

14

*Multiple responses were allowed.
**Don’t know and refused responses excluded.

In addition to how they learned about the program, respondents were also asked how they
would prefer to receive information about EAL’s energy efficiency programs in the future. Unlike
how they heard about the program, respondents indicated they preferred to hear about it
through email (15 of 20 respondents); other common responses included direct messaging
(4 respondents) and text message (3 respondents). Three respondents indicated that they did
not want to be sent information; if they were going to participate or find information, they would
look for it. Participants’ preferred ways of learning about energy efficiency programs are detailed
in Figure 9.

Figure 9. How Participants Prefer to Receive Information about EAL’s Programs (n=20)
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*Multiple responses were allowed.
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5.5.1.2 Participant Experience  

As far as how long respondents indicated they had to wait before a contractor came to their 
property, 5 respondents (out of 16) waited less than one week. Another five respondents 
reported waiting between one to two weeks. Four respondents waited two to four weeks, and 
two respondents waited more than four weeks for the contractor to complete the upgrades they 
received through the program. 

Two respondents reported experiencing obstacles or barriers while in the program. One 
respondent had a poor experience with their first provider and had to get a new one after 
reaching out to Entergy; the second respondent said it was difficult to find contractors.   

Almost all respondents (15 of 17) reported making all of the energy efficiency improvements 
recommended by the program. The remaining two respondents mentioned making some of the 
recommended improvements. These respondents provided reasons such as being too busy and 
the upgrades being too costly for not making all of the recommended improvements at this time. 

5.5.1.3 Participant Satisfaction 

Overall, participants rated their satisfaction with the program highly. Eighty-five percent of 
participants said they were either very satisfied or satisfied with the Multifamily Homes program 
overall (12 and 5 respondents, respectively, of 20 respondents). Three respondents indicated 
they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the program, and no interviewed participants 
said they were dissatisfied.  
 

Figure 10. Participant Satisfaction with Multifamily Homes Program (n=20) 

 

Respondents who were less than very satisfied with the program were asked if there was 
anything Entergy could have done to improve their experience in the program. One respondent 
indicated Energy could improve their experience with the program by bringing back the previous 
implementer of the program. 

Very satisfied, 
12

Satisfied, 5

Neither satisfied 
or dissatisfied, 3

Dissatisfied, 0
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5.5.1.2 Participant Experience

As far as how long respondents indicated they had to wait before a contractor came to their
property, 5 respondents (out of 16) waited less than one week. Another five respondents
reported waiting between one to two weeks. Four respondents waited two to four weeks, and
two respondents waited more than four weeks for the contractor to complete the upgrades they
received through the program.

Two respondents reported experiencing obstacles or barriers while in the program. One
respondent had a poor experience with their first provider and had to get a new one after
reaching out to Entergy; the second respondent said it was difficult to find contractors.

Almost all respondents (15 of 17) reported making all of the energy efficiency improvements
recommended by the program. The remaining two respondents mentioned making some of the
recommended improvements. These respondents provided reasons such as being too busy and
the upgrades being too costly for not making all of the recommended improvements at this time.

5.5.1.3 Participant Satisfaction

Overall, participants rated their satisfaction with the program highly. Eighty-five percent of
participants said they were either very satisfied or satisfied with the Multifamily Homes program
overall (12 and 5 respondents, respectively, of 20 respondents). Three respondents indicated
they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the program, and no interviewed participants
said they were dissatisfied.

Figure 10. Participant Satisfaction with Multifamily Homes Program (n=20)

Dissatisfied, 0
Neither satisfied
or dissatisfied, 3_/

Satisfied, 5_\

Very satisfied,
12

Respondents who were less than very satisfied with the program were asked if there was
anything Entergy could have done to improve their experience in the program. One respondent
indicated Energy could improve their experience with the program by bringing back the previous
implementer of the program.
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Figure 11 shows satisfaction ratings relating to specific aspects of participants’ experiences with 
the program, including the contractor who installed program measures, the process used to 
schedule the services received by participants, and the support provided by Entergy or 
implementation staff. Like overall program satisfaction, ratings were high across all specific 
program aspects, with over one-half of respondents saying they were very satisfied with each 
aspect (10 respondents).  
 

Figure 11. Participant Satisfaction with Multifamily Homes Program Aspects 

*Don’t know and refused responses are excluded. 

 
Another indicator of program satisfaction is customers’ propensity to recommend the program to 
others. All participants surveyed (19 respondents) said that they would recommend Entergy’s 
Multifamily Homes program to others if provided the opportunity. Unprompted, two respondents 
indicated they had already recommended the program to others.  

Participants’ overall satisfaction with the program was also seen in their satisfaction with 
Entergy as their electric provider. Of the 20 respondents, 13 reported being either very satisfied 
or satisfied with Entergy (5 and 8 respondents, respectively). Three respondents indicated they 
were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, three respondents indicated they were dissatisfied, and 
one respondent reported being very dissatisfied.  

5.5.1.4 COVID-19 Impact 

The survey included a few questions to understand the effects of COVID-19. When asked about 
any obstacles in making energy efficiency improvements, 11 of the 20 respondents felt they had 
no obstacles. Obstacles mentioned included access to apartments or units (3 respondents), the 
availability of equipment and cost of labor (2 respondents), and being around others because of 
COVID-19 (1 respondent). The remaining respondents did not respond.  

Two respondents had safety concerns with external contractors conducting work in homes or 
buildings. These respondents felt that wearing masks and testing would help ease those 
concerns.  

53%

55%

63%

37%

40%

33%

11%

5%

3%

The support provided by EAL or ICF program
implementation staff  (n=19)

The process used to schedule the services you
received (n=20)

The contractor who conducted the measure (n=30)

Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied
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Figure 11 shows satisfaction ratings relating to specific aspects of participants’ experiences with
the program, including the contractor who installed program measures, the process used to
schedule the services received by participants, and the support provided by Entergy or
implementation staff. Like overall program satisfaction, ratings were high across all specific
program aspects, with over one-half of respondents saying they were very satisfied with each
aspect (10 respondents).

Figure 11. Participant Satisfaction with Multifamily Homes Program Aspects

The contractor who conducted the measure (n=30) 63% 33% 3%

The process used to schedule the services you
received (n=20) 55% 40% 5%

The support provided by EAL or ICF program
implementation staff (n=19) 53% 37% 11%

l Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Dissatisfied l Very dissatisfied

*Don’t know and refused responses are excluded.

Another indicator of program satisfaction is customers’ propensity to recommend the program to
others. All participants surveyed (19 respondents) said that they would recommend Entergy’s
Multifamily Homes program to others if provided the opportunity. Unprompted, two respondents
indicated they had already recommended the program to others.

Participants’ overall satisfaction with the program was also seen in their satisfaction with
Entergy as their electric provider. Of the 20 respondents, 13 reported being either very satisfied
or satisfied with Entergy (5 and 8 respondents, respectively). Three respondents indicated they
were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, three respondents indicated they were dissatisfied, and
one respondent reported being very dissatisfied.

5.5.1.4 COVID-19 Impact

The survey included a few questions to understand the effects of COVlD-19. When asked about
any obstacles in making energy efficiency improvements, 11 of the 20 respondents felt they had
no obstacles. Obstacles mentioned included access to apartments or units (3 respondents), the
availability of equipment and cost of labor (2 respondents), and being around others because of
COVlD-19 (1 respondent). The remaining respondents did not respond.

Two respondents had safety concerns with external contractors conducting work in homes or
buildings. These respondents felt that wearing masks and testing would help ease those
concerns.
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We also asked survey respondents about their interest in the program offering virtual assistance 
where a program team member would talk with them over a secure video application to discuss 
and review energy-saving opportunities. Most respondents were not at all interested in the 
offering (12 of 19 respondents); six respondents were somewhat interested, and one 
respondent was very interested. 

5.5.1.5 Respondent Profiles 

Respondents of the Multifamily Homes program were a mix of tenants and property managers 
(7 and 13 respondents, respectively). Tenant respondents represented all age groups, with 
most participants being 55 and older (5 of 7 respondents). Nearly one-half of respondents (4 of 
7) reported earning less than $25,000 in 2020, and over one-half of respondents (4 of 7) had 
completed at least some college-level courses. The average household size among participants 
surveyed was 1.9 full-time residents, with all households ranging from one to three members.  

Property manager respondents were responsible for, on average, almost 27 different sites or 
locations and were responsible for an average of 114 units. Seven of the 12 property manager 
respondents indicated all of their units participated in the Energy program. The remaining 
property managers estimated between 7 and 67 percent of their units participated in the 
program. Reasons for not all units participating varied for each; three units didn’t qualify, one 
hasn’t had time, one didn’t know about the program, and one required tenant approval.  

As property managers consider making energy-saving improvements, four respondents (of 13) 
indicated challenges. Two respondents felt costs were a challenge, one was getting tenants to 
provide the necessary information, and one was finding the correct equipment.  

All but one respondent described themselves as at least “somewhat knowledgeable” about 
different ways to save energy in the home, and one respondent said they were “not at all 
knowledgeable.” Seven respondents indicated their knowledge of the different ways you can 
save energy in your home increased since participating in the program. The remaining (13) said 
it had stayed the same. In the last two years, most respondents (12 of 19) said saving energy in 
the home has become more important, while the remaining (7 respondents) said it stayed the 
same. 

5.5.2 Market Actor Interviews 

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating market actor interviews. 

We mainly talked with business owners who were familiar with the work their company did 
through the Multifamily Homes program. All five of the companies were small businesses with 
fewer than ten employees.  

Four companies work almost exclusively with EAL programs; the fifth company also works with 
other utility programs or in other states. A few of these companies survive on energy efficiency 
program work and heavily market the relationship with EAL programs on their websites. 
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We also asked survey respondents about their interest in the program offering virtual assistance
where a program team member would talk with them over a secure video application to discuss
and review energy-saving opportunities. Most respondents were not at all interested in the
offering (12 of 19 respondents); six respondents were somewhat interested, and one
respondent was very interested.

5.5.1.5 Respondent Profiles

Respondents of the Multifamily Homes program were a mix of tenants and property managers
(7 and 13 respondents, respectively). Tenant respondents represented all age groups, with
most participants being 55 and older (5 of 7 respondents). Nearly one-half of respondents (4 of
7) reported earning less than $25,000 in 2020, and over one-half of respondents (4 of 7) had
completed at least some college-level courses. The average household size among participants
surveyed was 1.9 full-time residents, with all households ranging from one to three members.

Property manager respondents were responsible for, on average, almost 27 different sites or
locations and were responsible for an average of 114 units. Seven of the 12 property manager
respondents indicated all of their units participated in the Energy program. The remaining
property managers estimated between 7 and 67 percent of their units participated in the
program. Reasons for not all units participating varied for each; three units didn’t quality, one
hasn’t had time, one didn’t know about the program, and one required tenant approval.

As property managers consider making energy-saving improvements, four respondents (of 13)
indicated challenges. Two respondents felt costs were a challenge, one was getting tenants to
provide the necessary information, and one was finding the correct equipment.

All but one respondent described themselves as at least “somewhat knowledgeable” about
different ways to save energy in the home, and one respondent said they were “not at all
knowledgeable.” Seven respondents indicated their knowledge of the different ways you can
save energy in your home increased since participating in the program. The remaining (13) said
it had stayed the same. In the last two years, most respondents (12 of 19) said saving energy in
the home has become more important, while the remaining (7 respondents) said it stayed the
same.

5.5.2 Market Actor Interviews

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating market actor interviews.

We mainly talked with business owners who were familiar with the work their company did
through the Multifamily Homes program. All five of the companies were small businesses with
fewer than ten employees.

Four companies work almost exclusively with EAL programs; the fifth company also works with
other utility programs or in other states. A few of these companies survive on energy efficiency
program work and heavily market the relationship with EAL programs on their websites.
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Figure 12. Characterization of Market Actor Companies Interviewed 

 
HES: Home Energy Solutions  

MAN: Manufactured Homes 

MF: Multifamily Homes 

5.5.2.1 Program Marketing 

The market actors working on projects through the Multifamily Homes program all reach out to 
customers to increase participation. They mentioned that a few customers had seen emails; one 
uses a quick 30-second ad that generates interest; another calls neighbors and friends of 
participants; three companies mention EAL or utility programs on their websites. Customers can 
also find market actors on the EAL website. 

All the market actors we spoke with said they had difficulty identifying eligible customers. When 
they identify potential program customers, a few of them take the extra step of sending the 
potential participants to ICF to confirm eligibility, especially for large complexes. While waiting 
for ICF to check customer eligibility can delay project work, market actors mentioned it is a 
lesson learned to ensure they receive payment for the work.  

Four of the five contractors we spoke with felt it would be very helpful to have a master list from 
either EAL or ICF. While a few mentioned that they thought ICF might be working on such a list, 
nothing was yet available. Contractors suggested key elements of the list might be identifying 
eligible customers and screening for previous participation or information on their last 
participation date. 

Company 1

• AC tune-ups, weatherization, plumbing, 
lighting

• Works in other territories

• Eight contract staff

• Started with HES tune-ups

• 90 percent rebated (30 percent MAN, 
60 percent MF, 10 percent HES)

Company 2 

• Energy audits, services

• Works only with EAL

• Two employees 

• Started with HES and picked up 
Manufactured along the way

• Small allocation per quarter

Company 3

• HVAC company— residential and 
commercial

• Works only with EAL residential and 
commercial programs

• Three employees

• Has been participating for two years

• Less than 10 percent rebated 

Company 4 

• Insulation, lighting, envelope, and 
assessments

• Works only with EAL including HES and 
State weatherization

• Seven employees

• A couple years with company

• Large number of MF projects

Company 5

• AC and heating service contractor 

• Works only with EAL residential and 
commercial programs

• Two staff

• Nine years of work with EAL programs

• Small allocation per quarter
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Figure 12. Characterization of Market Actor Companies Interviewed

Company 1 Company 2 Company 3
- AC tune-ups, weatherization, plumbing, - Energy audits, services - HVAC company— residential and

lighting - Works only with EAL commercial
- Works in other territories . Two emp|oyees - Works only with EAL residential and
° Eight contract staff - Started with HES and picked up commem'a' Programs
- Started with HES tune-ups Manufactured along the way ' Three employees
- 90 percent rebated (30 percent MAN, - Small allocation per quarter ' Has been participating for tWO years

60 percent MF, 10 percent HES) - Less than 10 percent rebated

Company 4 Company 5
- Insulation, lighting, envelope, and - AC and heating service contractor
assessments - Works only with EAL residential and

- Works only with EAL including HES and commercial programs
State weatherization . Two staff

° Seven employees - Nine years of work with EAL programs
' A couple years With company - Small allocation per quarter
- Large number of MF projects

HES: Home Energy Solutions
MAN: Manufactured Homes
MF: Multifamily Homes

5.5.2.1 Program Marketing

The market actors working on projects through the Multifamily Homes program all reach out to
customers to increase participation. They mentioned that a few customers had seen emails; one
uses a quick 30-second ad that generates interest; another calls neighbors and friends of
participants; three companies mention EAL or utility programs on their websites. Customers can
also find market actors on the EAL website.

All the market actors we spoke with said they had difficulty identifying eligible customers. When
they identify potential program customers, a few of them take the extra step of sending the
potential participants to ICF to confirm eligibility, especially for large complexes. While waiting
for ICF to check customer eligibility can delay project work, market actors mentioned it is a
lesson learned to ensure they receive payment for the work.

Four of the five contractors we spoke with felt it would be very helpful to have a master list from
either EAL or ICF. While a few mentioned that they thought ICF might be working on such a list,
nothing was yet available. Contractors suggested key elements of the list might be identifying
eligible customers and screening for previous participation or information on their last
participation date.
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5.5.2.2 Quarterly Allocation 

The five market actor respondents discussed their quarterly allocations or allotment for the 
Multifamily Homes program; none of them were clear on how the allocations are determined, 
though. ICF may intend for the process to be that market actors submit to the pipeline, then 
compare that pipeline to actuals for a few rounds to get eventual quarterly allocations to be able 
to balance work. However, this is not how the market actors understand the process.  

Market actors said they wait each quarter to understand their next allocation amount, making 
planning for and recruiting more projects challenging. They are reaching out to customers to 
motivate them to participate but must balance that with allocation for the quarter. Contractors do 
not know how much outreach to do because they do not know how much funding they will be 
allocated. In some cases, it means contractors have to put projects on hold, but most property 
managers understand how the process works and are not concerned about waiting a bit. 

At least one market actor said they continue to decrease their work through the program 
because of the uncertainty around the quarterly allocations. A couple of other market actors 
would like to increase their work through the program but are constrained by their allocations. 

In addition, market actors explained to us that the allocations cover both installation work and 
materials ordered from a particular vendor. One market actor explained that ICF had instructed 
them to acquire all their direct install measures through Greenlite; they are unsure why this is 
required. One market actor, in particular, has had issues with invoicing from Greenlite that has 
impacted their allocation.  

5.5.2.3 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations  

We asked contractors about their overall satisfaction with the Multifamily Homes program using 
the following scale: very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, dissatisfied, or very 
dissatisfied. 

Two market actors said they were very satisfied, two were satisfied, and two were dissatisfied 
with the program overall. Feedback on the support from ICF was mostly positive, although a 
couple of the market actors mentioned delayed responses from ICF, and one said ICF failed to 
pay them.  
 

We had an excellent experience with ICF. They are thorough and responsive.  

It has been a good experience. 
Payments are timely and ICF answers our questions. 

The requirements are clear, and it is easy to get answers.  
ICF is a nice group to work with.  

The tracking process needs to work better.  
If I complete a project, I should get paid for it. 
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5.5.2.2 Quarterly Allocation

The five market actor respondents discussed their quarterly allocations or allotment for the
Multifamily Homes program; none of them were clear on how the allocations are determined,
though. ICF may intend for the process to be that market actors submit to the pipeline, then
compare that pipeline to actuals for a few rounds to get eventual quarterly allocations to be able
to balance work. However, this is not how the market actors understand the process.

Market actors said they wait each quarter to understand their next allocation amount, making
planning for and recruiting more projects challenging. They are reaching out to customers to
motivate them to participate but must balance that with allocation for the quarter. Contractors do
not know how much outreach to do because they do not know how much funding they will be
allocated. In some cases, it means contractors have to put projects on hold, but most property
managers understand how the process works and are not concerned about waiting a bit.

At least one market actor said they continue to decrease their work through the program
because of the uncertainty around the quarterly allocations. A couple of other market actors
would like to increase their work through the program but are constrained by their allocations.

In addition, market actors explained to us that the allocations cover both installation work and
materials ordered from a particular vendor. One market actor explained that ICF had instructed
them to acquire all their direct install measures through Greenlite; they are unsure why this is
required. One market actor, in particular, has had issues with invoicing from Greenlite that has
impacted their allocation.

5.5.2.3 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations

We asked contractors about their overall satisfaction with the Multifamily Homes program using
the following scale: very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, dissatisfied, or very
dissatisfied.

Two market actors said they were very satisfied, two were satisfied, and two were dissatisfied
with the program overall. Feedback on the support from ICF was mostly positive, although a
couple of the market actors mentioned delayed responses from ICF, and one said ICF failed to
pay them.

We had an excellent experience with ICF. They are thorough and responsive.

It has been a good experience.
Payments are timely and ICF answers our questions.

The requirements are clear, and it is easy to get answers.
ICF is a nice group to work with.

The tracking process needs to work better.
If I complete a project, I should get paid for it.
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Most of the comments from market actors revolved around the administrative process, including 
application and project data entry. Two market actors indicated they have talked with ICF 
directly regarding their suggested improvements.  
 

It takes a bit of effort for the application process, lots of man-hours.  
It is the nature of the program, though, but they could make it easier for less money. 

We somehow need to control the amount of paperwork.  
It can take an hour for paperwork in the office after 1.5 hours in the field.  

We’ve had issues entering project data into the website portal in areas with 
poor internet. The entry is time-consuming.  

 

Market actors reported that they had heard no complaints from customers about the services or 
direct-install measures. Most customers are very happy to have received the services and 
equipment for free. The one measure that market actors indicated they do not use very often is 
the low-flow showerheads due to either customer preferences or their feelings about the quality 
of the measure. 

5.5.2.4 Free-Ridership Feedback 

To support the NTG analysis completed with program participants, we were interested in the 
possible impacts of the Multifamily Homes program on market actor business activities. We 
asked them if their company would have completed any of the projects—similar to those eligible 
for the program—if the program rebates were not available. Three of the five contractors 
reported that it is challenging to find a decision-maker for Multifamily Homes projects, but their 
experience with property owners and managers is that energy efficiency is not where they 
choose to spend their money. It is the program incentive and assistance that motivates energy 
efficiency projects.  

5.5.2.5 COVID-19 Experience 

We asked contractors to characterize their experience with COVID-19 over the past year and 
any expected impacts on their business in the next six months. The three contractors who 
responded were following COVID-19 safety protocols and had vaccinated staff to try and ensure 
customers were comfortable with them entering homes. A couple of contractors experienced 
shutdowns with other programs, and marketing costs have increased for programs still 
operating as customers were hesitant to have someone in their homes. One contractor 
mentioned COVID-19 affecting the availability of property management staff to assist them on-
site, resulting in access to fewer units than typical.  

Contractors expect to see the hesitancy issues improve in the next six months, although staffing 
issues may not improve. Three contractors mentioned increasing concern over difficulty getting 
materials they need and increasing prices if they can procure what they need. 
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Most of the comments from market actors revolved around the administrative process, including
application and project data entry. Two market actors indicated they have talked with ICF
directly regarding their suggested improvements.

It takes a bit of effort for the application process, lots of man-hours.
It is the nature of the program, though, but they could make it easier for less money.

We somehow need to control the amount of paperwork.
It can take an hour for paperwork in the office after 1.5 hours in the field.

We’ve had issues entering project data into the website portal in areas with
poor internet. The entry is time-consuming.

Market actors reported that they had heard no complaints from customers about the services or
direct-install measures. Most customers are very happy to have received the services and
equipment for free. The one measure that market actors indicated they do not use very often is
the low-flow showerheads due to either customer preferences or their feelings about the quality
of the measure.

5.5.2.4 Free-Ridership Feedback

To support the NTG analysis completed with program participants, we were interested in the
possible impacts of the Multifamily Homes program on market actor business activities. We
asked them if their company would have completed any of the projects—similar to those eligible
for the program—if the program rebates were not available. Three of the five contractors
reported that it is challenging to find a decision-maker for Multifamily Homes projects, but their
experience with property owners and managers is that energy efficiency is not where they
choose to spend their money. It is the program incentive and assistance that motivates energy
efficiency projects.

5.5.2.5 COVID-19 Experience

We asked contractors to characterize their experience with COVlD-19 over the past year and
any expected impacts on their business in the next six months. The three contractors who
responded were following COVlD-19 safety protocols and had vaccinated staff to try and ensure
customers were comfortable with them entering homes. A couple of contractors experienced
shutdowns with other programs, and marketing costs have increased for programs still
operating as customers were hesitant to have someone in their homes. One contractor
mentioned COVlD-19 affecting the availability of property management staff to assist them on-
site, resulting in access to fewer units than typical.

Contractors expect to see the hesitancy issues improve in the next six months, although staffing
issues may not improve. Three contractors mentioned increasing concern over difficulty getting
materials they need and increasing prices if they can procure what they need.
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5.6 NET-TO-GROSS RESULTS 

This section presents an overview of the NTG methodology followed by the detailed NTG 
results.  

5.6.1 Net-to-Gross Methodology 

The EM&V team assessed NTG via self-reports through the participant customer surveys based 
on the guidance outlined in Protocol F of the TRM 8.2. Also consistent with Protocol F, the 
participant survey results were triangulated with the trade ally interviews, which also reported a 
high program influence level in customers receiving audits and installing energy-efficient 
equipment. 

The sample frame for the survey consisted of customers who installed energy-saving upgrades 
for qualifying measures. Free-ridership was asked of the most recent program participants. 
Spillover was assessed for participants who installed energy-efficient upgrades in the two less-
recent six-month periods to allow more time for potential spillover effects to occur (January 
2020–June 2020).  

In total, 23 participant projects were surveyed on free-ridership, and 12 participant surveys were 
surveyed on spillover based on their date of participation. Table 43 summarizes the number of 
participants in the sample and the number who completed surveys by participation period.  
 

Table 43. Summary of Multifamily Homes Participant Survey Respondents by Participation Period 

Participation period 
Completed 

surveys 
Completed 

projects 

Survey questions 

Free-
ridership Spillover Process 

01/01/2020 – 06/30/2020 7 12  
✓ ✓ 

07/01/2020 – 12/31/2020 5 8 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

01/01/2021 – 6/30/2021 8 15 ✓ 
 

✓ 

Total 20 35 

 
The survey included a series of structured questions about the participant’s decision to pursue 
rebated energy-efficient upgrades to estimate free-ridership. As the Arkansas TRM does not 
allow for partial free riders, participants were either classified as full free riders (100 percent 
free-ridership) or non-free riders (zero percent free-ridership) in their responses to these 
decision-making questions. Table 44 below shows the survey questions used to classify free 
riders.  
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5.6 NET-TO-GROSS RESULTS

This section presents an overview of the NTG methodology followed by the detailed NTG
results.

5.6.1 Net-to-Gross Methodology

The EM&V team assessed NTG via self-reports through the participant customer surveys based
on the guidance outlined in Protocol F of the TRM 8.2. Also consistent with Protocol F, the
participant survey results were triangulated with the trade ally interviews, which also reported a
high program influence level in customers receiving audits and installing energy-efficient
equipment.

The sample frame for the survey consisted of customers who installed energy-saving upgrades
for qualifying measures. Free-ridership was asked of the most recent program participants.
Spillover was assessed for participants who installed energy-efficient upgrades in the two less-
recent six-month periods to allow more time for potential spillover effects to occur (January
2020—June 2020).

In total, 23 participant projects were surveyed on free-ridership, and 12 participant surveys were
surveyed on spillover based on their date of participation. Table 43 summarizes the number of
participants in the sample and the number who completed surveys by participation period.

Table 43. Summary of Multifamily Homes Participant Survey Respondents by Participation Period

Surve questions

Completed Completed Free-
Participation period ' ridership Spillover
01/01/2020 — 06/30/2020 7 12 \/ \/

07/01/2020 — 12/31/2020 5 8 \/ \/ \/

01/01/2021 — 6/30/2021 8 15 \/ \/

Total 20 35

The survey included a series of structured questions about the participant’s decision to pursue
rebated energy-efficient upgrades to estimate free-ridership. As the Arkansas TRM does not
allow for partial free riders, participants were either classified as full free riders (100 percent
free-ridership) or non-free riders (zero percent free-ridership) in their responses to these
decision-making questions. Table 44 below shows the survey questions used to classify free
riders.
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Table 44. Self-Report Free-Ridership Survey Questions 

Survey question Response options 

FR2. Before learning about the <PROGRAM>, were 
you already planning to purchase and install the 
<MEASURE> in <YEAR>?  

01 Yes 

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR3. If the program had not been available, would your 
budget have accommodated the full cost of the 
<MEASURE>? 

01 Yes 

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR4. If the assistance from the program had not been 
available, would you still have purchased the 
<MEASURE>, or would you have done something 
different?  

01 Same [SKIP TO FR7] 

02 Different 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR5. [ASK IF FR4 <> 1] Would you have purchased 
any <MEASURE_TYPE> at all?*  

01 Yes  

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR6. [ASK IF FR5 = 1] Would it have been the same 
level of efficiency, higher efficiency, or lower 
efficiency?* 

01 Same level of efficiency 

02 Higher efficiency 

03 Lower efficiency 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR7. [ASK IF FR4 = 1 OR FR5 = 1] If the assistance 
from the program had not been available, when would 
you have conducted the <MEASURE>? Would you 
have conducted it…  

01 At the same time or sooner 

02 Within one year 

03 One to two years later 

04 Three to five years later 

05 More than five years later 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

*Question missing from the PY2021 survey. 
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Table 44. Self-Report Free-Ridership Survey Questions

Survey question Response options

FR2. Before learning about the <PROGRAM>, were
you already planning to purchase and install the
<MEASURE> in <YEAR>?

FR3. If the program had not been available, would your
budget have accommodated the full cost of the
<MEASURE>?

FR4. If the assistance from the program had not been
available, would you still have purchased the
<MEASURE>, or would you have done something
different?

FR5. [ASK IF FR4 <> 1] Would you have purchased
any <MEASURE_TYPE> at all?*

FR6. [ASK IF FR5 = 1] Would it have been the same
level of efficiency, higher efficiency, or lower
efficiency?*

FR7. [ASK IF FR4 = 1 OR FR5 = 1] If the assistance
from the program had not been available, when would
you have conducted the <MEASURE>? Would you
have conducted it...

*Question missing from the PY2021 survey.

01 Yes

02 No

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

01 Yes

02 No

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

01 Same [SKIP TO FR7]

02 Different

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

01 Yes

02 No

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

01 Same level of efficiency

02 Higher efficiency

03 Lower efficiency

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

01 At the same time or sooner

02 Within one year

03 One to two years later

04 Three to five years later

05 More than five years later

88 Don’t know

99 Refused
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We used the same criteria to classify free-riders for consistency and comparability across all 
program evaluations. To be classified as a full free-rider, respondents must have indicated all 
the following conditions; any respondent that did not meet all three of these conditions was 
classified as a non-free rider: 

• Were already planning to purchase and install the project in the same year before 
learning about the program (FR2 = 1). 

• The budget would have accommodated the project's full cost in the absence of the 
program rebate (FR3 = 1). 

• Would have purchased the same or higher efficiency measure within one year in the 
absence of the program ((FR4 = 1 OR (FR6 = 1 OR 2)) AND (FR7 = 1 OR 2)). 

The participant survey also included several consistency checks to verify a participant’s free-
ridership status. These consistency checks are intended to provide additional information about 
the participant’s decision to install the program-provided measures and are used to substantiate 
their classification as a full free-rider or non-free-rider. Consistency check questions include 
whether the participant received a recommendation to install a piece of equipment, how 
influential that recommendation was on their decision, and how influential the program incentive 
and other program assistance were in installing the efficient measure.  

To assess spillover, the survey asked about recent installations of any additional energy-
efficient improvements since program participation was made without EAL's financial 
assistance. Respondents were then asked how important their experience in the Multifamily 
Homes program was on their decision to install these additional improvements. 

Free-ridership and spillover rates were estimated for each respondent using the methodology 
described above. Individual free-ridership and spillover rates were then weighted to adjust for 
proportional sampling differences, non-response, and gross energy savings to calculate overall 
estimates representative of the program population. NTG ratios were then calculated using the 
following equation: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-Ridership + Spillover 

5.6.2 Detailed Net-to-Gross Results 

The participant survey yielded an overall NTG ratio of 100 percent, including free-ridership and 
spillover. No free-ridership was observed, and while there was evidence of spillover, there was 
not enough information available to calculate results quantitatively. This finding is supported by 
interviews conducted with trade allies; all trade allies responded that customers would not install 
upgrades without the program and project incentives. Their services in EAL’s territory are 
entirely dependent on the program. Table 45 below summarizes the NTG results. 
 

Table 45. Summary of Net-to-Gross Results 

Free-ridership Spillover NTG 

0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
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We used the same criteria to classify free-riders for consistency and comparability across all
program evaluations. To be classified as a full free-rider, respondents must have indicated all
the following conditions; any respondent that did not meet all three of these conditions was
classified as a non-free rider:

0 Were already planning to purchase and install the project in the same year before
learning about the program (FR2 = 1).

o The budget would have accommodated the project's full cost in the absence of the
program rebate (FR3 = 1).

0 Would have purchased the same or higher efficiency measure within one year in the
absence of the program ((FR4 = 1 OR (FR6 = 1 OR 2)) AND (FR7 = 1 OR 2)).

The participant survey also included several consistency checks to verify a participant’s free-
ridership status. These consistency checks are intended to provide additional information about
the participant’s decision to install the program-provided measures and are used to substantiate
their classification as a full free-rider or non-free-rider. Consistency check questions include
whether the participant received a recommendation to install a piece of equipment, how
influential that recommendation was on their decision, and how influential the program incentive
and other program assistance were in installing the efficient measure.

To assess spillover, the survey asked about recent installations of any additional energy-
efficient improvements since program participation was made without EAL's financial
assistance. Respondents were then asked how important their experience in the Multifamily
Homes program was on their decision to install these additional improvements.

Free-ridership and spillover rates were estimated for each respondent using the methodology
described above. Individual free-ridership and spillover rates were then weighted to adjust for
proportional sampling differences, non-response, and gross energy savings to calculate overall
estimates representative of the program population. NTG ratios were then calculated using the
following equation:

NTG Ratio = 1 — Free-Ridership + Spillover

5.6.2 Detailed Net-to-Gross Results

The participant survey yielded an overall NTG ratio of 100 percent, including free-ridership and
spillover. No free-ridership was observed, and while there was evidence of spillover, there was
not enough information available to calculate results quantitatively. This finding is supported by
interviews conducted with trade allies; all trade allies responded that customers would not install
upgrades without the program and project incentives. Their services in EAL’s territory are
entirely dependent on the program. Table 45 below summarizes the NTG results.

Table 45. Summary of Net-to-Gross Results

Free-ridership Spillover NTG

0.0% 0.0% 100.0%
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5.6.2.1 Free-Ridership 

Feedback from participants suggests that the program was influential in participants’ decision to 
install energy-efficient measures, resulting in no free-ridership detected. Twenty-one out of 
23 respondent projects (91 percent) said they were not planning to purchase and install their 
rebated energy efficiency measures in the same year before learning about the program. Also, 
81 percent of respondents said their budget would not have accommodated the upgrades’ full 
cost had the program rebate not been available (18 of 22 projects). Only one participant said 
they would have purchased the exact same upgrade in the absence of the program. Table 46 
presents free-ridership results.  

Table 46. Free-Ridership Results 

Surveyed (n) Free-ridership  

23 0.0% 

5.6.2.2 Spillover 

Two out of 12 respondents assessed for spillover reported installing additional energy-efficient 
equipment. However, due to the limited information provided, no attributable spillover savings 
could be calculated; therefore, spillover was 0.0 percent. The measures mentioned were HVAC 
equipment, new doors, and foam sealing. Additional information needed to calculate spillover 
would be the specific HVAC equipment installed (the respondent could not provide the 
specifications or the quantity), sealed equipment, and how much was done. Table 47 presents 
the spillover results from the participant survey. 
 

Table 47. Participant Spillover Results 

Surveyed (n) Spillover 

12 0.0% 

 

5.7 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and independent verifications to calculate the program-
level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Multifamily Homes program 
achieved similar energy and demand savings. Adjustments based on desk reviews or 
independent verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting in 
101.1 percent for energy savings and 105.3 percent for demand savings. 
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5.6.2.1 Free-Ridership

Feedback from participants suggests that the program was influential in participants’ decision to
install energy-efficient measures, resulting in no free-ridership detected. Twenty-one out of
23 respondent projects (91 percent) said they were not planning to purchase and install their
rebated energy efficiency measures in the same year before learning about the program. Also,
81 percent of respondents said their budget would not have accommodated the upgrades’ full
cost had the program rebate not been available (18 of 22 projects). Only one participant said
they would have purchased the exact same upgrade in the absence of the program. Table 46
presents free-ridership results.

Table 46. Free-Ridership Results

Surveyed (n) Free-ridership

23 0.0%

5.6.2.2 Spillover

Two out of 12 respondents assessed for spillover reported installing additional energy-efficient
equipment. However, due to the limited information provided, no attributable spillover savings
could be calculated; therefore, spillover was 0.0 percent. The measures mentioned were HVAC
equipment, new doors, and foam sealing. Additional information needed to calculate spillover
would be the specific HVAC equipment installed (the respondent could not provide the
specifications or the quantity), sealed equipment, and how much was done. Table 47 presents
the spillover results from the participant survey.

Table 47. Participant Spillover Results

Surveyed (n) Spillover

12 0.0%

5.7 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and independent verifications to calculate the program-
level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Multifamily Homes program
achieved similar energy and demand savings. Adjustments based on desk reviews or
independent verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting in
101.1 percent for energy savings and 105.3 percent for demand savings.
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Table 48. Multifamily Homes—Weighted Desk Review and Independent Verification Results 

Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

9 W LED  
(60 W equivalent)—
indoor 

 112,190   20.7   112,190   20.7  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air conditioner  
tune-up—manifoldi 
measurement 

 259,101   142.4   395,043   217.1  152.5% 152.5% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air infiltration  932,821   99.0   932,821   99.0  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Ceiling insulation  353,149   151.7   353,149   151.7  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(tested) 

 5,631,607   580.9   5,671,479   585.1  100.7% 100.7% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested) 

 126,625   69.0   126,625   69.0  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested) 

 689,174   119.7   601,619   105.7  87.3% 88.3% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

LED (retail): Outdoor, 
general purpose, all 
wattages 

 115   -     115   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W 
(indoor) 

 5,775   1.1   5,775   1.1  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W 
(outdoor) 

 168   -     168   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (indoor) 

 10,055   1.6   10,055   1.6  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Lighting measures  43,082   6.5   43,082   6.5  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Low-flow faucet 
aerator 

 14,861   1.5   14,853   1.5  99.9% 99.9% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Low-flow 
showerheads 

 43,774   4.6   43,771   4.6  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Non-Residential 
ENERGY STAR® pool 
pumps 

 9,935   2.8   9,935   2.8  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 
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Table 48. Multifamily Homes—Weighted Desk Review and Independent Verification Results

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

9 W LED
(60 W equivalent)—
indoor

Air conditioner
tune-up—manifoldi
measurement

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—AC with
resistance heat
(tested)

Duct sealing—electric
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat
pump (tested)

LED (retail): Outdoor,
general purpose, all
wattages

LED bulbs BR30 8 W
(indoor)

LED bulbs BR30 8 W
(outdoor)

LED bulbs candelabra
4 W (indoor)

Lighting measures

Low-flow faucet
aerator

Low-flow
showerheads

Non-Residential
ENERGY STAR® pool
pumps

112,190

259,101

932,821

353,149

5,631,607

126,625

689,174

115

5,775

168

10,055

43,082

14,861

43,774

9,935

20.7

142.4

99.0

151.7

580.9

69.0

119.7

1.1

1.6

6.5

1.5

4.6

2.8

112,190

395,043

932,821

353,149

5,671,479

126,625

601,619

115

5,775

168

10,055

43,082

14,853

43,771

9,935

20.7

217.1

99.0

151.7

585.1

69.0

105.7

1.1

1.6

6.5

1.5

4.6

2.8

100.0%

152.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.7%

100.0%

87.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

152.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.7%

100.0%

88.3%

N/A

100.0%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Tracking system
review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Tracking system
review
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Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Residential heat pump 
tune-up 

 53,892   18.7   53,892   18.7  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Smart strip (direct 
install) 

 69,506   8.2   69,506   8.2  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

 Total   8,355,831   1,228.2   8,444,079   1,293.1  101.1% 105.3%  

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.  

5.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES 

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as 
part of the program’s QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or 
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade 
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site’s performance 
up to program standards.  
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Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Residential heat pump 53,892 18.7 53,892 18.7 100.0% 100.0% Desk review and
tune-up tracking system review

Smart strip (direct 69,506 8.2 69,506 8.2 100.0% 100.0% Desk review and
install) tracking system review

Total 8,355,831 1,228.2 8,444,079 1,293.1 101.1% 105.3%
A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

5.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as
part of the program’s QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site’s performance
up to program standards.
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6.0 ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR MANUFACTURED HOMES 

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes (Manufactured Homes) program's objective is to 
provide cost-effective energy efficiency measures to manufactured home communities 
throughout Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) service territory. Participating customers receive no-
cost audits, direct installation of energy-efficient measures (e.g., lighting, low-flow showerheads, 
faucet aerators, and advanced power strips), and incentives for more in-depth services 
designed to improve efficiency. In PY2021, the program incented tune-ups of air conditioners 
and heat pump systems and the installation of air infiltration and duct sealing. Faucet aerators, 
low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, and lighting measures were directly installed at 
no cost.  

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review and desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 
21 projects and on-site verifications of three projects. In addition, the net-to-gross (NTG) ratio 
was updated through process evaluation research, which included 20 participant surveys and 
six market actor interviews. Table 49 details the evaluation activities completed for the program 
in PY2021. 
 

Table 49. Manufactured Homes—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

NTG approach 
Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
verification 

Metered 
data 
analysis25 

Updated in PY2021 
from process 
evaluation research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 21 3 None 

Material review 

Participant surveys (20) 

Market actor interviews (6) 

6.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the Manufactured Homes program has achieved 5,114 MWh in gross energy 
savings and 0.8 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 50. The Manufactured Homes 
program's gross evaluated energy savings were greater than reported, while evaluated demand 
savings were slightly lower, resulting in realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent 
(megawatt-hour and megawatt, respectively). The program exceeded the demand goal, 
achieving 107 percent, and nearly achieved the energy goal, achieving 95 percent. The EM&V 
team's adjustments drive these results during the tracking system review, project-level 
engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications. 

 
25 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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6.0 ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR MANUFACTURED HOMES

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes (Manufactured Homes) program's objective is to
provide cost-effective energy efficiency measures to manufactured home communities
throughout Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) service territory. Participating customers receive no-
cost audits, direct installation of energy-efficient measures (e.g., lighting, low-flow showerheads,
faucet aerators, and advanced power strips), and incentives for more in-depth services
designed to improve efficiency. In PY2021, the program incented tune-ups of air conditioners
and heat pump systems and the installation of air infiltration and duct sealing. Faucet aerators,
low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, and lighting measures were directly installed at
no cost.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted a tracking system review and desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of
21 projects and on-site verifications of three projects. In addition, the net-to-gross (NTG) ratio
was updated through process evaluation research, which included 20 participant surveys and
six market actor interviews. Table 49 details the evaluation activities completed for the program
in PY2021.

Table 49. Manufactured Homes—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Metered
Process evaluation system Desk On-site data

NTG approach activities review reviews verification analysis25

Updated in PY2021 Program staff interviews (2) Census 21 3 None
from process
evaluation research Material reVIew

Participant surveys (20)
Market actor interviews (6)

6.1 KEY FINDINGS

ln PY2021, the Manufactured Homes program has achieved 5,114 MWh in gross energy
savings and 0.8 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 50. The Manufactured Homes
program's gross evaluated energy savings were greater than reported, while evaluated demand
savings were slightly lower, resulting in realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent
(megawatt-hour and megawatt, respectively). The program exceeded the demand goal,
achieving 107 percent, and nearly achieved the energy goal, achieving 95 percent. The EM&V
team's adjustments drive these results during the tracking system review, project-level
engineering desk reviews, and on-site verifications.

25 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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Table 50. Manufactured Homes—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

4,774 5,114 107.1% 100.0% 5,114 1.6% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

0.8 0.8 99.7% 100.0% 0.8 0.8% 

 

Table 51. Manufactured Homes—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Energy Solutions 
for Manufactured 
Homes 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

         5,403             5,114  95% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             0.7                0.8  107% 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team identified seven recommendations, shown in Table 52, for EAL’s consideration 
from the evaluation activities. 
 

Table 52. Manufactured Homes—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Continue 
to accurately track cooling 
capacity in ArchEE for duct 
sealing measures since it is a 
key parameter in calculating 
savings.  

Cooling capacity is used to calculate the pre-leakage cap for 
the duct-sealing measure. It was tracked for most projects, but 
there were minor discrepancies regarding capacity for some 
projects. 

Impact Recommendation 2: Ensure all 
documentation is available and 
legible and key parameters, 
such as model number, are 
identifiable.   

In several cases, the EM&V team found that the HVAC 
equipment nameplate photo was illegible or not included. In 
those cases, capacity and efficiency could not be verified. If 
documentation is illegible or not included, the inputs should 
revert to the TRM defaults. 

Impact Recommendation 3: Increase 
the internal quality 
assurance/quality control 
(QA/QC) process on the duct 
sealing measure for all heating 
types to capture all cooling and 
heating variables.  

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation resulted in 
realization rates of 143.2 percent and 100.0 percent for energy 
and demand savings, respectively, due to discrepancies 
tracked data such as heating type. The duct sealing with 
electric AC and gas heat measure resulted in realization rates 
of 97.8 percent and 97.8 percent for energy and demand 
savings, respectively, due to discrepancies in efficiency. 
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Table 50. Manufactured Homes—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Energy/demand
savings

Reported
savings

Energy savings
(MWh)

Demand savings 0.8
(MW)

Evaluated
savings

5,114

0.8 99.7%

Program
contribution to

portfolio savings

1.6%

NTG Net
ratio savings

100.0% 5,114

Realization
rate

107.1%

100.0% 0.8 0.8%

Table 51. Manufactured Homes—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Energy Solutions
for Manufactured
Homes

(MWh)
Demand

Energy savings 5,403 5,114 95%

0.7 0.8 107%
savings (MW)

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team identified seven recommendations, shown in Table 52, for EAL’s consideration
from the evaluation activities.

Table 52. Manufactured Homes—PY2021 Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Continue
to accurately track cooling
capacity in Arch EE for duct
sealing measures since it is a
key parameter in calculating
savings.

Impact

Recommendation 2: Ensure all
documentation is available and
legible and key parameters,
such as model number, are
identifiable.

Impact

Recommendation 3: Increase
the internal quality
assurance/quality control
(QA/QC) process on the duct
sealing measure for all heating
types to capture all cooling and
heating variables.

Impact

Cooling capacity is used to calculate the pre-Ieakage cap for
the duct-sealing measure. It was tracked for most projects, but
there were minor discrepancies regarding capacity for some
projects.

In several cases, the EM&V team found that the HVAC
equipment nameplate photo was illegible or not included. In
those cases, capacity and efficiency could not be verified. If
documentation is illegible or not included, the inputs should
revert to the TRM defaults.

The duct sealing—heat pump measure evaluation resulted in
realization rates of 143.2 percent and 100.0 percent for energy
and demand savings, respectively, due to discrepancies
tracked data such as heating type. The duct sealing with
electric AC and gas heat measure resulted in realization rates
of 97.8 percent and 97.8 percent for energy and demand
savings, respectively, due to discrepancies in efficiency.
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Process Recommendation 4: Increase 
customer service training for 
contractors regarding 
communication.  

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that many 
customers felt there wasn’t sufficient communication with the 
contractors; in some cases, customers are still waiting for 
follow-ups from contractors on supply delays for projects. As 
mentioned above, this may be affected by increased turnover 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic staffing issues.  

Process Recommendation 5: Ensure 
replaced equipment, such as 
incandescents, are removed and 
properly disposed of. 

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that, in some 
cases, the old light bulbs were left behind with the customer 
instead of removed. This could result in those light bulbs 
remaining in use. 

Process  Recommendation 6: Discuss 
quarterly allocations with trade 
allies to ensure understanding of 
the process and how exceptions 
are handled to keep trade allies 
engaged in the program. 

Market actors did not clearly understand how quarterly 
allocations worked, impacting how much outreach they were 
willing to do.  

Process Recommendation 7: Ensure 
trade allies are aware of the 
database and process to check 
on customer eligibility. 

Trade allies mentioned that finding manufactured homes 
eligible for the program can be difficult. When they identify a 
home and send confirmation to the program implementer, 
there is a delay in response, making it difficult to be 
responsive to customers.  

6.3 METHODOLOGY 

The following sections present an overview of the impact and process evaluation 
methodologies. 

6.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk 
reviews on a randomly-selected sample of 21 projects, and on-site verifications of three 
projects. Below we overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.  

6.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) as a 
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the 
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.  

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings algorithms' results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it 
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs. 
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Process Recommendation 4: Increase During the site visits, the EM&V team found that many
customer service training for customers felt there wasn’t sufficient communication with the
contractors regarding contractors; in some cases, customers are still waiting for
communication. follow-ups from contractors on supply delays for projects. As

mentioned above, this may be affected by increased turnover
due to the COVlD-19 pandemic staffing issues.

Process Recommendation 5: Ensure During the site visits, the EM&V team found that, in some
replaced equipment, such as cases, the old light bulbs were left behind with the customer
incandescents, are removed and instead of removed. This could result in those light bulbs
properly disposed of. remaining in use.

Process Recommendation 6: Discuss Market actors did not clearly understand how quarterly
quarterly allocations with trade allocations worked, impacting how much outreach they were
allies to ensure understanding of willing to do.
the process and how exceptions
are handled to keep trade allies
engaged in the program.

Process Recommendation 7: Ensure Trade allies mentioned that finding manufactured homes
trade allies are aware of the eligible for the program can be difficult. When they identify a
database and process to check home and send confirmation to the program implementer,
on customer eligibility. there is a delay in response, making it difficult to be

responsive to customers.

6.3 METHODOLOGY

The following sections present an overview of the impact and process evaluation
methodologies.

6.3.1 Impact Evaluation

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk
reviews on a randomly-selected sample of 21 projects, and on-site verifications of three
projects. Below we overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.

6.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) as a
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings algorithms‘ results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs.
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The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings, and many of 
the inputs needed to verify savings calculations, were used to check for systemic errors across 
a participant census. 

6.3.1.2 Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 21 projects selected from PY2021 participant 
records to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the 
tracking system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled 
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered 
into the program’s tracking system. 

Participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects were prioritized and selected from the 
data extract. Table 53 below characterizes the PY2021 sample selected for desk reviews. 
 

Table 53. Manufactured Homes—Summary of Desk Review Sampled Savings by Measure 
Category 

Measure category 
Reported 

kWh26 
Sampled 

kWh 
Percentage 

kWh sampled 
Reported 

kW 
Sampled 

kW 
Percentage 

kW sampled 

Appliances  51,439   2,774  5.4%  6.1   0.3  5.4% 

Domestic hot water  32,582   769  2.4%  3.4   0.1  2.4% 

Envelope  344,242   20,137  5.8%  46.2   2.6  5.6% 

HVAC 3,697,868   202,406  5.5%  594.0   27.7  4.7% 

Lighting  60,971   4,034  6.6%  10.8   0.7  6.8% 

Total 4,187,102   230,119  5.5%  660.5   31.4  4.8% 

6.3.1.3 Independent Verifications 

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site 
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 54 provides detail on the five sites that 
received on-site verification in PY2021. 
 

Table 54. Manufactured Homes—Summary of Independent Verification Sampled 
Savings by Measure Category 

Measure category 
Number of 

sites 
Reported 

kWh 
Reported 

kW 

Appliances 1  252   0.0  

Envelope 2  2,236   0.3  

 
26 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021. 
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The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings, and many of
the inputs needed to verify savings calculations, were used to check for systemic errors across
a participant census.

6.3.1.2 Desk Reviews

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 21 projects selected from PY2021 participant
records to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the
tracking system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered
into the program’s tracking system.

Participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects were prioritized and selected from the
data extract. Table 53 below characterizes the PY2021 sample selected for desk reviews.

Table 53. Manufactured Homes—Summary of Desk Review Sampled Savings by Measure
Category—----Measure category kWh26 kWh kWh sampled kW kW kW sampled

Appliances 51,439 2,774 5.4% 6.1 0.3 5.4%

Domestic hot water 32,582 769 2.4% 3.4 0.1 2.4%

Envelope 344,242 20,137 5.8% 46.2 2.6 5.6%

HVAC 3,697,868 202,406 5.5% 594.0 27.7 4.7%

Lighting 60,971 4,034 6.6% 10.8 0.7 6.8%

Total 4,187,102 230,119 5.5% 660.5 31.4 4.8%

6.3.1.3 Independent Verifications

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. Almost all the participants that received on-site
verifications had multiple measures installed. Table 54 provides detail on the five sites that
received on-site verification in PY2021.

Table 54. Manufactured Homes—Summary of Independent Verification Sampled
Savings by Measure Category

Number of Reported Reported
Measure category sites kWh kW

252 0.0Appliances 1

Envelope 2 2,236 0.3

26 Reported data as of time of sampling, October 1, 2021.
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Measure category 
Number of 

sites 
Reported 

kWh 
Reported 

kW 

HVAC 3  17,912   3.2  

Lighting 2  327   0.1  

Total 3  20,726   3.6  

6.3.2 Process Evaluation 

To understand the program processes, the evaluation team conducted interviews with program 
participants and market actors. Below is an overview of the evaluation and sampling 
methodology.  

6.3.2.1 Participant Interviews 

The participant survey was used to inform the NTG analyses and process evaluations, based on 
the EM&V Protocols guidance in TRM 8.2. The sample frame for the participant survey included 
residents and property managers who had installed at least one measure through the program 
between January 2020 and June 2021. If unique participants installed more than one measure 
under the program, we asked them about two of their installed measures. The survey included a 
series of questions to estimate free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluations. 
The questions included exploring whether participants installed program-discounted energy-
efficient upgrades (e.g., air sealing, duct sealing, AC tune-ups, and direct install measures) and 
the importance of program discounts on those decisions. To help inform the process 
evaluations, we used the participant survey to investigate sources of awareness and preferred 
methods of communication, participation experiences, program satisfaction, and demographics.  

Complexes (e.g., units on the same street) were randomly sampled and sent to the 
implementation contractor to identify the most appropriate tenant or property manager to contact 
for the complex. Sampled participants were contacted and confirmed they were knowledgeable 
about the decision to conduct upgrades through the program.  

The sample frame for the Manufactured Homes program participants consisted of a random 
sample across different participation periods, as shown below, in order to best estimate spillover 
and free-ridership. The EM&V team worked with the implementation contractor to identify the 
appropriate respondent for each complex. The table below summarizes the number of records 
in the final survey sample frame. 
 

Table 55. Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Sample Frame Summary 

Participation period 
Count of participants 

in population* 
Reported  

(ex-ante) kWh 
Sampled 

cases 
Estimated  

completed surveys** 

01/01/2020 – 
06/30/2020 

 255  1,642,830  
33 6 

07/01/2020 – 
12/31/2020 

 303  2,616,613  
29 7 

01/01/2021 – 
06/30/2021 

 276  2,403,345  
25 7 

Total  834  6,662,788  87 20 
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Number of Reported Reported
Measure category sites kWh kW

3.2HVAC 3 17,912
Lighting 2 327
Total 3 20,726

0.1

3.6

6.3.2 Process Evaluation

To understand the program processes, the evaluation team conducted interviews with program
participants and market actors. Below is an overview of the evaluation and sampling
methodology.

6.3.2.1 Participant Interviews

The participant survey was used to inform the NTG analyses and process evaluations, based on
the EM&V Protocols guidance in TRM 8.2. The sample frame for the participant survey included
residents and property managers who had installed at least one measure through the program
between January 2020 and June 2021. If unique participants installed more than one measure
under the program, we asked them about two of their installed measures. The survey included a
series of questions to estimate free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluations.
The questions included exploring whether participants installed program-discounted energy-
efficient upgrades (e.g., air sealing, duct sealing, AC tune-ups, and direct install measures) and
the importance of program discounts on those decisions. To help inform the process
evaluations, we used the participant survey to investigate sources of awareness and preferred
methods of communication, participation experiences, program satisfaction, and demographics.

Complexes (e.g., units on the same street) were randomly sampled and sent to the
implementation contractor to identify the most appropriate tenant or property manager to contact
for the complex. Sampled participants were contacted and confirmed they were knowledgeable
about the decision to conduct upgrades through the program.

The sample frame for the Manufactured Homes program participants consisted of a random
sample across different participation periods, as shown below, in order to best estimate spillover
and free-ridership. The EM&V team worked with the implementation contractor to identify the
appropriate respondent for each complex. The table below summarizes the number of records
in the final survey sample frame.

Table 55. Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Sample Frame Summary

Estimated
completed surveys**

01/01/2020 —
06/30/2020
07/01/2020 —
12/31/2020
01/01/2021 —
06/30/2021
Total

Count of participants Reported Sampled
Participation period in population* (ex-ante) kWh cases

255 33
303

276

834

1,642,830

2,616,613 29 7

2,403,345 25 7
6,662,788 87 20
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The participant survey was implemented with the EM&V team's in-house Survey Research 
Center (SRC) staff. Calling began September 30, 2021, and ended October 21, 2021, and the 
EM&V team completed a total of 20 surveys. Table 56 shows the participant survey response 
rate.  
 

Table 56. Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Response Rate 

Disposition  Overall 

Eligible sample 87 

Does not recall participating 1 

Refusal 10 

Incompletes (partial surveys) 4 

Language barrier 1 

Bad number 15 

Attempted but not completed 36 

Completed 20 

Response rate    

Response rate 
(completed/eligible sample) 

21.1% 

6.3.2.2 Market Actor Interviews 

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and assess program 
influence for the Manufactured Homes program. The EM&V team interviewed six market actors 
who participated in the program during PY2021; we reached out to eligible market actors using 
email and phone calls. Phone interviews were conducted between September 16, 2021, and 
October 18, 2021. Several of the market actors completed projects for multiple programs.  

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow 
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The market actor 
interviews explored (1) outreach and understanding of program eligibility, (2) interactions with 
Entergy and ICF, (3) program satisfaction, (4) program attribution indicators, and (5) the impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

We completed interviews with a variety of market actors based on the number of projects they 
had completed. 
 

Table 57. Market Actor Interviews by Activity Level 

Number of projects Completes 

Small (1–5 accounts) 2 

Medium (6–59 accounts) 2 

Large (60–149 accounts) 2 

Total 6 
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The participant survey was implemented with the EM&V team's in-house Survey Research
Center (SRC) staff. Calling began September 30, 2021, and ended October 21, 2021, and the
EM&V team completed a total of 20 surveys. Table 56 shows the participant survey response
rate.

Table 56. Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Response Rate

Eligible sample 87

Does not recall participating 1

Refusal 10

lncompletes (partial surveys) 4

Language barrier 1

Bad number 15

Attempted but not completed 36

Completed 20

Response rate -

Response rate 21.1%
(completed/eligible sample)

6.3.2.2 Market Actor Interviews

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and assess program
influence for the Manufactured Homes program. The EM&V team interviewed six market actors
who participated in the program during PY2021; we reached out to eligible market actors using
email and phone calls. Phone interviews were conducted between September 16, 2021, and
October 18, 2021. Several of the market actors completed projects for multiple programs.

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The market actor
interviews explored (1) outreach and understanding of program eligibility, (2) interactions with
Entergy and ICF, (3) program satisfaction, (4) program attribution indicators, and (5) the impact
of the COVlD-19 pandemic.

We completed interviews with a variety of market actors based on the number of projects they
had completed.

Table 57. Market Actor Interviews by Activity Level

Small (1—5 accounts) 2

Medium (6—59 accounts) 2

Large (60—149 accounts) 2

Total 6
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6.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk 
reviews and independent verifications. Results are reported at the measure level and program 
level based on the EM&V activities. 

6.4.1 Tracking System Review 

Overall, the Manufactured Homes program evaluated tracking system review resulted in nearly 
identical savings to those calculated by the program implementer. The realization rates were 
100 percent for both energy and demand savings. Further details of measure-based findings are 
provided below. 

 

Table 58. Manufactured Homes—PY2021 Tracking System Energy Savings 
and Realization Rates by Measure Category 

Measure 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Appliances  59,088   7.0   59,088   7.0  100.0% 100.0% 

Domestic hot water  39,731   4.1   39,731   4.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope  387,214   52.7   387,214   52.7  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC  4,215,603   676.9   4,215,552   676.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting  72,739   12.8   72,739   12.8  100.0% 100.0% 

Total  4,774,374   753.5   4,774,323   753.5  100.0% 100.0% 

  

Duct Sealing 

• JobId: EAMHPS1546686220. The Change in CFM column in ArchEE does not calculate 
the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with the CFM cap resulting in a 
slight discrepancy in savings. 

6.4.2 Desk Review Results 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 21 projects to compare values recorded on project 
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Desk reviews produced similar 
results to the reported savings—the sites that received desk reviews reported 230,119 kWh in 
energy savings, and the EM&V team evaluated 249,501 kWh. Desk review findings from 
projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below. 

• JobIds: EAMHPS1546588709 and EAMHPS1547076797. These projects each had 
faucet aerators directly installed. Each faucet aerator flow rate was reported in the 
tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM); however, the aerators were noted to be 
1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team adjusted savings for these measures, which 
resulted in the overall desk review realization rates of 144.4 percent for both energy 
and demand savings. However, additional documentation was provided by the 
implementer after the evaluation interim results were published. These projects were 
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6.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk
reviews and independent verifications. Results are reported at the measure level and program
level based on the EM&V activities.

6.4.1 Tracking System Review

Overall, the Manufactured Homes program evaluated tracking system review resulted in nearly
identical savings to those calculated by the program implementer. The realization rates were
100 percent for both energy and demand savings. Further details of measure-based findings are
provided below.

Table 58. Manufactured Homes—PY2021 Tracking System Energy Savings
and Realization Rates by Measure Category

L— Ex-post savings Realization rate

Appliances 59,088 7.0 59,088 7.0 100.0% 100.0%

Domestic hot water 39,731 4.1 39,731 4.1 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 387,214 52.7 387,214 52.7 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 4,215,603 676.9 4,215,552 676.9 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 72,739 12.8 72,739 12.8 100.0% 100.0%

Total 4,774,374 753.5 4,774,323 753.5 100.0% 100.0%

Duct Sealing

o Jobld: EAMHPS1546686220. The Change in CFM column in ArchEE does not calculate
the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with the CFM cap resulting in a
slight discrepancy in savings.

6.4.2 Desk Review Results

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 21 projects to compare values recorded on project
documentation with those available in the tracking system. Desk reviews produced similar
results to the reported savings—the sites that received desk reviews reported 230,119 kWh in
energy savings, and the EM&V team evaluated 249,501 kWh. Desk review findings from
projects that did not receive 100 percent realization rates are detailed below.

0 Joblds: EAMHPS1546588709 and EAMHPS1547076797. These projects each had
faucet aerators directly installed. Each faucet aerator flow rate was reported in the
tracking data as 1.5 gallons per minute (GPM); however, the aerators were noted to be
1 GPM on the invoice. The EM&V team adjusted savings for these measures, which
resulted in the overall desk review realization rates of 144.4 percent for both energy
and demand savings. However, additional documentation was provided by the
implementer after the evaluation interim results were published. These projects were
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reviewed and adjusted to 1.5 GPM, resulting in 100.0 percent realization rates for both 
energy and demand.  

• JobIds: EAMHPS1546733191 and EAMHPS1546713972. This project reported duct 
sealing, air sealing, and LEDs across multiple JobIds in a manufactured home with a 
heat pump system. The EM&V team found in the documentation that the heating 
system was an electric resistance furnace rather than a heat pump. The EM&V team 
adjusted the heating type for savings which affected savings for all three measure 
types resulting in project-level realization rates of 181.5 and 100.0 percent for energy 
and demand savings, respectively. 

• JobId: EAMHPS1547265744. This project reported duct sealing, air sealing, and LEDs 
across multiple JobIDs in a manufactured home with a heat pump system. The EM&V 
team found in the documentation that the heating system was an electric resistance 
furnace rather than a heat pump. The EM&V team adjusted the heating type for 
savings which affected savings for all three measure types resulting in project-level 
realization rates of 199.0 and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 

• JobId: EAMHPS1547093284. This project reported duct sealing of an electric AC and 
gas furnace in a manufactured home. The documentation included a photo of the 
condenser nameplate; however, it was faded to the point of being illegible. The EM&V 
team could not read the model number to verify the seasonal energy efficiency ratio 
and reverted to the default SEER value of 11.5 as stipulated by TRM 8.2. This 
adjustment resulted in realization rates of 87.0 percent for both energy and demand 
savings. 

Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 108.4 percent and 99.6 percent 
for energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See 
Table 59. 
 

Table 59. Manufactured Homes—Desk Review Results  

Measure 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 
Evaluated 

savings (kW) 

Energy 
realization 

rate 

Demand 
realization 

rate 

9 W LED (60 W 
equivalent)—indoor  

3,620  0.6  3,542  0.6  97.8% 100.0% 

Air infiltration  20,137  2.6  21,736  2.6  107.9% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(rested)  

149,974  14.7  149,974  14.7  100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested)  

10,518  5.8  10,289  5.7  97.8% 97.8% 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested)  

41,913  7.2  60,004  7.2  143.2% 100.0% 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (indoor)  

414  0.1  414  0.1  100.0% 100.1% 

Low-flow faucet aerator  194  0.0   193   0.0  99.9% 99.8% 
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reviewed and adjusted to 1.5 GPM, resulting in 100.0 percent realization rates for both
energy and demand.

0 Joblds: EAMHPS1546733191 and EAMHPS1546713972. This project reported duct
sealing, air sealing, and LEDs across multiple Joblds in a manufactured home with a
heat pump system. The EM&V team found in the documentation that the heating
system was an electric resistance furnace rather than a heat pump. The EM&V team
adjusted the heating type for savings which affected savings for all three measure
types resulting in project-level realization rates of 181.5 and 100.0 percent for energy
and demand savings, respectively.

0 Jobld: EAMHPS1547265744. This project reported duct sealing, air sealing, and LEDs
across multiple Jols in a manufactured home with a heat pump system. The EM&V
team found in the documentation that the heating system was an electric resistance
furnace rather than a heat pump. The EM&V team adjusted the heating type for
savings which affected savings for all three measure types resulting in project-level
realization rates of 199.0 and 100.0 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

0 Jobld: EAMHPS1547093284. This project reported duct sealing of an electric AC and
gas furnace in a manufactured home. The documentation included a photo of the
condenser nameplate; however, it was faded to the point of being illegible. The EM&V
team could not read the model number to verify the seasonal energy efficiency ratio
and reverted to the default SEER value of 11.5 as stipulated by TRM 8.2. This
adjustment resulted in realization rates of 87.0 percent for both energy and demand
savings.

Overall, program-level realization based on desk reviews was 108.4 percent and 99.6 percent
for energy and demand savings, respectively, due to the adjustments discussed above. See
Table 59.

9 W LED (60 W
equivalent)—indoor

Air infiltration

Duct sealing—AC with
resistance heat
(rested)

Duct sealing—electric
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat
pump (tested)

LED bulbs candelabra
4 W (indoor)

Low-flow faucet aerator

Table 59. Manufactured Homes—Desk Review Results

Reported Reported
savings

(kW)
savings

(kWh)

3,620 0.6

20,137 2.6

149,974 14.7

10,518 5.8

41,913 7.2

414 0.1

194 0.0

Evaluated
savings

(kWh)

3,542

21,736

149,974

10,289

60,004

414

193

Energy
realization

rate
Evaluated

savings (kW)

0.6 97.8%

2.6 107.9%

14.7 100.0%

5.7 97.8%

7.2 143.2%

0.1 100.0%

0.0 99.9%

Demand
realization

rate

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

97.8%

100.0%

100.1%

99.8%
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Measure 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 
Evaluated 

savings (kW) 

Energy 
realization 

rate 

Demand 
realization 

rate 

Low-flow showerheads  575  0.1  575  0.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Smart strip (direct 
install)  

2,774  0.3  2,774  0.3  100.0% 100.0% 

 Total  230,119  31.4  249,501 31.3  108.4% 99.6% 

6.4.3 On-Site Verifications 

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to 
compare documentation to data collected while on-site. 

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the 
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they 
would not have done this work without it. Some stated they had felt a significant difference in 
their bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all 
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer. 

Overall, program-level realization-based on-site visits were 100 percent for both energy and 
demand savings, as detailed in Table 60. 
 

Table 60. Manufactured Homes—On-Site Verification Results  

Measure category 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 
Realization 

rate 
Realization 

rate 

Appliances 252  0.0  252  0.0  100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope 2,236  0.3  2,236  0.3  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC 17,912  3.2  17,912  3.2  100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting 327  0.1  327  0.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Total 20,726  3.6  20,726  3.6  100.0% 100.0% 
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Reported Reported Evaluated Energy Demand
savings savings savings Evaluated realization realization

(kWh) (kW) (kWh) savings (kW) rate rate

Low-flow showerheads 575 . 575 . 100.0% 100.0%

Smart strip (direct 2,774 0.3 2,774 0.3 100.0% 100.0%
install)

Total 230,119 31.4 249,501 31.3 108.4% 99.6%

6.4.3 On-Site Verifications

Three projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to
compare documentation to data collected while on-site.

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered feedback from customers on their experience with the
program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program and indicated they
would not have done this work without it. Some stated they had felt a significant difference in
their bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care while on-site to ensure all
pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer.

Overall, program-level realization-based on-site visits were 100 percent for both energy and
demand savings, as detailed in Table 60.

Table 60. Manufactured Homes—On-Site Verification Results

Reported Reported Evaluated Evaluated
savings savings savings savings Realization Realization

Measure category (kWh) (kW) (kWh) (kW) rate rate

Appliances 252 0.0 252 0.0 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 2,236 0.3 2,236 0.3 100.0% 100.0%

HVAC 17,912 3.2 17,912 3.2 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 327 0.1 327 0.1 100.0% 100.0%

Total 20,726 3.6 20,726 3.6 100.0% 100.0%
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6.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS 

The process evaluation included interviews with participants, market actors, and program staff. 
Program staff interviews focused on discussing the PY2021 program design and delivery and 
evaluation recommendations presented in the sections above. Below, we present detailed 
results from the participant and market actor interviews. 

6.5.1 Participant Interviews 

As part of the PY2021 process evaluation for the program, the EM&V team conducted 
20 telephone interviews representing 36 distinct projects with recent program participants. 
Participants surveyed included individual residents or property managers who organized 
program participation across manufactured homes communities. The participant survey 
investigated sources of awareness and preferred methods of communication, participation 
experiences, decision-making, program satisfaction, customer demographics, and impacts of 
COVID-19. In addition to process information, the participant survey included a series of 
structured questions to assess free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluation. 

6.5.1.1 Participant Demographics 

Respondents comprised all age groups, with most participants being relatively evenly in age 
groups of 45 and over (15 of 20 respondents). Over one-half of respondents (8 of 13) reported 
earning less than $50,000 in 2020; nine respondents had completed at least some college-level 
courses or more; and an additional six respondents reported attending a vocational or technical 
school. The average household size among participants surveyed was 3.0 full-time residents, 
ranging from one to six people in the household. 

All but one respondent described themselves as at least somewhat knowledgeable about 
different ways to save energy in the home. One respondent said they were not at all 
knowledgeable about the different ways you can save energy in the home. Ten respondents 
indicated their knowledge of the different ways you can save energy in your home increased 
since participating in the program. The remaining nine respondents said it had stayed the same. 
In the last two years, 16 of 18 respondents said savings energy in the home has become more 
important, while one said it was less important and one said it stayed the same.  

6.5.1.2 Program Marketing 

Respondents most commonly reported learning about the Manufactured Homes program 
through friends, family members, or co-workers (15 of 20 respondents, 75 percent). The next 
most frequently mentioned sources were from the Entergy call center and EAL website 
(3 respondents each), another online research (2 respondents), and from prior participation 
(2 respondents). Figure 13 illustrates how participants learned about the Manufactured Homes 
program.  
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6.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS

The process evaluation included interviews with participants, market actors, and program staff.
Program staff interviews focused on discussing the PY2021 program design and delivery and
evaluation recommendations presented in the sections above. Below, we present detailed
results from the participant and market actor interviews.

6.5.1 Participant Interviews

As part of the PY2021 process evaluation for the program, the EM&V team conducted
20 telephone interviews representing 36 distinct projects with recent program participants.
Participants sun/eyed included individual residents or property managers who organized
program participation across manufactured homes communities. The participant survey
investigated sources of awareness and preferred methods of communication, participation
experiences, decision-making, program satisfaction, customer demographics, and impacts of
COVlD-19. In addition to process information, the participant survey included a series of
structured questions to assess free-ridership and participant spillover for the NTG evaluation.

6.5.1.1 Participant Demographics

Respondents comprised all age groups, with most participants being relatively evenly in age
groups of 45 and over (15 of 20 respondents). Over one-half of respondents (8 of 13) reported
earning less than $50,000 in 2020; nine respondents had completed at least some college-level
courses or more; and an additional six respondents reported attending a vocational or technical
school. The average household size among participants surveyed was 3.0 full-time residents,
ranging from one to six people in the household.

All but one respondent described themselves as at least somewhat knowledgeable about
different ways to save energy in the home. One respondent said they were not at all
knowledgeable about the different ways you can save energy in the home. Ten respondents
indicated their knowledge of the different ways you can save energy in your home increased
since participating in the program. The remaining nine respondents said it had stayed the same.
In the last two years, 16 of 18 respondents said savings energy in the home has become more
important, while one said it was less important and one said it stayed the same.

6.5.1.2 Program Marketing

Respondents most commonly reported learning about the Manufactured Homes program
through friends, family members, or co-workers (15 of 20 respondents, 75 percent). The next
most frequently mentioned sources were from the Entergy call center and EAL website
(3 respondents each), another online research (2 respondents), and from prior participation
(2 respondents). Figure 13 illustrates how participants learned about the Manufactured Homes
program.
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Figure 13. How Participants Learned about EAL’s Manufactured Homes Program (n=20) 

*Multiple responses were allowed 
**Don’t know and refused responses excluded. 

 
In addition to how they learned about the program, respondents were asked how they would 
prefer to receive information about EAL’s energy efficiency programs in the future. The most 
frequently mentioned preferred method was email (12 of 20 respondents, 60 percent) followed 
by direct messaging (11 respondents). The following most preferred channels were from EAL’s 
utility bill insert (6 respondents), text message (5 respondents), and from an EAL call center 
representative (3 respondents). Participants’ preferred ways of learning about energy efficiency 
programs are detailed in Figure 14.  
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Figure 13. How Participants Learned about EAL’s Manufactured Homes Program (n=20)

EAL website - 3

Entergy call center representative - 3

Another online resource - 2

Prior participation - 2

Contractor I 1

Entergy utility bill insert I 1

*Multiple responses were allowed
**Don’t know and refused responses excluded.

In addition to how they learned about the program, respondents were asked how they would
prefer to receive information about EAL’s energy efficiency programs in the future. The most
frequently mentioned preferred method was email (12 of 20 respondents, 60 percent) followed
by direct messaging (11 respondents). The following most preferred channels were from EAL’s
utility bill insert (6 respondents), text message (5 respondents), and from an EAL call center
representative (3 respondents). Participants’ preferred ways of learning about energy efficiency
programs are detailed in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. How Participants Prefer to Receive Information about EAL’s Programs (n=20) 

*Multiple responses were allowed. 

6.5.1.3 Participant Experience  

As far as how long respondents indicated they had to wait before a contractor came to their 
property, respondent feedback was mixed. Six respondents each (out of 19 respondents) 
reported waiting less than one week, one to two weeks, and two to four weeks; one respondent 
waited more than four weeks for the contractor to complete the upgrades they received through 
the program. 

Participation in the program was straightforward, with all but one respondent reporting 
experiencing no obstacles or barriers while participating in the program. The one respondent 
who had problems indicated that the work had not gotten completed as the reason for their 
response.  

Over one-half of respondents (8 of 15) reported making all of the energy efficiency 
improvements recommended by the program. Six respondents mentioned making some of the 
recommended improvements, and one respondent indicated they had done none. Of the seven 
respondents who did not make all of the recommended improvements, five said the upgrades 
were too costly as the reason for not completing them. Other reasons included being too busy 
and having an issue with the recommended equipment (one respondent each). 
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Figure 14. How Participants Prefer to Receive Information about EAL’s Programs (n=20)
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*Multiple responses were allowed.

6.5.1.3 Participant Experience

As far as how long respondents indicated they had to wait before a contractor came to their
property, respondent feedback was mixed. Six respondents each (out of 19 respondents)
reported waiting less than one week, one to two weeks, and two to four weeks; one respondent
waited more than four weeks for the contractor to complete the upgrades they received through
the program.

Participation in the program was straightforward, with all but one respondent reporting
experiencing no obstacles or barriers while participating in the program. The one respondent
who had problems indicated that the work had not gotten completed as the reason for their
response.

Over one-half of respondents (8 of 15) reported making all of the energy efficiency
improvements recommended by the program. Six respondents mentioned making some of the
recommended improvements, and one respondent indicated they had done none. Of the seven
respondents who did not make all of the recommended improvements, five said the upgrades
were too costly as the reason for not completing them. Other reasons included being too busy
and having an issue with the recommended equipment (one respondent each).
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6.5.1.4 Participant Satisfaction 

Participants rated their satisfaction with the program overall highly. Ninety-five percent of 
participants said they were either very satisfied or satisfied with the Manufactured Homes 
program overall (14 and 5 respondents, respectively). Only one participant said they were 
dissatisfied with the program. This respondent felt that some corners were cut and indicated that 
“if you are going to do something, do it right.” This respondent also mentioned wanting to make 
sure work was done. 

Those who indicated they were satisfied with the program were asked if there was anything EAL 
could have done to improve their experience in the program. All but one respondent (four of five 
respondents) indicated there was nothing EAL could improve. The one respondent indicated 
some air leakage under the floor was not sealed well.  

Figure 15 shows satisfaction ratings relating to specific aspects of participants’ experiences with 
the program, including the process used to schedule the services received by participants, the 
contractor who installed program measures, and the support provided by EAL or ICF program 
implementation staff. Similar to overall program satisfaction, satisfaction ratings were high 
across all specific program aspects, with the majority of respondents saying they were very 
satisfied with each element.  
 
 

Figure 15. Participant Satisfaction with Manufactured Homes Program Aspects 

*Don’t know and refused responses are excluded. 

 
Another indicator of program satisfaction is customers’ propensity to recommend the program to 
others. All surveyed participants said they would recommend EAL’s Manufactured Homes 
program to others if provided the opportunity. Unprompted, six respondents indicated they had 
already recommended the program to others. 

Participants’ overall satisfaction with the program was also seen in their satisfaction with EAL as 
their electric provider. Eighty percent reported being either very satisfied or satisfied with EAL 
(seven and nine respondents, respectively). Two respondents indicated they were neither 
satisfied nor dissatisfied, and two respondents indicated they were dissatisfied.  
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6.5.1.4 Participant Satisfaction

Participants rated their satisfaction with the program overall highly. Ninety-five percent of
participants said they were either very satisfied or satisfied with the Manufactured Homes
program overall (14 and 5 respondents, respectively). Only one participant said they were
dissatisfied with the program. This respondent felt that some corners were cut and indicated that
“if you are going to do something, do it right.” This respondent also mentioned wanting to make
sure work was done.

Those who indicated they were satisfied with the program were asked if there was anything EAL
could have done to improve their experience in the program. All but one respondent (four of five
respondents) indicated there was nothing EAL could improve. The one respondent indicated
some air leakage under the floor was not sealed well.

Figure 15 shows satisfaction ratings relating to specific aspects of participants’ experiences with
the program, including the process used to schedule the services received by participants, the
contractor who installed program measures, and the support provided by EAL or ICF program
implementation staff. Similar to overall program satisfaction, satisfaction ratings were high
across all specific program aspects, with the majority of respondents saying they were very
satisfied with each element.

Figure 15. Participant Satisfaction with Manufactured Homes Program Aspects

The process used to schedule the services you—
received (n=20) 70% 30%

The contractor who conducted the measure (n=31) 71% 19% 3%6%

The “pm” p’°”"e" by EAL °’ '0’ ”9’3””—implementation staff (n=20) 75% 20% 5%

I Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied

*Don’t know and refused responses are excluded.

Another indicator of program satisfaction is customers’ propensity to recommend the program to
others. All surveyed participants said they would recommend EAL’s Manufactured Homes
program to others if provided the opportunity. Unprompted, six respondents indicated they had
already recommended the program to others.

Participants’ overall satisfaction with the program was also seen in their satisfaction with EAL as
their electric provider. Eighty percent reported being either very satisfied or satisfied with EAL
(seven and nine respondents, respectively). Two respondents indicated they were neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied, and two respondents indicated they were dissatisfied.
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6.5.1.5 COVID-19 Impact 

The survey included a few questions to understand the effects of COVID-19. When asked about 
any obstacles in making energy efficiency improvements, 11 of the 20 respondents felt they had 
no obstacles; the next most mentioned obstacle was the cost of rising prices and equipment 
(six respondents). Two respondents mentioned the need for proper cleaning protocols, wearing 
masks, and distancing as obstacles. The remaining respondents did not respond.  

We also asked survey respondents about their interest in the program offering virtual 
assistance, where a program team member would talk with them over a secure video 
application to discuss and review energy-saving opportunities. About one-half of the 
respondents were interested, one respondent being very interested and ten respondents being 
somewhat interested. Nine respondents indicated they were not at all interested. On the flip 
side, no respondents had concerns when asked if they had any safety concerns about external 
contractors conducting work in the home or building.  

6.5.2 Market Actor Interviews 

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating market actor interviews. 

We talked mostly with business owners who were familiar with the work their company did 
through the Manufactured Homes program. Five of the six companies were small businesses 
with fewer than ten employees. Three of the companies work almost exclusively with EAL 
programs; the other three also work with other utility programs or in other states. A few of these 
companies survive on energy efficiency program work and heavily market the relationship with 
EAL programs on their websites. 
 

Figure 16. Characterization of Market Actor Companies Interviewed 

 
HES: Home Energy Solutions  

MAN: Manufactured Homes 

MF: Multifamily Homes 

Company 1

• AC Tune-ups, weatherization, plumbing, 
lighting, services

• Works in other territories

• 8 contract staff

• Started with HES tune-ups

• 90 percent rebated (30 percent MAN, 
60 percent MF, 10 percent HES)

Company 2

• Energy audits, services

• Works only with EAL

• 2 employees 

• Started with HES and picked up 
Manufactured along the way

• Small allocation per quarter

Company 3 

• HVAC company - residential and 
commercial, services

• Works only with EAL residential and 
commercial programs

• 3 employees

• Has been participating for two years

• Less than 10 percent rebated 

Company 4

• Insulation, lighting, envelope, and 
assessments services

• Works only EAL including HES and 
State weatherization

• 7 employees

• Couple years with company

• Small allocation per quarter

Company 5 

• Weatherization contractor, energy 
conservation products and services

• Works with many programs in multiple 
states

• 30 employees

• 2020 was first year in Arkansas

• 100 percent of Arkansas work is through 
programs

Company 6 

• Home weatherization and energy 
efficiency, services

• Works with many programs in multiple 
states

• 5-6 employees

• 2020 was first year in Arkansas

• Small allocation per quarter
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6.5.1.5 COVID-19 Impact

The survey included a few questions to understand the effects of COVlD-19. When asked about
any obstacles in making energy efficiency improvements, 11 of the 20 respondents felt they had
no obstacles; the next most mentioned obstacle was the cost of rising prices and equipment
(six respondents). Two respondents mentioned the need for proper cleaning protocols, wearing
masks, and distancing as obstacles. The remaining respondents did not respond.

We also asked survey respondents about their interest in the program offering virtual
assistance, where a program team member would talk with them over a secure video
application to discuss and review energy-saving opportunities. About one-half of the
respondents were interested, one respondent being very interested and ten respondents being
somewhat interested. Nine respondents indicated they were not at all interested. On the flip
side, no respondents had concerns when asked if they had any safety concerns about external
contractors conducting work in the home or building.

6.5.2 Market Actor Interviews

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating market actor interviews.

We talked mostly with business owners who were familiar with the work their company did
through the Manufactured Homes program. Five of the six companies were small businesses
with fewer than ten employees. Three of the companies work almost exclusively with EAL
programs; the other three also work with other utility programs or in other states. A few of these
companies survive on energy efficiency program work and heavily market the relationship with
EAL programs on their websites.

Figure 16. Characterization of Market Actor Companies Interviewed

Company 1 Company 2 Company 3
0 AC Tune-ups, weatherization, plumbing, - Energy audits, services - HVAC company - residential and

lighting, services . Works only with EAL commercial, services
0 Works in other territories . 2 employees - Works only with EAL residential and
' 8 contract staff - Started with HES and picked up commerCIal programs
0 Started with HES tune-ups Manufactured along the way ‘ 3 employees
0 90 percent rebated (30 percent MAN, - Small allocation per quarter ‘ H35 been participating for two years

60 percent MF, 10 percent HES) - Less than 10 percent rebated

Company 4 Company 5 Company 6
0 Insulation, lighting, envelope, and - Weatherization contractor, energy - Home weatherization and energy
assessments services conservation products and services efficiency, services

0 Works only EAL including HES and - Works with many programs in multiple - Works with many programs in multiple
State weatherization states states

0 7 employees - 30 employees - 5-6 employees
0 Couple years with company - 2020 was first year in Arkansas - 2020 was first year in Arkansas
0 Small allocation per quarter - 100 percent of Arkansas work is through - Small allocation per quarter

programs

HES: Home Energy Solutions
MAN: Manufactured Homes
MF: Multifamily Homes
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6.5.2.1 Program Marketing 

The market actors working on projects through the Manufactured Homes program all reach out 
to customers to increase participation. They mentioned that a few customers had seen emails;  
one uses a quick 30-second ad that generates interest, one uses Facebook ads and tax 
appraisals, another also calls neighbors and friends of participants, and another collaborates 
with realtors. Three companies mention the EAL or utility programs on their websites. 
Customers can also find market actors on the EAL website. 

All the market actors we spoke with said they had difficulty identifying eligible customers. While 
mobile home parks are relatively straightforward to find, individual manufactured homes can be 
harder to locate, spread out with long drive times in between.  

When they identify potential program customers, a few of them take the extra step of sending 
the potential participants to ICF to confirm eligibility. While waiting for ICF to check customer 
eligibility can delay project work, market actors mentioned it is a lesson learned to ensure they 
receive payment for the work.  

Four of the six contractors we spoke with felt it would be very helpful to have a master list from 
either EAL or ICF. While a few mentioned that they thought ICF might be working on such a list, 
nothing was yet available. Contractors suggested key elements of the list might be identifying 
eligible customers, screening for previous participation or information on their last participation 
date, and identifying sites that are billed more than $.10 per square foot monthly. 

6.5.2.2 Quarterly Allocation 

The six market actor respondents discussed their quarterly allocations or allotment for the 
Manufactured Homes program; none of them were clear on how the allocations are determined, 
though. ICF may intend for the process to be that market actors submit to the pipeline, then 
compare that pipeline to actuals for a few rounds to get eventual quarterly allocations to be able 
to balance work. However, this is not how the market actors understand the process.  

Market actors said they wait each quarter to understand their next allocation amount, making 
planning for and recruiting more projects challenging. They are reaching out to customers to 
motivate them to participate but must balance that with allocation for the quarter. Contractors do 
not know how much outreach to do because they do not know how much funding they will be 
allocated. At least one market actor said they continue to decrease their work through the 
program because of the uncertainty around the quarterly allocations. A couple of other market 
actors would like to increase their work through the program but are constrained by their 
allocations. 

In addition, market actors explained to us that the allocations cover both installation work and 
materials ordered from a particular vendor. One market actor explained that ICF had instructed 
them to acquire all their direct install measures through Greenlite; they are unsure why this is 
required. In particular, one market actor had issues with invoicing from Greenlite that has 
impacted their allocation.  
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6.5.2.1 Program Marketing

The market actors working on projects through the Manufactured Homes program all reach out
to customers to increase participation. They mentioned that a few customers had seen emails;
one uses a quick 30-second ad that generates interest, one uses Facebook ads and tax
appraisals, another also calls neighbors and friends of participants, and another collaborates
with realtors. Three companies mention the EAL or utility programs on their websites.
Customers can also find market actors on the EAL website.

All the market actors we spoke with said they had difficulty identifying eligible customers. While
mobile home parks are relatively straightforward to find, individual manufactured homes can be
harder to locate, spread out with long drive times in between.

When they identify potential program customers, a few of them take the extra step of sending
the potential participants to ICF to confirm eligibility. While waiting for ICF to check customer
eligibility can delay project work, market actors mentioned it is a lesson learned to ensure they
receive payment for the work.

Four of the six contractors we spoke with felt it would be very helpful to have a master list from
either EAL or ICF. While a few mentioned that they thought ICF might be working on such a list,
nothing was yet available. Contractors suggested key elements of the list might be identifying
eligible customers, screening for previous participation or information on their last participation
date, and identifying sites that are billed more than $.10 per square foot monthly.

6.5.2.2 Quarterly Allocation

The six market actor respondents discussed their quarterly allocations or allotment for the
Manufactured Homes program; none of them were clear on how the allocations are determined,
though. ICF may intend for the process to be that market actors submit to the pipeline, then
compare that pipeline to actuals for a few rounds to get eventual quarterly allocations to be able
to balance work. However, this is not how the market actors understand the process.

Market actors said they wait each quarter to understand their next allocation amount, making
planning for and recruiting more projects challenging. They are reaching out to customers to
motivate them to participate but must balance that with allocation for the quarter. Contractors do
not know how much outreach to do because they do not know how much funding they will be
allocated. At least one market actor said they continue to decrease their work through the
program because of the uncertainty around the quarterly allocations. A couple of other market
actors would like to increase their work through the program but are constrained by their
allocations.

In addition, market actors explained to us that the allocations cover both installation work and
materials ordered from a particular vendor. One market actor explained that ICF had instructed
them to acquire all their direct install measures through Greenlite; they are unsure why this is
required. In particular, one market actor had issues with invoicing from Greenlite that has
impacted their allocation.
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6.5.2.3 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations  

We asked contractors about their overall satisfaction with the Manufactured Homes program 
using the following scale: very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, dissatisfied, 
or very dissatisfied. 

Two market actors said they were very satisfied, three were satisfied, and one was dissatisfied 
with the program overall. Feedback on the support from ICF was mostly positive, although a 
couple of the market actors mentioned delayed responses from ICF.  
 

We had an excellent experience with ICF. They are thorough and responsive.  

It has been a good experience.  
Payments are timely and ICF answers our questions. 

The requirements are clear, and it is easy to get answers.  
ICF is a nice group to work with.  

 

Most of the comments from market actors revolved around the administrative process, including 
application and project data entry. Two market actors indicated they have talked with ICF 
directly regarding their suggested improvements.  
 

It takes a bit of effort for the application process, lots of man-hours.  
It is the nature of the program, though, but they could make it easier for less money. 

We somehow need to control the amount of paperwork.  
It can take an hour for paperwork in the office after 1.5 hours in the field.  

We’ve had issues entering project data into the website portal in areas with 
poor internet. The entry is time-consuming.  

It is time-intensive, but the report to the homeowner is pretty general.  
There seems to be a lot of data needed, but I get it for the most part.  

 

Market actors reported that they had heard no complaints from customers about the services or 
direct-install measures. Most customers are very happy to have received the services and 
equipment for free. The one measure that market actors indicated they do not use very often is 
the low-flow showerheads due to either customer preferences or their feelings about the quality 
of the measure. One market actor found it difficult to procure mobile home measures other than 
the direct-install measures available through the program. 
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6.5.2.3 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations

We asked contractors about their overall satisfaction with the Manufactured Homes program
using the following scale: very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, dissatisfied,
or very dissatisfied.

Two market actors said they were very satisfied, three were satisfied, and one was dissatisfied
with the program overall. Feedback on the support from ICF was mostly positive, although a
couple of the market actors mentioned delayed responses from ICF.

We had an excellent experience with ICF. They are thorough and responsive.

It has been a good experience.
Payments are timely and ICF answers our questions.

The requirements are clear, and it is easy to get answers.
ICF is a nice group to work with.

Most of the comments from market actors revolved around the administrative process, including
application and project data entry. Two market actors indicated they have talked with ICF
directly regarding their suggested improvements.

It takes a bit of effort for the application process, lots of man-hours.
It is the nature of the program, though, but they could make it easier for less money.

We somehow need to control the amount of paperwork.
It can take an hour for paperwork in the office after 1.5 hours in the field.

We’ve had issues entering project data into the website portal in areas with
poor internet. The entry is time-consuming.

It is time-intensive, but the report to the homeowner is pretty general.
There seems to be a lot of data needed, but I get it for the most part.

Market actors reported that they had heard no complaints from customers about the services or
direct-install measures. Most customers are very happy to have received the services and
equipment for free. The one measure that market actors indicated they do not use very often is
the low-flow showerheads due to either customer preferences or their feelings about the quality
of the measure. One market actor found it difficult to procure mobile home measures other than
the direct-install measures available through the program.
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6.5.2.4 Free-Ridership Feedback 

To support the NTG analysis completed with program participants, we were interested in the 
possible impacts of the Manufactured Homes program on market actor business activities. We 
asked them if their company would have completed any of the projects—similar to those eligible 
for the program—if the program rebates were not available. All five contractors reported that a 
very small proportion, if any, of the participants would complete the same work that was 
received through the Manufactured Homes program on their own if the program was not 
available. Contractors described the manufactured and mobile homes market as a mostly low-
income group of customers who do not have the extra funds for energy efficiency projects. A 
couple of the contractors are trying to coordinate health and safety, weatherization, and 
efficiency rebates to do as much work as possible for customers.  

6.5.2.5 COVID-19 Experience 

We asked contractors to characterize their experience with COVID-19 over the past year and 
any expected impacts on their business in the next six months. All the contractors followed 
COVID-19 safety protocols, and most had vaccinated staff to try and ensure customers were 
comfortable with them entering homes. A couple of contractors experienced shutdowns with 
other programs, and marketing costs have increased for programs still operating as customers 
were hesitant to have someone in their homes. Staff out sick was also a challenge for a couple 
of contractors during the past year.  

Contractors expect to see the hesitancy issues improve in the next six months. However, three 
of the contractors mentioned increasing concern over difficulty getting materials they need and 
increasing prices if they can procure what they need.  

6.6 NET-TO-GROSS RESULTS 

This section presents an overview of the NTG methodology followed by the detailed NTG 
results.  

6.6.1 Net-to-Gross Methodology 

The EM&V team assessed NTG via self-reports through the participant customer surveys based 
on the guidance outlined in Protocol F of the TRM 8.2. Also consistent with Protocol F, the 
participant survey results were triangulated with the trade ally interviews, which also reported a 
high program influence level in customers receiving audits and installing energy-efficient 
equipment.  

The sample frame for the survey consisted of customers who installed energy-saving upgrades 
for qualifying measures. Free-ridership was asked of the most recent program participants. 
Spillover was assessed for participants who installed energy-efficient upgrades in the two less-
recent six-month periods to allow more time for potential spillover effects to occur (January 
2020–June 2020).  
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6.5.2.4 Free-Ridership Feedback

To support the NTG analysis completed with program participants, we were interested in the
possible impacts of the Manufactured Homes program on market actor business activities. We
asked them if their company would have completed any of the projects—similar to those eligible
for the program—if the program rebates were not available. All five contractors reported that a
very small proportion, if any, of the participants would complete the same work that was
received through the Manufactured Homes program on their own if the program was not
available. Contractors described the manufactured and mobile homes market as a mostly low-
income group of customers who do not have the extra funds for energy efficiency projects. A
couple of the contractors are trying to coordinate health and safety, weatherization, and
efficiency rebates to do as much work as possible for customers.

6.5.2.5 COVID-19 Experience

We asked contractors to characterize their experience with COVlD-19 over the past year and
any expected impacts on their business in the next six months. All the contractors followed
COVlD-19 safety protocols, and most had vaccinated staff to try and ensure customers were
comfortable with them entering homes. A couple of contractors experienced shutdowns with
other programs, and marketing costs have increased for programs still operating as customers
were hesitant to have someone in their homes. Staff out sick was also a challenge for a couple
of contractors during the past year.

Contractors expect to see the hesitancy issues improve in the next six months. However, three
of the contractors mentioned increasing concern over difficulty getting materials they need and
increasing prices if they can procure what they need.

6.6 NET-TO-GROSS RESULTS

This section presents an overview of the NTG methodology followed by the detailed NTG
results.

6.6.1 Net-to-Gross Methodology

The EM&V team assessed NTG via self-reports through the participant customer surveys based
on the guidance outlined in Protocol F of the TRM 8.2. Also consistent with Protocol F, the
participant survey results were triangulated with the trade ally interviews, which also reported a
high program influence level in customers receiving audits and installing energy-efficient
equipment.

The sample frame for the survey consisted of customers who installed energy-saving upgrades
for qualifying measures. Free-ridership was asked of the most recent program participants.
Spillover was assessed for participants who installed energy-efficient upgrades in the two less-
recent six-month periods to allow more time for potential spillover effects to occur (January
2020—June 2020).
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In total, 19 participant projects were surveyed on free-ridership, and 1527 participant surveys 
were surveyed on spillover based on their date of participation. Table 61 summarizes the 
number of participants in the sample and the number who completed surveys by participation 
period.  
 

Table 61. Summary of Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Respondents by Participation 
Period 

Participation period 
Completed 

surveys 
Completed 

projects 

Survey questions 

Free-
ridership Spillover Process 

01/01/2020 – 06/30/2020 9 16  
✓ ✓ 

07/01/2020 – 12/31/2020 8 13 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

01/01/2021 – 06/30/2021 3 6 ✓ 
 

✓ 

Total 20 36 

 
The survey included a series of structured questions about the participant’s decision to pursue 
rebated energy-efficient upgrades to estimate free-ridership. As the Arkansas TRM does not 
allow for partial free riders, participants were either classified as full free riders (100 percent 
free-ridership) or non-free riders (zero percent free-ridership) in their responses to these 
decision-making questions. Table 62 below shows the survey questions used to classify free 
riders.  

Table 62. Self-Report Free-Ridership Survey Questions 

Survey question Response options 

FR2. Before learning about the <PROGRAM>, were 
you already planning to purchase and install the 
<MEASURE> in <YEAR>?  

01 Yes 

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR3. If the program had not been available, would your 
budget have accommodated the full cost of the 
<MEASURE>? 

01 Yes 

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR4. If the assistance from the program had not been 
available, would you still have purchased the 
<MEASURE>, or would you have done something 
different?  

01 Same [SKIP TO FR7] 

02 Different 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

 
27 Two respondents were mistakenly skipped out of the spillover question battery. 
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In total, 19 participant projects were surveyed on free-ridership, and 1527 participant surveys
were surveyed on spillover based on their date of participation. Table 61 summarizes the
number of participants in the sample and the number who completed surveys by participation
penod.

Table 61. Summary of Manufactured Homes Participant Survey Respondents by Participation
Pefiod

Completed Completed Free-
Participation period ' ridership Spillover
01/01/2020 — 06/30/2020 9 16 ~/ \/

07/01/2020 — 12/31/2020 8 13 \/ ~/ \/

01/01/2021 — 06/30/2021 3 6 \/ \/

Total 20 36

The survey included a series of structured questions about the participant’s decision to pursue
rebated energy-efficient upgrades to estimate free-ridership. As the Arkansas TRM does not
allow for partial free riders, participants were either classified as full free riders (100 percent
free-ridership) or non-free riders (zero percent free-ridership) in their responses to these
decision-making questions. Table 62 below shows the survey questions used to classify free
riders.

Table 62. Self-Report Free-Ridership Survey Questions

Survey question Response options

FR2. Before learning about the <PROGRAM>, were 01 Yes
you already planning to purchase and install the 02 No
<MEASURE> in <YEAR>?

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

FR3. If the program had not been available, would your 01 Yes
budget have accommodated the full cost of the 02 N
<MEASURE>? °

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

FR4. If the assistance from the program had not been 01 Same [SKIP TO FR7]
available, would you still have purchased the 02 Different
<MEASURE>, or would you have done something
different? 88 Don’t know

99 Refused

27 Two respondents were mistakenly skipped out of the spillover question battery.
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Survey question Response options 

FR5. [ASK IF FR4 <> 1] Would you have purchased 
any <MEASURE_TYPE> at all?* 

01 Yes  

02 No 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR6. [ASK IF FR5 = 1] Would it have been the same 
level of efficiency, higher efficiency, or lower 
efficiency?* 

01 Same level of efficiency 

02 Higher efficiency 

03 Lower efficiency 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

FR7. [ASK IF FR4 = 1 OR FR5 = 1] If the assistance 
from the program had not been available, when would 
you have conducted the <MEASURE>? Would you 
have conducted it…  

01 At the same time or sooner 

02 Within one year 

03 One to two years later 

04 Three to five years later 

05 More than five years later 

88 Don’t know 

99 Refused 

*Question missing from the PY2021 survey. 

 

We used the same criteria to classify free-riders for consistency and comparability across all 
program evaluations. To be classified as a full free-rider, respondents must have indicated all 
the following conditions; any respondent that did not meet all three of these conditions was 
classified as a non-free rider: 

• Were already planning to purchase and install the project in the same year before 
learning about the program (FR2 = 1). 

• The budget would have accommodated the project's full cost in the absence of the 
program rebate (FR3 = 1). 

• Would have purchased the same or higher efficiency measure within one year in the 
absence of the program ((FR4 = 1 OR (FR6 = 1 OR 2)) AND (FR7 = 1 OR 2)). 

The participant survey also included several consistency checks to verify a participant’s free-
ridership status. These consistency checks are intended to provide additional information about 
the participant’s decision to install the program-provided measures and are used to substantiate 
their classification as a full free-rider or non-free-rider. Consistency check questions include 
whether the participant received a recommendation to install a piece of equipment, how 
influential that recommendation was on their decision, and how influential the program incentive 
and other program assistance were in installing the efficient measure.  
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Survey question Response options

FR5. [ASK IF FR4 <> 1] Would you have purchased 01 Yes
any <MEASURE_TYPE> at all?* 02 No

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

FR6. [ASK IF FR5 = 1] Would it have been the same 01 Same level of efficiency
level of efficiency, higher efficiency, or lower
efficiency?* 02 Higher efficiency

03 Lower efficiency

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

FR7. [ASK IF FR4 = 1 OR FR5 = 1] If the assistance 01 At the same time or sooner
from the program had not been available, when would 02 W'th'
you have conducted the <MEASURE>? Would you I In one year
have conducted it... 03 One to two years later

04 Three to five years later

05 More than five years later

88 Don’t know

99 Refused

*Question missing from the PY2021 survey.

We used the same criteria to classify free-riders for consistency and comparability across all
program evaluations. To be classified as a full free-rider, respondents must have indicated all
the following conditions; any respondent that did not meet all three of these conditions was
classified as a non-free rider:

0 Were already planning to purchase and install the project in the same year before
learning about the program (FR2 = 1).

o The budget would have accommodated the project's full cost in the absence of the
program rebate (FR3 = 1).

0 Would have purchased the same or higher efficiency measure within one year in the
absence of the program ((FR4 = 1 OR (FR6 = 1 OR 2)) AND (FR7 = 1 OR 2)).

The participant survey also included several consistency checks to verify a participant’s free-
ridership status. These consistency checks are intended to provide additional information about
the participant’s decision to install the program-provided measures and are used to substantiate
their classification as a full free-rider or non-free-rider. Consistency check questions include
whether the participant received a recommendation to install a piece of equipment, how
influential that recommendation was on their decision, and how influential the program incentive
and other program assistance were in installing the efficient measure.
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To assess spillover, we asked respondents about recent installations of any additional energy-
efficient improvements since program participation was made without EAL's financial 
assistance. Respondents were then asked how important their experience in the Manufactured 
Homes program was on their decision to install these additional improvements. 

Free-ridership and spillover rates were estimated for each respondent using the methodology 
described above. Individual free-ridership and spillover rates were then weighted to adjust for 
proportional sampling differences, non-response, and gross energy savings to calculate overall 
estimates representative of the program population. NTG ratios were then calculated using the 
following equation: 

NTG Ratio = 1 – Free-Ridership + Spillover 

6.6.2 Detailed Net-to-Gross Results 

The participant survey yielded an overall NTG ratio of 100 percent, including free-ridership and 
spillover. One free rider was observed, but this customer indicated EAL’s program was very 
important in them doing the project at the time they did. This respondent also mentioned that 
their contractor was also very important in the project. Therefore, the evaluation team omitted 
the free-ridership for this customer. Also, while there was evidence of spillover, there was not 
enough information to calculate results quantitatively. This finding is supported by interviews 
conducted with trade allies; all trade allies responded that customers would not request audits 
or install upgrades without the program and project incentives. Their services in EAL’s territory 
are entirely dependent on the program. Table 63 below summarizes NTG results. 
 

Table 63. Summary of Net-to-Gross Results 

Free-ridership Spillover NTG 

0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

6.6.2.1 Free-Ridership 

Feedback from participants suggests that the program was influential in participants’ decision to 
install energy-efficient measures, resulting in no free-ridership detected. Fourteen out of 19 
respondent projects (74 percent) said they were not planning to purchase and install their 
rebated energy efficiency measures in the same year before learning about the program. Also, 
82 percent of respondents said their budget would not have accommodated the upgrades’ full 
cost had the program rebate not been available (18 of 22). Only two participants said they would 
have purchased the exact same upgrade in the absence of the program. Table 64 presents 
free-ridership results.  
 

Table 64. Free-Ridership Results 

Surveyed (n) Free-ridership  

19 0.0% 
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To assess spillover, we asked respondents about recent installations of any additional energy-
efficient improvements since program participation was made without EAL's financial
assistance. Respondents were then asked how important their experience in the Manufactured
Homes program was on their decision to install these additional improvements.

Free-ridership and spillover rates were estimated for each respondent using the methodology
described above. Individual free-ridership and spillover rates were then weighted to adjust for
proportional sampling differences, non-response, and gross energy savings to calculate overall
estimates representative of the program population. NTG ratios were then calculated using the
following equation:

NTG Ratio = 1 — Free-Ridership + Spillover

6.6.2 Detailed Net-to-Gross Results

The participant survey yielded an overall NTG ratio of 100 percent, including free-ridership and
spillover. One free rider was observed, but this customer indicated EAL’s program was very
important in them doing the project at the time they did. This respondent also mentioned that
their contractor was also very important in the project. Therefore, the evaluation team omitted
the free-ridership for this customer. Also, while there was evidence of spillover, there was not
enough information to calculate results quantitatively. This finding is supported by interviews
conducted with trade allies; all trade allies responded that customers would not request audits
or install upgrades without the program and project incentives. Their services in EAL’s territory
are entirely dependent on the program. Table 63 below summarizes NTG results.

Table 63. Summary of Net-to-Gross Results

Free-ridership Spillover NTG

0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

6.6.2.1 Free-Ridership

Feedback from participants suggests that the program was influential in participants’ decision to
install energy-efficient measures, resulting in no free-ridership detected. Fourteen out of 19
respondent projects (74 percent) said they were not planning to purchase and install their
rebated energy efficiency measures in the same year before learning about the program. Also,
82 percent of respondents said their budget would not have accommodated the upgrades’ full
cost had the program rebate not been available (18 of 22). Only two participants said they would
have purchased the exact same upgrade in the absence of the program. Table 64 presents
free-ridership results.

Table 64. Free-Ridership Results

Surveyed (n) Free-ridership

19 0.0%
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6.6.2.2 Spillover 

Eight out of 15 respondents assessed for spillover reported installing additional energy-efficient 
equipment. However, due to the limited information, no attributable spillover savings could be 
calculated; therefore, spillover was 0.0 percent. The measures mentioned were a furnace, 
sealing around windows, replacing the glass pane in windows, oil heaters, air filters, ceiling fan, 
AC mini split inverter, and other HVAC equipment. Additional information needed to calculate 
spillover would be the specific type of HVAC equipment, equipment size, and detailed 
equipment specifications. Table 65 presents the spillover results from the participant survey. 
 

Table 65. Participant Spillover Results 

Surveyed (n) Spillover 

15 0.0% 

6.7 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and on-site verification measurements to calculate the 
program-level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Manufactured Homes 
program achieved similar energy and demand savings as reported. Adjustments based on desk 
reviews or on-site verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting in 
realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively. 
 

Table 66. Manufactured Homes—Weighted Desk Review and Independent Verification Results 

Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

9 W LED  
(60 W 
equivalent)
—indoor 

 65,573   11.6   64,157   11.6  97.8% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air 
conditioner 
tune-up—
manifoldi 
measureme
nt 

 250,221   136.1   250,221   136.1  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system review 

Air 
infiltration 

 387,214   52.7   417,956   52.6  107.9% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct 
sealing— 
AC with 
resistance 
heat 
(tested) 

2,982,232   295.3  2,982,232   295.3  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 
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6.6.2.2 Spillover

Eight out of 15 respondents assessed for spillover reported installing additional energy-efficient
equipment. However, due to the limited information, no attributable spillover savings could be
calculated; therefore, spillover was 0.0 percent. The measures mentioned were a furnace,
sealing around windows, replacing the glass pane in windows, oil heaters, air filters, ceiling fan,
AC mini split inverter, and other HVAC equipment. Additional information needed to calculate
spillover would be the specific type of HVAC equipment, equipment size, and detailed
equipment specifications. Table 65 presents the spillover results from the participant survey.

Table 65. Participant Spillover Results

Surveyed (n) Spillover

15 0.0%

6.7 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and on-site verification measurements to calculate the
program-level realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Manufactured Homes
program achieved similar energy and demand savings as reported. Adjustments based on desk
reviews or on-site verifications were incorporated into realization rates, ultimately resulting in
realization rates of 107.1 percent and 99.7 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.

Table 66. Manufactured Homes—Weighted Desk Review and Independent Verification Results

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

9 W LED 65,573 11.6 64,157 11.6 97.8% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
(60 W verification, and
equivalent) tracking system review
—indoor

Air 250,221 136.1 250,221 136.1 100.0% 100.0% Tracking system review
conditioner
tune-up—
manifoldi
measureme
nt

Air 387,214 52.7 417,956 52.6 107.9% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
infiltration verification, and

tracking system review

Duct 2,982,232 295.3 2,982,232 295.3 100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
sealing— verification, and
AC with tracking system review
resistance
heat
(tested)
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Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Duct 
sealing—
electric 
cooling 
(tested) 

 217,902   116.2   213,143   113.6  97.8% 97.8% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct 
sealing—
heat pump 
(tested) 

 731,089   124.5  1,046,654   124.5  143.2% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct 
sealing 
electric 
resistance 
no cooling 
(tested) 

 8,942   -     8,891   -    100.0% N/A Desk review and 
tracking system review 

LED (retail): 
Outdoor, 
general 
purpose, all 
wattages 

 76   -     76   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system review 

LED bulbs 
BR30 8 W 
(indoor) 

 350   0.1   350   0.1  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system review 

LED bulbs 
BR30 8 W 
(outdoor) 

 36   -     36   -    100.0% N/A Tracking system review 

LED bulbs 
candelabra  
4 W 
(indoor) 

 6,704   1.2   6,704   1.2  100.0% 100.1% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Low-flow 
faucet 
aerator 

 5,662   0.6   5,656  0.6  99.9% 99.8% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Low-flow 
showerhea
ds 

 34,069   3.5   34,054   3.5  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Residential 
heat pump 
tune-up 

 19,506   4.9   19,506   4.9  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system review 
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Duct
sealing—
electric
cooling
(tested)

Duct
sealing—
heat pump
(tested)

Duct
seaHng
electric
resistance
no cooling
(tested)

LED (retail):
Outdoor,
general
purpose, all
wattages

LED bulbs
BR30 8 W
(indoor)

LED bulbs
BR30 8 W
(outdoor)

LED bulbs
candelabra
4 W
(indoor)

Low-flow
faucet
aerator

Low-flow
showerhea
ds

Residential
heat pump
tune-up

Reported savings

217,902

731,089

8,942

76

350

36

6,704

5,662

34,069

19,506

116.2

124.5

0.1

1.2

0.6

3.5

4.9

Evaluated savings

213,143

1,046,654

8,891

76

350

36

6,704

5,656

34,054

19,506

113.6

124.5

0.1

1.2

0.6

3.5

4.9

Realization rate

97.8%

143.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

97.8%

100.0%

N/A

N/A

100.0%

N/A

100.1%

99.8%

100.0%

100.0%

EM&V source

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Tracking system review

Tracking system review

Tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Desk review and
tracking system review

Tracking system review
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Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Smart strip 
(direct 
install) 

 59,088   7.0   59,088   7.0  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Smart 
thermostats 

 5,710   -     5,710   -     100.0% N/A Tracking system review 

Total 4,774,374   753.5  5,114,435   751.0  107.1% 99.7% 

 

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure. 

6.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES 

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as 
part of the program’s QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or 
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade 
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site’s performance 
up to program standards. 
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Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Smart strip 59,088 7.0 59,088 7.0 100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site
(direct verification, and
install) tracking system review

Smart 5,710 - 5,710 - 100.0% N/A Tracking system review
thermostats

Total 4,774,374 753.5 5,114,435 751.0 107.1% 99.7%

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

6.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as
part of the program’s QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site’s performance
up to program standards.
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7.0 LOW-INCOME SOLUTIONS 

The Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) Low-Income Solutions program launched in PY2020. The 
program helps low-income households become more comfortable, safe, and energy-efficient 
using directly-installed home weatherization, health, and safety upgrades at no cost to the 
customer.   

The Low-Income Solutions program targets eligible low-income households or EAL customers 
aged 65 or older as they are considered a hard-to-reach subsector. The program also helps with 
home repairs to correct minor problems that may otherwise prevent the building from receiving 
weatherization upgrades or pose a health or safety risk. As part of the Low-Income Solutions 
program, EAL offers the following measures at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy 
assessments by qualified field technicians, LED bulbs, low-flow showerheads, kitchen and 
bathroom faucet aerators, and advanced power strips. EAL also offers the following 
weatherization measures at no cost to the customer: air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation, 
smart thermostats, and heat pump and AC tune-ups.    

In PY2021, the program incentivized ceiling insulation installation, air infiltration, and duct 
sealing, while providing direct installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, advanced 
power strips, advanced thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost. 

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 30 sites, 
and on-site data collection for four sites. On-site data collection included physical verification of 
the installed measures. The net-to-gross (NTG) values were based on process evaluation 
research conducted for PY2020, including participant and market actor surveys. The surveys 
and interviews focused on understanding if the program was operating as expected and 
gauging the program's influence and satisfaction levels.  

 

Table 67. Low-Income Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

NTG 
approach 

Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site data 
collection 

Metered 
data 

analysis28 

Deemed from 
prior research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 

Census 30 4 None 

 
28 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team instead of primary metered 

data collected as part of on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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7.0 LOW-INCOME SOLUTIONS

The Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) Low-Income Solutions program launched in PY2020. The
program helps low-income households become more comfortable, safe, and energy-efficient
using directly-installed home weatherization, health, and safety upgrades at no cost to the
customer.

The Low-Income Solutions program targets eligible low-income households or EAL customers
aged 65 or older as they are considered a hard-to-reach subsector. The program also helps with
home repairs to correct minor problems that may othenNise prevent the building from receiving
weatherization upgrades or pose a health or safety risk. As part of the Low-Income Solutions
program, EAL offers the following measures at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy
assessments by qualified field technicians, LED bulbs, low-flow showerheads, kitchen and
bathroom faucet aerators, and advanced power strips. EAL also offers the following
weatherization measures at no cost to the customer: air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation,
smart thermostats, and heat pump and AC tune-ups.

ln PY2021, the program incentivized ceiling insulation installation, air infiltration, and duct
sealing, while providing direct installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, advanced
power strips, advanced thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 30 sites,
and on-site data collection for four sites. On-site data collection included physical verification of
the installed measures. The net-to-gross (NTG) values were based on process evaluation
research conducted for PY2020, including participant and market actor surveys. The surveys
and interviews focused on understanding if the program was operating as expected and
gauging the program's influence and satisfaction levels.

Table 67. Low-Income Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Metered
NTG Process evaluation system Desk On-site data data
approach activities review reviews collection analysis28

Deemed from Program staff interviews (2) Census 30 4 None
prior research Materials review

28 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team instead of primary metered
data collected as part of on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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7.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the Low-Income Solutions program has achieved 8,034 MWh in gross energy 
savings and 2.2 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 68. The program exceeded 
the energy goal, achieving 102 percent, but feel short of the demand goal, achieving 74 percent. 

 

Table 68. Low-Income Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio29 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

8,050  8,034 99.8% 100.0% 8,034 2.6% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

2.2  2.2  99.9% 100.0% 2.2  2.3% 

 

Table 69. Low-Income Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Low-Income 
Solutions  

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

         7,863             8,034  102% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             2.9                2.2  74% 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the evaluation activities, the EM&V team identified five recommendations for EAL's 
consideration (Table 70). 
 

Table 70. Low-Income Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Ensure 
contractors are consistently 
submitting key savings project 
documentation. 

Throughout desk reviews, the EM&V team found that some 
projects lacked key documentation such as condenser 
nameplate, advanced power strip location, Heating Seasonal 
Performance Factor (HSPF), quantity and type of light bulbs 
installed, and removed. Requiring contractors to submit all 
documentation necessary to replicate savings is critical to 
improving quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) 
processes. 

 
29 NTG ratio is based on PY2020 program evaluation research. 
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In PY2021, the Low-Income Solutions program has achieved 8,034 MWh in gross energy
savings and 2.2 MW in gross demand savings, as shown in Table 68. The program exceeded
the energy goal, achieving 102 percent, but feel short of the demand goal, achieving 74 percent.

Table 68. Low-Income Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Energy/demand
savings

Reported
savings

Energy savings 8,050 8,034
wwm
Demand savings 2.2 2.2
(MW)

Evaluated
savings

Program
contribution to

portfolio savings
Realization NTG Net

rate ratio29 savings

99.8% 100.0% 8,034 2.6%

99.9% 100.0% 2.2 2.3%

Table 69. Low-Income Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Low-Income
Solutions (MWh)

Demand
savings (MW)

12RECOMMENDAHONS

Energy savings 7,863 8,034 102%

2.9 2.2 74%

During the evaluation activities, the EM&V team identified five recommendations for EAL's
consideration (Table 70).

Table 70. Low-Income Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Ensure
contractors are consistently
submitting key savings project
documentation.

Impact Throughout desk reviews, the EM&V team found that some
projects lacked key documentation such as condenser
nameplate, advanced power strip location, Heating Seasonal
Performance Factor (HSPF), quantity and type of light bulbs
installed, and removed. Requiring contractors to submit all
documentation necessary to replicate savings is critical to
improving quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
processes.

29 NTG ratio is based on PY2020 program evaluation research.
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact  Recommendation 2: Ensure 
direct-install measures such as 
LEDs, advanced power strips, 
low-flow showerheads, and 
faucet aerators are installed by 
the contractor rather than given 
to the customer to install. 

Direct-install measures left with the customer can potentially 
be left out of service. For example, advanced power strips 
could be confusing for the average customer to install, and this 
could be particularly true for the 65+ age group. During a site 
visit, the EM&V team discovered that the power strip left with 
an elderly customer was never installed since the customer 
was not sure how to use it. 

Process Recommendation 3: Continue 
standardizing Measure 
Description for prescriptive 
health and safety measures to 
track what the measure 
accomplished in the tracking 
database. 

 

While the tracking database reports when a health and safety 
measure is installed, it does not specify what measure type or 
actions took place. Although some are custom, there are a 
number of prescriptive measures that would benefit from a 
descriptive measure name. Tracking prescriptive measure 
descriptions would help continuously improve QA/QC 
processes. ICF has started working on this process in 
PY2021.  

Process Recommendation 4: Increase 
customer service training for 
contractors regarding 
communication.  

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that many 
customers felt there wasn't sufficient communication with the 
contractors. In some cases, customers are still waiting for 
follow-ups from contractors on supply delays for projects. As 
mentioned previously, this may be affected by increased 
turnover due to pandemic staffing issues.  

Process Recommendation 5: Ensure to 
remove and properly dispose of 
replaced equipment, such as 
incandescent bulbs. 

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that, in some 
cases, the old light bulbs were left behind with the customer 
instead of being removed. Not properly disposing of replaced 
light bulbs could result in those light bulbs remaining in use. 

 

7.3 METHODOLOGY 

This section presents an overview of the impact evaluation methodologies. 

7.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk 
reviews on a randomly selected sample of 30 sites, and on-site verifications of 4 sites. Below, 
we overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.  
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Impact

Process

Process

Process

Recommendation 2: Ensure
direct-install measures such as
LEDs, advanced power strips,
low-flow showerheads, and
faucet aerators are installed by
the contractor rather than given
to the customer to install.

Recommendation 3: Continue
standardizing Measure
Description for prescriptive
health and safety measures to
track what the measure
accomplished in the tracking
database.

Recommendation 4: Increase
customer service training for
contractors regarding
communication.

Recommendation 5: Ensure to
remove and properly dispose of
replaced equipment, such as
incandescent bulbs.

7.3 METHODOLOGY

Direct-install measures left with the customer can potentially
be left out of service. For example, advanced power strips
could be confusing for the average customer to install, and this
could be particularly true for the 65+ age group. During a site
visit, the EM&V team discovered that the power strip left with
an elderly customer was never installed since the customer
was not sure how to use it.

While the tracking database reports when a health and safety
measure is installed, it does not specify what measure type or
actions took place. Although some are custom, there are a
number of prescriptive measures that would benefit from a
descriptive measure name. Tracking prescriptive measure
descriptions would help continuously improve QA/QC
processes. ICF has started working on this process in
PY2021.

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that many
customers felt there wasn't sufficient communication with the
contractors. In some cases, customers are still waiting for
follow-ups from contractors on supply delays for projects. As
mentioned previously, this may be affected by increased
turnover due to pandemic staffing issues.

During the site visits, the EM&V team found that, in some
cases, the old light bulbs were left behind with the customer
instead of being removed. Not properly disposing of replaced
light bulbs could result in those light bulbs remaining in use.

This section presents an overview of the impact evaluation methodologies.

7.3.1 Impact Evaluation

To assess program impacts, the EM&V team conducted a census tracking system review, desk
reviews on a randomly selected sample of 30 sites, and on-site verifications of 4 sites. Below,
we overview the evaluation and sampling methodology.
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7.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) as a 
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the 
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.  

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings algorithms' results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it 
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs. 

We reviewed the ArchEE tracking system, which supplied (1) all participant and claimed savings 
and (2) many of the inputs needed to verify savings calculations to check for systemic errors 
across a participant census. 

7.3.1.2 Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 30 sites selected from PY2021 participant records 
to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the tracking 
system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled 
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered 
the program's tracking system. 

We prioritized participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects and selected from the 
data extract. Table 71 characterizes the PY2021 sample selected for desk reviews. 

 
Table 71. Low-Income Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Reported 
kWh 

Sampled 
kWh 

Percentage 
kWh sampled 

Reported 
kW 

Sampled 
kW 

Appliances 197,216 3,026  1.5% 23.5 0.4 

Domestic hot water 37,377 1,098  2.9% 3.9 0.1 

Envelope 2,391,311 34,479  1.4% 816.8 11.0 

HVAC 5,152,874 84,385  1.6% 1,266.6 19.8 

Lighting 271,508 3,441  1.3% 42.7 0.5 

Total 8,050,286 126,430  1.6% 2,153.4 31.8 

7.3.1.3 On-Site Verification 

Four projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation.  
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7.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) as a
reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the
tracking systems linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings algorithms' results outlined in TRM 8.2. Third, it
assessed the tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs.

We reviewed the ArchEE tracking system, which supplied (1) all participant and claimed savings
and (2) many of the inputs needed to verify savings calculations to check for systemic errors
across a participant census.

7.3.1.2 Desk Reviews

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 30 sites selected from PY2021 participant records
to compare values recorded on project documentation with those available in the tracking
system. The implementation team provided project files and documentation for sampled
projects, and the EM&V team compared parameter values in the project files with those entered
the program's tracking system.

We prioritized participants implementing envelope and HVAC projects and selected from the
data extract. Table 71 characterizes the PY2021 sample selected for desk reviews.

Table 71. Low-Income Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings by Measure Category—----Measure category kWh kWh kWh sampled kW kW
Appliances 197,216 3,026 1.5% 23.5 0 4
Domestic hot water 37,377 1,098 2.9% 3.9 0.1

Envelope 2,391,311 34,479 1.4% 816.8 11.0
HVAC 5,152,874 84,385 1.6% 1,266.6 19.8
Lighting 271,508 3,441 1.3% 42.7 0.5
Total 8,050,286 126,430 1.6% 2,153.4 31.8

7.3.1.3 On-Site Verification

Four projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation.
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7.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk 
reviews and on-site data collection. Results are reported at the measure level and program level 
based on the EM&V activities. 

7.4.1 Tracking System Review 

Overall, the review of the Low-Income Solutions program's tracking system resulted in savings 
equal to those calculated by the program implementer. The realization rates were 100 percent 
for both energy and demand savings. The EM&V team found that the Change in CFM column in 
ArchEE does not calculate the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with the CFM 
cap. However, the savings were accurately estimated using the capped CFMpre, when 
applicable.  

Table 72 provides savings estimates by measure category. 
 

Table 72. Low-Income Solutions—Tracking System Review Results by Measure Category 

Measure 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

HVAC 5,152,874 23.5  5,152,874 23.5  100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope 2,391,311 3.9  2,391,311 3.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting 271,508 816.8  271,508 816.8  100.0% 100.0% 

Appliances 197,216 1,266.6  197,216 1,266.6  100.0% 100.0% 

Domestic hot water 37,377 42.7  37,377 42.7  100.0% 100.0% 

Total 8,050,286 2,153.4 8,050,286 2,153.4 100.0% 100.0% 

7.4.2 Desk Review Results 

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 30 projects to compare values recorded on project 
documentation with those available in the tracking system. The EM&V team found one 
discrepancy during the site visits, but desk reviews produced similar results to the reported 
savings -the sites that received desk reviews reported 126,430 kWh in energy savings and 
31.8 kW in demand savings. Desk review findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent 
realization rates are detailed below. 

• JobID: EALIPS1547125042. The project reported duct sealing, LEDs, and an advanced 
power strip installed in an entertainment system. EM&V team found that the advanced 
power strip was not directly installed but rather left with the customer. The customer 
indicated they did not install the advanced power strip because they did not know how it 
worked. The EM&V team adjusted the savings accordingly, resulting in site-level 
realization rates of 86.7 percent and 96.7 percent for energy and demand savings, 
respectively.  
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7.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the desk
reviews and on-site data collection. Results are reported at the measure level and program level
based on the EM&V activities.

7.4.1 Tracking System Review

Overall, the review of the Low-Income Solutions program's tracking system resulted in savings
equal to those calculated by the program implementer. The realization rates were 100 percent
for both energy and demand savings. The EM&V team found that the Change in CFM column in
ArchEE does not calculate the difference in CFMpre and CFMpost in accordance with the CFM
cap. However, the savings were accurately estimated using the capped CFMpre, when
applicable.

Table 72 provides savings estimates by measure category.

Table 72. Low-Income Solutions—Tracking System Review Results by Measure Category

L— Ex-post savings Realization rate

HVAC 5,152,874 23.5 5,152,874 23.5 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 2,391,311 3.9 2,391,311 3.9 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 271,508 816.8 271,508 816.8 100.0% 100.0%

Appliances 197,216 1,266.6 197,216 1,266.6 100.0% 100.0%

Domestic hot water 37,377 42.7 37,377 42.7 100.0% 100.0%

Total 8,050,286 2,153.4 8,050,286 2,153.4 100.0% 100.0%

7.4.2 Desk Review Results

The EM&V team conducted desk reviews of 30 projects to compare values recorded on project
documentation with those available in the tracking system. The EM&V team found one
discrepancy during the site visits, but desk reviews produced similar results to the reported
savings -the sites that received desk reviews reported 126,430 kWh in energy savings and
31.8 kW in demand savings. Desk review findings from projects that did not receive 100 percent
realization rates are detailed below.

0 Jol: EALIPS1547125042. The project reported duct sealing, LEDs, and an advanced
power strip installed in an entertainment system. EM&V team found that the advanced
power strip was not directly installed but rather left with the customer. The customer
indicated they did not install the advanced power strip because they did not know how it
worked. The EM&V team adjusted the savings accordingly, resulting in site-level
realization rates of 86.7 percent and 96.7 percent for energy and demand savings,
respectively.
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More generally, the EM&V team found that for some projects, the documentation lacked key 
information such as condenser nameplate, documents supporting HSPF, location of advanced 
power strips, the number of LEDs replaced and removed, or photos too small or difficult to read. 
 

Table 73. Low-Income Solutions—Desk Review Results 

Measure 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

Energy 
Realization 

rate 

Demand 
Realization 

rate 

9 W LED (60 W 
equivalent)—indoor 

3,441 0.5 3,441 0.5 100.0% 100.0% 

Air conditioner tune-up—
manifoldi measurement 

1,490 0.7 1,490 0.7 100.0% 100.0% 

Air infiltration 15,992 2.8 15,992 2.8 100.0% 100.0% 

Ceiling insulation 18,487 8.2 18,487 8.2 100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat (tested) 

23,569 2.3 23,569 2.3 100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested) 

18,518 9.9 18,518 9.9 100.0% 100.0% 

Duct sealing—heat pump 
(tested) 

40,699 6.8 40,699 6.8 100.0% 100.0% 

Low-flow faucet aerator 199 0.0 199 0.0 100.0% 100.0% 

Low-flow showerheads 899 0.1 899 0.1 100.0% 100.0% 

Advanced power strip (direct 
install) 

3,026 0.4 2,774 0.3 91.7% 91.7% 

Smart thermostats 109 0.0 109 0.0 100.0% 100.0% 

 Total  126,430 31.8 126,178 31.7 99.8% 99.9% 

7.4.3 On-Site Verifications 

Four projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies' 
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process 
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to 
compare documentation to data collected on-site. Details from the adjustments made based on 
on-site data were rolled into the desk review project-level results in the previous section. 

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered qualitative feedback from customers on their 
experience with the program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program 
and indicated they would not have had this work done without the program. Some said they felt 
a significant difference in their bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care 
while on-site to ensure all pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer. 

Adjustments made based on on-site findings are detailed below. Overall, program-level 
realization rates based on on-site visits were 97.8 percent and 99.3 percent for energy savings 
and demand savings, respectively, as detailed in Table 74. 
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More generally, the EM&V team found that for some projects, the documentation lacked key
information such as condenser nameplate, documents supporting HSPF, location of advanced
power strips, the number of LEDs replaced and removed, or photos too small or difficult to read.

Table 73. Low-Income Solutions—Desk Review Results

Reported Reported Evaluated Evaluated Energy Demand
savings savings savings savings Realization Realization

(kWh) (kW) (kWh) (kW) rate rate

9 W LED (60 W 3,441 0.5 3,441 0.5 100.0% 100.0%
equivalent)—indoor

Air conditioner tune-up— 1,490 0.7 1,490 0.7 100.0% 100.0%
manifoldi measurement

Air infiltration 15,992 2.8 15,992 2.8 100.0% 100.0%

Ceiling insulation 18,487 8.2 18,487 8.2 100.0% 100.0%

Duct sealing—AC with 23,569 2.3 23,569 2.3 100.0% 100.0%
resistance heat (tested)

Duct sealing—electric 18,518 9.9 18,518 9.9 100.0% 100.0%
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat pump 40,699 6.8 40,699 6.8 100.0% 100.0%
(tested)

Low-flow faucet aerator 199 0.0 199 0.0 100.0% 100.0%

Low-flow showerheads 899 0.1 899 0.1 100.0% 100.0%

Advanced power strip (direct 3,026 0.4 2,774 0.3 91.7% 91.7%
install)

Smart thermostats 109 0.0 109 0.0 100.0% 100.0%

Total 126,430 31.8 126,178 31.7 99.8% 99.9%

7.4.3 On-Site Verifications

Four projects received on-site verifications to examine whether participating trade allies'
measurements were replicable and to verify the installation of incented measures. Due to the
COVlD-19 pandemic, the EM&V team did not perform testing but rather made process
observations and verified measure installation. On-site projects also received a desk review to
compare documentation to data collected on-site. Details from the adjustments made based on
on-site data were rolled into the desk review project-level results in the previous section.

While on-site, the EM&V team gathered qualitative feedback from customers on their
experience with the program. Overall, customers stated they were satisfied with the program
and indicated they would not have had this work done without the program. Some said they felt
a significant difference in their bills and/or comfort level. However, contractors should take care
while on-site to ensure all pertinent information is clearly communicated with the customer.

Adjustments made based on on-site findings are detailed below. Overall, program-level
realization rates based on on-site visits were 97.8 percent and 99.3 percent for energy savings
and demand savings, respectively, as detailed in Table 74.
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Table 74. Low-Income Solutions—On-Site Verification Results  

Measure category 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Reported 
savings 

(kW) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kW) 

kWh 
realization 

rate 

kW 
realization 

rate 

Appliances 504  0.1 252  0.0 50.0% 50.0% 

Envelope 5,856  1.6 5,856  1.6 100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC 4,658  2.6 4,658  2.6 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting 575  0.1 575  0.1 100.0% 100.0% 

Total 11,593  4.3 11,341  4.3 97.8% 99.3% 

7.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and on-site verifications to calculate the program-level 
realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Low-Income Solutions program 
achieved nearly identical energy and demand savings. The adjustments based on desk reviews 
or on-site verifications ultimately resulted in 98.9 percent and 99.9 percent realization rates for 
energy savings and demand savings, respectively. 
 

Table 75. Low-Income Solutions—Weighted Desk Review and On-Site Verification Results 

Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

9 W LED  

(60 W equivalent)—
indoor 

233,478  37.3  233,478  37.3  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air conditioner  

tune-up—manifoldi 
measurement 

128,993  66.9  128,993  66.9  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Air infiltration 944,494  180.0  944,494  180.0  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Ceiling insulation 1,446,817  636.8  1,446,817  636.8  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—AC with 
resistance heat 
(tested) 

1,337,076  129.7  1,337,076  129.7  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—electric 
cooling (tested) 

1,207,516  652.8  1,207,516  652.8  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Duct sealing—heat 
pump (tested) 

2,096,392  356.4  2,096,392  356.4  100.0% 100.0% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 
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Table 74. Low-Income Solutions—On-Site Verification Results

Reported
savings

Measure category

Appliances

Envelope

HVAC

Lighting

Total

5,856

4,658

11,593

(kWh)

Reported
savings

Evaluated Evaluated
savings savings

(kW)
0.1
1.6
2.6
0.1
4.3

7.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

(kWh)
252

5,856
4,658

575
11,341

(kW)
0.0
1.6
2.6
0.1
4.3

realization

50.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

97.8%

kWh kW
realization

rate

50.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

99.3%

rate

The EM&V team used the desk reviews and on-site verifications to calculate the program-level
realization rates. Program realization rates indicate that the Low-Income Solutions program
achieved nearly identical energy and demand savings. The adjustments based on desk reviews
or on-site verifications ultimately resulted in 98.9 percent and 99.9 percent realization rates for
energy savings and demand savings, respectively.

Table 75. Low-Income Solutions—Weighted Desk Review and On-Site Verification Results

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

9 W LED
(60 W equivalent)—
indoor

Air conditioner
tune-up—manifoldi
measurement

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—AC with
resistance heat
(tested)

Duct sealing—electric
cooling (tested)

Duct sealing—heat
pump (tested)

233,478

128,993

944,494

1,446,817

1,337,076

1,207,516

2,096,392

37.3

66.9

180.0

636.8

129.7

652.8

356.4

233,478

128,993

944,494

1,446,817

1,337,076

1,207,516

2,096,392

37.3

66.9

180.0

636.8

129.7

652.8

356.4

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
tracking system review

Desk review, on-site
verification, and
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Measure  

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Duct sealing electric 
resistance no cooling 
(tested) 

3,290  -    3,290  -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED (retail): Outdoor, 
general purpose, all 
wattages 

1,982  -    1,982  -    100.0%  N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W 
(indoor) 

7,234  1.2  7,234  1.2  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs BR30 8 W 
(outdoor) 

2,171  -    2,171  -    100.0% N/A Tracking system 
review 

LED bulbs candelabra 
4 W (indoor) 

26,643  4.2  26,643  4.2  100.0% 100.0% Tracking system 
review 

Low-flow faucet 
aerator 

5,403  0.6  5,403  0.6  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Low-flow 
showerheads 

31,974  3.3  31,974  3.3  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Residential heat pump 
tune-up 

344,842  60.8  344,842  60.8  100.0% 100.0% Desk review and 
tracking system review 

Advanced power strip 
(direct install) 

197,216  23.5  180,847  21.5  91.7% 91.7% Desk review, on-site 
verification, and 
tracking system review 

Smart thermostats 34,765  -    34,765  -    100.0% N/A Desk review and 
tracking system review 

 Total  8,050,286  2,153.4  8,033,917  2,151.4 99.8% 99.9%  

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.  

7.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES 

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as 
part of the program's QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or 
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade 
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site's performance 
up to program standards.   
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7.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES

The implementation team randomly selects properties to receive post-installation verification as
part of the program's QA/QC process, verifying measurements taken by trade allies or
performing non-invasive visual inspections of work. When work is deemed insufficient, trade
allies must typically revisit the site and perform additional work to bring the site's performance
up to program standards.
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8.0 POINT OF PURCHASE SOLUTIONS 

Beginning in PY2020, Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) midstream and upstream programs 
merged into the comprehensive Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program. The program's 
objective is to provide fast, easy, energy efficiency solutions to residential and nonresidential 
customers where they shop. Discounts are offered for efficient lighting products and 
appliances. Two advantages of this program design are that (1) it can ramp up quickly and (2) 
there is no application process, so it is streamlined. Because the equipment price is reduced at 
the point of sale, there is no out-of-pocket cost for the customer to receive an incentive. 
Cooperation with distributors and opening clear communication channels is the key strategy for 
promoting measures incentivized through midstream channels. POPS also has a downstream 
rebate component contributing a small percentage of energy savings to the program. 

As part of the PY2021 evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted process, net-to-gross (NTG), and impact evaluations. The EM&V team conducted 
program staff and market actor interviews for the process and NTG evaluation, completed a 
general population survey, and implemented a shelf-stocking study. In support of the impact 
evaluation, the EM&V team reviewed 100 randomly-selected projects and performed a tracking 
system review.  
  

Table 76. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

NTG approach Process evaluation activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
M&V 

Metered data 
analysis30 

PY2021 research 
(general population 
surveys, market 
actor interviews, and 
shelving study) 
triangulated with 
PY2019 NTG 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 100 None None 

General population surveys (105) 

Market actor interviews (5) 

Shelving study (13 stores) 

 
30 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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8.0 POINT OF PURCHASE SOLUTIONS

Beginning in PY2020, Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) midstream and upstream programs
merged into the comprehensive Point of Purchase Solutions (POPS) program. The program's
objective is to provide fast, easy, energy efficiency solutions to residential and nonresidential
customers where they shop. Discounts are offered for efficient lighting products and
appliances. Two advantages of this program design are that (1) it can ramp up quickly and (2)
there is no application process, so it is streamlined. Because the equipment price is reduced at
the point of sale, there is no out-of-pocket cost for the customer to receive an incentive.
Cooperation with distributors and opening clear communication channels is the key strategy for
promoting measures incentivized through midstream channels. POPS also has a downstream
rebate component contributing a small percentage of energy savings to the program.

As part of the PY2021 evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted process, net-to-gross (NTG), and impact evaluations. The EM&V team conducted
program staff and market actor interviews for the process and NTG evaluation, completed a
general population survey, and implemented a shelf-stocking study. In support of the impact
evaluation, the EM&V team reviewed 100 randomly-selected projects and performed a tracking
system review.

Table 76. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking
system Desk On-site Metered data

NTG approach Process evaluation activities review reviews M&V analysis30

PY2021 research Program staff interviews (2) Census 100 None None
(general population General population surveys (105)
surveys, market . .
actor interviews, and Market actor InterVIews (5)
shelving study) Shelving study (13 stores)
triangulated with
PY2019 NTG
research

30 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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8.1 KEY FINDINGS  

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data,31 the POPS program reported implementing 
771,274 lighting and appliance measures to 92,133 unique participants.32 Table 77 provides the 
program's participation and reported savings by measure category. In PY2021, residential 
lighting projects provided the most savings for the program, approximately 68 percent of overall 
savings for the POPS program. 
 

Table 77. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Reported Participation, Measures, and Savings 

Measure category Participants*  Quantity 
Gross program 
savings (kWh) 

Percentage of program 
savings (kWh) 

Appliances 6,497 105,972        18,109,551  17.0% 

Domestic Hot Water 44 44              58,407  0.1% 

HVAC 1,511 1,519         1,741,355  1.6% 

Commercial lighting 553 35,346        13,961,157  13.1% 

Residential lighting 85,309  628,393        72,722,455  68.2% 

Total 92,133  771,274   106,592,925 100.0% 

*Individual participants may install equipment from multiple measure categories. 

 
In PY2021, the POPS program achieved 106,593 MWh in gross energy savings and 16.4 MW in 
gross demand savings, as shown in Table 78. The POPS program's evaluated savings resulted 
in higher demand and energy savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization 
rates) than those calculated by the program implementer. These results are driven by the EM&V 
team's adjustments, with the primary adjustment recalculating 6.7 percent of upstream lighting 
sales using commercial methodologies.33 The evaluation team applied NTG ratios for each 
sector measure resulting in an overall NTG ratio of 80.8 percent for energy savings and 79.2 
percent for demand savings. The program exceeded planning goals, achieving 132 percent of 
energy and 131 percent of demand savings.  
 

Table 78. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

98,606 106,593 108.1% 80.8% 86,096 27.7% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

14.8 16.4 110.7% 79.2% 13.0 13.6% 

 
31 The tracking system data extract is from January 26, 2022. 
32 We assume one participant per lighting package or advanced power strip. 
33 Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume II, Page 200. 
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8.1 KEY FINDINGS

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data,31 the POPS program reported implementing
771 ,274 lighting and appliance measures to 92,133 unique participants.32 Table 77 provides the
program's participation and reported savings by measure category. In PY2021, residential
lighting projects provided the most savings for the program, approximately 68 percent of overall
savings for the POPS program.

Table 77. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Reported Participation, Measures, and Savings

Gross program Percentage of program
Measure category Participants* Quantity savings (kWh) savings (kWh)

Appliances 6,497 105,972 18,109,551 17.0%

Domestic Hot Water 44 44 58,407 0.1%

HVAC 1,511 1,519 1,741,355 1.6%

Commercial lighting 553 35,346 13,961,157 13.1%

Residential lighting 85,309 628,393 72,722,455 68.2%

Total 92,133 771,274 106,592,925 100.0%
*lndividual participants may install equipment from multiple measure categories.

In PY2021, the POPS program achieved 106,593 MWh in gross energy savings and 16.4 MW in
gross demand savings, as shown in Table 78. The POPS program's evaluated savings resulted
in higher demand and energy savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization
rates) than those calculated by the program implementer. These results are driven by the EM&V
team's adjustments, with the primary adjustment recalculating 6.7 percent of upstream lighting
sales using commercial methodologies.33 The evaluation team applied NTG ratios for each
sector measure resulting in an overall NTG ratio of 80.8 percent for energy savings and 79.2
percent for demand savings. The program exceeded planning goals, achieving 132 percent of
energy and 131 percent of demand savings.

Table 78. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization NTG Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate ratio savings portfolio savings

Energysavings 98,606 106,593 108.1% 80.8% 86,096 27.7%
(MWh)
Demand savings 14.8 16.4 110.7% 79.2% 13.0 13.6%
(MW)

31 The tracking system data extract is from January 26, 2022.
32 We assume one participant per lighting package or advanced power strip.
33 Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume II, Page 200.
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Table 79. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

       65,094           86,096  132% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             9.9               13.0  131% 

 
Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS program, the EM&V team provides the 
process and NTG evaluation results by channel rather than overall. 

i. Commercial Midstream 

Participating distributors reported high satisfaction with the program. All five distributors believed 
the current incentive levels were appropriate, and all five were very happy with CLEAResult, the 
program’s implementer, specifically CLEAResult’s program manager. Four of the five 
distributors expressed no concerns with the participation process; two specifically mentioned 
CLEAResult’s online system as easy to use. 

Interviews showed increased energy-efficient lighting adoption in the commercial sector, with 
increased stocking of more efficient lighting. Four of the five distributors said the percentage of 
their overall lighting sales categorized as energy-efficient was greater than 70 percent in 
PY2021, with two reporting 95 percent or higher. The other said it is not higher because several 
of their customers are schools, and they continue to use fluorescent or halogen bulbs.  

While distributors showed an increase in energy-efficient lighting sales, they said their sales of 
energy-efficient lighting would have been unaffected absent the program. Reason one is 
customers continue to move to more efficient lighting options, and reason two is because 
distributors are only beginning to offer energy-efficient products. Two distributors said their sales 
would have been the same last year without the program. One said it would be lower by only 
one-half percent but added that they do not sell a lot in Arkansas. Two distributors said sales 
would have been lower, with one stating, “The program makes them take the next step to the 
more efficient product due to the incentives.” Another said, “[They] want to be all EE, but there 
are some customers that will not upgrade and want fluorescents.” 

ii. Upstream 

The shelf stocking study found that lighting products differed in availability across participating 
and nonparticipating stores. Still, participating stores offered more efficient lighting options than 
nonparticipating stores, indicating the program is influencing stocking practices. 
Nonparticipating stores carried more non-program ENERGY STAR®-certified and inefficient 
products of all lamp types and were more expensive than participating stores for equivalent non-
program ENERGY STAR-certified products. 

Visits to participating and nonparticipating stores also indicate the substantial potential to 
expand program reach and influence in stock within dollar stores. Dollar stores are abundant 
throughout EAL’s territory and have few efficient lighting or discounted options. Grocery stores 
are a second opportunity to expand the program, offering a wide variety of lighting to increase 
efficient lighting options and discounts. 
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Table 79. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Point of Purchase Energy savings 65,094 86,096 132%
Solutions (MWh)

Demand 9.9 13.0 131%
savings (MW)

Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS program, the EM&V team provides the
process and NTG evaluation results by channel rather than overall.

i. Commercial Midstream

Participating distributors reported high satisfaction with the program. All five distributors believed
the current incentive levels were appropriate, and all five were very happy with CLEAResult, the
program’s implementer, specifically CLEAResult’s program manager. Four of the five
distributors expressed no concerns with the participation process; two specifically mentioned
CLEAResult’s online system as easy to use.

Interviews showed increased energy-efficient lighting adoption in the commercial sector, with
increased stocking of more efficient lighting. Four of the five distributors said the percentage of
their overall lighting sales categorized as energy-efficient was greater than 70 percent in
PY2021, with two reporting 95 percent or higher. The other said it is not higher because several
of their customers are schools, and they continue to use fluorescent or halogen bulbs.

While distributors showed an increase in energy-efficient lighting sales, they said their sales of
energy-efficient lighting would have been unaffected absent the program. Reason one is
customers continue to move to more efficient lighting options, and reason two is because
distributors are only beginning to offer energy-efficient products. Two distributors said their sales
would have been the same last year without the program. One said it would be lower by only
one-half percent but added that they do not sell a lot in Arkansas. Two distributors said sales
would have been lower, with one stating, “The program makes them take the next step to the
more efficient product due to the incentives. ” Another said, “[They] want to be all EE, but there
are some customers that will not upgrade and want fluorescents. ”

ii. Upstream

The shelf stocking study found that lighting products differed in availability across participating
and nonparticipating stores. Still, participating stores offered more efficient lighting options than
nonparticipating stores, indicating the program is influencing stocking practices.
Nonparticipating stores carried more non-program ENERGY STAR®-certified and inefficient
products of all lamp types and were more expensive than participating stores for equivalent non-
program ENERGY STAR-certified products.

Visits to participating and nonparticipating stores also indicate the substantial potential to
expand program reach and influence in stock within dollar stores. Dollar stores are abundant
throughout EAL’s territory and have few efficient lighting or discounted options. Grocery stores
are a second opportunity to expand the program, offering a wide variety of lighting to increase
efficient lighting options and discounts.
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Most respondents from the general population survey (82 percent) said they were at least 
somewhat likely to purchase a screw-based light bulb for their home in the next 12 months. Of 
those respondents, almost all said they would choose LEDs (94 percent). Big box stores are the 
most likely place of equipment purchase, with over one-half of respondents saying they would 
likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54 percent), Walmart (42 percent), and Home Depot 
(36 percent). The general population survey also indicates at least a short-term increase in LED 
prices as 44 percent of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about 
a year ago.  

The general population survey also explored the perceptions of LED pricing. Forty-four percent 
of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about a year ago. Only 8 
percent believed that the price was lower than a year ago; the other 48 percent thought the 
pricing was about the same. 

iii. Downstream 

Downstream program awareness is low. Sixteen percent of the general population survey 
respondents knew about the mail-in rebates. Of those, 58 percent could not identify what 
measures were rebated, only that they exist. Survey respondents were even less aware of the 
online Marketplace (9 percent).  

iv. Net-to-Gross 

Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS program, the EM&V team provided net-
to-gross ratios (NTGRs) by channel rather than overall. Results by channel are shown in Table 
80 below. For upstream lighting, the team recommends an NTGR of 53 percent for general 
population sales and 100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as discount stores in low-
income areas and giveaway events partnered with non-profit organizations such as foodbanks. 
Upstream room air conditioners and heat pump water heaters were added late in the year and 
were not included in the evaluation. The EM&V team recommends using an initial NTGR of 80 
percent and performing a full NTG evaluation effort in PY2022 for these measures to adjust, if 
necessary. For commercial midstream, the team recommends 85 percent. While the 
downstream component contributes a very small percentage of program savings, they represent 
a variety of measures. Therefore, we recommend an NTGR by measure type, ranging from 75 
to 88 percent, averaging 79 percent overall. Detailed results supporting these recommendations 
are found in the Net-to-Gross Results section. 
 

Table 80. PY2021 NTGRs Recommendations by Delivery Channel 

Delivery channel NTG recommendation 

Residential upstream – non-low-income 53% 

Residential upstream – low-income 100% 

Commercial midstream 85% 

Residential downstream 79%* 

     *This value is a weighted average across all appliances. 
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Most respondents from the general population survey (82 percent) said they were at least
somewhat likely to purchase a screw-based light bulb for their home in the next 12 months. Of
those respondents, almost all said they would choose LEDs (94 percent). Big box stores are the
most likely place of equipment purchase, with over one-half of respondents saying they would
likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54 percent), Walmart (42 percent), and Home Depot
(36 percent). The general population survey also indicates at least a short-term increase in LED
prices as 44 percent of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about
a year ago.

The general population survey also explored the perceptions of LED pricing. Forty-four percent
of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about a year ago. Only 8
percent believed that the price was lower than a year ago; the other 48 percent thought the
pricing was about the same.

iii. Downstream

Downstream program awareness is low. Sixteen percent of the general population survey
respondents knew about the mail-in rebates. Of those, 58 percent could not identify what
measures were rebated, only that they exist. Survey respondents were even less aware of the
online Marketplace (9 percent).

iv. Net-to-Gross

Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS program, the EM&V team provided net-
to-gross ratios (NTGRs) by channel rather than overall. Results by channel are shown in Table
80 below. For upstream lighting, the team recommends an NTGR of 53 percent for general
population sales and 100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as discount stores in low-
income areas and giveaway events partnered with non-profit organizations such as foodbanks.
Upstream room air conditioners and heat pump water heaters were added late in the year and
were not included in the evaluation. The EM&V team recommends using an initial NTGR of 80
percent and performing a full NTG evaluation effort in PY2022 for these measures to adjust, if
necessary. For commercial midstream, the team recommends 85 percent. While the
downstream component contributes a very small percentage of program savings, they represent
a variety of measures. Therefore, we recommend an NTGR by measure type, ranging from 75
to 88 percent, averaging 79 percent overall. Detailed results supporting these recommendations
are found in the Net-to-Gross Results section.

Table 80. PY2021 NTGRs Recommendations by Delivery Channel

Delivery channel NTG recommendation

Residential upstream — non-low-income 53%

Residential upstream — low-income 100%

Commercial midstream 85%

Residential downstream 79%*

*This value is a weighted average across all appliances.
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team found new areas for program improvement. Specific recommendations to 
address these areas are described in Table 81. 
 

Table 81. Point of Purchase Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations  

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Organize the 
project documentation so inspection 
information, participant agreements, 
and invoices are easily cross-
referenced. 

The EM&V process was delayed because the documentation 
received was in separate folders, which required a data 
reorganization process to conduct the desk review. Locating 
all the documentation for one site address or project number 
in a single folder or creating a mapping of each site to the 
location of all its documentation files would reduce 
inefficiencies associated with locating documentation across 
different folders. 

Impact Recommendation 2: Update the 
program tracking data formats and 
details to improve data organization, 
transparency, and consistency. 

Correct the MeasureDesc column to reflect the measure 
description for the appropriate lighting type accurately. The 
MeasureDesc column currently identifies lighting using the 
descriptions midstream: interior lamps, midstream: interior 
fixtures, and midstream: exterior fixtures. However, the 
descriptions that identify the lighting installation types 
(LightInstall) were incorrectly identified for 71 exterior lighting 
measures (577 fixtures). Incorrect application of the measure 
descriptions did not impact savings calculations or require 
adjustments but impacted the apparent distribution of 
reported lighting types in the tracking system. 

Impact Recommendation 3: Increase 
quality assurance/quality control 
(QA/QC) and clarity of program 
tracking data to reduce errors. 

With some discrepancies still observed because of the 
evaluation's tracking system review process, it is 
recommended that additional tracking system QA/QC checks 
are conducted. Also, adding key program input assumptions 
such as lighting type directly into the tracking system would 
allow for more detailed checks to be completed and a 
comprehensive QC review. 

Impact/
process 

Recommendation 4: Explore 
strategies to increase participation 
among participating dollar stores.  

Dollar stores are common throughout EAL’s territory, 
including low- to moderate-income neighborhoods. In visiting 
participating and nonparticipating stores, we found 
substantial potential to increase efficiency and discounted 
lighting options in dollar stores. In visiting other 
nonparticipating dollar stores, like Family Dollar, we found 
almost no efficient lighting options were available. We believe 
expanding offerings in participating stores and gaining the 
participation of other dollar store chains could increase the 
efficient bulbs offered in these markets. They also represent 
an opportunity to specifically reach the lower-income 
communities that would benefit from higher energy-efficient 
discounted lighting options. The general population survey 
found that low-income households are more likely to buy 
bulbs at dollar stores (15 percent of low-income customers 
compared to 2 percent of non-low-income).  
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team found new areas for program improvement. Specific recommendations to
address these areas are described in Table 81.

Impact

Impact

Impact

Impact/
process

Table 81. Point of Purchase Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Organize the
project documentation so inspection
information, participant agreements,
and invoices are easily cross-
referenced.

Recommendation 2: Update the
program tracking data formats and
details to improve data organization,
transparency, and consistency.

Recommendation 3: Increase
quality assurance/quality control
(QA/QC) and clarity of program
tracking data to reduce errors.

Recommendation 4: Explore
strategies to increase participation
among participating dollar stores.

The EM&V process was delayed because the documentation
received was in separate folders, which required a data
reorganization process to conduct the desk review. Locating
all the documentation for one site address or project number
in a single folder or creating a mapping of each site to the
location of all its documentation files would reduce
inefficiencies associated with locating documentation across
different folders.

Correct the MeasureDesc column to reflect the measure
description for the appropriate lighting type accurately. The
MeasureDesc column currently identifies lighting using the
descriptions midstream: interior lamps, midstream: interior
fixtures, and midstream: exterior fixtures. However, the
descriptions that identify the lighting installation types
(Lightlnsta/I) were incorrectly identified for 71 exterior lighting
measures (577 fixtures). Incorrect application of the measure
descriptions did not impact savings calculations or require
adjustments but impacted the apparent distribution of
reported lighting types in the tracking system.

With some discrepancies still observed because of the
evaluation's tracking system review process, it is
recommended that additional tracking system QA/QC checks
are conducted. Also, adding key program input assumptions
such as lighting type directly into the tracking system would
allow for more detailed checks to be completed and a
comprehensive QC review.

Dollar stores are common throughout EAL’s territory,
including low- to moderate-income neighborhoods. In visiting
participating and nonparticipating stores, we found
substantial potential to increase efficiency and discounted
lighting options in dollar stores. In visiting other
nonparticipating dollar stores, like Family Dollar, we found
almost no efficient lighting options were available. We believe
expanding offerings in participating stores and gaining the
participation of other dollar store chains could increase the
efficient bulbs offered in these markets. They also represent
an opportunity to specifically reach the lower-income
communities that would benefit from higher energy-efficient
discounted lighting options. The general population survey
found that low-income households are more likely to buy
bulbs at dollar stores (15 percent of low-income customers
compared to 2 percent of non-Iow—income).
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact/
process 

Recommendation 5: Consider 
expanding participation in grocery 
stores. 

We visited grocery stores, including major chains like Kroger, 
as part of our nonparticipating store sample. We found 
grocery stores sell a considerable amount of lighting options, 
with about half of the stock being inefficient. 

Impact/
process 

Recommendation 6: Increase 
decorative and other specialty 
lighting options in participating 
stores. 

Across all stores, we found less efficient options for 
decorative lighting. Furthermore, the inefficient options 
(i.e., incandescent) were often displayed more prominently 
than efficient decorative lighting options, including top-shelf 
displays. 

Impact/
process 

Recommendation 7: Continue 
promoting the program through big 
box stores.  

Big box stores are most mentioned as likely places to 
purchase equipment in the next 12 months, according to 
results from the general population survey. Over one-half 
said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54 
percent). Walmart and Home Depot were the following two 
most mentioned locations, 42 percent and 36 percent, 
respectively. The shelf stocking study found these stores 
have a large selection of lighting to choose from and good 
signage demonstrating the program incentive.  

Process Recommendation 8: Discuss 
additional implementation strategies 
among EAL and the program 
implementer to increase the 
program’s net savings. 

Employing a combination of the previous recommendations 
to target upstream efficient bulbs may increase the program’s 
influence and net savings. In addition, distributor interviews 
indicate schools’ standard practice is not LEDs, and therefore 
specific strategies working with schools may increase net 
savings.  

Process Recommendation 9: Increase 
marketing efforts to residential 
customers to improve program 
awareness. 

Results from the general population survey showed a very 
low awareness of EAL’s mail-in rebate offerings (16 percent), 
of which 58 percent could not identify the rebated measures, 
only that rebates do exist. Fourteen percent were aware of 
retailer discounts, and only nine percent knew the online 
Marketplace.  

8.3 METHODOLOGY 

This section details the evaluation activities for both procecss and impact. 

8.3.1 Process Evaluation 

This section details the methodologies for the general population survey, market actor 
interviews, shelf stocking study, and NTG evaluation. 
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lmpact/ Recommendation 5: Consider We visited grocery stores, including major chains like Kroger,
process expanding participation in grocery as part of our nonparticipating store sample. We found

stores. grocery stores sell a considerable amount of lighting options,
with about half of the stock being inefficient.

lmpact/ Recommendation 6: Increase Across all stores, we found less efficient options for
process decorative and other specialty decorative lighting. Furthermore, the inefficient options

lighting options in participating (i.e., incandescent) were often displayed more prominently
stores. than efficient decorative lighting options, including top-shelf

displays.

lmpact/ Recommendation 7: Continue Big box stores are most mentioned as likely places to
process promoting the program through big purchase equipment in the next 12 months, according to

box stores. results from the general population survey. Over one-half
said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54
percent). Walmart and Home Depot were the following two
most mentioned locations, 42 percent and 36 percent,
respectively. The shelf stocking study found these stores
have a large selection of lighting to choose from and good
signage demonstrating the program incentive.

Process Recommendation 8: Discuss Employing a combination of the previous recommendations
additional implementation strategies to target upstream efficient bulbs may increase the program’s
among EAL and the program influence and net savings. In addition, distributor interviews
implementer to increase the indicate schools’ standard practice is not LEDs, and therefore
program’s net savings. specific strategies working with schools may increase net

savmgs.

Process Recommendation 9: Increase Results from the general population survey showed a very
marketing efforts to residential low awareness of EAL’s mail-in rebate offerings (16 percent),
customers to improve program of which 58 percent could not identify the rebated measures,
awareness. only that rebates do exist. Fourteen percent were aware of

retailer discounts, and only nine percent knew the online
Marketplace.

8.3 METHODOLOGY

This section details the evaluation activities for both procecss and impact.

8.3.1 Process Evaluation

This section details the methodologies for the general population survey, market actor
interviews, shelf stocking study, and NTG evaluation.
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8.3.1.1 General Population Survey 

The general population survey targeted a sample pulled from a list of EAL residential 
customers. The questions focused primarily on household lighting and appliances and 
customers’ awareness, usage, and satisfaction with energy-efficient products offered. A total of 
105 phone surveys were conducted with residential customers. 

i. Sampling Methodology 

The sample frame for the general population survey included all active accounts from Entergy 
Arkansas residential customers. The evaluation team pulled a download of EAL’s residential 
customer billing repository on July 6, 2021.34 The residential population included over 600,000 
customers. Data on each customer consists of a premise number, account information, rate 
code information, contact information, meter information, and consumption data for 24 months.  

The evaluation team reviewed the consumption data for the most recent twelve months of data. 
Any customers not having consumption data for all twelve months were filtered out. Across the 
customer population, 22,494 missed at least one month of data from the most recent twelve 
months and were removed from the sample.  

The evaluation team also filtered the data based on rate code only to include AR_RS, which 
represents residential customers. Table 82 shows the distribution of rate codes for the entire 
population.  
 

Table 82. Rate Code Frequencies for Entire Population 

Rate code Count 

AR_RS 600,435 

AR_RS3 420 

AR_RT 41 

AR_RMT 30 

AR_SGUSGE 6 

AR_SG1 4 

AR_FA 2 

TN_L4 1 

AR_RMT3 1 

AR_RT3 1 

AR_RW 1 

Total 600,942 

 
34 File name “ccoaree_o001_20210703185023.dat” accessed through FileZilla on July 6, 2021. 
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8.3.1.1 General Population Survey

The general population survey targeted a sample pulled from a list of EAL residential
customers. The questions focused primarily on household lighting and appliances and
customers’ awareness, usage, and satisfaction with energy-efficient products offered. A total of
105 phone surveys were conducted with residential customers.

i. Sampling Methodology

The sample frame for the general population survey included all active accounts from Entergy
Arkansas residential customers. The evaluation team pulled a download of EAL’s residential
customer billing repository on July 6, 2021.34 The residential population included over 600,000
customers. Data on each customer consists of a premise number, account information, rate
code information, contact information, meter information, and consumption data for 24 months.

The evaluation team reviewed the consumption data for the most recent twelve months of data.
Any customers not having consumption data for all twelve months were filtered out. Across the
customer population, 22,494 missed at least one month of data from the most recent twelve
months and were removed from the sample.

The evaluation team also filtered the data based on rate code only to include AR_RS, which
represents residential customers. Table 82 shows the distribution of rate codes for the entire
population.

Table 82. Rate Code Frequencies for Entire Population

AR_RS 600,435
AR_RS3 420
AR_RT 41
AR_RMT 30
AR_SGUSGE
AR_SG1
AR_FA
TN_L4
AR_RMT3
AR_RT3
AR_RW
Total 600,942
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34 File name “ccoaree_0001_20210703185023.dat” accessed through FileZilla on July 6, 2021.
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Customer records were then filtered for extreme values for average kilowatt-hours consumption 
to represent the average residential customer's electricity use. The average of all customer 
consumption averages was 1,120 kWh. The standard deviation was 743. Customers with a 
standard deviation above or below the mean (average kWh consumption above 1,863 or below 
377) were filtered out, dropping 148,119 cases. 
 

Table 83. Sample Filtering 

Filters Number  

Entire residential population 600,942 

Customers with missing months of consumption data  22,494 

Rate codes except for AR_RS  492 

Extreme average kilowatt-hours consumption  148,119 

Residential population for the general population survey 429,837 

 
From the sample of 429,837, 670 customers were randomly selected to include in the sample 
frame. With an assumed response rate of 15 percent, the expected number of completes was 
100. A total of 105 surveys were completed; the average survey length was 16.5 minutes. 
 

Table 84. PY2021 General Population Survey Response Rate 

Disposition  Overall 

Sample 670 

Business/residential line 0 

Not a utility customer 2 

Affiliated with utility 0 

Eligible sample 668 

Does not recall participating 7 

Ineligible—address not primary 17 

Refusal 69 

Incompletes (partial surveys) 2 

Language barrier 7 

Bad number 125 

Called out 0 

Not completed 336 

Completed 105 

Response rate  

Response rate (completed/eligible sample) 15.7% 
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Customer records were then filtered for extreme values for average kilowatt-hours consumption
to represent the average residential customer's electricity use. The average of all customer
consumption averages was 1,120 kWh. The standard deviation was 743. Customers with a
standard deviation above or below the mean (average kWh consumption above 1,863 or below
377) were filtered out, dropping 148,119 cases.

Table 83. Sample Filtering

Entire residential population 600,942

Customers with missing months of consumption data 22,494

Rate codes except for AR_RS 492

Extreme average kilowatt-hours consumption 148,119

Residential population for the general population survey 429,837

From the sample of 429,837, 670 customers were randomly selected to include in the sample
frame. With an assumed response rate of 15 percent, the expected number of completes was
100. A total of 105 surveys were completed; the average survey length was 16.5 minutes.

Table 84. PY2021 General Population Survey Response Rate

Sample 670
Business/residential line 0
Not a utility customer 2
Affiliated with utility 0

Eligible sample 668
Does not recall participating 7
Ineligible—address not primary 17
Refusal 69
lncompletes (partial surveys) 2
Language barrier 7
Bad number 125
Called out 0
Not completed 336
Completed 105

Response rate (completed/eligible sample) 15.7%
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8.3.1.2 Market Actor Interviews 

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and support NTG 
analysis. The EM&V team interviewed five midstream distributors that participated in the 
program during PY2021. Eligible distributors were initially contacted to schedule the interviews 
via email on October 11, 2021. Interviews were conducted between October 13, 2021, and 
October 29, 2021.  

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow 
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The distributor 
interviews explored (1) sales of LED bulbs and fixtures and variable frequency drives (VFD), (2) 
program interactions, (3) program satisfaction, (4) the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
(5) program attribution indicators. As an additional approach to inform free-ridership, distributors 
were also asked to estimate what their PY2021 sales of program-qualifying services would have 
been absent from the program. 

8.3.1.3 Net-to-Gross Approach 

For the upstream component, the EM&V team triangulated results from the PY2021 shelf-
stocking study and general population survey with PY2019 retailer interviews and sales 
information. NTG for the midstream measures was calculated using data collected from 
interviews with distributors. Due to the small savings contributions from downstream measures, 
benchmarking was used to inform the NTG ratio recommendation.  

i. Upstream Measures 

For the upstream component of the program, the EM&V team triangulated results from the 
PY2019 retailer interviews, the shelf-stocking study, and the general population survey. Results 
from each effort informed the recommended NTG ratio. For the shelf-stocking study, free-
ridership was calculated using shelf-stocking data collected on-site by the team using the 
following equation: 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 100% − 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚
− 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 

Free-ridership was weighted at the store level according to overall bulb-type count across 
participating and nonparticipating stores; results were then averaged.  

ii. Midstream Measures 

For midstream, the EM&V team conducted interviews with distributors. As an alternate 
approach to assessing free-ridership, distributors were asked to estimate the change in their 
PY2021 sales of program-qualifying equipment had the program discounts not been available. 
Where estimates were provided, the EM&V team calculated a free-ridership estimate using the 
following equation: 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 100% − 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 

Individual distributor free-ridership rates were weighted by their respective gross energy savings 
to arrive at an average overall program free-ridership rate. 
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8.3.1.2 Market Actor Interviews

The market actor interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and support NTG
analysis. The EM&V team interviewed five midstream distributors that participated in the
program during PY2021. Eligible distributors were initially contacted to schedule the interviews
via email on October 11, 2021. Interviews were conducted between October 13, 2021, and
October 29, 2021.

Interviews were semi-structured using a topic guide, but evaluators followed the interview flow
and modified questions as needed to fit the interviewee's circumstances. The distributor
interviews explored (1) sales of LED bulbs and fixtures and variable frequency drives (VFD), (2)
program interactions, (3) program satisfaction, (4) the impact of the COVlD-19 pandemic, and
(5) program attribution indicators. As an additional approach to inform free-ridership, distributors
were also asked to estimate what their PY2021 sales of program-qualifying services would have
been absent from the program.

8.3.1.3 Net-to-Gross Approach

For the upstream component, the EM&V team triangulated results from the PY2021 shelf-
stocking study and general population survey with PY2019 retailer interviews and sales
information. NTG for the midstream measures was calculated using data collected from
interviews with distributors. Due to the small savings contributions from downstream measures,
benchmarking was used to inform the NTG ratio recommendation.

i. Upstream Measures

For the upstream component of the program, the EM&V team triangulated results from the
PY2019 retailer interviews, the shelf-stocking study, and the general population survey. Results
from each effort informed the recommended NTG ratio. For the shelf-stocking study, free-
ridership was calculated using shelf-stocking data collected on-site by the team using the
following equation:

Freeridership = 100% — percentage difference between counts of program
— eligible products in participating and non — participating stores

Free-ridership was weighted at the store level according to overall bulb-type count across
participating and nonparticipating stores; results were then averaged.

ii. Midstream Measures

For midstream, the EM&V team conducted interviews with distributors. As an alternate
approach to assessing free-ridership, distributors were asked to estimate the change in their
PY2021 sales of program-qualifying equipment had the program discounts not been available.
Where estimates were provided, the EM&V team calculated a free-ridership estimate using the
following equation:

Freeridership = 100% — percentage decline in sales in absence of program

Individual distributor free-ridership rates were weighted by their respective gross energy savings
to arrive at an average overall program free-ridership rate.
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iii. Downstream Measures 

Due to the small savings contributions from downstream measures, benchmarking was used to 
inform the NTG ratio recommendation. 

8.3.2 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results are based on savings calculations and adjustments made during 
the tracking system review and 30 engineering desk reviews; savings adjustments were made 
at the project level. Final evaluated savings account for the tracking system review and desk-
review-level adjustments for all measure categories. 

8.3.2.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 to reference our 
review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems 
linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings. After the measure-level 
review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: it (1) identified any initial high-level tracking 
system concerns; (2) verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are 
consistent with the savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2; and (3) assessed the 
tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings—and for the 
most part, all measure-level data for prescriptive-based measures—was used to check for 
systemic errors across a census of participants.  

8.3.2.2 Review of Top Savings Lighting Measures 

In addition to conducting the tracking system review, the EM&V team identified the 70 light 
bulbs responsible for the highest portion of program savings to verify ENERGY STAR status. 
The 70 largest saving bulbs correspond with over 86 percent of total program lighting savings. 
The EM&V team then confirmed ENERGY STAR certification using extracts of the ENERGY 
STAR-certified light fixtures and certified light bulbs datasets and found that all bulbs were 
ENERGY STAR-certified. 

Next, the EM&V team compared bulb wattages in ArchEE with wattages provided in the 
ENERGY STAR datasets to confirm inputs. No discrepancies were found. 
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iii. Downstream Measures

Due to the small savings contributions from downstream measures, benchmarking was used to
inform the NTG ratio recommendation.

8.3.2 Impact Evaluation

The evaluated savings results are based on savings calculations and adjustments made during
the tracking system review and 30 engineering desk reviews; savings adjustments were made
at the project level. Final evaluated savings account for the tracking system review and desk-
review-level adjustments for all measure categories.

8.3.2.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 to reference our
review of measure-level savings assumptions. The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems
linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings. After the measure-level
review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: it (1) identified any initial high-level tracking
system concerns; (2) verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are
consistent with the savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2; and (3) assessed the
tracking system's ability to support QA/QC, including future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and claimed savings—and for the
most part, all measure-level data for prescriptive-based measures—was used to check for
systemic errors across a census of participants.

8.3.2.2 Review of Top Savings Lighting Measures

In addition to conducting the tracking system review, the EM&V team identified the 70 light
bulbs responsible for the highest portion of program savings to verify ENERGY STAR status.
The 70 largest saving bulbs correspond with over 86 percent of total program lighting savings.
The EM&V team then confirmed ENERGY STAR certification using extracts of the ENERGY
STAR-certified light fixtures and certified light bulbs datasets and found that all bulbs were
ENERGY STAR-certified.

Next, the EM&V team compared bulb wattages in ArchEE with wattages provided in the
ENERGY STAR datasets to confirm inputs. No discrepancies were found.
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8.3.2.3 Desk Reviews 

The engineering desk reviews included inspecting the available project documentation and 
emphasized key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2 and commercial 
midstream lighting methodology. After determining the best source of the key parameters from 
the available documentation, the savings were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and 
compared to the reported savings.  

The engineering desk reviews also showed consistent TRM 8.2 and commercial midstream 
lighting methodology protocols across all measures. The EM&V team found more minor needs 
for adjustments to specific projects, described in detail in section 8.3.2.3. 

For all programs, the EM&V team use a consistent definition for the number of measures and 
participants:  

• A measure is the number of unique measures (obtained by using the ArchEE database 
field InstalledMeasureID), which is also equal to the frequency of the variable 
MeasureDesc. 

• A participant is a unique account (obtained using the ArchEE database field 
AccountNumber). 

Sampling for the 30 desk reviews was conducted via stratified random sampling on kilowatt-
hours savings at the project level. Stratification was performed according to the measure type 
and sector; only commercial lighting was sampled, with desk reviews using data from Q1, Q2, 
and Q3.  This sampling design ensured that EM&V team had enough time to address any 
issues observed in the field during the first half of PY2021, ensuring any issues observed during 
this period could be reconciled ahead of year-end reporting of the POPS program. 
 

Table 85. POPS Program Data Collection—Target Completes and Sample Table 

Program Quarter Sample 
Desk 

reviews 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions program 

Q1 10 10 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions program 

Q2 10 10 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions program 

Q3 10 10 

PY2021 Total 30 30 

8.3.2.4 Documentation Review 

To understand the POPS program, the EM&V team had biweekly meetings with program staff 
and reviewed all information available on EAL's website related to the program and 
supplemental documentation provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team reviewed the 
PY2021 program manual, the data tracking system, and the savings workbook.  
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8.3.2.3 Desk Reviews

The engineering desk reviews included inspecting the available project documentation and
emphasized key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2 and commercial
midstream lighting methodology. After determining the best source of the key parameters from
the available documentation, the savings were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and
compared to the reported savings.

The engineering desk reviews also showed consistent TRM 8.2 and commercial midstream
lighting methodology protocols across all measures. The EM&V team found more minor needs
for adjustments to specific projects, described in detail in section 8.3.2.3.

For all programs, the EM&V team use a consistent definition for the number of measures and
participants:

0 A measure is the number of unique measures (obtained by using the ArchEE database
field InstalledMeasurelD), which is also equal to the frequency of the variable
MeasureDesc.

o A participant is a unique account (obtained using the ArchEE database field
AccountNumber).

Sampling for the 30 desk reviews was conducted via stratified random sampling on kilowatt-
hours savings at the project level. Stratification was performed according to the measure type
and sector; only commercial lighting was sampled, with desk reviews using data from Q1, Q2,
and Q3. This sampling design ensured that EM&V team had enough time to address any
issues observed in the field during the first half of PY2021, ensuring any issues observed during
this period could be reconciled ahead of year-end reporting of the POPS program.

Table 85. POPS Program Data Collection—Target Completes and Sample Table

Desk
Program Quarter reviews

Q1 10 10Point of Purchase
Solutions program

Point of Purchase Q2 10 10
Solutions program

Point of Purchase Q3 10 10
Solutions program

PY2021 Total 30 30

8.3.2.4 Documentation Review

To understand the POPS program, the EM&V team had biweekly meetings with program staff
and reviewed all information available on EAL's website related to the program and
supplemental documentation provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team reviewed the
PY2021 program manual, the data tracking system, and the savings workbook.
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8.3.2.5 Shelf-Stocking Study 

The shelf-stocking study had two objectives: 1) inform the update of LED NTG, in conjunction 
with residential customer surveys, and 2) provide informative data for the independent 
evaluation monitor (IEM) and Parties Working Collaborative (PWC) to consider TRM 9.0 
updates for LEDs. The EM&V team visited 13 stores, 10 participating, and 3 nonparticipating 
stores located in EAL’s territory. 

The study examined the availability and pricing of program LED products and similar non-
program LED products for comparison. The EM&V team also assessed in-store promotional 
materials and displays. The study results provided information on how program products fit into 
the overall lighting market in selected participating and nonparticipating stores. The EM&V team 
analyzed the data to answer the following researchable questions:  

• Are program products readily available and identifiable on store shelves? 

• Are there direct alternatives to program products, whether efficient or inefficient? 

• How do prices of program products compare to similar non-program products? 

i. Shelf-Stocking Study Data Collection Form 

The EM&V team used the data collection form to gather store-level and product-level 
information. The store-level information includes general information about the layout of lighting 
products and signage in the store. We collected qualitative information on whether program 
signage is easily identifiable in the lighting section, supported by photo documentation. This 
report includes some examples, with more photo documentation available upon request. In 
addition, we collected information on the display of lighting products. The completed data 
collection forms from the study are provided as a separate appendix to this report in 
spreadsheet form.  

Considering the researchable questions mentioned previously, we gathered the following data 
points at the store level: 

• Are program signs present in participating stores? 

• Do program signs allow customers to identify program-discounted products? 

• Is there a clear grouping of products, such as technology (LED, incandescent) or style 
(general service, globe)? 

• Collect qualitative comments on product presentation and availability not captured by 
product-level data collection. 
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8.3.2.5 Shelf-Stocking Study

The shelf-stocking study had two objectives: 1) inform the update of LED NTG, in conjunction
with residential customer surveys, and 2) provide informative data for the independent
evaluation monitor (IEM) and Parties Working Collaborative (PWC) to consider TRM 9.0
updates for LEDs. The EM&V team visited 13 stores, 10 participating, and 3 nonparticipating
stores located in EAL’s territory.

The study examined the availability and pricing of program LED products and similar non-
program LED products for comparison. The EM&V team also assessed in-store promotional
materials and displays. The study results provided information on how program products fit into
the overall lighting market in selected participating and nonparticipating stores. The EM&V team
analyzed the data to answer the following researchable questions:

0 Are program products readily available and identifiable on store shelves?

0 Are there direct alternatives to program products, whether efficient or inefficient?

o How do prices of program products compare to similar non-program products?

i. Shelf-Stocking Study Data Collection Form

The EM&V team used the data collection form to gather store-level and product-level
information. The store-level information includes general information about the layout of lighting
products and signage in the store. We collected qualitative information on whether program
signage is easily identifiable in the lighting section, supported by photo documentation. This
report includes some examples, with more photo documentation available upon request. In
addition, we collected information on the display of lighting products. The completed data
collection forms from the study are provided as a separate appendix to this report in
spreadsheet form.

Considering the researchable questions mentioned previously, we gathered the following data
points at the store level:

0 Are program signs present in participating stores?

0 Do program signs allow customers to identify program-discounted products?

o Is there a clear grouping of products, such as technology (LED, incandescent) or style
(general service, globe)?

0 Collect qualitative comments on product presentation and availability not captured by
product-level data collection.
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As discussed in the Bulb Selection section (Section iii) below, we collected product-level 
information for a pre-determined list of product types. We attempted to find a program-qualifying 
bulb for each product type selected, a non-program ENERGY STAR equivalent, an efficient 
non-ENERGY STAR equivalent, and a non-efficient equivalent. Equivalence was based on the 
product having the same style as the program product and falling within the same lumen range. 
To allow direct comparisons, we attempted to match additional characteristics, particularly color 
temperature and the number of bulbs in the package. The data collection form was completed 
for up to ten selected bulb types per store. We gathered the following data points at a product 
level: 

• Does the store carry an ENERGY STAR-rated, efficient non-ENERGY STAR, and non-
efficient alternative to program products? 

• Product characteristics to ensure similarity of the program and alternative products: 

o bulb technology (LED, CFL, halogen, incandescent), 

o bulb style (general service, 3-way, globe, decorative, reflector), 

o lumens, 

o wattage, 

o color temperature, and 

o dimmable. 

• Where are program products displayed (high/middle/low shelves, end cap, or 
standalone display)? 

• Number of bulbs per package 

• Price and discount information: 

o non-discounted price (or only price if no discount shown),  

o discounted price (if multiple prices are posted), and 

o source of discount, if applicable and shown. 

• Notes on unique product characteristics, presentation, or pricing information 

ii. Store Selection 

The EM&V team visited 13 stores, ten participating and three nonparticipating stores located in 
EAL’s territory. The EM&V team used a purposive sampling approach, selecting stores based 
on geography, store type, and program sales. While the purpose of the sample design is to 
represent participating stores generally, it is important to note it is not a scientific sample that 
can be extrapolated to the program population.  

Given the primary goal to gather information on stores’ stocking and pricing of lighting products, 
in reviewing the store list, we identified three characteristics that we believe might affect 
stocking and pricing practices: the type of store, the location of the store, and annual program 
sales. Different stores have different products available, both lighting and otherwise, and might 
have different target customer bases. Store location also affects customer base and purchasing 
behaviors, and stores will stock and price products to match customers and behaviors. In 
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As discussed in the Bulb Selection section (Section iii) below, we collected product-level
information for a pre-determined list of product types. We attempted to find a program-qualifying
bulb for each product type selected, a non-program ENERGY STAR equivalent, an efficient
non-ENERGY STAR equivalent, and a non-efficient equivalent. Equivalence was based on the
product having the same style as the program product and falling within the same lumen range.
To allow direct comparisons, we attempted to match additional characteristics, particularly color
temperature and the number of bulbs in the package. The data collection form was completed
for up to ten selected bulb types per store. We gathered the following data points at a product
level:

0 Does the store carry an ENERGY STAR-rated, efficient non-ENERGY STAR, and non-
efficient alternative to program products?

0 Product characteristics to ensure similarity of the program and alternative products:

0 bulb technology (LED, CFL, halogen, incandescent),

o bulb style (general sen/ice, 3-way, globe, decorative, reflector),

o lumens,

o wattage,

0 color temperature, and

o dimmable.

0 Where are program products displayed (high/middle/low shelves, end cap, or
standalone display)?

0 Number of bulbs per package

0 Price and discount information:

o non-discounted price (or only price if no discount shown),

0 discounted price (if multiple prices are posted), and

0 source of discount, if applicable and shown.

0 Notes on unique product characteristics, presentation, or pricing information

ii. Store Selection

The EM&V team visited 13 stores, ten participating and three nonparticipating stores located in
EAL’s territory. The EM&V team used a purposive sampling approach, selecting stores based
on geography, store type, and program sales. While the purpose of the sample design is to
represent participating stores generally, it is important to note it is not a scientific sample that
can be extrapolated to the program population.

Given the primary goal to gather information on stores’ stocking and pricing of lighting products,
in reviewing the store list, we identified three characteristics that we believe might affect
stocking and pricing practices: the type of store, the location of the store, and annual program
sales. Different stores have different products available, both lighting and otherwise, and might
have different target customer bases. Store location also affects customer base and purchasing
behaviors, and stores will stock and price products to match customers and behaviors. ln
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addition, stores were selected that sold close to the median number of bulbs for each store type 
to best represent “typical” stores in terms of program participation. 

Participating stores were categorized into three types: big box, discount/neighborhood retail, 
and home improvement/DIY. These categories were based on assumptions that certain stores 
have different stocking practices. For example, stores with a national presence may often stock 
all stores similarly aside from seasonal items. Larger stores with more shelf space are more 
likely to stock a greater variety of lighting products. In contrast, smaller stores may have more 
control over stocking practices.  

Nonparticipating stores were selected based on comparability to program stores sampled 
geographically. The identified nonparticipating stores included Kroger, Family Dollar, and 
Tractor Supply. For efficiency, participating and nonparticipating stores were in Little Rock and 
within a two-hour drive radius of Little Rock. Little Rock was chosen because it has the largest 
population in EAL’s territory. Table 86 shows the number of participating stores from program 
data sorted into each store type. 
 

Table 86. Categorized Participating Store Types and Counts 

Store type 
Participating 
stores Description 

Big box  57 National chain retail store with a large quantity and variety 
of goods and larger store footprints. These include 
Walmart, Sam’s Club, and grocery stores.  

Discount/neighborhood 
retail 

185 National discount and thrift chain retail store with generally 
a smaller and more specific range of goods and services, 
including Dollar General and Dollar Tree. Walgreens was 
also included in this category as a smaller neighborhood 
store. 

Home improvement/DIY 35 National home improvement retail chain with a large 
quantity and variety of goods. These include Home Depot, 
Lowe’s, True Value, and Ace Hardware. 

 
Table 87 shows the targeted and actual number of store visits by category. 
 

Table 87. Store visit targets by category 

Store category 
Target store 

visits 
Actual store 

visits 

Big box/retail 3 3 

Discount/neighborhood retail 3 3 

Home improvement/DIY 3 4 

Nonparticipating 3 3 

Total 12 13 
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addition, stores were selected that sold close to the median number of bulbs for each store type
to best represent “typical” stores in terms of program participation.

Participating stores were categorized into three types: big box, discount/neighborhood retail,
and home improvement/DIY. These categories were based on assumptions that certain stores
have different stocking practices. For example, stores with a national presence may often stock
all stores similarly aside from seasonal items. Larger stores with more shelf space are more
likely to stock a greater variety of lighting products. In contrast, smaller stores may have more
control over stocking practices.

Nonparticipating stores were selected based on comparability to program stores sampled
geographically. The identified nonparticipating stores included Kroger, Family Dollar, and
Tractor Supply. For efficiency, participating and nonparticipating stores were in Little Rock and
within a two-hour drive radius of Little Rock. Little Rock was chosen because it has the largest
population in EAL’s territory. Table 86 shows the number of participating stores from program
data sorted into each store type.

Table 86. Categorized Participating Store Types and Counts

Participating
Store type stores Description

Big box 57 National chain retail store with a large quantity and variety
of goods and larger store footprints. These include
Walmart, Sam’s Club, and grocery stores.

Discount/neighborhood 185 National discount and thrift chain retail store with generally
retail a smaller and more specific range of goods and services,

including Dollar General and Dollar Tree. Walgreens was
also included in this category as a smaller neighborhood
store.

Home improvement/DIY 35 National home improvement retail chain with a large
quantity and variety of goods. These include Home Depot,
Lowe’s, True Value, and Ace Hardware.

Table 87 shows the targeted and actual number of store visits by category.

Table 87. Store visit targets by category

Target store Actual store
Store category visits visits

Big box/retail 3

Discount/neighborhood retail 3

Home improvement/DIY 3

Nonparticipating 3

Total 12 13
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iii. Bulb Selection 

Many of the participating stores have extensive lighting products available, and it was prohibitive 
to attempt to collect detailed information on all these products. The EM&V team used program 
tracking data to select products to review in-store before visiting and attempted to find 
comparable non-program products while there. 

The EM&V team prepared data collection forms for each store before the store visit. We 
collected information on up to ten of the following types of bulbs: general service, decorative, 
globe, and reflector. For example, planning a visit to a particular store, we prepared a form with 
sampled product types such as the following level of detail: 

• General service A-shape 60 W equivalent (800–1099 lumens) 

• General service A-shape 100 W equivalent (1600–1999 lumens) 

• Reflector R30 45 W equivalent (450–499 lumens) 

• Decorative 15 W equivalent (90–149 lumens) 

The data collection form was designed to gather information about the program and non-
program products to compare product availability and pricing. We consolidated the information 
gathered at each store, maintaining store characteristics described in the Store Selection 
section (Section ii) but removed individual store identifying information. The key metrics 
reported from this study are comparisons of pricing and availability of program and non-program 
products for the various bulbs selected in advance of the field data collection. We report results 
by store type (big box, discount/neighborhood retail, home improvement/DIY, and 
nonparticipating).  

We also compared these results with responses about availability and pricing from the 
residential customer surveys and retailer interviews. Comparing the price data collected in 
stores with price sensitivity metrics from the residential customer survey provided feedback to 
the program on the appropriateness of incentive levels. 

This section details the methodologies for the general population survey, market actor 
interviews, shelf-stocking study, and NTG evaluation.  

8.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the tracking 
system review and desk reviews. Results are reported at the measure level and program level 
based on the EM&V activities. 

8.4.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team completed tracking-system-based savings calculations across the prescriptive 
measure categories. The tracking review checked reported savings and performed evaluation 
savings calculations across the population. After performing evaluation savings calculations, the 
EM&V team found the most discrepancies during the project-level engineering desk reviews, as 
detailed in Section 8.4.3. 
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iii. Bulb Selection

Many of the participating stores have extensive lighting products available, and it was prohibitive
to attempt to collect detailed information on all these products. The EM&V team used program
tracking data to select products to review in-store before visiting and attempted to find
comparable non-program products while there.

The EM&V team prepared data collection forms for each store before the store visit. We
collected information on up to ten of the following types of bulbs: general sen/ice, decorative,
globe, and reflector. For example, planning a visit to a particular store, we prepared a form with
sampled product types such as the following level of detail:

0 General service A—shape 60 W equivalent (800—1099 lumens)

0 General service A—shape 100 W equivalent (1600—1999 lumens)

o Reflector R30 45 W equivalent (450—499 lumens)

0 Decorative 15 W equivalent (90—149 lumens)

The data collection form was designed to gather information about the program and non-
program products to compare product availability and pricing. We consolidated the information
gathered at each store, maintaining store characteristics described in the Store Selection
section (Section ii) but removed individual store identifying information. The key metrics
reported from this study are comparisons of pricing and availability of program and non-program
products for the various bulbs selected in advance of the field data collection. We report results
by store type (big box, discounUneighborhood retail, home improvement/DIY, and
nonparticipating).

We also compared these results with responses about availability and pricing from the
residential customer surveys and retailer interviews. Comparing the price data collected in
stores with price sensitivity metrics from the residential customer survey provided feedback to
the program on the appropriateness of incentive levels.

This section details the methodologies for the general population survey, market actor
interviews, shelf-stocking study, and NTG evaluation.

8.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of evaluation activities and details findings from the tracking
system review and desk reviews. Results are reported at the measure level and program level
based on the EM&V activities.

8.4.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team completed tracking-system-based savings calculations across the prescriptive
measure categories. The tracking review checked reported savings and performed evaluation
savings calculations across the population. After performing evaluation savings calculations, the
EM&V team found the most discrepancies during the project-level engineering desk reviews, as
detailed in Section 8.4.3.
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Overall, the POPS program tracking system review produced nearly identical savings 
(100 percent kWh and 100 percent kW realization rates) to those calculated by the program 
implementer. The program's only measure that did not achieve a realization rate of 100 percent 
was residential lighting because 6.7 percent of residential lighting fixtures were recalculated 
using commercial savings methodologies, per section 2.5.1 (Lighting Efficiency) of TRM 8.2 

 

 
Table 88. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions Tracking System Review 

Energy and Demand Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Appliances 19,909,313 2,040.2 19,909,313 2,040.2 100.0% 100.0% 

Residential lighting 64,742,274 10,526.2 72,722,455 12,115.5 112.3% 115.1% 

Commercial lighting 13,954,795 2,164.1 13,958,042 2,164.8 100.0% 100.0% 

Total  98,606,382  14,800.9  106,589,811   16,390.9  108.1% 110.7% 

 
 

Table 89. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions Tracking System Review Energy and Demand 
Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure 

Measure 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW35 

Advanced power strips—retail 17,693,510  2,008.2  17,693,510  2,008.2  100.0% 100.0% 

Efficient hot water heater  58,407   5.1   58,407   5.1  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR dehumidifiers  4,398   1.0   4,398   1.0  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR freezers  258   0.0   258   0.0  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR room air cleaners  73,370   8.4   73,370   8.4  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR window AC  14,794   17.4   14,794   17.4  100.0% 100.0% 

Hard-wired LED fixtures: indoor, all 
wattages 

 1,658,953   269.7   1,939,787   325.7  116.9% 120.7% 

Hard-wired LED fixtures: outdoor, all 
wattages  

 685   -     835   -  121.9% N/A 

LED (retail): indoor reflector  8,388,830  1,363.9   9,877,084   1,660.3  117.7% 121.7% 

LED (retail): indoor, all wattages 53,931,512  8,768.6  60,142,455  10,005.6  111.5% 114.1% 

LED (indoor omni or decorative)  762,295   123.9   762,295   123.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Midstream: exterior fixtures  6,771,548  1,119.4   6,771,548   1,119.4  100.0% 100.0% 

 
35 Not all measures reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these 

instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash. 
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Overall, the POPS program tracking system review produced nearly identical savings
(100 percent kWh and 100 percent kW realization rates) to those calculated by the program
implementer. The program's only measure that did not achieve a realization rate of 100 percent
was residential lighting because 6.7 percent of residential lighting fixtures were recalculated
using commercial savings methodologies, per section 2.5.1 (Lighting Efficiency) of TRM 8.2

Table 88. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions Tracking System Review
Energy and Demand Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure Category

Measure category

Ex-post savings Realization rate

Appliances

Residential lighting

Commercial lighting

Total

2,040.2

10,526.2

2,164.1

14,800.9

19,909,313

72,722,455

13,958,042

106,589,811

2,040.2

12,115.5

2,164.8

16,390.9

19,909,313

64,742,274

13,954,795

98,606,382

100.0%

112.3%

100.0%

108.1%

100.0%

115.1%

100.0%

110.7%

Table 89. PY2021 Point of Purchase Solutions Tracking System Review Energy and Demand
Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure

Ex-post savings Realization rate

Advanced power strips—retail

Efficient hot water heater

ENERGY STAR dehumidifiers

ENERGY STAR freezers

ENERGY STAR room air cleaners

ENERGY STAR window AC

Hard-wired LED fixtures: indoor, all
wattages

Hard-wired LED fixtures: outdoor, all
wattages

LED (retail): indoor reflector

LED (retail): indoor, all wattages

LED (indoor omni or decorative)

Midstream: exterior fixtures

17,693,510

58,407

4,398

258

73,370

14,794

1,658,953

685

8,388,830

53,931,512

762,295

6,771,548

2,008.2

5.1

1.0

0.0

8.4

17.4

269.7

1,363.9

8,768.6

123.9

1,119.4

17,693,510

58,407

4,398

258

73,370

14,794

1,939,787

835

9,877,084

60,142,455

762,295

6,771,548

2,008.2

5.1

1.0

0.0

8.4

17.4

325.7

1,660.3

10,005.6

123.9

1,119.4

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

116.9%

121.9%

117.7%

111.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

120.7%

N/A

121.7%

114.1%

100.0%

100.0%

35 Not all measures reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these
instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash.
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Measure 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW35 

Midstream: interior fixtures  5,595,078   725.0   5,598,632   725.8  100.1% 100.1% 

Midstream: interior lamps  1,588,169   319.7   1,587,862   319.6  100.0% 100.0% 

Pool pumps  338,015   70.5   338,015   70.5  100.0% 100.0% 

Smart thermostats  1,726,561   -     1,726,561   -    100.0% N/A 

Total 98,606,383 14,800.8 106,589,811 16,390.9 108.1% 110.7% 

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure. 

8.4.1.1 Appliances 

• Advanced power strips. No issues. 

• Pool pumps. No issues. 

• Air purifiers. No issues. 

• Dehumidifiers. No issues. 

• Smart thermostats. No issues. 

8.4.1.2 Lighting 

• Residential LEDs. No issues. 

8.4.1.3 Commercial Midstream Lighting Program 

Due to the commercial midstream bulbs' unique nature compared to residential use, the POPS 
program's commercial section is discussed separately in greater detail. PY2021 saw continued 
improvements in the data's consistency in the tracking database and proper application of 
savings algorithms. However, several interior fixture installations applied an incorrect in-service 
rate (ISR) to the fixtures. 

The overall Commercial Midstream Lighting program evaluated tracking system savings 
resulted in nearly identical savings (100 percent kW and 100 percent kWh realization rates) to 
those calculated by the program implementer. The one savings adjustment made is discussed 
below.  
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_— Ex-pOSt saVings Realization rate
Midstream: interior fixtures 5,595,078 725.0 5,598,632 725.8 100.1% 100.1%

Midstream: interior lamps 1,588,169 319.7 1,587,862 319.6 100.0% 100.0%

Pool pumps 338,015 70.5 338,015 70.5 100.0% 100.0%

Smart thermostats 1,726,561 - 1,726,561 - 100.0% N/A

Total 98,606,383 14,800.8 106,589,811 16,390.9 108.1% 110.7%
A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

8.4.1.1 Appliances

0 Advanced power strips. No issues.

0 Pool pumps. No issues.

0 Air purifiers. No issues.

0 Dehumidifiers. No issues.

0 Smart thermostats. No issues.

8.4.1.2 Lighting
0 Residential LEDs. No issues.

8.4.1.3 Commercial Midstream Lighting Program

Due to the commercial midstream bulbs' unique nature compared to residential use, the POPS
program's commercial section is discussed separately in greater detail. PY2021 saw continued
improvements in the data's consistency in the tracking database and proper application of
savings algorithms. However, several interior fixture installations applied an incorrect in-service
rate (ISR) to the fixtures.

The overall Commercial Midstream Lighting program evaluated tracking system savings
resulted in nearly identical savings (100 percent kW and 100 percent kWh realization rates) to
those calculated by the program implementer. The one savings adjustment made is discussed
below.
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Table 90. PY2021 Midstream Lighting—Tracking System Energy Savings and 
Realization Rates, by Measure Category 

Measure description 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Interior lamps  1,588,169   319.7   1,587,862   319.6  100.0% 100.0% 

Interior fixtures  5,595,078   725.0   5,598,632   725.8  100.1% 100.1% 

Exterior fixtures  6,771,548  1,119.4   6,771,548  1,119.4  100.0% 100.0% 

Total evaluated  13,954,795   2,164  13,958,042   2,165  100.0% 100.0% 

8.4.1.4 Interior Lamps 

• No issues. 

8.4.1.5 Interior Fixtures 

A few interior fixtures applied an incorrect ISR of 98 percent to the installed fixtures, resulting in 
ex-ante savings slightly lower than ex-post savings estimates. 

8.4.1.6 Exterior Fixtures 

• No issues. 

8.4.2 Review of Top-Savings Lighting Measures 

As mentioned in the Methodology section (Section 8.3), the EM&V team identified the 70 light 
bulbs responsible for the highest portion of program savings to verify ENERGY STAR status, 
representing over 86 percent of total program lighting savings. Using extracts from the ENERGY 
STAR website, the EM&V team then confirmed ENERGY STAR certification, using the 
installationcontractor field in ArchEE to match the ENERGY STAR measure-identification code.  

Next, the EM&V team compared bulb wattages in ArchEE with wattages provided in the 
ENERGY STAR datasets to confirm inputs. The objective was to calculate a per-bulb watt rate 
using ArchEE data and ENERGY STAR to see if the results matched. If values did not match, 
additional research would need to be performed using the model ID to verify the correct wattage 
value. The EM&V team found no discrepancies between wattage values assigned to each 
measure. 
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Table 90. PY2021 Midstream Lighting—Tracking System Energy Savings and
Realization Rates, by Measure Category

Ex-post savings Realization rate

Interior lamps 1,588,169 319.7 1,587,862 319.6 100.0% 100.0%

Interior fixtures 5,595,078 725.0 5,598,632 725.8 100.1 % 100.1%

Exterior fixtures 6,771,548 1,119.4 6,771,548 1,119.4 100.0% 100.0%

Total evaluated 13,954,795 2,164 13,958,042 2,165 100.0% 100.0%

8.4.1.4 Interior Lamps

0 No issues.

8.4.1.5 Interior Fixtures

A few interior fixtures applied an incorrect ISR of 98 percent to the installed fixtures, resulting in
ex-ante savings slightly lower than ex-post savings estimates.

8.4.1.6 Exterior Fixtures

0 No issues.

8.4.2 Review of Top-Savings Lighting Measures

As mentioned in the Methodology section (Section 8.3), the EM&V team identified the 70 light
bulbs responsible for the highest portion of program savings to verify ENERGY STAR status,
representing over 86 percent of total program lighting savings. Using extracts from the ENERGY
STAR website, the EM&V team then confirmed ENERGY STAR certification, using the
installationcontractor field in ArchEE to match the ENERGY STAR measure-identification code.

Next, the EM&V team compared bulb wattages in ArchEE with wattages provided in the
ENERGY STAR datasets to confirm inputs. The objective was to calculate a per-bulb watt rate
using ArchEE data and ENERGY STAR to see if the results matched. If values did not match,
additional research would need to be performed using the model ID to verify the correct wattage
value. The EM&V team found no discrepancies between wattage values assigned to each
measure.
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8.4.3 Desk Reviews 

As noted earlier, the PY2021 POPS program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering 
analysis for a sample of 30 commercial projects; desk reviews for 29 projects did not require 
any significant savings adjustments. Table 91 provides project-level realization rates for the 30 
Commercial Midstream Lighting projects reviewed during the evaluation. Each participant was 
assigned a project number in the first column, using the account number for anonymity. A 
detailed description of the project with a realization rate adjustment follows. 
 

Table 91. Commercial Midstream Lighting—PY2021 Desk Review Results by Project 

Project  
number 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW36 

1  42,384   8.3   42,476  8.4 100.2% 100.2% 

2  7,982   1.6   14,187  2.8 177.7% 177.7% 

3  1,574   0.3   1,575  0.3 100.0% 100.0% 

4  1,040   0.2   1,040  0.2 100.0% 100.0% 

5  2,447   -     2,447  - 100.0% N/A   

6  524   0.1   524  0.1 100.0% 100.0% 

7  5,037   1.0   5,037  1.0 100.0% 100.0% 

8  3,696   0.7   3,708  0.7 100.3% 100.3% 

9  107   0.0   107  0.0 100.0% 100.0% 

10  4,818   1.0   4,818  1.0 100.0% 100.0% 

11  18,170   3.6   18,170  3.6 100.0% 100.0% 

12  12,773   2.6   12,774  2.6 100.0% 100.0% 

13  7,953   1.6   7,954  1.6 100.0% 100.0% 

14  2,651   0.5   2,651  0.5 100.0% 100.0% 

15  3,223   0.7   3,223  0.7 100.0% 100.0% 

16  14,601   3.0   14,602  3.0 100.0% 100.0% 

17  13,287   -     13,287  - 100.4% N/A  

18  15,271   3.0   15,271  3.0 100.0% 100.0% 

19  1,496   0.3   1,496  0.3 100.0% 100.0% 

20  2,651   0.5   2,651  0.5 100.0% 100.0% 

21  12,511   2.5   12,512  2.5 100.0% 100.0% 

22  22,311   4.5   22,313  4.5 100.0% 100.0% 

23  22,907   4.5   22,907  4.5 100.0% 100.0% 

 
36 Not all projects reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these 

instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash. 
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8.4.3 Desk Reviews

As noted earlier, the PY2021 POPS program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering
analysis for a sample of 30 commercial projects; desk reviews for 29 projects did not require
any significant savings adjustments. Table 91 provides project-level realization rates for the 30
Commercial Midstream Lighting projects reviewed during the evaluation. Each participant was
assigned a project number in the first column, using the account number for anonymity. A
detailed description of the project with a realization rate adjustment follows.

Table 91. Commercial Midstream Lighting—PY2021 Desk Review Results by Project
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0.5
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100.2%
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100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.4%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

42,476 100.2%

177.7%

100.0%

100.0%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

100.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

36 Not all projects reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these
instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash.
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Project  
number 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW36 

24  667   0.1   667  0.1 100.0% 100.0% 

25  1,193   -     1,193  - 100.0% N/A  

26  2,995   0.6   2,995  0.6 100.0% 100.0% 

27  671   0.1   671  0.1 100.0% 100.0% 

28  3,149   0.6   3,149  0.6 100.0% 100.0% 

29  7,718   1.6   7,718  1.6 100.0% 100.0% 

30  2,816   -     2,816  - 100.0% N/A  

Total 238,624 43.7     244,986 45.0 102.7% 102.8% 

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure. 

 
To incorporate the desk review findings and adjustments to savings into the census tracking 
system review, the EM&V team first applied the findings from Table 92 directly to each project’s 
tracking data. As is discussed in length below, the findings from this desk review do not 
represent a systemic shortage of savings in the full program. The remaining desk reviews were 
used to calculate realization rates by measure type; these desk review realization rates were 
applied to the census population by measure type. Results are presented in Table 92.  

 
Table 92. Commercial Midstream Lighting—Desk Review Evaluated Energy Savings 

and Realization Rates, by Installation Type 

Measure type 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Midstream: exterior fixtures  100,304  15.9  100,443  15.9 100.1% 100.1% 

Midstream: interior fixtures  85,580  17.2  91,800  18.4 107.3% 107.1% 

Midstream: interior lamps  52,740  10.7  52,743  10.7 100.0% 100.0% 

Total   238,624  43.7  244,986 45.0 102.7% 102.8% 

 
Details of the project-based savings adjustments are provided below by participant number and 
EM&V Participant ID:  

• Project 1—Job ID 16777111. Minor adjustments were made. 

o A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding 
of key input parameters.  

o This project was erroneously tracked as an exterior fixture despite reporting 
demand savings. The EM&V team recategorized this project as an interior fixture 
and moved its evaluated savings to the interior fixture category. 
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. Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate
PrOJect

number “mm-mm“
0.124 667 667 0.1 100.0% 100.0%

25 1,193 - 1,193 — 100.0% N/A

26 2,995 0.6 2,995 0.6 100.0% 100.0%

27 671 0.1 671 0.1 100.0% 100.0%

28 3,149 0.6 3,149 0.6 100.0% 100.0%

29 7,718 1.6 7,718 1.6 100.0% 100.0%

30 2,816 - 2,816 — 100.0% N/A

Total 238,624 43.7 244,986 45.0 102.7% 102.8%
A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

To incorporate the desk review findings and adjustments to savings into the census tracking
system review, the EM&V team first applied the findings from Table 92 directly to each project’s
tracking data. As is discussed in length below, the findings from this desk review do not
represent a systemic shortage of savings in the full program. The remaining desk reviews were
used to calculate realization rates by measure type; these desk review realization rates were
applied to the census population by measure type. Results are presented in Table 92.

Table 92. Commercial Midstream Lighting—Desk Review Evaluated Energy Savings
and Realization Rates, by Installation Type

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Midstream: exterior fixtures 100,304 15.9 100,443 15.9 100.1% 100.1%

Midstream: interior fixtures 85,580 17.2 91,800 18.4 107.3% 107.1%

Midstream: interior lamps 52,740 10.7 52,743 10.7 100.0% 100.0%

Total 238,624 43.7 244,986 45.0 102.7% 102.8%

Details of the project-based savings adjustments are provided below by participant number and
EM&V Participant ID:

0 Project 1—Job ID 16777111. Minor adjustments were made.

0 A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding
of key input parameters.

0 This project was erroneously tracked as an exterior fixture despite reporting
demand savings. The EM&V team recategorized this project as an interior fixture
and moved its evaluated savings to the interior fixture category.
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• Project 2—Job ID 17020202. One adjustment was made.  

o Reported savings were calculated assuming the installation of nine low-bay 
fixtures between 7,500 and 11,999 lumens. However, in a review of project 
documentation, the fixtures installed output 12,390 lumens. Adjusted savings on 
this project resulted in a substantial increase in savings, resulting in an energy 
realization rate of 170 percent. 

• Project 8—Job ID 17340115. Minor adjustments were made. 

o A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding 
of key input parameters.  

• Project 17—Job ID 202106040017499000. Minor adjustments were made. 

o A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding 
of key input parameters.  

• Project 18—Job ID 202106040017499000.  

o This project was erroneously tracked as an exterior fixture despite reporting 
demand savings. The EM&V team recategorized this project as an interior fixture 
and moved its evaluated savings to the interior fixture category. 

8.4.4 Documentation Review 

To understand the Commercial Midstream Lighting program, the EM&V team had biweekly 
meetings with program staff and reviewed all information available on EAL's website related to 
the program and supplemental documentation provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V 
team received the following documentation related to the program: 

• A data tracking system that contained compiled sales data from participating distributors. 

• A 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook showed the buildup of the midstream 
savings methodology. No changes to the Midstream Program were made for PY2021, so 
the 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook was not updated. This workbook 
also contained calculated savings for each product on the Commercial Midstream 
Lighting Qualified Products List (QPL) using the Commercial Midstream Lighting 
methodology outlined in the Arkansas TRM 8.2. The implementer no longer maintains 
this QPL. 

• PY2021 program manual for the POPS program, available on the POPS program 
website. 

The EM&V team found a few minor issues in its review of documentation, including: 

• a few addresses differ between the documentation and the tracking system, 

• a few phone numbers vary between the documentation and the tracking system, 

• the end customer point of contact in the participation agreement differed from the name 
in the tracking system data in a few instances, 

• emails were not included in the tracking system data in a few cases, 
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0 Project 2—Job ID 17020202. One adjustment was made.

0 Reported savings were calculated assuming the installation of nine low-bay
fixtures between 7,500 and 11,999 lumens. However, in a review of project
documentation, the fixtures installed output 12,390 lumens. Adjusted savings on
this project resulted in a substantial increase in savings, resulting in an energy
realization rate of 170 percent.

0 Project 8—Job ID 17340115. Minor adjustments were made.

0 A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding
of key input parameters.

0 Project 17—Job ID 202106040017499000. Minor adjustments were made.

0 A slight adjustment was made to the reported savings, likely due to the rounding
of key input parameters.

0 Project 18—Job ID 202106040017499000.

o This project was erroneously tracked as an exterior fixture despite reporting
demand savings. The EM&V team recategorized this project as an interior fixture
and moved its evaluated savings to the interior fixture category.

8.4.4 Documentation Review

To understand the Commercial Midstream Lighting program, the EM&V team had biweekly
meetings with program staff and reviewed all information available on EAL's website related to
the program and supplemental documentation provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V
team received the following documentation related to the program:

0 A data tracking system that contained compiled sales data from participating distributors.

o A 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook showed the buildup of the midstream
savings methodology. No changes to the Midstream Program were made for PY2021, so
the 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook was not updated. This workbook
also contained calculated savings for each product on the Commercial Midstream
Lighting Qualified Products List (QPL) using the Commercial Midstream Lighting
methodology outlined in the Arkansas TRM 8.2. The implementer no longer maintains
this QPL.

o PY2021 program manual for the POPS program, available on the POPS program
website.

The EM&V team found a few minor issues in its review of documentation, including:

o a few addresses differ between the documentation and the tracking system,

0 a few phone numbers vary between the documentation and the tracking system,

0 the end customer point of contact in the participation agreement differed from the name
in the tracking system data in a few instances,

0 emails were not included in the tracking system data in a few cases,
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• one project did not have a participation agreement, and 

• the quantity of lights for one project differed between the documentation and the tracking 
system. 

8.4.4.1 Program Website Review 

Information found on the residential POPS program websites includes general descriptions of 
the program, a comprehensive list of eligible lighting and appliance products, along with their 
incentive discounts provided by the program. A copy of the program manual was easily found 
on the website, along with a list of participating retailers, a link to the Entergy Arkansas 
Marketplace, and a rebate application form for each measure. The participating retailer list 
includes the retailer’s name, store number, and complete address. 

Information found on the commercial POPS program websites includes general descriptions of 
the program (such as who is eligible and how participation works), a comprehensive list of 
eligible lighting products, along with their incentive discounts provided by the program. A copy of 
the program manual and participation agreement was easily found on the website, along with a 
list of participating distributors. The participating distributor list includes the distributor company 
name, address, phone number, and contact email address, with the ability to search by 
city/state and equipment or service type. 

8.4.5 Shelf-Stocking Study 

The shelving study included 13 stores throughout EAL’s territory (10 participating and 
3 nonparticipating stores). The EM&V team collected detailed information on 157 bulbs. Below 
are the results of this effort. 

EAL effectively discounts program bulbs to make efficient LED bulbs attractive to customers 
when considering the upfront price. Across all lighting categories, EAL’s discounted program 
bulbs are at a minimum 19.9 percent less expensive than non-program LED bulbs on a per-bulb 
basis when factoring in bulbs from both participating and nonparticipating stores. 

Nonparticipating stores were more expensive than participating stores for equivalent non-
program ENERGY STAR-certified products but had similar prices to participating stores for less-
efficient products. Table 93 compares the average price per lamp by category and efficiency 
between the program and non-program bulbs. This comparison shows that EAL discounts result 
in lower costs for ENERGY STAR product prices.  
 

Table 93. Comparison of Program and Non-program LED Bulbs by Bulb Type 

Bulb type 

Program LED bulbs Non-program LED bulbs 

Quantity 
Average price 

per bulb Quantity 
Average price 

per bulb 

Decorative 11 $1.86  9 $3.99  

General service 27 $1.83  27 $2.71  

Globe 9 $2.23  7 $4.78  

Reflector 14 $3.60  16 $4.49  

Three-way 1 $5.44  1 $12.94  
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0 one project did not have a participation agreement, and

o the quantity of lights for one project differed between the documentation and the tracking
system.

8.4.4.1 Program Website Review

Information found on the residential POPS program websites includes general descriptions of
the program, a comprehensive list of eligible lighting and appliance products, along with their
incentive discounts provided by the program. A copy of the program manual was easily found
on the website, along with a list of participating retailers, a link to the Entergy Arkansas
Marketplace, and a rebate application form for each measure. The participating retailer list
includes the retailer’s name, store number, and complete address.

Information found on the commercial POPS program websites includes general descriptions of
the program (such as who is eligible and how participation works), a comprehensive list of
eligible lighting products, along with their incentive discounts provided by the program. A copy of
the program manual and participation agreement was easily found on the website, along with a
list of participating distributors. The participating distributor list includes the distributor company
name, address, phone number, and contact email address, with the ability to search by
city/state and equipment or service type.

8.4.5 Shelf-Stocking Study

The shelving study included 13 stores throughout EAL’s territory (10 participating and
3 nonparticipating stores). The EM&V team collected detailed information on 157 bulbs. Below
are the results of this effort.

EAL effectively discounts program bulbs to make efficient LED bulbs attractive to customers
when considering the upfront price. Across all lighting categories, EAL’s discounted program
bulbs are at a minimum 19.9 percent less expensive than non-program LED bulbs on a per-bulb
basis when factoring in bulbs from both participating and nonparticipating stores.

Nonparticipating stores were more expensive than participating stores for equivalent non-
program ENERGY STAR-certified products but had similar prices to participating stores for less-
efficient products. Table 93 compares the average price per lamp by category and efficiency
between the program and non-program bulbs. This comparison shows that EAL discounts result
in lower costs for ENERGY STAR product prices.

Table 93. Comparison of Program and Non-program LED Bulbs by Bulb Type

Program LED bulbs Non-program LED bulbs

Bulb type
Average price Average price

Quantity per bulb Quantity per bulb
11Decorative $1.86 9 $3.99

General service 27 $1.83 27 $2.71
Globe 9 $2.23 7 $4.78
Reflector 14 $3.60 16 $4.49
Three-way 1 $5.44 1 $12.94
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Program bulbs are cheaper across those same lighting categories than LED bulbs at 
nonparticipating stores. Further, program LED bulbs are in most cases (exception of the globe) 
cheaper on average than any bulb technology (LED, incandescent, halogen) at nonparticipating 
stores (Table 94). 
 

Table 94. Comparison of Program LEDs, Non-Program LEDs, and Non-Program Non-LED Bulbs 
by Bulb Type 

Bulb type 

Program LED bulbs 
Non-participant non-
program LED bulbs 

Non-participant non-
program Non-LED, 

incandescent, halogen 
bulbs 

Quantity 

Average 
price per 

bulb 
Quantity 

Average 
price per 

bulb 
Quantity 

Average 
price per 

bulb 

Decorative 11 $1.86  1 $5.00  2 $3.00  

General service 27 $1.83  14 $2.68  20 $2.36  

Globe 9 $2.23  1 $2.80  2 $2.20  

Reflector 14 $3.60  7 $4.18  10 $3.82  

Three-way 1 $5.44  0 N/A  0 N/A  

 
The EM&V team found that lighting products differed in their availability across participating and 
nonparticipating stores. Participating stores offered more efficient lighting options than 
nonparticipating stores indicating the program influenced stocking practices. One sampled 
Sam’s Club stocks primarily EAL-discounted bulbs. Of participating stores included in the 
shelving study, the program is likely to have the least influence on WalMart given the 
prevalence of their store brand Great Value line of LEDs. In contrast, nonparticipating stores 
carried more non-program ENERGY STAR-certified and inefficient products of all lamp types. 
Nonparticipating stores carried non-ENERGY STAR-certified efficient general service lamps, but 
we generally did not find efficient non-ENERGY STAR-certified specialty lamps.  

Visits to participating and nonparticipating stores indicate the potential to expand program reach 
and influence in stock within dollar stores. Dollar stores are abundant throughout EAL’s territory 
and have few efficient lighting or discounted options. Grocery stores are a second opportunity to 
expand the program, offering a wide variety of lighting to increase efficient lighting options and 
discounts.   
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Program bulbs are cheaper across those same lighting categories than LED bulbs at
nonparticipating stores. Further, program LED bulbs are in most cases (exception of the globe)
cheaper on average than any bulb technology (LED, incandescent, halogen) at nonparticipating
stores (Table 94).

Table 94. Comparison of Program LEDs, Non-Program LEDs, and Non-Program Non-LED Bulbs
by Bulb Type

Non-participant non-
program Non-LED,

Non-participant non- incandescent, halogen
Program LED bulbs program LED bulbs bulbs

Average Average Average
price per Quantity price per Quantity price per

Bulb type Quantity bulb bulb bulb
1 2Decorative 1 $1.86 1 $5.00 $3.00

General service 27 $1.83 14 $2.68 20 $2.36
Globe 9 $2.23 1 $2.80 2 $2.20

7
0

Reflector 14 $3.60 $4.18 10 $3.82
Three-way 1 $5.44 N/A 0 N/A

The EM&V team found that lighting products differed in their availability across participating and
nonparticipating stores. Participating stores offered more efficient lighting options than
nonparticipating stores indicating the program influenced stocking practices. One sampled
Sam’s Club stocks primarily EAL-discounted bulbs. Of participating stores included in the
shelving study, the program is likely to have the least influence on WalMart given the
prevalence of their store brand Great Value line of LEDs. In contrast, nonparticipating stores
carried more non-program ENERGY STAR-certified and inefficient products of all lamp types.
Nonparticipating stores carried non-ENERGY STAR-certified efficient general service lamps, but
we generally did not find efficient non-ENERGY STAR-certified specialty lamps.

Visits to participating and nonparticipating stores indicate the potential to expand program reach
and influence in stock within dollar stores. Dollar stores are abundant throughout EAL’s territory
and have few efficient lighting or discounted options. Grocery stores are a second opportunity to
expand the program, offering a wide variety of lighting to increase efficient lighting options and
discounts.
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Most stores offer several less efficient, non-ENERGY 
STAR LEDs and halogen and incandescent 
alternatives. Decorative bulbs, in general, had more 
inefficient options than efficient options, offering 
another possibility to expand program influence. 
 
Program signage varied across participating stores, 
from missing prices and discount information to well-
displayed discount and price comparisons. Home 
Depot and Lowes had the most effective signage 
among the participating stores, clearly labeling that the 
bulbs are discounted by EAL, showing both the 
regular and discounted prices.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barriers to LEDs are still common based on observation 
of shopper behavior. One shopper selected his 
incandescent, stating, “you can’t beat the old-fashioned 
bulbs.” Other shoppers were heard considering color, 
size, and shape instead of the efficiency level of the 
lighting. 

The results from this study will be triangulated 
anecdotally with the general population survey results 
and any planned program changes to determine potential 
updates to the program’s NTG for LEDs. 

8.4.5.1 Program Documentation Review 

The EM&V team received several program-related documents. Documents that were key to 
understanding the program and participation processes included the program manual, 
Participation Agreement, and marketing materials available on the website. Documents that 
were key to understanding the program savings methodologies and savings calculations include 
the (1) program manual, (2) tracking system data, and (3) 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting 
Savings workbook (2020 EAL POPS Commercial Lighting Savings EMV 07312020.xlsx). 

Source of picture: Tetra Tech, June 2021, 

participating Home Depot in South Little Rock 

Source of picture: Tetra Tech, June 
2021, nonparticipating Family Dollar, 
Hot Springs area 
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Most stores offer several less efficient, non-ENERGY
STAR LEDs and halogen and incandescent
alternatives. Decorative bulbs, in general, had more
inefficient options than efficient options, offering
another possibility to expand program influence.

Program signage varied across participating stores,
from missing prices and discount information to well-
displayed discount and price comparisons. Home
Depot and Lowes had the most effective signage
among the participating stores, clearly labeling that the
bulbs are discounted by EAL, showing both the
regular and discounted prices.
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Source of picture: Tetra Tech, June
2021, nonparticipating Family Dollar,
Hot Springs area

Barriers to LEDs are still common based on observation
of shopper behavior. One shopper selected his
incandescent, stating, “you can’t beat the old-fashioned
bulbs.” Other shoppers were heard considering color,
size, and shape instead of the efficiency level of the
lighting.

The results from this study will be triangulated
anecdotally with the general population survey results
and any planned program changes to determine potential
updates to the program’s NTG for LEDs.

Source of picture: Tetra Tech, June 2021,
participating Home Depot in South Little Rock

8.4.5.1 Program Documentation Review

The EM&V team received several program-related documents. Documents that were key to
understanding the program and participation processes included the program manual,
Participation Agreement, and marketing materials available on the website. Documents that
were key to understanding the program savings methodologies and savings calculations include
the (1) program manual, (2) tracking system data, and (3) 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting
Savings workbook (2020 EAL POPS Commercial Lighting Savings EMV 07312020.xlsx).
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The 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook, which was not changed for PY2021, 
listed key assumptions for the program and contained a list of qualified products last updated 
July 31, 2020. These key assumptions include the base case wattage, annual operating hours 
(AOH), coincidence factor (CF), interactive effects factor (IEF), and ISR. CLEAResult no longer 
maintains the Commercial Midstream Lighting QPL. The EM&V team independently verified the 
key lighting attributes of installed lighting, including the retrofit wattage and lighting type, by 
referencing the Design Lights Consortium (DLC) and ENERGY STAR databases.  

8.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS 

The following section details the results from the general population survey, distributor 
interviews, shelf-stocking study, and NTG evaluation. 

8.5.1 General Population Survey 

As part of the PY2021 evaluation for the program, the EM&V team conducted 105 telephone 
surveys with EAL residential customers (general population survey). The general population 
survey focused primarily on household lighting and appliances and customers’ awareness, 
usage, and satisfaction with energy-efficient products offered.  

8.5.1.1 Respondent Characteristics 

Respondents of the general population survey were most likely to live alone in a single-family 
home they own and are 45 years of age or older. Of the 105 respondents, the average number 
of people in the household was slightly over two (2.2 people). Thirty percent had only one 
individual living in the home. Most respondents were 45 years of age or older (68 percent), and 
most owned a single-family home (71 percent and 70 percent, respectively). More than one-half 
of respondents had an annual household income above the federal poverty level (FPL) based 
on household size (62 percent). 
 

Table 95. General Population Survey—Respondent Characteristics 

Respondent characteristic 
Mean/ 

percentage 

Type of home A single-family house detached from any other house 69.5% 

A single-family house attached to one or more houses 3.8% 

In a building with 2, 3, or 4 units 6.7% 

In a building with 5 or more units 9.5% 

A manufactured home 10.5% 

Respondents (n) 105 

Household size Mean number of residents 2.3 

Respondents (n) 105 
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The 2020 EAL Midstream Lighting Savings workbook, which was not changed for PY2021,
listed key assumptions for the program and contained a list of qualified products last updated
July 31, 2020. These key assumptions include the base case wattage, annual operating hours
(AOH), coincidence factor (CF), interactive effects factor (IEF), and ISR. CLEAResult no longer
maintains the Commercial Midstream Lighting QPL. The EM&V team independently verified the
key lighting attributes of installed lighting, including the retrofit wattage and lighting type, by
referencing the Design Lights Consortium (DLC) and ENERGY STAR databases.

8.5 DETAILED PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS

The following section details the results from the general population survey, distributor
interviews, shelf-stocking study, and NTG evaluation.

8.5.1 General Population Survey

As part of the PY2021 evaluation for the program, the EM&V team conducted 105 telephone
surveys with EAL residential customers (general population survey). The general population
survey focused primarily on household lighting and appliances and customers’ awareness,
usage, and satisfaction with energy-efficient products offered.

8.5.1.1 Respondent Characteristics

Respondents of the general population survey were most likely to live alone in a single-family
home they own and are 45 years of age or older. Of the 105 respondents, the average number
of people in the household was slightly over two (2.2 people). Thirty percent had only one
individual living in the home. Most respondents were 45 years of age or older (68 percent), and
most owned a single-family home (71 percent and 70 percent, respectively). More than one-half
of respondents had an annual household income above the federal poverty level (FPL) based
on household size (62 percent).

Table 95. General Population Survey—Respondent Characteristics

Meanl
Respondent characteristic percentage

Type of home A single-family house detached from any other house 69.5%

A single-family house attached to one or more houses 3.8%

In a building with 2, 3, or 4 units 6.7%

In a building with 5 or more units 9.5%

A manufactured home 10.5%

Respondents (n) 105

Household size Mean number of residents 2.3

Respondents (n) 105
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Respondent characteristic 
Mean/ 

percentage 

Own or rent Own/buying 71.4% 

Rent/lease 26.7% 

Occupied without payment or rent 1.9% 

Respondents (n) 105 

Respondent age 18–24 4.8% 

25–34 11.4% 

35–44 16.2% 

45–54 15.2% 

55–64 21.0% 

65 or older 31.4% 

Respondents (n) 105 

2020 annual household 
income (relative to FPL 
and number of 
household members) 

Less than FPL 38.0% 

Greater than FPL 62.0% 

Respondents (n) 92 

Source: Participant Survey Question E3, E4, D1, D2, D4 
Don't know and refused responses are excluded.  

8.5.1.2 Awareness of Energy-Efficient Lighting Types 

We asked survey respondents how familiar they are with LED light bulbs that screw into regular 
light sockets, using a scale of not at all familiar, somewhat familiar, very familiar, and extremely 
familiar. Over one-half of survey respondents said they were very or extremely familiar (56 
percent) with LEDs. Eighty-three percent of those familiar with LEDs said they had used LEDs 
in their home at some point. Over one-half of respondents who have ever used an LED in their 
home said that the current saturation of LEDs is between 75 percent to 100 percent of all their 
lighting. Twenty percent said less than 25 percent of their home’s lighting is LEDs. Figure 17 
below shows the percentage of lighting in the home. 
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Meanl
Respondent characteristic percentage

Own or rent Own/buying 71.4%

Rent/lease 26.7%

Occupied without payment or rent 1.9%

Respondents (n) 105

Respondent age 18—24 4.8%

25—34 11.4%

35—44 16.2%

45—54 15.2%

55—64 21.0%

65 or older 31.4%

Respondents (n) 105

2020 annual household Less than FPL 38.0%

:‘fifigfgifi to FPL Greater than FPL 62.0%
household members) Respondents (n) 92
Source: Participant Survey Question E3, E4, D1, D2, D4
Don’t know and refused responses are excluded.

8.5.1.2 Awareness of Energy-Efficient Lighting Types

We asked survey respondents how familiar they are with LED light bulbs that screw into regular
light sockets, using a scale of not at all familiar, somewhat familiar, very familiar, and extremely
familiar. Over one-half of survey respondents said they were very or extremely familiar (56
percent) with LEDs. Eighty-three percent of those familiar with LEDs said they had used LEDs
in their home at some point. Over one-half of respondents who have ever used an LED in their
home said that the current saturation of LEDs is between 75 percent to 100 percent of all their
lighting. Twenty percent said less than 25 percent of their home’s lighting is LEDs. Figure 17
below shows the percentage of lighting in the home.
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Figure 17. Percentage of Lighting in the Home That is LED (n=81) 

 

Source: General Population Survey Question U2. 

 

Most survey respondents (82 percent) said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase a 
screw-based light bulb for their home in the next 12 months, using a scale of not at all likely, 
somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Of those respondents, almost all said they 
would choose LEDs (94 percent). 
 

Figure 18. Likeliness of Installing any Screw-In Based Bulb in the Next 12 months, 
and Likeliness to Choose LEDs (n=83) 

 

Source: General Population Survey Question L1, L2. 
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Figure 17. Percentage of Lighting in the Home That is LED (n=81)

60% 56.8%

50%

40%

30%

D 19.8%
20/0 16.0%

10% 7.4%

0%
0% to 24% 25% to 49% 50% to 74% 75% to 100%

Source: General Population Survey Question U2.

Most survey respondents (82 percent) said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase a
screw-based light bulb for their home in the next 12 months, using a scale of not at all likely,
somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Of those respondents, almost all said they
would choose LEDs (94 percent).

Figure 18. Likeliness of Installing any Screw-In Based Bulb in the Next 12 months,
and Likeliness to Choose LEDs (n=83)

40%
o,“

35% 33.7%349 '°
30.1%

30% 27.7%

25%
20.8%

20% 17.8%

15%

10%
6.0%

5%

0%
Not at all likely Somewhat likely Very likely Extremely likely

28.9%

I Likely to install any type of screw-based bulb Likely to choose LEDs

Source: General Population Survey Question L1, L2.
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The survey explored the perceptions of LED pricing. Forty-four percent of respondents believe 
the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about a year ago. Only eight percent believed that 
the price was lower than a year ago. The other 48 percent thought the pricing was about the 
same.  

The average price participants said the cost of the LED bulb would start to get expensive 
enough where it was not out of the question to purchase but would have to give it some thought 
is $7.94 per bulb. The average price at which the LED would be so expensive they would not 
consider buying it is $13.45. The LED bulb price participants felt would be a great buy for the 
money was $3.82. Respondents were asked how likely they are to purchase an LED for their 
home in the next 12 months, if the price was between their perceived bargain price and the 
price they consider to be too high. Using a scale of not at all likely, somewhat likely, very likely, 
and extremely likely, no respondents said they were not at all likely to purchase if the price was 
within that range. Forty-nine percent said they would be very likely, and 40 percent said they 
were extremely likely to purchase. 
 

Table 96. Average LED prices participants would consider high, too high, and a great buy 

  

Price LED Bulb is Starting to get 
Expensive, so That it is Not Out of the 

Question, but Would Have to Give Some 
Thought to Buying it 

Price LED Bulb is so 
Expensive That Would 
Not Consider Buying it 

Price LED Bulb Would 
be a Bargain; a Great 

Buy for the Money 

Mean  $7.94   $13.45   $3.82  

N 48 65 67 

Source: General Population Survey Question L3, L4, L5. 

8.5.1.3 EAL Programs 

Survey participants were asked about their awareness of EAL mail-in rebates, retailer discounts, 
and the online Marketplace. Figure 19 below shows that awareness is low for all three aspects. 
Respondents were most aware of the mail-in rebates (16 percent) and least aware of the online 
Marketplace (9 percent). Ten of the 17 respondents who said they were aware of mail-in 
rebates could not identify the rebated measures, only that rebates exist. The other seven 
mentioned rebate awareness for pool pumps, smart thermostats, freezers, heat pump water 
heaters, room air conditioners, air sealing, and ceiling insulation. 
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The survey explored the perceptions of LED pricing. Forty-four percent of respondents believe
the price of LEDs is higher now compared to about a year ago. Only eight percent believed that
the price was lower than a year ago. The other 48 percent thought the pricing was about the
same.

The average price participants said the cost of the LED bulb would start to get expensive
enough where it was not out of the question to purchase but would have to give it some thought
is $7.94 per bulb. The average price at which the LED would be so expensive they would not
consider buying it is $13.45. The LED bulb price participants felt would be a great buy for the
money was $3.82. Respondents were asked how likely they are to purchase an LED for their
home in the next 12 months, if the price was between their perceived bargain price and the
price they consider to be too high. Using a scale of not at all likely, somewhat likely, very likely,
and extremely likely, no respondents said they were not at all likely to purchase if the price was
within that range. Forty-nine percent said they would be very likely, and 40 percent said they
were extremely likely to purchase.

Table 96. Average LED prices participants would consider high, too high, and a great buy
Price LED Bulb is Starting to get

Expensive, so That it is Not Out of the Price LED Bulb is so Price LED Bulb Would
Question, but Would Have to Give Some Expensive That Would be a Bargain; a Great

Thou-ht to Bu in- it Not Consider Bu in- it
Mean $7.94 $13.45 $3.82
N 48 65 67

Source: General Population Survey Question L3, L4, L5.

8.5.1.3 EAL Programs

Survey participants were asked about their awareness of EAL mail-in rebates, retailer discounts,
and the online Marketplace. Figure 19 below shows that awareness is low for all three aspects.
Respondents were most aware of the mail-in rebates (16 percent) and least aware of the online
Marketplace (9 percent). Ten of the 17 respondents who said they were aware of mail-in
rebates could not identify the rebated measures, only that rebates exist. The other seven
mentioned rebate awareness for pool pumps, smart thermostats, freezers, heat pump water
heaters, room air conditioners, air sealing, and ceiling insulation.
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Figure 19. Awareness of EAL Mail-In Rebates, Retailer Discounts, and Online Marketplace (n=104) 

 

Source: General Population Survey Question P1, P2, P3. 

  

The survey asked customers how likely they would purchase program-eligible equipment in the 
next 12 months. Customers were most likely to purchase LED bulbs and fixtures in the next 12 
months, with 82 percent saying they were at least somewhat likely, using a score of not at all 
likely, somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Smart thermostats and advanced power 
strips were the next most likely purchases, with 39 percent and 33 percent, respectively, being 
at least somewhat likely. Figure 20 shows the likelihood of purchasing program-eligible 
equipment. 
 

Figure 20. Likeliness of Purchasing Equipment in the Next 12 Months (n=105) 

 

  Values <3 percent have been suppressed for visualization purposes. 
Source: General Population Survey Question LK1. 
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Figure 19. Awareness of EAL Mail-In Rebates,

. . Aware,Mall-In rebates 16.3%

Retailer discounts Aware14.3%

AwaOnline marketplace 8.7

Retailer Discounts, and Online Marketplace (n=104)

Unaware,
83.7%

Unaware,
85.7%

Unaware,
91.3%
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Source: General Population Survey Question P1, P2, P3.

The survey asked customers how likely they would purchase program-eligible equipment in the
next 12 months. Customers were most likely to purchase LED bulbs and fixtures in the next 12
months, with 82 percent saying they were at least somewhat likely, using a score of not at all
likely, somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Smart thermostats and advanced power
strips were the next most likely purchases, with 39 percent and 33 percent, respectively, being
at least somewhat likely. Figure 20 shows the likelihood of purchasing program-eligible
equipment.

Figure 20. Likeliness of Purchasing Equipment in the Next 12 Months (n=105)

LED bulbs and/or fixtures 41.2% 30.4% 108%

Advanced power strip

Room air purifier

11.5%

10.5%

Heat pump water heater 9.8%

91.5% n,3%

Smart thermostat 26.0% 10.6%

28.4%

19.4%

Dehumidifier 16.2%

Freezer

Room air conditioner

Pool pump

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

I Not at all likely Somewhat likely Very likely Extremely likely

Values <3 percent have been suppressed for visualization purposes.
Source: General Population Survey Question LK1.
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For customers who said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase program-eligible 
equipment in the next 12 months, most mentioned a big box store as their likely place of 
purchase. Over one-half said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54 percent). 
Walmart and Home Depot were the next two-most-mentioned locations, 42 percent and 36 
percent, respectively. Table 97 shows all locations mentioned. 
 

Table 97. Where Respondent is Likely to Purchase Equipment for their Home in the Next 12 
Months (n=92) 

Likely place of purchase Percentage 

Lowe's 54.3% 

Walmart 42.4% 

Home Depot 35.9% 

Online (e.g., Amazon) 11.4% 

A local hardware store 10.9% 

Entergy Arkansas's Online Marketplace 7.6% 

Ace Hardware 4.3% 

Dollar General 3.3% 

Family Dollar 3.3% 

A local grocery store 3.3% 

Walgreens 2.2% 

Batteries Plus Bulbs 1.1% 

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2. 

8.5.1.4 Purchases and Decision-Making 

The following section discusses LED and advanced power strip purchases in the past 12 
months, including where purchases were made and what information was available at the time 
of purchase. 

Table 98 shows that 64 percent of respondents have purchased LED bulbs or fixtures in the 
past year, and 12 percent have purchased advanced power strips. Walmart, Lowe’s, and Home 
Depot were the most-mentioned places of purchase for the LED bulbs and fixtures (46 percent, 
40 percent, and 20 percent, respectively). Most advanced power strip purchases were made at 
Walmart (62 percent). Table 98 includes all the stores listed on EAL’s website for participating 
retailers. Respondents mentioned roughly one-half of the listed stores as places of purchase. 
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For customers who said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase program-eligible
equipment in the next 12 months, most mentioned a big box store as their likely place of
purchase. Over one-half said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (54 percent).
Walmart and Home Depot were the next two-most-mentioned locations, 42 percent and 36
percent, respectively. Table 97 shows all locations mentioned.

Table 97. Where Respondent is Likely to Purchase Equipment for their Home in the Next 12
Months (n=92)

Likely place of purchase

Lowe's 54.3%

Walmart 42.4%

Home Depot 35.9%
Online (e.g., Amazon) 11.4%
A local hardware store 10.9%
Entergy Arkansas's Online Marketplace 7.6%
Ace Hardware 4.3%
Dollar General 3.3%
Family Dollar 3.3%
A local grocery store 3.3%
Walgreens 2.2%

Batteries Plus Bulbs 1.1%

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2.

8.5.1.4 Purchases and Decision-Making

The following section discusses LED and advanced power strip purchases in the past 12
months, including where purchases were made and what information was available at the time
of purchase.

Table 98 shows that 64 percent of respondents have purchased LED bulbs or fixtures in the
past year, and 12 percent have purchased advanced power strips. Walmart, Lowe’s, and Home
Depot were the most-mentioned places of purchase for the LED bulbs and fixtures (46 percent,
40 percent, and 20 percent, respectively). Most advanced power strip purchases were made at
Walmart (62 percent). Table 98 includes all the stores listed on EAL’s website for participating
retailers. Respondents mentioned roughly one-half of the listed stores as places of purchase.
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Table 98. LED and Advanced Power Strips Purchases and Store Locations from Past 12 Months 

Question 
LED bulbs or 

fixtures 
Advanced 

power strip 

Purchased in the past 12 months 64.4% 12.4% 

Respondents (n) 105 105 

Where purchased37 Walmart 46.2% 61.5% 

Lowe's 40.0% 23.1% 

Home Depot 20.0% 15.4% 

Dollar General 9.2% 0.0% 

Ace Hardware 4.6% 0.0% 

A local grocery store 4.6% 0.0% 

Family Dollar 3.1% 0.0% 

Sam's Club 3.1% 0.0% 

A local hardware store 3.1% 0.0% 

Dollar Tree 1.5% 0.0% 

Walgreens 1.5% 0.0% 

Entergy Arkansas' online Marketplace 0.0% 0.0% 

Batteries Plus Bulbs 0.0% 0.0% 

Bottom Dollar 0.0% 0.0% 

Goodwill 0.0% 0.0% 

Keathley-Patterson Searcy 0.0% 0.0% 

Salvation Army 0.0% 0.0% 

Vinson Electric Supply 0.0% 0.0% 

Wholesale Electric Supply 0.0% 0.0% 

Elliott Electric Supply 0.0% 0.0% 

Habitat Restore 0.0% 0.0% 

True Value 0.0% 0.0% 

Respondents (n) 65 13 

Source: General Population Survey Question B0, B2. 
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded. 

 
All LED, LED fixtures, and advanced power strips purchased were installed, and almost all were 
installed in the respondent’s home; 95 percent for LEDs and fixtures and 85 percent for 
advanced power strips. The remaining respondents said they installed the equipment in their 
home and a business.  

Respondents were asked what the new LEDs replaced. Just over one-half said they replaced 
burned-out incandescent bulbs (52 percent). Thirty-nine percent replaced working incandescent 
bulbs. Just over one-third replaced burned-out LEDs (36 percent). Only two percent replaced 
LEDs that were still operating. Table 99 shows the details of the LED purchases. 
 

 
37 All retailers shown are participating retail locations listed on EAL’s website as of October 26, 2021. 
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Table 98. LED and Advanced Power Strips Purchases and Store Locations from Past 12 Months_--fixtures power strip
Purchased in the past 12 months 644% 124%
Respondents (n) 105 105
Where purchased37 Walmart 46.2% 61.5%

Lowe's 40.0% 23.1%

Home Depot 20.0% 15.4%

Dollar General 9.2% 0.0%

Ace Hardware 4.6% 0.0%

A local grocery store 4.6% 0.0%

Family Dollar 3.1% 0.0%

Sam's Club 3.1% 0.0%

A local hardware store 3.1% 0.0%

Dollar Tree 1.5% 0.0%

Walgreens 1.5% 0.0%

Respondents (n) 65 13

Source: General Population Survey Question BO, 82.
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded.

All LED, LED fixtures, and advanced power strips purchased were installed, and almost all were
installed in the respondent’s home; 95 percent for LEDs and fixtures and 85 percent for
advanced power strips. The remaining respondents said they installed the equipment in their
home and a business.

Respondents were asked what the new LEDs replaced. Just over one-half said they replaced
burned-out incandescent bulbs (52 percent). Thirty-nine percent replaced working incandescent
bulbs. Just over one-third replaced burned-out LEDs (36 percent). Only two percent replaced
LEDs that were still operating. Table 99 shows the details of the LED purchases.

37 All retailers shown are participating retail locations listed on EAL’s website as of October 26, 2021.
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Table 99. Installation of LED Purchases 

LED Installation Percent 

Replaced incandescent that was burned out 51.6% 

Replaced incandescent that was still operating 39.1% 

Replaced LEDs that were burned out 35.9% 

Replaced CFLs that were burned out 21.9% 

Was a new installation 20.3% 

Replaced CFLs that were still operating 12.5% 

Replaced LEDs that were still operating 1.6% 

Respondents (n)           64  

Source: General Population Survey Question B16. 
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded. Multiple responses were allowed. 

 
The survey also asked recent purchasers of LEDs, LED fixtures, and advanced power strips 
about the information made available near the products. For LEDs and LED fixtures, 22 percent 
of respondents said they recalled seeing a price discount. Only eight percent of advanced 
power strip purchasers said the same. When asked if they recalled seeing signs, displays, or 
materials near the products that provided information about their characteristics or energy use, 
just over one-half of LED purchasers said yes (54 percent). Seventeen percent of advanced 
power strip purchasers recalled seeing this information. The rated usefulness of the information 
varied for LED purchases. It did not affect the purchasing decision for the advanced power strip 
purchasers.  
 

Table 100. Purchasing Information Provided for LEDs and Advanced Power Strips from Past 12 
Months 

Question 
LED bulbs or 

fixtures 
Advanced 

power strip 

Recall seeing a price discount 22.4% 8.3% 

Respondents (n) 58 12 

Recall seeing any informational signs, displays, or other materials 54.1% 16.7% 

Respondents (n) 61 12 

Recall seeing EAL signs or stickers 19.0% 15.4% 

Respondents (n) 63 13 

Usefulness of the 
EAL information 
provided 

It was useful and helped to decide which 
product to buy 

35.7% 0.0% 

It was useful, but it didn't affect the 
purchase decision 

28.6% 100.0% 

It wasn't particularly useful, or didn't pay 
attention to it 

35.7% 0.0% 

Respondents (n) 14 2 

Source: General Population Survey Question B0, B2, B5, B7, and B9. 
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded. 
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Table 99. Installation of LED Purchases

LED Installation @
Replaced incandescent that was burned out 51.6%

Replaced incandescent that was still operating 39.1%

Replaced LEDs that were burned out 35.9%

Replaced CFLs that were burned out 21.9%

Was a new installation 20.3%

Replaced CFLs that were still operating 12.5%

Replaced LEDs that were still operating 1.6%

Respondents (n) 64

Source: General Population Survey Question B16.
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded. Multiple responses were allowed.

The survey also asked recent purchasers of LEDs, LED fixtures, and advanced power strips
about the information made available near the products. For LEDs and LED fixtures, 22 percent
of respondents said they recalled seeing a price discount. Only eight percent of advanced
power strip purchasers said the same. When asked if they recalled seeing signs, displays, or
materials near the products that provided information about their characteristics or energy use,
just over one-half of LED purchasers said yes (54 percent). Seventeen percent of advanced
power strip purchasers recalled seeing this information. The rated usefulness of the information
varied for LED purchases. It did not affect the purchasing decision for the advanced power strip
purchasers.

Table 100. Purchasing Information Provided for LEDs and Advanced Power Strips from Past 12
Months

LED bulbs or Advanced
fixtures power strip

Recall seeing a price discount 22.4% 8.3%

Respondents (n) 58 12

Recall seeing any informational signs, displays, or other materials 54.1% 16.7%

Respondents (n) 61 12

Recall seeing EAL signs or stickers 19.0% 15.4%

Respondents (n) 63 13
Usefulness of the It was useful and helped to decide which 35.7% 0.0%
EAL information product to buy
provided It was useful, but it didn't affect the 28.6% 100.0%

purchase decision
It wasn't particularly useful, or didn't pay 35.7% 0.0%
attention to it

Respondents (n) 14 2

Source: General Population Survey Question BO, 82, B5, B7, and 89.
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded.
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A list of information customers might look for when shopping for light bulbs was read to 
respondents to determine what they look for when shopping for light bulbs. We asked 
respondents which aspect is most important in selecting a light bulb. Price is most frequently 
mentioned (26 percent). The next most important aspect mentioned was brightness (24 
percent), followed by wattage (21 percent). Where respondents mentioned more than one 
important aspect, the next most important aspect, excluding price, is brightness (35 percent). 
Table 101 shows the breakdown of results for all mentioned aspects. 
 

Table 101. Most Important Aspects When Shopping for LEDs or LED Fixtures 

Bulb aspect 

Most 
Important 

aspect 

Other than 
price, the most 

important 
aspect 

Price 26.0% N/A 

Lumens or brightness of the bulb 24.0% 17.4% 

Wattage 21.0% 34.8% 

How many years it is expected to last 11.0% 17.4% 

Color appearance, temperature, or rendition 8.0% 8.7% 

ENERGY STAR label 3.0% 0.0% 

Wattage equivalency 3.0% 13.0% 

Shape 2.0% 8.7% 

Respondents (n)            100                         23  

Source: General Population Survey Question B17, B17a, and B17b. 
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded. 

8.5.1.5 Communication 

The most mentioned preferred method of communication from EAL about their programs is 
through email (51 percent), followed by various types of mailings including bill inserts (29 
percent), separate mailing (14 percent), and brochures (12 percent). Text messaging and phone 
calls were also mentioned (12 percent and 11 percent, respectively), and only 2 percent said 
they would prefer to receive EAL program-related information through EAL’s website. Only nine 
percent of all respondents said they had visited EAL’s website to find information on energy-
efficient products.  

Table 102. Preferred Method of Communication  

Communication method Percentage 

Email 51.4% 

Bill inserts 28.6% 

Separate mailing 14.3% 

Brochure 12.4% 

Text message 12.4% 

Phone call 10.5% 

EAL's website 1.9% 

Respondents (n)        105  

Source: General Population Survey Question C1. 
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A list of information customers might look for when shopping for light bulbs was read to
respondents to determine what they look for when shopping for light bulbs. We asked
respondents which aspect is most important in selecting a light bulb. Price is most frequently
mentioned (26 percent). The next most important aspect mentioned was brightness (24
percent), followed by wattage (21 percent). Where respondents mentioned more than one
important aspect, the next most important aspect, excluding price, is brightness (35 percent).
Table 101 shows the breakdown of results for all mentioned aspects.

Table 101. Most Important Aspects When Shopping for LEDs or LED Fixtures
Other than

Most price, the most
Important important

Bulb aspect aspect aspect
Price 26.0% N/A

Lumens or brightness of the bulb 24.0% 17.4%

Wattage 21.0% 34.8%

How many years it is expected to last 11.0% 17.4%

Color appearance, temperature, or rendition 8.0% 8.7%

ENERGY STAR label 3.0% 0.0%
Wattage equivalency 3.0% 13.0%

Shape 2.0% 8.7%

Respondents (n) 100 23

Source: General Population Survey Question B17, B17a, and B17b.
Responses of don’t know and refused have been excluded.

8.5.1.5 Communication

The most mentioned preferred method of communication from EAL about their programs is
through email (51 percent), followed by various types of mailings including bill inserts (29
percent), separate mailing (14 percent), and brochures (12 percent). Text messaging and phone
calls were also mentioned (12 percent and 11 percent, respectively), and only 2 percent said
they would prefer to receive EAL program-related information through EAL’s website. Only nine
percent of all respondents said they had visited EAL’s website to find information on energy-
efficient products.

Table 102. Preferred Method of Communication

Communication method
Email 51.4%
Bill inserts 28.6%

Separate mailing 14.3%

Brochure 12.4%

Text message 12.4%
Phone call 10.5%

EAL's website 1.9%

Respondents (n) 105
Source: General Population Survey Question C1.
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8.5.2 Market Actor Interviews 

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating midstream distributor interviews. 
The interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and support NTG analysis. They 
explored (1) sales of LED bulbs and fixtures and VFDs, (2) program interactions, (3) program 
satisfaction, (4) the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, and (5) program attribution indicators.  

8.5.2.1 Distributor Characterization 

The number of distributors participating in the Commercial Midstream program at the end of the 
second quarter was 22. The EM&V team completed in-depth interviews with five. Their program 
participation is provided below, along with the overall Q1 and Q2 program totals. A generic 
number was used in place of the distributor name for anonymity.  
 

Table 103. PY2021 Distributor Characterization 

 
The distributors described their company, target customer, and the types of products and 
services they provide. One distributor works solely with industrial companies, factories, and 
hospitals selling lighting and VFDs. The second distributor only sells products online and offers 
other equipment such as HVAC and lighting. Their target customers are contractors, hotel 
lodging, industrial facilities, office buildings, and some residential homes. The third distributor is 
an electrical and communications company focusing on contractors who provide services for 
utilities, hospitals, industrial and large commercial facilities, and schools. The fourth is an 
electrical distributor targeting contractors, such as electricians. The fifth distributor only sells 
lighting to primarily large commercial and industrial facilities. None of the distributors sell to 
companies for resale, although three do have store fronts to sell directly to the public. Only two 
of the five distributors said they sell VFDs. 

Distributor Project count 
Measure 

count 
Incentive 

total 

Program 
savings 

(kWh) 

1 26 1,211 7,294  215,475  

2  6   126   156   15,301  

3  16   371   5,264   98,207  

4  4   84   5,170   209,255  

5  1   10   200   2,141  

Total                53            1,802          18,084        540,379  

Q1/Q2 program totals  418   12,097   149,557   4,209,497  
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8.5.2 Market Actor Interviews

Next, we present detailed process findings from participating midstream distributor interviews.
The interviews were used to inform the process evaluation and support NTG analysis. They
explored (1) sales of LED bulbs and fixtures and VFDs, (2) program interactions, (3) program
satisfaction, (4) the impact of the COVlD-19 pandemic, and (5) program attribution indicators.

8.5.2.1 Distributor Characterization

The number of distributors participating in the Commercial Midstream program at the end of the
second quarter was 22. The EM&V team completed in-depth interviews with five. Their program
participation is provided below, along with the overall Q1 and 02 program totals. A generic
number was used in place of the distributor name for anonymity.

Table 103. PY2021 Distributor Characterization

Program
Measure Incentive savings

Distributor Project cou count total (kWh)nt

26 1,211 7,294 215,475
6 126 156 15,301

16 371 5,264 98,207
4 84 5,170 209,255

10 200 2,141
Total 53 1,802 18,084 540,379
01/02 program totals 418 12,097 149,557 4,209,497
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The distributors described their company, target customer, and the types of products and
services they provide. One distributor works solely with industrial companies, factories, and
hospitals selling lighting and VFDs. The second distributor only sells products online and offers
other equipment such as HVAC and lighting. Their target customers are contractors, hotel
lodging, industrial facilities, office buildings, and some residential homes. The third distributor is
an electrical and communications company focusing on contractors who provide services for
utilities, hospitals, industrial and large commercial facilities, and schools. The fourth is an
electrical distributor targeting contractors, such as electricians. The fifth distributor only sells
lighting to primarily large commercial and industrial facilities. None of the distributors sell to
companies for resale, although three do have store fronts to sell directly to the public. Only two
of the five distributors said they sell VFDs.
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8.5.2.2 LED Stocking and Sales Trends 

Four of the five distributors said the percentage of their overall lighting sales categorized as 
energy-efficient was greater than 70 percent in PY2021, with two reporting 95 percent or higher. 
The one distributor who reported 60 percent said it is not higher because several of their 
customers are schools, and they continue to use fluorescent or halogen bulbs. One distributor 
said the 15 percent of sales they do not consider energy-efficient include CFLs, linear 
fluorescent lamps (LFLs), and non-efficient high intensity discharge (HID) lamps and fixtures. 
They reported zero sales of incandescents or halogens. Table 104 below shows the percentage 
of energy-efficient lighting sales by the distributor. 
 

Table 104. Estimated Percentage of Overall Lighting Sales Considered Energy-Efficient by 
Distributor 

Distributor 
Percentage of sales 

categorized as energy efficient 

1 95% 

2 70% 

3 60% 

4 85% 

5 96% 

Average 81% 

 
Four of five distributors were also interviewed during the PY2019 evaluation; those four reported 
an increase of energy-efficient lighting sales between 5 and 23 percent from PY2019. Figure 21 
shows the average overall lighting sales considered energy-efficient by the evaluation year. 
Sales of energy-efficient lighting increased each year: by seven percent from PY2016 to 
PY2019 and by an additional six percent from PY2019 to PY2021. These results show an 
increase in energy-efficient lighting adoption by distributors and customers, consistent with 
known market effects as LED product costs continue to decrease and less efficient lighting is 
starting to be phased out. 
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8.5.2.2 LED Stocking and Sales Trends

Four of the five distributors said the percentage of their overall lighting sales categorized as
energy-efficient was greater than 70 percent in PY2021, with two reporting 95 percent or higher.
The one distributor who reported 60 percent said it is not higher because several of their
customers are schools, and they continue to use fluorescent or halogen bulbs. One distributor
said the 15 percent of sales they do not consider energy-efficient include CFLs, linear
fluorescent lamps (LFLs), and non-efficient high intensity discharge (HID) lamps and fixtures.
They reported zero sales of incandescents or halogens. Table 104 below shows the percentage
of energy-efficient lighting sales by the distributor.

Table 104. Estimated Percentage of Overall Lighting Sales Considered Energy-Efficient by
Distributor

Percentage of sales
Distributor categorized as energy efficient

95%
70%
60%
85%
96%

Average 81%
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Four of five distributors were also interviewed during the PY2019 evaluation; those four reported
an increase of energy-efficient lighting sales between 5 and 23 percent from PY2019. Figure 21
shows the average overall lighting sales considered energy-efficient by the evaluation year.
Sales of energy-efficient lighting increased each year: by seven percent from PY2016 to
PY2019 and by an additional six percent from PY2019 to PY2021. These results show an
increase in energy-efficient lighting adoption by distributors and customers, consistent with
known market effects as LED product costs continue to decrease and less efficient lighting is
starting to be phased out.
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Figure 21. Average Percentage of Lighting Sales Considered Energy Efficient by Evaluation Year 

 

 
Distributors reported their sales of energy-efficient lighting would have primarily been unaffected 
absent the program as customers continue to move to more efficient lighting options and 
because they are only beginning to offer energy-efficient products. Two distributors said their 
sales would have been the same last year without the program; one said it would be lower by 
only one-half percent but added that they do not sell a lot in Arkansas. Two distributors said 
sales would have been lower, with one stating, “The program makes them take the next step to 
the more efficient product due to the incentives.” Another said, “[They] want to be all EE, but 
there are some customers that will not upgrade and want fluorescents.” 

According to the distributors, the main barrier to customers purchasing energy-efficient lighting 
is budget. Some are just not ready or willing to upgrade from fluorescents and halogens, 
primarily hospitals and schools for two distributors. All five distributors believed the current 
incentive levels are appropriate, one adding, “…especially with the continued decrease in LED 
prices in general”. One distributor said they would like to see more incentives offered in the 
larger lumen outdoor category, and another said their biggest seller, MR-16s, is not program 
eligible. 

8.5.2.3 Program Communication  

All five distributors were very happy with CLEAResult, the program implementer, specifically 
CLEAResult’s program manager, who is their primary point of contact. All said they have not 
had any issues with CLEAResult and said all questions had been addressed promptly. One 
distributor did add that CLEAResult showed up at one of their customer’s locations a couple of 
times, not knowing they were already working with them. CLEAResult had questioned what was 
being done and made other recommendations which became awkward between the distributor 
and customer. Advance notification of the site visit would ensure they are on the same page. 
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Figure 21. Average Percentage of Lighting Sales Considered Energy Efficient by Evaluation Year
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Distributors reported their sales of energy-efficient lighting would have primarily been unaffected
absent the program as customers continue to move to more efficient lighting options and
because they are only beginning to offer energy-efficient products. Two distributors said their
sales would have been the same last year without the program; one said it would be lower by
only one-half percent but added that they do not sell a lot in Arkansas. Two distributors said
sales would have been lower, with one stating, “The program makes them take the next step to
the more efficient product due to the incentives. ” Another said, “[They] want to be all EE, but
there are some customers that will not upgrade and want fluorescents. ”

According to the distributors, the main barrier to customers purchasing energy-efficient lighting
is budget. Some are just not ready or willing to upgrade from fluorescents and halogens,
primarily hospitals and schools for two distributors. All five distributors believed the current
incentive levels are appropriate, one adding, “...especial/y with the continued decrease in LED
prices in general”. One distributor said they would like to see more incentives offered in the
larger lumen outdoor category, and another said their biggest seller, MR-168, is not program
eligible.

8.5.2.3 Program Communication

All five distributors were very happy with CLEAResult, the program implementer, specifically
CLEAResult’s program manager, who is their primary point of contact. All said they have not
had any issues with CLEAResult and said all questions had been addressed promptly. One
distributor did add that CLEAResult showed up at one of their customer’s locations a couple of
times, not knowing they were already working with them. CLEAResult had questioned what was
being done and made other recommendations which became awkward between the distributor
and customer. Advance notification of the site visit would ensure they are on the same page.
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8.5.2.4 Process of Participation 

Distributors were asked about the participation process for themselves and their customers and 
any areas of concern or working particularly well. To initiate program participation, three of the 
five distributors have sales staff that go on-site to assess and identify areas for energy-efficient 
improvements. The other two use in-house staff to assist customers with orders online or over 
the phone. All five said they encourage products within the program when working with 
customers. 

Four of the five distributors expressed no concerns with the process of participation. One of the 
four described the process, “[we] have a customer call with a lighting project, the first thing the 
sales rep should do is verify they are an Entergy customer; if so, look at the scope of the job to 
see if CLEAResult would be a good fit, if so, we sign an agreement then try to find approved 
products. Then we know the incentive. Then we need to do the internal process. We have to set 
up customer IDs and create invoices that show the sales price and discount applied.” One 
distributor said they have their reporting system specifically designed to handle utility programs 
and file and claim rebates. They said the process was straightforward. Two more distributors 
said they have staff dedicated to handling the administrative process, and they have not heard 
of any issues. Two specifically mentioned CLEAResult’s online system as being easy to use. 
Only one distributor felt the process was difficult, but only because they felt it was a lot of work 
for the smaller projects they tend to have. For large commercial and industrial projects, they 
said they go through the LCI program. 

8.5.2.5 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations 

Distributors reported high satisfaction with the program overall. Four of the five distributors were 
asked to rate their satisfaction using the following scale: 1 being very dissatisfied, 2 being 
dissatisfied, 3 being neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4 being satisfied, or 5 being very satisfied. 
All four distributors gave the program overall a score of 4, satisfied. Their interactions with 
CLEAResult, specifically the program manager, were the main driver of their program 
satisfaction. Three of the four rated them a 5, very satisfied, and one distributor rated them a 4, 
satisfied. One distributor added, “[program manager] is wonderful and works hard.” 

The lowest ratings were for the information and support received from the program. One 
distributor rated 2 dissatisfied because they felt the dashboard could be easier to use. More 
specifically, they would like the dashboard to inform them of where they are in the process to 
help walk sales representatives through the steps. Currently, the dashboard does not tell you 
where your issues are, only that it was rejected; however, CLEAResult has begun implementing 
a monthly summary report sent to distributors listing the status and items with issues. They then 
require the assistance of program staff to identify the issue and resolve it. A second distributor 
rated 3, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied because they would like additional training for 
contractors and their counter staff to help increase rebate sales. They recommended a short 15-
minute training. See Figure 22 for additional satisfaction results for program aspects. 
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8.5.2.4 Process of Participation

Distributors were asked about the participation process for themselves and their customers and
any areas of concern or working particularly well. To initiate program participation, three of the
five distributors have sales staff that go on-site to assess and identify areas for energy-efficient
improvements. The other two use in-house staff to assist customers with orders online or over
the phone. All five said they encourage products within the program when working with
customers.

Four of the five distributors expressed no concerns with the process of participation. One of the
four described the process, “[we] have a customer call with a lighting project, the first thing the
sales rep should do is verify they are an Entergy customer; if so, look at the scope of the job to
see if CLEAResult would be a good fit, if so, we sign an agreement then try to find approved
products. Then we know the incentive. Then we need to do the internal process. We have to set
up customer IDs and create invoices that show the sales price and discount applied. ” One
distributor said they have their reporting system specifically designed to handle utility programs
and file and claim rebates. They said the process was straightfonNard. Two more distributors
said they have staff dedicated to handling the administrative process, and they have not heard
of any issues. Two specifically mentioned CLEAResult’s online system as being easy to use.
Only one distributor felt the process was difficult, but only because they felt it was a lot of work
for the smaller projects they tend to have. For large commercial and industrial projects, they
said they go through the LCI program.

8.5.2.5 Program Satisfaction and Recommendations

Distributors reported high satisfaction with the program overall. Four of the five distributors were
asked to rate their satisfaction using the following scale: 1 being very dissatisfied, 2 being
dissatisfied, 3 being neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4 being satisfied, or 5 being very satisfied.
All four distributors gave the program overall a score of 4, satisfied. Their interactions with
CLEAResult, specifically the program manager, were the main driver of their program
satisfaction. Three of the four rated them a 5, very satisfied, and one distributor rated them a 4,
satisfied. One distributor added, “[program manager] is wonderful and works har

The lowest ratings were for the information and support received from the program. One
distributor rated 2 dissatisfied because they felt the dashboard could be easier to use. More
specifically, they would like the dashboard to inform them of where they are in the process to
help walk sales representatives through the steps. Currently, the dashboard does not tell you
where your issues are, only that it was rejected; however, CLEAResult has begun implementing
a monthly summary report sent to distributors listing the status and items with issues. They then
require the assistance of program staff to identify the issue and resolve it. A second distributor
rated 3, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied because they would like additional training for
contractors and their counter staff to help increase rebate sales. They recommended a short 15-
minute training. See Figure 22 for additional satisfaction results for program aspects.
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Figure 22. Satisfaction Ratings with Program Aspects and Program Overall 

(On a Scale of 1 to 5, Where 1 = Very Dissatisfied, 2 = Dissatisfied, 3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied, 
4 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied) 

 

 
In addition to the recommendation to offer a short training for contractors and counter staff, one 
other recommendation for improving the program’s design and operations was to make 
incentivizing VFDs easier. Adding more customers would get them that if it were easier. The 
other three distributors had no recommendations for program improvements. 

8.5.2.6 Any COVID-19-Related or Equipment Distribution Issues 

Four of the five distributors were asked if they have experienced COVID-19 or equipment 
distribution-related issues in the past year; two of the four said they have. The third distributor 
said they were unaffected by distribution issues because they had a sufficient supply before the 
shipping backlog occurred. The fourth said they were completely unaffected and that sales were 
higher than ever. 

Of the two distributors reporting shipping and receiving delays, one said they began stocking up 
in-house on some items they know will sell a lot of. Despite the delays, it was not affecting the 
products customers were choosing; customers waited for the product they wanted rather than 
selecting another option. The second distributor said some products had been back-ordered for 
a year. Customers will then either choose another product or find another distributor. 
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Figure 22. Satisfaction Ratings with Program Aspects and Program Overall

(On a Scale of 1 to 5, Where 1 = Very Dissatisfied, 2 = Dissatisfied, 3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied,
4 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied)
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In addition to the recommendation to offer a short training for contractors and counter staff, one
other recommendation for improving the program’s design and operations was to make
incentivizing VFDs easier. Adding more customers would get them that if it were easier. The
other three distributors had no recommendations for program improvements.

8.5.2.6 Any COVlD-19-Related or Equipment Distribution Issues

Four of the five distributors were asked if they have experienced COVID-19 or equipment
distribution-related issues in the past year; two of the four said they have. The third distributor
said they were unaffected by distribution issues because they had a sufficient supply before the
shipping backlog occurred. The fourth said they were completely unaffected and that sales were
higher than ever.

Of the two distributors reporting shipping and receiving delays, one said they began stocking up
in-house on some items they know will sell a lot of. Despite the delays, it was not affecting the
products customers were choosing; customers waited for the product they wanted rather than
selecting another option. The second distributor said some products had been back-ordered for
a year. Customers will then either choose another product or find another distributor.
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Both distributors reported experiencing issues with the required installation timeframe from the 
time of purchase. One reason was because of the effect COVID-19 had on operating hours, and 
both said the products were not arriving in time to meet the requirement. One distributor said 
they needed to contact the program implementer to explain the situation and get an extension 
when delays occurred. The second distributor reported that customers operating with reduced 
hours due to the pandemic made it challenging to get the equipment installed in time; some 
have had to work overtime to meet that requirement. To help mitigate that issue, the distributor 
would recommend that customers split the order so they only purchase what they can install on 
time and then place another order.  

8.5.3 Net-to-Gross Results 

Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS 
program, the EM&V team provides NTGRs by channel 
rather than overall. The program has residential 
upstream, commercial midstream, and residential 
downstream components.  
 
Table 105 below shows the results of the NTG 
research. For upstream, the team recommends an 
NTGR of 53 percent for general population sales and 
100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as 
discount stores in low-income areas and giveaway 
events partnered with non-profit organizations such as 
food banks. For commercial midstream, the team 
recommends 85 percent. While the downstream 
component contributes a very small percentage of 
program savings, they represent a variety of 
measures. Therefore, we recommend an NTGR by 
measure type, ranging from 68 to 88 percent, 
averaging 79 percent overall. Detailed results 
supporting these recommendations are found in the 
remainder of this section. 

 

 
 

Table 105. PY2021 NTGRs Recommendations by Delivery Channel 

Delivery channel NTG recommendation 

Residential upstream—non-low-income 53% 

Residential upstream—low-income 100% 

Commercial midstream 85% 

Residential downstream 79% 

Source: Tetra Tech, June 2021, 
nonparticipating Kroger, Hot Springs area 
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Both distributors reported experiencing issues with the required installation timeframe from the
time of purchase. One reason was because of the effect COVlD-19 had on operating hours, and
both said the products were not arriving in time to meet the requirement. One distributor said
they needed to contact the program implementer to explain the situation and get an extension
when delays occurred. The second distributor reported that customers operating with reduced
hours due to the pandemic made it challenging to get the equipment installed in time; some
have had to work overtime to meet that requirement. To help mitigate that issue, the distributor
would recommend that customers split the order so they only purchase what they can install on
time and then place another order.

8.5.3 Net-to-Gross Results

Due to the multiple delivery channels within the POPS
program, the EM&V team provides NTGRs by channel
rather than overall. The program has residential
upstream, commercial midstream, and residential
downstream components.

Table 105 below shows the results of the NTG
research. For upstream, the team recommends an
NTGR of 53 percent for general population sales and
100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as
discount stores in low-income areas and giveaway
events partnered with non-profit organizations such as
food banks. For commercial midstream, the team
recommends 85 percent. While the downstream
component contributes a very small percentage of
program savings, they represent a variety of
measures. Therefore, we recommend an NTGR by
measure type, ranging from 68 to 88 percent,
averaging 79 percent overall. Detailed results
supporting these recommendations are found in the
remainder of this section. Source: Tetra Tech, June 2021,

nonparticipating Kroger, Hot Springs area

Table 105. PY2021 NTGRs Recommendations by Delivery Channel

Delivery channel

Residential upstream—non-low-income

Residential upstream—low—income

Commercial midstream

Residential downstream

NTG recommendation

53%

100%

85%

79%
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8.5.3.1 Upstream Measures 

NTG ratios for LED upstream lighting programs are challenging to estimate primarily because 
consumers receive LED discounts automatically without providing any account or contact 
information, leaving evaluators with fewer opportunities to determine how much the program 
influenced LED purchases. The EM&V team triangulated results from PY2019 retailer 
interviews, benchmarking information, a new PY2021 in-store in-depth stocking study, coupled 
with a residential general population survey to recommend a NTGR. 

Based on the collective results of the evaluation activities, the team recommends an NTGR of 
53 percent for general population sales and 100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as 
discount stores in low-income areas and giveaways partnered with non-profit organizations such 
as food banks. Table 106 below shows the free-ridership and NTG result estimates by analysis 
activity.  
 

Table 106. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates 

Method NTG 

PY2019 retailer NTG (along with a price elasticity analysis and 
tracking of program promotional sales data) 

61% 

Shelving study 59% 

PY2019 benchmarking average 39% 

Final recommendation—Upstream Low-Income 100% 

Final recommendation—Upstream Non-Low-Income 53% 

 
The following sections detail the NTG result estimates by evaluation activity. 

i. PY2019 Retailer Interviews 

In PY2019, the EM&V team found that the program had a varying influence on the retail sales of 
program-qualifying LEDs, representing more than 75 percent of program savings. After 
weighting by the gross kilowatt-hour savings attributable to each retail store in PY2019, 
interviewees estimated that their sales of program-qualifying LEDs would have declined by 56 
percent overall absent the program. Each store’s savings weighted results to calculate a 
weighted free-ridership ratio of 66 percent. Combining the results with a benchmarked spillover 
estimate of eight percent resulted in a final NTG ratio of 42 percent. 

LEDs made up most of the shelf space devoted to lighting as the demand for LEDs has grown 
over the years. Five of the 15 retailers interviewed reported that 90 percent or more of their shelf 
space is devoted to LEDs. Five additional retailers said LEDs take up about two-thirds of their 
lighting shelf space, and the remaining three retailers said LEDs comprised between 50 and 60 
percent of lighting shelf space. When asked if the amount of shelf space devoted to the different 
bulb types has changed over the prior year, approximately two-thirds of respondents (9 of 15) 
said they have, citing reasons such as increased market demand for LEDs. 
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8.5.3.1 Upstream Measures

NTG ratios for LED upstream lighting programs are challenging to estimate primarily because
consumers receive LED discounts automatically without providing any account or contact
information, leaving evaluators with fewer opportunities to determine how much the program
influenced LED purchases. The EM&V team triangulated results from PY2019 retailer
interviews, benchmarking information, a new PY2021 in-store in-depth stocking study, coupled
with a residential general population survey to recommend a NTGR.

Based on the collective results of the evaluation activities, the team recommends an NTGR of
53 percent for general population sales and 100 percent for low-income targeted sales, such as
discount stores in low-income areas and giveaways partnered with non-profit organizations such
as food banks. Table 106 below shows the free-ridership and NTG result estimates by analysis
activity.

Table 106. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates

PY2019 retailer NTG (along with a price elasticity analysis and 61%
tracking of program promotional sales data)

Shelving study 59%

PY2019 benchmarking average 39%

Final recommendation—Upstream Low-Income 100%

Final recommendation—Upstream Non-Low-lncome 53%

The following sections detail the NTG result estimates by evaluation activity.

i. PY2019 Retailer Interviews

In PY2019, the EM&V team found that the program had a varying influence on the retail sales of
program-qualifying LEDs, representing more than 75 percent of program savings. After
weighting by the gross kilowatt-hour savings attributable to each retail store in PY2019,
interviewees estimated that their sales of program-qualifying LEDs would have declined by 56
percent overall absent the program. Each store’s savings weighted results to calculate a
weighted free-ridership ratio of 66 percent. Combining the results with a benchmarked spillover
estimate of eight percent resulted in a final NTG ratio of 42 percent.

LEDs made up most of the shelf space devoted to lighting as the demand for LEDs has grown
over the years. Five of the 15 retailers interviewed reported that 90 percent or more of their shelf
space is devoted to LEDs. Five additional retailers said LEDs take up about two-thirds of their
lighting shelf space, and the remaining three retailers said LEDs comprised between 50 and 60
percent of lighting shelf space. When asked if the amount of shelf space devoted to the different
bulb types has changed over the prior year, approximately two-thirds of respondents (9 of 15)
said they have, citing reasons such as increased market demand for LEDs.
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A decrease in the LED NTG ratio from 2017 to 2019 indicated that some LED market 
transformation occurred in Arkansas. As discussed in the PY2021 shelf stocking study and 
residential general population survey, results suggest that market transformation has stalled out, 
at least temporarily, due to the pandemic and related issues. The benchmarking research of 
NTG ratios across the country also indicates market transformation. Retailers said LED sales 
would have been the same or higher because prices have leveled off, and people only buy them 
when a bulb needs to be replaced. One retailer that had 100 percent free-ridership calculated 
said, ‘Most people come in to buy lighting and do not pay attention to the signs. They have 
something already in mind for what they need’. 

Table 107 below shows the PY2019 retailer survey NTG results by retailer type. While dollar 
stores had the highest free-ridership compared to other retail, grocery, and DIY stores (86 
percent) in the retailer interviews, these reports are inconsistent with what was found in the 
PY2021 shelf stocking study and program participation data. Findings from the shelf stocking 
study confirm that dollar stores, despite their abundance throughout EAL’s territory, have fewer 
efficient lighting or discounted options; most of their offerings are inefficient. This finding is 
further confirmed in EAL’s program data, which shows that program-qualifying bulbs quickly sell 
out. As the program manager states, “we can’t keep them in stock in dollar stores.” The EM&V 
team believes the discount/neighborhood retailer interview responses are misleading because, 
according to their responses, with or without the program, they seek discounted prices to 
accommodate their shopper demographic: low-income customers. To calculate free-ridership, 
we ask them to estimate how much lower sales of energy-efficient lighting would have been 
absent the program. Their free-ridership is high because they do not offer many energy-efficient 
items, and what they do offer is the cheapest energy-efficient lighting products they can find. 
The program has not historically driven those product selections. 
 

Table 107. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates by Retailer Type 

Retailer type 
Count of 

interviews 
Free-

ridership Spillover* 
NTG 
ratio 

Dollar/discount 7 86% 8% 22% 

Retail/health/grocery (includes Walmart) 6 33% 8% 75% 

Hardware/DIY 3 30% 8% 78% 

Overall (weighted38) 16 66% 8% 42% 

*Results from PY2019 benchmarking were used to apply spillover. 
 

ii. Shelf-Stocking Study 

The shelf stocking study results provided information on how program products fit into the 
overall lighting market in selected participating and nonparticipating stores, along with program 
influences on-shelf stock of program-eligible bulbs. The study found that participating stores 
offered more efficient lighting options than nonparticipating stores indicating the program 
influenced stocking practices.  

 
38 For the PY2019 retailer survey sampling, the top 15 percent program savings contributors were 

selected. Results were weighted by each retailer’s total savings against the program’s overall savings.  
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A decrease in the LED NTG ratio from 2017 to 2019 indicated that some LED market
transformation occurred in Arkansas. As discussed in the PY2021 shelf stocking study and
residential general population survey, results suggest that market transformation has stalled out,
at least temporarily, due to the pandemic and related issues. The benchmarking research of
NTG ratios across the country also indicates market transformation. Retailers said LED sales
would have been the same or higher because prices have leveled off, and people only buy them
when a bulb needs to be replaced. One retailer that had 100 percent free-ridership calculated
said, ‘Most people come in to buy lighting and do not pay attention to the signs. They have
something already in mind for what they need’.

Table 107 below shows the PY2019 retailer survey NTG results by retailer type. While dollar
stores had the highest free-ridership compared to other retail, grocery, and DIY stores (86
percent) in the retailer interviews, these reports are inconsistent with what was found in the
PY2021 shelf stocking study and program participation data. Findings from the shelf stocking
study confirm that dollar stores, despite their abundance throughout EAL’s territory, have fewer
efficient lighting or discounted options; most of their offerings are inefficient. This finding is
further confirmed in EAL’s program data, which shows that program-qualifying bulbs quickly sell
out. As the program manager states, “we can’t keep them in stock in dollar stores. ” The EM&V
team believes the discount/neighborhood retailer interview responses are misleading because,
according to their responses, with or without the program, they seek discounted prices to
accommodate their shopper demographic: low-income customers. To calculate free-ridership,
we ask them to estimate how much lower sales of energy-efficient lighting would have been
absent the program. Their free-ridership is high because they do not offer many energy-efficient
items, and what they do offer is the cheapest energy-efficient lighting products they can find.
The program has not historically driven those product selections.

Table 107. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates by Retailer Type

Count of Free- NTG
Retailer type interviews ridership Spillover* ratio
Dollar/discount 7 86% 8% 22%

Retail/health/grocery (includes Walmart) 6 33% 8% 75%

Hardware/DIY 3 30% 8% 78%

Overall (weighted38) 16 66% 8% 42%

*Results from PY2019 benchmarking were used to apply spillover.

ii. Shelf-Stocking Study

The shelf stocking study results provided information on how program products fit into the
overall lighting market in selected participating and nonparticipating stores, along with program
influences on-shelf stock of program-eligible bulbs. The study found that participating stores
offered more efficient lighting options than nonparticipating stores indicating the program
influenced stocking practices.

38 For the PY2019 retailer survey sampling, the top 15 percent program savings contributors were
selected. Results were weighted by each retailer’s total savings against the program’s overall savings.
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To quantify the program's influence on stocking practices and inform NTG, the team looked at 
the available stock of program-eligible products between participating and non-participating 
stores. The study found participating stores carried three times more program-eligible products 
than nonparticipating stores indicating that the program does influence the stocking practices of 
retail stores. To calculate free-ridership, we used the difference in counts of available program-
eligible products between participating and non-participating stores using the following equation: 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 100% − 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚
− 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 

Free-ridership was weighted by the total number of program-eligible products between 
participating and nonparticipating stores to arrive at an average program free-ridership ratio of 
49 percent. After applying the eight percent spillover identified during the PY2019 benchmarking 
effort, the NTG ratio is 59 percent. 

Table 108. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates 

Measure 
Participating 

stores 
Nonparticipating 

stores 
Weighted  

free-ridership Spillover* 
NTG 

results 

Count of program-
eligible LED products 

61 23 49% 8% 59% 

*Results from the PY2019 upstream benchmarking were used to apply spillover. 

iii. General Population Survey 

The general population survey results showed that Walmart, Lowes, and Home Depot 
accounted for almost all mentioned LED purchases in the past year. Per the shelf stocking 
study, Home Depot and Lowes had the largest selection of efficient and inefficient bulbs coupled 
with the most effective program signage, clearly labeling that the bulbs are discounted by EAL 
and showing both the regular and discounted prices.  

Forty-four percent of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now than about a year 
ago, suggesting market transformation has at least partially stalled out between 2019 and 2020, 
if not been somewhat negatively affected due to pandemic and supply chain issues. Only eight 
percent believed that the price was lower than a year ago; the other 48 percent thought the 
pricing was about the same. Most survey respondents (82 percent) said they were at least 
somewhat likely to install a screw-based light bulb in their home in the next 12 months, using a 
scale of not at all likely, somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Low-income and non-
low-income results were broken out, showing little variation (85 percent and 82 percent, 
respectively). Of those respondents, almost all said they were at least somewhat likely to 
choose LEDs (94 percent) despite 44 percent of respondents believing the price of LEDs has 
increased, showing customers have a strong preference for LEDs. Comparing non-low-income 
and low-income customers, we found low-income respondents were a little more likely than non-
low-income respondents to choose LEDs (97 percent and 93 percent, respectively). 

For customers who said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase program-eligible 
equipment in the next 12 months, most mentioned a big box store as their likely purchase place 
for low-income and non-low-income respondents. Over one-half of non-low-income respondents 
said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (61 percent). Home Depot and 
Walmart followed as the two-most-mentioned locations for non-low-income respondents, 39 
percent and 33 percent, respectively. Walmart was the most likely place of purchase for low-
income-identified respondents (56 percent), followed by Lowe’s and Home Depot (47 percent 
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To quantify the program's influence on stocking practices and inform NTG, the team looked at
the available stock of program-eligible products between participating and non-participating
stores. The study found participating stores carried three times more program-eligible products
than nonparticipating stores indicating that the program does influence the stocking practices of
retail stores. To calculate free-ridership, we used the difference in counts of available program-
eligible products between participating and non-participating stores using the following equation:

Freeridership = 100% — percentage difference between counts of program
— eligible products in participating and non — participating stores

Free-ridership was weighted by the total number of program-eligible products between
participating and nonparticipating stores to arrive at an average program free-ridership ratio of
49 percent. After applying the eight percent spillover identified during the PY2019 benchmarking
effort, the NTG ratio is 59 percent.

Table 108. LED Free-Ridership and NTG Result Estimates

Participating Nonparticipating Weighted NTG
free-ridership Spillover* results

Count of program- 61 23 49% 8% 59%
eligible LED products

*Results from the PY2019 upstream benchmarking were used to apply spillover.

iii. General Population Survey

The general population survey results showed that Walmart, Lowes, and Home Depot
accounted for almost all mentioned LED purchases in the past year. Per the shelf stocking
study, Home Depot and Lowes had the largest selection of efficient and inefficient bulbs coupled
with the most effective program signage, clearly labeling that the bulbs are discounted by EAL
and showing both the regular and discounted prices.

Forty-four percent of respondents believe the price of LEDs is higher now than about a year
ago, suggesting market transformation has at least partially stalled out between 2019 and 2020,
if not been somewhat negatively affected due to pandemic and supply chain issues. Only eight
percent believed that the price was lower than a year ago; the other 48 percent thought the
pricing was about the same. Most survey respondents (82 percent) said they were at least
somewhat likely to install a screw-based light bulb in their home in the next 12 months, using a
scale of not at all likely, somewhat likely, very likely, and extremely likely. Low-income and non-
low-income results were broken out, showing little variation (85 percent and 82 percent,
respectively). Of those respondents, almost all said they were at least somewhat likely to
choose LEDs (94 percent) despite 44 percent of respondents believing the price of LEDs has
increased, showing customers have a strong preference for LEDs. Comparing non-low-income
and low-income customers, we found low-income respondents were a little more likely than non-
low-income respondents to choose LEDs (97 percent and 93 percent, respectively).

For customers who said they were at least somewhat likely to purchase program-eligible
equipment in the next 12 months, most mentioned a big box store as their likely purchase place
for low-income and non-low-income respondents. Over one-half of non-low-income respondents
said they would likely purchase the equipment at Lowe’s (61 percent). Home Depot and
Walmart followed as the two-most-mentioned locations for non-low—income respondents, 39
percent and 33 percent, respectively. Walmart was the most likely place of purchase for low-
income-identified respondents (56 percent), followed by Lowe’s and Home Depot (47 percent
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and 31 percent, respectively). Table 109 also shows low-income respondents were slightly more 
likely to purchase their lighting from Family Dollar and Dollar General stores than non-low-
income respondents. Almost a fifth of low-income respondents report they are likely to purchase 
at Dollar General or Family Dollar compared to only two percent of non-low-income 
respondents.  
 

Table 109. Where Respondent is Likely to Purchase Equipment for their Home in the Next 12 
Months by Income Qualification (n=92) 

Place of purchase Non-low income Low-income 

Lowe's 60.8% 46.9% 

Home Depot 39.2% 31.3% 

Walmart 33.3% 56.3% 

Online (e.g., Amazon) 17.8% 8.6% 

EAL's online Marketplace 13.7% 0.0% 

A local hardware store 11.8% 3.1% 

Ace Hardware 5.9% 3.1% 

A local grocery store 3.9% 3.1% 

Best Buy 3.5% 0.0% 

Dollar General 2.0% 6.3% 

Walgreens 2.0% 3.1% 

Batteries Plus Bulbs 2.0% 0.0% 

Family Dollar 0.0% 9.4% 

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2. 

 
Respondents who have purchased LEDs within the past 12 months (64 percent of all 
respondents) were asked what the new LEDs replaced. Just under one-half of non-low-income 
respondents said they replaced burned-out LEDs (47 percent), whereas more than half of low-
income respondents replaced burned-out incandescent bulbs (55 percent). Few respondents 
replaced LEDs or CFLs that were still working. Table 110 shows the details of the LED 
purchases. 
 

Table 110. Purpose of Installation of LED Purchases by Income Category 

Purpose of purchased LED Non-low income Low-income 

Replaced LEDs that were burned out 47.1% 28.6% 

Replaced incandescent that was burned out 41.2% 54.8% 

Replaced incandescent that was still operating 23.5% 42.9% 

Replaced CFLs that were burned out 17.6% 26.2% 

Was a new installation 17.6% 21.4% 

Replaced CFLs that were still operating 5.9% 14.3% 

Replaced LEDs that were still operating 0.0% 2.4% 

Respondents (n) 42 17 

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2. 
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and 31 percent, respectively). Table 109 also shows low-income respondents were slightly more
likely to purchase their lighting from Family Dollar and Dollar General stores than non-low-
income respondents. Almost a fifth of low-income respondents report they are likely to purchase
at Dollar General or Family Dollar compared to only two percent of non-low—income
respondents.

Table 109. Where Respondent is Likely to Purchase Equipment for their Home in the Next 12

Lowe's

Home Depot

Walmart

Months by Income Qualification (n=92)

Place of purchase Non-low income Low-income
60.8%
39.2%
33.3%

Online (e.g., Amazon) 17.8%

EAL's online Marketplace 13.7%

A local hardware store 11.8%

Ace Hardware 5.9%

A local grocery store 3.9%

Best Buy 3.5%
Dollar General 2.0%

Walgreens 2.0%
Batteries Plus Bulbs 2.0%

Family Dollar 0.0%

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2.

46.9%
31.3%
56.3%

8.6%
0.0%
3.1%
3.1%
3.1%
0.0%
6.3%
3.1%
0.0%
9.4%

Respondents who have purchased LEDs within the past 12 months (64 percent of all
respondents) were asked what the new LEDs replaced. Just under one-half of non-low-income
respondents said they replaced burned-out LEDs (47 percent), whereas more than half of low-
income respondents replaced burned-out incandescent bulbs (55 percent). Few respondents
replaced LEDs or CFLs that were still working. Table 110 shows the details of the LED
purchases.

Table 110. Purpose of Installation of LED Purchases by Income Category

Purpose of purchased LED
Replaced LEDs that were burned out
Replaced incandescent that was burned out
Replaced incandescent that was still operating
Replaced CFLs that were burned out
Was a new installation
Replaced CFLs that were still operating
Replaced LEDs that were still operating
Respondents (n)

47.1%
41.2%
23.5%
17.6%
17.6%
5.9%
0.0%

42

Source: General Population Survey Question LK2.

28.6%
54.8%
42.9%
26.2%
21.4%
14.3%
2.4%

17
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The average price participants said the cost of the LED bulb would start to get expensive 
enough where it was not out of the question to purchase but would have to give it some thought 
is $7.94 per bulb. The average price at which the LED would be so expensive they would not 
consider buying it is $13.45. The LED bulb price participants felt would be a great buy for the 
money was $3.82. Currently, except for three-way bulbs, all program bulbs are under this price. 

iv. PY2019 Program Benchmarking 

The benchmarking research from PY2019 supports the reasonableness of the EM&V team’s 
NTG recommendation of 53 percent. The EM&V team looked at NTG results from ten utility 
programs with updated research in either program year 2018 or 2019. NTG results ranged 
between 19 percent and 67 percent, averaging 39 percent. Table 111 below shows the results 
from the PY2019 benchmarking effort.  
 

Table 111. PY2019 LED Upstream Lighting Program NTG Benchmarking 

Utility State Year NTG ratio Program details Program details 

Southwest Electric Power 
Company (SWEPCO) 
Arkansas 

AR 2018 67% Lighting and Appliances 
retailer program 

Price elasticity model 
found 33.1 percent free-
ridership, recommended 
NTG ratio higher as 
spillover included 

Massachusetts Program 
Administrators (PA) 

MA 2019 35% PAs, EEAC consultants, 
and evaluators reviewed 
and discussed 
retrospective and 
prospective NTG estimates 

Prospective results 
recommended an NTG of 
30 percent in PY2020 
and 25 percent in 
PY2021 

PECO Energy Company PA 2019 51% Lighting, Appliances, and 
HVAC program (standard 
LEDs) 

Free-ridership for 
standard LEDs is 
53 percent, with a 
spillover ratio of 4 
percent 

PECO Energy Company PA 2019 46% Lighting, Appliances, and 
HVAC program (specialty 
LEDs) 

Free-ridership for 
specialty LEDs is 
58 percent, with a 
spillover ratio of 4 
percent 

Duquesne Light Company PA 2018 43% Energy Efficient Products 
program (standard and 
specialty LEDs) 

Also had a free kit 
component (eight bulbs), 
estimated an installation 
rate of 75 percent 

FirstEnergy Met-Ed PA 2019 32% Energy Efficient Products 
program (retailer survey) 

Including results from a 
general population 
survey, NTG is 
29 percent 
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The average price participants said the cost of the LED bulb would start to get expensive
enough where it was not out of the question to purchase but would have to give it some thought
is $7.94 per bulb. The average price at which the LED would be so expensive they would not
consider buying it is $13.45. The LED bulb price participants felt would be a great buy for the
money was $3.82. Currently, except for three-way bulbs, all program bulbs are under this price.

iv. PY2019 Program Benchmarking

The benchmarking research from PY2019 supports the reasonableness of the EM&V team’s
NTG recommendation of 53 percent. The EM&V team looked at NTG results from ten utility
programs with updated research in either program year 2018 or 2019. NTG results ranged
between 19 percent and 67 percent, averaging 39 percent. Table 111 below shows the results
from the PY2019 benchmarking effort.

Table 111. PY2019 LED Upstream Lighting Program NTG Benchmarking

Utility m- NTG ratio Program details Program details

Southwest Electric Power
Company (SWEPCO)
Arkansas

Massachusetts Program
Administrators (PA)

PECO Energy Company

PECO Energy Company

Duquesne Light Company

FirstEnergy Met-Ed

AR

MA

PA

PA

PA

2018

2019

2019

2019

2018

2019

67%

35%

51%

46%

43%

32%

Lighting and Appliances
retailer program

PAs, EEAC consultants,
and evaluators reviewed
and discussed
retrospective and
prospective NTG estimates

Lighting, Appliances, and
HVAC program (standard
LEDs)

Lighting, Appliances, and
HVAC program (specialty
LEDs)

Energy Efficient Products
program (standard and
specialty LEDs)

Energy Efficient Products
program (retailer survey)

Price elasticity model
found 33.1 percent free-
ridership, recommended
NTG ratio higher as
spillover included

Prospective results
recommended an NTG of
30 percent in PY2020
and 25 percent in
PY2021

Free-ridership for
standard LEDs is
53 percent, with a
spillover ratio of 4
percent

Free-ridership for
specialty LEDs is
58 percent, with a
spillover ratio of 4
percent

Also had a free kit
component (eight bulbs),
estimated an installation
rate of 75 percent

Including results from a
general population
survey, NTG is
29 percent
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Utility State Year NTG ratio Program details Program details 

FirstEnergy West Penn 
Power 

PA 2019 19% Energy Efficient Products 
program (retailer survey) 

Including results from a 
general population 
survey, NTG is 
23 percent 

FirstEnergy Penn Power PA 2019 21% Energy Efficient Products 
program (retailer survey) 

Including results from a 
general population 
survey, NTG is 
26 percent 

8.5.3.2 Commercial Midstream Measures 

The EM&V team recommends an NTG ratio of 85 percent for the Commercial Midstream 
component based on distributor interviews triangulated with prior year participant survey results 
and benchmarking research. The NTGR was 90 percent in PY2016, PY2017, and PY2018. In 
PY2019, the participant survey was the sole driver of the PY2019 NTGR recommendation, 
which was 100 percent used to deem the PY2020 NTGR. The distributor interviews conducted 
in PY2021 do indicate some level of market transformation. The EM&V team believes an NTGR 
of 85 percent aligns the program’s NTGR according to distributor feedback, market saturation, 
and NTGRs from other Commercial Midstream programs. 

i. Distributor Interviews 

According to the distributors we spoke with as part of the PY2021 evaluation, the Midstream 
Lighting program is decreasing in its effectiveness of increasing the sales of energy-efficient 
lighting, primarily due to the increased saturation of energy-efficient lighting in the market and 
the continued decrease in pricing. Distributors reported their sales of energy-efficient lighting 
would have primarily been unaffected absent the program as customers continue to move to 
more efficient lighting options and because they are beginning only to offer energy-efficient 
products.  

ii. PY2019 Participant Survey 

The PY2019 participant surveys included a series of questions about their decision to purchase 
program-discounted lighting to estimate free-ridership from the customers’ perspective. To be 
classified as a full-free-rider, respondents must have indicated all the following conditions: 

• were already planning to purchase the high-efficiency lighting in the same year before 
learning about the program, 

• the budget would have accommodated the total cost of the high-efficiency lighting in the 
absence of the program discounts, and 

• would have purchased the same lighting efficiency within one year in the absence of the 
program. 

The resulting NTG ratio was 100 percent. Free-ridership remained extremely low (0.3 percent). 
Only one participant said they would have completed their project absent of the program. In 
PY2017, only two of the ten participants interviewed met all three of these criteria. There was 
some evidence of spillover (three respondents mentioned HVAC and refrigeration equipment 
purchased outside of EAL programs). Therefore, the EM&V team felt confident that the spillover 
offset the small amount of free-ridership found. 
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Utility m- NTG ratio Program details Program details

FirstEnergy West Penn PA 2019 19% Energy Efficient Products Including results from a
Power program (retailer survey) general population

survey, NTG is
23 percent

FirstEnergy Penn Power PA 2019 21% Energy Efficient Products Including results from a
program (retailer survey) general population

survey, NTG is
26 percent

8.5.3.2 Commercial Midstream Measures

The EM&V team recommends an NTG ratio of 85 percent for the Commercial Midstream
component based on distributor interviews triangulated with prior year participant survey results
and benchmarking research. The NTGR was 90 percent in PY2016, PY2017, and PY2018. In
PY2019, the participant sun/ey was the sole driver of the PY2019 NTGR recommendation,
which was 100 percent used to deem the PY2020 NTGR. The distributor interviews conducted
in PY2021 do indicate some level of market transformation. The EM&V team believes an NTGR
of 85 percent aligns the program’s NTGR according to distributor feedback, market saturation,
and NTGRs from other Commercial Midstream programs.

i. Distributor Interviews

According to the distributors we spoke with as part of the PY2021 evaluation, the Midstream
Lighting program is decreasing in its effectiveness of increasing the sales of energy-efficient
lighting, primarily due to the increased saturation of energy-efficient lighting in the market and
the continued decrease in pricing. Distributors reported their sales of energy-efficient lighting
would have primarily been unaffected absent the program as customers continue to move to
more efficient lighting options and because they are beginning only to offer energy-efficient
products.

ii. PY2019 Participant Survey

The PY2019 participant surveys included a series of questions about their decision to purchase
program-discounted lighting to estimate free-ridership from the customers’ perspective. To be
classified as a full-free-rider, respondents must have indicated all the following conditions:

0 were already planning to purchase the high-efficiency lighting in the same year before
learning about the program,

0 the budget would have accommodated the total cost of the high-efficiency lighting in the
absence of the program discounts, and

0 would have purchased the same lighting efficiency within one year in the absence of the
program.

The resulting NTG ratio was 100 percent. Free-ridership remained extremely low (0.3 percent).
Only one participant said they would have completed their project absent of the program. In
PY2017, only two of the ten participants interviewed met all three of these criteria. There was
some evidence of spillover (three respondents mentioned HVAC and refrigeration equipment
purchased outside of EAL programs). Therefore, the EM&V team felt confident that the spillover
offset the small amount of free-ridership found.
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In PY2017, as mentioned, only two of the ten participants interviewed responded accordingly to 
all three of these criteria and therefore would be classified as free riders. However, one of these 
two interviewees caveated their responses by saying that it would have been more challenging 
to convince their corporate office to purchase their lighting without the discount provided by the 
program.  

Despite the high free-ridership for distributors, the EM&V team recommends the overall 85 
percent NTGR to acknowledge the substantial influence participants report the program having 
on their decision to implement energy-efficient lighting projects. 

iii. Program Benchmarking 

Due to the unavailability of the publicly reported NTGRs, program benchmarking for Commercial 
Midstream programs was limited. NTGRs ranged between 31 percent and 83 percent, with the 
majority between 74 percent and 83 percent, with an overall average of 73 percent. Again, 
considering the substantial influence participants reported, the EM&V team recommends an 
overall Commercial Midstream NTGR of 85 percent. 
 

Table 112. Commercial Midstream Program NTGR Benchmarking 

Program 
administrator Program Year Measures NTGR 

DLC (PA) Small/Medium Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 72% 

ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED HID 83% 

ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED lamps 83% 

ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED exit signs 80% 

ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED fixtures 80% 

ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 TLEDs 80% 

DLC (PA) Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 74% 

DLC (PA) Large Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 72% 

Focus On Energy (WI) Midstream Commercial and Industrial 
Lighting Initiative 

2018 Lighting 31% 

Average 73% 

8.5.3.3 Downstream Measures 

POPS’ eligible downstream measures are ENERGY STAR air purifiers, dehumidifiers, smart 
thermostats, pool pumps, and freezers. To receive cash incentives from the program, customers 
must apply for incentives by completing and submitting a mail-in or online rebate application for 
each purchase and provide CLEAResult with supporting documentation.  

Below in Table 113, the EM&V team provides recommended NTGRs by measure using the 
benchmarked results shown in Table 114. For dehumidifiers, the team recommends a 
downstream NTGR of 78 percent, and 84 percent and 88 percent for smart thermostats and 
pool pumps, respectively. In PY2020, NTG for freezers was 82 percent; however, benchmarking 
for freezers yielded an average of 54 percent NTG. The team recommends a freezer NTGR of 
68 percent to consider the benchmarking. Air purifiers are relatively new to nationwide program 
offerings, so there is limited research on NTGRs. Until additional research is available or can be 
performed, the team recommends using the PY2020 results, which was 78 percent. 
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In PY2017, as mentioned, only two of the ten participants interviewed responded accordingly to
all three of these criteria and therefore would be classified as free riders. However, one of these
two interviewees caveated their responses by saying that it would have been more challenging
to convince their corporate office to purchase their lighting without the discount provided by the
program.

Despite the high free-ridership for distributors, the EM&V team recommends the overall 85
percent NTGR to acknowledge the substantial influence participants report the program having
on their decision to implement energy-efficient lighting projects.

iii. Program Benchmarking

Due to the unavailability of the publicly reported NTGRs, program benchmarking for Commercial
Midstream programs was limited. NTGRs ranged between 31 percent and 83 percent, with the
majority between 74 percent and 83 percent, with an overall average of 73 percent. Again,
considering the substantial influence participants reported, the EM&V team recommends an
overall Commercial Midstream NTGR of 85 percent.

Table 112. Commercial Midstream Program NTGR Benchmarking

Program
administrator Program Year NTGR
DLC (PA) Small/Medium Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 72%
ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED HID 83%
ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED lamps 83%
ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED exit signs 80%
ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 LED fixtures 80%
ComEd (IL) Business Instant Discounts 2019 TLEDs 80%
DLC (PA) Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 74%
DLC (PA) Large Midstream Lighting 2019 Lighting 72%
Focus On Energy (WI) Midstream Commercial and Industrial 2018 Lighting 31%

Lighting Initiative
Average 73%

8.5.3.3 Downstream Measures

POPS’ eligible downstream measures are ENERGY STAR air purifiers, dehumidifiers, smart
thermostats, pool pumps, and freezers. To receive cash incentives from the program, customers
must apply for incentives by completing and submitting a mail-in or online rebate application for
each purchase and provide CLEAResuIt with supporting documentation.

Below in Table 113, the EM&V team provides recommended NTGRs by measure using the
benchmarked results shown in Table 114. For dehumidifiers, the team recommends a
downstream NTGR of 78 percent, and 84 percent and 88 percent for smart thermostats and
pool pumps, respectively. In PY2020, NTG for freezers was 82 percent; however, benchmarking
for freezers yielded an average of 54 percent NTG. The team recommends a freezer NTGR of
68 percent to consider the benchmarking. Air purifiers are relatively new to nationwide program
offerings, so there is limited research on NTGRs. Until additional research is available or can be
performed, the team recommends using the PY2020 results, which was 78 percent.
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Table 113. PY2021 Recommended NTGR for Downstream Appliance Rebates 

Measure NTG recommendation 

Dehumidifier39 78% 

Smart thermostats40 84% 

Pool pump 88% 

Freezers41 68% 

Air purifiers 78% 

Overall recommendation42 79% 

 
Table 114 provides program benchmarked NTG results by measure. NTG ratios for the 
programs researched ranged from 19 percent to 100 percent. Excluding utility online 
Marketplace measures resulted in an overall average of 75 percent. This measure has limited 
research because it has only recently been adopted into appliance rebate programs. 
 

Table 114. Residential Downstream Appliance Rebate Program Benchmarking 

Program administrator Program Year Measures NTG 

Air purifiers 

ComEd (IL) ENERGY STAR Rebate  2019–2020 Air purifier 78% 

Dehumidifiers 

PG&E (CA) Emerging Technologies  2017 Dehumidifier (online Marketplace) 19% 

ComEd (IL) ENERGY STAR Rebate  2019–2020 Dehumidifiers 78% 

Freezers 

Met-Ed (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2020 Freezers (appliance rebates) 50% 

Met-Ed (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2019 Freezers (appliance rebates) 52% 

Penelec (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2020 Freezers (appliance rebates) 60% 

Penelec (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2019 Freezers (appliance rebates) 48% 

Penn Power (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2020 Freezers (appliance rebates) 56% 

Penn Power (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2019 Freezers (appliance rebates) 47% 

West Penn Power (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2020 Freezers (appliance rebates) 65% 

West Penn Power (PA) Energy Efficient Products  2019 Freezers (appliance rebates) 50% 

PG&E (CA) Emerging Technologies  2017 Freezers (online Marketplace) 19% 

PECO (PA) Residential Energy Efficiency  2017–2018 Lighting, Appliances, and HVAC 49% 

ComEd (IL) ENERGY STAR Rebate  2019–2020 Freezers 58% 

 
39 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results. 
40 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results. 
41 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results. 
42 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results. 
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Table 113. PY2021 Recommended NTGR for Downstream Appliance Rebates

Dehumidifier39

Smart thermostats40

Pool pump

Freezers41

Air purifiers

Overall recommendation42

78%

84%

88%

68%

78%

79%

Table 114 provides program benchmarked NTG results by measure. NTG ratios for the
programs researched ranged from 19 percent to 100 percent. Excluding utility online
Marketplace measures resulted in an overall average of 75 percent. This measure has limited
research because it has only recently been adopted into appliance rebate programs.

Table 114. Residential Downstream Appliance Rebate Program Benchmarking

Air purifiers

ComEd (IL)

Dehumidifiers

PG&E (CA)

ComEd (IL)

Freezers

Met-Ed (PA)

Met-Ed (PA)

Penelec (PA)

Penelec (PA)

Penn Power (PA)

Penn Power (PA)

West Penn Power (PA)

West Penn Power (PA)

PG&E (CA)

PECO (PA)

ComEd (IL)

ENERGY STAR Rebate 2019—2020

Emerging Technologies 2017

ENERGY STAR Rebate 2019—2020

Energy Efficient Products 2020

Energy Efficient Products 2019

Energy Efficient Products 2020

Energy Efficient Products 2019

Energy Efficient Products 2020

Energy Efficient Products 2019

Energy Efficient Products 2020

Energy Efficient Products 2019

Emerging Technologies 2017

Residential Energy Efficiency 2017—2018

ENERGY STAR Rebate 2019—2020

39 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results.
40 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results.
41 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results.
42 Excludes online Marketplace benchmarking results.

Air purifier

Dehumidifier (online Marketplace)

Dehumidifiers

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (appliance rebates)

Freezers (online Marketplace)

Lighting, Appliances, and HVAC

Freezers

78%

19%

78%

50%

52%

60%

48%

56%

47%

65%

50%

19%

49%

58%
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Program administrator Program Year Measures NTG 

Pool pumps 

ComEd (IL) ENERGY STAR Rebate  2019–2020 Pool Pump 80% 

PECO (PA) 
Residential Energy Efficiency—
Whole Home 

2017–2018 Pool pump variable speed drive 100% 

Vectren (IN) Residential Prescriptive 2018 Pool pump variable speed drive 96% 

Smart thermostats 

ComEd (IL) 
Home Energy Assessments  
(SF Retrofit) 

2019 Programmable thermostat 90% 

ComEd (IL) Multifamily Market Rate 2020 Programmable thermostat  85% 

Focus on Energy (WI) 
Home Performance with 
ENERGY STAR (Standard) 

2018 Smart thermostat 72% 

Focus on Energy (WI) Retail Lighting and Appliance  2018 Smart thermostat 79% 

SPS (NM) Smart Thermostat Pilot 2019 Smart thermostat 100% 

Vectren (IN) Residential Prescriptive 2018 Smart thermostat 78% 

ComEd (IL) 
Home Energy Assessments  
(SF Retrofit) 

2019 Smart thermostat 90% 

NSG (IL) Home Energy Jumpstart 2019 Smart thermostat 80% 

NSG (IL) Home Energy Jumpstart 2019 Smart thermostat 88% 

PGL (IL) Home Energy Jumpstart 2019 Smart thermostat 80% 

PGL (IL) Home Energy Jumpstart 2019 Smart thermostat 88% 

Vectren (IN) Home Energy Assessments 2.0 2018 Smart thermostat 76% 

PG&E (CA) Emerging Technologies  2017 
Smart thermostat (online 
Marketplace) 

55% 

Average43 75% 

8.6 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The POPS program evaluated savings that resulted in slightly higher energy and demand 
savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization rates) than those calculated by 
the program. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments during the tracking system 
review and findings from completing 30 engineering desk reviews. Savings adjustments were 
made at the measure-type level (i.e., interior lamps, interior fixtures, exterior fixtures).  

The overall realization rates were affected most by the recalculation of 6.7 percent of upstream 
lighting measures using commercial lighting savings methods. Final savings results and 
realization rates are presented in Table 115. 

 
43 Includes PY2020 EAL NTGRs in the overall average and excludes the online Marketplace 

benchmarking results. 
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Pool pumps

ComEd (IL)

PECO (PA)

Vectren (IN)

Smart thermostats

ComEd (IL)

ComEd (IL)

Focus on Energy (WI)

Focus on Energy (WI)

SPS (NM)

Vectren (IN)

ComEd (IL)

NSG (IL)

NSG (IL)

PGL (IL

PGL (IL

Vectren (IN)

PG&E (CA)

)
)

Average43

ENERGY STAR Rebate
Residential Energy Efficiency—
Whole Home
Residential Prescriptive

Home Energy Assessments
(SF Retrofit)
Multifamily Market Rate
Home Performance with
ENERGY STAR (Standard)
Retail Lighting and Appliance

Smart Thermostat Pilot

Residential Prescriptive
Home Energy Assessments
(SF Retrofit)
Home Energy Jumpstart

Home Energy Jumpstart

Home Energy Jumpstart

Home Energy Jumpstart

Home Energy Assessments 2.0

Emerging Technologies

2019—2020

2017—2018

2018

2019

2020

2018

2018

2019

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

2017

Pool Pump

Pool pump variable speed drive

Pool pump variable speed drive

Programmable thermostat

Programmable thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat

Smart thermostat
Smart thermostat (online
Marketplace)

80%

100%

96%

90%

85%

72%

79%

100%

78%

90%

80%

88%

80%

88%

76%

55%

75%

8.6 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The POPS program evaluated savings that resulted in slightly higher energy and demand
savings (110.7 percent kW and 108.1 percent kWh realization rates) than those calculated by
the program. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments during the tracking system
review and findings from completing 30 engineering desk reviews. Savings adjustments were
made at the measure-type level (i.e., interior lamps, interior fixtures, exterior fixtures).

The overall realization rates were affected most by the recalculation of 6.7 percent of upstream
lighting measures using commercial lighting savings methods. Final savings results and
realization rates are presented in Table 115.

43 Includes PY2020 EAL NTGRs in the overall average and excludes the online Marketplace
benchmarking results.
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Table 115. Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure 

Measure category 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate  

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW44 

Advanced power strips 17,693,510   2,008.2   17,693,510   2,008.2  100.0% 100.0% 

Efficient hot water heater  58,407   5.1   58,407   5.1  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR 
dehumidifiers 

 4,398   1.0   4,398   1.0  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR freezers  258   -   258  - 100.0% N/A 

ENERGY STAR room air 
cleaners 

 73,370   8.4   73,370   8.4  100.0% 100.0% 

ENERGY STAR window AC 
replacement 

 14,794   17.4   14,794   17.4  100.0% 100.0% 

Hard-wired LED fixtures: 
indoor, all wattages 

 1,658,953   269.7   1,939,787   325.7  116.9% 120.7% 

Hard-wired LED fixtures: 
outdoor, all wattages 

 685   -     835   -  121.9% N/A 

LED (retail): indoor reflector  8,388,830   1,363.9   9,877,084   1,660.3  117.7% 121.7% 

LED (retail): indoor, all 
wattages 

53,931,512   8,768.6   60,142,455   10,005.6  111.5% 114.1% 

LED indoor omni or deco  762,295   123.9   762,295   123.9  100.0% 100.0% 

Midstream: exterior fixtures  6,771,548   1,119.4   6,771,687   1,119.4  100.0% 100.0% 

Midstream: interior fixtures  5,595,078   725.0   5,601,298   726.2  100.1% 100.2% 

Midstream: interior lamps  1,588,169   319.7   1,588,172   319.7  100.0% 100.0% 

Pool pumps  338,015   70.5   338,015   70.5  100.0% 100.0% 

Smart thermostats  1,726,561   -     1,726,561   -    100.0%  N/A 

Total 98,606,383 14,801 106,592,926 16,392 108.1% 110.7% 

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.  

8.7 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES 

CLEAResult has developed a Quality Management Plan (QMP) for the POPS program, 
including QA and QC components. Distributor and product qualification and training are 
provided as an essential QA approach used to ensure quality from the start of the program and 
assure quality issues are not introduced further downstream in the process. QC inspections are 
used towards the end of projects to check the quality of the final installed product. The QA/QC 
process lasts through the project's duration and includes a feedback loop to ensure continuous 
program improvement. 

 
44 Not all measures reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these 

instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash. 
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Table 115. Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates, by Measure

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Advanced power strips

Efficient hot water heater

ENERGY STAR
dehumidifiers

ENERGY STAR freezers

ENERGY STAR room air
cleaners

ENERGY STAR window AC
replacement

Hard-wired LED fixtures:
indoor, all wattages

Hard-wired LED fixtures:
outdoor, all wattages

LED (retail): indoor reflector

LED (retail): indoor, all
wattages

LED indoor omni or deco

Midstream: exterior fixtures

Midstream: interior fixtures

Midstream: interior lamps

Pool pumps

Smart thermostats

Total

17,693,510

58,407

4,398

258

73,370

14,794

1,658,953

685

8,388,830

53,931,512

762,295

6,771,548

5,595,078

1,588,169

338,015

1,726,561

98,606,383

2,008.2

5.1

1.0

8.4

17.4

269.7

1,363.9

8,768.6

123.9

1,119.4

725.0

319.7

70.5

14,801

17,693,510

58,407

4,398

258

73,370

14,794

1,939,787

835

9,877,084

60,142,455

762,295

6,771,687

5,601,298

1,588,172

338,015

1,726,561

106,592,926

2,008.2

5.1

1.0

8.4

17.4

325.7

1,660.3

10,005.6

123.9

1,119.4

726.2

319.7

70.5

16,392

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure.

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

116.9%

121.9%

117.7%

111.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

108.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

120.7%

N/A

121.7%

114.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.2%

100.0%

100.0%

N/A

110.7%

8.7 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES

CLEAResult has developed a Quality Management Plan (QMP) for the POPS program,
including QA and QC components. Distributor and product qualification and training are
provided as an essential QA approach used to ensure quality from the start of the program and
assure quality issues are not introduced further downstream in the process. QC inspections are
used towards the end of projects to check the quality of the final installed product. The QA/QC
process lasts through the project's duration and includes a feedback loop to ensure continuous
program improvement.

44 Not all measures reported demand savings. In these cases, no realization rate was applicable. In these
instances, the kilowatt realization rate field is marked with a dash.
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According to program documentation, the POPS program provides distributor training as a 
crucial step to ensure sales associates can speak clearly and well-informedly to customers 
about the program. As part of the QA process, program representatives conducted sales and 
program training for distributor staff; the training was tailored to each distributor location and 
offered measures. Proper training of the employees who have direct interaction with customers 
can impact decision-making at the time of sale. 

Data review was also described as a crucial component of the QA process. Program managers 
review sale reports from distributors at least once per month. If a report is incomplete or 
inaccurate, it is returned for correction. Incentives are only paid once a complete and accurate 
sales report and invoice are received. 

As part of the evaluation process, the EM&V team assessed the POPS program's QA/QC 
processes by reviewing specific Commercial Midstream Lighting data and documentation. This 
process confirmed protocols developed were being followed and assessed any gaps or 
necessary changes. Each of CLEAResult's stated QA/QC processes was assessed by the 
EM&V team, and our findings for each step are described in further detail next. 

Enrollment and customer verification. The EM&V team downloaded and reviewed a copy of 
the Participant Agreement; this document records key information about the customer, the 
company (e.g., customer name, company name, company address, phone number, email), and 
requires a signature and date. This information allows the program implementer to verify that 
the customer's company location where the installation will take place is associated with an 
eligible account number. If further information is needed for completing verification, then the 
contact information is captured to do so. 

Post-engineering approval and post-project review and closeout. For Commercial 
Midstream Lighting, most of these steps are completed within CLEAResult's and EAL's data 
tracking systems, which occurs as projects are validated and uploaded to each tracking system. 
See the paragraph below regarding documentation and data review for the EM&V team's 
findings regarding QA/QC efforts across the tracking systems. 

Documentation and data reviews. The EM&V team completed a review of program-related 
documentation and data tracking systems. The Commercial Midstream Lighting savings 
methodology and program manual documents are comprehensive and include many critical 
elements. However, as can be found in Recommendation #2, the tracking system needs 
revision to include key updates or corrections identified during the evaluation.  

The program tracking relies on the tracking system and commercial POPS program documents, 
which supply all sales and unit-level data and reported savings. While the EM&V team generally 
found the tracking data to be complete and consistent, we also found it to contain multiple data 
assignment and calculation errors, which led to incorrect savings attributed to measures. 
Recommendations #1 and #2 would provide necessary updates to the tracking data formats and 
details to improve data organization, transparency, and consistency. Incorporating these 
recommendations would allow for implementation and evaluation ease to perform cursory 
reviews across the tracking system data (periodically and before finalizing at the end of the 
program year) and would likely catch many of these errors found during the evaluation efforts.  
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According to program documentation, the POPS program provides distributor training as a
crucial step to ensure sales associates can speak clearly and well-informedly to customers
about the program. As part of the QA process, program representatives conducted sales and
program training for distributor staff; the training was tailored to each distributor location and
offered measures. Proper training of the employees who have direct interaction with customers
can impact decision-making at the time of sale.

Data review was also described as a crucial component of the QA process. Program managers
review sale reports from distributors at least once per month. If a report is incomplete or
inaccurate, it is returned for correction. Incentives are only paid once a complete and accurate
sales report and invoice are received.

As part of the evaluation process, the EM&V team assessed the POPS program's QA/QC
processes by reviewing specific Commercial Midstream Lighting data and documentation. This
process confirmed protocols developed were being followed and assessed any gaps or
necessary changes. Each of CLEAResult's stated QA/QC processes was assessed by the
EM&V team, and our findings for each step are described in further detail next.

Enrollment and customer verification. The EM&V team downloaded and reviewed a copy of
the Participant Agreement; this document records key information about the customer, the
company (e.g., customer name, company name, company address, phone number, email), and
requires a signature and date. This information allows the program implementer to verify that
the customer's company location where the installation will take place is associated with an
eligible account number. If further information is needed for completing verification, then the
contact information is captured to do so.

Post-engineering approval and post-project review and closeout. For Commercial
Midstream Lighting, most of these steps are completed within CLEAResult's and EAL's data
tracking systems, which occurs as projects are validated and uploaded to each tracking system.
See the paragraph below regarding documentation and data review for the EM&V team's
findings regarding QA/QC efforts across the tracking systems.

Documentation and data reviews. The EM&V team completed a review of program-related
documentation and data tracking systems. The Commercial Midstream Lighting savings
methodology and program manual documents are comprehensive and include many critical
elements. However, as can be found in Recommendation #2, the tracking system needs
revision to include key updates or corrections identified during the evaluation.

The program tracking relies on the tracking system and commercial POPS program documents,
which supply all sales and unit-level data and reported savings. While the EM&V team generally
found the tracking data to be complete and consistent, we also found it to contain multiple data
assignment and calculation errors, which led to incorrect savings attributed to measures.
Recommendations #1 and #2 would provide necessary updates to the tracking data formats and
details to improve data organization, transparency, and consistency. Incorporating these
recommendations would allow for implementation and evaluation ease to perform cursory
reviews across the tracking system data (periodically and before finalizing at the end of the
program year) and would likely catch many of these errors found during the evaluation efforts.
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The EM&V team has identified a few improvements to CLEAResult's current QA/QC process:  

• improve QA/QC checks to ensure projects are correctly imported from invoices to the 
tracking system, 

• correct the MeasureDesc column to reflect the measure description for the appropriate 
lighting type accurately (this is a continued recommendation from PY2020), and 

• perform cursory reviews of the tracking system data periodically before finalizing at the 
end of the program year (this is a continued recommendation from PY2020). 
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The EM&V team has identified a few improvements to CLEAResult's current QA/QC process:

0 improve QA/QC checks to ensure projects are correctly imported from invoices to the
tracking system,

0 correct the MeasureDesc column to reflect the measure description for the appropriate
lighting type accurately (this is a continued recommendation from PY2020), and

o perform cursory reviews of the tracking system data periodically before finalizing at the
end of the program year (this is a continued recommendation from PY2020).
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9.0 LARGE C&I SOLUTIONS 

The Large C&I Solutions (LCI) program offers nonresidential customers interested in 
implementing energy-efficient technologies. Eligible customers have a minimum peak demand 
of 100 kW (at an individual site or combined accounts) and are not served by the Public 
Institutions Solutions, Small Business Solutions, or Agricultural Energy Solutions programs. The 
LCI program utilizes calculated (prescriptive) or measured and verified (custom) approaches. 
Additionally, the program is available to all commercial new construction customers. There are 
no minimum energy savings needed for new construction projects to qualify for this program, 
but to receive the non-cash benefits, annual energy savings through the program must exceed 
10,000 kWh. 

Eligible customers can participate in both prescriptive and custom approaches. Participants 
seeking the prescriptive route can choose from an extensive menu of qualified technologies, 
such as lighting, lighting controls, HVAC controls, variable speed drives, HVAC equipment, 
refrigeration equipment, office equipment, agricultural equipment, and food service equipment. 
The custom component supports customers in identifying and implementing site-specific, cost-
effective energy-efficiency projects through technical assistance, program referrals, and 
incentives. The program addresses industrial process improvements, chillers and boilers, data 
center efficiency, plug-load controls, and other non-prescriptive measures. The program is 
designed to yield substantial energy savings through energy audits, co-funding feasibility 
studies, energy performance ratings using the ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager®, and training 
in best practices. 

The LCI program is designed to reduce or bypass market barriers such as: 

• lack of energy efficiency information and awareness of energy and non-energy benefits 
(NEB); 

• the perception that energy-efficient technologies have high initial costs, 

• lack of customer understanding about measure payback, 

• lack of customer awareness of energy-efficient technologies, 

• lack of easy access to qualified vendors and installers, 

• absence of tools to quantify savings, 

• lack of access to capital, and 

• lack of project success (which could be overcome with alternative funding such as 
incentive split between owners and tenants in leased spaces, assignment of incentives 
to installing trade allies, etc.). 

Incentives vary by measure type. Most incentives were targeted to cover 50 percent of 
incremental costs for planning purposes. 
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The Large C&l Solutions (LCI) program offers nonresidential customers interested in
implementing energy-efficient technologies. Eligible customers have a minimum peak demand
of 100 kW (at an individual site or combined accounts) and are not served by the Public
Institutions Solutions, Small Business Solutions, or Agricultural Energy Solutions programs. The
LCl program utilizes calculated (prescriptive) or measured and verified (custom) approaches.
Additionally, the program is available to all commercial new construction customers. There are
no minimum energy savings needed for new construction projects to qualify for this program,
but to receive the non-cash benefits, annual energy savings through the program must exceed
10,000 kWh.

Eligible customers can participate in both prescriptive and custom approaches. Participants
seeking the prescriptive route can choose from an extensive menu of qualified technologies,
such as lighting, lighting controls, HVAC controls, variable speed drives, HVAC equipment,
refrigeration equipment, office equipment, agricultural equipment, and food service equipment.
The custom component supports customers in identifying and implementing site-specific, cost-
effective energy-efficiency projects through technical assistance, program referrals, and
incentives. The program addresses industrial process improvements, chillers and boilers, data
center efficiency, plug-load controls, and other non-prescriptive measures. The program is
designed to yield substantial energy savings through energy audits, co-funding feasibility
studies, energy performance ratings using the ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager®, and training
in best practices.

The LCl program is designed to reduce or bypass market barriers such as:

0 lack of energy efficiency information and awareness of energy and non-energy benefits
(NEB);

o the perception that energy-efficient technologies have high initial costs,

0 lack of customer understanding about measure payback,

0 lack of customer awareness of energy-efficient technologies,

0 lack of easy access to qualified vendors and installers,

o absence of tools to quantify savings,

0 lack of access to capital, and

0 lack of project success (which could be overcome with alternative funding such as
incentive split between owners and tenants in leased spaces, assignment of incentives
to installing trade allies, etc.).

Incentives vary by measure type. Most incentives were targeted to cover 50 percent of
incremental costs for planning purposes.
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The program is implemented by Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) and CLEAResult, who provide 
recruitment, marketing, outreach, and training to trade allies. On behalf of EAL, CLEAResult 
performs energy assessments, directly installs measures (e.g., LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators, 
pre-rinse spray valves, weather stripping), conducts pre- and post-implementation inspections, 
maintains the program quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) standards, and administers 
the incentive process, including program tracking, directly with participating trade allies. 

A network of qualified trade allies is used to perform installations of energy efficiency measures. 
This network works closely with EAL and CLEAResult for program training and marketing. As 
part of program marketing and outreach to EAL customers, they can identify potential projects 
and notify EAL of project opportunities. All trade allies must meet the program's technical and 
quality standards and sign a trade ally agreement form. The LCI program is designed to 
generate significant energy savings and longer-term market penetration by nurturing delivery 
channels, such as design professionals, distributors, installation contractors, and energy service 
companies (ESCO). 

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly-selected sample of 
70 projects, a review of program documentation, and early engagement reviews for 25 projects. 
The net-to-gross (NTG) analysis used an enhanced self-report approach with program 
participant surveys. Process evaluation activities centered on in-depth interviews with trade 
allies and program participant surveys.  
 

Table 116. Large C&I Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

NTG approach 
Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Early 
engagement 

review 
Desk 

reviews 
On-site 

M&V 

Metered 
data 

analysis45 

Deemed from prior 
year research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 
 

Census 25 70 21 31 

9.1 KEY FINDINGS 

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the LCI program incentivized energy efficiency 
measures to 483 unique participants46 through 92 trade allies. Table 117 provides the program's 
claimed savings by measure category. The most considerable number of claimed participants 
(68 percent) was attributable to lighting measures, which accounted for 26 percent of claimed 
energy savings. The most significant energy savings were for continuous energy improvement 
(CEI) (38 percent) from 5 percent of the asserted participants. The third most significant 
measure category by energy savings was custom other, with 19 percent of claimed energy 
savings from 8 percent of the participants. 
 

 
45 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
46 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number. 
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The program is implemented by Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) and CLEAResult, who provide
recruitment, marketing, outreach, and training to trade allies. On behalf of EAL, CLEAResult
performs energy assessments, directly installs measures (e.g., LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators,
pre-rinse spray valves, weather stripping), conducts pre- and post-implementation inspections,
maintains the program quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) standards, and administers
the incentive process, including program tracking, directly with participating trade allies.

A network of qualified trade allies is used to perform installations of energy efficiency measures.
This network works closely with EAL and CLEAResult for program training and marketing. As
part of program marketing and outreach to EAL customers, they can identify potential projects
and notify EAL of project opportunities. All trade allies must meet the program's technical and
quality standards and sign a trade ally agreement form. The LCI program is designed to
generate significant energy savings and longer-term market penetration by nurturing delivery
channels, such as design professionals, distributors, installation contractors, and energy service
companies (ESCO).

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly-selected sample of
70 projects, a review of program documentation, and early engagement reviews for 25 projects.
The net-to-gross (NTG) analysis used an enhanced self-report approach with program
participant sun/eys. Process evaluation activities centered on in-depth interviews with trade
allies and program participant surveys.

Table 116. Large C&| Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Early Metered
Process evaluation system engagement Desk On-site data

NTG approach activities review review reviews M&V analysis45

Deemed from prior Program staff interviews (2) Census 25 70 21 31
year research Materials review

9.1 KEY FINDINGS

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the LCI program incentivized energy efficiency
measures to 483 unique participants46 through 92 trade allies. Table 117 provides the program's
claimed savings by measure category. The most considerable number of claimed participants
(68 percent) was attributable to lighting measures, which accounted for 26 percent of claimed
energy savings. The most significant energy savings were for continuous energy improvement
(CEI) (38 percent) from 5 percent of the asserted participants. The third most significant
measure category by energy savings was custom other, with 19 percent of claimed energy
savings from 8 percent of the participants.

45 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).

46 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number.
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Table 117. Large C&I Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings47 

Measure category Trade allies Participants48 Projects 

Program 
savings 

(kWh) 

Percentage of 
program savings 

(kWh) 

Continuous energy 
improvement49 

0 22 33 41,310,459 37.5% 

Custom HVAC 6 8 10 7,594,858 6.9% 

Custom other 22 38 58 21,186,072 19.3% 

Domestic hot water49 0 14 14 160,811 0.1% 

Envelope49 0 46 47 6,497,219 5.9% 

HVAC 9 11 11 220,736 0.2% 

Lighting 51 328 344 28,986,804 26.3% 

Lighting—new 
construction 

7 19 19 1,601,292 1.5% 

Other 1 2 3 88,992 <0.1% 

Refrigeration 1 12 12 213,563 0.2% 

Tune-up 10 44 414 2,191,220 2.0% 

Total 92 483 933 110,052,025 100.0% 

 
In PY2021, the LCI program reported 110,052 MWh in gross energy savings and 15.1 MW in 
gross demand savings. Table 118 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the 
program. The program fell short of achieving its planned energy and demand savings goals, 
reaching 97 percent of the annual energy and 84 percent of the annual demand savings goals. 
 

Table 118. Large C&I Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio50 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

110,052 110,141 100.1% 103.9% 114,421 36.8% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

15.1 15.0 99.5% 103.9% 15.6 16.3% 

 
47 ArchEE extract dated January 18, 2022. 
48 A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the 

total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category. 
49 The implementer directly installed all measures. 
50 NTG ratios displayed in the table are weighted based on the evaluated net savings results. The NTG 

ratios of 108.7 and 95.7 were used for custom and prescriptive measures from the PY2020 research. The NTG 
ratios used at the measure level are 0.93 for the tune-up measures, and 0.9 for commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostats and advance RTU controls-lite. 
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Table 117. Large C&l Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings47

Program Percentage of
savings program savings

Measure category Trade allies Participants“ (kWh) (kWh)

Continuous energy 0 22 33 41,310,459 37.5%
improvement49

Custom HVAC 6 8 10 7,594,858 6.9%
Custom other 22 38 58 21,186,072 19.3%
Domestic hot water49 0 14 14 160,811 0.1%

Envelope49 0 46 47 6,497,219 5.9%

HVAC 9 1 1 1 1 220,736 0.2%
Lighting 51 328 344 28,986,804 28.3%
Lighting—new 7 19 19 1,601,292 1.5%
construction

Other 1 2 3 88,992 <O.1%

Refrigeration 1 12 12 213,563 0.2%

Tune-up 10 44 414 2,191,220 2.0%

Total 92 483 933 110,052,025 100.0%

In PY2021, the LCI program reported 110,052 MWh in gross energy savings and 15.1 MW in
gross demand savings. Table 118 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the
program. The program fell short of achieving its planned energy and demand savings goals,
reaching 97 percent of the annual energy and 84 percent of the annual demand savings goals.

Table 118. Large C&l Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate savings portfolio savings

Energysavings 110,052 110,141 100.1% 103.9% 114,421 36.8%
(MWh)
Demand savings 15.1 15.0 99.5% 103.9% 15.6 16.3%
(MW)

47 ArchEE extract dated January 18, 2022.
48 A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the

total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category.
49 The implementer directly installed all measures.
50 NTG ratios displayed in the table are weighted based on the evaluated net savings results. The NTG

ratios of 108.7 and 95.7 were used for custom and prescriptive measures from the PY2020 research. The NTG
ratios used at the measure level are 0.93 for the tune-up measures, and 0.9 for commercial Wi-Fi
thermostats and advance RTU controls-lite.
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Table 119. Large C&I Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Large Commercial 
& Industrial 
Solutions 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

     118,078         114,421  97% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

           18.6               15.6  84% 

The LCI program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was 
slightly lower than the reported savings (100.1 percent kWh realization rate, 99.5 percent kW 
realization rate). The evaluated savings are based on the results of savings calculations and 
adjustments made across the tracking system and supplemented by the results of the 70 
sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up measure savings were based on a 
comprehensive tracking system review. 

In previous years, key updates to the program's tracking database were made, which improved 
the data's clarity and accuracy. The changes included correcting duplicate trade ally names and 
IDs in the tracking system and including the Design Lights Consortium (DLC) or ENERGY 
STAR® product IDs for all products sold through the program. The recommendations presented 
below for PY2021 focus on further improving data accuracy and consistency. 

The researched NTG ratio is 108.7 percent for the LCI custom measures and 95.7 percent for 
prescriptive measures based on research conducted in PY2020. For the second year, tune-up 
measures were included in the LCI program; they use different deemed NTG ratios of 90 
percent for Wi-Fi thermostats and 93 percent for tune-up projects based on prior evaluation 
cycle research.  

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by EAL 
(Table 120), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the following program 
year (PY) and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the 
future for the LCI program. 
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Table 119. Large C&l Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Large Commercial Energy savings 118,078 114,421 97%
& Industrial (MWh
Solutions

Percentage
Program Savings achieved

)
Demand 18.6 15.6 84%
savings (MW)

The LCI program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was
slightly lower than the reported savings (100.1 percent kWh realization rate, 99.5 percent kW
realization rate). The evaluated savings are based on the results of savings calculations and
adjustments made across the tracking system and supplemented by the results of the 70
sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up measure savings were based on a
comprehensive tracking system review.

In previous years, key updates to the program's tracking database were made, which improved
the data's clarity and accuracy. The changes included correcting duplicate trade ally names and
IDs in the tracking system and including the Design Lights Consortium (DLC) or ENERGY
STAR® product IDs for all products sold through the program. The recommendations presented
below for PY2021 focus on further improving data accuracy and consistency.

The researched NTG ratio is 108.7 percent for the LCI custom measures and 95.7 percent for
prescriptive measures based on research conducted in PY2020. For the second year, tune-up
measures were included in the LCI program; they use different deemed NTG ratios of 90
percent for Wi-Fi thermostats and 93 percent for tune-up projects based on prior evaluation
cycle research.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by EAL
(Table 120), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the following program
year (PY) and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the
future for the LCI program.
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Table 120. Large C&I Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Review 
savings algorithms for 
commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 
measures to ensure consistency. 

The EM&V team found that projects with a reported heat pump 
heating fuel type incorrectly calculated demand savings. For 
14 projects, demand savings were calculated by dividing the 
deemed heat pump heating energy savings by 8,760 instead of 
the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with EAL's peak 
demand period.  

During the tracking system review, the EM&V team also 
identified three projects where the reported fuel type was 
electric AC with gas heat, but savings were using deemed 
savings values for a heat pump unit. 

The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings 
values and calculation algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostat measures to ensure consistency based on the 
tracked fuel type.  

Impact Recommendation 2: Increase 
QA/QC on peak demand 
estimates for custom projects.  

The EM&V team found seven custom projects with calculation 
errors or methodology changes during the desk reviews.  
For three projects, the reported savings analysis omitted data 
or included formula errors leading to savings adjustments. 
These errors consisted of function ranges that did not include 
all values and a formula referencing a previously completed 
project value rather than the current project.  

Additionally, two projects had demand savings adjustments 
from the energy savings analysis. One project did not consider 
the downtime in the customer estimate that could occur in the 
peak period. The other project included all annual hours and 
did not consider downtime for holidays that was evident in the 
project data. 

The EM&V team recommends increasing QA/QC procedures 
for the custom projects to limit calculation errors and peak 
demand adjustments in the future. 

9.3 METHODOLOGY 

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the LCI program. 

9.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the 
tracking system review, tune-up measure review, 70 engineering desk reviews, and 21 site 
visits. Savings adjustments were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-
up measures are based on adjustments made during the tracking system review. All other 
measures' evaluated savings results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments 
by sampled strata. The tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for 
potential issues for investigation during desk reviews. 
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Impact Recommendation 1: Review The EM&V team found that projects with a reported heat pump
savings algorithms for heating fuel type incorrectly calculated demand savings. For
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the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with EAL's peak
demand period.
During the tracking system review, the EM&V team also
identified three projects where the reported fuel type was
electric AC with gas heat, but savings were using deemed
savings values for a heatpump unit.
The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings
values and calculation algorithms for commercial Wi-Fi
thermostat measures to ensure consistency based on the
tracked fuel type.

Impact Recommendation 2: Increase The EM&V team found seven custom projects with calculation
QA/QC on peak demand errors or methodology changes during the desk reviews.
estimates for custom projects. For three projects, the reported savings analysis omitted data

or included formula errors leading to savings adjustments.
These errors consisted of function ranges that did not include
all values and a formula referencing a previously completed
project value rather than the current project.
Additionally, two projects had demand savings adjustments
from the energy savings analysis. One project did not consider
the downtime in the customer estimate that could occur in the
peak period. The other project included all annual hours and
did not consider downtime for holidays that was evident in the
project data.
The EM&V team recommends increasing QA/QC procedures
for the custom projects to limit calculation errors and peak
demand adjustments in the future.

9.3 METHODOLOGY

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the LCI program.

9.3.1 Impact Evaluation

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the
tracking system review, tune-up measure review, 70 engineering desk reviews, and 21 site
visits. Savings adjustments were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-
up measures are based on adjustments made during the tracking system review. All other
measures' evaluated savings results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments
by sampled strata. The tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for
potential issues for investigation during desk reviews.
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To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities: 

• staff interviews and ongoing discussions; 

• program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies; 

• program manual and supplemental documentation review; 

• program tracking system/database reviews;  

• review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups, advance RTU controls-
lite, and commercial Wi-Fi thermostats; 

• engineering desk review of 68 accounts, representing 70 sampled projects; and 

• on-site M&V of 21 sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.  

Table 121 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection 
types employed for the impact evaluation effort. 
 

Table 121. LCI—Data Collection Efforts and Project Types 

Data collection activity 
Design 
sample 

Achieved 
sample 

Custom 
projects 

Prescriptive 
projects 

Staff interviews 2 2 N/A N/A 

Tracking system data review51 Q1–Q2 
Census 

Q1–Q2 
Census 

N/A 48 

Engineering desk review52 70 70 39 39 

On-site M&V visit53 30 21 8 14 

Tune-up measure data review Census Census N/A N/A 

 
Most of the measures incentivized by the LCI program in PY2021 are currently included in the 
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific 
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the LCI program measures are 
provided in Table 122. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the 
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand 
savings analysis purposes.  
 

 
51 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. The count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique JobId 

numbers for the measure categories included in the Q1–Q2 tracking database review. 
52 Eight participants had both prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the same JobId. 
53 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site 

sample within the desk review sample. The achieved on-sites fell short of the design due to a period of 
inclement weather, on-site personnel availability in early 2022, and participants opting out due to 
COVID-19 concerns. One participant had prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the 
same JobId. 
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To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities:

staff interviews and ongoing discussions;

program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies;

program manual and supplemental documentation review;

program tracking system/database reviews;

review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups, advance RTU controls-
Iite, and commercial Wi-Fi thermostats;

engineering desk review of 68 accounts, representing 70 sampled projects; and

on-site M&V of 21 sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.

Table 121 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection
types employed for the impact evaluation effort.

Table 121. LCI—Data Collection Efforts and Project Types

Design Achieved Custom Prescriptive
Data collection activity sample sample projects projects

2 N/A N/AStaff interviews 2

Tracking system data review51 Q1—Q2 Q1—QZ N/A 48
Census Census

Engineering desk review52 70 70 39 39

On-site M&V visit53 30 21 8 14

Tune-up measure data review Census Census N/A N/A

Most of the measures incentivized by the LCI program in PY2021 are currently included in the
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the LCI program measures are
provided in Table 122. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand
savings analysis purposes.

51 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. The count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique Job/d
numbers for the measure categories included in the 01—02 tracking database review.

52 Eight participants had both prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the same Job/d.
53 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site

sample within the desk review sample. The achieved on-sites fell short of the design due to a period of
inclement weather, on-site personnel availability in early 2022, and participants opting out due to
COVlD-19 concerns. One participant had prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the
same Job/d.
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Table 122. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the LCI Program 

Measure category TRM 8.2 section  TRM 8.2 measure name 

Domestic hot water 3.3.2 Faucet aerators 

3.3.5 Low-flow showerheads 

3.8.11 Pre-rinse spray valves 

Envelope 3.2.11 Commercial door air infiltration 

HVAC 3.1.18 Unitary and split-system AC/HP equipment 

3.1.19 Air- or water-cooled chilling equipment (chillers) 

Lighting 3.6.2 Lighting controls 

3.6.3 Lighting efficiency 

Other 3.7.14 High-efficiency battery chargers 

Refrigeration 3.4.1 Electronically commutated motors for refrigeration 

3.7.8 Door gaskets for walk-in and reach-in coolers and freezers 

3.7.10 Evaporator fan controls 

 
Air conditioner and heat pump tune-ups, overhead door weather stripping, and PTAC sealing 
measures were also incentivized through the LCI program. Overhead door weather stripping 
and PTAC sealing measures do not strictly adhere to TRM 8.2; instead, they follow prescriptive 
approaches developed by CLEAResult based on the TRM algorithms for commercial door air 
infiltration. Additional project details outside ArchEE were required to evaluate the tune-up 
measures, which follow a partial monitoring and verification approach. A separate tracking 
system review was conducted for all tune-up measures across the three commercial programs. 
  

Table 123. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the LCI Program 

Measure category Measure description 

Tune-ups (formerly 
CoolSaver) 

Commercial AC post-test-out 

Commercial AC pre-clean 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 

Commercial HP post-test-out 

Commercial HP pre-clean 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping 

Overhead door weather stripping for refrigerated spaces 

PTAC sealing 
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Table 122. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the LCI Program

Measure category TRM 8.2 section TRM 8.2 measure name

Domestic hot water 3.3.2

3.3.5

3.8.11

Envelope 3.2.11

HVAC 3.1.18

3.1.19

Lighting 3.6.2

3.6.3

Other 3.7.14

Refrigeration 3.4.1

3.7.8

3.7.10

Faucet aerators

Low-flow showerheads

Pre-rinse spray valves

Commercial door air infiltration

Unitary and split-system AC/HP equipment

Air- or water-cooled chilling equipment (chillers)

Lighting controls

Lighting efficiency

High-efficiency battery chargers

Electronically commutated motors for refrigeration

Door gaskets for walk-in and reach-in coolers and freezers

Evaporator fan controls

Air conditioner and heat pump tune-ups, overhead door weather stripping, and PTAC sealing
measures were also incentivized through the LCI program. Overhead door weather stripping
and PTAC sealing measures do not strictly adhere to TRM 8.2; instead, they follow prescriptive
approaches developed by CLEAResult based on the TRM algorithms for commercial door air
infiltration. Additional project details outside ArchEE were required to evaluate the tune-up
measures, which follow a partial monitoring and verification approach. A separate tracking
system review was conducted for all tune-up measures across the three commercial programs.

Table 123. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the LCI Program

Measure category Measure description

Tune-ups (formerly Commercial AC post-test-out
CoolSaver)

Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP post-test-out

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping

Overhead door weather stripping for refrigerated spaces

PTAC sealing
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9.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key 
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review 
began using the TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. 
Chapters of TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table 122.  

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the 
program measures at the end of Q254. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary 
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted 
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year, 
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 
 

Table 124. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Reported Energy Savings by Measure Category 

Measure 

Reported savings 

kW kWh 

Domestic hot water  2   31,673  

Envelope  72   2,364,106  

HVAC  22   52,770  

Lighting  1,378   9,929,739  

Lighting–new construction  188   835,594  

Other  5   44,496  

Refrigeration  2   19,020  

Total evaluated  1,668   13,245,724  

Tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi 

thermostat55 

 71   517,689  

Custom HVAC56  122   658,882  

Custom other56  1,003   8,693,129  

Total  2,867   23,147,097  

 
54 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021. 
55 Tune-up, advanced RTU controls-light, and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures are evaluated 

through a separate tracking system and a M&V data review at the close of the program year. 
56 The algorithms and key input assumptions for custom measures are not provided within the tracking 

system, therefore a review of those measures was not completed as part of tracking system data 
review. However, they will be analyzed as part of the engineering desk reviews and on-site visits. 
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9.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review
began using the TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions.
Chapters of TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table 122.

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the
program measures at the end of 0254. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year,
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings.
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

Table 124. PY2021 Q1—Q2 Tracking System Reported Energy Savings by Measure Category

Reported savings

Domestic hot water 2 31,673

Envelope 72 2,364,106

HVAC 22 52,770

Lighting 1,378 9,929,739

Lighting—new construction 188 835,594

Other 5 44,496

Refrigeration 2 19,020

Total evaluated 1,668 13,245,724

Tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi 71 517,689
thermostat55
Custom HVAC56 122 658,882

Custom other56 1,003 8,693,129

Total 2,867 23,147,097

54 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021.
55 Tune-up, advanced RTU controls-light, and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures are evaluated

through a separate tracking system and a M&V data review at the close of the program year.
56 The algorithms and key input assumptions for custom measures are not provided within the tracking

system, therefore a review of those measures was not completed as part of tracking system data
review. However, they will be analyzed as part of the engineering desk reviews and on-site visits.
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9.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification 
Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a 
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and 
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental 
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on 
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances. 

9.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits 

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined 
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representation for each stratum. These savings 
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under- 
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to past years. Also, 
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.  

The sampling plan for lighting accounted for the differences between fully deemed lighting 
projects and those using custom hours of use. For the whole population, lighting projects were 
considered deemed if all measures for a project were using the deemed value for annual 
operating hours (AOH) that is consistent with the building type as defined in ArchEE. For 
projects with any measure that uses annual hours of use that is not consistent with the building 
type, the entire project is considered non-deemed. For lighting, this is the classification process: 

1. Projects were divided into deemed and non-deemed based on whether all measures 
used AOH that matched their building type in the tracking system (deemed) or any 
measure deviated from that value (non-deemed). 

2. The contribution of energy savings for both strata is examined. The base strategy is to 
oversample the non-deemed projects so that at 50 percent energy savings, twice as 
many non-deemed projects will be chosen. The amounts are then adjusted up or down 
for each program based on the actual percentage of energy savings for non-deemed 
compared to the whole population. 

In addition to the sub-strata for lighting projects, three sub-strata for custom projects were 
defined. The first sub-strata is for CEI projects. The other two sub-strata divide projects by 
whether they went through the Early Engagement for High Profile Projects protocol; if projects 
went through the protocol, they are referred to as early review; if they did not go through the 
review, they are referred to as other. The contribution of savings was used to determine the 
number of sample points for each sub-strata, with a higher weighting for other, a standard 
weighting for CEI, and a lower weighting for early review. 

The site visits were a nested selection of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving a 
site visit assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be cleared 
up during the site visit were prioritized first, with remaining site visits randomly selected from 
within the desk review sample. Table 125 summarizes the result of the sampling for the LCI 
program. 
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9.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification
Review

The EM&V team reviewed all the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances.

9.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representation for each stratum. These savings
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under-
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to past years. Also,
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.

The sampling plan for lighting accounted for the differences between fully deemed lighting
projects and those using custom hours of use. For the whole population, lighting projects were
considered deemed if all measures for a project were using the deemed value for annual
operating hours (AOH) that is consistent with the building type as defined in ArchEE. For
projects with any measure that uses annual hours of use that is not consistent with the building
type, the entire project is considered non-deemed. For lighting, this is the classification process:

1. Projects were divided into deemed and non-deemed based on whether all measures
used AOH that matched their building type in the tracking system (deemed) or any
measure deviated from that value (non-deemed).

2. The contribution of energy savings for both strata is examined. The base strategy is to
oversample the non-deemed projects so that at 50 percent energy savings, twice as
many non-deemed projects will be chosen. The amounts are then adjusted up or down
for each program based on the actual percentage of energy savings for non-deemed
compared to the whole population.

In addition to the sub-strata for lighting projects, three sub-strata for custom projects were
defined. The first sub-strata is for CE] projects. The other two sub-strata divide projects by
whether they went through the Early Engagement for High Profile Projects protocol; if projects
went through the protocol, they are referred to as early review; if they did not go through the
review, they are referred to as other. The contribution of savings was used to determine the
number of sample points for each sub-strata, with a higher weighting for other, a standard
weighting for CE], and a lower weighting for early review.

The site visits were a nested selection of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving a
site visit assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be cleared
up during the site visit were prioritized first, with remaining site visits randomly selected from
within the desk review sample. Table 125 summarizes the result of the sampling for the LCI
program.
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Table 125. Large C&I Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings 

Sampling strata Projects 
Projects 

sampled57 
Site Visits 

Sampled Reported kWh Reported kW 

Custom subtotal 101 39 8 32,695,937 5,590 

Continuous energy 
improvement 

19 8 
0 

10,502,973 2,963 

Early review 25 8 1 17,107,191 1,912 

Other 57 23 7 5,085,774 714 

Lighting subtotal 363 26 9 5,853,417 706 

Deemed 335 20 4 2,450,726 319 

Non-deemed 28 6 5 3,402,691 387 

Other subtotal 73 13 5 691,915 43 

Total 550 70 21 39,241,269 6,338 

9.3.2 Early Engagement on High-Profile Projects 

Based on the discussion between the EM&V team and CLEAResult, the following protocol was 
developed to address savings verification risk for high energy-saving projects, clarify baseline 
data and assumptions, and foster site-specific project savings calculations. The protocol 
describes how program implementers can provide the EM&V team with project savings 
calculations and other documentation to develop final program-saving results for the project. 
The collaboration could occur either in advance of offering custom incentives or after a 
completed project is made ready for payment and close-out. 

Projects meeting either one of the following criteria were considered good candidates for review:  

• Calculated savings for an individual measure is 500,000 kWh or greater. For projects 
meeting this savings threshold, an EM&V team review is required. NEBs are expected 
to be estimated in parallel with energy savings calculations for the EM&V team review. 
An exception is allowed for projects where the EM&V team has reviewed the project 
savings methodology, and no adjustments are made for future savings claims. 

• Custom projects that are expected to save less than 500,000 kWh, but CLEAResult 
would like to collaborate on savings approaches or arrive at an agreement on 
calculation methods or results with the EM&V team. Situations that may warrant such a 
review include: 

o the calculations are statistically anomalous or otherwise present an outlier from 
typical practices or outcomes, 

o NEB calculations and their treatment for the specific project, 

o the calculations or data collection utilize uncommon or unproven methods, and 

 
57 Eight sampled projects had measures in multiple categories. 
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Table 125. Large C&l Solutions—Summary of Sampled Savings

Projects Site Visits
Sampling strata sampled57 Sampled Reported kWh Reported kW

8Custom subtotal 101 39 32,695,937 5,590

Continuous energy 19 8 0 10,502,973 2,963
improvement

Early review 25 8 17,107,191 1,9121

Other 57 23 7 5,085,774 714

Lighting subtotal 363 26 9 5,853,417 706

Deemed 335 20 4 2,450,726 319

Non-deemed 28 6 5 3,402,691 387

Other subtotal 73 13 5 691,915 43

Total 550 70 21 39,241,269 6,338

9.3.2 Early Engagement on High-Profile Projects

Based on the discussion between the EM&V team and CLEAResult, the following protocol was
developed to address savings verification risk for high energy-saving projects, Clarify baseline
data and assumptions, and foster site-specific project savings calculations. The protocol
describes how program implementers can provide the EM&V team with project savings
calculations and other documentation to develop final program-saving results for the project.
The collaboration could occur either in advance of offering custom incentives or after a
completed project is made ready for payment and close-out.

Projects meeting either one of the following criteria were considered good candidates for review:

0 Calculated savings for an individual measure is 500,000 kWh or greater. For projects
meeting this savings threshold, an EM&V team review is required. NEBs are expected
to be estimated in parallel with energy savings calculations for the EM&V team review.
An exception is allowed for projects where the EM&V team has reviewed the project
savings methodology, and no adjustments are made for future savings claims.

0 Custom projects that are expected to save less than 500,000 kWh, but CLEAResult
would like to collaborate on savings approaches or arrive at an agreement on
calculation methods or results with the EM&V team. Situations that may warrant such a
review include:

o the calculations are statistically anomalous or otherwise present an outlier from
typical practices or outcomes,

0 NEB calculations and their treatment for the specific project,

0 the calculations or data collection utilize uncommon or unproven methods, and

57 Eight sampled projects had measures in multiple categories.
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o the calculation methods used for savings will deviate substantially from the 
methods outlined in the M&V plan. 

During PY2021, the program implementer submitted 25 projects under the Early Engagement 
for High Profile Projects protocol. Based on the individual submission, the EM&V team provided 
review comments on detailed calculations, white papers, or M&V plans for these projects. In 
most cases, the implementer brought final, or nearly final, savings estimates to the EM&V team 
for review. These early reviews represented 38,489 MWh of annual energy savings, 
representing 36 percent of the program savings. 

Eight of these projects were subsequently selected for engineering desk reviews or site visits by 
the EM&V team, resulting in no savings adjustments. Further, the EM&V team noticed a 
trickledown effect with guidance from large projects informing savings estimations for small 
projects, combining to create an overall evaluation with fewer savings adjustments and fewer 
findings and recommendations than in previous evaluation cycles. The EM&V team and 
CLEAResult agreed to relax the protocol—particularly CEI projects—where additional savings 
claims were made and the regression models had already been reviewed. 

9.3.3 Evaluated Savings Methodology by Measure 

The EM&V team referred to relevant sections in TRM 8.2, Volume 2, to utilize the prescriptive 
algorithms for calculating energy and demand impacts for a significant portion of the program’s 
measures, including domestic hot water, envelope, HVAC, lighting, and refrigeration measures. 
The program implementer tracks the savings type for each measure as either deemed, 
measured, or stipulated58.  

• Deemed savings measures are prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2 and use all or 
most of the default assumptions of the TRM 8.2 methodology, such as the baseline 
flow rate of a faucet aerator or the operating hours for lighting measures.  

• Measured savings measures are either custom or prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2 
that use site-specific information collected as part of the implementation process, such 
as field-monitored data or measured results for some or all the assumptions of TRM 
8.2 methodology. An example would be capturing the actual average baseline flow rate 
of a pre-rinse spray valve or a custom compressor project.  

• Stipulated savings measures are custom or prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2 that 
use site-specific information captured from the participant for key assumptions of the 
TRM 8.2 methodology; they are not based on metered or measured data such as self-
reported hours of operation for lighting measures. 

In addition, the program included a significant number of custom projects for which site-specific 
data was gathered and for which industry-standard practices were applied; however, 
assumptions were expected to vary based on site-specific documented conditions. As noted 
above, custom measures were described as either measured or stipulated savings types. 

 
58 The implementer’s definition of stipulated differs from the definition provided in the TRM. The tracking 

system definition of stipulated is a project that relies on TRM methodology for the savings calculation, 
but substitutes custom parameters for some of the inputs. In particular, lighting projects that use 
custom AOH values are tracked as stipulated. 
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o the calculation methods used for savings will deviate substantially from the
methods outlined in the M&V plan.

During PY2021, the program implementer submitted 25 projects under the Early Engagement
for High Profile Projects protocol. Based on the individual submission, the EM&V team provided
review comments on detailed calculations, white papers, or M&V plans for these projects. In
most cases, the implementer brought final, or nearly final, savings estimates to the EM&V team
for review. These early reviews represented 38,489 MWh of annual energy savings,
representing 36 percent of the program savings.

Eight of these projects were subsequently selected for engineering desk reviews or site visits by
the EM&V team, resulting in no savings adjustments. Further, the EM&V team noticed a
trickledown effect with guidance from large projects informing savings estimations for small
projects, combining to create an overall evaluation with fewer savings adjustments and fewer
findings and recommendations than in previous evaluation cycles. The EM&V team and
CLEAResult agreed to relax the protocol—particularly CEl projects—where additional savings
claims were made and the regression models had already been reviewed.

9.3.3 Evaluated Savings Methodology by Measure

The EM&V team referred to relevant sections in TRM 8.2, Volume 2, to utilize the prescriptive
algorithms for calculating energy and demand impacts for a significant portion of the program’s
measures, including domestic hot water, envelope, HVAC, lighting, and refrigeration measures.
The program implementer tracks the savings type for each measure as either deemed,
measured, or stipulated58.

o Deemed savings measures are prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2 and use all or
most of the default assumptions of the TRM 8.2 methodology, such as the baseline
flow rate of a faucet aerator or the operating hours for lighting measures.

0 Measured savings measures are either custom or prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2
that use site-specific information collected as part of the implementation process, such
as field-monitored data or measured results for some or all the assumptions of TRM
8.2 methodology. An example would be capturing the actual average baseline flow rate
of a pre-rinse spray valve or a custom compressor project.

0 Stipulated savings measures are custom or prescriptive measures from TRM 8.2 that
use site-specific information captured from the participant for key assumptions of the
TRM 8.2 methodology; they are not based on metered or measured data such as self-
reported hours of operation for lighting measures.

In addition, the program included a significant number of custom projects for which site-specific
data was gathered and for which industry-standard practices were applied; however,
assumptions were expected to vary based on site-specific documented conditions. As noted
above, custom measures were described as either measured or stipulated savings types.

58 The implementer’s definition of stipulated differs from the definition provided in the TRM. The tracking
system definition of stipulated is a project that relies on TRM methodology for the savings calculation,
but substitutes custom parameters for some of the inputs. In particular, lighting projects that use
custom AOH values are tracked as stipulated.
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The ArchEE tracking system was the primary source for key input assumptions into the savings 
algorithms to review the tracking system savings and evaluate prescriptive projects. The 
tracking system contained the key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating 
measure savings for a census of prescriptive measure savings. As custom measures are not 
tracked with enough detail to perform similar savings calculations on the information within the 
tracking data alone, the EM&V team relied on engineering desk reviews and on-site visits to 
review custom measures. During the engineering desk reviews, the project documentation for 
individual applications was the primary source of information to verify these key input 
assumptions and complete the project-level savings analysis. Site-specific information gathered 
during the on-site visits was the primary source of information to confirm key input assumptions 
and complete the project-level savings analysis.  

A further discussion of the source of the values for key input parameters needed for calculating 
measure-level impacts used by the EM&V team for evaluating each of the prescriptive 
measures is presented next. 

9.3.3.1 Domestic Hot Water Measures 

Domestic hot water measures in PY2021 included the retrofit of existing operational faucets and 
showerheads with new, more efficient low-flow faucet aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, and 
showerheads. 

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from domestic hot water measures using the data for all 
key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive 
algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.5, and 3.8.11). The key input variables of the 
baseline and post-retrofit fixture include (1) average flow rate, (2) operating days per year, 
(3) average supply water temperature, (4) average mixed water temperature, (5) water usage 
duration, (6) water heater thermal efficiency, and for the demand savings, (7) the fraction of 
hourly water consumption.  

For the domestic hot water measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed 
values for all these parameters except for the post-retrofit faucet aerators' average flow rate, 
pre-rinse spray valves, and showerheads. Therefore, the EM&V team also used the TRM 8.2 
values for all key input parameters except the post-retrofit fixture flow rates. The EM&V team 
verified the pre- and post-retrofit fixture average flow rate via on-site visits, manufacturer cut 
sheets, or web-based research of make and model numbers. If the EM&V team could not 
determine the pre- and post-retrofit fixture average flow rates using these sources, the EM&V 
team used the default values specified in TRM 8.2. The water heater type, building type, and 
foodservice operation selections guide the key input assumptions for water heater thermal 
efficiency, operating days per year, and water usage durations. These data were assessed 
during on-site visits or based on the information provided in the tracking data or project-level 
backup documentation. 
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The ArchEE tracking system was the primary source for key input assumptions into the savings
algorithms to review the tracking system savings and evaluate prescriptive projects. The
tracking system contained the key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating
measure savings for a census of prescriptive measure savings. As custom measures are not
tracked with enough detail to perform similar savings calculations on the information within the
tracking data alone, the EM&V team relied on engineering desk reviews and on-site visits to
review custom measures. During the engineering desk reviews, the project documentation for
individual applications was the primary source of information to verify these key input
assumptions and complete the project-level savings analysis. Site-specific information gathered
during the on-site visits was the primary source of information to confirm key input assumptions
and complete the project-level savings analysis.

A further discussion of the source of the values for key input parameters needed for calculating
measure-level impacts used by the EM&V team for evaluating each of the prescriptive
measures is presented next.

9.3.3.1 Domestic Hot Water Measures

Domestic hot water measures in PY2021 included the retrofit of existing operational faucets and
showerheads with new, more efficient low-flow faucet aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, and
showerheads.

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from domestic hot water measures using the data for all
key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive
algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.5, and 3.8.11). The key input variables of the
baseline and post-retrofit fixture include (1) average flow rate, (2) operating days per year,
(3) average supply water temperature, (4) average mixed water temperature, (5) water usage
duration, (6) water heater thermal efficiency, and for the demand savings, (7) the fraction of
hourly water consumption.

For the domestic hot water measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed
values for all these parameters except for the post-retrofit faucet aerators' average flow rate,
pre-rinse spray valves, and showerheads. Therefore, the EM&V team also used the TRM 8.2
values for all key input parameters except the post-retrofit fixture flow rates. The EM&V team
verified the pre- and post-retrofit fixture average flow rate via on-site visits, manufacturer cut
sheets, or web-based research of make and model numbers. If the EM&V team could not
determine the pre- and post-retrofit fixture average flow rates using these sources, the EM&V
team used the default values specified in TRM 8.2. The water heater type, building type, and
foodservice operation selections guide the key input assumptions for water heater thermal
efficiency, operating days per year, and water usage durations. These data were assessed
during on-site visits or based on the information provided in the tracking data or project-level
backup documentation.
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9.3.3.2 Envelope Measures 

Envelope measures in PY2021 included the installation of commercial door air infiltration 
measures. These entailed installing weatherstripping and door sweeps on exterior-facing doors 
to reduce infiltration of unconditioned air into a conditioned space.  

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from commercial door air infiltration measures using the 
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the 
prescriptive algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Section 3.2.11). The key input variables of the baseline and 
post-retrofit door include (1) pre-retrofit air infiltration rate, (2) post-retrofit air-infiltration-rate 
percentage reduction, (3) change in temperature across the gap barrier, (4) daytime hours per 
year, (5) nighttime hours per year, (6) water heater thermal efficiency, (6) heating coefficient of 
performance, (7) width of the gap, (8) length of the gap, (9) weather zone of the location, and for 
the demand savings, (10) the average cooling equivalent full-load hours. 

For the envelope measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all 
these parameters except for the two required to be site-specified; the gap width and length. 
Therefore, the EM&V team used the TRM 8.2 values for all key input parameters, and the site 
captured gap widths and lengths. The EM&V team verified the weather stripping and door 
sweep gaps and lengths during on-site visits and the re-calculation of these measurements 
captured on contractor inventories taken at the retrofit time documented within the project files. 
If the EM&V team could not determine the gap or length using these sources, the EM&V team 
assumed these parameter details within the ArchEE tracking data to be accurate. The air 
conditioning and heating system types, which guide the key input assumptions for cooling, 
heating, and HVAC operating hours per year, were assessed during on-site visits or based on 
the information provided as part of tracking data project-level backup documentation. 

9.3.3.3 Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Measures 

HVAC measures in PY2021 included replace-on-burnout projects of unitary and split air 
conditioning and heat pumps, package terminal heat pumps, and occupancy-based 
PTAC/PTHP controls. 

The EM&V team analyzed the replacement-on-burnout savings from HVAC measures using the 
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the 
prescriptive algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.1.14, 3.1.15, and 3.1.18). The key input variables 
that represent the baseline and post-retrofit unit conditions include (1) equipment type of the 
new unit, (2) rated capacity of the new unit, (3) sub-category type of the new unit, (4) full-load 
efficiency of the new unit, (5) part-load efficiency of the new unit, (6) equivalent full-load hours 
for cooling, and (7) the coincidence factor (CF) for demand savings. 

For the HVAC measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all 
these parameters except for the new units’ capacity and full-/part-load efficiencies for equipment 
replacement. Therefore, the EM&V team also used the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all key input 
parameters except the post-retrofit unit capacity and efficiency. The EM&V team verified the 
post-retrofit unit’s capacity and efficiencies via on-site visits, manufacturer cut-sheets, or web-
based research of make and model numbers. The deemed building type selections, facility area, 
and controller settings, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and 
CFs, were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-
level backup documentation. 
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9.3.3.2 Envelope Measures

Envelope measures in PY2021 included the installation of commercial door air infiltration
measures. These entailed installing weatherstripping and door sweeps on exterior-facing doors
to reduce infiltration of unconditioned air into a conditioned space.

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from commercial door air infiltration measures using the
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the
prescriptive algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Section 3.2.11). The key input variables of the baseline and
post-retrofit door include (1) pre-retrofit air infiltration rate, (2) post-retrofit air-infiltration-rate
percentage reduction, (3) change in temperature across the gap barrier, (4) daytime hours per
year, (5) nighttime hours per year, (6) water heater thermal efficiency, (6) heating coefficient of
performance, (7) width of the gap, (8) length of the gap, (9) weather zone of the location, and for
the demand savings, (10) the average cooling equivalent full-load hours.

For the envelope measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all
these parameters except for the two required to be site-specified; the gap width and length.
Therefore, the EM&V team used the TRM 8.2 values for all key input parameters, and the site
captured gap widths and lengths. The EM&V team verified the weather stripping and door
sweep gaps and lengths during on-site visits and the re-calculation of these measurements
captured on contractor inventories taken at the retrofit time documented within the project files.
If the EM&V team could not determine the gap or length using these sources, the EM&V team
assumed these parameter details within the ArchEE tracking data to be accurate. The air
conditioning and heating system types, which guide the key input assumptions for cooling,
heating, and HVAC operating hours per year, were assessed during on-site visits or based on
the information provided as part of tracking data project-level backup documentation.

9.3.3.3 Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Measures

HVAC measures in PY2021 included replace-on-burnout projects of unitary and split air
conditioning and heat pumps, package terminal heat pumps, and occupancy-based
PTAC/PTHP controls.

The EM&V team analyzed the replacement-on-burnout savings from HVAC measures using the
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the
prescriptive algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.1.14, 3.1.15, and 3.1.18). The key input variables
that represent the baseline and post-retrofit unit conditions include (1) equipment type of the
new unit, (2) rated capacity of the new unit, (3) sub-category type of the new unit, (4) full-load
efficiency of the new unit, (5) part-load efficiency of the new unit, (6) equivalent full-load hours
for cooling, and (7) the coincidence factor (CF) for demand savings.

For the HVAC measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all
these parameters except for the new units’ capacity and full-lpart-load efficiencies for equipment
replacement. Therefore, the EM&V team also used the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all key input
parameters except the post-retrofit unit capacity and efficiency. The EM&V team verified the
post-retrofit unit’s capacity and efficiencies via on-site visits, manufacturer cut-sheets, or web-
based research of make and model numbers. The deemed building type selections, facility area,
and controller settings, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and
CFs, were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-
level backup documentation.
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9.3.3.4 Lighting and Lighting Controls Measures 

Lighting and lighting controls measures in PY2021 included retrofit and new construction 
projects installing lamps, fixtures, and lighting controls. 

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from lighting and lighting controls measures using the 
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the 
prescriptive algorithms in TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). The key input variables of the 
baseline and post-retrofit lighting and controls include (1) pre- and post-retrofit quantity of 
lighting, (2) rated wattage of the pre- and post-retrofit lighting, (3) annual operating hours for the 
specified building type, (4) interactive effects factors for energy savings for the specified heating 
type, (5) power adjustment factor for specified control type and the demand savings, (6) the 
peak demand CF for the specified building type, and (7) the controls peak-demand CF. 

For the lighting measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for 
interactive effects factors, power adjustment factors, and annual operating hours and CF based 
on the site-based details that inform them. The site-captured details were used as the basis for 
the other key input values to the deemed algorithms. Therefore, the EM&V team also used TRM 
8.2 deemed values for all key input parameters except the site captured information informing 
the deemed savings algorithm calculations. The EM&V team verified the pre- and post-retrofit 
equipment quantity, type, wattage, and building type during on-site visits and reviewed project-
level inventories with these details captured by trade allies. The EM&V team was able to 
determine the pre- and post-retrofit parameters using these sources. The deemed building type 
selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and CFs, were 
assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-level 
backup documentation. 

9.3.3.5 Other Measures 

Other measures in PY2021 included the installation of high-efficiency battery chargers.  

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from these measures using the data for all key input 
variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive algorithms of 
TRM 8.2 (Section 3.7.14). The key input variables of the baseline and post-retrofit battery 
charger include the (1) type of equipment, (2) pre- and post-wattage draw of the charging 
equipment when charging, (2) pre- and post-wattage draw of the charging equipment when idle, 
and (3) annual charging hours per charger.  

For the high-efficiency battery charger measure, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 
deemed values for wattage draw and operating hours based on the equipment phase-type 
(i.e., single-phase or three-phase). The site-captured details were used as the basis for the 
input values for the deemed algorithms. Therefore, the EM&V team also used TRM 8.2 deemed 
values for all key input parameters except the site-captured information informing the deemed 
savings algorithm calculations. The EM&V team verified the pre- and post-installed equipment 
quantity and type during on-site visits and reviewed project-level charging hour estimates. The 
equipment type selections that guide the key input assumptions for kilowatt-hours and kilowatts 
per year were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of 
project-level backup documentation. 
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9.3.3.4 Lighting and Lighting Controls Measures

Lighting and lighting controls measures in PY2021 included retrofit and new construction
projects installing lamps, fixtures, and lighting controls.

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from lighting and lighting controls measures using the
data for all key input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the
prescriptive algorithms in TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). The key input variables of the
baseline and post-retrofit lighting and controls include (1) pre- and post-retrofit quantity of
lighting, (2) rated wattage of the pre- and post-retrofit lighting, (3) annual operating hours for the
specified building type, (4) interactive effects factors for energy savings for the specified heating
type, (5) power adjustment factor for specified control type and the demand savings, (6) the
peak demand CF for the specified building type, and (7) the controls peak-demand CF.

For the lighting measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for
interactive effects factors, power adjustment factors, and annual operating hours and CF based
on the site-based details that inform them. The site-captured details were used as the basis for
the other key input values to the deemed algorithms. Therefore, the EM&V team also used TRM
8.2 deemed values for all key input parameters except the site captured information informing
the deemed savings algorithm calculations. The EM&V team verified the pre- and post-retrofit
equipment quantity, type, wattage, and building type during on-site visits and reviewed project-
|eve| inventories with these details captured by trade allies. The EM&V team was able to
determine the pre- and post-retrofit parameters using these sources. The deemed building type
selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and CFs, were
assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-level
backup documentation.

9.3.3.5 Other Measures

Other measures in PY2021 included the installation of high-efficiency battery chargers.

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from these measures using the data for all key input
variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive algorithms of
TRM 8.2 (Section 3.7.14). The key input variables of the baseline and post-retrofit battery
charger include the (1) type of equipment, (2) pre- and post-wattage draw of the charging
equipment when charging, (2) pre- and post-wattage draw of the charging equipment when idle,
and (3) annual charging hours per charger.

For the high-efficiency battery charger measure, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2
deemed values for wattage draw and operating hours based on the equipment phase-type
(i.e., single-phase or three-phase). The site-captured details were used as the basis for the
input values for the deemed algorithms. Therefore, the EM&V team also used TRM 8.2 deemed
values for all key input parameters except the site-captured information informing the deemed
savings algorithm calculations. The EM&V team verified the pre- and post-installed equipment
quantity and type during on-site visits and reviewed project-level charging hour estimates. The
equipment type selections that guide the key input assumptions for kilowatt-hours and kilowatts
per year were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of
project-level backup documentation.
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9.3.3.6 Refrigeration Measures 

Refrigeration measures in PY2021 included the retrofit of refrigerated areas with the installation 
of refrigeration strip curtains, refrigeration door gaskets, and evaporator fan controls. 

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from refrigeration measures using the data for all key 
input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive 
algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.4.1, 3.7.8, and 3.7.10). These measures' energy and 
demand savings are deemed based on a few key variables of the existing unit size, type, and 
location. For the anti-sweat heater controls, the deemed savings are based on three main 
variables: (1) case type/temperature, (2) weather zone, and (3) size of the controlled door. For 
refrigeration strip curtains, the deemed savings are based on four main variables: (1) savings 
per size (area) of the opening where the curtain is installed, (2) case type/temperature, (3) 
building type (e.g., supermarket, convenience store), and (4) whether a pre-existing curtain was 
in place (i.e., yes, no, unknown). For refrigeration door gaskets, the deemed savings are based 
on two main variables: (1) savings per size (length) of the gasket installed and (2) case 
type/temperature.  

For the refrigeration measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for 
all these parameters except for the refrigerator case/door size, refrigerator temperature, weather 
zone, and building type, as those are site-determined parameters. Therefore, the EM&V team 
also used the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all key input parameters except the site captured 
information informing the deemed savings selections. During on-site visits, the EM&V team 
verified the post-retrofit door size, refrigerator temperature, weather zone, and building type and 
reviewed project-level inventories with these details captured by trade allies. The EM&V team 
was able to determine the post-retrofit parameters using these sources. The deemed building 
type selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and CFs, 
were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-level 
backup documentation. 

For the electronically-commutated motors (ECMs), the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 
deemed values for all these parameters except for the pre- and post-installation motor wattage. 
In contrast, other parameters were determined from site-specific data. If site-specific motor 
information was not available, the EM&V team used the default parameters from the TRM. The 
deemed building type selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per 
year and CFs, were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part 
of project-level backup documentation. 

9.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

The LCI program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was 
slightly lower than the reported savings (100.1 percent kWh realization rate, 99.5 percent kW 
realization rate). During the desk review and site visit process, the EM&V team corrected 
lighting installed fixture types, quantities, and custom AOH estimates. For custom projects, the 
EM&V team adjusted calculation errors and peak demand savings methodologies. Finally, 
savings adjustments were made to commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect 
energy and demand savings values used for heat pumps in reported savings. 
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9.3.3.6 Refrigeration Measures

Refrigeration measures in PY2021 included the retrofit of refrigerated areas with the installation
of refrigeration strip curtains, refrigeration door gaskets, and evaporator fan controls.

The EM&V team analyzed the savings from refrigeration measures using the data for all key
input variables needed for calculating energy and demand savings per the prescriptive
algorithms of TRM 8.2 (Sections 3.4.1, 3.7.8, and 3.7.10). These measures‘ energy and
demand savings are deemed based on a few key variables of the existing unit size, type, and
location. For the anti-sweat heater controls, the deemed savings are based on three main
variables: (1) case type/temperature, (2) weather zone, and (3) size of the controlled door. For
refrigeration strip curtains, the deemed savings are based on four main variables: (1) savings
per size (area) of the opening where the curtain is installed, (2) case type/temperature, (3)
building type (e.g., supermarket, convenience store), and (4) whether a pre-existing curtain was
in place (i.e., yes, no, unknown). For refrigeration door gaskets, the deemed savings are based
on two main variables: (1) savings per size (length) of the gasket installed and (2) case
type/temperature.

For the refrigeration measures, the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2 deemed values for
all these parameters except for the refrigerator case/door size, refrigerator temperature, weather
zone, and building type, as those are site-determined parameters. Therefore, the EM&V team
also used the TRM 8.2 deemed values for all key input parameters except the site captured
information informing the deemed savings selections. During on-site visits, the EM&V team
verified the post-retrofit door size, refrigerator temperature, weather zone, and building type and
reviewed project-level inventories with these details captured by trade allies. The EM&V team
was able to determine the post-retrofit parameters using these sources. The deemed building
type selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per year and CFs,
were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part of project-level
backup documentation.

For the electronically-commuteted motors (ECMS), the claimed savings assumed the TRM 8.2
deemed values for all these parameters except for the pre- and post-installation motor wattage.
In contrast, other parameters were determined from site-specific data. If site-specific motor
information was not available, the EM&V team used the default parameters from the TRM. The
deemed building type selections, which guide the key input assumptions for operating hours per
year and CFs, were assessed during on-site visits or based on the information provided as part
of project-level backup documentation.

9.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

The LCI program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was
slightly lower than the reported savings (100.1 percent kWh realization rate, 99.5 percent kW
realization rate). During the desk review and site visit process, the EM&V team corrected
lighting installed fixture types, quantities, and custom AOH estimates. For custom projects, the
EM&V team adjusted calculation errors and peak demand savings methodologies. Finally,
savings adjustments were made to commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect
energy and demand savings values used for heat pumps in reported savings.
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Corrections to commercial Wi-Fi thermostat projects that contributed to savings adjustments 
were primarily due to: 

• heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units, and 

• commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in 
savings algorithms. 

Corrections to lighting projects were primarily due to: 

• changes in therms penalty calculations which reduced the therms penalty,  

• installed fixture type being different from the project documentation and site visit, and 

• custom AOH adjustments from an interview of site personnel. 

Corrections to custom—other projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be 
primarily due to:  

• calculation errors in the reported savings analysis, including data ranges not fully 
utilized and assumptions about operational thresholds, and  

• peak demand savings estimates not considering holidays or downtimes in the savings. 

9.4.1 Participant Characterization 

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking 
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these 
measure names to measure categories is provided below.  
 

Table 126. Mapping to Measure Category 

Measure description Measure category 

Continuous energy improvement Continuous energy 
improvement 

Custom—heating and cooling Custom HVAC 

Custom—non-heating and cooling Custom other 

Variable frequency drives Custom other 

Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water 

Faucet aerators Domestic hot water 

Pre-rinse spray valves Domestic hot water 

Commercial door air infiltration Envelope 

Overhead door weather stripping Envelope 

Overhead door weather stripping for refrigerated spaces Envelope 

PTAC sealing Envelope 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC => 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC 

Unitary HP equipment - heat pump < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC 

Water chilling equipment (air-cooled) —replace on burnout HVAC 
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Corrections to commercial Wi-Fi thermostat projects that contributed to savings adjustments
were primarily due to:

0 heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units, and

0 commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in
savings algorithms.

Corrections to lighting projects were primarily due to:

0 changes in therms penalty calculations which reduced the therms penalty,

0 installed fixture type being different from the project documentation and site visit, and

0 custom AOH adjustments from an interview of site personnel.

Corrections to custom—other projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be
primarily due to:

o calculation errors in the reported savings analysis, including data ranges not fully
utilized and assumptions about operational thresholds, and

0 peak demand savings estimates not considering holidays or downtimes in the savings.

9.4.1 Participant Characterization

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these
measure names to measure categories is provided below.

Table 126. Mapping to Measure Category

Measure description Measure cate . 0
Continuous energy improvement Continuous energy

improvement
Custom—heating and cooling Custom HVAC

Custom—non-heating and cooling Custom other
Variable frequency drives Custom other
Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water
Faucet aerators Domestic hot water

Pre-rinse spray valves Domestic hot water
Commercial door air infiltration Envelope
Overhead door weather stripping Envelope

Overhead door weather stripping for refrigerated spaces Envelope

PTAC sealing Enve|ope

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC => 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC

Unitary HP equipment - heat pump < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC

Water chilling equipment (air-cooled) —replace on burnout HVAC
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Measure description Measure category 

Water chilling equipment (water-cooled centrifugal) —replace on burnout HVAC 

Halogens Lighting 

HIDs Lighting 

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) Lighting 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

LEDs Lighting 

Lighting controls Lighting 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs Lighting 

Other linear fluorescents Lighting 

Outdoor—halogens Lighting 

Outdoor—HIDs Lighting 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast CFL Lighting 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

Outdoor—LEDs Lighting 

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs Lighting 

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents Lighting 

NC—integrated-ballast LED lamps 
Lighting-new 
construction 

NC—interior project savings 
Lighting-new 
construction 

NC—LEDs 
Lighting-new 
construction 

NC—lighting controls 
Lighting-new 
construction 

NC—other linear fluorescents 
Lighting-new 
construction 

Outdoor—NC—LEDs 
Lighting-new 
construction 

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings 
Lighting-new 
construction 

High-efficiency battery chargers Other 

Electronically commutated motors for refrigeration Refrigeration 

Evaporator fan controls Refrigeration 

Refrigeration door gaskets Refrigeration 

Advance RTU controls—lite Tune-up 

Commercial AC post-test-out Tune-up 

Commercial AC pre-clean Tune-up 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) Tune-up 
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Measure description Measure cate . 0
Water chilling equipment (water-cooled centrifugal) —replace on burnout

Halogens

HIDs

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

Lighting controls

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs

Other linear fluorescents

Outdoor—halogens

Outdoor—Hl

Outdoor—integrated-ballast CFL

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps

Outdoor—LEDs

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents

NC—integrated-ballast LED lamps

NC—interior project savings

NC—LEDs

NC—lighting controls

NC—other linear fluorescents

Outdoor—NC—LEDs

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings

High-efficiency battery chargers

Electronically commutated motors for refrigeration

Evaporator fan controls

Refrigeration door gaskets

Advance RTU controls—lite

Commercial AC post-test-out

Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

HVAC

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Lighting-new
construction
Other

Refrigeration

Refrigeration

Refrigeration

Tune-up

Tune-up

Tune-up

Tune-up
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Measure description Measure category 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) Tune-up 

Commercial HP post-test-out Tune-up 

Commercial HP pre-clean Tune-up 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat Tune-up 

 
Table 127 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of 
savings by measure category in PY2021. CEI was the dominant measure category in PY2021, 
accounting for 40 percent of claimed demand (kilowatt) savings and 38 percent of claimed 
energy (kilowatt-hour) savings. 
 

Table 127. PY2021 Reported LCI Participation and Savings by Measure Category 

Measure category Participants59  Projects59 

Program savings 
Percentage of 

program savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Continuous energy 
improvement 

22 33 6,045 41,310,459 40.1% 37.5% 

Custom HVAC 8 10 1,139 7,594,858 7.6% 6.9% 

Custom other 38 58 2,567 21,186,072 17.0% 19.3% 

Domestic hot water 14 14 36 160,811 0.2% 0.1% 

Envelope 46 47 301 6,497,219 2.0% 5.9% 

HVAC 11 11 53 220,736 0.4% 0.2% 

Lighting 328 344 3,983 28,986,804 26.4% 26.3% 

Lighting—new 
construction 

19 19 340 1,601,292 2.3% 1.5% 

Other 2 3 10 88,992 <0.1% <0.1% 

Refrigeration 12 12 24 213,563 0.2% 0.2% 

Tune-up 44 414 574 2,191,220 3.8% 2.0% 

Total 483 933 15,073 110,052,025 100.0% 100.0% 

 
59 A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a 

unique job number defined by the ArchEE data field JobId. A participant may install measures across 
multiple measure categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and 
projects may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 
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Measure description Measure cate . 0
Commercial heat pump (tune-up) Tune-up

Commercial HP post-test-out Tune-up

Commercial HP pre-clean Tune-up

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat Tune-up

Table 127 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of
savings by measure category in PY2021. CE/ was the dominant measure category in PY2021,
accounting for 40 percent of claimed demand (kilowatt) savings and 38 percent of claimed
energy (kilowatt-hour) savings.

Table 127. PY2021 Reported LCI Participation and Savings by Measure Category

Percentage of
Program savings program savings

M eeteeerv Participantse projects” mmmm
Continuous energy 22 33 6,045 41,310,459 40.1% 37.5%
improvement

Custom HVAC 8 10 1,139 7,594,858 7.6% 6.9%

Custom other 38 58 2,567 21,186,072 17.0% 19.3%

Domestic hot water 14 14 36 160,811 0.2% 0.1%

Envelope 46 47 301 6,497,219 2.0% 5.9%

HVAC 11 11 53 220,736 0.4% 0.2%

Lighting 328 344 3,983 28,986,804 26.4% 26.3%

Lighting—new 19 19 340 1,601,292 2.3% 1.5%
construction

Other 2 3 10 88,992 <0.1% <0.1%

Refrigeration 12 12 24 213,563 0.2% 0.2%

Tune-up 44 414 574 2,191,220 3.8% 2.0%

Total 483 933 15,073 110,052,025 100.0% 100.0%

59 A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a
unique job number defined by the ArchEE data field Jobld. A participant may install measures across
multiple measure categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and
projects may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.
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Table 128 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. CEI was the 
dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 40 percent of claimed gross kilowatt savings 
and 38 percent of claimed gross kilowatt-hour savings. LEDs were the third most dominant 
measure with 18 percent of the kilowatt-hour savings and 23 percent of the program kilowatt 
savings. Custom—non-heating and cooling was the third most dominant measure in PY2021, 
accounting for 17 percent of claimed gross kilowatt and 19 percent of the claimed kilowatt-hour 
savings.  
 

Table 128. PY2021 Reported LCI Participation and Savings by Measure 

Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Continuous energy improvement 

Continuous energy improvement 6,045 41,310,459 40.1% 37.5% 

Custom HVAC 

Custom—heating and cooling 1,139 7,594,858 7.6% 6.9% 

Custom other 

Custom—non-heating and cooling 2,492 20,555,659 16.5% 18.7% 

Variable frequency drives 75 630,413 0.5% 0.6% 

Domestic hot water 

Commercial showerheads 3 39,171 <0.1% <0.1% 

Faucet aerators 31 108,354 0.2% <0.1% 

Pre-rinse spray valves 3 13,286 <0.1% <0.1% 

Envelope 

Commercial door air infiltration 121 4,020,394 0.8% 3.7% 

Overhead door weather stripping 42 965,095 0.3% 0.9% 

Overhead door weather stripping for 
refrigerated spaces 

128 1,123,711 0.9% 1.0% 

PTAC sealing 10 388,019 <0.1% 0.4% 

HVAC 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC  
< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 

2 9,557 <0.1% <0.1% 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC  
=> 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 

22 95,016 0.1% <0.1% 

Unitary HP equipment—heat pump  
< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 

1 8,581 <0.1% <0.1% 

Water chilling equipment (air-cooled)—
replace on burnout 

22 48,451 0.1% <0.1% 

Water chilling equipment (water-cooled 
centrifugal)—replace on burnout 

5 59,132 <0.1% <0.1% 
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Table 128 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. CEI was the
dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 40 percent of claimed gross kilowatt savings
and 38 percent of claimed gross kilowatt-hour savings. LEDs were the third most dominant
measure with 18 percent of the kilowatt-hour savings and 23 percent of the program kilowatt
savings. Custom—non-heating and cooling was the third most dominant measure in PY2021,
accounting for 17 percent of claimed gross kilowatt and 19 percent of the claimed kilowatt-hour
saVIngs.

Table 128. PY2021 Reported LCI Participation and Savings by Measure

Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Continuous energy improvement

Continuous energy improvement 6,045 41,310,459 40.1% 37.5%

Custom HVAC

Custom—heating and cooling 1,139 7,594,858 7.6% 6.9%

Custom other

Custom—non-heating and cooling 2,492 20,555,659 16.5% 18.7%

Variable frequency drives 75 630,413 0.5% 0.6%

Domestic hot water

Commercial showerheads 3 39,171 <0.1% <0.1%

Faucet aerators 31 108,354 0.2% <0.1%

Pre-rinse spray valves 3 13,286 <0.1% <0.1%

Envelope

Commercial door air infiltration 121 4,020,394 0.8% 3.7%

Overhead door weather stripping 42 965,095 0.3% 0.9%

Overhead door weather stripping for
refrigerated spaces

PTAC sealing 10 388,019 <0.1% 0.4%

HVAC

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC
< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout

128 1,123,711 0.9% 1.0%

2 9,557 <0.1% <0.1%

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC 0 0

=> 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 22 95’016 0'1 /° <0'1 A)

Unitary HP equipment—heat pump 0 O

< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 1 8’581 <0'1 /° <0'1 A)

Water chilling equipment (air-cooled)— 22 48,451 0.1% <0.1%replace on burnout

Water chilling equipment (water-cooled. 5 59,132 <0.1% <0.1%centrifuga|)—rep|ace on burnout
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Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Lighting60 

Halogens 6 35,959 <0.1% <0.1% 

HIDs 142 735,155 0.9% 0.7% 

Integrated-ballast CFL 1 3,158 <0.1% <0.1% 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps 229 1,149,614 1.5% 1.0% 

LEDs 3,403 20,229,005 22.6% 18.4% 

Lighting controls 30 244,086 0.2% 0.2% 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit 
of T12 

22 138,943 0.1% 0.1% 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs 0 0 0% 0% 

Other linear fluorescents 114 895,858 0.8% 0.8% 

Outdoor—halogens 0 21,638 0% <0.1% 

Outdoor—HIDs 0 42,134 0% <0.1% 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast CFLs 0 216 0% <0.1% 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps 0 327,001 0% 0.3% 

Outdoor—LEDs 35 5,161,171 0.2% 4.7% 

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium 
T8 retrofit of T12 

0 2,725 0% <0.1% 

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs 0 140 0% <0.1% 

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents 0 0 0% 0% 

Lighting—new construction60 

NC—integrated-ballast LED lamps 0 0 0% 0% 

NC—interior project savings 310 1,348,610 2.1% 1.2% 

NC—LEDs 0 0 0% 0% 

NC—lighting controls 29 107,620 0.2% <0.1% 

NC—other linear fluorescents 0 0 0% 0% 

Outdoor—NC—LEDs 0 0 0% 0% 

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings 0 145,062 0% 0.1% 

Other 

High-efficiency battery chargers 10 88,992 <0.1% <0.1% 

 
60 Some measures were identified in the tracking system data with no savings; these represent lighting 

included in site lighting inventories but were not incented by the program. 
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Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Lighting60

Halogens

HIDs

Integrated-ballast CFL

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

Lighting controls

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit
of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs

Other linear fluorescents

Outdoor—halogens

Outdoor—Hl

Outdoor—integrated-ballast CFLs

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps

Outdoor—LEDs

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium
T8 retrofit of T12

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents

Lighting—new construction60

NC—integrated-ballast LED lamps

NC—interior project savings

NC—LEDs

NC—lighting controls

NC—other linear fluorescents

Outdoor—NC—LEDs

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings

Other

High-efficiency battery chargers

6

142

229

3,403

30

22

114

310

29

10

35,959

735,155

3,158

1,149,614

20,229,005

244,086

138,943

0

895,858

21,638

42,134

216

327,001

5,161,171

2,725

140

0

0

1,348,610

0

107,620

0

0

145,062

88,992

<0.1%

0.9%

<0.1%

1.5%

22.6%

0.2%

0.1%

0%

0.8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.1%

0%

0.2%

0%

0%

0%

<0.1%

<0.1%

0.7%

<0.1%

1.0%

18.4%

0.2%

0.1%

0%

0.8%

<0.1%

<0.1%

<0.1%

0.3%

4.7%

<0.1%

<0.1%

0%

0%
1.2%

0%
<0.1%

0%
0%

0.1%

<0.1%

60 Some measures were identified in the tracking system data with no savings; these represent lighting
included in site lighting inventories but were not incented by the program.
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Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Refrigeration 

Electronically commutated motors for 
refrigeration 

2 18,522 <0.1% <0.1% 

Evaporator fan controls 2 14,821 <0.1% <0.1% 

Refrigeration door gaskets 21 180,220 0.1% 0.2% 

Tune-ups 

Advance RTU controls—lite 21 73,589 0.1% <0.1% 

Commercial AC post-test-out 43 105,911 0.3% <0.1% 

Commercial AC pre-clean 3 7,715 <0.1% <0.1% 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 373 874,308 2.5% 0.8% 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 19 64,014 0.1% <0.1% 

Commercial HP post-test-out 2 7,617 <0.1% <0.1% 

Commercial HP pre-clean 0 1,693 <0.1% <0.1% 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 112 1,056,373 0.7% 1.0% 

Total 15,073 110,052,025 100.0% 100.0% 

 

Table 129 shows the incentive structure for PY2021 compared to the previous program year. 
There were no changes to the incentives for PY2021 from PY2020. 
 

Table 129. PY2021 Large C&I Solutions Incentives 

Measure PY2020 incentive61 PY2021 incentive62 

Directly Installed by CLEAResult 

Domestic hot water 

Commercial showerheads Full cost Full cost 

Faucet aerators Full cost Full cost 

Pre-rinse spray valves Full cost Full cost 

Envelope 

Commercial door air infiltration (i.e., weather stripping) Full cost Full cost 

 
61 Source: 2020 C&I Custom Program Manual. 
62 Source: 2021 C&I Custom Program Manual. 
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Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Electronically commutated motors for 2 18,522 <0.1% <0_1%
refrigeration

Evaporator fan controls 2 14,821 <0.1% <0.1%

Refrigeration door gaskets 21 180,220 0.1 % 0.2%

Refrigeration

Tune-ups

Advance RTU controls—lite 21 73,589 0.1% <0.1%

Commercial AC post-test-out 43 105,911 0.3% <0.1%

Commercial AC pre-clean 3 7,715 <0.1% <0.1%

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 373 874,308 2.5% 0.8%

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 19 64,014 0.1% <0.1%

Commercial HP post-test-out 2 7,617 <0.1% <0.1%

Commercial HP pre-clean 0 1,693 <0.1% <0.1%

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 112 1,056,373 0.7% 1.0%

Total 15,073 110,052,025 100.0% 100.0%

Table 129 shows the incentive structure for PY2021 compared to the previous program year.
There were no changes to the incentives for PY2021 from PY2020.

Table 129. PY2021 Large C&| Solutions Incentives

Directly Installed by CLEAResult

Domestic hot water

Commercial showerheads Full cost Full cost

Faucet aerators Full cost Full cost

Pre-rinse spray valves Full cost Full cost

Envelope

Commercial door air infiltration (i.e., weather stripping) Full cost Full cost

61 Source: 2020 C&l Custom Program Manual.
62 Source: 2021 C&l Custom Program Manual.
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Measure PY2020 incentive61 PY2021 incentive62 

Lighting 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost 

Installed by trade ally  

PC power management $0.10/kWh $0.10/kWh 

Gaskets and strip curtains 100 percent, contact 
program staff 

100 percent, contact 
program staff 

All other measures63 1 measure 2 measures 3 measures 4+ measures 

PY2020 incentive61 $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh 

PY2021 incentive62 $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh 

9.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review 

To understand the LCI program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for 
sampled accounts, which typically included: 

o signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included 
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development; 

o customer proposals that typically included a detailed inventory of site-captured 
measure-level details such as: 

▪ Domestic hot water measures (e.g., low-flow faucet aerators, commercial 
showerheads, and low-flow showerheads) were all directly installed by 
the implementer. A Direct Install Report typically inventoried the device 
and quantity installed by room. Additional notes typically included a flow 
rate as the new equipment may be multiple flow rates (e.g., 0.5 gallons 
per minute (GPM), 1.0 GPM). Also, photo documentation of the water 
heater and its nameplate was provided. Details of the exact installed 
equipment flow rates were not included, and a specification of the new 
equipment was not provided. 

 
63 To qualify for an additional tier, an energy efficiency measure must exceed 30,000 kWh of savings. 

Measures can be grouped to meet the 30,000 kWh minimum threshold, but only one such grouping is 
allowed per customer. Direct-install measures only count as one measure tier. 
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_pvzozmenuvee PY2021
Lighting

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost

Installed by trade ally

PC power management $0.10/kWh $0.10/kWh

Gaskets and strip curtains 100 percent, contact 100 percent, contact
program staff program staff

All other measures63 1 measure 2 measures 3 measures 4+ measures

PY2020 incentive61 $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh

PY2021 incentive62 $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh

9.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review

To understand the LCI program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation
related to the program:

0 ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and
savings;

0 supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for
sampled accounts, which typically included:

0 signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development;

0 customer proposals that typically included a detailed inventory of site-captured
measure-level details such as:

- Domestic hot water measures (e.g., low-flow faucet aerators, commercial
showerheads, and low-flow showerheads) were all directly installed by
the implementer. A Direct Install Report typically inventoried the device
and quantity installed by room. Additional notes typically included a flow
rate as the new equipment may be multiple flow rates (e.g., 0.5 gallons
per minute (GPM), 1.0 GPM). Also, photo documentation of the water
heater and its nameplate was provided. Details of the exact installed
equipment flow rates were not included, and a specification of the new
equipment was not provided.

63 To qualify for an additional tier, an energy efficiency measure must exceed 30,000 kWh of savings.
Measures can be grouped to meet the 30,000 kWh minimum threshold, but only one such grouping is
allowed per customer. Direct-install measures only count as one measure tier.
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▪ The implementer directly installed commercial door air infiltration 
measures (e.g., weather stripping, door sealing). A Direct Install Report 
typically inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), and new weather 
stripping length installed by room. Additional notes typically included the 
gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple widths (e.g., one-
eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather stripping, door 
sweep). Also, photo documentation of a sample of doors with the existing 
condition and gap noted by a view of a tape measure was provided. A 
clear description or documentation of the HVAC type was not included. 

▪ HVAC measures included new equipment type, make and model 
numbers, capacity, and quantity. Manufacturers' specification sheets and 
Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) certificates 
were also provided.  

▪ Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture 
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type. 
Also, DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were typically 
provided for all models. Manufacturer specification sheets were generally 
not provided. 

o invoices; 

o pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspector’s notes and results; and 

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation; 

• a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated 
November 10, 2017; and 

• PY2021 Program Manual for the LCI program obtained from the EAL website. 

9.4.2.1 Detailed Tracking System/Database Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-claimed tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the key input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms and the final claimed 
values necessary for each measure. The tracking system data review began using TRM 8.2 as 
a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. Chapters of TRM 8.2 utilized 
for the tracking system review are described above in Section 10.3.1. 

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the 
program measures. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary for savings 
calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. After the measure-level review, the 
EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 
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- The implementer directly installed commercial door air infiltration
measures (e.g., weather stripping, door sealing). A Direct Install Report
typically inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), and new weather
stripping length installed by room. Additional notes typically included the
gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple widths (e.g., one-
eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather stripping, door
sweep). Also, photo documentation of a sample of doors with the existing
condition and gap noted by a view of a tape measure was provided. A
clear description or documentation of the HVAC type was not included.

- HVAC measures included new equipment type, make and model
numbers, capacity, and quantity. Manufacturers' specification sheets and
Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) certificates
were also provided.

- Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type.
Also, DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were typically
provided for all models. Manufacturer specification sheets were generally
not provided.

0 invoices;

0 pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspector’s notes and results; and

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation;

o a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated
November 10, 2017; and

o PY2021 Program Manual for the LCI program obtained from the EAL website.

9.4.2.1 Detailed Tracking System/Database Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-claimed tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the key input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms and the final claimed
values necessary for each measure. The tracking system data review began using TRM 8.2 as
a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. Chapters of TRM 8.2 utilized
for the tracking system review are described above in Section 10.3.1.

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the
program measures. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary for savings
calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. After the measure-level review, the
EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings.
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.
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The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant- and measure-level data, was the 
primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing evaluation savings calculations. 
These results were informed and supplemented with the findings from the engineering desk 
reviews and site visits, as further outlined in the savings calculation results section. 

The overall LCI program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in nearly identical savings 
(100.0 percent kW and 100.1 percent kWh realization rates) than those calculated by the 
program implementer. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments from completing 
engineering reviews of the program's tracking data. The overall realization rates were affected 
negligibly by variances between the reported and evaluated energy savings (kilowatt-hour) for 
lighting and domestic hot water projects. Further details of measure-based findings are provided 
below. 

Overall, the tracking system review found the following: 

• Except for the custom, CEI, overhead door weather stripping, and tune-up measures in 
the LCI program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The 
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the 
overhead door weather stripping and tune-up measures follow custom approaches 
developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V team 
confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan 
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures 
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings separately from the mid-year 
tracking system review. 

• The LCI program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions, 
with two notable exceptions. The overhead door weather stripping measure uses 
extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration measure in 
TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific AOH instead of the 
deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects. 

o Seven percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom AOH as captured from 
the site and based on the buildings' typical operating hours and hours of 
occupancy.  

• The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.0 percent for both kilowatt and 
kilowatt-hour. Tracking review realization rates were precisely 100 percent for envelope 
and HVAC measures. 
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The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant- and measure-level data, was the
primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing evaluation savings calculations.
These results were informed and supplemented with the findings from the engineering desk
reviews and site visits, as further outlined in the savings calculation results section.

The overall LCl program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in nearly identical savings
(100.0 percent kW and 100.1 percent kWh realization rates) than those calculated by the
program implementer. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments from completing
engineering reviews of the program's tracking data. The overall realization rates were affected
negligibly by variances between the reported and evaluated energy savings (kilowatt-hour) for
lighting and domestic hot water projects. Further details of measure-based findings are provided
below.

Overall, the tracking system review found the following:

Except for the custom, CEI, overhead door weather stripping, and tune-up measures in
the LCl program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the
overhead door weather stripping and tune-up measures follow custom approaches
developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V team
confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings separately from the mid-year
tracking system review.

The LCl program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions,
with two notable exceptions. The overhead door weather stripping measure uses
extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration measure in
TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific AOH instead of the
deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects.

0 Seven percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom AOH as captured from
the site and based on the buildings' typical operating hours and hours of
occupancy.

The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.0 percent for both kilowatt and
kilowatt-hour. Tracking review realization rates were precisely 100 percent for envelope
and HVAC measures.
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Table 130. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates 
by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Domestic hot water  2   31,673   2   31,660  100% 100% 

Envelope  72   2,364,106   72   2,364,106  100% 100% 

HVAC  22   52,770   22   52,769  100% 100% 

Lighting  1,378   9,929,739   1,378   9,903,293  100% 100% 

Lighting—new construction  188   835,594   189   836,106  100% 100% 

Other  5   44,496   5   44,496  100% 100% 

Refrigeration  2   19,020   2   19,020  100% 100% 

Total  1,668  13,245,724   1,668  13,219,790  100% 100% 

9.4.2.2 Domestic Hot Water 

• No issues were found. Minor savings differences occurred due to rounding. 

9.4.2.3 Envelope 

• PRJ-2925166 reported N/A in the TempDescription field in ArchEE. The EM&V team 
determined that a temperature description of normal was used in the reported savings 
calculations. Also, the WeatherZone field indicated it was in Weather Zone 7, but the 
address and zip code show this facility is in Weather Zone 8. However, the reported 
savings used Weather Zone 8 deemed savings values for normal temperature. The 
EM&V team did not make a savings adjustment to this project but notes that a data 
tracking error was present.  

9.4.2.4 HVAC 

• No issues were found. Minor savings differences occurred due to rounding. 

9.4.2.5 Lighting 

• PRJ-2916371 included a quantity of five exterior fixture measures. Reported savings 
calculated a therms penalty for these measures, however since these are exterior 
fixtures, no interactive effects heating penalty should apply. The removal of the therms 
penalty results in a therms realization rate of zero percent for these projects, but they 
positively affected the overall therms savings. 

• PRJ-2507748 included a quantity of 40 lighting controls measures was found to have 
no data in the PreRetrofitControlType field in ArchEE. The EM&V team replicated 
savings by adjusting the PreRetrofitControlType to no controls measures, which 
matched the reported savings. 
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Table 130. PY2021 Q1—Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates
by Measure Category

Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

2Domestic hot water 31,673 2 31,660 100% 100%

Envelope 72 2,364,106 72 2,364,106 100% 100%

HVAC 22 52,770 22 52,769 100% 100%

Lighting 1,378 9,929,739 1,378 9,903,293 100% 100%

Lighting—new construction 188 835,594 189 836,106 100% 100%

Other 5 44,496 5 44,496 100% 100%

Refrigeration 2 19,020 2 19,020 100% 100%

Total 1,668 13,245,724 1,668 13,219,790 100% 100%

9.4.2.2 Domestic Hot Water

0 No issues were found. Minor savings differences occurred due to rounding.

9.4.2.3 Envelope

0 PRJ-2925166 reported MA in the TempDescription field in ArchEE. The EM&V team
determined that a temperature description of normal was used in the reported savings
calculations. Also, the WeatherZone field indicated it was in Weather Zone 7, but the
address and zip code show this facility is in Weather Zone 8. However, the reported
savings used Weather Zone 8 deemed savings values for normal temperature. The
EM&V team did not make a savings adjustment to this project but notes that a data
tracking error was present.

9.4.2.4 HVAC

0 No issues were found. Minor savings differences occurred due to rounding.

9.4.2.5 Lighting
0 PRJ-2916371 included a quantity of five exterior fixture measures. Reported savings

calculated a therms penalty for these measures, however since these are exterior
fixtures, no interactive effects heating penalty should apply. The removal of the therms
penalty results in a therms realization rate of zero percent for these projects, but they
positively affected the overall therms savings.

0 PRJ-2507748 included a quantity of 40 lighting controls measures was found to have
no data in the PreRetrofitContro/Type field in ArchEE. The EM&V team replicated
savings by adjusting the PreRetrofitContro/Type to no controls measures, which
matched the reported savings.
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• PRJ-2844676 totaling 80 lighting controls measures was found to be using an incorrect 
interactive effects factor for gas (IEFg) of approximately -0.055 used instead of the 
TRM deemed -0.008. Evaluated savings used the TRM default -0.008 therms penalty, 
which reduced the therms penalty for this project. 

• PRJ-2844675 totaling 252 lighting controls measures was found to be using an 
incorrect interactive effects factor for gas (IEFg) of approximately -0.058 used instead 
of the TRM deemed -0.008. Evaluated savings used the TRM default -0.008 therms 
penalty, which reduced the therms penalty for this project. 

• PRJ-2602051 included 58 lighting controls measures. These lighting controls measures 
were associated with four lighting measures in a three-shift manufacturing facility and 
54 exterior lighting measures. All lighting retrofit measures included savings associated 
with a reduction in AOH from 8,760 to 3,996. Reported savings claimed additional 
lighting controls savings to account for a reduction in runtime. The lighting controls 
energy and demand savings were removed from evaluated savings to avoid double-
counting the impact of runtime reduction, which reduced energy and demand savings. 

• PRJ-2507867 included ten lighting controls measures. ArchEE tracking data reports 
that occupancy sensor controls were present in the pre- and post-condition. Reported 
savings calculated savings as if no lighting controls were present in the pre-condition. 
The EM&V team did not calculate energy or demand savings for these measures to 
align with control data reported in ArchEE. This eliminated energy and demand savings 
for these measures.  

9.4.2.6 Lighting—New Construction 

• PRJ-2891558 included a new construction interior project savings measure that used 
an incorrect installed wattage in reported calculations. The two rows below capture 
lighting data, including 88 12-W linear LED lights and 2 13-W LED screw-in lamps. The 
EM&V team believes that the two 13 W LED screw-in lights are being counted twice in 
the wattage sum for that building area. Reported savings is likely using 1,108 W 
instead of the actual wattage sum of 1,082. The EM&V team used 1,082 W in 
evaluated savings calculations which increased energy and demand savings. 

• PRJ-2604278 included one new construction interior project savings measure, which 
used an incorrect installed wattage in reported calculations. The 17 rows below capture 
lighting data, including two rows totaling three 14  W LED screw-in lamps. The EM&V 
team believes that the three 14 W LED screw-in lights are being counted twice in the 
wattage sum for that building area. Reported savings is likely using 2,06 W instead of 
the actual wattage sum of 2,026. The EM&V team used 2,026 W in evaluated savings 
calculations which increased energy and demand savings. 

9.4.2.7 Other 

• No issues were found.  

9.4.2.8 Refrigeration 

• No issues were found. 
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PRJ-2844676 totaling 80 lighting controls measures was found to be using an incorrect
interactive effects factor for gas (lEFg) of approximately -0.055 used instead of the
TRM deemed -0.008. Evaluated savings used the TRM default -0.008 therms penalty,
which reduced the therms penalty for this project.

PRJ-2844675 totaling 252 lighting controls measures was found to be using an
incorrect interactive effects factor for gas (lEFg) of approximately -0.058 used instead
of the TRM deemed -0.008. Evaluated savings used the TRM default -0.008 therms
penalty, which reduced the therms penalty for this project.

PRJ-2602051 included 58 lighting controls measures. These lighting controls measures
were associated with four lighting measures in a three-shift manufacturing facility and
54 exterior lighting measures. All lighting retrofit measures included savings associated
with a reduction in AOH from 8,760 to 3,996. Reported savings claimed additional
lighting controls savings to account for a reduction in runtime. The lighting controls
energy and demand savings were removed from evaluated savings to avoid double-
counting the impact of runtime reduction, which reduced energy and demand savings.

PRJ-2507867 included ten lighting controls measures. ArchEE tracking data reports
that occupancy sensor controls were present in the pre- and post-condition. Reported
savings calculated savings as if no lighting controls were present in the pre-condition.
The EM&V team did not calculate energy or demand savings for these measures to
align with control data reported in ArchEE. This eliminated energy and demand savings
for these measures.

9.4.2.6 Lighting—New Construction

PRJ-2891558 included a new construction interior project savings measure that used
an incorrect installed wattage in reported calculations. The two rows below capture
lighting data, including 88 12-W linear LED lights and 2 13-W LED screw-in lamps. The
EM&V team believes that the two 13 W LED screw-in lights are being counted twice in
the wattage sum for that building area. Reported savings is likely using 1,108 W
instead of the actual wattage sum of 1,082. The EM&V team used 1,082 W in
evaluated savings calculations which increased energy and demand savings.

PRJ-2604278 included one new construction interior project savings measure, which
used an incorrect installed wattage in reported calculations. The 17 rows below capture
lighting data, including two rows totaling three 14 W LED screw-in lamps. The EM&V
team believes that the three 14 W LED screw-in lights are being counted twice in the
wattage sum for that building area. Reported savings is likely using 2,06 W instead of
the actual wattage sum of 2,026. The EM&V team used 2,026 W in evaluated savings
calculations which increased energy and demand savings.

9.4.2.7 Other

No issues were found.

9.4.2.8 Refrigeration

No issues were found.
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9.4.3 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification 
Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan64, and the 
Memorandum of Understanding to reference our review of measure-level savings assumptions. 
The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and 
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. After the measure-level review, 
the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system 
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it 
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and 
heat pump tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures. 

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects 
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018–PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The 
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018–PY2020 
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial ≥25 tons, and residential) and 
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.  

Database revisions from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up measure 
database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings. The 
TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's JobId measure associated 
with each post-test-out measure. This approach made it easier to match pre-cleans with post-
test-outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including the TuneUpTypeID and 
TiCondenserserialnumber fields. No missing or incomplete data fields, such as the JobId or 
MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous years. 

Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE. 
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted, 
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, the EM&V team 
recommends developing and maintaining a data dictionary to describe the data and document 
changes within this database with continuous development and changes. 

9.4.3.1 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification 
Findings 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of 
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the 
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.  

 
64 The tune-up measure methodology was developed separately under EAL’s own CoolSaver Program 

prior to being included in the Large C&I Solutions program. 
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9.4.3 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification
Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan“, and the
Memorandum of Understanding to reference our review of measure-level savings assumptions.
The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. After the measure-level review,
the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and
heat pump tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures.

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018—PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018—PY2020
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial 225 tons, and residential) and
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.

Database revisions from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up measure
database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings. The
TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's Job/d measure associated
with each post-test—out measure. This approach made it easier to match pre-cleans with post-
test—outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including the TuneUpType/D and
TiCondenserseria/number fields. No missing or incomplete data fields, such as the Job/d or
MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous years.

Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE.
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted,
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, the EM&V team
recommends developing and maintaining a data dictionary to describe the data and document
changes within this database with continuous development and changes.

9.4.3.1 Tune-Up and Commercial Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification
Findings

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.

64 The tune-up measure methodology was developed separately under EAL’s own CoolSaver Program
prior to being included in the Large C&| Solutions program.
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The ArchEE tracking system supplied all participant and unit-level data; claimed savings was 
the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings calculations. 

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures 
are presented below. 

• Fourteen commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures installed on heat pumps used 
incorrect demand savings. The reported demand savings were calculated using the 
heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit 
kilowatt-hour savings divided by 8,760. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing 
the cooling kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760; this increased demand savings for seven 
measures, and demand savings decreased for the remaining seven. Ten of the 
affected JobIds are listed below, with the complete list available upon request: 

o PRJ-261967, 

o PRJ-264094, 

o PRJ-264092, 

o PRJ-264007, 

o PRJ-264004, 

o PRJ-264003, 

o 2021-276082, 

o 2021-274524, 

o 2021-274523, and 

o 2021-274517. 

• Three commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures installed on electric AC systems with gas 
heat used incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings, reported savings 
were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump system by including 
energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms. Reported demand 
savings were calculated using the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided 
by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V 
team adjusted the energy savings to only include the energy savings associated with 
the AC unit. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling kilowatt-hour 
savings by 8,760; these adjustments decreased energy and increased demand 
savings. The affected JobIds are listed below: 

o 255220-2021, 

o 255138-2021, and 

o 255130-2021. 
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The ArchEE tracking system supplied all participant and unit-level data; claimed savings was
the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings calculations.

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures
are presented below.

0 Fourteen commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures installed on heat pumps used
incorrect demand savings. The reported demand savings were calculated using the
heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit
kilowatt-hour savings divided by 8,760. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing
the cooling kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760; this increased demand savings for seven
measures, and demand savings decreased for the remaining seven. Ten of the
affected Joblds are listed below, with the complete list available upon request:

0 PRJ-261967,

o PRJ-264094,

o PRJ-264092,

o PRJ-264007,

o PRJ-264004,

o PRJ-264003,

o 2021 -276082,

0 2021-274524,

o 2021-274523, and

o 2021-274517.

0 Three commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures installed on electric AC systems with gas
heat used incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings, reported savings
were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump system by including
energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms. Reported demand
savings were calculated using the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided
by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V
team adjusted the energy savings to only include the energy savings associated with
the AC unit. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling kilowatt-hour
savings by 8,760; these adjustments decreased energy and increased demand
savings. The affected Joblds are listed below:

0 255220-2021,

o 255138-2021, and

o 255130-2021.
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9.4.4 Engineering Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the program 
tracking data and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results, 
repeating the calculation steps, and making adjustments. 

The engineering desk reviews included reviewing the available project documentation in 
determining the source of key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2. After 
selecting the best source of the key parameters from the available documentation, the savings 
were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and compared to the claimed savings. 

In addition to the tracking system review, the engineering desk reviews also showed a 
consistent use of TRM 8.2 algorithms across all the measures claimed in the LCI program. The 
EM&V team made various minor adjustments to specific projects described in detail in Section 
9.4.6. 

The EM&V team completed 70 engineering desk reviews of the LCI program accounts. These 
projects represented all measure categories in the program, except for tune-up measures, and 
had gross savings of 39,241 MWh, or 35 percent of the total LCI program recorded gross 
savings of 110,052 MWh. This percentage of total program savings is based on finalized 
ArchEE data from January 18, 2022. 

9.4.5 Site Visits 

The EM&V team's evaluation plan included conducting ten site visits to LCI program customers; 
these site visits also received an engineering review, as discussed above. The EM&V team's 
field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space condition of 
each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information on critical 
parameters. For the LCI program, some of the key data and spot measurements obtained for 
essential parameters, as applicable, included: 

• domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated 
output of installed units; 

• envelope measures: length of the installed door, gap width, and heating/cooling system 
type; 

• HVAC measures: quantity, building type, and make/model of installed units; 

• lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture 
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type, 
and AOH; and 

• refrigeration measures: quantity and make/model of installed ECMs, refrigeration door 
gasket length and width, walk-in type (freezer or cooler), and evaporator fan motor 
size. 

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate 
savings were accurate. Out of the 21 site visits conducted, four projects with savings 
adjustments resulted from the site visit. The adjustments from the site visits are described in 
further detail in the following section. 
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9.4.4 Engineering Desk Reviews

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the program
tracking data and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results,
repeating the calculation steps, and making adjustments.

The engineering desk reviews included reviewing the available project documentation in
determining the source of key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2. After
selecting the best source of the key parameters from the available documentation, the savings
were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and compared to the claimed savings.

In addition to the tracking system review, the engineering desk reviews also showed a
consistent use of TRM 8.2 algorithms across all the measures claimed in the LCI program. The
EM&V team made various minor adjustments to specific projects described in detail in Section
9.4.6.

The EM&V team completed 70 engineering desk reviews of the LCI program accounts. These
projects represented all measure categories in the program, except for tune-up measures, and
had gross savings of 39,241 MWh, or 35 percent of the total LCI program recorded gross
savings of 110,052 MWh. This percentage of total program savings is based on finalized
ArchEE data from January 18, 2022.

9.4.5 Site Visits

The EM&V team's evaluation plan included conducting ten site visits to LCI program customers;
these site visits also received an engineering review, as discussed above. The EM&V team's
field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space condition of
each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information on critical
parameters. For the LCI program, some of the key data and spot measurements obtained for
essential parameters, as applicable, included:

0 domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated
output of installed units;

0 envelope measures: length of the installed door, gap width, and heating/cooling system
type;

0 HVAC measures: quantity, building type, and make/model of installed units;

0 lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type,
and AOH; and

o refrigeration measures: quantity and make/model of installed ECMS, refrigeration door
gasket length and width, walk-in type (freezer or cooler), and evaporator fan motor
size.

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate
savings were accurate. Out of the 21 site visits conducted, four projects with savings
adjustments resulted from the site visit. The adjustments from the site visits are described in
further detail in the following section.
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9.4.6 Desk Review and Site-Visit Results 

As noted earlier, the PY2021 LCI program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering 
analysis for a sample of 70 projects and a site visit for 21 of those projects reviewed. For 52 of 
the projects in the sample, no savings adjustments were made. For the remaining 18 projects, 
the impact evaluation found various discrepancies in the project documentation or the site visit 
that required adjustments of parameters from the claimed savings estimates. The table below 
provides project-level realization rates, by measure category, for the 70 LCI projects reviewed 
by the evaluation. Detailed descriptions of the 18 projects with energy or demand savings 
adjustments follow Table 131. 
 

Table 131. Large C&I Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review and Site Visit Results, By Project 

EM&V 
participant 
ID EM&V review type65 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom - CEI 

321017 Desk review -76.2 102,250 -76.2 102,250 100.0% 100.0% 

321019 Desk review 0.0 74,365 0.0 74,365 n/a 100.0% 

421001 Desk review 1,326.0 2,654,738 1,326.0 2,654,738 100.0% 100.0% 

421002 Desk review 713.3 2,400,155 713.3 2,400,155 100.0% 100.0% 

421007 Desk review 0.0 2,014,721 0.0 2,014,721 n/a 100.0% 

421011 Desk review 152.7 224,915 152.7 224,915 100.0% 100.0% 

421014 Desk review 325.9 1,636,751 325.9 1,636,751 100.0% 100.0% 

421015 Desk review 521.3 1,395,076 521.3 1,395,076 100.0% 100.0% 

Custom – CEI total 2,963.2 10,502,973 2,963.2 10,502,973 100.0% 100.0% 

Custom - other 

121006 Site visit 47.1 108,921 50.8 116,615 107.9% 107.1% 

121008 Site visit 47.7 417,809 48.6 417,809 102.0% 100.0% 

121010 Site visit 15.8 132,237 12.2 112,801 77.5% 85.3% 

221007 Site visit 10.8 91,076 10.8 91,076 100.0% 100.0% 

321003 Site visit 13.6 75,141 13.6 75,141 100.0% 100.0% 

321010 Site visit 18.7 159,955 18.7 159,955 100.0% 100.0% 

321012 Site visit 23.3 204,958 23.3 204,958 100.0% 100.0% 

221003 Desk review 26.0 229,617 26.0 229,617 100.0% 100.0% 

221006 Desk review 33.4 231,867 33.4 231,867 100.0% 100.0% 

221013 Desk review 272.7 1,906,915 220.7 1,906,915 80.9% 100.0% 

321002 Desk review 7.4 16,257 7.4 16,257 100.0% 100.0% 

 
65 All projects that received an on-site visit also received an engineering desk review. 
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9.4.6 Desk Review and Site-Visit Results

As noted earlier, the PY2021 LCI program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering
analysis for a sample of 70 projects and a site visit for 21 of those projects reviewed. For 52 of
the projects in the sample, no savings adjustments were made. For the remaining 18 projects,
the impact evaluation found various discrepancies in the project documentation or the site visit
that required adjustments of parameters from the claimed savings estimates. The table below
provides project-level realization rates, by measure category, for the 70 LCI projects reviewed
by the evaluation. Detailed descriptions of the 18 projects with energy or demand savings
adjustments follow Table 131.

Table 131. Large C&l Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review and Site Visit Results, By Project

EM&V Ex-post savings Realization rate
participant
ID EM&V review type65

Custom - CEI

321017 Desk review -76.2 102,250 -76.2 102,250 100.0% 100.0%

321019 Desk review 0.0 74,365 0.0 74,365 n/a 100.0%

421001 Desk review 1,326.0 2,654,738 1,326.0 2,654,738 100.0% 100.0%

421002 Desk review 713.3 2,400,155 713.3 2,400,155 100.0% 100.0%

421007 Desk review 0.0 2,014,721 0.0 2,014,721 n/a 100.0%

421011 Desk review 152.7 224,915 152.7 224,915 100.0% 100.0%

421014 Desk review 325.9 1,636,751 325.9 1,636,751 100.0% 100.0%

421015 Desk review 521.3 1,395,076 521.3 1,395,076 100.0% 100.0%

Custom — CEI total 2,963.2 10,502,973 2,963.2 10,502,973 100.0% 100.0%

Custom - other

121006 Site visit 47.1 108,921 50.8 116,615 107.9% 107.1%

121008 Site visit 47.7 417,809 48.6 417,809 102.0% 100.0%

121010 Site visit 15.8 132,237 12.2 112,801 77.5% 85.3%

221007 Site visit 10.8 91,076 10.8 91,076 100.0% 100.0%

321003 Site visit 13.6 75,141 13.6 75,141 100.0% 100.0%

321010 Site visit 18.7 159,955 18.7 159,955 100.0% 100.0%

321012 Site visit 23.3 204,958 23.3 204,958 100.0% 100.0%

221003 Desk review 26.0 229,617 26.0 229,617 100.0% 100.0%

221006 Desk review 33.4 231,867 33.4 231,867 100.0% 100.0%

221013 Desk review 272.7 1,906,915 220.7 1,906,915 80.9% 100.0%

321002 Desk review 7.4 16,257 7.4 16,257 100.0% 100.0%

65 All projects that received an on-site visit also received an engineering desk review.
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EM&V 
participant 
ID EM&V review type65 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

321004 Desk review 9.2 86,061 9.2 84,557 100.0% 98.3% 

321006 Desk review 1.5 10,710 1.5 10,710 100.0% 100.0% 

321008 Desk review 35.8 266,824 35.8 266,824 100.0% 100.0% 

321014 Desk review 17.7 123,410 17.7 123,410 100.0% 100.0% 

321018 Desk review 34.8 301,269 34.8 301,269 100.0% 100.0% 

421003 Desk review 15.5 85,138 13.6 85,138 88.0% 100.0% 

421005 Desk review 22.0 187,545 22.0 187,545 100.0% 100.0% 

421008 Desk review 5.1 35,812 5.4 37,636 106.7% 105.1% 

421009 Desk review 10.1 65,408 10.5 67,107 104.1% 102.6% 

421012 Desk review 15.4 112,873 15.4 112,873 100.0% 100.0% 

421013 Desk review 17.1 65,881 17.1 65,881 100.0% 100.0% 

421017 Desk review 13.3 170,089 13.3 170,467 100.0% 100.2% 

Custom  other total 714.1 5,085,774 662.0 5,076,430 92.7% 99.8% 

Custom – early review 

121011 Site visit 70.5 660,231 70.5 660,231 100.0% 100.0% 

321005 Desk review 44.7 379,458 44.7 379,458 100.0% 100.0% 

321007 Desk review 0.0 2,759,690 0.0 2,759,690 n/a 100.0% 

321011 Desk review 69.7 1,232,631 69.7 1,232,631 100.0% 100.0% 

321013 Desk review 0.0 593,866 0.0 593,866 n/a 100.0% 

421010 Desk review 57.2 460,791 57.2 460,791 100.0% 100.0% 

421019 Desk review 796.6 5,257,783 796.6 5,257,783 100.0% 100.0% 

421020 Desk review 873.5 5,762,741 873.5 5,762,741 100.0% 100.0% 

Custom – early review total 1,912.3 17,107,191 1,912.3 17,107,191 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting - deemed 

121005 Site visit 11.0 81,899 11.0 81,900 100.0% 100.0% 

121007 Site visit 7.7 32,242 7.7 32,242 100.0% 100.0% 

221009 Site visit 18.7 78,141 18.7 78,141 100.0% 100.0% 

321009 Site visit 0.4 1,789 0.4 1,789 99.9% 100.0% 

121001 Desk review 5.0 24,289 5.0 24,289 100.0% 100.0% 

121002 Desk review 0.0 14,086 0.0 14,086 n/a 100.0% 

221001 Desk review 0.0 52,487 0.0 52,487 n/a 100.0% 

221005 Desk review 1.2 11,338 1.2 11,338 100.0% 100.0% 

221008 Desk review 169.9 739,944 170.0 740,567 100.1% 100.1% 
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EM&V Ex-post savings Realization rate
participant
ID EM&V review type65

321004 Desk review 9.2 86,061 9.2 84,557 100.0% 98.3%

321006 Desk review 1.5 10,710 1.5 10,710 100.0% 100.0%

321008 Desk review 35.8 266,824 35.8 266,824 100.0% 100.0%

321014 Desk review 17.7 123,410 17.7 123,410 100.0% 100.0%

321018 Desk review 34.8 301,269 34.8 301,269 100.0% 100.0%

421003 Desk review 15.5 85,138 13.6 85,138 88.0% 100.0%

421005 Desk review 22.0 187,545 22.0 187,545 100.0% 100.0%

421008 Desk review 5.1 35,812 5.4 37,636 106.7% 105.1%

421009 Desk review 10.1 65,408 10.5 67,107 104.1% 102.6%

421012 Desk review 15.4 112,873 15.4 112,873 100.0% 100.0%

421013 Desk review 17.1 65,881 17.1 65,881 100.0% 100.0%

421017 Desk review 13.3 170,089 13.3 170,467 100.0% 100.2%

Custom other total 714.1 5,085,774 662.0 5,076,430 92.7% 99.8%

Custom — early review

121011 Site visit 70.5 660,231 70.5 660,231 100.0% 100.0%

321005 Desk review 44.7 379,458 44.7 379,458 100.0% 100.0%

321007 Desk review 0.0 2,759,690 0.0 2,759,690 n/a 100.0%

321011 Desk review 69.7 1,232,631 69.7 1,232,631 100.0% 100.0%

321013 Desk review 0.0 593,866 0.0 593,866 n/a 100.0%

421010 Desk review 57.2 460,791 57.2 460,791 100.0% 100.0%

421019 Desk review 796.6 5,257,783 796.6 5,257,783 100.0% 100.0%

421020 Desk review 873.5 5,762,741 873.5 5,762,741 100.0% 100.0%

Custom — early review total 1,912.3 17,107,191 1,912.3 17,107,191 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting - deemed

121005 Site visit 11.0 81,899 11.0 81,900 100.0% 100.0%

121007 Site visit 7.7 32,242 7.7 32,242 100.0% 100.0%

221009 Site visit 18.7 78,141 18.7 78,141 100.0% 100.0%

321009 Site visit 0.4 1,789 0.4 1,789 99.9% 100.0%

121001 Desk review 5.0 24,289 5.0 24,289 100.0% 100.0%

121002 Desk review 0.0 14,086 0.0 14,086 n/a 100.0%

221001 Desk review 0.0 52,487 0.0 52,487 n/a 100.0%

221005 Desk review 1.2 11,338 1.2 11,338 100.0% 100.0%

221008 Desk review 169.9 739,944 170.0 740,567 100.1% 100.1%
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EM&V 
participant 
ID EM&V review type65 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

221010 Desk review 0.0 24,687 0.0 24,687 n/a 100.0% 

221012 Desk review 5.5 58,277 5.5 58,277 100.0% 100.0% 

321006 Desk review 2.7 21,552 3.0 23,056 114.7% 107.0% 

321015 Desk review 1.4 5,067 1.4 5,067 100.0% 100.0% 

321023 Desk review 2.0 17,441 2.0 17,441 100.0% 100.0% 

321024 Desk review 7.5 29,894 7.5 29,894 100.0% 100.0% 

421004 Desk review 2.3 11,307 2.3 11,307 100.0% 100.0% 

421006 Desk review 26.1 133,109 26.1 133,057 99.9% 100.0% 

421016 Desk review 45.0 357,654 47.1 380,507 104.6% 106.4% 

421018 Desk review 0.0 694,457 0.0 694,457 n/a 100.0% 

421022 Desk review 12.3 61,067 12.3 60,495 99.4% 99.1% 

Lighting – deemed total 318.7 2,450,726 321.2 2,475,084 100.8% 101.0% 

Lighting – non-deemed 

121004 Site visit 118.5 1,126,177 118.1 1,101,126 99.6% 97.8% 

121009 Site visit 9.0 88,983 9.0 88,983 100.0% 100.0% 

221011 Site visit 27.5 250,614 27.5 250,614 100.0% 100.0% 

321001 Site visit 190.4 1,610,007 190.4 1,610,007 100.0% 100.0% 

321020 Site visit 34.6 270,769 33.2 247,693 96.1% 91.5% 

221004 Desk review 7.0 56,141 7.0 56,141 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting – non-deemed total 387.0 3,402,691 385.2 3,354,564 99.5% 98.6% 

Other 

121006 Site visit 5.0 44,496 5.0 44,496 100.0% 100.0% 

221005 Site visit 0.5 8,913 0.5 8,909 100.0% 100.0% 

221008 Site visit 0.8 8,365 0.8 8,365 100.0% 100.0% 

221012 Site visit 6.0 88,962 6.0 88,962 100.0% 100.0% 

321022 Site visit 4.4 41,110 4.4 41,110 100.0% 100.0% 

121003 Desk review 3.5 49,855 3.5 49,855 100.0% 100.0% 

221002 Desk review 2.3 9,391 2.3 9,391 100.0% 100.0% 

221005 Desk review 2.8 113,005 2.8 113,005 100.0% 100.0% 

321006 Desk review 3.8 35,457 3.8 35,457 100.0% 100.0% 

321015 Desk review 4.5 14,954 4.5 14,954 100.0% 100.0% 

321016 Desk review 1.8 78,003 1.8 78,003 100.0% 100.0% 

321021 Desk review 1.9 72,638 1.9 72,638 100.0% 100.0% 
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EM&V Ex-post savings Realization rate
participant
ID EM&V review type65

0.0 , 0.0 .221010 Desk review 24 687 24 687 n/a 100.0%

221012 Desk review 5.5 58,277 5.5 58,277 100.0% 100.0%

321006 Desk review 2.7 21,552 3.0 23,056 114.7% 107.0%

321015 Desk review 1.4 5,067 1.4 5,067 100.0% 100.0%

321023 Desk review 2.0 17,441 2.0 17,441 100.0% 100.0%

321024 Desk review 7.5 29,894 7.5 29,894 100.0% 100.0%

421004 Desk review 2.3 11,307 2.3 11,307 100.0% 100.0%

421006 Desk review 26.1 133,109 26.1 133,057 99.9% 100.0%

421016 Desk review 45.0 357,654 47.1 380,507 104.6% 106.4%

421018 Desk review 0.0 694,457 0.0 694,457 n/a 100.0%

421022 Desk review 12.3 61,067 12.3 60,495 99.4% 99.1%

Lighting — deemed total 318.7 2,450,726 321.2 2,475,084 100.8% 101.0%

Lighting — non-deemed

121004 Site visit 118.5 1,126,177 118.1 1,101,126 99.6% 97.8%

121009 Site visit 9.0 88,983 9.0 88,983 100.0% 100.0%

221011 Site visit 27.5 250,614 27.5 250,614 100.0% 100.0%

321001 Site visit 190.4 1,610,007 190.4 1,610,007 100.0% 100.0%

321020 Site visit 34.6 270,769 33.2 247,693 96.1% 91.5%

221004 Desk review 7.0 56,141 7.0 56,141 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting — non-deemed total 387.0 3,402,691 385.2 3,354,564 99.5% 98.6%

Other

121006 Site visit 5.0 44,496 5.0 44,496 100.0% 100.0%

221005 Site visit 0.5 8,913 0.5 8,909 100.0% 100.0%

221008 Site visit 0.8 8,365 0.8 8,365 100.0% 100.0%

221012 Site visit 6.0 88,962 6.0 88,962 100.0% 100.0%

321022 Site visit 4.4 41,110 4.4 41,110 100.0% 100.0%

121003 Desk review 3.5 49,855 3.5 49,855 100.0% 100.0%

221002 Desk review 2.3 9,391 2.3 9,391 100.0% 100.0%

221005 Desk review 2.8 113,005 2.8 113,005 100.0% 100.0%

321006 Desk review 3.8 35,457 3.8 35,457 100.0% 100.0%

321015 Desk review 4.5 14,954 4.5 14,954 100.0% 100.0%

321016 Desk review 1.8 78,003 1.8 78,003 100.0% 100.0%

321021 Desk review 1.9 72,638 1.9 72,638 100.0% 100.0%
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EM&V 
participant 
ID EM&V review type65 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

321023 Desk review 1.4 63,184 1.4 63,184 100.0% 100.0% 

421021 Desk review 4.5 63,582 4.5 63,582 100.0% 100.0% 

Other total 43.2 691,915 43.2 691,911 100.0% 100.0% 

 
The project-based savings adjustments are provided below by measure strata and EM&V 
participant ID. Complete details for the desk reviews and site visits can be found in the 
Technical Appendix companion to this report.  

9.4.6.1 Continuous Energy Improvement 

The CEI stratum consisted of 19 projects with a total gross energy savings of 21,284 MWh, 
representing 19 percent of the entire program. Eight desk reviews were conducted on this 
stratum, resulting in zero projects with savings adjustments.  

CEIprojects consist of meetings and working with energy ambassadors at large commercial and 
industrial customers to implement facility-wide energy efficiency awareness. CEI projects are 
analyzed using metered data, monthly billing data, or facility interval data, following Option C of 
the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) for whole facility 
analysis. The M&V plan for CEI projects is reviewed annually by the EM&V team, and all 
projects selected for desk reviews follow the M&V plan. 

9.4.6.2 Custom—Early Review 

The custom—early review stratum consisted of 25 projects with a total gross energy savings of 
38,489 MWh, representing 35 percent of the entire program. Eight desk reviews and one site 
visit were conducted on this stratum, resulting in zero projects with savings adjustments.  

The measures in this strata consisted of 14 CEI, one variable frequency drive, one custom—

non-heating and cooling, and six custom—non-heating and cooling projects. Among the non-
CEI projects, popular measures for early reviews consisted of compressed air energy 
improvements and injection molding machines replacements. 

9.4.6.3 Custom—Other 

The custom—other stratum consisted of 57 projects with a total gross energy savings of 10,318 
MWh, representing ten percent of the entire program. Twenty-three desk reviews and seven site 
visits were conducted on this stratum, resulting in eight projects with savings adjustments. The 
savings adjustments were primarily methodology adjustments from the metered data analysis 
conducted by CLEAResult. Additionally, one site visit found parameters different from the 
reported savings estimates. 

The most common measures in the custom—other strata were compressed air energy 
improvements. Compressed air energy improvements typically consisted of monitoring all major 
compressor systems components (compressors, dryers, blowers) at the equipment level in the 
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EM&V Ex-post savings Realization rate
participant
ID EM&V review type65

1.4321023 Desk review 63,184 1.4 63,184 100.0% 100.0%

421021 Desk review 4.5 63,582 4.5 63,582 100.0% 100.0%

Other total 43.2 691,915 43.2 691,911 100.0% 100.0%

The project-based savings adjustments are provided below by measure strata and EM&V
participant ID. Complete details for the desk reviews and site visits can be found in the
Technical Appendix companion to this report.

9.4.6.1 Continuous Energy Improvement

The GE] stratum consisted of 19 projects with a total gross energy savings of 21 ,284 MWh,
representing 19 percent of the entire program. Eight desk reviews were conducted on this
stratum, resulting in zero projects with savings adjustments.

CElprojects consist of meetings and working with energy ambassadors at large commercial and
industrial customers to implement facility-wide energy efficiency awareness. CEI projects are
analyzed using metered data, monthly billing data, or facility interval data, following Option C of
the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) for whole facility
analysis. The M&V plan for CE] projects is reviewed annually by the EM&V team, and all
projects selected for desk reviews follow the M&V plan.

9.4.6.2 Custom—Early Review

The custom—early review stratum consisted of 25 projects with a total gross energy savings of
38,489 MWh, representing 35 percent of the entire program. Eight desk reviews and one site
visit were conducted on this stratum, resulting in zero projects with savings adjustments.

The measures in this strata consisted of 14 CE], one variable frequency drive, one custom—
non-heating and cooling, and six custom—non-heating and cooling projects. Among the non-
CEI projects, popular measures for early reviews consisted of compressed air energy
improvements and injection molding machines replacements.

9.4.6.3 Custom—Other

The custom—other stratum consisted of 57 projects with a total gross energy savings of 10,318
MWh, representing ten percent of the entire program. Twenty-three desk reviews and seven site
visits were conducted on this stratum, resulting in eight projects with savings adjustments. The
savings adjustments were primarily methodology adjustments from the metered data analysis
conducted by CLEAResult. Additionally, one site visit found parameters different from the
reported savings estimates.

The most common measures in the custom—other strata were compressed air energy
improvements. Compressed air energy improvements typically consisted of monitoring all major
compressor systems components (compressors, dryers, blowers) at the equipment level in the
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pre- and post-case, regressing performance characteristics, such as standard cubic feet per 
minute (CFM) (SCFM) per kilowatt (SCFM/kW), and using a bin analysis to estimate energy and 
demand saving.  

Outside of the compressed air energy improvement upgrades energy savings were determined 
using equipment-level monitoring in the pre- and post-case. The findings for the custom—other 
strata were an increase over PY2020 but were still low compared to earlier program years. The 
eight projects with adjustments are described below. 

• Participant ID 121006 as-found conditions during the site visit. This project was for 
a cold storage facility that installed high-speed doors in refrigerated warehouse spaces. 
The site visit found multiple changes in the high-speed door system from the reported 
savings calculations. The on-site inspection found the interior setpoints for the freezer 
spaces was -15° F, whereas the reported savings had -10° F for some and -20° F for 
others. Also, the door timers were set to three seconds for open and close, and five 
seconds was used in the reported savings calculations. Adjusting these parameters in 
the calculator resulted in a net increase in energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 121008 adjustment for peak demand calculation methodology. This 
project involved installing VFD controllers on chilled and hot water pumps at a large 
office facility. The peak demand for the reported savings took the total kilowatt-hour 
savings divided by 8,760 hours. The evaluated savings used the estimated annual 
hours of operation (8,592) and assumed consistent operation during the peak period, 
which slightly increased demand savings. 

• Participant ID 121010 adjustment for calculation methodology. This project 
replaced a hydraulic power-pack winder with a servo-driven winder at an industrial 
facility. The reported savings calculation assumed 8,760 hours of operation from the 
post-installation data. The M&V team assumed the winder is not operating when the 
energy use from the monitored data is less than 1 kW. This assumption resulted in a 
pre-retrofit AOH of 8,613 and a post-retrofit AOH of 7,738. Similarly, the M&V team 
determined a CF of 1.0 for the pre-retrofit case and 0.78 for the post-retrofit. The 
evaluated savings applied averages of those values to estimate energy and demand, 
which resulted in decreased energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 221013 adjustment for calculation error. This project purchased new 
servo-electric injection molding machines at a manufacturing facility. This project 
followed a custom M&V plan, which used an average of this customer's previously 
completed injection molding machines to establish the baseline efficiency. The reported 
savings calculated the peak demand savings by taking the energy savings estimate 
and dividing by the AOH for one of the previous projects (7,488 hours). The evaluated 
savings were divided by the expected AOH for this project (8,640 hours), which 
reduced the peak demand savings. 

• Participant ID 321004 adjustment for calculation methodology. This project 
consisted of compressed air energy improvement upgrades at a manufacturing facility. 
The reported savings adjusted the AOH for each bin by a factor representing the 
customer's annual operating hours estimate (13 hours/day, 6 days/week for 4 
months/year and 13 hours/day, 5 days/week for 8 months/year). This estimate did not 
include any holiday shutdown periods, and the evaluator noted the facility was shut 
down for two normal business days for the Fourth of July. The evaluated savings AOH 
estimate uses the pre-period measured data for the 6 days/week period and the post-
period for the 5 days/week period and assumes 10 total days of holiday shutdown per 
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pre- and post-case, regressing performance characteristics, such as standard cubic feet per
minute (CFM) (SCFM) per kilowatt (SCFM/kW), and using a bin analysis to estimate energy and
demand saving.

Outside of the compressed air energy improvement upgrades energy savings were determined
using equipment-level monitoring in the pre- and post-case. The findings for the custom—other
strata were an increase over PY2020 but were still low compared to earlier program years. The
eight projects with adjustments are described below.

0 Participant ID 121006 as-found conditions during the site visit. This project was for
a cold storage facility that installed high-speed doors in refrigerated warehouse spaces.
The site visit found multiple changes in the high-speed door system from the reported
savings calculations. The on-site inspection found the interior setpoints for the freezer
spaces was -15° F, whereas the reported savings had -10° F for some and -20° F for
others. Also, the door timers were set to three seconds for open and close, and five
seconds was used in the reported savings calculations. Adjusting these parameters in
the calculator resulted in a net increase in energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 121008 adjustment for peak demand calculation methodology. This
project involved installing VFD controllers on chilled and hot water pumps at a large
office facility. The peak demand for the reported savings took the total kilowatt-hour
savings divided by 8,760 hours. The evaluated savings used the estimated annual
hours of operation (8,592) and assumed consistent operation during the peak period,
which slightly increased demand savings.

0 Participant ID 121010 adjustment for calculation methodology. This project
replaced a hydraulic power-pack winder with a servo-driven winder at an industrial
facility. The reported savings calculation assumed 8,760 hours of operation from the
post-installation data. The M&V team assumed the winder is not operating when the
energy use from the monitored data is less than 1 kW. This assumption resulted in a
pre-retrofit AOH of 8,613 and a post-retrofit AOH of 7,738. Similarly, the M&V team
determined a CF of 1.0 for the pre-retrofit case and 0.78 for the post-retrofit. The
evaluated savings applied averages of those values to estimate energy and demand,
which resulted in decreased energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 221013 adjustment for calculation error. This project purchased new
servo-electric injection molding machines at a manufacturing facility. This project
followed a custom M&V plan, which used an average of this customer's previously
completed injection molding machines to establish the baseline efficiency. The reported
savings calculated the peak demand savings by taking the energy savings estimate
and dividing by the AOH for one of the previous projects (7,488 hours). The evaluated
savings were divided by the expected AOH for this project (8,640 hours), which
reduced the peak demand savings.

0 Participant ID 321004 adjustment for calculation methodology. This project
consisted of compressed air energy improvement upgrades at a manufacturing facility.
The reported savings adjusted the AOH for each bin by a factor representing the
customer's annual operating hours estimate (13 hours/day, 6 days/week for 4
months/year and 13 hours/day, 5 days/week for 8 months/year). This estimate did not
include any holiday shutdown periods, and the evaluator noted the facility was shut
down for two normal business days for the Fourth of July. The evaluated savings AOH
estimate uses the pre-period measured data for the 6 days/week period and the post-
period for the 5 days/week period and assumes 10 total days of holiday shutdown per
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year. This estimate resulted in an AOH of 3,525, which is a reduction from the 3,588 in 
the reported savings, and resulted in reduced energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 421003 adjustment for peak demand calculation methodology. This 
project was for the installation of new hydro-electric injection molding machines at a 
manufacturing facility. The reported savings calculation assumed constant peak period 
operation of the injection molding machines, while the stated production estimate from 
the customer included 12 percent random downtime. The EM&V team accounted for 
the random downtime in the peak period by using a CF of 0.88 in the peak period 
estimates, which resulted in reduced demand savings. 

• Participant ID 421008 and 421009 adjustment for calculation errors. These 
projects for the same customer included installing compressed air energy improvement 
upgrades, including replacing compressed air-driven open blowers with electric air 
blowers. The reported savings calculations did not use the full range of data available 
for estimating the hours of operation. Four records had discrepancies for baseline and 
post-retrofit cases. Including this data resulted in a minor increase in savings. A second 
formula error resulted in the omission of one of the bins from a total used to extrapolate 
the AOH in each bin. CLEAResult acknowledged this error, which was the larger 
adjustment on this project. Overall, these two adjustments resulted in increased energy 
and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 421017 adjustment for calculation error. This project was for 
repairing compressed air system leaks at a sawmill. In the reported savings calculation, 
the average power for the 2,800-2,899 CFM bin was extrapolated from the trend of 
previous bins. However, there was limited data available for this bin. The evaluated 
savings used the average for the monitored data for this bin, which resulted in a slight 
decrease in energy savings. The demand savings were unaffected. 

9.4.6.4 Other 

The other stratum consists of prescriptive non-lighting measures, including HVAC replace-on-
burnout, commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, commercial door air infiltration, 
electronically commutated motors, and evaporator fan controls projects. The other strata 
consisted of 73 projects with 7,181 MWh of energy savings, representing 6.5 percent of the 
program savings. 13 desk reviews and five site visits were conducted on this stratum, with zero 
adjustments to savings. 

9.4.6.5 Lighting—Deemed 

The lighting—deemed stratum consists of lighting projects that strictly adhere to the deemed 
lighting AOH and CF outlined in the TRM. This stratum consisted of 335 projects with over 
22,979 MWh of claimed savings, representing 21 percent of the program. Twenty desk reviews 
and four site visits were conducted on this stratum, with five adjustments to the claimed savings. 

• Participant ID 221008 savings adjustment for fixture input wattage. This project 
was for a new construction warehouse and office building that installed multiple lighting 
and HVAC measures. A quantity of 9 two-lamp four-foot LED fixtures (Barron LPA-24-
60-4K, DLC ID - PL4FS0A6B8JY) were adjusted from the reported 60 W to 57 W. 
These lights are DLC-certified at 56.7 input watts. This increased energy and demand 
savings. 
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year. This estimate resulted in an AOH of 3,525, which is a reduction from the 3,588 in
the reported savings, and resulted in reduced energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421003 adjustment for peak demand calculation methodology. This
project was for the installation of new hydro-electric injection molding machines at a
manufacturing facility. The reported savings calculation assumed constant peak period
operation of the injection molding machines, while the stated production estimate from
the customer included 12 percent random downtime. The EM&V team accounted for
the random downtime in the peak period by using a CF of 0.88 in the peak period
estimates, which resulted in reduced demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421008 and 421009 adjustment for calculation errors. These
projects for the same customer included installing compressed air energy improvement
upgrades, including replacing compressed air-driven open blowers with electric air
blowers. The reported savings calculations did not use the full range of data available
for estimating the hours of operation. Four records had discrepancies for baseline and
post-retrofit cases. Including this data resulted in a minor increase in savings. A second
formula error resulted in the omission of one of the bins from a total used to extrapolate
the AOH in each bin. CLEAResult acknowledged this error, which was the larger
adjustment on this project. Overall, these two adjustments resulted in increased energy
and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421017 adjustment for calculation error. This project was for
repairing compressed air system leaks at a sawmill. In the reported savings calculation,
the average power for the 2,800-2,899 CFM bin was extrapolated from the trend of
previous bins. However, there was limited data available for this bin. The evaluated
savings used the average for the monitored data for this bin, which resulted in a slight
decrease in energy savings. The demand savings were unaffected.

9.4.6.4 Other

The other stratum consists of prescriptive non-lighting measures, including HVAC replace-on-
burnout, commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, commercial door air infiltration,
electronically commutated motors, and evaporator fan controls projects. The other strata
consisted of 73 projects with 7,181 MWh of energy savings, representing 6.5 percent of the
program savings. 13 desk reviews and five site visits were conducted on this stratum, with zero
adjustments to savings.

9.4.6.5 Lighting—Deemed

The lighting—deemed stratum consists of lighting projects that strictly adhere to the deemed
lighting AOH and CF outlined in the TRM. This stratum consisted of 335 projects with over
22,979 MWh of claimed savings, representing 21 percent of the program. Twenty desk reviews
and four site visits were conducted on this stratum, with five adjustments to the claimed savings.

0 Participant ID 221008 savings adjustment for fixture input wattage. This project
was for a new construction warehouse and office building that installed multiple lighting
and HVAC measures. A quantity of 9 two-lamp four-foot LED fixtures (Barron LPA-24-
60-4K, DLC ID - PL4FSOA6B8JY) were adjusted from the reported 60 W to 57 W.
These lights are DLC-certified at 56.7 input watts. This increased energy and demand
saVIngs.
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• Participant ID 321006 savings adjustments for fixture input wattage and 
nonqualified fixtures. The project was for the installation of LED lighting fixtures, 
unitary AC equipment, evaporator fan controls, ECM fan motors, and demand-
controlled kitchen ventilation in a new construction retail building. As a result of the 
desk review, two adjustments were made: 

o The ZR24MT and ZR14MT fixtures were claimed as 40 W fixtures; however, the 
included DLC listings had an input wattage of 32 W; lowering the wattage on 
these fixtures resulted in increased energy and demand savings. 

o The tracking system described the entrance lights (SFT-228-PS-RM-03-E-UL-
BZ-350-IC) as non-qualified by ENERGY STAR or DLC. The EM&V team agreed 
that these lights were non-qualified; however, reported savings were calculated 
for the entrance area despite the fixture not being qualified. The evaluated 
savings were set to zero for this building area, which lowered energy savings. 

Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings. 
 

• Participant ID 421006 savings adjustment for installed fixture type. This project 
was for an outpatient healthcare center that replaced interior and exterior linear 
fluorescent lights, incandescent lights, CFLs, and metal halides with LED lights 
throughout the building and parking lot. The project also replaced incandescent exit 
signs with LED exit signs. The fourth line item for the project described an 18-inch T8 
lamp replaced by a 12 W LED fixture; however, the model number in the work order 
contains "no change." Also, the invoice did not include a 12 W fixture that could have 
replaced an 18-inch T8 lamp. This fixture was removed from the evaluated savings, 
resulting in a slight decrease in energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 421016 savings adjustment for installed fixture type. The project 
was for an industrial biomass facility that replaced fluorescent, halogen, and metal 
halide lighting with LED lighting. The model number for one fixture was changed from 
GT-HB07-150WSACGD1-BH57 to GT-HB07-150WNBCD1-BH57 to match the model 
number depicted in post-inspection photos. This updated model number was found to 
be DLC-certified at 129 W. The wattage was adjusted from the reported 153 W to 129 
W; this increased energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 421022 savings adjustments for installed fixture type and fixture 
input wattage. The project was for a new construction retail store that installed interior 
and exterior LED lighting. As a result of the desk review, two adjustments were made: 

o The post-inspection report adjusted the four lights in the building parking lot from 
WPR3-UNVL-100-4-50-BZ to QDXLE-120-50-UNV. These lights were found to 
be DLC-certified at 120 W; the wattage was adjusted from the reported 105 W to 
120 W, which decreased energy and demand savings. 

o The three pole lights (QDXLE2-150-50-UNV-[1;2]-5-[N;D1;D2]-Z5) were found to 
be DLC-certified at 151 W; the wattage was adjusted from the reported 149 W to 
151 W, which slightly decreased energy and demand savings. 

Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings. 
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0 Participant ID 321006 savings adjustments for fixture input wattage and
nonqualified fixtures. The project was for the installation of LED lighting fixtures,
unitary AC equipment, evaporator fan controls, ECM fan motors, and demand-
controlled kitchen ventilation in a new construction retail building. As a result of the
desk review, two adjustments were made:

0 The ZR24MT and ZR14MT fixtures were claimed as 40 W fixtures; however, the
included DLC listings had an input wattage of 32 W; lowering the wattage on
these fixtures resulted in increased energy and demand savings.

0 The tracking system described the entrance lights (SFT-228—PS—RM-03-E-UL-
BZ-350-IC) as non-qualified by ENERGY STAR or DLC. The EM&V team agreed
that these lights were non-qualified; however, reported savings were calculated
for the entrance area despite the fixture not being qualified. The evaluated
savings were set to zero for this building area, which lowered energy savings.

Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421006 savings adjustment for installed fixture type. This project
was for an outpatient healthcare center that replaced interior and exterior linear
fluorescent lights, incandescent lights, CFLs, and metal halides with LED lights
throughout the building and parking lot. The project also replaced incandescent exit
signs with LED exit signs. The fourth line item for the project described an 18-inch T8
lamp replaced by a 12 W LED fixture; however, the model number in the work order
contains "no change." Also, the invoice did not include a 12 W fixture that could have
replaced an 18-inch T8 lamp. This fixture was removed from the evaluated savings,
resulting in a slight decrease in energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421016 savings adjustment for installed fixture type. The project
was for an industrial biomass facility that replaced fluorescent, halogen, and metal
halide lighting with LED lighting. The model number for one fixture was changed from
GT-HBO7-150WSACGD1-BH57 to GT-HBO7-15OWNBCD1-BH57 to match the model
number depicted in post-inspection photos. This updated model number was found to
be DLC-certified at 129 W. The wattage was adjusted from the reported 153 W to 129
W; this increased energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 421022 savings adjustments for installed fixture type and fixture
input wattage. The project was for a new construction retail store that installed interior
and exterior LED lighting. As a result of the desk review, two adjustments were made:

0 The post-inspection report adjusted the four lights in the building parking lot from
WPR3-UNVL-100-4-50-BZ to QDXLE-120-50-UNV. These lights were found to
be DLC-certified at 120 W; the wattage was adjusted from the reported 105 W to
120 W, which decreased energy and demand savings.

0 The three pole lights (QDXLE2-150-50-UNV-[1;2]-5-[N;D1;D2]-Z5) were found to
be DLC-certified at 151 W; the wattage was adjusted from the reported 149 W to
151 W, which slightly decreased energy and demand savings.

Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings.
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9.4.6.6 Lighting—Non-Deemed 

The lighting—non-deemed strata consisted of lighting projects with an AOH or CF tracked in the 
tracking system different from the deemed TRM value. These TRM value differences sometimes 
consist of 8,760-hour safety lighting for individual projects or custom estimated AOH for each 
facility area. A total of 28 projects were in this strata, with 7,609 MWh of claimed savings, 
representing seven percent of the program savings.  

Six desk reviews and five site visits were conducted on this stratum. The desk reviews focused 
on the installed lighting details, while the EM&V team attempted to schedule site visits to verify 
the custom AOH values. The site visits conducted for custom AOH values consisted of 
reviewing each area's use within the facility with the site personnel, observing the spaces' use, 
and collecting information on the controls. The EM&V team made engineering judgments about 
whether the custom AOH was valid and if the resulting AOH or CF should be adjusted for what 
was observed during the site visit.  

The desk reviews and site visits resulted in four projects with adjustments to the claimed 
savings. 

• Participant ID 121004 savings adjustments for calculation error and fixture input 
wattage. This project was for a three-shift manufacturing facility that replaced interior 
and exterior linear fluorescent and metal halide lights with LED lights. All lighting, 
including exterior lighting, was reported to operate 8,760 hours per year (24 hours per 
day) in the pre-condition. Photocell daylighting sensors were reported to be installed on 
most exterior lights to operate only at night. As a result of the desk review and site visit, 
two adjustments were made: 

o A quantity of six LED wall-mounted fixtures (Lithonia TWR2 LED ALO 50K 
MVOLT, DLC ID - PLU4M1U1QGDL) were adjusted from the reported 87 W to 
86 W. These lights were found to be DLC certified at 86.19 W; this adjustment 
increased energy and demand savings. 

o The controls measures associated with exterior lighting claimed savings used a 
power adjustment factor (PAF) of 0.46 with an AOH of 3,996. The evaluated 
savings adjusted the AOH to 8760, which resulted in the post-installation AOH 
being 3,996; this increased savings for these controls measures. 

The site visit found all installed interior lighting operating during the site visit, and 
exterior lighting was off with photocell sensors installed. No adjustments were made to 
the custom AOH from the site visit. Overall, the adjustments resulted in increased 
energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 221004 savings adjustment for calculation error. This project is for a 
manufacturing facility, warehouse and office that replaced fluorescent and compact 
fluorescent lighting with LED lighting throughout the interior and exterior of their facility. 
The reported savings included a therms penalty for 14 line items in the tracking data, 
including two items where the kilowatt-hour savings were zero. Since the therms 
penalty is calculated by taking the kilowatt-hour savings times a heating penalty factor, 
the evaluated savings calculated zero therms penalty for these two line items. This 
adjustment resulted in a reduction in the therms penalty. 

• Participant ID 221011 savings adjustment for calculation error. This project is for a 
warehouse building that replaced metal halide, fluorescent, and high-pressure sodium 
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tracking system different from the deemed TRM value. These TRM value differences sometimes
consist of 8,760-hour safety lighting for individual projects or custom estimated AOH for each
facility area. A total of 28 projects were in this strata, with 7,609 MWh of claimed savings,
representing seven percent of the program savings.

Six desk reviews and five site visits were conducted on this stratum. The desk reviews focused
on the installed lighting details, while the EM&V team attempted to schedule site visits to verify
the custom AOH values. The site visits conducted for custom AOH values consisted of
reviewing each area's use within the facility with the site personnel, observing the spaces‘ use,
and collecting information on the controls. The EM&V team made engineering judgments about
whether the custom AOH was valid and if the resulting AOH or CF should be adjusted for what
was observed during the site visit.

The desk reviews and site visits resulted in four projects with adjustments to the claimed
savings.

0 Participant ID 121004 savings adjustments for calculation error and fixture input
wattage. This project was for a three-shift manufacturing facility that replaced interior
and exterior linear fluorescent and metal halide lights with LED lights. All lighting,
including exterior lighting, was reported to operate 8,760 hours per year (24 hours per
day) in the pre-condition. Photocell daylighting sensors were reported to be installed on
most exterior lights to operate only at night. As a result of the desk review and site visit,
two adjustments were made:

0 A quantity of six LED wall-mounted fixtures (Lithonia TWR2 LED ALO 50K
MVOLT, DLC ID - PLU4M1U1QGDL) were adjusted from the reported 87 W to
86 W. These lights were found to be DLC certified at 86.19 W; this adjustment
increased energy and demand savings.

0 The controls measures associated with exterior lighting claimed savings used a
power adjustment factor (PAF) of 0.46 with an AOH of 3,996. The evaluated
savings adjusted the AOH to 8760, which resulted in the post-installation AOH
being 3,996; this increased savings for these controls measures.

The site visit found all installed interior lighting operating during the site visit, and
exterior lighting was off with photocell sensors installed. No adjustments were made to
the custom AOH from the site visit. Overall, the adjustments resulted in increased
energy and demand savings.

0 Participant ID 221004 savings adjustment for calculation error. This project is for a
manufacturing facility, warehouse and office that replaced fluorescent and compact
fluorescent lighting with LED lighting throughout the interior and exterior of their facility.
The reported savings included a therms penalty for 14 line items in the tracking data,
including two items where the kilowatt-hour savings were zero. Since the therms
penalty is calculated by taking the kilowatt-hour savings times a heating penalty factor,
the evaluated savings calculated zero therms penalty for these two line items. This
adjustment resulted in a reduction in the therms penalty.

0 Participant ID 221011 savings adjustment for calculation error. This project is for a
warehouse building that replaced metal halide, fluorescent, and high-pressure sodium
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lighting with LED lighting throughout the interior and exterior of their facility. The 
tracking system incorrectly calculated therms savings for lighting controls measures by 
taking the therms savings for the full fixture replacement rather than basing the savings 
on the lighting controls measure. This calculation resulted in an overstatement of the 
therms penalty. 

• Participant ID 321020 savings adjustments for custom AOH. The site is a hospital 
that replaced fluorescent, compact fluorescent, and incandescent lighting with LED 
lighting. Lines 53, 56, 58, 89, and 65, corresponding with offices and gift shops, had a 
reported AOH of 2,346 instead of the 2,340, which was stated in the AOH letter. These 
adjustments resulted in slightly decreased energy savings. 
 
The on-site inspection could not verify quantity and fixture types for all spaces due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. An interview with facility personnel was conducted to verify the 
operating hours' assumptions throughout the project. The on-site inspection 
documented 15 areas that operate approximately nine hours per day, where the 
reported savings used 8,760; these areas were adjusted to 3,485 annual hours of 
operation and the deemed CF. The on-site visit documented 11 areas that operate 
approximately 16 hours per day when the reported savings used 8,760; these areas 
were adjusted to 5,840 AOH and the deemed CF. Both of these adjustments led to 
decreased energy and demand savings. 

9.4.7 Program Documentation Review 

To understand the LCI program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated November 
10, 2017; 

• PY2021 Program Manual for the LCI Program obtained from the EAL website; and  

• Overhead door weather stripping deemed savings methodology and calculations.  
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tracking system incorrectly calculated therms savings for lighting controls measures by
taking the therms savings for the full fixture replacement rather than basing the savings
on the lighting controls measure. This calculation resulted in an overstatement of the
therms penalty.

0 Participant ID 321020 savings adjustments for custom AOH. The site is a hospital
that replaced fluorescent, compact fluorescent, and incandescent lighting with LED
lighting. Lines 53, 56, 58, 89, and 65, corresponding with offices and gift shops, had a
reported AOH of 2,346 instead of the 2,340, which was stated in the AOH letter. These
adjustments resulted in slightly decreased energy savings.

The on-site inspection could not verify quantity and fixture types for all spaces due to
COVlD-19 restrictions. An interview with facility personnel was conducted to verify the
operating hours' assumptions throughout the project. The on-site inspection
documented 15 areas that operate approximately nine hours per day, where the
reported savings used 8,760; these areas were adjusted to 3,485 annual hours of
operation and the deemed CF. The on-site visit documented 11 areas that operate
approximately 16 hours per day when the reported savings used 8,760; these areas
were adjusted to 5,840 AOH and the deemed CF. Both of these adjustments led to
decreased energy and demand savings.

9.4.7 Program Documentation Review

To understand the LCI program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation
related to the program:

0 ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and
savings;

0 Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated November
10, 2017;

o PY2021 Program Manual for the LCI Program obtained from the EAL website; and

0 Overhead door weather stripping deemed savings methodology and calculations.
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9.4.7.1 Program Website Review 

Information found on the LCI program website includes a general description of the program, 
such as eligibility and how participation works. It also provides a list of eligible measures and 
their incentive discounts. An example project at an industrial facility is displayed along with the 
estimated energy savings, incentive amount, and utility cost savings. A copy of the program 
manual is located on the website, and a search link is provided to find a participating trade ally 
by zip code lookup. Health and safety guidelines that employees and trade allies will follow in 
response to COVID-19 were also displayed at the top of the page. 

9.4.7.2 Program Documentation Review 

The EM&V team received program-related documentation key to understanding the program 
and participation processes, including the PY2021 Program Manual and Quality Control and 
Assurance Manual. Key documents to understanding the program savings methodologies and 
measuring-level savings include the project-level files, ArchEE data, TRM 8.2, supplementary 
deemed savings methodologies for overhead door weather stripping, and ongoing reviews with 
EAL and CLEAResult staff. 

The project details and documentation collected by EAL, the implementer, and trade allies for 
many sampled projects are extensive. As bulleted in the section above, the critical baseline and 
new equipment assumptions, drivers of the prescriptive measure savings, are well described in 
trade ally proposals and equipment inventories. Additional documents collected at project 
approval support the equipment quantities and performance metrics. The documentation 
included invoices (support for claimed quantities, equipment make, and models) and 
manufacturers' specification sheets (confirmation of equipment makes, models, sizes, types, 
efficiencies). These are industry-standard best practices for documentation collection, which 
reduce the uncertainty of the project savings assumptions and development. 

The EM&V team found that documentation, in most cases, matched the data recorded in the 
ArchEE tracking system. Equipment type, quantities, and in most cases, building/space 
conditions were accurately recorded compared to the efficient technology data and project file 
documentation reviewed. Also, across projects, most project files contained similar 
documentation. Most project files had, at a minimum, the signed customer proposal and project 
agreement. This proposal typically included the list of retrofit measures, with pre- and post-
conditions and equipment parameters identified. Some files included multiple copies (e.g., initial 
proposal, final proposal) depending on whether the scope had changed during project 
development. Many project files included pre- and post-inspection forms with field inspector 
notes indicating site results. Many projects also included pre- and post-installation photographic 
documentation. Photos were included with some proposals and inspection reports, but not all. 
Except for direct-install projects, all project files included invoices. All invoices were found to 
have measure-level cost breakdowns, which helped support and confirm project details. 
Documentation of site-stipulated AOH was included in project file requests for the two projects 
that used stipulated AOH. In PY2021, the EM&V team found the project documentation was 
consistently more thorough than previous evaluations, and as a result, additional data requests 
to the implementer remained low compared to prior evaluations. 

The project proposals include various details; however, the EM&V team would recommend 
adding other key parameters captured at the site used for savings calculations—these include 
building type and heating and cooling space types. 
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estimated energy savings, incentive amount, and utility cost savings. A copy of the program
manual is located on the website, and a search link is provided to find a participating trade ally
by zip code lookup. Health and safety guidelines that employees and trade allies will follow in
response to COVlD-19 were also displayed at the top of the page.
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The EM&V team received program-related documentation key to understanding the program
and participation processes, including the PY2021 Program Manual and Quality Control and
Assurance Manual. Key documents to understanding the program savings methodologies and
measuring-level savings include the project-level files, ArchEE data, TRM 8.2, supplementary
deemed savings methodologies for overhead door weather stripping, and ongoing reviews with
EAL and CLEAResult staff.

The project details and documentation collected by EAL, the implementer, and trade allies for
many sampled projects are extensive. As bulleted in the section above, the critical baseline and
new equipment assumptions, drivers of the prescriptive measure savings, are well described in
trade ally proposals and equipment inventories. Additional documents collected at project
approval support the equipment quantities and performance metrics. The documentation
included invoices (support for claimed quantities, equipment make, and models) and
manufacturers‘ specification sheets (confirmation of equipment makes, models, sizes, types,
efficiencies). These are industry-standard best practices for documentation collection, which
reduce the uncertainty of the project savings assumptions and development.

The EM&V team found that documentation, in most cases, matched the data recorded in the
ArchEE tracking system. Equipment type, quantities, and in most cases, building/space
conditions were accurately recorded compared to the efficient technology data and project file
documentation reviewed. Also, across projects, most project files contained similar
documentation. Most project files had, at a minimum, the signed customer proposal and project
agreement. This proposal typically included the list of retrofit measures, with pre- and post-
conditions and equipment parameters identified. Some files included multiple copies (e.g., initial
proposal, final proposal) depending on whether the scope had changed during project
development. Many project files included pre- and post-inspection forms with field inspector
notes indicating site results. Many projects also included pre- and post-installation photographic
documentation. Photos were included with some proposals and inspection reports, but not all.
Except for direct-install projects, all project files included invoices. All invoices were found to
have measure-level cost breakdowns, which helped support and confirm project details.
Documentation of site-stipulated AOH was included in project file requests for the two projects
that used stipulated AOH. ln PY2021, the EM&V team found the project documentation was
consistently more thorough than previous evaluations, and as a result, additional data requests
to the implementer remained low compared to prior evaluations.

The project proposals include various details; however, the EM&V team would recommend
adding other key parameters captured at the site used for savings calculations—these include
building type and heating and cooling space types.
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PY2021 saw an improvement in the documentation's consistency for the make and model of all 
lighting products. Model numbers were often found on the work order forms and in all invoices 
with itemized quantities. DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were also included for 
most lighting models. However, most lighting projects did not include the manufacturers' 
specification sheets. Manufacturers' specification sheets are essential for LED exit signs 
because DLC or ENERGY STAR certification sheets are not available for these types of lights. 
As lighting measures contribute a significant portion of the program savings, documents that 
support key variables that are a driver of lighting measure savings include the post-installation 
lighting wattage. Having manufacturer's specification sheets would increase clarity between 
similar lighting types that may differ by color temperature, voltage, and other features that can 
impact the equipment's qualification and fixture input wattage.  

9.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The ArchEE tracking system was the primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing 
evaluation savings calculations across a participant census. The tracking system contained the 
key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating measure savings. After performing 
evaluation savings calculations across all measures claimed by the LCI program, the EM&V 
team found discrepancies in some measure categories. The adjustments that had the most 
considerable impact on program savings were from calculation methodologies for custom—
other projects, and lighting—deemed and lighting—non-deemed adjustments for installed fixture 
types, input fixture wattages, and custom AOH values, as detailed above. 

The EM&V team calculated savings across the program measures based on the tracking data 
review and desk review results. The overall LCI program evaluated savings resulted in slightly 
higher energy and lower demand savings than those calculated by the program implementer 
(100.1 percent kWh and 99.5 percent kW realization rates). The evaluated savings are based 
on the results of savings calculations and adjustments made across the tracking system and 
supplemented by the results of the 70 sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up 
measure savings were based on a comprehensive tracking system review. 

The overall realization rates were affected most by variances between the claimed and 
evaluated savings (kilowatt and kilowatt-hour) from custom—other, lighting—non-deemed, and 
commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures. Multiple custom—other measures reported demand 
savings had assumptions for constant peak period operation, and data or customer operation 
estimates indicated some off periods. There were also multiple projects with formula errors. 
Lighting—non-deemed had adjustments to custom AOH and power adjustment factors resulting 
from site visits and desk reviews. Finally, savings adjustments were made to commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostat measures due to incorrect energy and demand savings values used for heat pumps 
in reported savings.  

Table 132 shows that custom—other measures had the most significant variances for demand 
savings, while lighting—non-deemed had the most significant changes in energy savings. 
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evaluation savings calculations across a participant census. The tracking system contained the
key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating measure savings. After performing
evaluation savings calculations across all measures claimed by the LCI program, the EM&V
team found discrepancies in some measure categories. The adjustments that had the most
considerable impact on program savings were from calculation methodologies for custom—
other projects, and lighting—deemed and lighting—non-deemed adjustments for installed fixture
types, input fixture wattages, and custom AOH values, as detailed above.

The EM&V team calculated savings across the program measures based on the tracking data
review and desk review results. The overall LCI program evaluated savings resulted in slightly
higher energy and lower demand savings than those calculated by the program implementer
(100.1 percent kWh and 99.5 percent kW realization rates). The evaluated savings are based
on the results of savings calculations and adjustments made across the tracking system and
supplemented by the results of the 70 sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up
measure savings were based on a comprehensive tracking system review.

The overall realization rates were affected most by variances between the claimed and
evaluated savings (kilowatt and kilowatt-hour) from custom—other, lighting—non-deemed, and
commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures. Multiple custom—other measures reported demand
savings had assumptions for constant peak period operation, and data or customer operation
estimates indicated some off periods. There were also multiple projects with formula errors.
Lighting—non-deemed had adjustments to custom AOH and power adjustment factors resulting
from site visits and desk reviews. Finally, savings adjustments were made to commercial Wi-Fi
thermostat measures due to incorrect energy and demand savings values used for heat pumps
in reported savings.

Table 132 shows that custom—other measures had the most significant variances for demand
savings, while lighting—non-deemed had the most significant changes in energy savings.
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Table 132. Large C&I Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates by 
Measure Strata 

Strata 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

Data source kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom— 
continuous 
energy 
improvement 

4,785 21,283,906 4,785 21,283,906 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews 

Custom—other 1,436 10,318,484 1,331 10,299,527 92.7% 99.8% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Custom—early 
review 

3,530 38,488,999 3,530 38,488,999 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting—
deemed  

3,422 22,978,954 3,450 23,207,339 100.8% 101.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting—non-
deemed 

900 7,609,142 896 7,501,519 99.5% 98.6% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Other 425 7,181,321 425 7,181,284 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Tune-ups 574 2,191,220 573 2,177,997 99.8% 99.4% Tracking system 
and M&V review 

Total 15,073 110,052,025 14,990 110,140,571 99.5% 100.1%  

9.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES 

For all EAL commercial programs, EAL worked with the implementer CLEAResult to develop a 
quality management process that includes QA and QC components. QA emphasizes trade ally 
training to remind trade allies of program processes, technical requirements for measures, 
application requirements, and awareness of the QC process. For QA, the program staff also 
conduct application reviews of each incentive application. Incomplete proposals are rejected 
and sent back for completion. For QC, the program staff performs pre-installation inspections to 
confirm pre-installation conditions and conducts post-installation inspections to confirm post-
installation conditions. Project savings calculations or incentives are adjusted as appropriate. 
These inspections are completed for 100 percent of custom projects and the largest 
(approximately ten percent) projects identified by kilowatt-hour savings. For the LCI program, 
larger projects are defined as those with savings estimated at over 150,000 kWh. Inspections 
are also completed for all prescriptive projects submitted by a non-trade ally or submitted by a 
trade ally under probation. A minimum of 20 percent of all other projects under 150,000 kWh are 
also inspected. Also, for trade allies who are not under probationary status, at least ten percent 
of their total project quantities submitted are pre- or post-inspected. 

QC protocols include clear pass/fail thresholds for addressing trade ally performance. During 
the post-inspection, any project (trade-ally-driven or not), the fail condition results if the work 
scope is significantly incomplete, the efficient measures are found to be ineligible, or there are 
safety or code issues with the installation. A failed project causes the trade ally to be removed 
from the reduced inspection rate list that the program staff maintains and is put under 
probationary status. Once a trade ally is removed, that contractor must complete five 
consecutive projects without failures to be returned to the reduced inspection rate list. For a 
trade ally to qualify for the reduced inspection rate, they must complete five consecutive projects 
without a failure as determined by the program implementer. Customers must sign a customer 
agreement to be eligible for the program; as part of this agreement, the customer is willing to 
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9.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES

For all EAL commercial programs, EAL worked with the implementer CLEAResult to develop a
quality management process that includes QA and QC components. QA emphasizes trade ally
training to remind trade allies of program processes, technical requirements for measures,
application requirements, and awareness of the QC process. For QA, the program staff also
conduct application reviews of each incentive application. Incomplete proposals are rejected
and sent back for completion. For QC, the program staff performs pre-installation inspections to
confirm pre-installation conditions and conducts post-installation inspections to confirm post-
installation conditions. Project savings calculations or incentives are adjusted as appropriate.
These inspections are completed for 100 percent of custom projects and the largest
(approximately ten percent) projects identified by kilowatt-hour savings. For the LCI program,
larger projects are defined as those with savings estimated at over 150,000 kWh. Inspections
are also completed for all prescriptive projects submitted by a non-trade ally or submitted by a
trade ally under probation. A minimum of 20 percent of all other projects under 150,000 kWh are
also inspected. Also, for trade allies who are not under probationary status, at least ten percent
of their total project quantities submitted are pre- or post-inspected.

QC protocols include clear pass/fail thresholds for addressing trade ally performance. During
the post-inspection, any project (trade-ally-driven or not), the fail condition results if the work
scope is significantly incomplete, the efficient measures are found to be ineligible, or there are
safety or code issues with the installation. A failed project causes the trade ally to be removed
from the reduced inspection rate list that the program staff maintains and is put under
probationary status. Once a trade ally is removed, that contractor must complete five
consecutive projects without failures to be returned to the reduced inspection rate list. For a
trade ally to qualify for the reduced inspection rate, they must complete five consecutive projects
without a failure as determined by the program implementer. Customers must sign a customer
agreement to be eligible for the program; as part of this agreement, the customer is willing to
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allow a field inspector to perform a QC inspection. These inspections could happen to any 
project regardless of scope. An inspection form was developed to perform standardized and 
consistent inspections to ensure the equipment is being used following the guidelines outlined in 
the customer agreement. 

Below are the steps that are followed during the QA/QC process, as described by program 
documentation: 

• enrollment and customer verification, 

• project documentation and completeness review, 

• pre-engineering QC and approval, 

• pre-installation inspection, 

• pre-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 

• post-installation QC, 

• post-installation inspection, 

• post-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 

• post-engineering approval, and 

• post-project review and closeout. 

As part of the LCI program evaluation activities, the EM&V team assessed the program's 
documentation and the 30 sampled projects used to inform the impact evaluation. The 
documentation included: 

• program manual; 

• program tracking system/database extracts; 

• supplemental project-level documentation: 

o customer proposals and project agreements, 

o invoices, 

o pre-inspection form (where applicable), 

o post-inspection form (where applicable), and 

o photographic documentation (where applicable). 

As noted in the prior sections, the EM&V team confirmed that the information presented in the 
ArchEE tracking system was, for the most part, accurate compared to that in the project 
documentation. In general, the documentation provided project information that aligned with the 
stated QC goals, though the EM&V team found one specific area for improvement: 

1. Request greater detail on some invoices. 
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allow a field inspector to perform a QC inspection. These inspections could happen to any
project regardless of scope. An inspection form was developed to perform standardized and
consistent inspections to ensure the equipment is being used following the guidelines outlined in
the customer agreement.

Below are the steps that are followed during the QA/QC process, as described by program
documentation:
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0 project documentation and completeness review,
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0 customer proposals and project agreements,

o invoices,

o pre-inspection form (where applicable),

0 post-inspection form (where applicable), and

o photographic documentation (where applicable).

As noted in the prior sections, the EM&V team confirmed that the information presented in the
ArchEE tracking system was, for the most part, accurate compared to that in the project
documentation. In general, the documentation provided project information that aligned with the
stated QC goals, though the EM&V team found one specific area for improvement:

1. Request greater detail on some invoices.
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10.0 SMALL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 

The Small Business Solutions (SBS) program offers small commercial customers cash and non-
cash incentives to implement energy efficiency improvements. The program assists small 
business customers by analyzing facility energy use and identifying energy efficiency 
improvement projects. The program targets small business customers with a peak electric 
demand of less than 100 kW. The program consults eligible customers to identify energy 
savings opportunities and available financial incentives. The program utilizes a network of pre-
qualified trade allies to analyze customers' energy use, identify energy efficiency improvement 
projects, and install the recommended measures. 

The SBS program is designed to overcome the unique market barriers that restrict small 
businesses' ability to implement energy-efficient technologies and practices. These market 
barriers include: 

• Small business owners often lack technical expertise or time to devote to energy 
efficiency improvements. Most of these businesses do not have adequate time or 
resources to focus on energy efficiency improvements.  

• Most small businesses have limited access to investment capital, which means that 
business owners may not afford the efficiency upgrade without immediate assistance 
from the program. 

The program is implemented by CLEAResult, which provides recruitment, marketing, outreach, 
and training to trade allies. Along with participating trade allies, the program performs energy 
assessments, directly installs measures (e.g., light-emitting diodes (LED), low-flow faucet 
aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, weather stripping), conducts pre- and post-implementation 
inspections, maintains the program quality assistance/quality control (QA/QC) standards, and 
administers the incentive process. The program also includes program tracking. 

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 25 
projects, and a review of program documentation. Ten site visits were completed for this 
program. Limited process activities were undertaken in PY2021 as a process evaluation was 
completed in PY2019, and no significant changes in the program have occurred since then. 
Program staff interviews focused on discussing PY2021 progress and challenges and 
implementing PY2020 evaluation recommendations presented in the executive summary.  
 

Table 133. Small Business Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

Net-to-gross (NTG) 
approach 

Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
M&V 

Metered 
data 

analysis66 

Deemed from prior year 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 
 

Census 25 10 None 

 
66 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V). 
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10.0 SMALL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

The Small Business Solutions (SBS) program offers small commercial customers cash and non-
cash incentives to implement energy efficiency improvements. The program assists small
business customers by analyzing facility energy use and identifying energy efficiency
improvement projects. The program targets small business customers with a peak electric
demand of less than 100 kW. The program consults eligible customers to identify energy
savings opportunities and available financial incentives. The program utilizes a network of pre-
qualified trade allies to analyze customers' energy use, identify energy efficiency improvement
projects, and install the recommended measures.

The SBS program is designed to overcome the unique market barriers that restrict small
businesses' ability to implement energy-efficient technologies and practices. These market
barriers include:

0 Small business owners often lack technical expertise or time to devote to energy
efficiency improvements. Most of these businesses do not have adequate time or
resources to focus on energy efficiency improvements.

0 Most small businesses have limited access to investment capital, which means that
business owners may not afford the efficiency upgrade without immediate assistance
from the program.

The program is implemented by CLEAResult, which provides recruitment, marketing, outreach,
and training to trade allies. Along with participating trade allies, the program performs energy
assessments, directly installs measures (e.g., light-emitting diodes (LED), low-flow faucet
aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, weather stripping), conducts pre- and post-implementation
inspections, maintains the program quality assistance/quality control (QA/QC) standards, and
administers the incentive process. The program also includes program tracking.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted a tracking system review, desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 25
projects, and a review of program documentation. Ten site visits were completed for this
program. Limited process activities were undertaken in PY2021 as a process evaluation was
completed in PY2019, and no significant changes in the program have occurred since then.
Program staff interviews focused on discussing PY2021 progress and challenges and
implementing PY2020 evaluation recommendations presented in the executive summary.

Table 133. Small Business Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Metered
Net-to-gross (NTG) Process evaluation system Desk On-site data
approach activities review reviews M&V analysis66

Deemed from prior year Program staff interviews (2) Census 25 10 None
research Materials review

66 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site measurement and verification (M&V).
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10.1 KEY FINDINGS 

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the SBS program incentivized energy efficiency 
measures to 907 unique participants67 through 46 trade allies. Table 134 provides the program's 
claimed savings by measure category, where the most considerable amount of claimed 
participants (71 percent) and savings (85 percent) were attributable to lighting measures. All 
SBS program's claimed savings were from prescriptive project types, and no custom projects 
were claimed in PY2021. 
 

Table 134. Small Business Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings68 

Measure category Trade allies Participants** Projects 

Program 
savings 

(kWh) 

Percentage of 
program savings 

(kWh) 

Domestic hot water* 1 10 10 79,102 0.4% 

Envelope* 1 34 36 2,059,038 9.8% 

Lighting 33 770 789 17,255,173 82.3% 

Tune-ups 13 109 408 1,580,287 7.5% 

Total 46 907 1,234 20,973,600 100.0% 

* The implementer directly installed all measures. 

** A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the total count 
of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category. 

 
In PY2021, the SBS program reported 20,974 MWh in gross energy savings and 3.32 MW in 
gross demand savings. Table 135 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the 
program. The program exceeded its energy and demand savings planning goals, achieving 
135 percent of the energy savings goal and 187 percent of the demand savings goal. 
 

Table 135. Small Business Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings69 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio 
savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

20,974 20,714 98.8% 102.4% 21,201 6.8% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

3.32 3.29 99.2% 102.2% 3.36 3.5% 

 
67 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number. 
68 ArchEE extract dated 1-18-2022. 
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10.1 KEY FINDINGS

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the SBS program incentivized energy efficiency
measures to 907 unique participants67 through 46 trade allies. Table 134 provides the program's
claimed savings by measure category, where the most considerable amount of claimed
participants (71 percent) and savings (85 percent) were attributable to lighting measures. All
SBS program's claimed savings were from prescriptive project types, and no custom projects
were claimed in PY2021.

Table 134. Small Business Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings68

Program Percentage of
savings program savings

Measure category Trade allies Participants** (kWh) (kWh)

Domestic hot water* 1 10 10 79,102 0.4%

Envelope* 1 34 36 2,059,038 9.8%

Lighting 33 770 789 17,255,173 82.3%

Tune-ups 13 109 408 1,580,287 7.5%

Total 46 907 1,234 20,973,600 100.0%
* The implementer directly installed all measures.
** A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the total count

of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category.

In PY2021, the SBS program reported 20,974 MWh in gross energy savings and 3.32 MW in
gross demand savings. Table 135 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the
program. The program exceeded its energy and demand savings planning goals, achieving
135 percent of the energy savings goal and 187 percent of the demand savings goal.

Table 135. Small Business Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
contribution to

Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization NTG Net portfolio
savings savings savings69 rate ratio savings savings

Energy savings 20,974 20,714 98.8% 102.4% 21,201 6.8%
(MWh)

Demand savings 3.32 3.29 99.2% 102.2% 3.36 3.5%
(MW)

67 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number.
68 ArchEE extract dated 1-18-2022.
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Table 136. Small Business Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Small Business 
Solutions 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

       15,663           21,201  135% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             1.8                3.4  187% 

 
The SBS' evaluated energy and demand savings were slightly lower than reported savings 
(98.8 percent kWh realization rate, 99.2 percent kW realization rate). The main drivers of the 
realization rates were corrections to tune-up projects made by the EM&V team during the 
tracking system review and adjustments to a lighting project during the desk review and on-site 
process. The most significant adjustment was for a single lighting project where the baseline 
was changed from retrofit to new construction. Another finding that significantly impacted 
savings and many measures was changes related to heat pump projects for the tune-up and 
Wi-Fi thermostat measures. Across the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat projects, the evaluated 
energy savings for individual projects were affected both positively and negatively, with an 
overall reduction in evaluated savings. 

NTG research was conducted in PY2019 for SBS measures and PY2017 for tune-up measures. 
We stipulated the PY2021 NTG based on this primary research. The prior evaluation 
researched NTG ratio is 103.3 percent for the non-tune-up portion of the program. There was no 
free-ridership, and approximately 3 percent of spillover was observed, resulting in an overall 
NTG ratio of 103.3 percent. Due to inadequate response among participants who installed 
measures other than lighting, the EM&V team could not calculate measure-level NTG estimates. 
The tune-up measure NTG ratio is 93.0 percent for kWh and kW. The commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostat measure NTG ratio is 90.0 percent. 

A complete process evaluation was not conducted in PY2021 since an entire process evaluation 
was completed in PY2019 for the majority of measures and no material changes in the program 
occurred. The next full process evaluation for all SBS measures will be conducted in PY2022. 

10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by Entergy 
Arkansas, LLC (EAL) (Table 137), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the 
following program year and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program 
savings in the future for the SBS program. 
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Table 136. Small Business Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Small Business Energy savings 15,663 21,201 135%
Solutions (MWh)

Demand 1.8 3.4 187%
savings (MW)

The SBS' evaluated energy and demand savings were slightly lower than reported savings
(98.8 percent kWh realization rate, 99.2 percent kW realization rate). The main drivers of the
realization rates were corrections to tune-up projects made by the EM&V team during the
tracking system review and adjustments to a lighting project during the desk review and on-site
process. The most significant adjustment was for a single lighting project where the baseline
was changed from retrofit to new construction. Another finding that significantly impacted
savings and many measures was changes related to heat pump projects for the tune-up and
Wi-Fi thermostat measures. Across the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat projects, the evaluated
energy savings for individual projects were affected both positively and negatively, with an
overall reduction in evaluated savings.

NTG research was conducted in PY2019 for SBS measures and PY2017 for tune-up measures.
We stipulated the PY2021 NTG based on this primary research. The prior evaluation
researched NTG ratio is 103.3 percent for the non-tune-up portion of the program. There was no
free-ridership, and approximately 3 percent of spillover was observed, resulting in an overall
NTG ratio of 103.3 percent. Due to inadequate response among participants who installed
measures other than lighting, the EM&V team could not calculate measure-level NTG estimates.
The tune-up measure NTG ratio is 93.0 percent for kWh and kW. The commercial Wi-Fi
thermostat measure NTG ratio is 90.0 percent.

A complete process evaluation was not conducted in PY2021 since an entire process evaluation
was completed in PY2019 for the majority of measures and no material changes in the program
occurred. The next full process evaluation for all SBS measures will be conducted in PY2022.

10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by Entergy
Arkansas, LLC (EAL) (Table 137), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the
following program year and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program
savings in the future for the SBS program.
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Table 137. Small Business Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Review 
savings algorithms for Wi-Fi 
thermostat measures to ensure 
consistency. 

The EM&V team found that all projects with a reported heat 
pump heating fuel type were calculating demand savings 
incorrectly. All 24 projects calculated demand savings by 
dividing the deemed heat pump heating energy savings by 
8,760 instead of the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with 
EAL's peak demand period. This systematic finding affected all 
heat pump projects across all three commercial programs with 
Wi-Fi thermostat measures. 

During the desk review, the EM&V team also identified 
29 projects where the reported fuel type was electric AC with 
gas heat, but savings were using deemed savings values for a 
heat pump unit. 

The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings 
values and calculation algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat 
measures to ensure consistency based on the tracked fuel 
type.  

Impact Recommendation 2: Review all 
projects that are being completed 
in renovated facilities to check if 
the building use is changing.  

During the desk review, the EM&V team found one lighting 
project where a major renovation looked to have been 
completed at the facility, which drastically changed the building 
type from a retail store to a self-storage warehouse facility. 
During the site visit, the primary use change and substantial 
renovation of the facility were verified. Because of the change 
in building type, the EM&V adjusted the baseline from retrofit to 
new construction; this impacted the baseline wattage 
allowance, which resulted in a reduction in evaluated energy 
and demand savings. 

 

The EM&V team recommends documenting and verifying any 
building type changes that may take place during lighting 
projects that are part of a significant building renovation. 

Impact Recommendation 3: Review 
lighting control measure tracking 
data for potential errors in 
algorithms. 

 

 

 

During the tracking system review, two projects totaling 262 
lighting controls measures reported incorrect therms penalties. 
The reported therms penalties for these lighting controls 
measures were identical to the lighting measures directly 
associated with these control measures. The EM&V team 
believes that the reported savings may be calculating the 
therms penalty using the associated retrofit lighting kWh 
savings instead of the lighting controls kWh savings. This 
overstated the therms penalties for these measures. 

 

The EM&V team recommends reviewing the therms penalty 
calculation for lighting controls measures to ensure it is being 
calculated accurately. 
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Table 137. Small Business Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations

Impact Recommendation 1: Review The EM&V team found that all projects with a reported heat
savings algorithms for Wi-Fi pump heating fuel type were calculating demand savings
thermostat measures to ensure incorrectly. All 24 projects calculated demand savings by
consistency. dividing the deemed heat pump heating energy savings by

8,760 instead of the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with
EAL's peak demand period. This systematic finding affected all
heat pump projects across all three commercial programs with
Wi-Fi thermostat measures.
During the desk review, the EM&V team also identified
29 projects where the reported fuel type was electric AC with
gas heat, but savings were using deemed savings values for a
heatpump unit.
The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings
values and calculation algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat
measures to ensure consistency based on the tracked fuel
type.

Impact Recommendation 2: Review all During the desk review, the EM&V team found one lighting
projects that are being completed project where a major renovation looked to have been
in renovated facilities to check if completed at the facility, which drastically changed the building
the building use is changing. type from a retail store to a self-storage warehouse facility.

During the site visit, the primary use change and substantial
renovation of the facility were verified. Because of the change
in building type, the EM&V adjusted the baseline from retrofit to
new construction; this impacted the baseline wattage
allowance, which resulted in a reduction in evaluated energy
and demand savings.

The EM&V team recommends documenting and verifying any
building type changes that may take place during lighting
projects that are part of a significant building renovation.

Impact Recommendation 3: Review During the tracking system review, two projects totaling 262
lighting control measure tracking lighting controls measures reported incorrect therms penalties.
data for potential errors in The reported therms penalties for these lighting controls
algorithms. measures were identical to the lighting measures directly

associated with these control measures. The EM&V team
believes that the reported savings may be calculating the
therms penalty using the associated retrofit lighting kWh
savings instead of the lighting controls kWh savings. This
overstated the therms penalties for these measures.

The EM&V team recommends reviewing the therms penalty
calculation for lighting controls measures to ensure it is being
calculated accurately.
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10.3 METHODOLOGY 

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the SBS program. 

10.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the 
tracking system review, 25 engineering desk reviews, and ten site visits. Savings adjustments 
were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-up measures are based on 
adjustments made during the tracking system review. For all other measures, evaluated savings 
results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments by sampled strata. The 
tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for potential issues for 
investigation during desk reviews. 

To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities: 

• staff interviews and ongoing discussions; 

• program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies;  

• program manual and supplemental documentation review; 

• program tracking system/database reviews; 

• review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups and commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostats; 

• engineering desk review of 25 sampled accounts, representing 25 individual projects; 

• on-site M&V of ten sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.  

Table 138 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection 
types employed for the impact evaluation effort. 
 

Table 138. Small Business Solutions Data Collection Efforts and Project Types 

Data collection activity 
Design 
sample 

Achieved 
sample 

Custom 
projects 

Prescriptive 
projects 

Staff interviews 2 2 N/A N/A 

Tracking system data review70 Census Census N/A 784 

Engineering desk review 25 25 N/A 25 

On-site M&V visit71 10 1072 N/A 10 

 
70 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. A count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique JobId 

numbers in the tracking database. 
71 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site 

sample within the desk review sample. 
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10.3 METHODOLOGY

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the SBS program.

10.3.1 Impact Evaluation

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the
tracking system review, 25 engineering desk reviews, and ten site visits. Savings adjustments
were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-up measures are based on
adjustments made during the tracking system review. For all other measures, evaluated savings
results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments by sampled strata. The
tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for potential issues for
investigation during desk reviews.

To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities:

0 staff interviews and ongoing discussions;

0 program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies;

0 program manual and supplemental documentation review;

0 program tracking system/database reviews;

0 review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups and commercial Wi-Fi
thermostats;

0 engineering desk review of 25 sampled accounts, representing 25 individual projects;

0 on-site M&V of ten sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.

Table 138 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection
types employed for the impact evaluation effort.

Table 138. Small Business Solutions Data Collection Efforts and Project Types

Design Achieved Custom Prescriptive
Data collection activity sample sample projects projects

2 N/A N/AStaff interviews 2

Tracking system data review7O Census Census N/A 784

Engineering desk review 25 25 N/A 25

On-site M&V visit71 10 1072 N/A 10

70 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. A count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique Job/d
numbers in the tracking database.

71 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site
sample within the desk review sample.
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Most of the measures incentivized by the SBS program in PY2021 are currently included in the 
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific 
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the SBS program measures are 
provided in Table 139. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the 
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand 
savings analysis purposes.  
 

Table 139. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Small Business Solutions 

Measure category TRM 8.2 section  TRM 8.2 measure name 

Domestic hot water 3.3.2 Faucet aerators 

3.3.5 Low-flow showerheads 

Envelope 3.2.11 Commercial door air infiltration 

Lighting 3.6.2 Lighting controls 

3.6.3 Lighting efficiency 

Food service 
equipment 

3.8.11 Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves 

 
Air conditioning and heat pump tune-up measures, overhead door weather stripping measures, 
and PTAC sealing measures were incentivized through the SBS program. Overhead door 
weather stripping measures and PTAC sealing measures do not adhere to TRM 8.2 but instead 
follow prescriptive approaches developed by CLEAResult based on the TRM algorithms for 
commercial door air infiltration. Additional project details outside of ArchEE were required to 
evaluate the tune-up measures. A separate tracking system review was conducted for all tune-
up measures across the three commercial programs. 
  

Table 140. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Small Business Solutions Program 

Measure category Measure description 

Tune-ups (formerly 
CoolSaver) 

Commercial AC post-test-out 

Commercial AC pre-clean 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 

Commercial HP post-test-out 

Commercial HP pre-clean 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping 

PTAC sealing 
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Most of the measures incentivized by the SBS program in PY2021 are currently included in the
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the SBS program measures are
provided in Table 139. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand
savings analysis purposes.

Table 139. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Small Business Solutions

Measure category TRM 8.2 section TRM 8.2 measure name

Domestic hot water 3.3.2 Faucet aerators

3.3.5 Low-flow showerheads

Envelope 3.2.11 Commercial door air infiltration

Lighting 3.6.2 Lighting controls

3.6.3 Lighting efficiency

Food service 3.8.11 Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves
equipment

Air conditioning and heat pump tune-up measures, overhead door weather stripping measures,
and PTAC sealing measures were incentivized through the SBS program. Overhead door
weather stripping measures and PTAC sealing measures do not adhere to TRM 8.2 but instead
follow prescriptive approaches developed by CLEAResult based on the TRM algorithms for
commercial door air infiltration. Additional project details outside of ArchEE were required to
evaluate the tune-up measures. A separate tracking system review was conducted for all tune-
up measures across the three commercial programs.

Table 140. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Small Business Solutions Program

Measure category Measure description

Tune-ups (formerly Commercial AC post-test-out

CoolSaver) Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP post-test-out

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping

PTAC sealing
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10.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key 
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review 
began using the TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. 
Chapters of the TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table 
139.  

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the 
program measures at the end of Q273. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary 
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted 
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year, 
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 
 

Table 141. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Reported Energy Savings by Measure Category 

Measure 

Reported savings 

kW kWh 

Domestic hot water  2   16,564  

Envelope  30   1,148,718  

Lighting  1,396   8,599,554  

Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat  279   1,580,287  

Total  1,706   11,345,123  

10.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all of the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a 
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and 
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental 
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on 
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances. 

 
73 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021. 
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10.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review
began using the TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions.
Chapters of the TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table
139.

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the
program measures at the end of 0273. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year,
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings.
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

Table 141. PY2021 Q1—Q2 Tracking System Reported Energy Savings by Measure Category

Reported savings

Domestic hot water 2 16,564

Envelope 30 1,148,718

Lighting 1,396 8,599,554

Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat 279 1,580,287

Total 1,706 11,345,123

10.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review

The EM&V team reviewed all of the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances.

73 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021.
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10.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits 

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined 
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representation for each stratum. These savings 
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under- 
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to years past. Also, 
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.  

The optimal count of sample units within each lighting stratum was determined based on a 
similar process. The lighting strata's savings exceeded their one-third cumulative share, and the 
EM&V team decided to sample more units. The EM&V team monitored the sampling process 
throughout PY2021 to ensure adequate coverage of all three lighting strata within each program 
by the end of the year. 

On-site samples were a nested sample of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving 
an on-site assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be 
cleared up during the site visit were selected first, with remaining site visits randomly selected 
from within the desk review sample. Table 142 summarizes the result of the sampling for the 
SBS program. 
 

Table 142. Small Business Solutions Summary of Sampled Savings 

Measure category Projects Projects sampled Reported kWh Reported kW 

Lighting subtotal  21   21   1,345,584   185  

   High 

    ≥57 MWh 

 8   8   1,024,512   128  

   Medium  

    ≥25 MWh and         
    <57 MWh 

 7   7   259,291   44  

   Low 

<25 MWh 

 6   6   61,781   13  

Other  4   4   547,207   12  

Total  25   25   1,892,791   197  
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10.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representation for each stratum. These savings
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under-
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to years past. Also,
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.

The optimal count of sample units within each lighting stratum was determined based on a
similar process. The lighting strata's savings exceeded their one-third cumulative share, and the
EM&V team decided to sample more units. The EM&V team monitored the sampling process
throughout PY2021 to ensure adequate coverage of all three lighting strata within each program
by the end of the year.

On-site samples were a nested sample of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving
an on-site assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be
cleared up during the site visit were selected first, with remaining site visits randomly selected
from within the desk review sample. Table 142 summarizes the result of the sampling for the
SBS program.

Table 142. Small Business Solutions Summary of Sampled Savings

"M
Lighting subtotal 21 21 1,345,584 185

High 8 8 1,024,512 128
257 MWh

Medium 7 7 259,291 44
Z25 MWh and
<57 MWh

Low 6 6 61,781 13
<25 MWh

Other 4 4 547,207 12

Total 25 25 1,892,791 197
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10.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

The SBS program's evaluated energy and demand savings was slightly lower than the reported 
savings (98.8 percent kWh realization rate, 99.2 percent kW realization rate). Corrections mainly 
drove differences to Wi-Fi thermostat projects made by the EM&V team during the tracking 
system review and corrections to lighting projects made during the desk review and on-site 
process. The most considerable adjustment was adjusting one lighting project's baseline from 
retrofit to new construction. Another finding that significantly impacted savings on many 
measures was changes related to heat pump projects in the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat 
measures. Across the adjusted projects, the energy savings were adjusted both positively and 
negatively.  

Corrections to Wi-Fi thermostat projects that contributed additional savings were found to be 
primarily due to: 

• heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units and 

• Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in savings 
algorithms. 

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed additional savings were found to be primarily 
due to: 

• changes in therms penalty calculations which reduced the therms penalty and 

• adjustments to lighting operating schedules observed during the desk reviews. 

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be primarily 
due to:  

• changes in the baseline condition from retrofit to new construction made during the nest 
review and site visit and 

• changes to lighting fixture wattage observed during the desk review. 

10.4.1 Participant Characterization 

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking 
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these 
measure names to measure categories is provided below.  
 

Table 143. Mapping to Measure Category 

Measure description Measure category 

Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water 

Faucet aerators Domestic hot water 

Pre-rinse spray valves Domestic hot water 

Commercial door air infiltration Envelope 

PTAC sealing Envelope 
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10.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

The SBS program's evaluated energy and demand savings was slightly lower than the reported
savings (98.8 percent kWh realization rate, 99.2 percent kW realization rate). Corrections mainly
drove differences to Wi-Fi thermostat projects made by the EM&V team during the tracking
system review and corrections to lighting projects made during the desk review and on-site
process. The most considerable adjustment was adjusting one lighting project's baseline from
retrofit to new construction. Another finding that significantly impacted savings on many
measures was changes related to heat pump projects in the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat
measures. Across the adjusted projects, the energy savings were adjusted both positively and
negatively.

Corrections to Wi-Fi thermostat projects that contributed additional savings were found to be
primarily due to:

0 heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units and

0 Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in savings
algorithms.

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed additional savings were found to be primarily
due to:

0 changes in therms penalty calculations which reduced the therms penalty and

o adjustments to lighting operating schedules observed during the desk reviews.

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be primarily
due to:

0 changes in the baseline condition from retrofit to new construction made during the nest
review and site visit and

0 changes to lighting fixture wattage observed during the desk review.

10.4.1 Participant Characterization

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these
measure names to measure categories is provided below.

Table 143. Mapping to Measure Category

Measure description Measure cate . 0

Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water

Faucet aerators Domestic hot water

Pre-rinse spray valves Domestic hot water

Commercial door air infiltration Envelope

PTAC sealing Envelope
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Measure description Measure category 

Bonus and backpay Lighting 

Halogens Lighting 

HIDs Lighting 

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) Lighting 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

LEDs Lighting 

Lighting controls Lighting 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs Lighting 

Other linear fluorescents Lighting 

Outdoor-halogens Lighting 

Outdoor-HIDs Lighting 

Outdoor-integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) Lighting 

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

Outdoor-LEDs Lighting 

Outdoor-magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 

Outdoor-modular CFLs and CCFLs Lighting 

Outdoor-other linear fluorescents Lighting 

Overhead door weather stripping Envelope 

Commercial AC post-test-out Tune-ups 

Commercial AC pre-clean Tune-ups 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) Tune-ups 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) Tune-ups 

Commercial HP pre-clean Tune-ups 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat Tune-ups 

 
Table 144 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of 
savings by measure category in PY2021. Lighting was the dominant measure category in 
PY2021, accounting for 89 percent of claimed demand (kW) savings and 82 percent of claimed 
energy use (kWh) savings. 
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Measure description Measure cate . 0

Bonus and backpay

Halogens

HIDs

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

Lighting controls

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs

Other linear fluorescents

Outdoor-halogens

Outdoor-Hl

Outdoor-integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps

Outdoor-LEDs

Outdoor-magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12

Outdoor-modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor-other linear fluorescents

Overhead door weather stripping

Commercial AC post-test-out

Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Envelope

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Table 144 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of
savings by measure category in PY2021. Lighting was the dominant measure category in
PY2021, accounting for 89 percent of claimed demand (kW) savings and 82 percent of claimed
energy use (kWh) savings.
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Table 144. PY2021 Reported Small Business Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure 
Category 

Measure 
category Participants*  Projects* 

Program savings 
Percentage of 

program savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Domestic hot 
water 

10 10 16 79,102 0% 0% 

Envelope 34 36 69 2,059,038 2% 10% 

Lighting 770 789 2,954 17,255,173 89% 82% 

Tune-ups 109 408 279 1,580,287 8% 8% 

Total  907   1,234   3,317   20,973,600  100% 100% 

* A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a unique job 
number defined by the ArchEE data field JobId. A participant may install measures across multiple measure 
categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum 
of the counts by measure category. 

 
Table 145 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. Interior LEDs 
were the dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 79 percent of claimed gross kW 
savings and 57 percent of claimed gross kWh savings. Outdoor LEDs were the second most 
dominant measure in PY2021, accounting for 14 percent of claimed gross kWh savings; 
however, they did not contribute to program demand savings. Integrated-ballast LED lamps 
were the third most dominant kWh savings category and second most dominant kW savings 
category with five percent of the kWh savings and eight percent of the program kW savings. 
 

Table 145. PY2021 Reported Small Business Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure 

Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Domestic hot water 

Commercial showerheads  2   26,135  <1% <1% 

Faucet aerators  13   45,762  <1% <1% 

Pre-rinse spray valves  1   7,205  <1% <1% 

Envelope 

Commercial door air infiltration  38   1,253,879  1% 6% 

Overhead door weather stripping  26   582,178  1% 3% 

PTAC sealing  5   222,981  <1% 1% 
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Table 144. PY2021 Reported Small Business Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure
Category

Percentage of
Program savings program savings

Measure

Domestic hot 10 10 16 79,102 0% 0%
water

Envelope 34 36 69 2,059,038 2% 10%

Lighting 770 789 2,954 17,255,173 89% 82%

Tune-ups 109 408 279 1,580,287 8% 8%

Total 907 1,234 3,317 20,973,600 100% 100%
* A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a unique job

number defined by the ArchEE data field Job/d. A participant may install measures across multiple measure
categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum
of the counts by measure category.

Table 145 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. Interior LEDs
were the dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 79 percent of claimed gross kW
savings and 57 percent of claimed gross kWh savings. Outdoor LEDs were the second most
dominant measure in PY2021, accounting for 14 percent of claimed gross kWh savings;
however, they did not contribute to program demand savings. Integrated-ballast LED lamps
were the third most dominant kWh savings category and second most dominant kW savings
category with five percent of the kWh savings and eight percent of the program kW savings.

Table 145. PY2021 Reported Small Business Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure

Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Domestic hot water

Commercial showerheads 2 26,135 <1 % <1 %

Faucet aerators 13 45,762 <1 % <1 %

Pre-rinse spray valves 1 7,205 <1 % <1 %

Envelope

Commercial door air infiltration 38 1,253,879 1% 6%

Overhead door weather stripping 26 582,178 1% 3%

PTAC sealing 5 222,981 <1% 1%
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Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Lighting 

Halogens  19   89,606  1% <1% 

HIDs  20   94,274  1% <1% 

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent 
lamps (CFL) 

 0   1,320  <1% <1% 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps  270   1,122,614  8% 5% 

LEDs  2,610   12,020,989  79% 57% 

Lighting controls  5   29,278  <1% <1% 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit 
of T12 

 22   112,327  1% 1% 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs  0   1,550  <1% <1% 

Other linear fluorescents  7   35,929  <1% <1% 

Outdoor-halogens 0  23,564  0% <1% 

Outdoor-HIDs 0  67,097  0% <1% 

Outdoor-integrated-ballast compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFL) 

0 0    0% <1% 

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps 0  738,816  0% 4% 

Outdoor-LEDs 0  2,896,529  0% 14% 

Outdoor-magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 
retrofit of T12 

0  21,047  0% <1% 

Outdoor-modular CFLs and CCFLs 0 0    0% 0% 

Outdoor-other linear fluorescents 0  232  0% <1% 

Tune-ups 

Commercial AC post-test-out  22   42,067  1% <1% 

Commercial AC pre-clean  16   30,028  <1% <1% 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)  93   178,580  3% 1% 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)  27   92,593  1% <1% 

Commercial HP pre-clean  0   854  <1% <1% 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat  119   1,236,165  4% 6% 

Total  3,317  20,973,600  100% 100% 
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Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Lighting

Halogens

HIDs

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent
lamps (CFL)

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

Lighting controls

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit
of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs

Other linear fluorescents

Outdoor-halogens

Outdoor-Hl

Outdoor-integrated-ballast compact
fluorescent lamps (CFL)

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps

Outdoor-LEDs

Outdoor-magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8
retrofit of T12

Outdoor-modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor-other linear fluorescents

Tune-ups

Commercial AC post-test-out

Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Total

19

20

270

2,610

22

O
O

O
N

O
0

0
0

22

16

93

27

119

3,317

<1%

<1%

<1%

89,606

94,274

1,320

1%

1%

<1%

5%
57%

<1%

1%

8%
79%

<1%

1%

1,122,614

12,020,989

29,278

112,327

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1,550

35,929

23,564 0%

67,097 0%

0 0%

<1%

<1%

4%

14%

<1%

738,816

2,896,529

21,047

0%

0%

0%

0%

<1%

0 0%

232 0%

<1%

<1%

1%

<1%

<1%

6%

100%

42,067

30,028

178,580

92,593

854

1,236,165

20,973,600

1%

<1%

3%

1%

<1%

4%

100%
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Table 146 shows the incentive structure for PY2021.  
 

Table 146. PY2021 Small Business Solutions Program Incentives 

Measure 
Incentive as of 

1/1/2020* per kWh 

All lighting (including refrigeration lighting) $0.17 

Interior lighting controls $0.17 

HVAC replacement $0.17 

Direct install Full cost 

Window film $0.35 

All refrigeration $0.30 

Duct sealing $0.35 

Ceiling insulation $0.35 

* Source: PY2021 Program Manual Small Business Solutions 

10.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review 

To understand the SBS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for 
sampled accounts, which typically included: 

o signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included 
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development; 

o customer proposals that typically included a detailed inventory of site-captured 
measure-level details such as: 

▪ Domestic hot water measures (e.g., low-flow faucet aerators) were all 
directly installed by the implementer, and a Direct Install Report typically 
inventoried the device and quantity installed by room. Additional notes 
typically included a flow rate as the new equipment may be one of the 
multiple flow rates (e.g., 0.5 GPM, 1.0 GPM). Also, photo documentation 
of the water heater and its nameplate was provided. Details of the current 
equipment flow rates were not found described, and a specification of the 
new equipment was not included. 
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Table 146 shows the incentive structure for PY2021.

Table 146. PY2021 Small Business Solutions Program Incentives

Incentive as of
1I1l2020* per kWh

All lighting (including refrigeration lighting) $0.17

Interior lighting controls $0.17

HVAC replacement $0.17

Direct install

Window film

Full cost

$0.35

All refrigeration $0.30

Duct sealing $0.35

Ceiling insulation $0.35
* Source: PY2021 Program Manual Small Business Solutions

10.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review

To understand the SBS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation
related to the program:

0 ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and
savings;

0 supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for
sampled accounts, which typically included:

0

O

signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development;

customer proposals that typically included a detailed inventory of site-captured
measure-level details such as:

Domestic hot water measures (e.g., low-flow faucet aerators) were all
directly installed by the implementer, and a Direct Install Report typically
inventoried the device and quantity installed by room. Additional notes
typically included a flow rate as the new equipment may be one of the
multiple flow rates (e.g., 0.5 GPM, 1.0 GPM). Also, photo documentation
of the water heater and its nameplate was provided. Details of the current
equipment flow rates were not found described, and a specification of the
new equipment was not included.
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▪ Commercial door air infiltration measures (e.g., weather stripping, door 
sealing) were all directly installed by the implementer. A Direct Install 
Report typically inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), and new 
weather stripping length installed by room. Additional notes typically 
included the gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple sizes 
(e.g., one-eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather 
stripping, door sweep). Also, photo documentation of a sample of doors 
with the existing condition and gap noted by a view of a tape measure 
was found. A clear description or documentation of the HVAC type was 
not found. 

▪ PTAC sealing measures were a new addition to the program for PY2021 
and were all directly installed by the implementer. Similar documentation 
as commercial door air infiltration measures was collected, including a 
Direct Install Report which inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), 
and new PTAC sealing length installed by room. Additional notes typically 
included the gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple sizes 
(e.g., one-eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather 
stripping, door sweep). Because PTAC sealing was a new addition to the 
program, extensive photo documentation of each unit was requested by 
the EM&V team and recorded by the implementer for each project. 

▪ Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture 
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type. 
Also, Design Lights Consortium (DLC) and ENERGY STAR® certification 
sheets were typically provided for all models. Manufacturer specification 
sheets were generally not provided. 

o invoices; 

o pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspectors notes and results; and 

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation; 

• a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated 
November 10, 2017; and 

• PY2021 Program Manual for the SBS program obtained from the EAL website.  

10.4.3 Detailed Tracking System/Database Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-claimed tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the key input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms and the final claimed 
values necessary for each measure. The tracking system data review began using TRM 8.2 as 
a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. Chapters of TRM 8.2 that were 
utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Section 10.3.1. 

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the 
program measures. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary for savings 
calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. Following the measure-level review, 
the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 
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- Commercial door air infiltration measures (e.g., weather stripping, door
sealing) were all directly installed by the implementer. A Direct Install
Report typically inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), and new
weather stripping length installed by room. Additional notes typically
included the gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple sizes
(e.g., one-eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather
stripping, door sweep). Also, photo documentation of a sample of doors
with the existing condition and gap noted by a view of a tape measure
was found. A clear description or documentation of the HVAC type was
not found.

- PTAC sealing measures were a new addition to the program for PY2021
and were all directly installed by the implementer. Similar documentation
as commercial door air infiltration measures was collected, including a
Direct Install Report which inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size),
and new PTAC sealing length installed by room. Additional notes typically
included the gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple sizes
(e.g., one-eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather
stripping, door sweep). Because PTAC sealing was a new addition to the
program, extensive photo documentation of each unit was requested by
the EM&V team and recorded by the implementer for each project.

- Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type.
Also, Design Lights Consortium (DLC) and ENERGY STAR® certification
sheets were typically provided for all models. Manufacturer specification
sheets were generally not provided.

0 invoices;

0 pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspectors notes and results; and

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation;

o a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated
November 10, 2017; and

o PY2021 Program Manual for the 888 program obtained from the EAL website.

10.4.3 Detailed Tracking System/Database Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-claimed tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the key input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms and the final claimed
values necessary for each measure. The tracking system data review began using TRM 8.2 as
a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. Chapters of TRM 8.2 that were
utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Section 10.3.1.

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the
program measures. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary for savings
calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. Following the measure-level review,
the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.
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Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant- and measure-level data, was the 
primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing evaluation savings calculations. 
These results were informed and supplemented with the findings from the engineering desk 
reviews and site visits, as further outlined in the savings calculation results section. 

The overall program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in slightly lower savings (98.8 
percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization rates) than those calculated by the program 
implementer. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments from completing engineering 
reviews of the program's desk review, site visits, and tune-up tracking system review. 

Overall, the tracking system review found the following: 

• Except for the overhead door weatherstripping, PTAC sealing, and tune-up measures in 
the SBS program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The 
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the 
overhead door weather stripping, PTAC sealing, and tune-up measures follow custom 
approaches developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V 
team confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan 
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures 
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings. 

• The SBS program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions, 
with three notable exceptions. Overhead door weather stripping and PTAC sealing 
measures use extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration 
measure in TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific annual 
operation hours instead of the deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects. 

o Approximately two-and-a-half percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom 
annual operating hours (AOH) as captured from the site and based on the 
buildings' typical operating hours and hours of occupancy. This approach 
decreased over PY2020, where seven percent of SBS program projects used 
custom AOH. 

• The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.1 percent kW and 100.1 percent 
kWh, not including the tune-up measures. Tracking review realization rates for most 
measures were at 100 percent. 
 

Table 147. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates 
by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Domestic hot water 2 16,564 2 16,558 100.0% 100.0% 

Envelope 30 1,148,718 30 1,148,718 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting 1,396 8,599,554 1,396 8,605,740 100.1% 100.1% 

Total 1,427 9,764,836 1,428 9,771,017 100.1% 100.1% 
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Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings.
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant- and measure-level data, was the
primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing evaluation savings calculations.
These results were informed and supplemented with the findings from the engineering desk
reviews and site visits, as further outlined in the savings calculation results section.

The overall program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in slightly lower savings (98.8
percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization rates) than those calculated by the program
implementer. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments from completing engineering
reviews of the program's desk review, site visits, and tune-up tracking system review.

Overall, the tracking system review found the following:

0 Except for the overhead door weatherstripping, PTAC sealing, and tune-up measures in
the SBS program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the
overhead door weather stripping, PTAC sealing, and tune-up measures follow custom
approaches developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V
team confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings.

0 The SBS program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions,
with three notable exceptions. Overhead door weather stripping and PTAC sealing
measures use extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration
measure in TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific annual
operation hours instead of the deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects.

0 Approximately two-and-a-half percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom
annual operating hours (AOH) as captured from the site and based on the
buildings' typical operating hours and hours of occupancy. This approach
decreased over PY2020, where seven percent of SBS program projects used
custom AOH.

o The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.1 percent kW and 100.1 percent
kWh, not including the tune-up measures. Tracking review realization rates for most
measures were at 100 percent.

Table 147. PY2021 Q1—Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates
by Measure Category

- Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Me eeteeerv mm-mm-mm
Domestic hot water 2 16,564 2 16,558 100.0% 100.0%

Envelope 30 1,148,718 30 1,148,718 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting 1,396 8,599,554 1,396 8,605,740 100.1% 100.1%

Total 1,427 9,764,836 1,428 9,771,017 100.1% 100.1%
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10.4.3.1 Domestic Hot Water 

• No issues found. 

10.4.3.2 Envelope 

• No issues found. 

10.4.3.3 Lighting (i.e., Retrofits Including Controls) 

• One project (PRJ-2401419) totaling 54 exterior lighting measures was found to be 
reporting a therms penalty. No therms penalty should be claimed for exterior lighting. 
The EM&V team reported zero therms penalty for these measures. 

• Two projects totaling 262 lighting controls measures were found to be reporting incorrect 
therms penalties. The reported therms penalties for these lighting controls measures 
were identical to the lighting measures directly associated with these control measures; 
this overstated the therms penalties for these measures. The EM&V team evaluated 
savings following the TRM deemed value of -0.008 therms per kWh. Overall, this 
increased the evaluated therms penalty. 

10.4.4 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan74, and the 
Memorandum of Understanding to reference our review of measure-level savings assumptions. 
The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and 
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. Following the measure-level 
review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system 
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it 
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and 
heat pump tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures. 

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects 
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018–PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The 
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018–PY2020 
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial ≥25 tons, and residential) and 
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.  

 
74 The tune-up measure methodology were developed separately under their own CoolSaver Program 

prior to being included in the Small Business Solutions program. 
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10.4.3.1 Domestic Hot Water

0 No issues found.

10.4.3.2 Envelope

0 No issues found.

10.4.3.3 Lighting (i.e., Retrofits Including Controls)

0 One project (PRJ-2401419) totaling 54 exterior lighting measures was found to be
reporting a therms penalty. No therms penalty should be claimed for exterior lighting.
The EM&V team reported zero therms penalty for these measures.

0 Two projects totaling 262 lighting controls measures were found to be reporting incorrect
therms penalties. The reported therms penalties for these lighting controls measures
were identical to the lighting measures directly associated with these control measures;
this overstated the therms penalties for these measures. The EM&V team evaluated
savings following the TRM deemed value of -0.008 therms per kWh. Overall, this
increased the evaluated therms penalty.

10.4.4 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan“, and the
Memorandum of Understanding to reference our review of measure-level savings assumptions.
The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. Following the measure-level
review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and
heat pump tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures.

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018—PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018—PY2020
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial 225 tons, and residential) and
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.

74 The tune-up measure methodology were developed separately under their own CoolSaver Program
prior to being included in the Small Business Solutions program.
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Database revisions resulting from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up 
measure database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings 
over previous years. The TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's 
JobId measure associated with each post-test-out measure. This approach made it easier to 
match pre-cleans with post-test-outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including 
the TuneUpTypeID and TiCondenserserialnumber fields. No missing or incomplete data fields, 
such as the JobId or MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous 
years. 

Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE. 
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted, 
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, with continuous 
development and changes, the EM&V team recommends developing and maintaining a data 
dictionary to describe the data and document changes within this database. 

We recommend continuing checks for entries on key database fields to ensure that database 
savings are calculated correctly. For example, in PY2021, one project was observed where an 
incorrect efficiency loss factor was used in reported savings. These findings are described in 
detail below.  

10.4.5 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Findings 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of 
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the 
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.  

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and unit-level data and claimed 
savings, was the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings 
calculations. 

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures are 
presented below. 

• Twenty-four commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pump systems 
were using incorrect demand savings. Reported demand savings were calculated using 
the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit 
kWh savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the demand savings to be 
calculated by dividing the AC kWh savings by 8,760; this increased demand savings. 
Ten of the affected project numbers are listed below, with the full list available upon 
request: 

o PRJ-261162, 

o PRJ-261160, 

o PRJ-261159, 

o PRJ-261158, 

o 2021-277980, 

o PRJ-259836, 

o 2021-275790, 
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Database revisions resulting from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up
measure database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings
over previous years. The TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's
Job/d measure associated with each post-test—out measure. This approach made it easier to
match pre-c/eans with post-test—outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including
the TuneUpType/D and TiCondenserser/alnumber fields. No missing or incomplete data fields,
such as the Job/d or MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous
years.

Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE.
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted,
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, with continuous
development and changes, the EM&V team recommends developing and maintaining a data
dictionary to describe the data and document changes within this database.

We recommend continuing checks for entries on key database fields to ensure that database
savings are calculated correctly. For example, in PY2021, one project was observed where an
incorrect efficiency loss factor was used in reported savings. These findings are described in
detail below.

10.4.5 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Findings

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant and unit-level data and claimed
savings, was the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings
calculations.

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures are
presented below.

0 Twenty-four commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pump systems
were using incorrect demand savings. Reported demand savings were calculated using
the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit
kWh savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the demand savings to be
calculated by dividing the AC kWh savings by 8,760; this increased demand savings.
Ten of the affected project numbers are listed below, with the full list available upon
request:

0 PRJ-261162,

o PRJ-261160,

o PRJ-261159,

o PRJ-261158,

o 2021-277980,

o PRJ-259836,

o 2021-275790,
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o 2021-275788, 

o 2021-275336, and 

o 2021-273273 

• Twenty-nine projects totaling 29 commercial Wi-Fi thermostats installed on AC systems 
were using incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings, reported savings 
were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump system by including 
energy savings associated with heat pump heating. Reported demand savings were 
calculated using the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 
instead of the AC unit kWh savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the 
energy savings to only include the energy savings associated with the AC unit. The 
demand savings was adjusted to be calculated by dividing the AC kWh savings by 
8,760; this decreased energy and increased demand savings. Ten of the affected project 
numbers are listed below, with the full list available upon request: 

o 252372-2021, 

o 252371-2021, 

o 252370-2021, 

o 252369-2021, 

o 252368-2021, 

o 252367-2021, 

o 252366-2021, 

o 252360-2021, 

o 257020-2021, and 

o 256979-2021 

• One commercial central AC tune-up project (2021-271712) used an incorrect EL value. 
Reported savings used EL values associated with units that received refrigerant charge 
adjustments. However, the tracking data indicated no refrigerant charge adjustments 
were made for this project. The EM&V team used the EL value for units that did not 
receive refrigerant charge adjustments, increasing energy and demand savings. 

• One commercial AC post-test-out project (2021-262950) reported zero energy savings 
and negative demand savings. The implementer stated there were maintenance issues 
preventing a proper test-out from being conducted. The EM&V team did not adjust 
savings.  
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o Twenty-nine projects totaling 29 commercial Wi-Fi thermostats installed on AC systems
were using incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings, reported savings
were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump system by including
energy savings associated with heat pump heating. Reported demand savings were
calculated using the heat pump heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760
instead of the AC unit kWh savings divided by 8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the
energy savings to only include the energy savings associated with the AC unit. The
demand savings was adjusted to be calculated by dividing the AC kWh savings by
8,760; this decreased energy and increased demand savings. Ten of the affected project
numbers are listed below, with the full list available upon request:
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o 252371-2021,
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o 252369-2021,

o 252368-2021,

o 252367-2021,

o 252366-2021,

o 252360-2021,

o 257020-2021, and

o 256979-2021

0 One commercial centra/AC tune-up project (2021-271712) used an incorrect EL value.
Reported savings used EL values associated with units that received refrigerant charge
adjustments. However, the tracking data indicated no refrigerant charge adjustments
were made for this project. The EM&V team used the EL value for units that did not
receive refrigerant charge adjustments, increasing energy and demand savings.

0 One commercial AC post-test—out project (2021-262950) reported zero energy savings
and negative demand savings. The implementer stated there were maintenance issues
preventing a proper test-out from being conducted. The EM&V team did not adjust
savings.
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10.4.6 Engineering Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the program 
tracking data and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results, 
repeating the calculation steps, and making adjustments. 

The engineering desk reviews included reviewing the available project documentation in 
determining the source of key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2. After 
selecting the best source of the key parameters from the available documentation, the savings 
were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and compared to the claimed savings. 

In addition to the tracking system review, the engineering desk reviews also showed a 
consistent use of TRM 8.2 algorithms across all the measures claimed in the SBS program. The 
EM&V team made various minor adjustments to specific projects described in detail in the 
project review results section below. 

The EM&V team completed 25 engineering desk reviews of the SBS program accounts. These 
projects represented all measure categories in the program, except for tune-up measures, and 
had gross savings of 1,892,791 kWh, or nine percent of the total SBS program recorded gross 
savings of 20,973,500 kWh. This percentage of total program savings is based on finalized 
ArchEE data from January 18, 2022. 

10.4.6.1 Site Visits 

The EM&V team's evaluation plan included conducting ten site visits to SBS program 
customers. These site visits also received an engineering review, as discussed above. The 
EM&V team's field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space 
condition of each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information 
on critical parameters. For the SBS program, some of the key data and spot measurements 
obtained for essential parameters, as applicable, included: 

• domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated 
output of installed units; 

• lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture 
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type, and 
AOH; 

• envelope measures: length of the installed door or PTAC gasket, gap width, and 
heating/cooling system type; and 

• refrigeration measures: length of refrigeration door gaskets, gap width, and area of 
installed strip curtains. 

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate 
savings were accurate. Out of the ten site visits conducted, one customer account changed due 
to the site visit. For the nine remaining customer accounts, all parameters were verified or were 
deemed to be reasonable based on the site inspection. The single adjustment was to adjust the 
prescriptive savings from a retrofit baseline to a new construction baseline. This project was 
found to be a building remodel where the primary use of the facility was drastically changed; this 
resulted in an overall energy savings adjustment from the desk review results of about 2.3 
percent and is described in more detail in the project review results section below. 
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EM&V team's field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space
condition of each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information
on critical parameters. For the SBS program, some of the key data and spot measurements
obtained for essential parameters, as applicable, included:

0 domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated
output of installed units;

0 lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type, and
AOH;

o envelope measures: length of the installed door or PTAC gasket, gap width, and
heating/cooling system type; and

o refrigeration measures: length of refrigeration door gaskets, gap width, and area of
installed strip curtains.

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate
savings were accurate. Out of the ten site visits conducted, one customer account changed due
to the site visit. For the nine remaining customer accounts, all parameters were verified or were
deemed to be reasonable based on the site inspection. The single adjustment was to adjust the
prescriptive savings from a retrofit baseline to a new construction baseline. This project was
found to be a building remodel where the primary use of the facility was drastically changed; this
resulted in an overall energy savings adjustment from the desk review results of about 2.3
percent and is described in more detail in the project review results section below.
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10.4.7 Desk Review and Site-Visit Results 

As noted earlier, the PY2021 SBS program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering 
analysis for a sample of 25 projects and a site visit for 10 of those projects reviewed. For 21 of 
the projects in the sample, no savings adjustments were made. For the remaining four projects, 
the impact evaluation found various discrepancies in the project documentation or the site visit 
that required adjustments of parameters from the claimed savings estimates. The table below 
provides project-level realization rates, by measure category, for the 25 SBS projects reviewed 
by the evaluation. Detailed descriptions of the four projects with energy and realization rate 
adjustments follow Table 148. 
 

Table 148. Small Business Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review and Site Visit Results, By Project 

EM&V 
participant 
ID 

Measure 
stratum 

EM&V review 
type* 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

122001 Lighting high Site visit  8.5   59,326   8.5   59,354  100% 100% 

122002 Lighting high Desk review  12.9   60,744   12.9   60,744  100% 100% 

122003 Lighting low Desk review  1.7   7,658   1.7   7,658  100% 100% 

122004 Lighting medium Desk review  3.5   35,191   3.5   35,191  100% 100% 

122005 Lighting high Site visit  10.3   86,121   10.3   86,121  100% 100% 

122006 Lighting medium Desk review  6.7   43,220   6.7   43,220  100% 100% 

122007 Other Site visit  6.7   319,548   6.7   319,548  100% 100% 

122008 Lighting low Desk review  3.6   12,430   3.6   12,430  100% 100% 

122009 Lighting medium Site visit  6.2   33,061   6.2   33,061  100% 100% 

222001 Lighting high Desk review  33.1   208,968   33.1   208,968  100% 100% 

222002 Lighting low Site visit  3.0   16,996   3.0   16,996  100% 100% 

222003 Lighting high Desk review -     148,847  -     148,847  N/A 100% 

222004 Lighting low Desk review  1.7   7,805   1.7   7,805  100% 100% 

222005 Lighting medium Site visit  4.9   29,701   4.9   29,701  100% 100% 

222006 Lighting medium Desk review  4.8   26,589   4.8   26,589  100% 100% 

222007 Other Desk review  1.5   62,952   1.5   62,952  100% 100% 

222008 Lighting medium Site visit  6.6   48,673   6.6   48,673  100% 100% 

222009 Lighting high Desk review  10.4   59,505   10.4   59,505  100% 100% 

222010 Lighting low Desk review  1.9   9,060   1.9   9,060  100% 100% 

322001 Lighting high Desk review  15.7   100,457   15.7   100,400  100% 100% 

322002 Lighting high Site visit  36.7   300,544   29.2   254,870  79% 85% 

322003 Lighting low Desk review  1.3   7,833   1.3   7,833  100% 100% 

322004 Lighting medium Desk review  11.5   42,855   11.5   42,855  100% 100% 
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stratum
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Lighting low

Lighting high
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Lighting medium

Other

Lighting medium

Lighting high

Lighting low

Lighting high

Lighting high

Lighting low

Lighting medium

EM&V review
type*

Site visit

Desk review

Desk review

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Desk review

Desk review

Site visit

Desk review

Desk review

8.5

12.9

1.7

3.5

10.3

6.7

6.7

3.6

6.2

33.1

3.0

1.7

4.9

4.8

1.5

6.6

10.4

1.9

15.7

36.7

1.3

11.5

59,326

60,744

7,658

35,191

86,121

43,220

319,548

12,430

33,061

208,968

16,996

148,847

7,805

29,701

26,589

62,952

48,673

59,505

9,060

100,457

300,544

7,833

42,855

8.5

12.9

1.7

3.5
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6.7

6.7

3.6

6.2

33.1

3.0

1.7

4.9

4.8

1.5

6.6
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1.9

15.7

29.2
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148,847

7,805

29,701

26,589
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9,060

100,400

254,870
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42,855

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

N/A

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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100%

79%
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Ex-post savings Realization rate

100%

100%
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100%
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EM&V 
participant 
ID 

Measure 
stratum 

EM&V review 
type* 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

322005 Other Site visit  1.9   90,124   2.0   92,374  103% 102% 

322006 Other Site visit  1.7   74,583   1.7   74,583  100% 100% 

Total  196.8  1,892,791  189.3  1,849,338  96% 98% 

* All projects that received an on-site visit also received an engineering desk review. 

A dash indicates that there are no kilowatt savings associated with the respective measure. 

The project-based savings adjustments are provided below by measure category and EM&V 
participant ID.  

10.4.7.1 Other 

The other strata consist of prescriptive, non-lighting measures. Four project IDs were selected in 
the other category for the SBS program. All four of the other category projects completed 
envelope measures. Two projects completed the new PTAC sealing measure, which was 
introduced in PY2021.  

• Participant ID 322005 adjustment to gap width during the desk review and on-site. 
This project was a PTAC sealing project. During the desk review, the EM&V team found 
a discrepancy between the reported gap width in the direct install report and the tracking 
system and photos taken during installation. The tracking data and direct install report 
noted that 10 feet of 5/8" gap around a PTAC unit in room 109 were sealed. However, 
pre-inspection photos of the gap next to a tape measure showed this gap to be 7/8". Ten 
feet of weather stripping was adjusted from the reported 5/8" to 7/8"; this increased 
energy and demand savings. This site also received a site visit to verify the gaps and 
proper gap sealing. 

10.4.7.2 Lighting High  

The lighting high strata consist of lighting projects with total energy savings greater than 57 
MWh. Eight desk reviews and four site visits have been conducted on these strata, resulting in 
four savings adjustments. 

• Participant ID 322001 adjustments for post-installation fixture wattage during the 
desk review. A quantity of three LED exit signs (Superior Life 82206) were adjusted 
from the reported 2 W to 4 W (specification sheets verified these lights to be 3.8 W); this 
reduced energy and demand savings for these measures. 
 

• Participant ID 322002 adjustment for AOH during the desk review and adjustment 
for new construction baseline during the site visit. During the desk review, the 
EM&V team found that the lights in the office areas were reported to operate 3,120 
hours per year following a custom AOH schedule. However, project documentation 
noted that the office areas operate Monday through Saturday from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. every week of the year, which corresponds to 3,432 AOH. The reported 3,120 AOH 
correspond to 10 hours per day instead of the 11 hours noted in the project 
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The other strata consist of prescriptive, non-lighting measures. Four project IDs were selected in
the other category for the SBS program. All four of the other category projects completed
envelope measures. Two projects completed the new PTAC sealing measure, which was
introduced in PY2021.

0 Participant ID 322005 adjustment to gap width during the desk review and on-site.
This project was a PTAC sealing project. During the desk review, the EM&V team found
a discrepancy between the reported gap width in the direct install report and the tracking
system and photos taken during installation. The tracking data and direct install report
noted that 10 feet of 5/8" gap around a PTAC unit in room 109 were sealed. However,
pre-inspection photos of the gap next to a tape measure showed this gap to be 7/8". Ten
feet of weather stripping was adjusted from the reported 5/8" to 7/8"; this increased
energy and demand savings. This site also received a site visit to verify the gaps and
proper gap sealing.

10.4.7.2 Lighting High
The lighting high strata consist of lighting projects with total energy savings greater than 57
MWh. Eight desk reviews and four site visits have been conducted on these strata, resulting in
four savings adjustments.

0 Participant ID 322001 adjustments for post-installation fixture wattage during the
desk review. A quantity of three LED exit signs (Superior Life 82206) were adjusted
from the reported 2 W to 4 W (specification sheets verified these lights to be 3.8 W); this
reduced energy and demand savings for these measures.

0 Participant ID 322002 adjustment for AOH during the desk review and adjustment
for new construction baseline during the site visit. During the desk review, the
EM&V team found that the lights in the office areas were reported to operate 3,120
hours per year following a custom AOH schedule. However, project documentation
noted that the office areas operate Monday through Saturday from 7:00 am. to 6:00
pm. every week of the year, which corresponds to 3,432 AOH. The reported 3,120 AOH
correspond to 10 hours per day instead of the 11 hours noted in the project
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documentation. The EM&V team used 3,432 AOH in the evaluated savings, which 
increased energy savings. 

Also, during the desk review, the photos showed this facility was renovated, and the 
building type was changed during the renovation and lighting project. This building type 
change was verified during the site visit. Reported savings were calculated using a 
deemed retrofit baseline. After the site visit, all lighting in the self-storage and office 
areas of the building were adjusted to a new construction baseline, which affected 748 
lights. On-site, it was noted that this facility used to be a retail store where the retail 
showroom floor and office areas were converted to a self-storage warehouse facility. A 
warehouse lighting power density (LPD) of 0.8 W/sf was used for this area of the 
building. The square footage of this area was documented on-site to be 30,000 square 
feet. The existing warehouse facility and exterior lighting remained in the project as a 
retrofit. Overall, this reduced energy and demand savings for this project 

• Participant ID 122005 adjustments to therms savings during the desk review. 
During the desk review, the EM&V team found a calculation error affecting all lighting 
controls measures. Reported savings for lighting control measures calculate the therms 
penalty by multiplying the associated lighting retrofit energy savings by the interactive 
effects factor for gas (IEFg). This IEFg factor should be multiplied by the lighting control 
savings, not the savings associated with that measure's retrofit energy savings. The 
EM&V team multiplied the IEFg factor (-0.008 therms/kWh) by the lighting control energy 
savings, which resulted in a reduced therms penalty. 

10.4.7.3 Lighting Medium 

The lighting medium strata consists of lighting projects with total energy savings more significant 
than 25 MWh and less than 57 MWh. Seven desk reviews and zero site visits were conducted 
on these strata, resulting in no savings adjustments. 

10.4.7.4 Lighting Low 

The lighting low strata consist of lighting projects with total energy savings of less than 25 MWh. 
Six desk reviews and zero site visits were conducted on this stratum, resulting in no savings 
adjustments. 

10.4.8 Program Website and Documentation Review 

To understand the SBS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated November 
10, 2017; 
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The lighting medium strata consists of lighting projects with total energy savings more significant
than 25 MWh and less than 57 MWh. Seven desk reviews and zero site visits were conducted
on these strata, resulting in no savings adjustments.

10.4.7.4 Lighting Low

The lighting low strata consist of lighting projects with total energy savings of less than 25 MWh.
Six desk reviews and zero site visits were conducted on this stratum, resulting in no savings
adjustments.

10.4.8 Program Website and Documentation Review

To understand the SBS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all
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• PY2021 Program Manual for the Small Business Solutions Program obtained from the 
EAL website;   

• overhead door weather stripping deemed savings methodology and calculations; and 

• program website review. 

Information found on the SBS program website includes a general description of the program, 
such as eligibility and how participation works. It also provides a list of eligible measures and 
their incentive discounts. An example project at a small office is displayed along with the 
estimated energy savings, incentive amount, and utility cost savings. A copy of the program 
manual was easily found on the website. A search link is provided to find a participating trade 
ally by zip code lookup. Health and safety guidelines that employees and trade allies will follow 
in response to COVID-19 were also displayed at the top of the page. 

10.4.8.1 Program Documentation Review 

The EM&V team received program-related documentation key to understanding the program 
and participation processes, including the PY2021 Program Manual and Quality Control and 
Assurance Manual. Key documents to understanding the program savings methodologies and 
measuring level savings include the project-level files, ArchEE data, TRM 8.2, supplementary 
deemed savings methodologies for overhead door weather stripping, PTAC sealing, and 
ongoing reviews with EAL and CLEAResult staff. 

For many sampled projects, the project details and documentation collected by EAL, the 
implementer, and trade allies are sufficiently extensive. As bulleted in the section above, the 
critical baseline and new equipment assumptions, which are drivers of the prescriptive measure 
savings, are well described in trade ally proposals and equipment inventories. The equipment 
quantities and performance metrics are also supported by additional documents collected at 
project approval. The documentation included invoices (support claimed quantities, equipment 
make, and models) and manufacturer cut sheets (confirm equipment makes, models, sizes, 
types, efficiencies). These are industry best standards for documentation collection, which 
reduce the uncertainty of the project savings assumptions and development. 

The EM&V team found that documentation, in most cases, matched the data recorded in the 
ArchEE tracking system. Equipment type, quantities, and in most cases, building/space 
conditions were accurately recorded compared to the efficient technology data and project file 
documentation reviewed. Also, across projects, most project files contained similar 
documentation. Most project files had, at a minimum, the signed customer proposal and project 
agreement. This proposal typically included the list of retrofit measures, with pre- and post-
conditions and equipment parameters identified. Some files included multiple copies (e.g., initial 
proposal, final proposal) depending on whether the scope had changed during project 
development. Many project files included pre- and post-inspection forms with field inspector 
notes indicating site results. Many projects also included pre- and post-installation photographic 
documentation. Photos were included with some proposals and inspection reports, but not all. 
Except for direct install projects, all project files included invoices. All invoices were found to 
have measure-level cost breakdowns, which helped support and confirm project details. 
Documentation of site-stipulated AOH was included in project file requests for the two projects 
that used stipulated AOH. In PY2021, the EM&V team found the project documentation was 
consistently more thorough than previous evaluations, and as a result, additional data requests 
to the implementer remained low compared to prior evaluations. 
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Information found on the SBS program website includes a general description of the program,
such as eligibility and how participation works. It also provides a list of eligible measures and
their incentive discounts. An example project at a small office is displayed along with the
estimated energy savings, incentive amount, and utility cost savings. A copy of the program
manual was easily found on the website. A search link is provided to find a participating trade
ally by zip code lookup. Health and safety guidelines that employees and trade allies will follow
in response to COVlD-19 were also displayed at the top of the page.

10.4.8.1 Program Documentation Review

The EM&V team received program-related documentation key to understanding the program
and participation processes, including the PY2021 Program Manual and Quality Control and
Assurance Manual. Key documents to understanding the program savings methodologies and
measuring level savings include the project-level files, ArchEE data, TRM 8.2, supplementary
deemed savings methodologies for overhead door weather stripping, PTAC sealing, and
ongoing reviews with EAL and CLEAResult staff.

For many sampled projects, the project details and documentation collected by EAL, the
implementer, and trade allies are sufficiently extensive. As bulleted in the section above, the
critical baseline and new equipment assumptions, which are drivers of the prescriptive measure
savings, are well described in trade ally proposals and equipment inventories. The equipment
quantities and performance metrics are also supported by additional documents collected at
project approval. The documentation included invoices (support claimed quantities, equipment
make, and models) and manufacturer cut sheets (confirm equipment makes, models, sizes,
types, efficiencies). These are industry best standards for documentation collection, which
reduce the uncertainty of the project savings assumptions and development.

The EM&V team found that documentation, in most cases, matched the data recorded in the
ArchEE tracking system. Equipment type, quantities, and in most cases, building/space
conditions were accurately recorded compared to the efficient technology data and project file
documentation reviewed. Also, across projects, most project files contained similar
documentation. Most project files had, at a minimum, the signed customer proposal and project
agreement. This proposal typically included the list of retrofit measures, with pre- and post-
conditions and equipment parameters identified. Some files included multiple copies (e.g., initial
proposal, final proposal) depending on whether the scope had changed during project
development. Many project files included pre- and post-inspection forms with field inspector
notes indicating site results. Many projects also included pre- and post-installation photographic
documentation. Photos were included with some proposals and inspection reports, but not all.
Except for direct install projects, all project files included invoices. All invoices were found to
have measure-level cost breakdowns, which helped support and confirm project details.
Documentation of site-stipulated AOH was included in project file requests for the two projects
that used stipulated AOH. ln PY2021, the EM&V team found the project documentation was
consistently more thorough than previous evaluations, and as a result, additional data requests
to the implementer remained low compared to prior evaluations.
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The project proposals include various details; however, the EM&V team would recommend 
adding other key parameters captured at the site used for savings calculations—these include 
building type and heating and cooling space types. 

PY2021 saw an improvement in the documentation's consistency for the make and model of all 
lighting products. Model numbers were often found on the work order forms and in all invoices 
with itemized quantities. DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were also included for 
most lighting models. Manufacturer's specification sheets, however, were not included for any 
lighting projects. Manufacturers' specification sheets are essential for LED exit signs because 
DLC or ENERGY STAR certification sheets are not available for these types of lights. As lighting 
measures contribute a significant portion of the program savings, documents that support key 
variables that are a driver of lighting measure savings include the post-installation lighting 
wattage. Having manufacturer's specification sheets would increase clarity between similar 
lighting types that may differ by color temperature, voltage, and other features that can impact 
the equipment's qualification and fixture input wattage.  

10.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The ArchEE tracking system was the primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing 
evaluation savings calculations across a participant census. The tracking system contained the 
key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating measure savings. After performing 
evaluation savings calculations across all measures claimed by the SBS program, the EM&V 
team found discrepancies in some measure categories. Those discrepancies that had the most 
considerable impact on program savings were discrepancies found during the tracking system 
data review and project-level engineering reviews for tune-up measures and lighting control 
measures as detailed above. 

The EM&V team calculated savings across the program measures based on the tracking data 
review and desk review results. The overall SBS program evaluated savings resulted in slightly 
lower energy and demand savings than those calculated by the program implementer 
(98.8 percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization rates). The evaluated savings are based on 
the results of savings calculations and adjustments made across the tracking system and 
supplemented by the results of the 25 sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up 
measure savings were based on the results of the tracking system review. 

The overall realization rates were affected most by variances between the claimed and 
evaluated savings (kW and kWh) from one lighting project where the baseline was adjusted 
from retrofit to new construction. Another major contributor to savings adjustments was from Wi-
Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect deemed energy and demand savings values being 
used for heat pumps in reported savings.  

Table 149 shows that lighting measures had the most considerable variances and contributed 
the largest portion of program savings. Overall, these findings resulted in the most significant 
impacts on changes in kWh and kW for the program. 
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lighting products. Model numbers were often found on the work order forms and in all invoices
with itemized quantities. DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were also included for
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DLC or ENERGY STAR certification sheets are not available for these types of lights. As lighting
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variables that are a driver of lighting measure savings include the post-installation lighting
wattage. Having manufacturer's specification sheets would increase clarity between similar
lighting types that may differ by color temperature, voltage, and other features that can impact
the equipment's qualification and fixture input wattage.

10.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The ArchEE tracking system was the primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing
evaluation savings calculations across a participant census. The tracking system contained the
key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating measure savings. After performing
evaluation savings calculations across all measures claimed by the SBS program, the EM&V
team found discrepancies in some measure categories. Those discrepancies that had the most
considerable impact on program savings were discrepancies found during the tracking system
data review and project-level engineering reviews for tune-up measures and lighting control
measures as detailed above.

The EM&V team calculated savings across the program measures based on the tracking data
review and desk review results. The overall SBS program evaluated savings resulted in slightly
lower energy and demand savings than those calculated by the program implementer
(98.8 percent kWh and 99.2 percent kW realization rates). The evaluated savings are based on
the results of savings calculations and adjustments made across the tracking system and
supplemented by the results of the 25 sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up
measure savings were based on the results of the tracking system review.

The overall realization rates were affected most by variances between the claimed and
evaluated savings (kW and kWh) from one lighting project where the baseline was adjusted
from retrofit to new construction. Another major contributor to savings adjustments was from Wi-
Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect deemed energy and demand savings values being
used for heat pumps in reported savings.

Table 149 shows that lighting measures had the most considerable variances and contributed
the largest portion of program savings. Overall, these findings resulted in the most significant
impacts on changes in kWh and kW for the program.
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Table 149. Small Business Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates by 
Measure Strata 

Strata 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

Data source kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Lighting - 
high 

781 5,429,892  734   5,187,665  94.1% 95.5% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting - 
medium 

942 5,428,766  943   5,428,764  100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting - 
low 

1230 6,396,515 1,230   6,396,558  100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Other 85 2,138,140  85   2,146,932  100.5% 100.4% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Tune-ups 279 1,580,287  298  1,553,622 106.8% 98.3% Tracking system 
review 

Total 3,317 20,973,600 3,290 20,713,542 99.2% 98.8%  

10.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES 

For all EAL commercial programs, EAL worked with the implementer CLEAResult to develop a 
quality management process that includes QA and QC components. QA emphasizes trade ally 
training to remind trade allies of program processes, technical requirements for measures, 
application requirements, and awareness of the QC process. For QA, the program staff also 
conduct application reviews of each incentive application. Incomplete proposals are rejected 
and sent back for completion. For QC, the program performs pre-installation inspections to 
confirm pre-installation conditions and conducts post-installation inspections to confirm post-
installation conditions. Project savings calculations or incentives are adjusted as appropriate. 
These inspections are completed for 100 percent of custom projects and the largest 
(approximately 10 percent) projects identified by kWh savings. For the SBS program, larger 
projects are defined as those with savings estimated at over 60,000 kWh. Inspections are also 
completed for all prescriptive projects submitted by a non-trade ally or submitted by a trade ally 
under probation. A minimum of 20 percent of all other projects under 60,000 kWh are also 
inspected. Also, for trade allies who are not under probationary status, at least ten percent of 
their total project quantities submitted are pre- or post-inspected. 

QC protocols include clear pass/fail thresholds for addressing trade ally performance. During 
the post-inspection, any project (trade-ally-driven or not), the fail condition results if the work 
scope is significantly incomplete, the efficient measures are found to be ineligible, or there are 
safety or code issues with the installation. A failed project causes the trade ally to be removed 
from the reduced inspection rate list that the program maintains and is put under probationary 
status. Once a trade ally is removed, that contractor must complete five consecutive projects 
without "failures" to be returned to the reduced inspection rate list. For a trade ally to qualify for 
the reduced inspection rate, they must complete five consecutive projects without a failure as 
determined by the program implementer. Customers must sign a customer agreement to be 
eligible for the program; as part of this agreement, the customer is willing to allow a field 
inspector to perform a QC inspection. These inspections could happen to any project regardless 
of scope. An inspection form was developed to perform standardized and consistent inspections 
to ensure the equipment is being used following the guidelines outlined in the customer 
agreement. 
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Table 149. Small Business Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates by
Measure Strata

Ex-post savings Realization rate

Im-ml-m-mn-mm Data source
Lighting - 781 5,429,892 734 5,187,665 94.1% 95.5% Desk reviews and
high site visits
Lighting - 942 5,428,766 943 5,428,764 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and
medium site visits
Lighting - 1230 6,396,515 1,230 6,396,558 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and
low site visits
Other 85 2,138,140 85 2,146,932 100.5% 100.4% Desk reviews and

site visits
Tune-ups 279 1,580,287 298 1,553,622 106.8% 98.3% Tracking system

reVIew
Total 3,317 20,973,600 3,290 20,713,542 99.2% 98.8%

10.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES

For all EAL commercial programs, EAL worked with the implementer CLEAResult to develop a
quality management process that includes QA and QC components. QA emphasizes trade ally
training to remind trade allies of program processes, technical requirements for measures,
application requirements, and awareness of the QC process. For QA, the program staff also
conduct application reviews of each incentive application. Incomplete proposals are rejected
and sent back for completion. For QC, the program performs pre-installation inspections to
confirm pre-installation conditions and conducts post-installation inspections to confirm post-
installation conditions. Project savings calculations or incentives are adjusted as appropriate.
These inspections are completed for 100 percent of custom projects and the largest
(approximately 10 percent) projects identified by kWh savings. For the SBS program, larger
projects are defined as those with savings estimated at over 60,000 kWh. Inspections are also
completed for all prescriptive projects submitted by a non-trade ally or submitted by a trade ally
under probation. A minimum of 20 percent of all other projects under 60,000 kWh are also
inspected. Also, for trade allies who are not under probationary status, at least ten percent of
their total project quantities submitted are pre- or post-inspected.

QC protocols include clear pass/fail thresholds for addressing trade ally performance. During
the post-inspection, any project (trade-ally-driven or not), the fail condition results if the work
scope is significantly incomplete, the efficient measures are found to be ineligible, or there are
safety or code issues with the installation. A failed project causes the trade ally to be removed
from the reduced inspection rate list that the program maintains and is put under probationary
status. Once a trade ally is removed, that contractor must complete five consecutive projects
without "failures" to be returned to the reduced inspection rate list. For a trade ally to qualify for
the reduced inspection rate, they must complete five consecutive projects without a failure as
determined by the program implementer. Customers must Sign a customer agreement to be
eligible for the program; as part of this agreement, the customer is willing to allow a field
inspector to perform a QC inspection. These inspections could happen to any project regardless
of scope. An inspection form was developed to perform standardized and consistent inspections
to ensure the equipment is being used following the guidelines outlined in the customer
agreement.
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Below are the steps that are followed during the QA/QC process, as described by program 
documentation: 

• enrollment and customer verification, 

• project documentation and completeness review, 

• pre-engineering QC and approval, 

• pre-installation inspection, 

• pre-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 

• post-installation QC, 

• post-installation inspection, 

• post-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 

• post-engineering approval, and 

• post-project review and closeout. 

As part of the SBS program evaluation activities, the EM&V team assessed the program's 
documentation and the 25 sampled projects used to inform the impact evaluation. The 
documentation included: 

• program manual; 

• program tracking system/database extracts; 

• supplemental project-level documentation: 

o customer proposals and project agreements, 

o invoices, 

o pre-inspection form (where applicable), 

o post-inspection form (where applicable), and 

o photographic documentation (where applicable). 

As noted in the prior sections, the EM&V team confirmed that the information presented in the 
ArchEE tracking system was, for the most part, accurate compared to that in the project 
documentation. In general, the documentation provided project information that aligned with the 
stated QC goals, though the EM&V team found three specific areas for improvement: 

1. Increase the QA/QC of tracking data to ensure proper building-type selection. 

2. Request greater detail on invoices. 
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11.0 PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS SOLUTIONS 

The Public Institutions Solutions (PIS) program offers commercial customers cash and non-cash 
incentives for energy efficiency improvements. The program targets governments, government-
owned institutions, and public-private education entities. Through technical assistance in energy 
performance benchmarking; energy master planning; and identifying, assessing, and 
implementing energy efficiency technologies, the program educates and assists customers in 
integrating energy efficiency into their short- and long-term planning, budgeting, and operational 
practices. This program was named CitySmart before program year PY2020. 

Program participants are consulted about the available offerings and financial incentives for 
eligible efficiency measures installed in their facilities using a network of trade allies. Trade allies 
are responsible for analyzing customers' energy use, identifying energy efficiency improvement 
projects, and installing the recommended measures. The program offers direct-install, 
prescriptive, and custom measures, which require measurement and verification (M&V). The 
incentive levels vary by the number of installed measures. 

Through hands-on expertise and consulting, the program benchmarks customers' energy use 
and identifies a roadmap to success. Customers are given guidance throughout their experience 
in the program. The PIS program is designed to minimize the following market barriers to 
energy efficiency implementation for Entergy Arkansas, LLC's (EAL) PIS customers: 

• budget constraints, 

• lack of understanding about project financials, and 

• lack of awareness of energy-efficient technologies. 

The program is implemented by EAL and CLEAResult, who provide recruitment, marketing, 
outreach, and training to trade allies. On behalf of EAL, CLEAResult performs energy 
assessments, directly installs measures (e.g., light-emitting diodes (LED), low-flow faucet 
aerators, pre-rinse spray valves, weather stripping), conducts pre- and post-implementation 
inspections, maintains the program quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) standards, and 
administers the incentive process—including program tracking—directly with participating trade 
allies. 

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted a tracking system review for all measures, a separate database review for tune-up 
measures, desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of 30 projects, 15 site visits, and a 
review of program documentation. Limited process activities were conducted in PY2021 as a 
process evaluation was conducted in PY2019, and no significant changes in the program have 
occurred since then. Program staff interviews focused on discussing PY2021 progress and 
challenges and implementing PY2020 evaluation recommendations presented in the executive 
summary.  
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Table 150. Public Institutions Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

Net-to-gross (NTG) 
approach 

Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
M&V 

Metered 
data 

analysis75 

Deemed from prior year 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 
 

Census 30 15 7 

11.1 KEY FINDINGS 

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the PIS program incentivized energy efficiency 
measures to 3,927 unique participants76 through 29 trade allies. Table 151 provides the 
program's claimed savings by measure category, where the most considerable amount of 
claimed participants (65 percent) and savings (55 percent) were attributable to tune-up 
measures. The most significant participation and savings for non-tune-up measures were for 
lighting (24 percent of participants and 26 percent of energy savings). Another significant 
measure in terms of participation was continuous energy improvement (CEI), with 8 percent of 
participants and 6 percent of energy savings. 
 

Table 151. Public Institutions Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings77 

Measure category Trade allies Participants** Projects 

Program 
savings 

(kWh) 

Percentage of 
program savings 

(kWh) 

Custom—CEI 0   31   43   1,389,771  6.4% 

Custom—other  3   5   5   1,810,040  8.3% 

Domestic hot water* 0   4   4   36,853  0.2% 

Envelope* 0   14   15   932,870  4.3% 

HVAC 2   3   3   27,462  0.1% 

Lighting 16   95   100   5,635,424  26.0% 

Tune-ups 11   255   3,059   11,845,784  54.6% 

Total 29 392 3,224 21,678,204  100.0% 

* The implementer directly installed all measures. 

** A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the total count 
of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category. 

 
75 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V. 
76 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number. 
77 ArchEE extract dated January 18, 2022. 
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Based on the PY2021 program tracking data, the PIS program incentivized energy efficiency
measures to 3,927 unique participants76 through 29 trade allies. Table 151 provides the
program's claimed savings by measure category, where the most considerable amount of
claimed participants (65 percent) and savings (55 percent) were attributable to tune-up
measures. The most significant participation and savings for non-tune-up measures were for
lighting (24 percent of participants and 26 percent of energy savings). Another significant
measure in terms of participation was continuous energy improvement (CEI), with 8 percent of
participants and 6 percent of energy savings.

Table 151. Public Institutions Solutions—Reported Participation and Savings77
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Custom—CEI 0 31 43 1,389,771 6.4%

Custom—other 3 5 5 1,810,040 8.3%

Domestic hot water* 0 4 4 36,853 0.2%

Envelope* 0 14 15 932,870 4.3%

HVAC 2 3 3 27,462 0.1%

Lighting 16 95 100 5,635,424 26.0%

Tune-ups 11 255 3,059 11,845,784 54.6%

Total 29 392 3,224 21,678,204 100.0%
* The implementer directly installed all measures.
** A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories or multiple projects. Thus, the total count

of participants and projects may not equal the sum of individual rows by measure category.

75 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V.

76 A unique participant is based on a single utility account number.
77 ArchEE extract dated January 18, 2022.
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In PY2021, the PIS program reported 21,678 MWh in gross energy savings and 3.70 MW in 
gross demand savings. Table 152 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the 
program. The program fell short of achieving its planned energy and demand savings goals, 
reaching 92 percent of the annual energy and 67 percent of the annual demand savings goals. 
 
 

Table 152. Public Institutions Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio* 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

21,678 21,316 98.3% 94.9% 20,235 6.5% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

3.70 3.75 101.3% 95.2% 3.57 3.7% 

* NTG ratios displayed in the table are weighted based on the evaluated net savings results. The NTG ratios used 
at the measure level are 0.93 for the tune-up measures, 0.9 for commercial Wi-Fi thermostats, and 1.0 for 
everything else.  

 
Table 153. Public Institutions Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Public Institutions 
Solutions  

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

       21,987           20,235  92% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             5.3                3.6  67% 

 
The PIS program's evaluated energy savings were slightly lower, and demand savings was 
slightly higher than the reported savings (98.3 percent kWh realization rate, 101.3 percent kW 
realization rate). During the desk review and on-site process, the EM&V team adjusted lighting 
installed fixture types and quantities, and envelope installed gap lengths. Another finding that 
significantly impacted savings on many measures was adjustments to heat pump projects in the 
tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures. 

In previous years, key updates to the program's tracking database were made, which improved 
the data's clarity and accuracy. The changes included correcting duplicate trade ally names and 
IDs in the tracking system and including the Designlights Consortium (DLC) or ENERGY STAR® 
product IDs for all products sold through the program. The recommendations presented below 
for PY2021 focus on further improving data accuracy and consistency. 

The researched NTG ratio is 100 percent for the PIS measures based on research conducted in 
PY2019. For the second year, tune-up measures were included in the PIS program; they use 
different deemed NTG ratios of 90 percent for Wi-Fi thermostats and 93 percent for tune-up 
projects based on prior evaluation cycle research. A complete process evaluation for this 
program, including NTG ratio updates, is planned for PY2022. 
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gross demand savings. Table 152 below shows the reported and evaluated savings across the
program. The program fell short of achieving its planned energy and demand savings goals,
reaching 92 percent of the annual energy and 67 percent of the annual demand savings goals.

Table 152. Public Institutions Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings
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Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization NTG Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate ratio* savings portfolio savings

Energy savings 21,678 21,316 98.3% 94.9% 20,235 6.5%
(MWh)

Demand savings 3.70 3.75 101.3% 95.2% 3.57 3.7%
(MW)
* NTG ratios displayed in the table are weighted based on the evaluated net savings results. The NTG ratios used

at the measure level are 0.93 for the tune-up measures, 0.9 for commercial Wi-Fi thermostats, and 1.0 for
everything else.

Table 153. Public Institutions Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Public Institutions Energy savings 21,987 20,235 92%
Solutions (MWh)

Demand 5.3 3.6 67%
savings (MW)

The PIS program's evaluated energy savings were slightly lower, and demand savings was
slightly higher than the reported savings (98.3 percent kWh realization rate, 101.3 percent kW
realization rate). During the desk review and on-site process, the EM&V team adjusted lighting
installed fixture types and quantities, and envelope installed gap lengths. Another finding that
significantly impacted savings on many measures was adjustments to heat pump projects in the
tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures.

In previous years, key updates to the program's tracking database were made, which improved
the data's clarity and accuracy. The changes included correcting duplicate trade ally names and
IDs in the tracking system and including the Designlights Consortium (DLC) or ENERGY STAR®
product IDs for all products sold through the program. The recommendations presented below
for PY2021 focus on further improving data accuracy and consistency.

The researched NTG ratio is 100 percent for the PIS measures based on research conducted in
PY2019. For the second year, tune-up measures were included in the PIS program; they use
different deemed NTG ratios of 90 percent for Wi-Fi thermostats and 93 percent for tune-up
projects based on prior evaluation cycle research. A complete process evaluation for this
program, including NTG ratio updates, is planned for PY2022.
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11.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by EAL 
(Table 154), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the following program 
year and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the 
future for the PIS program. 
 

Table 154. Public Institutions Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Review 
savings algorithms for 
commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 
measures to ensure consistency. 

The EM&V team found that projects with a reported heat pump 
heating fuel type incorrectly calculated demand savings. For 
seven projects, demand savings were calculated by dividing 
the deemed heat pump heating energy savings by 8,760 
instead of the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with EAL's 
peak demand period. For 20 projects, the energy savings did 
not include the heating portion of the energy savings algorithm.  

During the tracking system review, the EM&V team also 
identified 142 projects where the reported fuel type was electric 
AC with gas heat, but savings were using deemed savings 
values for a heat pump unit. 

The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings 
values and calculation algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat 
measures to ensure consistency based on the tracked fuel 
type.  

Impact Recommendation 2: Ensure 
consistency in data recorded 
from direct-install projects and 
entered into ArchEE for savings.  

During the desk review, the EM&V team found two projects 
where the installed lengths tracked in ArchEE did not match the 
project documentation. For one project, the installed weather 
stripping length was simultaneously counted in different gap 
width categories. For another project, the direct-install report 
included an installed length of weather stripping different from 
the savings summary. 

The EM&V team recommends increasing QA/QC procedures 
for the direct-install reports to limit future data errors of these 
types. 

11.3 METHODOLOGY 

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the PIS program. 

11.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the 
tracking system review, tune-up measure review, 30 engineering desk reviews, and 15 site 
visits. Savings adjustments were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-
up measures are based on adjustments made during the tracking system review. All other 
measures' evaluated savings results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments 
by sampled strata. The tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for 
potential issues for investigation during desk reviews. 
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11.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team has identified key findings and recommendations for consideration by EAL
(Table 154), which primarily focus on improving the realization rate in the following program
year and increasing the transparency, accuracy, and evaluability of program savings in the
future for the PIS program.

Table 154. Public Institutions Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations

Impact Recommendation 1: Review The EM&V team found that projects with a reported heat pump
savings algorithms for heating fuel type incorrectly calculated demand savings. For
commercial Wi-Fi thermostat seven projects, demand savings were calculated by dividing
measures to ensure consistency. the deemed heat pump heating energy savings by 8,760

instead of the deemed cooling savings, which aligns with EAL's
peak demand period. For 20 projects, the energy savings did
not include the heating portion of the energy savings algorithm.
During the tracking system review, the EM&V team also
identified 142 projects where the reported fuel type was electric
AC with gas heat, but savings were using deemed savings
values for a heatpump unit.
The EM&V team recommends reviewing the deemed savings
values and calculation algorithms for Wi-Fi thermostat
measures to ensure consistency based on the tracked fuel
type.

Impact Recommendation 2: Ensure During the desk review, the EM&V team found two projects
consistency in data recorded where the installed lengths tracked in ArchEE did not match the
from direct-install projects and project documentation. For one project, the installed weather
entered into ArchEE for savings. stripping length was simultaneously counted in different gap

width categories. For another project, the direct-install report
included an installed length of weather stripping different from
the savings summary.
The EM&V team recommends increasing QA/QC procedures
for the direct-install reports to limit future data errors of these
types.

11.3 METHODOLOGY

This section summarizes the methodologies used for the evaluation of the PIS program.

11.3.1 Impact Evaluation

The evaluated savings results are based on calculations and adjustments made during the
tracking system review, tune-up measure review, 30 engineering desk reviews, and 15 site
visits. Savings adjustments were made at the project level. Final evaluated savings for the tune-
up measures are based on adjustments made during the tracking system review. All other
measures' evaluated savings results are based on desk review and site-visit level adjustments
by sampled strata. The tracking system informed qualitative findings and served as a guide for
potential issues for investigation during desk reviews.
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To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities: 

• staff interviews and ongoing discussions; 

• program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies; 

• program manual and supplemental documentation review; 

• program tracking system/database reviews; 

• review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups and commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostats; 

• engineering desk review of 30 sampled accounts, representing 30 individual projects; 
and 

• on-site M&V of 15 sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.  

Table 155 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection 
types employed for the impact evaluation effort. 
 

Table 155. Public Institutions Solutions Data Collection Efforts and Project Types 

Data collection activity 
Design 
sample 

Achieved 
sample 

Custom 
projects 

Prescriptive 
projects 

Staff interviews 2 2 N/A N/A 

Tracking system data review78 Q1–Q2 
census 

Q1–Q2 
census 

N/A 48 

Engineering desk review79 30 30 8 24 

On-site M&V visit80 15 1581 4 11 

Tune-up measure data review census census N/A N/A 

 
Most of the measures incentivized by the PIS program in PY2021 are currently included in the 
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific 
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the PIS program measures are 
provided in Table 156. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the 
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand 
savings analysis purposes.  
 

 
78 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. The count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique JobId 

numbers for the measure categories included in the Q1–Q2 tracking database review. 
79 Two participants had both prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the same JobId. 
80 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site 

sample within the desk review sample. 
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To perform the PY2021 impact evaluation, the EM&V team completed the following activities:

0 staff interviews and ongoing discussions;

0 program website review of eligible measures, incentives, and participating trade allies;

0 program manual and supplemental documentation review;

0 program tracking system/database reviews;

0 review of the tracking system and M&V database for tune-ups and commercial Wi-Fi
thermostats;

0 engineering desk review of 30 sampled accounts, representing 30 individual projects;
and

0 on-site M&V of 15 sampled accounts that also received desk reviews.

Table 155 shows the sample design and achieved sample sizes for the different data collection
types employed for the impact evaluation effort.

Table 155. Public Institutions Solutions Data Collection Efforts and Project Types

Design Achieved Custom Prescriptive
Data collection activity sample sample projects projects

2 N/A N/AStaff interviews 2

Tracking system data review78 Q1—Q2 Q1—Q2 N/A 48
census census

Engineering desk review79 30 30 8 24

On-site M&V visit80 15 1581 4 11

Tune-up measure data review census census N/A N/A

Most of the measures incentivized by the PIS program in PY2021 are currently included in the
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 2. Specific
sections of TRM 8.2 associated with the savings developed for the PIS program measures are
provided in Table 156. These prescriptive algorithms and assumptions were the basis of the
savings methodology used by the implementer and the EM&V team for energy and demand
savings analysis purposes.

78 ArchEE extract dated July 1, 2021. The count of prescriptive projects is the quantity of unique Job/d
numbers for the measure categories included in the Q1—Q2 tracking database review.

79 Two participants had both prescriptive and custom measures incentivized under the same Job/d.
80 On-site visits were recruited from the list of participants that received desk reviews, nesting the on-site

sample within the desk review sample.
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Table 156. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Public Institutions Solutions Program 

Measure category TRM 8.2 section  TRM 8.2 measure name 

Domestic hot water 3.3.2 Faucet aerators 

3.3.5 Low-flow showerheads 

Envelope 3.2.11 Commercial door air infiltration 

HVAC 3.1.18 Unitary and split-system AC/HP equipment 

Lighting 3.6.2 Lighting controls 

3.6.3 Lighting efficiency 

 
Air conditioner, heat pump tune-ups, and overhead door weather stripping measures were also 
incentivized through the PIS program. Overhead door weather stripping measures do not strictly 
adhere to TRM 8.2 but instead follow prescriptive approaches developed by CLEAResult based 
on the TRM algorithms for commercial door air infiltration. Additional project details outside 
ArchEE were required to evaluate the tune-up measures, which follow a partial monitoring and 
verification approach. A separate tracking system review was conducted for all tune-up 
measures across the three commercial programs. 
  

Table 157. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Public Institutions Solutions Program 

Measure category Measure description 

Tune-ups (formerly 
CoolSaver) 

Commercial AC post-test-out 

Commercial AC pre-clean 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 

Commercial HP post-test-out 

Commercial HP pre-clean 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping 

11.3.1.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key 
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review 
began using TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. 
Chapters of the TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table 
156. 
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Table 156. TRM 8.2 Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Public Institutions Solutions Program

Measure category TRM 8.2 section TRM 8.2 measure name

Domestic hot water 3.3.2 Faucet aerators

3.3.5 Low-flow showerheads

Envelope 3.2.11 Commercial door air infiltration

HVAC 3.1.18 Unitary and split-system AC/HP equipment

Lighting 3.6.2 Lighting controls

3.6.3 Lighting efficiency

Air conditioner, heat pump tune-ups, and overhead door weather stripping measures were also
incentivized through the PIS program. Overhead door weather stripping measures do not strictly
adhere to TRM 8.2 but instead follow prescriptive approaches developed by CLEAResuIt based
on the TRM algorithms for commercial door air infiltration. Additional project details outside
ArchEE were required to evaluate the tune-up measures, which follow a partial monitoring and
verification approach. A separate tracking system review was conducted for all tune-up
measures across the three commercial programs.

Table 157. Non-TRM Prescriptive Algorithms Utilized by the Public Institutions Solutions Program

Measure category Measure description

Tune-ups (formerly Commercial AC post-test-out

CooISaver) Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP post-test-out

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Envelope Overhead door weather stripping

11.3.1.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all tracking data to assess the extent to which it provided the key
input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms. The tracking system data review
began using TRM 8.2 as a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions.
Chapters of the TRM 8.2 utilized for the tracking system review are described above in Table
156.
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The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings. This review was completed across a census of the 
program measures at the end of Q282. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary 
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted 
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year, 
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, 
appropriateness, and accuracy. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 
 

Table 158. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Reported Energy Savings by Measure Category 

Measure 

Reported savings 

kW kWh 

Domestic hot water 3 26,052 

Envelope 20 654,904 

HVAC 10 20,190 

Lighting 135 907,512 

Total evaluated 169 1,608,658 

Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat83 1,163 8,609,673 

Custom 37 147,961 

Total 1,369 10,366,293 

11.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a 
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and 
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental 
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on 
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances. 

 
82 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021. 
83 Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures are evaluated through a separate tracking system and M&V 

data reviews at the close of the program year. 
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program measures at the end of 0282. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary
for savings calculations are present in the utility's tracking database. This review is conducted
mid-year to help facilitate changes in the algorithm applications before the end of the year,
where they might cause discrepancies in reported versus verified savings. After the measure-
level review, the EM&V team verified energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals,
appropriateness, and accuracy.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings.
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.
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Reported savings
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Envelope 20 654,904

HVAC 10 20,190

Lighting 135 907,512
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Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat83 1,163 8,609,673

Custom 37 147,961

Total 1,369 10,366,293

11.3.1.2 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review

The EM&V team reviewed all the tune-up and commercial Wi-Fi thermostat measures with a
comprehensive tracking system review, supplemented with engineering reviews of the M&V and
deemed savings methodologies. These measures are tracked in ArchEE but have supplemental
data in external databases necessary for evaluation. The tracking system reviews focused on
replicating individual measure savings results and determining population variances.

82 Tracking data downloaded July 1, 2021.
83 Tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures are evaluated through a separate tracking system and M&V

data reviews at the close of the program year.
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11.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits 

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined 
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representations for each stratum. These savings 
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under- 
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to past years. Also, 
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.  

The sampling plan for lighting accounted for the differences between fully deemed lighting 
projects and those using custom hours of use. For the whole population, lighting projects were 
considered deemed if all measures for a project were using the deemed value for annual 
operating hours (AOH) that is consistent with the building type as defined in ArchEE. For 
projects with any measure that uses annual hours of use that is not consistent with the building 
type, the entire project is considered non-deemed. For lighting, this is the classification process: 

1. Projects were divided into deemed and non-deemed based on whether all measures 
used AOHs that matched their building type in the tracking system (deemed) or any 
measure deviated from that value (non-deemed). 

2. The contribution of energy savings for both strata is examined. The base strategy is to 
oversample the non-deemed projects so that at 50 percent energy savings, twice as 
many non-deemed projects will be chosen. The amounts are then adjusted up or down 
for each program based on the actual percentage of energy savings for non-deemed 
compared to the whole population. 

In addition to the sub-strata for lighting projects, three sub-strata for custom projects were 
defined. The first sub-strata is for CEI projects. The other two sub-strata divide projects by 
whether they went through the Early Engagement for High Profile Projects protocol (early 
review) or they did not (other). The contribution of savings was used to determine the number of 
sample points for each sub-strata, with a higher weighting for other, a standard weighting for 
CEI, and a lower weighting for early review. For PIS, there were no early review projects in 
PY2021. 

The site visits were a nested selection of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving a 
site visit assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be cleared 
up during the site visit were prioritized first, with remaining site visits randomly selected from 
within the desk review sample. Table 159 summarizes the result of the sampling for the PIS 
program. 
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11.3.1.3 Desk Reviews and Site Visits

The optimal count of sample units for the custom, lighting, and other strata were determined
based on PY2018 through PY2020 savings representations for each stratum. These savings
were compared against the savings in ArchEE quarterly to determine whether there was under-
or over-representation of specific measure categories occurring compared to past years. Also,
uncertainty in savings drove sampling considerations for the lighting stratum and other strata.

The sampling plan for lighting accounted for the differences between fully deemed lighting
projects and those using custom hours of use. For the whole population, lighting projects were
considered deemed if all measures for a project were using the deemed value for annual
operating hours (AOH) that is consistent with the building type as defined in ArchEE. For
projects with any measure that uses annual hours of use that is not consistent with the building
type, the entire project is considered non-deemed. For lighting, this is the classification process:

1. Projects were divided into deemed and non-deemed based on whether all measures
used AOHs that matched their building type in the tracking system (deemed) or any
measure deviated from that value (non-deemed).

2. The contribution of energy savings for both strata is examined. The base strategy is to
oversample the non-deemed projects so that at 50 percent energy savings, twice as
many non-deemed projects will be chosen. The amounts are then adjusted up or down
for each program based on the actual percentage of energy savings for non-deemed
compared to the whole population.

In addition to the sub-strata for lighting projects, three sub-strata for custom projects were
defined. The first sub-strata is for CE] projects. The other two sub-strata divide projects by
whether they went through the Early Engagement for High Profile Projects protocol (early
review) or they did not (other). The contribution of savings was used to determine the number of
sample points for each sub-strata, with a higher weighting for other, a standard weighting for
CE], and a lower weighting for early review. For PIS, there were no early review projects in
PY2021.

The site visits were a nested selection of the desk reviews, meaning that all projects receiving a
site visit assessment also received a desk review. Projects with variances that could be cleared
up during the site visit were prioritized first, with remaining site visits randomly selected from
within the desk review sample. Table 159 summarizes the result of the sampling for the PIS
program.
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Table 159. Public Institutions Solutions Summary of Sampled Savings 

Sampling strata Projects Projects sampled84 Reported kWh Reported kW 

Custom subtotal  48   9   1,813,881  506 

CEI  43  5  52,023  4 

Other  5  4  1,761,857  503 

Lighting subtotal  100   15   457,345  59 

Deemed  91  13  403,258  51 

Non-deemed  9  2  54,087  8 

Other subtotal  20  8  416,849  22 

Total  165   30  2,688,074 588 

 

11.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

The PIS program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was 
slightly lower than the reported savings (101.3 percent kWh realization rate, 98.3 percent kW 
realization rate). During the desk review and site visit process, the EM&V team corrected 
lighting installed fixture types and quantities, and envelope installed gap lengths. Another finding 
that significantly impacted savings on many measures was adjustments to heat pump projects 
in the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures.  

Corrections to Wi-Fi thermostat  projects that contributed additional savings were found to be 
primarily due to: 

• heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units, and 

• Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in savings 
algorithms. 

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed additional savings were found to be primarily 
due to: 

• changes in therms penalty calculations, which reduced the therms penalty;  

• installed fixture type different from the project documentation for one project; and 

• additional fixtures retrofit but not recorded on the inspection form for another project. 

 
84 Two sampled projects had measures in multiple categories. 
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Custom subtotal 48 9 1,813,881 506

CEI 43 5 52,023 4

Other 5 4 1,761,857 503

Lighting subtotal 100 15 457,345 59

Deemed 91 13 403,258 51

Non-deemed 9 2 54,087 8

Other subtotal 20 8 416,849 22

Total 165 30 2,688,074 588

11.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

The PIS program's evaluated energy savings were slightly higher, and demand savings was
slightly lower than the reported savings (101.3 percent kWh realization rate, 98.3 percent kW
realization rate). During the desk review and site visit process, the EM&V team corrected
lighting installed fixture types and quantities, and envelope installed gap lengths. Another finding
that significantly impacted savings on many measures was adjustments to heat pump projects
in the tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures.

Corrections to Wi-Fi thermostat projects that contributed additional savings were found to be
primarily due to:

0 heat pump projects using demand algorithms associated with AC units, and

0 Wi-Fi thermostat measures using incorrect unit type (AC or heat pump) in savings
algorithms.

Corrections to lighting projects that contributed additional savings were found to be primarily
due to:

0 changes in therms penalty calculations, which reduced the therms penalty;

0 installed fixture type different from the project documentation for one project; and

0 additional fixtures retrofit but not recorded on the inspection form for another project.

84 Two sampled projects had measures in multiple categories.
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Corrections to envelope projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be primarily 
due to:  

• therms penalty calculated for a measure that does not include a therms penalty (a 
commercial showerhead measure), and  

• installed gap lengths not matching between project documentation and the values 
recorded in ArchEE for two projects. 

11.4.1 Participant Characterization 

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking 
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these 
measure names to measure categories is provided below.  
 

Table 160. Mapping to Measure Category 

Measure description Measure category 

Continuous energy improvement Custom—CEI 

Custom—heating and cooling Custom—other 

Custom—non-heating and cooling Custom—other 

Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water 

Faucet aerators Domestic hot water 

Low-flow showerheads Domestic hot water 

Commercial door air infiltration Envelope 

Overhead door weather stripping Envelope 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC => 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC 

Halogens Lighting 

HIDs Lighting 

Integrated-ballast compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) Lighting 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

LEDs Lighting 

Lighting controls Lighting 

Magnetic—ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 

NC—interior project savings Lighting 

NC—LEDs Lighting 

Other linear fluorescents Lighting 

Outdoor—halogens Lighting 

Outdoor—HIDs Lighting 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting 

Outdoor—LEDs Lighting 

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting 
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Corrections to envelope projects that contributed to reduced savings were found to be primarily
due to:

o therms penalty calculated for a measure that does not include a therms penalty (a
commercial showerhead measure), and

0 installed gap lengths not matching between project documentation and the values
recorded in ArchEE for two projects.

11.4.1 Participant Characterization

Several different measures are provided to participants through the program. Within the tracking
system, qualifying products are assigned to unique measure names. The mapping of these
measure names to measure categories is provided below.
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Custom—heating and cooling Custom—other

Custom—non-heating and cooling Custom—other

Commercial showerheads Domestic hot water

Faucet aerators Domestic hot water

Low-flow showerheads Domestic hot water

Commercial door air infiltration Envelope

Overhead door weather stripping Envelope

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC < 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC => 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout HVAC
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Integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting
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Lighting controls Lighting

Magnetic—ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting
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NC—LEDs Lighting

Other linear fluorescents Lighting

Outdoor—halogens Lighting

Outdoor—Hl Lighting

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps Lighting

Outdoor—LEDs Lighting

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12 Lighting
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Measure description Measure category 

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs Lighting 

Outdoor—NC—LEDs Lighting 

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings Lighting 

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents Lighting 

Commercial AC post-test-out Tune-ups 

Commercial AC pre-clean Tune-ups 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) Tune-ups 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) Tune-ups 

Commercial HP post-test-out Tune-ups 

Commercial HP pre-clean Tune-ups 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat Tune-ups 

 
Table 161 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of 
savings by measure category in PY2021. Tune-ups were the dominant measure category in 
PY2021, accounting for 56 percent of claimed demand (kilowatt) savings and 55 percent of 
claimed energy use (kilowatt-hours) savings. 
 

Table 161. PY2021 Reported Public Institutions Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure 
Category 

Measure 
category Participants*  Projects* 

Program savings 
Percentage of 

program savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom—CEI  31   43   237   1,389,771  6% 6% 

Custom—
other 

 5   5   509   1,810,040  14% 8% 

Domestic hot 
water 

 4   4   4   36,853  0% 0% 

Envelope  14   15   23   932,870  1% 4% 

HVAC  3   3   15   27,462  0% 0% 

Lighting  95   100   859   5,635,424  23% 26% 

Tune-ups  255   3,059   2,057   11,845,784  56% 55% 

Total  392   3,224  3,703 21,678,204 100% 100% 

* A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a unique job 
number defined by the ArchEE data field JobId. A participant may install measures across multiple measure 
categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum 
of the counts by measure category. 
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Measure description Measure cate- o
Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor—NC—LEDs

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents

Commercial AC post-test-out

Commercial AC pre-clean

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up)

Commercial heat pump (tune-up)

Commercial HP post-test-out

Commercial HP pre-clean

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Tune-ups

Table 161 below outlines the claimed number of program participants and the percentage of
savings by measure category in PY2021. Tune-ups were the dominant measure category in
PY2021, accounting for 56 percent of claimed demand (kilowatt) savings and 55 percent of
claimed energy use (kilowatt-hours) savings.

Table 161. PY2021 Reported Public Institutions Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure
Category

Percentage of
Program savings program savings

Measure
category

Custom—CEI 31

Custom—
other

Domestic hot
water

Envelope 14

HVAC

Lighting 95

Tune-ups 255

Total 392

Participants*

43

15

3

100

3,059

3,224

237

509

23

15

859

2,057

3,703

1,389,771 6%

1,810,040 14%

36,853 0%

932,870 1%

27,462 0%

5,635,424 23%

11,845,784 56%

21,678,204 100%

6%

8%

0%

4%

0%

26%

55%

100%
* A participant is a unique account described by the ArchEE data field AccountNumber. A project is a unique job

number defined by the ArchEE data field Job/d. A participant may install measures across multiple measure
categories and multiple projects. As a result, the total count of participants and projects may not equal the sum
of the counts by measure category.
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Table 162 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. Commercial 
Wi-Fi thermostat was the dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 27 percent of 
claimed gross kilowatt savings and 44 percent of claimed gross kilowatt-hour savings. LEDs 
were the second most dominant measure in PY2021, accounting for 22 percent of claimed 
gross kilowatt and kilowatt-hour savings. Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) was the 
third most dominant measure with 7 percent of the kilowatt-hour savings and 21 percent of the 
program kilowatt savings. 
 

Table 162. PY2021 Reported Public Institutions Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure 

Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom—CEI 

Continuous energy improvement 237 1,389,771 6% 6% 

Custom—other 

Custom—heating and cooling 63 188,848 2% 1% 

Custom—non-heating and cooling 446 1,621,191 12% 7% 

Domestic hot water 

Commercial showerheads 1 7,604 <1% <1% 

Faucet aerators 1 12,168 <1% <1% 

Low-flow showerheads 2 17,081 <1% <1% 

Envelope 

Commercial door air infiltration 16 454,962 <1% 2% 

Overhead door weather stripping 7 477,908 <1% 2% 

HVAC 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC  
< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 

15 22,910 <1% <1% 

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC  
=> 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout 

<1 4,552 <1% <1% 

Lighting 

Halogens 0 0 0% 0% 

HIDs 0 0 0% 0% 

Integrated-ballast CFL 0 0 0% 0% 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps 31 189,856 1% 1% 

LEDs 803 4,868,659 22% 22% 

Lighting controls 21 127,403 1% 1% 

Magnetic-ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit 
of T12 

1 2,311 <1% <1% 
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Table 162 outlines the savings and percentage of savings by measure in PY2021. Commercial
Wi-Fi thermostat was the dominant measure in PY2021 and accounted for 27 percent of
claimed gross kilowatt savings and 44 percent of claimed gross kilowatt-hour savings. LEDs
were the second most dominant measure in PY2021, accounting for 22 percent of claimed
gross kilowatt and kilowatt-hour savings. Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) was the
third most dominant measure with 7 percent of the kilowatt-hour savings and 21 percent of the
program kilowatt savings.

Table 162. PY2021 Reported Public Institutions Solutions Participation and Savings by Measure

Percentage of program
Program savings savings

Custom—CEI

Continuous energy improvement 237 1,389,771 6% 6%

Custom—other

Custom—heating and cooling 63 188,848 2% 1%

Custom—non-heating and cooling 446 1,621,191 12% 7%

Domestic hot water

Commercial showerheads 1 7,604 <1% <1%

Faucet aerators 1 12,168 <1 % <1 %

Low-flow showerheads 2 17,081 <1 % <1 %

Envelope

Commercial door air infiltration 16 454,962 <1 % 2%

Overhead door weather stripping 7 477,908 <1 % 2%

HVAC

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC 15 22,910 <1 % <1 %
< 65000 btu/hr—replace on burnout

Unitary AC equipment—unitary AC <1 4,552 <1 % <1 %
=> 65000 btulhr—replace on burnout

Lighting

Halogens 0 0 0% 0%

HIDs 0 0 0% 0%

Integrated-ballast CFL 0 0 0% 0%

Integrated-ballast LED lamps 31 189,856 1% 1%

LEDs 803 4,868,659 22% 22%

Lighting controls 21 127,403 1% 1%

Magnetic-ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit 1 2,311 <1 % <1 %
of T12
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Measure 

Program savings 
Percentage of program 

savings 

kW kWh kW kWh 

NC—interior project savings 3 16,367 <1% <1% 

NC—LEDs 0 0 0% 0% 

Other linear fluorescents 0 -103 <1% <1% 

Outdoor—halogens 0 1,203 0% <1% 

Outdoor—HIDs 0 991 0% <1% 

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps 0 104,028 0% <1% 

Outdoor—LEDs <1 314,069 <1% 1% 

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium 
T8 retrofit of T12 

0 0 0% 0% 

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs 0 0 0% 0% 

Outdoor—NC—LEDs 0 0 0% 0% 

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings 0 10,640 0% <1% 

Outdoor—other linear fluorescents 0 0 0% 0% 

Tune-ups 

Commercial AC post-test-out 41 76,040 1% <1% 

Commercial AC pre-clean 163 385,381 4% 2% 

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 777 1,467,778 21% 7% 

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 70 246,657 2% 1% 

Commercial HP post-test-out 5 17,984 <1% <1% 

Commercial HP pre-clean 10 34,009 <1% <1% 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 990 9,617,935 27% 44% 

Total 3,703  21,678,204  100% 100% 

* Some measures were identified in the tracking system data with no savings; these represent lighting included in 
site lighting inventories but were not incented by the program. 

 
Table 163 shows the incentive structure for PY2021 compared to the previous program year. 
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Percentage of program
Program savings savings

mmmm
16,367 <1 % <1 %

0 0% 0%

-103 <1 % <1 %

1,203 0% <1 %

991 0% <1 %

Outdoor—integrated-ballast LED lamps 104,028 0% <1 %

Outdoor—LEDs <1 314,069 <1 % 1%

NC—interior project savings 3

NC—LEDs 0

Other linear fluorescents 0

Outdoor—halogens 0

Outdoor—Hl 0

0

Outdoor—magnetic ballast T5 or premium 0 0 0% 0%
T8 retrofit of T12

Outdoor—modular CFLs and CCFLs

Outdoor—NC—LEDs

0 0% 0%

0 0% 0%

10,640 0% <1 %

0 0% 0%

Outdoor—NC—lighting project savings
O

O
O

O
Outdoor—other linear fluorescents

Tune-ups

Commercial AC post-test-out 41 76,040 1% <1%

Commercial AC pre-clean 163 385,381 4% 2%

Commercial central air conditioner (tune-up) 777 1,467,778 21% 7%

Commercial heat pump (tune-up) 70 246,657 2% 1%

Commercial HP post-test-out 5 17,984 <1% <1%

Commercial HP pre-clean 10 34,009 <1% <1%

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostat 990 9,617,935 27% 44%

Total 3,703 21,678,204 100% 100%
* Some measures were identified in the tracking system data with no savings; these represent lighting included in

site lighting inventories but were not incented by the program.

Table 163 shows the incentive structure for PY2021 compared to the previous program year.
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The incentives for all tiers of measures were reduced in PY2021 from PY2020. 
 

Table 163. PY2021 Public Institutions Solutions Program Incentives 

Measure PY2020 incentive* PY2021 incentive** 

Directly Installed by CLEAResult 

Domestic hot water 

Commercial showerheads Full cost Full cost 

Faucet aerators Full cost Full cost 

Pre-rinse spray valves Full cost Full cost 

Envelope 

Commercial door air infiltration (i.e., weather stripping) Full cost Full cost 

Lighting 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost 

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost 

Installed by trade ally 

PC power management $0.10/kWh $0.10/kWh 

Gaskets and strip curtains 100 percent, contact 
program staff 

100 percent, contact 
program staff 

All other measures*** 1 measure 2 measures 3 measures 4+ measures 

PY2020 incentive* $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh 

PY2021 incentive** $0.12/kWh $0.13/kWh $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh 

* Source: PY2020 Program Manual CitySmart program. 

** Source: PY2021 Program Manual CitySmart Manual.  

*** To qualify for an additional tier, an energy efficiency measure must exceed 25,000 kWh of savings. Measures 
can be grouped to meet the 25,000 kWh minimum threshold, but only one such grouping is allowed per 
customer. Direct-install measures only count as one measure tier. 

11.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review 

To understand the PIS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for 
sampled accounts, which typically included: 

o signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included 
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development; 
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The incentives for all tiers of measures were reduced in PY2021 from PY2020.

Table 163. PY2021 Public Institutions Solutions Program Incentives

_Pvzozoincemive PY2021
Directly Installed by CLEAResuIt

Domestic hot water

Commercial showerheads Full cost Full cost

Faucet aerators Full cost Full cost

Pre-rinse spray valves Full cost Full cost

Envelope

Commercial door air infiltration (i.e., weather stripping) Full cost Full cost

Lighting

Integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost

Outdoor-integrated-ballast LED lamps Full cost Full cost

Installed by trade ally

PC power management $0.10/kWh $0.10/kWh

Gaskets and strip curtains 100 percent, contact 100 percent, contact
program staff program staff

All other measures*** 1 measure 2 measures 3 measures 4+ measures

PY2020 incentive* $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh $0.16/kWh $0.18/kWh

PY2021 incentive** $0.12/kWh $0.13/kWh $0.14/kWh $0.15/kWh

* Source: PY2020 Program Manual CitySmart program.
** Source: PY2021 Program Manual CitySmart Manual.
*** To qualify for an additional tier, an energy efficiency measure must exceed 25,000 kWh of savings. Measures

can be grouped to meet the 25,000 kWh minimum threshold, but only one such grouping is allowed per
customer. Direct-install measures only count as one measure tier.

11.4.2 Program Documentation and Tracking Data Review

To understand the PIS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation
related to the program:

0 ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and
savings;

0 supplemental project-level documentation received during quarterly data requests for
sampled accounts, which typically included:

0 signed customer proposals and project agreements—sometimes files included
initial and final proposals if projects had changed during development;
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o customer proposals that typically included a detailed inventory of site-captured 
measure-level details such as: 

▪ Domestic hot water measures (e.g., low-flow faucet aerators, commercial 
showerheads, and low-flow showerheads) were all directly installed by 
the implementer. A Direct Install Report typically inventoried the device 
and quantity installed by room. Additional notes typically included a flow 
rate as the new equipment may be multiple flow rates (e.g., 0.5 gallons 
per minute (GPM), 1.0 GPM). Also, photo documentation of the water 
heater and its nameplate was provided. Details of the exact installed 
equipment flow rates were not included, and a specification of the new 
equipment was not provided. 

▪ The implementer directly installed commercial door air infiltration 
measures (e.g., weather stripping, door sealing). A Direct Install Report 
typically inventoried the device, quantity (by gap size), and new weather 
stripping length installed by room. Additional notes typically included the 
gap size as the new equipment may be of multiple widths (e.g., one-
eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather stripping, door 
sweep). Also, photo documentation of a sample of doors with the existing 
condition and gap noted by a view of a tape measure was provided. A 
clear description or documentation of the HVAC type was not included. 

▪ HVAC measures included new equipment type, make and model 
numbers, capacity, and quantity. Manufacturers' specification sheets and 
Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) certificates 
were also provided.  

▪ Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture 
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type. 
Also, DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were typically 
provided for all models. Manufacturer specification sheets were generally 
not provided. 

o invoices; 

o pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspectors' notes and results; and 

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation. 

• a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated 
November 10, 2017; 

• PY2021 Program Manual for the Public Institutions Solutions program obtained from 
the EAL website; and 

• ongoing biweekly meetings with EAL and CLEAResult. 
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eighth-inch, one-quarter-inch) and the type (e.g., weather stripping, door
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- HVAC measures included new equipment type, make and model
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Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) certificates
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- Lighting and lighting controls measures included existing and new fixture
types, make and model numbers, wattages, quantity, and control type.
Also, DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were typically
provided for all models. Manufacturer specification sheets were generally
not provided.

0 invoices;

0 pre- or post-inspection forms indicating field inspectors' notes and results; and

o photographic documentation pre- or post-installation.

o a Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated
November 10, 2017;

o PY2021 Program Manual for the Public Institutions Solutions program obtained from
the EAL website; and

o ongoing biweekly meetings with EAL and CLEAResult.
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11.4.3 Detailed Tracking System/Database Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-claimed tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the key input parameters needed for TRM 8.2-based algorithms and the final claimed 
values necessary for each measure. The tracking system data review began using TRM 8.2 as 
a reference in our review of measure-level savings assumptions. Chapters of TRM 8.2 utilized 
for the tracking system review are described above in Section 11.3.1. 

The EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM 8.2 deemed savings 
algorithms used to estimate savings; this review was completed across a census of the program 
measures. All the critical input variables and assumptions necessary for savings calculations 
are present in the utility's tracking database. The EM&V team verified energy savings 
calculations for engineering fundamentals, appropriateness, and accuracy after the measure-
level review. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified whether the savings estimates in the tracking 
system are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2 used to estimate project savings. 
Third, it assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE tracking system, which supplied all participant- and measure-level data, was the 
primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing evaluation savings calculations. 
These results were informed and supplemented with the findings from the engineering desk 
reviews and site visits, as further outlined in Section 11.5. 

The overall PIS program evaluated tracking system savings resulted in nearly identical savings 
(100.0 percent kW and 100.1 percent kWh realization rates) than those calculated by the 
program implementer. The evaluated savings are based on adjustments made from completing 
engineering reviews of the program's tracking data. The overall realization rates were affected 
negligibly by variances between the reported and evaluated energy savings (kWh) for lighting 
and domestic hot water projects. Further details of measure-based findings are provided below. 

Overall, the tracking system review found the following: 

• Except for the custom, CEI, overhead door weather stripping, and tune-up measures in 
the PIS program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The 
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the 
overhead door weather stripping and tune-up measures follow custom approaches 
developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V team 
confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan 
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures 
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings separately from the mid-year 
tracking system review. 

• The PIS program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions, 
with two notable exceptions. The overhead door weather stripping measure uses 
extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration measure in 
TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific AOH instead of the 
deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects. 
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Overall, the tracking system review found the following:

0 Except for the custom, CEI, overhead door weather stripping, and tune-up measures in
the PIS program, all measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed algorithms. The
savings equations were confirmed consistent with TRM 8.2. As described above, the
overhead door weather stripping and tune-up measures follow custom approaches
developed from assumptions and methodologies in the TRM. The EM&V team
confirmed the overhead door weather stripping measures following the M&V plan
through this tracking system review. A tracking system review of the tune-up measures
was completed to inform tune-up evaluated savings separately from the mid-year
tracking system review.

0 The PIS program measures utilize TRM 8.2, Volume 2 deemed savings assumptions,
with two notable exceptions. The overhead door weather stripping measure uses
extrapolated savings values based on the commercial door air infiltration measure in
TRM 8.2. Also, some lighting efficiency measures use site-specific AOH instead of the
deemed values in TRM 8.2 for lighting projects.
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o Nine percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom AOH as captured from 
the site and based on the buildings' typical operating hours and hours of 
occupancy. This approach increased over PY2021, where only two-and-a-half 
percent of PIS program projects used a custom AOH. 

• The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.0 percent kW and 100.1 percent 
kWh. Tracking review realization rates were 100 percent for envelope and HVAC 
measures. 
 

Table 164. PY2021 Q1–Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates 
by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Domestic hot water        3  26,052       3  26,008  99.8% 99.8% 

Envelope       20  654,904     20  654,904  100.0% 100.0% 

HVAC       10  20,190     10  20,190  100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting     135  907,512   135  909,111  100.0% 100.2% 

Total     169  1,608,658   169  1,610,213  100.0% 100.1% 

11.4.3.1 Domestic Hot Water 

• The EM&V team calculated slightly lower energy and demand savings than reported in 
the tracking data for 57 low-flow showerhead measures from one JobId (PRJ-2921161). 
These measures followed the TRM 8.2 prescriptive residential approach, which was 
appropriate because these measures were installed in residential homes on an Air Force 
Base. The EM&V team believes the difference in savings is likely due to rounding key 
input values, such as gallons saved per year—this slightly reduced energy and demand 
savings for these measures. 

11.4.3.2 Envelope 

• No issues were found. 

11.4.3.3 HVAC 

• No issues were found. 
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0 Nine percent of lighting projects use site-specific custom AOH as captured from
the site and based on the buildings' typical operating hours and hours of
occupancy. This approach increased over PY2021, where only two-and-a-half
percent of PIS program projects used a custom AOH.

o The overall tracking review realization rates were 100.0 percent kW and 100.1 percent
kWh. Tracking review realization rates were 100 percent for envelope and HVAC
measures.

Table 164. PY2021 Q1—Q2 Tracking System Energy Savings and Realization Rates
by Measure Category

- Claimed savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Measure category

Domestic hot water

Envelope

HVAC

Lighting

Total

11.4.3.1 Domestic Hot Water

26,052

654,904

20,190

907,512

1,608,658

3

20

10

135

169

26,008 99.8% 99.8%

654,904 100.0% 100.0%

20,190 100.0% 100.0%

909,111 100.0% 100.2%

1,610,213 100.0% 100.1%

0 The EM&V team calculated slightly lower energy and demand savings than reported in
the tracking data for 57 low-flow showerhead measures from one JobId(PRJ-2921161).
These measures followed the TRM 8.2 prescriptive residential approach, which was
appropriate because these measures were installed in residential homes on an Air Force
Base. The EM&V team believes the difference in savings is likely due to rounding key
input values, such as gallons saved per year—this slightly reduced energy and demand
savings for these measures.

11.4.3.2 Envelope

0 No issues were found.

11.4.3.3 HVAC

0 No issues were found.
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11.4.3.4 Lighting (i.e., Retrofits Including Controls) 

• One exterior lighting project (JobId PRJ-2875924) was incorrectly using custom AOH. 
This project reported zero energy and demand savings. The ProjectNarrative field noted 
that the AOH had been stipulated, but ExistingAnnualHours and AnnualHours fields, 
which normally note the custom AOH, were empty. It is assumed that the AOH of 0, 
which was used in reported savings, was done in error. The EM&V team used the TRM 
deemed AOH and coincidence factor (CF) for the reported exterior location; this 
increased energy savings for this project. 

11.4.4 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan85, and the 
Memorandum of Understanding for the review of measure-level savings assumptions. The 
EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and 
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. The EM&V team verified 
energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, appropriateness, and accuracy after 
the measure-level review. 

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level 
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system 
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it 
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs. 

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and 
heat pump tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures. 

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects 
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018–PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The 
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018–PY2020 
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial ≥25 tons, and residential) and 
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.  

Database revisions from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up measure 
database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings over 
previous evaluations. The TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's 
JobId measure associated with each post-test-out measure. This approach made it easier to 
match pre-cleans with post-test-outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including 
the TuneUpTypeID and TiCondenserserialnumber fields. No missing or incomplete data fields, 
such as the JobId or MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous 
years. 

 
85 The tune-up measure methodology was developed separately under the CoolSaver Program prior to 

being included in the PIS program. 
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11.4.3.4 Lighting (i.e., Retrofits Including Controls)

0 One exterior lighting project (Job/d PRJ-2875924) was incorrectly using custom AOH.
This project reported zero energy and demand savings. The ProjectNarrative field noted
that the AOH had been stipulated, but ExistingAnnua/Hours and AnnualHours fields,
which normally note the custom AOH, were empty. It is assumed that the AOH of O,
which was used in reported savings, was done in error. The EM&V team used the TRM
deemed AOH and coincidence factor (CF) for the reported exterior location; this
increased energy savings for this project.

11.4.4 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review began using the TRM 8.2, the CoolSaver Program M&V Plan85, and the
Memorandum of Understanding for the review of measure-level savings assumptions. The
EM&V team reviewed the tracking systems linkage to the TRM deemed savings and
supplemental documentation methods used to estimate savings. The EM&V team verified
energy savings calculations for engineering fundamentals, appropriateness, and accuracy after
the measure-level review.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives. First, it identified any initial high-level
tracking system concerns. Second, it verified that the savings estimates in the tracking system
are consistent with the savings outlined in TRM 8.2, used to estimate project savings. Third, it
assessed the ability of the tracking system to support future evaluation needs.

The ArchEE database includes the key data for all projects and reported savings for AC and
heat pump tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures, which totaled 408 measures.

A CLEAResult tracking system extract was provided, including pre- and post-test-out projects
used as the basis for CLEAResult's PY2018—PY2020 efficiency loss (EL) calculations. The
EM&V team reviewed this dataset, examined it for outliers, and calculated the PY2018—PY2020
EL values for three sectors (commercial <25 tons, commercial 225 tons, and residential) and
whether a refrigerant charge adjustment was performed.

Database revisions from previous evaluation findings led to the PY2021 tune-up measure
database showing improved data completeness and an overall decrease in findings over
previous evaluations. The TuneupidComm filed was used to capture the pre-clean measure's
Job/d measure associated with each post-test—out measure. This approach made it easier to
match pre-c/eans with post-test—outs than in previous years, which used various fields, including
the TuneUpType/D and TiCondenserseria/number fields. No missing or incomplete data fields,
such as the Job/d or MeasureDesc, were observed, which marked improvement over previous
years.

85 The tune-up measure methodology was developed separately under the CoolSaver Program prior to
being included in the PIS program.
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Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE. 
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted, 
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, the EM&V team 
recommends developing and maintaining a data dictionary to describe the data and document 
changes within this database with continuous development and changes. 

We recommend continuing checks for entries on key database fields to ensure that database 
savings are calculated correctly. For example, in PY2021, one project was observed where an 
incorrect EL factor was used in reported savings. These findings are described in detail below.  

11.4.4.1 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Findings 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of 
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the 
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.  

The ArchEE tracking system supplied all participant and unit-level data, and claimed savings 
was the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings 
calculations. 

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and Wi-Fi thermostat measures are 
presented below. 

• One-hundred-forty-two commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on electric AC 
systems with gas heat used incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings, 
reported savings were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump 
system by including energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms. 
Reported demand savings were calculated using the heat pump heating deemed 
energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour savings divided by 
8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the energy savings to only include the energy savings 
associated with the AC unit. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling 
kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760. These adjustments decreased energy and increased 
demand savings. Ten of the affected JobIds are listed below, with the complete list 
available upon request: 

o 252385-2021, 

o 252384-2021, 

o 252383-2021, 

o 252382-2021, 

o 252381-2021, 

o 252380-2021, 

o 252378-2021, 

o 252377-2021, 

o 252376-2021, and 

o 252375-2021. 
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Most of the key tune-up measure data is maintained in a separate database outside of ArchEE.
Continuous development and changes to this supplementary database have been noted,
increasing its overall completeness and ease of understanding. However, the EM&V team
recommends developing and maintaining a data dictionary to describe the data and document
changes within this database with continuous development and changes.

We recommend continuing checks for entries on key database fields to ensure that database
savings are calculated correctly. For example, in PY2021, one project was observed where an
incorrect EL factor was used in reported savings. These findings are described in detail below.

11.4.4.1 Tune-Up and Wi-Fi Thermostat Measurement and Verification Findings

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample of
participants to confirm the savings methodology used and results obtained, repeating the
calculation steps, and making calculation adjustments.

The ArchEE tracking system supplied all participant and unit-level data, and claimed savings
was the primary tool for checking reported savings and performing evaluation savings
calculations.

Detailed findings from the M&V review for tune-up and Wi—Fi thermostat measures are
presented below.

0 One-hundred-forty-two commercial Wi—Fi thermostats measures installed on electric AC
systems with gas heat used incorrect energy and demand savings. For energy savings,
reported savings were calculated as if the thermostat was installed on a heat pump
system by including energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms.
Reported demand savings were calculated using the heat pump heating deemed
energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour savings divided by
8,760. The EM&V team adjusted the energy savings to only include the energy savings
associated with the AC unit. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling
kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760. These adjustments decreased energy and increased
demand savings. Ten of the affected Joblds are listed below, with the complete list
available upon request:

0 252385-2021,

o 252384-2021,

o 252383-2021,

o 252382-2021,

o 252381-2021,

o 252380-2021,

o 252378-2021,

o 252377-2021,

o 252376-2021, and

o 252375-2021.
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• Twenty commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pump systems were 
using incorrect energy savings. For energy savings, reported savings were calculated 
as if the thermostat was installed on an electric AC with gas heat system by excluding 
energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms. The EM&V team 
adjusted the energy savings to include the heat pump heating algorithm; this 
adjustment increased energy savings. Ten of the affected JobIds are listed below, with 
the complete list available upon request: 

o 2021-262919, 

o 2021-263074, 

o 2021-278273, 

o PRJ-262245, 

o PRJ-262244, 

o PRJ-262243, 

o PRJ-262242, 

o PRJ-262241, 

o PRJ-262664, and 

o PRJ-262662. 

• Seven commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pumps used incorrect 
demand savings. The reported demand savings were calculated using the heat pump 
heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour 
savings divided by 8,760. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling 
kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760. These adjustments reduced demand savings. The 
seven affected JobIds are listed below: 

o PRJ-261967, 

o 2021-274524, 

o 2021-274523, 

o 2021-274517, 

o 2021-265253, 

o 2021-265251, and 

o 2021-265141. 
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o Twenty commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pump systems were
using incorrect energy savings. For energy savings, reported savings were calculated
as if the thermostat was installed on an electric AC with gas heat system by excluding
energy savings associated with the heat pump heating algorithms. The EM&V team
adjusted the energy savings to include the heat pump heating algorithm; this
adjustment increased energy savings. Ten of the affected Joblds are listed below, with
the complete list available upon request:

0 2021-262919,

o 2021 -263074,

0 2021-278273,

o PRJ-262245,

o PRJ-262244,

o PRJ-262243,

o PRJ-262242,

o PRJ-262241,

o PRJ-262664, and

o PRJ-262662.

0 Seven commercial Wi-Fi thermostats measures installed on heat pumps used incorrect
demand savings. The reported demand savings were calculated using the heat pump
heating deemed energy savings divided by 8,760 instead of the AC unit kilowatt-hour
savings divided by 8,760. The demand savings was adjusted by dividing the cooling
kilowatt-hour savings by 8,760. These adjustments reduced demand savings. The
seven affected Joblds are listed below:

0 PRJ-261967,

o 2021-274524,

o 2021-274523,

o 2021-274517,

o 2021-265253,

o 2021-265251, and

o 2021-265141.
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11.4.5 Engineering Desk Reviews 

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the program 
tracking data and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results, 
repeating the calculation steps, and making adjustments. 

The engineering desk reviews included reviewing the available project documentation in 
determining the source of key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2. After 
selecting the best source of the key parameters from the available documentation, the savings 
were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and compared to the claimed savings. 

In addition to the tracking system review, the engineering desk reviews also showed a 
consistent use of TRM 8.2 algorithms across all the measures claimed in the PIS program. The 
EM&V team made various minor adjustments to specific projects described in detail in the 
project review results section below. 

The EM&V team completed 30 engineering desk reviews of the PIS program accounts. These 
projects represented all measure categories in the program, except for tune-up measures, and 
had gross savings of 2,688,074 kWh, or 12 percent of the total PIS program recorded gross 
savings of 21,678,204 kWh. This percentage of total program savings is based on finalized 
ArchEE data from January 18, 2022. 

11.4.6 Site Visits 

The EM&V team's evaluation plan included conducting ten site visits to PIS program customers. 
These site visits also received an engineering review, as discussed above. The EM&V team's 
field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space condition of 
each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information on critical 
parameters. For the PIS program, some of the key data and spot measurements obtained for 
essential parameters, as applicable, included: 

• domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated 
output of installed units; 

• envelope measures: length of the installed door, gap width, and heating/cooling system 
type; 

• HVAC measures: quantity, building type, and make/model of installed units; and 

• lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture 
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type, and 
AOH. 

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate 
savings were accurate. Out of the 15 site visits conducted, there were two adjustments. One 
site visit found a different lighting product installed (a lamp replacement rather than a fixture 
replacement) specified in the project documentation. Another site visit found additional fixtures 
that were retrofitted as part of the project and not recorded in the documentation. The 
adjustments from the site visits are described in further detail in the following section. 
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11.4.5 Engineering Desk Reviews

The EM&V team evaluated CLEAResult's savings calculations by reviewing the program
tracking data and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results,
repeating the calculation steps, and making adjustments.

The engineering desk reviews included reviewing the available project documentation in
determining the source of key parameters for the deemed savings protocols from TRM 8.2. After
selecting the best source of the key parameters from the available documentation, the savings
were calculated based on TRM 8.2 algorithms and compared to the claimed savings.

In addition to the tracking system review, the engineering desk reviews also showed a
consistent use of TRM 8.2 algorithms across all the measures claimed in the PIS program. The
EM&V team made various minor adjustments to specific projects described in detail in the
project review results section below.

The EM&V team completed 30 engineering desk reviews of the PIS program accounts. These
projects represented all measure categories in the program, except for tune-up measures, and
had gross savings of 2,688,074 kWh, or 12 percent of the total PIS program recorded gross
savings of 21 ,678,204 kWh. This percentage of total program savings is based on finalized
ArchEE data from January 18, 2022.

11.4.6 Site Visits

The EM&V team's evaluation plan included conducting ten site visits to PIS program customers.
These site visits also received an engineering review, as discussed above. The EM&V team's
field inspector recorded the verified quantities, operation, building type, and space condition of
each of the measures observed while on-site and collected additional information on critical
parameters. For the PIS program, some of the key data and spot measurements obtained for
essential parameters, as applicable, included:

0 domestic hot water measures: type of service, number of installed units, and rated
output of installed units;

0 envelope measures: length of the installed door, gap width, and heating/cooling system
type;

0 HVAC measures: quantity, building type, and make/model of installed units; and

o lighting measures: base/new wattage, number of lamps per fixture, lamp/fixture
make/model/type, base/new control type, building type, space heating/cooling type, and
AOH.

The site visits found that most parameters recorded in the project documentation to calculate
savings were accurate. Out of the 15 site visits conducted, there were two adjustments. One
site visit found a different lighting product installed (a lamp replacement rather than a fixture
replacement) specified in the project documentation. Another site visit found additional fixtures
that were retrofitted as part of the project and not recorded in the documentation. The
adjustments from the site visits are described in further detail in the following section.
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11.4.7 Desk Review and Site-Visit Results 

As noted earlier, the PY2021 PIS program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering 
analysis for a sample of 30 projects and a site visit for 15 of those projects reviewed. For 23 of 
the projects in the sample, no savings adjustments were made. For the remaining eight projects, 
the impact evaluation found various discrepancies in the project documentation or the site visit 
that required adjustments of parameters from the claimed savings estimates. The table below 
provides project-level realization rates, by measure category, for the 30 PIS projects reviewed 
by the evaluation. Detailed descriptions of the seven projects with energy or demand savings 
adjustments follow Table 165. 
 

Table 165. Public Institutions Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review and Site Visit Results by Project 

EM&V 
participant 
ID 

EM&V 
review 
type* 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom - CEI 

323006 Desk review 0.0 18,354 0.0 18,354 n/a 100.0% 

323007 Desk review 0.0 16,543 0.0 16,543 n/a 100.0% 

323008 Desk review 0.0 14,258 0.0 14,258 n/a 100.0% 

423004 Desk review 3.5 1,929 3.5 1,929 100.0% 100.0% 

423005 Desk review 0.0 939 0.0 939 n/a 100.0% 

Custom – CEI total 3.5 52,023 3.5 52,023 100.0% 100.0% 

Custom - other 

123005 Site visit 36.8 147,961 36.8 147,961 100.0% 100.0% 

323004 Site visit 26.6 40,887 26.6 40,887 100.0% 100.0% 

323005 Site visit 0.2 2,010 0.2 2,010 100.2% 100.0% 

423001 Site visit 439.3 1,570,998 439.3 1,570,998 100.0% 100.0% 

Custom – other total 502.9 1,761,857 502.9 1,761,857 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting - deemed 

123004 Site visit 0.0 128,164 0.0 128,863 n/a 100.5% 

223001 Site visit 10.4 58,675 10.4 58,675 100.0% 100.0% 

223005 Site visit 2.7 20,272 2.7 20,272 100.0% 100.0% 

223009 Site visit 1.8 8,311 1.9 8,752 103.9% 105.3% 

323003 Site visit 15.8 67,561 15.9 68,182 100.9% 100.9% 

323010 Site visit 2.4 11,851 2.4 11,851 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting – deemed total 33.2 294,833 33.4 296,594 100.7% 100.6% 

Lighting – non-deemed 

123003 Desk review 5.7 48,831 5.7 48,831 100.0% 100.0% 

123006 Desk review 2.1 12,051 2.1 11,472 97.5% 95.2% 
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11.4.7 Desk Review and Site-Visit Results

As noted earlier, the PY2021 PIS program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering
analysis for a sample of 30 projects and a site visit for 15 of those projects reviewed. For 23 of
the projects in the sample, no savings adjustments were made. For the remaining eight projects,
the impact evaluation found various discrepancies in the project documentation or the site visit
that required adjustments of parameters from the claimed savings estimates. The table below
provides project-level realization rates, by measure category, for the 30 PIS projects reviewed
by the evaluation. Detailed descriptions of the seven projects with energy or demand savings
adjustments follow Table 165.

Table 165. Public Institutions Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review and Site Visit Results by Project

participant review

Custom - CEI

323006 Desk review 0.0 18,354 0.0 18,354 n/a 100.0%

323007 Desk review 0.0 16,543 0.0 16,543 n/a 100.0%

323008 Desk review 0.0 14,258 0.0 14,258 n/a 100.0%

423004 Desk review 3.5 1,929 3.5 1,929 100.0% 100.0%

423005 Desk review 0.0 939 0.0 939 n/a 100.0%

Custom — CEI total 3.5 52,023 3.5 52,023 100.0% 100.0%

Custom - other

123005 Site visit 36.8 147,961 36.8 147,961 100.0% 100.0%

323004 Site visit 26.6 40,887 26.6 40,887 100.0% 100.0%

323005 Site visit 0.2 2,010 0.2 2,010 100.2% 100.0%

423001 Site visit 439.3 1,570,998 439.3 1,570,998 100.0% 100.0%

Custom — other total 502.9 1,761,857 502.9 1,761,857 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting - deemed

123004 Site visit 0.0 128,164 0.0 128,863 n/a 100.5%

223001 Site visit 10.4 58,675 10.4 58,675 100.0% 100.0%

223005 Site visit 2.7 20,272 2.7 20,272 100.0% 100.0%

223009 Site visit 1.8 8,311 1.9 8,752 103.9% 105.3%

323003 Site visit 15.8 67,561 15.9 68,182 100.9% 100.9%

323010 Site visit 2.4 11,851 2.4 11,851 100.0% 100.0%

Lighting — deemed total 33.2 294,833 33.4 296,594 100.7% 100.6%

Lighting — non-deemed

123003 Desk review 5.7 48,831 5.7 48,831 100.0% 100.0%

123006 Desk review 2.1 12,051 2.1 11,472 97.5% 95.2%
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EM&V 
participant 
ID 

EM&V 
review 
type* 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

223002 Desk review 6.5 27,909 6.5 27,909 100.0% 100.0% 

223004 Desk review 2.0 12,064 2.0 12,064 100.0% 100.0% 

223008 Desk review 0.1 3,165 0.1 3,165 100.0% 100.0% 

323002 Desk review 0.3 1,725 0.3 1,725 100.0% 100.0% 

323009 Desk review 0.6 2,680 0.6 2,680 100.1% 100.0% 

423002 Site visit 7.7 45,140 7.7 45,140 100.0% 100.0% 

423003 Desk review 0.6 8,947 0.6 8,947 100.0% 100.0% 

Lighting – non-deemed 
total 

25.6 162,512 25.6 161,933 99.8% 99.6% 

Other 

123001 Site visit 2.1 51,233 2.1 51,233 100.0% 100.0% 

123005 Site visit 9.9 19,814 9.9 19,814 100.0% 100.0% 

223003 Site visit 2.7 106,440 2.7 104,639 98.6% 98.3% 

223007 Site visit 1.5 63,605 1.4 59,310 93.2% 93.2% 

323001 Site visit 0.3 149,900 0.0 148,890 0.0% 99.3% 

323004 Site visit 4.6 7,272 4.6 7,272 100.0% 100.0% 

123002 Desk review 1.2 17,117 1.2 17,117 100.0% 100.0% 

223006 Desk review 0.1 1,469 0.1 1,469 100.0% 100.0% 

Other total 22.4 416,849 22.0 409,743 97.9% 98.3% 

The project-based savings adjustments are provided below by measure category and EM&V 
participant ID.  
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11.4.7.1 Custom 

The custom strata consist of custom measures that do not have a prescriptive algorithm outlined 
in the TRM. The projects rely heavily on metered data for analysis and follow one of the four 
prescribed paths for energy efficiency analysis outlined in the International Performance 
Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP). For the PIS program, the custom strata included 
desk reviews for two HVAC projects, two custom non-heating and cooling, and five CEI projects, 
with four site visits conducted on the HVAC and custom non-heating and cooling projects. There 
were no projects with savings adjustments in the custom strata. 

11.4.7.2 Other 

The other strata consist of prescriptive non-lighting measures, including HVAC replace-on-
burnout, commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, and commercial door air infiltration projects. 
Eight desk reviews and six site visits were conducted on this stratum, with three adjustments to 
savings. 

• Participant ID 223003 adjustment for installed gap lengths. This project consisted 
of commercial showerhead, faucet aerator, commercial door air infiltration, and 
overhead door weather stripping measures in a wastewater facility. The sum of the 1/2" 
overhead door gap widths was 50 feet in the table in the Direct Install Report, 
compared to 54 feet in the direct install report summary, the calculation file, and the 
tracking system data. The EM&V team adjusted the gap length to 50 feet which 
reduced energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 223007 adjustment for installed gap lengths. This project consisted 
of commercial door air infiltration measures in an education facility. The door gap 
length for the 5/8" gap was adjusted from the reported 26 feet to 17 feet. The Direct 
Install Report only showed one door with a 5/8" gap totaling 17 feet. A calculation error 
may have accidentally included the nine feet of 3/8" door sweeps in the 5/8" summary 
as well as the 3/8" gap summary; this adjustment reduced energy and demand 
savings. 

• Participant ID 323001 adjustment for incorrect calculation type. This project 
consisted of commercial showerhead, faucet aerator, commercial door air infiltration, 
and overhead door weather stripping measures in a public order and safety facility. A 
therms penalty was reported for the commercial showerhead measure. However, no 
therms penalty should be calculated for domestic hot water measures. The site visit 
verified that the building heating fuel and hot water heating fuel types were both 
electric. The therms penalty was removed for the verified savings. 
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11.4.7.3 Lighting—Deemed 

The lighting—deemed strata consists of lighting projects that strictly adhere to the deemed 
lighting AOH and CF outlined in the TRM. The deemed lighting strata consisted of 91 projects 
with over 5,230 MWh of claimed savings. Thirteen desk reviews and six site visits were 
conducted on this stratum, with four adjustments to the claimed savings. 

• Participant ID 123004 savings adjustment for installed fixture type. This project 
was for exterior lighting retrofits. A quantity of 35 LED lights was adjusted from the 
reported 51 W (Rsx1 LED P1 40K R3 fixtures) to 45.5 W (Keystone KT-45HID corn cob 
LED lamps—DLC ID P849CS6B). The site visit found that these high-pressure sodium 
fixtures were not replaced but that the high-pressure sodium lamps were replaced with 
the Keystone lamps; this adjustment slightly increased energy savings. 

• Participant ID 123006 savings adjustment for nonqualified fixtures. This project 
was for exterior and interior lighting retrofits at a public assembly facility. A quantity of 
five A19 LED lamps (Satco S29597) were not ENERGY STAR-certified. These lights 
were removed from savings which reduced energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 223009 savings adjustment for installed quantities. This project was 
for interior lighting retrofits at a non-refrigerated warehouse facility. As a result of the 
site visit, two adjustments to quantities were made: 

o Three additional 9 W A19 LED lights were found (E9A19D50/4P/WS1T); these 
lights were not noted on the inventory sheet—these lights were assumed to have 
replaced 60 W incandescent lamps, consistent with the other areas of the 
building. Three additional 9 W A19 LEDs were added in the post-condition and 
the pre-condition, and three additional 60 W incandescent lights were added to 
the inventory. This increased energy savings. 

o In the utility room, two additional four-foot linear LED lamps were found (EDI-
APT8-4F12-AB 5000K). These were assumed to have a four-foot T12 lamp 
baseline, consistent with the other LED lamps in this location. Two additional 12 
W four-foot LED lamps were added in the post-condition and the pre-condition; 
one additional two-lamp T12 fixture was added to the inventory. This adjustment 
increased energy and demand savings. 

Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings. 

• Participant ID 323003 savings adjustment for fixture input wattage. This project 
was for interior lighting retrofits at a public assembly facility. A quantity of 216 21 W 
LED downlights (LDN8RV 40/15) were adjusted from the reported 21 W to 20 W. 
These lights were ENERGY STAR-certified at 20.48 W. This increased energy and 
demand savings. 

11.4.7.4 Lighting—Non-Deemed 

The lighting—non-deemed strata consisted of lighting projects with an AOH or CF tracked in the 
tracking system different from the deemed TRM value. These TRM value differences sometimes 
consist of 8,760-hour safety lighting for individual projects or custom estimated AOH for each 
facility area. A total of nine projects were in the non-deemed lighting strata, which accounted for 
over 405 MWh of claimed savings.  
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Overall, these adjustments resulted in increased energy and demand savings.

Participant ID 323003 savings adjustment for fixture input wattage. This project
was for interior lighting retrofits at a public assembly facility. A quantity of 216 21 W
LED downlights (LDN8RV 40/15) were adjusted from the reported 21 W to 20 W.
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Two desk reviews and one site visit were conducted on this stratum. The desk reviews focused 
on the installed lighting details, while the EM&V team attempted to schedule site visits to verify 
the custom AOH values. For one healthcare facility project, the customer denied the request for 
a site visit due to COVID-19 restrictions. The single site visit conducted for custom AOH values 
consisted of reviewing each area's use within the facility with the site personnel, observing the 
spaces' use, and collecting information on the controls. The EM&V team made engineering 
judgments about whether the custom AOH was valid and if the resulting AOH or CF should be 
adjusted for what was observed during the site visit.  

The desk reviews and site visits resulted in no adjustments to the claimed savings for this strata. 

11.4.8 Program Website and Documentation Review 

To understand the PIS program, the EM&V team interviewed program staff and reviewed all 
information available on EAL's website related to the program and supplemental documentation 
provided by EAL and CLEAResult. The EM&V team received the following documentation 
related to the program: 

• ArchEE data tracking system extract containing PY2021 participant information and 
savings; 

• Quality Control and Assurance Manual for EAL commercial programs, dated November 
10, 2017; 

• PY2021 Program Manual for the Public Institutions Solutions Program obtained from 
the EAL website; and 

• Overhead door weather stripping deemed savings methodology and calculations. 

11.4.8.1 Program Website Review 

Information found on the PIS program website includes a general description of the program, 
such as eligibility and how participation works. The website also provides a list of eligible 
measures and their incentive discounts. Example projects at an elementary school and a 
wastewater facility are displayed along with the estimated energy savings, incentive amount, 
and utility cost savings. A copy of the program manual was easily found on the website. A 
search link is provided to find a participating trade ally by zip code lookup. Health and safety 
guidelines that employees and trade allies will follow in response to COVID-19 were also 
displayed at the top of the page. 

11.4.8.2 Program Documentation Review 

The EM&V team received program-related documentation—key to understanding the program 
and participation processes—including the PY2021 Program Manual and Quality Control and 
Assurance Manual. Key documents to understanding the program savings methodologies and 
measuring-level savings include the project-level files, ArchEE data, TRM 8.2, supplementary 
deemed savings methodologies for overhead door weather stripping, and ongoing reviews with 
EAL and CLEAResult staff. 
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The project details and documentation collected by EAL, the implementer, and trade allies for 
many sampled projects are sufficiently extensive. As bulleted in the section above, the critical 
baseline and new equipment assumptions—drivers of the prescriptive measure savings—are 
well described in trade ally proposals and equipment inventories. Additional documents 
collected at project approval support the equipment quantities and performance metrics. The 
documentation included invoices (support claimed quantities, equipment make, and models) 
and manufacturers' specification sheets (confirm equipment makes, models, sizes, types, 
efficiencies). These are industry-standard best practices for documentation collection, which 
reduce the uncertainty of the project savings assumptions and development. 

The EM&V team found that documentation, in most cases, matched the data recorded in the 
ArchEE tracking system. Equipment type, quantities, and in most cases, building/space 
conditions were accurately recorded compared to the efficient technology data and project file 
documentation reviewed. Also, across projects, most project files contained similar 
documentation. Most project files had, at a minimum, the signed customer proposal and project 
agreement. The proposal typically included the list of retrofit measures, with pre- and post-
conditions and equipment parameters identified. Some files included multiple copies (e.g., initial 
proposal, final proposal) depending on whether the scope had changed during project 
development. Many project files included pre- and post-inspection forms with field inspector 
notes indicating site results. Many projects also included pre- and post-installation photographic 
documentation. Photos were included with some proposals and inspection reports, but not all. 
Except for direct install projects, all project files included invoices. All invoices were found to 
have measure-level cost breakdowns, which helped support and confirm project details. 
Documentation of site-stipulated AOH was included in project file requests for the two projects 
that used stipulated AOH. In PY2021, the EM&V team found the project documentation was 
consistently more thorough than previous evaluations, and as a result, additional data requests 
to the implementer remained low compared to prior evaluations. 

The project proposals include various details; however, the EM&V team would recommend 
adding other key parameters captured at the site used for savings calculations—these include 
building type and heating and cooling space types. 

PY2021 saw an improvement in the documentation's consistency for the make and model of all 
lighting products. Model numbers were often found on the work order forms and in all invoices 
with itemized quantities. DLC and ENERGY STAR certification sheets were also included for 
most lighting models. However, most lighting projects did not include the manufacturers' 
specification (spec) sheets. Manufacturers' specifications sheets are essential for LED exit signs 
because DLC or ENERGY STAR certification sheets are not available for these types of lights. 
As lighting measures contribute a significant portion of the program savings, documents that 
support key variables that are a driver of lighting measure savings include the post-installation 
lighting wattage. Having manufacturer's specification sheets would increase clarity between 
similar lighting types that may differ by color temperature, voltage, and other features that can 
impact the equipment's qualification and fixture input wattage.  
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11.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The ArchEE tracking system was the primary tool for checking claimed savings and performing 
evaluation savings calculations across a participant census. The tracking system contained the 
key assumptions and parameters necessary for calculating measure savings. After performing 
evaluation savings calculations across all measures claimed by the PIS program, the EM&V 
team found discrepancies in some measure categories. Those discrepancies that had the most 
considerable impact on program savings were discrepancies found during the tracking system 
data review and project-level engineering reviews for tune-up and lighting control measures, as 
detailed above. 

The EM&V team calculated savings across the program measures based on the tracking data 
review and desk review results. The overall PIS program evaluated savings resulted in slightly 
higher energy and lower demand savings than those calculated by the program implementer 
(101 percent kWh and 98 percent kW realization rates). The evaluated savings are based on 
the results of savings calculations and adjustments made across the tracking system and 
supplemented by the results of the 30 sampled accounts, as discussed above. Tune-up 
measure savings were based on a comprehensive tracking system review. 

The overall realization rates were affected most by variances between the claimed and 
evaluated savings (kilowatt and kilowatt-hour) from two envelope measures where the direct-
install lengths of weather stripping were not tracked consistently through the project and lighting 
projects where different fixture types or quantities were found during site visits. Another major 
contributor to savings adjustments was from Wi-Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect energy 
and demand savings values used for heat pumps in reported savings.  

Table 166 shows that tune-up measures had the most considerable variances and contributed 
the most significant portion of program savings. 
 

Table 166. Public Institutions Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates by 
Measure Strata 

Strata 

Ex-ante savings Ex-post savings Realization rate 

Data source kW kWh kW kWh kW kWh 

Custom—
CEI 

 237   1,389,771   237   1,389,771  100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews 

Custom—
other 

 509   1,810,040   509   1,810,040  100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting—
deemed  

 807   5,230,257   810   5,245,603  100.7% 100.6% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Lighting—
non-
deemed 

 51   405,167   51   405,167  99.8% 99.6% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Other  42   997,185   41   980,188  97.9% 98.3% Desk reviews and 
site visits 

Tune-ups  2,057   11,845,784  2,102  11,485,674  102.2% 97.0% Tracking system 
and M&V review 

Total 3,703  21,678,204  3,751  21,316,442  101.3% 98.3%  
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projects where different fixture types or quantities were found during site visits. Another major
contributor to savings adjustments was from Wi-Fi thermostat measures due to incorrect energy
and demand savings values used for heat pumps in reported savings.

Table 166 shows that tune-up measures had the most considerable variances and contributed
the most significant portion of program savings.

Table 166. Public Institutions Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings and Realization Rates by
Measure Strata

m— Ex-post savings Realization rate

“mm-mum“ Data
Custom— 237 1,389,771 237 1,389,771 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews
CEI
Custom— 509 1,810,040 509 1,810,040 100.0% 100.0% Desk reviews and
other site visits
Lighting— 807 5,230,257 810 5,245,603 100.7% 100.6% Desk reviews and
deemed site visits
Lighting— 51 405,167 51 405,167 99.8% 99.6% Desk reviews and
non- site visits
deemed
Other 42 997,185 41 980,188 97.9% 98.3% Desk reviews and

site visits
Tune-ups 2,057 11,845,784 2,102 11,485,674 102.2% 97.0% Tracking system

and M&V review
Total 3,703 21,678,204 3,751 21,316,442 101.3% 98.3%
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11.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES 

For all EAL commercial programs, EAL worked with the implementer CLEAResult to develop a 
quality management process that includes QA and QC components. QA emphasizes trade ally 
training to remind trade allies of program processes, technical requirements for measures, 
application requirements, and awareness of the QC process. For QA, program staff also 
conduct application reviews of each incentive application. Incomplete proposals are rejected 
and sent back for completion. For QC, the program performs pre-installation inspections to 
confirm pre-installation conditions and conducts post-installation inspections to confirm post-
installation conditions. Project savings calculations or incentives are adjusted as appropriate. 
These inspections are completed for 100 percent of custom projects and the largest 
(approximately ten percent) projects identified by kilowatt-hour savings. For the PIS program, 
larger projects are defined as those with savings estimated at over 150,000 kWh. Inspections 
are also completed for all prescriptive projects submitted by a non-trade ally or submitted by a 
trade ally under probation. A minimum of ten percent of all other projects between 10,000 and 
150,000 kWh are also inspected. Also, for trade allies who are not under probationary status, at 
least ten percent of their total project quantities submitted are pre- or post-inspected. 

QC protocols include clear pass/fail thresholds for addressing trade ally performance. During 
the post-inspection, any project (trade-ally-driven or not), the fail condition results if the work 
scope is significantly incomplete, the efficient measures are found to be ineligible, or there are 
safety or code issues with the installation. A failed project causes the trade ally to be removed 
from the reduced inspection rate list that the program staff maintain and is put under 
probationary status. Once a trade ally is removed, that contractor must complete five 
consecutive projects without failures to be returned to the reduced inspection rate list. For a 
trade ally to qualify for the reduced inspection rate, they must complete five consecutive projects 
without a failure as determined by the program implementer.  

Customers must sign a customer agreement to be eligible for the program; as part of this 
agreement, the customer is willing to allow a field inspector to perform a QC inspection. These 
inspections could happen to any project regardless of scope. An inspection form was developed 
to perform standardized and consistent inspections to ensure the equipment is being used 
following the guidelines outlined in the customer agreement. 

Below are the steps that are followed during the QA/QC process, as described by program 
documentation: 

• enrollment and customer verification, 

• project documentation and completeness review, 

• pre-engineering QC and approval, 

• pre-installation inspection, 

• pre-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 

• post-installation QC, 

• post-installation inspection, 

• post-installation inspection corrections—trade-ally-driven projects, 
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• post-engineering approval, and 

• post-project review and closeout. 

As part of the PIS program evaluation activities, the EM&V team assessed the program's 
documentation and the 30 sampled projects used to inform the impact evaluation. The 
documentation included: 

• program manual; 

• program tracking system/database extracts; 

• supplemental project-level documentation: 

o customer proposals and project agreements, 

o invoices, 

o pre-inspection form (where applicable), 

o post-inspection form (where applicable), and 

o photographic documentation (where applicable). 

As noted in the prior sections, the EM&V team confirmed that the information presented in the 
ArchEE tracking system was, for the most part, accurate compared to that in the project 
documentation. In general, the documentation provided project information that aligned with the 
stated QC goals, though the EM&V team found two specific areas for improvement: 

1. Perform QA/QC on the pre- and post-inspection forms to ensure the most up-to-date 
inspection data is captured in tracking data. 

2. Request greater detail on invoices. 
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12.0 AGRICULTURAL ENERGY SOLUTIONS  

The Agricultural Energy Solutions (AES) program offers farmers and agricultural customers the 
opportunity to make their property more efficient by offering farm audits, incentives for energy 
efficiency improvements, and education of agricultural equipment suppliers. The AES program 
aims to produce long-term electricity cost savings for agribusinesses by installing energy 
efficiency measures and replacing aging, inefficient equipment. The program is available—on 
an agricultural commercial or industrial rate schedule—to all nonresidential Entergy Arkansas, 
LLC (EAL) agribusiness customers, including various poultry, dairy, cattle, swine, delta/row 
crops, and aquaculture facilities. 

Customers can participate via two pathways: prescriptive or custom. Prescriptive provides a 
simplified method to make efficient choices based on a list of pre-defined energy efficiency 
measures. Custom is a more comprehensive and customized approach for farmers who have 
energy efficiency needs beyond one or two measures on the pre-defined measure list. 
Prescriptive measures use a deemed methodology as outlined in the Arkansas Technical 
Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2).  

The program uses a streamlined process designed to overcome barriers to implementing 
energy efficiency projects. These barriers include: 

• lack of customer awareness of energy efficiency technologies, benefits, and project 
payback; 

• limited resources to identify energy efficiency opportunities; 

• limited access to financial capital; 

• absence of tools to quantify energy savings; and 

• limited availability of energy efficiency technologies. 

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
conducted desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of ten projects and on-site 
measurement and verification (M&V) of six projects.  
 

Table 167. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities 

Net-to-gross 
(NTG) approach Process evaluation activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-
site 

M&V 

Metered 
data 
analysis86 

Deemed from 
prior research 

Program staff interviews (2) Census 10 6 (ride 
alongs) 

None 

Materials review 

 
86 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V. 
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The Agricultural Energy Solutions (AES) program offers farmers and agricultural customers the
opportunity to make their property more efficient by offering farm audits, incentives for energy
efficiency improvements, and education of agricultural equipment suppliers. The AES program
aims to produce long-term electricity cost savings for agribusinesses by installing energy
efficiency measures and replacing aging, inefficient equipment. The program is available—on
an agricultural commercial or industrial rate schedule—to all nonresidential Entergy Arkansas,
LLC (EAL) agribusiness customers, including various poultry, dairy, cattle, swine, delta/row
crops, and aquaculture facilities.

Customers can participate via two pathways: prescriptive or custom. Prescriptive provides a
simplified method to make efficient choices based on a list of pre-defined energy efficiency
measures. Custom is a more comprehensive and customized approach for farmers who have
energy efficiency needs beyond one or two measures on the pre-defined measure list.
Prescriptive measures use a deemed methodology as outlined in the Arkansas Technical
Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2).

The program uses a streamlined process designed to overcome barriers to implementing
energy efficiency projects. These barriers include:

0 lack of customer awareness of energy efficiency technologies, benefits, and project
payback;

0 limited resources to identify energy efficiency opportunities;

0 limited access to financial capital;

0 absence of tools to quantify energy savings; and

0 limited availability of energy efficiency technologies.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
conducted desk reviews on a randomly selected sample of ten projects and on-site
measurement and verification (M&V) of six projects.

Table 167. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Data Collection and Evaluation Activities

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Metered
Net-to-gross system Desk data
(NTG) approach Process evaluation activities review reviews analysis86

Deemed from Program staff interviews (2) Census 10 6 (ride None
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p Materials reVIew g )

86 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V.
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12.1 KEY FINDINGS  

Based on the PY2021 program tracking data,87 the AES program reported implementing 8,251 
lighting measures to 28 unique participants. Table 168 provides the program's participation and 
reported savings by measure category. In PY2021, new construction lighting projects provided 
the most savings for the program, though retrofit lighting projects had more unique accounts 
participating, similar to PY2020.  
 

Table 168. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Reported Participation, 
Measures, and Savings 

Measure category Participants 
Measures 
(quantity) 

Reported 
program 

savings (kWh) 

Percentage of 
program 

savings (kWh) 

Custom—new construction 14 5,238  12,583,211  93.7% 

Custom—retrofit 17 3,013  842,424  6.3% 

Grand total 28 8,251  13,425,635  100.0% 

 
In PY2021, the AES program reported 13,426 MWh in gross energy savings and 2.1 MW in 
gross demand savings, as shown in the table below. The AES program's evaluated savings 
resulted in identical energy and demand savings (100 percent MWh and 100 percent MW 
realization rates) to those calculated by the program implementer. The program has far 
exceeded the energy and demand goals, achieving 210 percent and 207 percent of energy and 
demand goals, respectively. 
 

Table 169. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution 
to portfolio 

savings 

Energy savings (MWh) 13,426 13,426 100.0% 100.0% 13,426 4.3% 

Demand savings (MW) 2.1  2.1  100.0% 100.0%  2.1  2.2% 

 

Table 170. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

         6,398           13,426  210% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

             1.0                2.1  207% 

 
87 The tracking system data extract is from January 9, 2022. 
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Based on the PY2021 program tracking data,87 the AES program reported implementing 8,251
lighting measures to 28 unique participants. Table 168 provides the program's participation and
reported savings by measure category. In PY2021, new construction lighting projects provided
the most savings for the program, though retrofit lighting projects had more unique accounts
participating, similar to PY2020.

Table 168. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Reported Participation,
Measures, and Savings

Reported Percentage of
Measures program program

Measure category Participants (quantity) savings (kWh) savings (kWh)

Custom—new construction 14 5,238 12,583,211 93.7%

Custom—retrofit 17 3,013 842,424 6.3%

Grand total 28 8,251 13,425,635 100.0%

In PY2021, the AES program reported 13,426 MWh in gross energy savings and 2.1 MW in
gross demand savings, as shown in the table below. The AES program's evaluated savings
resulted in identical energy and demand savings (100 percent MWh and 100 percent MW
realization rates) to those calculated by the program implementer. The program has far
exceeded the energy and demand goals, achieving 210 percent and 207 percent of energy and
demand goals, respectively.

Table 169. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
contribution

Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization NTG Net to portfolio
savings savings savings ratio savings savings

Energy savings (MWh) 13,426 13,426 100.0% 100.0% 13,426 4.3%

Demand savings (MW) 2.1 2.1 100.0% 100.0% 2.1 2.2%

Table 170. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Savings Actual achieved

Agricultural Energy Energy savings 6,398 13,426 210%
Solutions (MWh)

Demand 1.0 2.1 207%
savings (MW)

87 The tracking system data extract is from January 9, 2022.
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12.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team has identified two key findings and recommendations for consideration by EAL 
through the evaluation process. 
 

Table 171. Agricultural Energy Solutions—PY2021 Recommendations  

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Continue to 
work collaboratively with the EM&V 
team and seek review of large 
custom projects. 

Engaging the EM&V team early in the project 
timeline provides the opportunity to agree on 
calculation approaches, assumptions, and data 
collection needs for projects. This process has 
worked particularly well in developing 
assumptions and calculation methodology for 
large horticulture projects, which can be 
complex and unique.  

Impact Recommendation 2: Define 
additional measure descriptions to 
ArchEE to clarify measure type as 
the program expands with new 
measure offerings beyond lighting. 

The current AES measures are listed in the 
ArchEE field MeasureDesc as custom—new 
construction, custom—retrofit, and custom—
non-lighting. Although PY2021 data did not 
include non-lighting measures, this 
recommendation persists from PY2020. 

12.3 METHODOLOGY 

12.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

The evaluated savings results presented in this report are based on the results of savings 
calculations and adjustments made during the program documentation review, ten engineering 
desk reviews, and on-site M&V.  

Program staff provided background information on the approach to energy savings, including 
savings calculations and data presented in those calculators and project close-out documents. 
The EM&V team also referred to relevant sections in TRM 8.2 to understand the savings 
methodology calculations used for custom projects and the general formulations of project 
savings approaches. 

The EM&V team evaluated ICF's savings calculations by reviewing the program tracking data 
and project documentation to confirm the savings methodology used and results, repeating the 
calculation steps to verify accuracy. Ten projects were sampled for reviews, with most having 
multiple measures tracked in ArchEE. A total of 30 project measures in ArchEE were in the 
sample, approximately 31 percent of the recorded project measures. These sampled projects 
represented gross savings of 11,037,875 kWh, 82 percent of the total AES recorded gross 
savings. The sampling was conducted by stratifying the participants by measure category and 
then randomly selecting projects weighted by the savings.  
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The EM&V team found that the approaches used to calculate savings were generally 
reasonable. The lighting calculation workbooks were comprehensive, detailed, high quality, and 
followed good industry practice. As a result, the EM&V team utilized the underlying calculation 
approaches to verify savings. 

The EM&V team also coordinated post-installation site visits with program implementation staff 
as part of the PY2021 impact evaluation. These site visits were conducted with ICF program 
staff to reduce the burden on program participants and manage biosecurity access issues while 
allowing both the EM&V team and implementation staff to gather necessary post-installation 
data points.  

12.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

12.4.1 Reported Savings Methodology 

The AES program's savings algorithms and approaches followed standard industry practice and 
TRM requirements for custom projects. There were distinct differences in the savings algorithms 
for new construction lighting and retrofit lighting. A therm heating penalty was calculated using 
standard TRM algorithms for lighting projects involving heated spaces. The details of each 
approach are described below. 

12.4.1.1 New Construction Lighting 

New construction lighting projects calculated savings based on an assumed lighting power 
density (LPD) of 0.8 W per square foot. This LPD was developed in 2015 between EAL, ICF, 
and the EM&V team. The algorithms for savings are: 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝐴𝑂𝐻 ×
𝐿𝑃𝐷 ∗  𝑆𝑞. 𝐹𝑡. − 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

1,000
× 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑒 

where: 

AOH  = custom annual operating hours of the lit space 

Sq. Ft. = square footage of the lit space 

LPD  = 0.8 W per square foot 

Installed Watts  = sum of efficient lighting watts installed in the lit space 

IEFe  = interactive effects factor for energy based on heating and 
cooling types 
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The AES program's savings algorithms and approaches followed standard industry practice and
TRM requirements for custom projects. There were distinct differences in the savings algorithms
for new construction lighting and retrofit lighting. A therm heating penalty was calculated using
standard TRM algorithms for lighting projects involving heated spaces. The details of each
approach are described below.

12.4.1.1 New Construction Lighting

New construction lighting projects calculated savings based on an assumed lighting power
density (LPD) of 0.8 W per square foot. This LPD was developed in 2015 between EAL, ICF,
and the EM&V team. The algorithms for savings are:

LPD * Sq. Ft. — Installed Watts
1,000

ktavmgs = AOH x x IEFe
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Sq. Ft. = square footage of the lit space

LPD = 0.8 W per square foot

Installed Watts = sum of efficient lighting watts installed in the lit space

IEFe = interactive effects factor for energy based on heating and
cooling types
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𝑘𝑊𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑐. 𝑓.×
𝐿𝑃𝐷 ∗  𝑆𝑞. 𝐹𝑡. − 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

1,000
× 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑑 

 where: 

c.f.  = coincidence factor, typically 0.77 

IEFd  = interactive effects factor for energy based on heating and 
cooling types 

 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑔 ∗ 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 

where: 

IEFg  = 0.008 therms/kWh 

kWh savings  = savings calculated by the kWh savings formula above for interior  
   lighting projects 
 

12.4.1.2 Retrofit Lighting 

Retrofit lighting projects calculate savings by comparing the less efficient baseline wattage to 
the installed high efficiency wattage. The algorithms for savings are: 
 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝐴𝑂𝐻 ×
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 − 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

1,000
× 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑒 

where: 

Baseline Watts  = total watts of the replaced lighting prior to the project 

 

𝑘𝑊𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑐. 𝑓.×
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 − 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

1,000
× 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑑 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 𝐼𝐸𝐹𝑔 ∗ 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 
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LPD * Sq. Ft. — Installed Watts
1,000

kWsavings = c.f.>< >< IEFd

where:

c.f. = coincidence factor, typically 0.77

IEFd = interactive effects factor for energy based on heating and
cooling types

thermpenalty = IEEg * ktavings

where:

IEFg = 0.008 therms/kWh

kWh savings = savings calculated by the kWh savings formula above for interior
lighting projects

12.4.1.2 Retrofit Lighting

Retrofit lighting projects calculate savings by comparing the less efficient baseline wattage to
the installed high efficiency wattage. The algorithms for savings are:

Baseline Watts — Efficient Watts
><ktavingS = AOH 1,000 >< IEFe

where:

Baseline Watts = total watts of the replaced lighting prior to the project

Baseline Watts — Efficient Watts
1,000

kWsavings = c.f.>< >< IEFd

thermpenalty = [Eli] * ktavings
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12.4.2 Desk Review Sampling Methodology 

The EM&V team generated a stratified sample by measure category and then randomly 
selected projects weighted by the project savings. The desk review sample consisted of five 
retrofit lighting and five new construction lighting projects. The ten sampled desk reviews also 
included six on-site M&V projects for PY2021. 

12.4.3 Desk Review Results 

As noted earlier, the PY2021 AES program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering 
analysis for a sample of projects from 28 unique account holders. Table 172 provides measure-
level realization rates for the ten AES projects reviewed by the evaluation.  
 

Table 172. Agricultural Energy Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review Results by Measure Category 

Measure category 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Custom—new construction 10,955,381   1,711.0  10,955,381   1,711.0  100.0% 100.0% 

Custom—retrofit  82,494   18.1   82,494   18.1  100.0% 100.0% 

Total 11,037,875   1,729.1  11,037,875   1,729.1  100.0% 100.0% 

12.4.4 Site Visit Results 

In PY2021, the EM&V team coordinated post-installation site visits with program implementation 
staff for six projects, reducing the burden on program participants and managing biosecurity 
access issues while allowing both the EM&V team and implementation staff to gather necessary 
post-installation data points. The six PY2021 projects received rebated light-emitting diode 
(LED) lighting through EAL's program; one site received retrofitted LED lighting, and five 
projects installed new construction LED lighting.  

At each project, the EM&V team confirmed lamp type and location and that all lamps were 
successfully installed and operational. Additionally, the buildings' dimensions were 
confirmed—a key parameter for new construction lighting projects. Lighting schedules and 
programs were confirmed with farmers. 

Overall, the EM&V team verified that 100 percent of lamps on-site rebated through the AES 
program were installed, functional, and matched wattages claimed through program tracking 
data, resulting in no adjustments to the reported savings. 
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As noted earlier, the PY2021 AES program impact evaluation efforts included an engineering
analysis for a sample of projects from 28 unique account holders. Table 172 provides measure-
level realization rates for the ten AES projects reviewed by the evaluation.

Table 172. Agricultural Energy Solutions—PY2021 Desk Review Results by Measure Category

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate

Custom—new construction 10,955,381 1,711.0 10,955,381 1,711.0 100.0% 100.0%

Custom—retrofit 82,494 18.1 82,494 18.1 100.0% 100.0%

Total 11,037,875 1,729.1 11,037,875 1,729.1 100.0% 100.0%

12.4.4 Site Visit Results

In PY2021, the EM&V team coordinated post-installation site visits with program implementation
staff for six projects, reducing the burden on program participants and managing biosecurity
access issues while allowing both the EM&V team and implementation staff to gather necessary
post-installation data points. The six PY2021 projects received rebated light-emitting diode
(LED) lighting through EAL's program; one site received retrofitted LED lighting, and five
projects installed new construction LED lighting.

At each project, the EM&V team confirmed lamp type and location and that all lamps were
successfully installed and operational. Additionally, the buildings' dimensions were
confirmed—a key parameter for new construction lighting projects. Lighting schedules and
programs were confirmed with farmers.

Overall, the EM&V team verified that 100 percent of lamps on-site rebated through the AES
program were installed, functional, and matched wattages claimed through program tracking
data, resulting in no adjustments to the reported savings.
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12.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team calculated savings results at the measure category level. The overall AES 
program evaluated savings resulted in 100 percent realization rates for both energy and 
demand. The desk reviews and site visits did not find any discrepancies in the sampled projects. 
Table 173 shows the evaluated savings. 
 

Table 173. Agricultural Energy Solutions—Final Evaluated Energy Savings 
and Realization Rates by Measure Category 

Measure 
category 

Reported savings Evaluated savings Realization rate 

EM&V source kWh kW kWh kW kWh kW 

Custom—new 
construction 

12,583,211   1,939.1   12,583,211  1,939.1  100.0% 100.0% Desk review 
and on-site 
M&V 

Custom—
retrofit 

 842,424   132.4   842,424   132.4  100.0% 100.0% Desk review 
and on-site 
M&V 

Total 13,425,635   2,071.5  13,425,635  2,071.5  100.0% 100.0%  

12.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES 

The AES program implementer, ICF, has developed quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) 
processes. QA emphasizes trade ally training to keep trade allies up to date on program 
processes, technical requirements for measures, application requirements, and awareness of 
the QC process. For QC, ICF conducts a review of each incentive application, confirms pre-
installation conditions, and conducts on-site inspections to confirm post-installation conditions 
and adjust project savings calculations or incentives as appropriate. 

As part of the AES evaluation activities, the EM&V team assessed the documentation provided 
for the ten sampled projects used to inform the impact evaluation. The documentation included 
the following: 

• completed application, 

• post-inspection form, 

• invoices, and 

• savings calculation workbook. 

As noted in the prior section, the EM&V team confirmed that the tracking system's information 
was generally accurate in terms of that shown in the project documentation. Across the multiple 
projects and points for documentation, the AES documentation provided a mostly consistent 
description of the project aligned with the stated QC goals. The EM&V team found that the pre-
inspection form was not included in the documentation package in retrofit cases. 
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Custom—new 12,583,211 1,939.1 12,583,211 1,939.1 100.0% 100.0% Desk review
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Custom— 842,424 132.4 842,424 132.4 100.0% 100.0% Desk review
retrofit and on-site

M&V

Total 13,425,635 2,071.5 13,425,635 2,071.5 100.0% 100.0%

12.6 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSES

The AES program implementer, ICF, has developed quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
processes. QA emphasizes trade ally training to keep trade allies up to date on program
processes, technical requirements for measures, application requirements, and awareness of
the QC process. For QC, ICF conducts a review of each incentive application, confirms pre-
installation conditions, and conducts on-site inspections to confirm post-installation conditions
and adjust project savings calculations or incentives as appropriate.

As part of the AES evaluation activities, the EM&V team assessed the documentation provided
for the ten sampled projects used to inform the impact evaluation. The documentation included
the following:

0 completed application,

0 post-inspection form,

0 invoices, and

0 savings calculation workbook.

As noted in the prior section, the EM&V team confirmed that the tracking system's information
was generally accurate in terms of that shown in the project documentation. Across the multiple
projects and points for documentation, the AES documentation provided a mostly consistent
description of the project aligned with the stated QC goals. The EM&V team found that the pre-
inspection form was not included in the documentation package in retrofit cases.
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13.0 RESIDENTIAL DIRECT LOAD CONTROL 

The Residential Direct Load Control (DLC) program is a demand response program focusing on 
residential air-conditioning loads. The program is implemented by Itron, who (1) provides 
marketing services, a call center, and load control receiver (LCR) equipment and services; (2) 
conducts program tracking; and (3) calculates event-level and program savings for Entergy 
Arkansas, LLC (EAL). 

The Residential DLC program aims to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events in 
the summer months (June 1 through September 30). To reduce the amount of time an air-
conditioner operates, participants in the program have an LCR installed on their air-conditioner. 
Participant incentives are based on the participant's choice of 50 percent cycling or 75 percent 
cycling. The participant receives an installation incentive based on their participation rate, and 
annually the participant will receive a loyalty incentive equal to the installation bonus. 

In PY2021, the Residential DLC program responded to four events on four separate days, 
spanning June through July of 2021. One of the events was a test event, used to verify 
equipment operability and measurement and verification (M&V) sample functionality, and the 
other was used to reduce load. An M&V sample is maintained by Itron, with 120 participants 
having interval data loggers that provide five-minute readings of equipment kilowatts. The M&V 
sample is structured to represent the program population (17,455 participants at the end of the 
event season) and provides the data to calculate savings. Calculating savings would not be 
possible with only the customers' standard utility revenue meters. The evaluation, 
measurement, and verification (EM&V) team calculated kilowatt savings via Midcontinent 
Independent System Operator (MISO) demand response curtailment algorithms and regression 
analysis to support the impact evaluation.  
 

Table 174. Residential DLC—Data Collection and Program Inputs 

Net-to-gross 
(NTG) approach 

Process evaluation 
activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
M&V 

Metered data 
analysis88 

Deemed at 1.0 as 
industry practice 

Materials review  Census None None Census 

13.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the Residential DLC program achieved 18.3 MW in gross demand savings, as 
shown in Table 175. The EM&V team found that the approach to using the M&V sample 
deployed on direct control units in demand response curtailment calculations is appropriate. The 
evaluated savings using the MISO-based calculations differed slightly from Itron's calculations 
due to rounding differences in calculating per-device savings. These differences resulted in a 
realization rate of 101.9 percent and will be further detailed in Section 13.4 of this report. The 
program met 60 percent of the demand savings goal, as detailed in Table 176. 

 
88 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V. 
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13.0 RESIDENTIAL DIRECT LOAD CONTROL

The Residential Direct Load Control (DLC) program is a demand response program focusing on
residential air-conditioning loads. The program is implemented by ltron, who (1) provides
marketing services, a call center, and load control receiver (LCR) equipment and sen/ices; (2)
conducts program tracking; and (3) calculates event-level and program savings for Entergy
Arkansas, LLC (EAL).

The Residential DLC program aims to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events in
the summer months (June 1 through September 30). To reduce the amount of time an air-
conditioner operates, participants in the program have an LCR installed on their air-conditioner.
Participant incentives are based on the participant's choice of 50 percent cycling or 75 percent
cycling. The participant receives an installation incentive based on their participation rate, and
annually the participant will receive a loyalty incentive equal to the installation bonus.

ln PY2021, the Residential DLC program responded to four events on four separate days,
spanning June through July of 2021. One of the events was a test event, used to verify
equipment operability and measurement and verification (M&V) sample functionality, and the
other was used to reduce load. An M&V sample is maintained by ltron, with 120 participants
having interval data loggers that provide five-minute readings of equipment kilowatts. The M&V
sample is structured to represent the program population (17,455 participants at the end of the
event season) and provides the data to calculate savings. Calculating savings would not be
possible with only the customers' standard utility revenue meters. The evaluation,
measurement, and verification (EM&V) team calculated kilowatt savings via Midcontinent
Independent System Operator (MISO) demand response curtailment algorithms and regression
analysis to support the impact evaluation.

Table 174. Residential DLC—Data Collection and Program Inputs

Gross impact evaluation completes
Net-to-gross Process evaluation Tracking Desk On-site Metered data
(NTG) approach activities system review reviews M&V analysis88
Deemed at 1.0 as Materials review Census None None Census
industry practice

13.1 KEY FINDINGS

ln PY2021, the Residential DLC program achieved 18.3 MW in gross demand savings, as
shown in Table 175. The EM&V team found that the approach to using the M&V sample
deployed on direct control units in demand response curtailment calculations is appropriate. The
evaluated savings using the MlSO-based calculations differed slightly from ltron's calculations
due to rounding differences in calculating per-device savings. These differences resulted in a
realization rate of 101.9 percent and will be further detailed in Section 13.4 of this report. The
program met 60 percent of the demand savings goal, as detailed in Table 176.

88 This column refers to EAL customer meter data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V.
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Table 175. Residential DLC Program Savings—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio* 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

- - N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

18.0 18.3 101.9% 100.0% 18.3 19.2% 

* The PY2021 NTG ratio was deemed 100 percent, keeping with industry practice for demand-response 
programs requiring participation in utility curtailment events. 

** The Residential DLC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a 
dash. 

 

Table 176. Residential DLC—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Residential Direct 
Load Control 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

-                  -    - 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

           30.5               18.3  60% 

* The Residential DLC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash. 

13.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team has identified one recommendation for consideration by EAL through the 
evaluation process, presented in Table 177. 
 

Table 177. Residential DLC Program Savings—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Consider 
estimating kilowatt-hour savings 
for the Residential DLC program. 

Residential DLC does not have a kilowatt-hour goal, but 
the EM&V team estimated a range of kilowatt-hour 
savings from negative to positive across all events called 
during PY2021. Program implementation calculation of 
kilowatt-hour savings could yield improvements in the 
robustness of kilowatt-hour savings models and inform 
any process improvements needed to address snapback. 
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Table 175. Residential DLC Program Savings—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization NTG Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate ratio* savings portfolio savings

Energy savings - - N/A N/A N/A N/A
(MWh)

Demand savings 18.0 18.3 101.9% 100.0% 18.3 19.2%
(MW)
* The PY2021 NTG ratio was deemed 100 percent, keeping with industry practice for demand-response
programs requiring participation in utility curtailment events.
** The Residential DLC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a
dash.

Table 176. Residential DLC—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Residential Direct Energy savings -
Load Control (MWh)

Demand 30.5 18.3 60%
savings (MW)

* The Residential DLC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash.

13.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team has identified one recommendation for consideration by EAL through the
evaluation process, presented in Table 177.

Table 177. Residential DLC Program Savings—PY2021 Recommendations

Impact Recommendation 1: Consider Residential DLC does not have a kilowatt-hour goal, but
estimating kilowatt-hour savings the EM&V team estimated a range of kilowatt-hour
for the Residential DLC program. savings from negative to positive across all events called

during PY2021. Program implementation calculation of
kilowatt-hour savings could yield improvements in the
robustness of kilowatt-hour savings models and inform
any process improvements needed to address snapback.
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13.3 METHODOLOGY 

Itron provides three savings calculations to EAL, all evaluated by the EM&V team. For purposes 
of contract compliance with EAL, savings are calculated for the highest performing 15-minute 
period across all the events. Savings are calculated with three methods approved by MISO to 
support EAL's settlement with MISO. Each method used for EAL savings results is described in 
more detail below, using the term High 4 of 5 Calculation to refer to the technique previously 
required for contract compliance and MISO Calculation to refer to the three MISO reporting 
methods used again in PY2021. Table 178 describes the events called in PY2021. 
 

Table 178. Residential DLC—PY2021 Load Control Events 

Date 
Start time 
(CDT) 

End time 
(CDT) Participants Event type 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 18,246 Test event 

06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 18,027 Normal event 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,455 Normal event 

For each event, savings are based on the M&V sample meter data. Depending on the 
calculation method, the baseline is constructed either through observation of the loads on days 
before the event, with adjustments made to differences in pre-event hours on the baseline and 
event days (High 4 of 5 calculation)89, or via calculated baseline, using ten eligible days before 
the event and applying no adjustment (MISO Calculation #1), a symmetrical multiplicative 
adjustment (MISO Calculation #2), or weather-based adjustment (MISO Calculation #3). These 
are described in more detail below. 

13.3.1 MISO Calculation Evaluated Savings 

The EM&V team evaluated Itron's calculations of Residential DLC program savings registered 
with MISO. MISO's Business Practice Manual90 specifies three calculation options.  

13.3.1.1 MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline 

MISO's unadjusted baseline calculation approach utilizes the ten most recent eligible days (non-
holiday, non-event weekdays) before the event. The average load for each 15-minute interval is 
calculated by averaging the five-minute kilowatt load intervals recorded by the data loggers for 
each M&V sample member. An average (per active device) load is calculated for the M&V 
sample for that interval. For a given 15-minute period, the average device load is averaged 
across the ten days to represent the unadjusted baseline load for that period.  

 
89 As of PY2019, Itron is no longer required to calculate savings using the High 4 of 5 calculation method. 

The EM&V team calculated savings using this method in PY2021 to provide an additional point of 
comparison for savings results. 

90 Business Practices Manual Demand Response. MISO, July 2019. 
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For each event, savings are based on the M&V sample meter data. Depending on the
calculation method, the baseline is constructed either through observation of the loads on days
before the event, with adjustments made to differences in pre-event hours on the baseline and
event days (High 4 of 5 calculation)”, or via calculated baseline, using ten eligible days before
the event and applying no adjustment (MISO Calculation #1), a symmetrical multiplicative
adjustment (MISO Calculation #2), or weather-based adjustment (MISO Calculation #3). These
are described in more detail below.

13.3.1 MISO Calculation Evaluated Savings

The EM&V team evaluated ltron's calculations of Residential DLC program savings registered
with MISO. MlSO's Business Practice Manual90 specifies three calculation options.

13.3.1.1 MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline

MlSO's unadjusted baseline calculation approach utilizes the ten most recent eligible days (non-
holiday, non-event weekdays) before the event. The average load for each 15-minute interval is
calculated by averaging the five-minute kilowatt load intervals recorded by the data loggers for
each M&V sample member. An average (per active device) load is calculated for the M&V
sample for that interval. For a given 15-minute period, the average device load is averaged
across the ten days to represent the unadjusted baseline load for that period.

89 As of PY2019, Itron is no longer required to calculate savings using the High 4 of 5 calculation method.
The EM&V team calculated savings using this method in PY2021 to provide an additional point of
comparison for savings results.

90 Business Practices Manual Demand Response. MISO, July 2019.
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13.3.1.2 MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline corrects the unadjusted baseline load 
schedule to represent actual event-day loads. Adjustment is conducted to generate a more 
accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would have occurred on an event day 
without a DLC event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event loads during baseline and event 
days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event loads on event days exceed 
baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads on event days are less 
than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The multiplicative adjustment 
procedure is as follows: 

1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from 
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load. For example, for an event 
beginning at 14:00, extract unadjusted baseline and event-day loads for three hours 
spanning 10:00 to 13:00.  

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the 
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted 
baseline loads. This adjustment factor may not adjust the baseline by more than 
20 percent in either direction. If the multiplicative adjustment exceeds 1.2, then assume 
the multiplicative adjustment is 1.2. If the multiplicative adjustment is less than 0.8, 
assume the multiplicative adjustment is 0.8. 

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted 
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor. 

13.3.1.3 MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's weather-adjusted approach to baseline calculations incorporates an unadjusted 
baseline with a factor describing how temperature affects non-event loads. Adjustment is 
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would 
have occurred on an event day without a DLC event. Instead of using pre-event loads to 
determine the adjustment to baseline loads, the sensitivity of loads to temperature changes is 
used to predict what loads would have been in the absence of an event. The procedure is as 
follows: 

1. Determine the change in loads relative to a change in temperature (the temperature 
adjustment, expressed in kilowatt per degree Fahrenheit) using data from eligible non-
event, non-holiday weekdays. 

2. Determine the average temperature during baseline days' hours corresponding to each 
hour of an event. These baseline days are the same ten prior non-event, non-holiday 
weekdays used to calculate the unadjusted baseline load.  

3. Calculate the difference in temperature between (1) the average of the baseline days' 
hours corresponding to the event hours and (2) the actual temperatures recorded during 
the event's hours. 

4. Calculate the weather adjustment factor by multiplying the temperature difference by the 
temperature adjustment. 

5. Calculate the weather-adjusted baseline by adding the weather adjustment factor to the 
unadjusted baseline load. 
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have occurred on an event day without a DLC event. Instead of using pre-event loads to
determine the adjustment to baseline loads, the sensitivity of loads to temperature changes is
used to predict what loads would have been in the absence of an event. The procedure is as
follows:

1. Determine the change in loads relative to a change in temperature (the temperature
adjustment, expressed in kilowatt per degree Fahrenheit) using data from eligible non-
event, non-holiday weekdays.

2. Determine the average temperature during baseline days' hours corresponding to each
hour of an event. These baseline days are the same ten prior non-event, non-holiday
weekdays used to calculate the unadjusted baseline load.

3. Calculate the difference in temperature between (1) the average of the baseline days'
hours corresponding to the event hours and (2) the actual temperatures recorded during
the event's hours.

4. Calculate the weather adjustment factor by multiplying the temperature difference by the
temperature adjustment.

5. Calculate the weather-adjusted baseline by adding the weather adjustment factor to the
unadjusted baseline load.
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13.3.2 EAL Calculation 

The High 4 of 5 calculation uses a High 4 of 5 baseline with an adjustment factor and gauges 
the implementer's performance relative to EAL's contract. The savings of interest is the highest 
15-minute average device savings across the events of PY2021. For contract purposes, per-
device savings are established for the event hours during which the ambient air temperature 
exceeded 95°F. If no hour in a year's events reached 95°F, the per-device savings from the 
most recent year in which the ambient air temperature reached or exceeded 95°F is used. In 
PY2021, one event occurred with temperatures exceeding 95°F; the event that occurred on July 
29 from 14:00 to 15:00. The EM&V team calculated PY2021 savings using the approach 
stipulated in the evaluation contract for all event days. In this analysis, the savings calculation is 
the load during 15 minutes on an event day subtracted from the adjusted baseline load.  

13.3.2.1 Baseline Calculation 

A baseline calculation uses the five eligible days prior to the event and the four days with the 
highest energy usage across the entire day. Eligible days include non-holiday weekdays without 
events. Next, the average load for each 15-minute interval is calculated by averaging the five-
minute kilowatt load intervals recorded by the data loggers for each M&V sample member. An 
average (per active device) load is calculated for the M&V sample for each 15-minute period. 
For a given 15-minute period, the average device load is averaged across the four days to 
represent the unadjusted baseline load for those 15 minutes.  

A baseline adjustment factor is calculated by comparing the loads on the hour before the event 
starting for baseline days and event days (the pre-event load). For example, in an event 
beginning at 14:00, kilowatt loads are drawn for the hour spanning 13:00 to 14:00 for baseline 
and event days. For this hour before the event, the sum of the 15-minute pre-event load on the 
event day is divided by the sum of the 15-minute pre-event unadjusted baseline load to arrive at 
the adjustment factor.  

The final baseline kilowatt for a 15-minute period is the unadjusted baseline multiplied by the 
adjustment factor. For baseline days with loads lower than the event day loads for the hour 
before the event starts, the result is a multiplier greater than 1.0. If baseline days' pre-event 
loads are more significant than event day pre-event loads, the result is a multiplier less than 1.0.  

13.3.2.2 Savings Calculation 

Savings for a given 15-minute period are calculated by subtracting the event-day per-device 
load from the adjusted baseline per-device load. The resulting per-device savings are multiplied 
by the number of devices active in the program. For contract purposes, the number of devices 
used to calculate savings is the device count at the end of the PY2021 load control season 
(17,455 active devices in PY2021). Using the ending device count is a conservative approach 
since some participant attrition does occur during the control season.  
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starting for baseline days and event days (the pre-event load). For example, in an event
beginning at 14:00, kilowatt loads are drawn for the hour spanning 13:00 to 14:00 for baseline
and event days. For this hour before the event, the sum of the 15-minute pre-event load on the
event day is divided by the sum of the 15-minute pre-event unadjusted baseline load to arrive at
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adjustment factor. For baseline days with loads lower than the event day loads for the hour
before the event starts, the result is a multiplier greater than 1.0. If baseline days' pre-event
loads are more significant than event day pre-event loads, the result is a multiplier less than 1.0.

13.3.2.2 Savings Calculation

Savings for a given 15-minute period are calculated by subtracting the event-day per-device
load from the adjusted baseline per-device load. The resulting per-device savings are multiplied
by the number of devices active in the program. For contract purposes, the number of devices
used to calculate savings is the device count at the end of the PY2021 load control season
(17,455 active devices in PY2021). Using the ending device count is a conservative approach
since some participant attrition does occur during the control season.
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13.3.2.3 Kilowatt-Hour Savings Method 

The EM&V team developed estimates of kilowatt-hour impacts produced by the Residential DLC 
program; however, results had a high level of instability dependent primarily on baseline 
definitions. Due to this, the EM&V team recommends estimating energy savings at 
zero kilowatt-hours in PY2021. For the Residential DLC program, kilowatt-hour savings occur 
when cycling HVAC compressors lower demand. However, after the event, kilowatt-hour 
consumption can be higher than expected, as HVAC systems are released from control and 
work to address cooling loads unmet during the event hours. This post-event increase in 
consumption is termed snapback, with the snapback consumption subtracted from the in-event 
kilowatt-hour savings.  

The team developed a baseline model to estimate kilowatt-hour savings of loads that would 
have occurred absent the event being called. Energy impacts are then calculated using the 
actual metered consumption of the M&V sample. Average hourly per-device kilowatt demand 
was calculated from 15-minute average per-device kilowatt demand schedules used in kilowatt 
demand savings calculations. This approach generated one hourly load schedule for the entire 
time period spanning June 1, 2021, through September 30, 2021. Data used in the model 
included only kilowatt demand recorded during event days and eligible non-holiday, non-event 
weekdays. 

The EM&V team developed two models to determine baseline load that would have occurred 
without an event. The sections below describe the methods used to generate these baseline 
loads. 

Baseline Calculation #1 

The EM&V team's first baseline calculation method developed a baseline estimate using a load 
forecast model; the model was derived from a regression analysis of the M&V sample loads. 
Each day's hours receive its own regression model, and its kilowatt-hour impacts are analyzed.  

Calculated Baseline 

For each hour, the following model is estimated using the following equation: 

𝑘𝑊𝑡 = 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 + 𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
2 + 𝜔ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 

where: 

   𝑘𝑊𝑡 = average per-device kW load for a given hour 

   𝛼𝑡 = hour-specific intercept to capture baseload for hour t 

   𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 = indicator for whether an hour period occurred on an event day 

   𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 = hourly temperature in Fahrenheit for the hour period 

   𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
2 = squared value of 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 to model nonlinear impact on kW load 

   ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑡 = relative humidity for the hour period 
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13.3.2.3 Kilowatt-Hour Savings Method

The EM&V team developed estimates of kilowatt-hour impacts produced by the Residential DLC
program; however, results had a high level of instability dependent primarily on baseline
definitions. Due to this, the EM&V team recommends estimating energy savings at
zero kilowatt-hours in PY2021. For the Residential DLC program, kilowatt-hour savings occur
when cycling HVAC compressors lower demand. However, after the event, kilowatt-hour
consumption can be higher than expected, as HVAC systems are released from control and
work to address cooling loads unmet during the event hours. This post-event increase in
consumption is termed snapback, with the snapback consumption subtracted from the in-event
kilowatt-hour savings.

The team developed a baseline model to estimate kilowatt-hour savings of loads that would
have occurred absent the event being called. Energy impacts are then calculated using the
actual metered consumption of the M&V sample. Average hourly per-device kilowatt demand
was calculated from 15-minute average per-device kilowatt demand schedules used in kilowatt
demand savings calculations. This approach generated one hourly load schedule for the entire
time period spanning June 1, 2021, through September 30, 2021. Data used in the model
included only kilowatt demand recorded during event days and eligible non-holiday, non-event
weekdays.

The EM&V team developed two models to determine baseline load that would have occurred
without an event. The sections below describe the methods used to generate these baseline
loads.

Baseline Calculation #1

The EM&V team's first baseline calculation method developed a baseline estimate using a load
forecast model; the model was derived from a regression analysis of the M&V sample loads.
Each day's hours receive its own regression model, and its kilowatt-hour impacts are analyzed.

Calculated Baseline

For each hour, the following model is estimated using the following equation:

kWt = at + BEventt + ytempt + hemp? + whumt + at

where:

kWt = average per-device kW load for a given hour

at = hour-specific intercept to capture baseload for hour 1‘

Eventt = indicator for whether an hour period occurred on an event day

tempt = hourly temperature in Fahrenheit for the hour period

tempt = squared value of tempt to model nonlinear impact on kW load

humt = relative humidity for the hour period
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Kilowatt-Hour Savings Calculation 

Energy impacts are calculated by fitting each event day's consumption for the baseline 
condition. The baseline for a given event day is then constructed by generating a fitted estimate 
of kilowatt load using the above model's parameter estimates. The load predicted by the above 
model uses the exact temperature and humidity that were observed during a specific event day, 
but absent the 𝛽𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 effect. For example, the June 1 event that occurred between 14:00 and 
15:00 has baseline kilowatt load for hour-ending 15:00 equal to: 
 

𝑘�̂�14 = �̂�14 + 𝛾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝14 + �̂�𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝14
2 + �̂�ℎ𝑢𝑚14 

 
Once the baseline condition has been calculated, savings are computed by subtracting the 
average per-device load recorded by the M&V loggers during a specific one-hour event period. 
Energy savings are determined by the value of this difference, as kilowatt load was the average 
over one hour. Changes in kilowatt-hour consumption are computed during event and post-
event hours for each event day. The results are summed within each event day to determine the 
total change in event-day consumption to capture in-event savings and any snapback that may 
have occurred. 

Baseline Calculation #2 

The EM&V team's second baseline calculation method developed a baseline estimate using 
another load forecast model; the model was derived from a regression analysis of the M&V 
sample loads. Instead of running individual regressions for each hour of the day, one all-in 
model is estimated to generate an estimate of the load. Each hour of the day receives a dummy 
variable to capture how kilowatt load moves throughout the day.  

One concern associated with the model used under Baseline Calculation #1 above is modeling 
event-day hour differences in kilowatt load. Modeled in the baseline calculation method, 
Baseline Calculation #1 is the average impact of any event-day hour on kilowatt load. However, 
one specific event day's hours may impart larger or smaller impacts on kilowatt load than 
another event day's hours. Failure to control for this variation in event-day hour impacts can 
affect the precision of the modeled baseline; therefore, the EM&V team incorporates event-day 
specific-hour intercepts to better control the impact of a specific event-day on kilowatt load.  

Another concern of the EM&V team is the potential for the demand of prior hours to impact 
current kilowatt demand. That is, during a particularly hot morning, the cooling-based load is 
expected to be higher than it would on an average morning. Further, cooling-based loads could 
remain higher than average during future hours of the same day as HVAC systems work to 
maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. With this concern in mind, the EM&V team 
conducted a Breusch-Godfrey test for autocorrelation (correlation of current load with past 
iterations of itself). The EM&V team identified the existence of autocorrelation, reaching as far 
back as six hours. To model baseline kilowatt demand more accurately, the EM&V team 
incorporated six additional controls for the pre-existing load before hour t. 
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Kilowatt-Hour Savinqs Calculation

Energy impacts are calculated by fitting each event day's consumption for the baseline
condition. The baseline for a given event day is then constructed by generating a fitted estimate
of kilowatt load using the above model's parameter estimates. The load predicted by the above
model uses the exact temperature and humidity that were observed during a specific event day,
but absent the fiEventt effect. For example, the June 1 event that occurred between 14:00 and
15:00 has baseline kilowatt load for hour-ending 15:00 equal to:

[EH/14, = ($14 + )7temp14 + itempfl + (Dhumm

Once the baseline condition has been calculated, savings are computed by subtracting the
average per-device load recorded by the M&V loggers during a specific one-hour event period.
Energy savings are determined by the value of this difference, as kilowatt load was the average
over one hour. Changes in kilowatt-hour consumption are computed during event and post-
event hours for each event day. The results are summed within each event day to determine the
total change in event-day consumption to capture in-event savings and any snapback that may
have occurred.

Baseline Calculation #2

The EM&V team's second baseline calculation method developed a baseline estimate using
another load forecast model; the model was derived from a regression analysis of the M&V
sample loads. Instead of running individual regressions for each hour of the day, one all-in
model is estimated to generate an estimate of the load. Each hour of the day receives a dummy
variable to capture how kilowatt load moves throughout the day.

One concern associated with the model used under Baseline Calculation #1 above is modeling
event-day hour differences in kilowatt load. Modeled in the baseline calculation method,
Baseline Calculation #1 is the average impact of any event-day hour on kilowatt load. However,
one specific event day's hours may impart larger or smaller impacts on kilowatt load than
another event day's hours. Failure to control for this variation in event-day hour impacts can
affect the precision of the modeled baseline; therefore, the EM&V team incorporates event-day
specific-hour intercepts to better control the impact of a specific event-day on kilowatt load.

Another concern of the EM&V team is the potential for the demand of prior hours to impact
current kilowatt demand. That is, during a particularly hot morning, the cooling-based load is
expected to be higher than it would on an average morning. Further, cooling-based loads could
remain higher than average during future hours of the same day as HVAC systems work to
maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. With this concern in mind, the EM&V team
conducted a Breusch-Godfrey test for autocorrelation (correlation of current load with past
iterations of itself). The EM&V team identified the existence of autocorrelation, reaching as far
back as six hours. To model baseline kilowatt demand more accurately, the EM&V team
incorporated six additional controls for the pre-existing load before hour 2‘.
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Calculated Baseline 

For the entire load control season, one all-in model is estimated using the following equation: 

𝑘𝑊𝑡 = 𝛾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 + 𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
2 + 𝜔ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑡 + ∑ 𝛼ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

23

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟=0

+ ∑ ( ∑ 𝛽ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗,𝑡

23

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟=0

)

6

𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑗=1

+ ∑ 𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑡−𝑘

6

𝑘=1

+ 𝑒𝑡 

where: 

   𝑘𝑊𝑡 = average per-device kW load for a given hour 

   𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 = hourly temperature in Fahrenheit for the hour period 

   𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
2 = squared value of 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡 to model nonlinear impact on kW load 

   ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑡 = relative humidity for the hour period 

   𝛼ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 = hour-of-day indicator  

   𝛽ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗,𝑡 = hour-of-day indicator for event day j during hour t 

   𝑘𝑊𝑡−𝑘 = kW load recorded k hours prior to the current time t. 

Kilowatt-Hour Savings Calculation 

The baseline for a given event-day is then constructed by generating a fitted estimate of kilowatt 
load using the parameter estimates of the above model. The load predicted by the above model 
uses the exact temperature and humidity that were observed during a specific event day, but 
absent the 𝛽ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 effect. However, loads observed for the six prior hours now enter the 
expected kilowatt load calculation for the current hour. For example, the June 1 event that 
occurred between 14:00 and 15:00 has baseline kilowatt load for hour ending 15:00 equal to: 
 

𝑘�̂�14 = �̂�14 + 𝛾𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝14 + �̂�𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝14
2 + �̂�ℎ𝑢𝑚14 + �̂�13𝑘�̂�13 + ⋯ + �̂�8𝑘�̂�8 

 
Once the baseline condition has been calculated, savings are computed by subtracting the 
average per-device load recorded by the M&V loggers during each one-hour period. The 
change in kilowatt-hour consumption is determined by the value of this difference, as kilowatt 
load was the average over one hour. Changes in kilowatt-hour consumption are computed 
during event and post-event hours for each event day to capture in-event savings and any 
snapback that may have occurred. 
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Calculated Baseline

For the entire load control season, one all-in model is estimated using the following equation:

23 6 23
kWt = ytempt + Attempt2 + whumt + Z ahour + Z < Z fihour * Eventj_t>

hour=0 Event j=1 hour=0
6

+ Z akkWt_k + et
k=1

where:

kW, = average per-device kW load for a given hour

temp, = hourly temperature in Fahrenheit for the hour period

temp, = squared value of tempt to model nonlinear impact on kW load

hum, = relative humidity for the hour period

ahow = hour-of—day indicator

BMW * Eventjit = hour-of—day indicator for event dayj during hour 1‘

kWt_k = kW load recorded k hours prior to the current time t.

Kilowatt-Hour Savinqs Calculation

The baseline for a given event-day is then constructed by generating a fitted estimate of kilowatt
load using the parameter estimates of the above model. The load predicted by the above model
uses the exact temperature and humidity that were observed during a specific event day, but
absent the Bhour * Event, effect. However, loads observed for the six prior hours now enter the
expected kilowatt load calculation forthe current hour. For example, the June 1 event that
occurred between 14:00 and 15:00 has baseline kilowatt load for hour ending 15:00 equal to:

W14 = (Q14 + )7temp14 + itempfi + (Bhumm + 613m13 + "‘ + 68mg

Once the baseline condition has been calculated, savings are computed by subtracting the
average per-device load recorded by the M&V loggers during each one-hour period. The
change in kilowatt-hour consumption is determined by the value of this difference, as kilowatt
load was the average over one hour. Changes in kilowatt-hour consumption are computed
during event and post-event hours for each event day to capture in-event savings and any
snapback that may have occurred.
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13.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

13.4.1 MISO Calculation Evaluated Savings 

The EM&V team evaluated Itron's MISO savings calculations by reviewing the M&V sample load 
data, confirming the methodology and results, repeating the calculation steps, and making 
adjustments. To conduct the evaluation, the EM&V team received the following from Itron: 

• M&V sample five-minute load data, spanning June 1 through September 30, 2021; 

• a savings report Itron provides to EAL, describing Itron's methodology for sampling and 
savings calculations, along with a description of the sample, descriptions of each event, 
and other pertinent PY2021 program details; and 

• discussions to clarify data definitions, calculation methodology steps, and information 
interpretations in their report. 

The EM&V team and Itron's per-device savings calculations were nearly identical, as were the 
overall evaluated savings. Itron reported a savings of 18.03 MW was calculated using the 
weather-adjusted savings from the event on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 of 1.03 kW per device 
multiplied by the 17,455 active endpoint devices. The EM&V team calculated a savings value of 
1.05 kW per meter during the same event. Using this per-device savings value multiplied by the 
same 17,455 active endpoint devices, the EM&V team calculated an evaluated savings of 
18.32 MW. 

MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline 

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO Business 
Practices Manual (BPM) method stipulates that the ten prior non-event event eligible days are 
selected to represent the baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated 
for a given event hour, representing an unadjusted baseline. Table 179 below highlights the 
unadjusted baseline calculations undertaken by Itron and the EM&V team.  
 

Table 179. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #1—MISO 
Unadjusted Baseline Calculations 

Date 
Start time 
(CDT) 

End time 
(CDT) 

Itron 
baseline  

EM&V team 
baseline 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.48 0.48 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 1.00 1.00 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 1.09 1.09 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.30 1.30 
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o M&V sample five-minute load data, spanning June 1 through September 30, 2021;

o a savings report ltron provides to EAL, describing ltron's methodology for sampling and
savings calculations, along with a description of the sample, descriptions of each event,
and other pertinent PY2021 program details; and

0 discussions to clarify data definitions, calculation methodology steps, and information
interpretations in their report.

The EM&V team and ltron's per-device savings calculations were nearly identical, as were the
overall evaluated savings. ltron reported a savings of 18.03 MW was calculated using the
weather-adjusted savings from the event on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 of 1.03 kW per device
multiplied by the 17,455 active endpoint devices. The EM&V team calculated a savings value of
1.05 kW per meter during the same event. Using this per-device savings value multiplied by the
same 17,455 active endpoint devices, the EM&V team calculated an evaluated savings of
18.32 MW.

MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO Business
Practices Manual (BPM) method stipulates that the ten prior non-event event eligible days are
selected to represent the baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated
for a given event hour, representing an unadjusted baseline. Table 179 below highlights the
unadjusted baseline calculations undertaken by ltron and the EM&V team.

Table 179. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #1—MISO
Unadjusted Baseline Calculations

Start time End time ltron EM&V team
(CDT) (CDT) baseline baseline

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.48 0.48

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 1.00 1.00

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 1.09 1.09
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.30 1.30
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MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline corrects the unadjusted baseline load 
schedule calculated above to be more representative of actual event-day loads. Adjustment is 
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would 
have occurred on an event day without a DLC event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event 
loads during baseline and event days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event 
loads on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event 
loads on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The 
multiplicative adjustment procedure is as follows: 

1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from 
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load.  

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the 
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted 
baseline loads.  

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted 
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor.  

The MISO BPM requires that the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment not lead to an 
adjustment greater than 20 percent of the unadjusted baseline load. Calculated symmetrical 
multiplicative adjustment factors exceeded 1.20 for all event days; therefore, all event days are 
assigned a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment of 1.20. The EM&V team's assignment of 
these 20 percent adjustment caps matches Itron's. 

Savings Calculation 

The savings calculation for each event hour is: 

kW Savings = Symmetrical Multiplicative Adjusted Baseline kW – Metered Load 

Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the 
program savings. Under the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment method, both Itron and the 
EM&V team determined this hour to be on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00. For this hour, the 
realization rate is 100.0 percent. Table 180 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with Table 
181 summarizing the corresponding event-hour total kilowatt savings and realization rates. The 
realization rates were 100.0 percent during all events. 
 

Table 180. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #2—MISO 
Adjusted Baseline and Per-Device Savings Comparisons 
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.49 0.49 0.26 0.26 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 1.20 1.20 0.72 0.73 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 1.31 1.31 0.60 0.61 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.55 1.55 0.88 0.88 
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MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline

MlSO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline corrects the unadjusted baseline load
schedule calculated above to be more representative of actual event-day loads. Adjustment is
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would
have occurred on an event day without a DLC event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event
loads during baseline and event days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event
loads on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event
loads on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The
multiplicative adjustment procedure is as follows:

1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load.

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted
baseline loads.

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor.

The MISO BPM requires that the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment not lead to an
adjustment greater than 20 percent of the unadjusted baseline load. Calculated symmetrical
multiplicative adjustment factors exceeded 1.20 for all event days; therefore, all event days are
assigned a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment of 1.20. The EM&V team's assignment of
these 20 percent adjustment caps matches ltron's.

Savings Calculation

The savings calculation for each event hour is:

kW Savings = Symmetrical Multiplicative Adjusted Baseline kW — Metered Load

Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the
program savings. Under the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment method, both ltron and the
EM&V team determined this hour to be on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00. For this hour, the
realization rate is 100.0 percent. Table 180 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with Table
181 summarizing the corresponding event-hour total kilowatt savings and realization rates. The
realization rates were 100.0 percent during all events.

Table 180. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #2—MISO
Adjusted Baseline and Per-Device Savings Comparisons
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.49 0.49 0.26 0.26
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 1.20 1.20 0.72 0.73
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 1.31 1.31 0.60 0.61
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.55 1.55 0.88 0.88
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Table 181. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #2 Results 
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 18,246 0.26 0.26  8,941   8,941  100.0 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 18,027 0.72 0.73  21,632   21,632  100.0 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 18,027 0.60 0.61  23,615   23,615  100.0 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,455 0.88 0.88  27,055   27,055  100.0 

 
MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline 

Itron calculated a temperature adjustment by developing a regression equation that explained 
air temperatures’ influence91 on the resulting M&V sample loads. As detailed in Itron's 
Evaluation Report, five-minute load data were aggregated to create a single per-device load 
covering the hours of 12:00 to 20:00 from June 1 through September 30, 2021. Event days were 
excluded from the temperature adjustment analysis, as were holidays and weekends. Itron's 
regression model used the entirety of the date range, absent the excluded days. The result is a 
dataset of the average load for each hour.  

Itron then conducted a regression analysis using the following equation: 

𝑘𝑊𝑡 = 𝛼 +  𝛽 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡 + 𝛾𝐻𝐸𝑡 + 𝜆𝐻𝐸𝑡
2 + 𝑒𝑡 

This equation posits that load during a given hour (t) can be primarily explained by (1) the hour 
of the day (represented by 𝐻𝐸𝑡) and (2) a given hour's dry-bulb air temperature. Itron's resulting 
regression output showed a temperature coefficient of 0.065 kW per degree Fahrenheit. The 
statistical results showed that the model explained 87.37 percent of the variability in load.  

The EM&V team replicated the analysis utilizing the same equation structure as Itron and limited 
the date range to the control season (June 1 through September 30, 2021), excluding holidays, 
weekends, and event days. Consistent with Itron, the EM&V team also limited the hours of the 
selected days to fall between 12:00 and 20:00. The EM&V team's regression equation results 

for temperature (�̂�) of 0.068 kW per degree Fahrenheit are nearly identical to Itron's 0.065 kW 
per degree Fahrenheit. Additionally, the EM&V team found a nearly identical percentage of 
variability (83.7 percent) in load. 

The EM&V team and Itron have nearly identical calculation results for the weather-adjusted 
baseline method. For the event hour with the highest performance—July 29, from 14:00 to 
15:00—Itron and the EM&V team calculated a savings of 0.88 kW per device.  

 
91 Temperature data provided by NOAA for Little Rock, AR, weather station KLIT; 2-meter dry bulb 

temperature. See: www.ncdc.noaa.gov. 
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Table 181. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #2 Results
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 18,246 0.26 0.26 8,941 8,941 100.0
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 18,027 0.72 0.73 21,632 21,632 100.0
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 18,027 0.60 0.61 23,615 23,615 100.0
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,455 0.88 0.88 27,055 27,055 100.0

MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline

ltron calculated a temperature adjustment by developing a regression equation that explained
air temperatures’ influence91 on the resulting M&V sample loads. As detailed in ltron's
Evaluation Report, five-minute load data were aggregated to create a single per-device load
covering the hours of 12:00 to 20:00 from June 1 through September 30, 2021. Event days were
excluded from the temperature adjustment analysis, as were holidays and weekends. ltron's
regression model used the entirety of the date range, absent the excluded days. The result is a
dataset of the average load for each hour.

ltron then conducted a regression analysis using the following equation:

kWt = a + ,8 Temperaturet + yHEt + AHEt2 + et

This equation posits that load during a given hour (t) can be primarily explained by (1) the hour
of the day (represented by HE,) and (2) a given hour's dry-bulb air temperature. ltron's resulting
regression output showed a temperature coefficient of 0.065 kW per degree Fahrenheit. The
statistical results showed that the model explained 87.37 percent of the variability in load.

The EM&V team replicated the analysis utilizing the same equation structure as ltron and limited
the date range to the control season (June 1 through September 30, 2021), excluding holidays,
weekends, and event days. Consistent with ltron, the EM&V team also limited the hours of the
selected days to fall between 12:00 and 20:00. The EM&V team's regression equation results
for temperature (3) of 0.068 kW per degree Fahrenheit are nearly identical to ltron's 0.065 kW
per degree Fahrenheit. Additionally, the EM&V team found a nearly identical percentage of
variability (83.7 percent) in load.

The EM&V team and ltron have nearly identical calculation results for the weather-adjusted
baseline method. For the event hour with the highest performance—July 29, from 14:00 to
15:00—ltron and the EM&V team calculated a savings of 0.88 kW per device.

91 Temperature data provided by NOAA for Little Rock, AR, weather station KLIT; 2-meter dry bulb
temperature. See: www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
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Weather-Adjusted Baseline 

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO BPM method 
stipulates that the ten-prior non-event, event-eligible days are selected to represent the 
baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated for a given event hour, 
representing an unadjusted baseline. Next, the average temperature for that same hour on the 
baseline days is calculated. The temperature of the event day's hour is then subtracted from the 
average baseline days' temperature for that hour to determine the temperature differential 
between the baseline days' and event days’ temperature. The temperature coefficient is 
multiplied by the temperature difference to calculate an additive kilowatt adjustment to the 
unadjusted baseline kilowatt. 

For EAL's MISO Calculation, the baseline condition is based on the average hourly load per 
device. This baseline is calculated using the M&V sample's metered results, averaging each 
sampled participant's five-minute metered data into hourly increments. The resulting equation 
for the weather-adjusted baseline for a given event hour is as follows: 

Baseline kW = Unadjusted Baseline Load + Temperature Coefficient * (Baseline Temperature – 
Event Hour Temperature) 

The EM&V team's calculation of the baseline loads and temperature records is identical to those 
presented in Itron's MISO Calculation, shown in Table 182. Minor differences of 0.03 kW per 
device or less are attributable to rounding temperature values and are not consequential.  
 

Table 182. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #3—MISO 
Temperature and Per-Device Savings Comparisons 
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 81.0 81.0 0.32 0.32 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 89.0 89.1 0.72 0.75 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 90.0 90.0 0.66 0.68 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 95.0 95.0 1.03 1.05 

 
Savings Calculation 

The savings calculation for each event hour is: 

kW Savings = Weather Adjusted Baseline kW – Metered Load 

Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the 
program savings. Both Itron and the EM&V team determined the highest performing hour to be 
July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 The realization rate is 101.9 percent for this hour, with kilowatt 
savings of 1.05 per device. Table 183 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with  
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Weather-Adjusted Baseline

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO BPM method
stipulates that the ten-prior non-event, event-eligible days are selected to represent the
baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated for a given event hour,
representing an unadjusted baseline. Next, the average temperature for that same hour on the
baseline days is calculated. The temperature of the event day's hour is then subtracted from the
average baseline days' temperature for that hour to determine the temperature differential
between the baseline days' and event days’ temperature. The temperature coefficient is
multiplied by the temperature difference to calculate an additive kilowatt adjustment to the
unadjusted baseline kilowatt.

For EAL's MISO Calculation, the baseline condition is based on the average hourly load per
device. This baseline is calculated using the M&V sample's metered results, averaging each
sampled participant's five-minute metered data into hourly increments. The resulting equation
for the weather-adjusted baseline for a given event hour is as follows:

Baseline kW = Unadjusted Baseline Load + Temperature Coefficient * (Baseline Temperature —
Event Hour Temperature)

The EM&V team's calculation of the baseline loads and temperature records is identical to those
presented in ltron's MISO Calculation, shown in Table 182. Minor differences of 0.03 kW per
device or less are attributable to rounding temperature values and are not consequential.

Table 182. Residential DLC—MISO Calculation #3—MISO
Temperature and Per-Device Savings Comparisons
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 81.0 81.0 0.32 0.32
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 89.0 89.1 0.72 0.75
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 90.0 90.0 0.66 0.68
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 95.0 95.0 1.03 1.05

Savings Calculation

The savings calculation for each event hour is:

kW Savings = Weather Adjusted Baseline kW — Metered Load

Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the
program savings. Both ltron and the EM&V team determined the highest performing hour to be
July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 The realization rate is 101.9 percent for this hour, with kilowatt
savings of 1.05 per device. Table 183 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with
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Table 184 summarizing the corresponding event-hour realization rates, ranging from 
101.3 percent to 103.8 percent across events. 
 

Table 183. MISO Calculation #3 Results 
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 18,246 0.32 0.32  5,839   5,912  

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 18,027 0.72 0.75  12,979   13,466  

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 18,027 0.66 0.68  11,898   12,258  

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,455 1.03 1.05  17,979   18,328  

 

Table 184. MISO Calculation #3 Realization Rates 
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00  5,839   5,912  101.3% 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00  12,979   13,466  103.8% 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00  11,898   12,258  103.0% 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00  17,979   18,328  101.9% 

13.4.2 EAL Calculation Evaluated Savings—High 4 of 5 

Effective in PY2019, the High 4 of 5 savings evaluation methods were no longer used to report 
MISO or Entergy savings; Itron did not include an estimate using this savings method in their 
report. The EM&V team chose to include it this year so that it could be compared with previous 
years' results and received the following information from Itron to calculate savings using the 
High 4 of 5 evaluation method: 

1. M&V sample five-minute load data, spanning June 1 through September 30, 2021; 

2. a savings report Itron provided to EAL describing Itron's methodology for sampling and 
savings calculations, along with a description of the sample, descriptions of each event, 
and other pertinent PY2021 program details; and 

3. discussions to clarify data definitions, calculation methodology steps, and information 
interpretations in their report. 

424

Table 184 summarizing the corresponding event-hour realization rates, ranging from
101.3 percent to 103.8 percent across events.

Table 183. MISO Calculation #3 Results
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 18,246 0.32 0.32 5,839 5,912
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 18,027 0.72 0.75 12,979 13,466
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 18,027 0.66 0.68 11,898 12,258
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,455 1.03 1.05 17,979 18,328

Table 184. MISO Calculation #3 Realization Rates
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06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 5,839 5,912 101.3%

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 12,979 13,466 103.8%

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 11,898 12,258 103.0%

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 17,979 18,328 101.9%

13.4.2 EAL Calculation Evaluated Savings—High 4 of 5

Effective in PY2019, the High 4 of5 savings evaluation methods were no longer used to report
MISO or Entergy savings; ltron did not include an estimate using this savings method in their
report. The EM&V team chose to include it this year so that it could be compared with previous
years' results and received the following information from ltron to calculate savings using the
High 4 of5 evaluation method:

1. M&V sample five-minute load data, spanning June 1 through September 30, 2021;

2. a savings report ltron provided to EAL describing ltron's methodology for sampling and
savings calculations, along with a description of the sample, descriptions of each event,
and other pertinent PY2021 program details; and

3. discussions to clarify data definitions, calculation methodology steps, and information
interpretations in their report.
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Table 185 describes the results for the EM&V team, illustrating agreement for each of the hours 
represented. The maximum per-device savings of 1.30 kW occurring during a 15-minute period 
for the PY2021 control season occurred on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 (highlighted in bold 
typeface). 
 

Table 185. Residential DLC—PY2021 Load-Control Events by Hour 

Date 
Start time 

(CDT) 
End time 

(CDT) 
EM&V team 

adjustment factor 
EM&V max  

15-min savings 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.70 0.41 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 0.96 1.13 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 0.96 0.75 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.02 1.30 

13.4.3 Evaluated Kilowatt-Hour Savings Results 

The following discussion highlights the kilowatt-hour impacts calculated across the events using 
two regression models to construct baseline kilowatt loads. Only event and post-event hours 
with statistically significant (p<0.05) coefficients are used for calculating kilowatt-hour impacts 
and savings. Otherwise, differences between the baseline and actual event-day load observed 
are assumed to be zero. 

Baseline Calculation #1 

Calculation of the baseline under the Baseline Calculation #1 approach utilizes an average 
impact of the average event-hour during the load control season spanning June 1 through 
September 30, 2021. It is important to note that the effect described for any event is not specific 
to that event's actual performance; instead, the regression model's effect is to identify average 
savings associated with all times that events were being called during the PY2021 load-control 
season.  

Under Baseline Calculation #1, loads during event hours were not significantly different (p<0.05) 
from the baseline. Post-event snapback was significantly different from the baseline only for 
hour ending 15:00. On average, hourly regressions explained 87.1 percent of the variation in 
load.92 Table 186 illustrates that each participant had negative savings of 0.55 kWh across all 
event days after accounting for both in-event savings and post-event snapback.  
Table 187 illustrates that all PY2021 events' net effect shows a kilowatt-hour consumption 
increase of 9.64 MWh.  

 
92 R-squared should not be used to directly compare the fitness of Baseline Calculation #1 to that of 

Baseline Calculation #2. R-squared values will always be higher for models with more covariates. 
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Table 185 describes the results for the EM&V team, illustrating agreement for each of the hours
represented. The maximum per-device savings of 1.30 kW occurring during a 15-minute period
for the PY2021 control season occurred on July 29 from 14:00 to 15:00 (highlighted in bold
typeface).

Table 185. Residential DLC—PY2021 Load-Control Events by Hour

Start time End time EM&V team EM&V max
(CDT) (CDT) adjustment factor 15-min savings

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.70 0.41

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 0.96 1.13

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 0.96 0.75

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.02 1.30

13.4.3 Evaluated Kilowatt-Hour Savings Results

The following discussion highlights the kilowatt-hour impacts calculated across the events using
two regression models to construct baseline kilowatt loads. Only event and post-event hours
with statistically significant (p<0.05) coefficients are used for calculating kilowatt-hour impacts
and savings. OthenNise, differences between the baseline and actual event-day load observed
are assumed to be zero.

Baseline Calculation #1

Calculation of the baseline under the Baseline Calculation #1 approach utilizes an average
impact of the average event-hour during the load control season spanning June 1 through
September 30, 2021. It is important to note that the effect described for any event is not specific
to that event's actual performance; instead, the regression model's effect is to identify average
savings associated with all times that events were being called during the PY2021 load-control
season.

Under Baseline Calculation #1, loads during event hours were not significantly different (p<0.05)
from the baseline. Post-event snapback was significantly different from the baseline only for
hour ending 15:00. On average, hourly regressions explained 87.1 percent of the variation in
load.92 Table 186 illustrates that each participant had negative savings of 0.55 kWh across all
event days after accounting for both in-event savings and post-event snapback.
Table 187 illustrates that all PY2021 events' net effect shows a kilowatt-hour consumption
increase of 9.64 MWh.

92 R-squared should not be used to directly compare the fitness of Baseline Calculation #1 to that of
Baseline Calculation #2. R-squared values will always be higher for models with more covariates.
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Table 186. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #1—PY2021 
Per-Device Load-Control Savings 

Date 

Modeled in-event 
per-device kWh 

savings 

Modeled post-event  
per-device 

snapback kWh 

Net program  
per-device 

kWh savings 

06/03/2021 0.35 0.46 0.81 

06/18/2021 1.3 -2.49 -1.19 

07/29/2021 1.03 -1.2 -0.17 

Total 2.68 -3.23 -0.55 

 
Table 187. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #1—PY2021 

Total Load-Control Savings 

Date 
LCRs 

participating 

Modeled  
in-event  

kWh savings 

Modeled  
post-event 

snapback kWh 
Net program 
kWh savings 

06/03/2021 18,246 6,386 8,393 14,779 

06/18/2021 18,027 23,435 -44,887 -21,452 

07/29/2021 17,455 17,979 -20,946 -2,967 

Total 47,800 -57,440 -9,640 

 
Note negative event savings (or consumption increases) associated with all events. As 
illustrated in Figure 23, post-event snapback associated with these events was higher than in-
event savings. The EM&V team attributes this to average event-hour effects modeled in the 
regression used to model the baseline load. Under this approach, the effect of individual event-
day hours may not be sufficiently controlled, thus affecting the accuracy of the modeled 
baseline. Further, average event-day hour effects may indicate significant in-event or post-event 
hour differences in kilowatt load that does not hold within some specific event days, a finding 
highlighted in the discussion of Baseline Calculation #2. Regression modeling within Baseline 
Calculation #2 remedies this problem by modeling baseline load while controlling individual 
event-day hour effects on load. The EM&V team further illustrates improvements in baseline 
load calculations using this approach below. 
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Table 186. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #1—PY2021
Per-Device Load-Control Savings

Modeled in-event Modeled post-event Net program
per-device kWh per-device per-device

savings snapback kWh kWh savings

06/03/2021 0.35 0.46 0.81

06/18/2021 1.3 -2.49 -1 .19

07/29/2021 1.03 -1.2 —0.17

Total 2.68 -3.23 -0.55

Table 187. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #1—PY2021
Total Load-Control Savings

Modeled Modeled
LCRs in-event post-event Net program

participating kWh savings snapback kWh kWh savings

06/03/2021 18,246 6,386 8,393 14,779

06/18/2021 18,027 23,435 -44,887 -21,452

07/29/2021 17,455 17,979 -20,946 -2,967

Total 47,800 -57,440 -9,640

Note negative event savings (or consumption increases) associated with all events. As
illustrated in Figure 23, post-event snapback associated with these events was higher than in-
event savings. The EM&V team attributes this to average event-hour effects modeled in the
regression used to model the baseline load. Under this approach, the effect of individual event-
day hours may not be sufficiently controlled, thus affecting the accuracy of the modeled
baseline. Further, average event-day hour effects may indicate significant in-event or post-event
hour differences in kilowatt load that does not held within some specific event days, a finding
highlighted in the discussion of Baseline Calculation #2. Regression modeling within Baseline
Calculation #2 remedies this problem by modeling baseline load while controlling individual
event-day hour effects on load. The EM&V team further illustrates improvements in baseline
load calculations using this approach below.
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Figure 23. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—June 3 Test DLC Event 
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Figure 23. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—June 3 Test DLC Event
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Figure 24. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—June 18 DLC Event 

 

Figure 25. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—July 29 DLC Event 
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Figure 24. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—June 18 DLC Event
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Figure 25. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #1—July 29 DLC Event
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Baseline Calculation #2 

Calculation of the Baseline Calculation #2 utilizes event-day specific hour-of-day intercepts to 
better control each event-day hour during load control season spanning June 1 through 
September 30, 2021. Further, after the EM&V team identified the risk of autocorrelation (current 
kilowatt load being correlated with past iterations of itself), the Baseline Calculation #2 approach 
incorporated six hours of prior kilowatt load to inform modeling of current baseline kilowatt load. 

Under Baseline Calculation #2, on average, both in-event hours yielded kilowatt load 
significantly different (p<0.05) from the baseline. Post-event snapback was significantly different 
from the baseline for up to three hours following an event, depending on the event day. The 
model under the Baseline Calculation #2 approach explained 99.47 percent of the variation in 
load.93 Table 188 illustrates that each participant saved a total of 0.69 kWh across all event 
days after accounting for in-event savings and post-event snapback. Table 189 illustrates that 
the net effect of all PY2021 events shows a kilowatt-hour consumption decrease (savings) of 
14.12 MWh.  
 

Table 188. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #2—PY2021 
Per-Device Load-Control Savings 

Date 

Modeled in-event 
per-device kWh 

savings 

Modeled post-
event per-device 

snapback kWh 

Net program  
per-device kWh 

savings 

06/03/2021 0.42 -0.01 0.41 

06/18/2021 0.75 -0.43 0.32 

07/29/2021 0.98 -0.28 0.70 

Total 2.15 -0.72 1.43 

  

Table 189. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #2—PY2021 Load-Control Events 

Date 
LCRs 

participating 
Modeled in-event 

kWh savings 
Modeled post-event 

snapback kWh 
Net program 
kWh savings 

06/03/2021 18,246 7,663 -182 7,481 

06/18/2021 18,027 13,520 -7,752 5,769 

07/29/2021 17,455 17,106 -4,887 12,219 

Total 38,289 -12,821 25,468 

 

Note that negative event savings (or consumption increases) associated with the first calculation 
events have fallen away. As shown in Table 189, post-event snapback associated with these 
events has significantly diminished. The EM&V team attributes this to modeling specific event-
day hour loads in the regression. Depending on the event, modeling specific event-day-hour 
effects revealed that snapback was statistically significant during hours-ending 14:00 through 
16:00. This result contrasts with solely hour-ending 15:00 being significant under Baseline 
Calculation #1.  

 
93 R-squared should not be used to directly compare the fitness of Baseline Calculation #1 to that of 

Baseline Calculation #2. R-squared values will always be higher for models with more covariates.  
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Baseline Calculation #2

Calculation of the Baseline Calculation #2 utilizes event-day specific hour-of-day intercepts to
better control each event-day hour during load control season spanning June 1 through
September 30, 2021. Further, after the EM&V team identified the risk of autocorrelation (current
kilowatt load being correlated with past iterations of itself), the Baseline Calculation #2 approach
incorporated six hours of prior kilowatt load to inform modeling of current baseline kilowatt load.

Under Baseline Calculation #2, on average, both in-event hours yielded kilowatt load
significantly different (p<0.05) from the baseline. Post-event snapback was significantly different
from the baseline for up to three hours following an event, depending on the event day. The
model under the Baseline Calculation #2 approach explained 99.47 percent of the variation in
load.93 Table 188 illustrates that each participant saved a total of 0.69 kWh across all event
days after accounting for in-event savings and post-event snapback. Table 189 illustrates that
the net effect of all PY2021 events shows a kilowatt-hour consumption decrease (savings) of
14.12 MWh.

Table 188. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #2—PY2021
Per-Device Load-Control Savings

Modeled in-event Modeled post- Net program
per-device kWh event per-device per-device kWh

savings snapback kWh savings

06/03/2021 0.42 -0.01 0.41

06/18/2021 0.75 -0.43 0.32

07/29/2021 0.98 -0.28 0.70

Total 2.15 -0.72 1.43

Table 189. Residential DLC—Baseline Calculation #2—PY2021 Load-Control Events

LCRs Modeled in-event Modeled post-event Net program
participating kWh savings snapback kWh kWh savings

06/03/2021 18,246 7,663 -182 7,481

06/18/2021 18,027 13,520 -7,752 5,769

07/29/2021 17,455 17,106 -4,887 12,219

Total 38,289 -12,821 25,468

Note that negative event savings (or consumption increases) associated with the first calculation
events have fallen away. As shown in Table 189, post-event snapback associated with these
events has significantly diminished. The EM&V team attributes this to modeling specific event-
day hour loads in the regression. Depending on the event, modeling specific event-day-hour
effects revealed that snapback was statistically significant during hours-ending 14:00 through
16:00. This result contrasts with solely hour-ending 15:00 being significant under Baseline
Calculation #1.

93 R-squared should not be used to directly compare the fitness of Baseline Calculation #1 to that of
Baseline Calculation #2. R-squared values will always be higher for models with more covariates.
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As highlighted in Figure 26, baseline loads modeled under Baseline Calculation #2 appear to 
follow actual pre-event and post-event consumption more closely than under Baseline 
Calculation #1. The EM&V team believes this can be attributed to a combination of controls for 
individual event-day hours and the incorporation of controls for autocorrelation. First, specific 
event-day hour controls can better identify non-event day hourly loads by excluding these event-
day hours from representing the modeled baseline. One specific event day's hour may impart 
larger or smaller impacts on kilowatt load than another event day's hours. Failure to control for 
this variation in event-day hour impacts can affect the precision of the modeled baseline. 

On the other hand, autocorrelation imparts a smoothing effect on the baseline. Smoothing is 
observed during post-event hours for the baseline on both events compared to the first 
calculation baseline.  
 

Figure 26. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—June 3 Test DLC Event 
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As highlighted in Figure 26, baseline loads modeled under Baseline Calculation #2 appear to
follow actual pre-event and post-event consumption more closely than under Baseline
Calculation #1. The EM&V team believes this can be attributed to a combination of controls for
individual event-day hours and the incorporation of controls for autocorrelation. First, specific
event-day hour controls can better identify non-event day hourly loads by excluding these event-
day hours from representing the modeled baseline. One specific event day's hour may impart
larger or smaller impacts on kilowatt load than another event day's hours. Failure to control for
this variation in event-day hour impacts can affect the precision of the modeled baseline.

On the other hand, autocorrelation imparts a smoothing effect on the baseline. Smoothing is
observed during post-event hours for the baseline on both events compared to the first
calculation baseline.

Figure 26. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—June 3 Test DLC Event
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Figure 27. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—June 18 DLC Event 

 

Figure 28. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—July 29 DLC Event 
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Figure 27. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—June 18 DLC Event
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Figure 28. Residential DLC Program—Calculated Baseline #2—July 29 DLC Event
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14.0 SMART DIRECT LOAD CONTROL PILOT 

The Smart Direct Load Control (SDLC) pilot program is a demand response pilot focusing on 
controlling load through smart thermostats in residential and small nonresidential buildings. The 
pilot is in its second year of existence and is implemented by ICF Consulting (ICF), which (1) 
provides marketing services and a call center, and (2) conducts program tracking. 

The SDLC pilot program aims to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events in the 
summer months (June 1 through September 30). Participants in the program have a smart 
thermostat and allow Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) to reduce the time an individual air 
conditioner operates remotely.  

Incentives for participation are divided into two payment streams: one for annual enrollment and 
one based on participation in load-control events. Customers with an existing, qualifying 
thermostat receive an enrollment incentive of up to $50 (residential) or $100 (nonresidential). In 
comparison, customers without an existing smart thermostat receive a smart thermostat in 
addition to an annual enrollment incentive up to $40 (residential) or up to $100 (nonresidential). 

Upon completion of the load-control season, customers receive rebates based on their 
participation. If a customer participates in all load-control events (i.e., does not opt-out of any 
events) or opts out of a single event, the customer receives $40 (residential) or $100 
(nonresidential). Customers who opt out of two or three events receive $25 (residential) or $50 
(nonresidential), and customers that opt out of more than three events receive no annual 
participation rebate.   

In PY2021, the SDLC pilot called seven events on seven days, spanning June through August 
of 2021. The first event, which occurred on June 3, was a test event used to verify equipment 
operability; the remaining events were used to reduce load across EAL’s territory.  

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team 
calculated energy savings achieved by installing new thermostats and demand savings from 
load-control events during the PY2021 load-control season. The EM&V team deployed three 
different methods for estimating load reductions, all summarized in the Midcontinent 
Independent System Operator's (MISO) Business Practice Manual for Demand Response94 
(MISO’s Business Practice Manual). Process evaluation activities included biweekly meetings 
with implementation and EAL staff for the duration of PY2021. Table 190 details the evaluation 
activities conducted for the program in PY2021. 

Table 190. SDLC Pilot—Data Collection and Program Inputs 

Net-to-gross 
(NTG) approach Process evaluation activities 

Gross impact evaluation completes 

Tracking 
system 
review 

Desk 
reviews 

On-site 
M&V 

Metered 
data 
analysis95 

Deemed from prior 
research 

Program staff interviews (2) 

Materials review 

Census None None Census 

 
94 Midcontinent Independent System Operator Demand Response Business Practices Manual. BPM-026-

r7. Effective December 7, 2021.  
95 This column refers to EAL customer runtime data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary 

metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V. 
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14.0 SMART DIRECT LOAD CONTROL PILOT

The Smart Direct Load Control (SDLC) pilot program is a demand response pilot focusing on
controlling load through smart thermostats in residential and small nonresidential buildings. The
pilot is in its second year of existence and is implemented by ICF Consulting (ICF), which (1)
provides marketing services and a call center, and (2) conducts program tracking.

The SDLC pilot program aims to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events in the
summer months (June 1 through September 30). Participants in the program have a smart
thermostat and allow Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) to reduce the time an individual air
conditioner operates remotely.

Incentives for participation are divided into two payment streams: one for annual enrollment and
one based on participation in load-control events. Customers with an existing, qualifying
thermostat receive an enrollment incentive of up to $50 (residential) or $100 (nonresidential). In
comparison, customers without an existing smart thermostat receive a smart thermostat in
addition to an annual enrollment incentive up to $40 (residential) or up to $100 (nonresidential).

Upon completion of the load-control season, customers receive rebates based on their
participation. If a customer participates in all load-control events (i.e., does not opt-out of any
events) or opts out of a single event, the customer receives $40 (residential) or $100
(nonresidential). Customers who opt out of two or three events receive $25 (residential) or $50
(nonresidential), and customers that opt out of more than three events receive no annual
participation rebate.

In PY2021, the SDLC pilot called seven events on seven days, spanning June through August
of 2021. The first event, which occurred on June 3, was a test event used to verify equipment
operability; the remaining events were used to reduce load across EAL’s territory.

In support of the impact evaluation, the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team
calculated energy savings achieved by installing new thermostats and demand savings from
load-control events during the PY2021 load-control season. The EM&V team deployed three
different methods for estimating load reductions, all summarized in the Midcontinent
Independent System Operator's (MISO) Business Practice Manual for Demand Response94
(MISO’s Business Practice Manual). Process evaluation activities included biweekly meetings
with implementation and EAL staff for the duration of PY2021. Table 190 details the evaluation
activities conducted for the program in PY2021.

Table 190. SDLC Pilot—Data Collection and Program Inputs

Gross impact evaluation completes

Tracking Metered
Net-to-gross system Desk On-site data
(NTG) approach Process evaluation activities review reviews M&V analysis"5

Deemed from prior Program staff interviews (2) Census None None Census
research Materials review

94 Midcontinent Independent System Operator Demand Response Business Practices Manual. BPM-026-
r7. Effective December 7, 2021.

95 This column refers to EAL customer runtime data provided to the EM&V team as opposed to primary
metered data collected as part of the on-site M&V.
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14.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the SDLC pilot achieved 3.2 MWh in gross energy savings and 3.2 MW in gross 
demand savings, as shown in Table 191. The EM&V team found that energy savings using 
deemed values in Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) were applied 
correctly to residential applications. No energy savings were claimed for smart thermostats that 
received rebates during previous program years. Energy savings among small business 
participants were accurately calculated, resulting in a realization rate of 100 percent for energy 
savings. The program met 78 percent of the energy savings goal, as detailed in Table 192. 
 

Table 191. SDLC Pilot Savings—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realizatio
n rate 

NTG 
ratio* 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

3,725 3,680 98.8% 87.4% 3,216 1.0% 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

3.2 3.2 100.0% 100.0% 3.2 3.4% 

*The PY2021 NTG ratio uses a weighted average of residential (Home Energy Solutions) and commercial 
(CoolSaver) smart thermostats for energy savings. 

 
Table 192. SDLC Pilot—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Smart Direct Load 
Control Pilot 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

         4,133  3,216  78% 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

           19.5  3.2  17% 

14.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team identified two recommendations for EAL's consideration through the evaluation 
process, presented in Table 193. 
 
 

Table 193. Smart DLC Pilot Savings—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: 
Development a standard method 
to track opt-outs, by event.  

The specific set of devices opting out of load control events is 
essential to accurately estimate load and demand reductions 
for the correct group of thermostats. Developin a standard 
metod of tracking this information will ensure that estimates of 
demand reduction are accurate.  
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14.1 KEY FINDINGS

In PY2021, the SDLC pilot achieved 3.2 MWh in gross energy savings and 3.2 MW in gross
demand savings, as shown in Table 191. The EM&V team found that energy savings using
deemed values in Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 8.2 (TRM 8.2) were applied
correctly to residential applications. No energy savings were claimed for smart thermostats that
received rebates during previous program years. Energy savings among small business
participants were accurately calculated, resulting in a realization rate of 100 percent for energy
savings. The program met 78 percent of the energy savings goal, as detailed in Table 192.

Table 191. SDLC

Energy/demand Reported
savings savings

Energy savings 3,725
(MWh)

Demand savings 3.2
(MW)

Pilot Savings—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
Evaluated Realizatio NTG Net contribution to

savings n rate ratio* savings portfolio savings

3,680 98.8% 87.4% 3,216 1.0%

3.2 100.0% 100.0% 3.2 3.4%

*The PY2021 NTG ratio uses a weighted average of residential (Home Energy Solutions) and commercial
(CoolSaver) smart thermostats for energy savings.

Table 192. SDLC Pilot—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Smart Direct Load
Control Pilot

Energy savings 4,133 3,216 78%
(MWh)

Demand 19.5 3.2 17%
savings (MW)

14.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team identified two recommendations for EAL's consideration through the evaluation
process, presented in Table 193.

Table 193. Smart DLC Pilot Savings—PY2021 Recommendations

Impact Recommendation 1:
Development a standard method
to track opt-outs, by event.

The specific set of devices opting out of load control events is
essential to accurately estimate load and demand reductions
for the correct group of thermostats. Developin a standard
metod of tracking this information will ensure that estimates of
demand reduction are accurate.
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Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 2: Estimate 
demand savings after each event 
during the season.  

The implementation team and EM&V team should work 
cooperatively during the load control season to estimate event 
demand reductions as soon as possible after events. This will 
provide results to EAL, establish a secure data transfer 
process, and ensure both teams employ similar methodologies. 

14.3 METHODOLOGY 

The evaluated savings results are based on savings calculations made during the tracking 
system review, using deemed savings values in TRM 8.2 and characteristics of each 
participant's heating system, square footage, and previous thermostat. Commercial thermostats 
applied a deemed savings value per ton of cooling capacity, an average value based on past 
evaluations of commercial smart thermostats. 

Estimates of demand savings used air conditioner runtime data from participating thermostats 
during the control season and deployed three evaluation methods defined in MISO's Business 
Practices Manual for Demand Response. 

14.3.1 Tracking System Review 

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it 
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system 
data review referenced TRM 8.2 for savings assumptions; the EM&V team checked the tracking 
systems' linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.  

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: (1) identify initial high-level tracking system 
concerns, (2) verify whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are consistent with the 
savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2, and (3) assess the tracking system's ability 
to support quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) activities, including future evaluation 
needs. 

Participants in the SDLC pilot program come from several distinct streams. The most direct 
participation route is through the SDLC pilot program web portal. Participants can choose 
between self-installation or direct installation of their thermostat by a trade ally. Customers with 
an existing smart thermostat that was not rebated or provided through an EAL energy efficiency 
program can enroll the thermostat to participate in demand response events through the SDLC 
pilot program portal as well. Additional participants come from other residential energy efficiency 
programs provided by EAL and participants in programs that no longer exist in EAL's portfolio. It 
is important to note that energy savings are only claimed for new participants that receive a 
rebated smart thermostat (i.e., only new SDLC pilot program participants that did not have a 
smart thermostat before enrollment). Regardless of installation or registration method, all 
thermostats are eligible to claim demand savings. 
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Impact Recommendation 2: Estimate The implementation team and EM&V team should work
demand savings after each event cooperatively during the load control season to estimate event
during the season. demand reductions as soon as possible after events. This will

provide results to EAL, establish a secure data transfer
process, and ensure both teams employ similar methodologies.

14.3 METHODOLOGY

The evaluated savings results are based on savings calculations made during the tracking
system review, using deemed savings values in TRM 8.2 and characteristics of each
participant's heating system, square footage, and previous thermostat. Commercial thermostats
applied a deemed savings value per ton of cooling capacity, an average value based on past
evaluations of commercial smart thermostats.

Estimates of demand savings used air conditioner runtime data from participating thermostats
during the control season and deployed three evaluation methods defined in MlSO's Business
Practices Manual for Demand Response.

14.3.1 Tracking System Review

The EM&V team reviewed all program-reported tracking data to assess the extent to which it
provided the algorithms and ex-ante values necessary for each measure. The tracking system
data review referenced TRM 8.2 for savings assumptions; the EM&V team checked the tracking
systems' linkage to TRM deemed savings and methods used to estimate savings.

Our review accomplished three primary objectives: (1) identify initial high-level tracking system
concerns, (2) verify whether the savings estimates in the tracking system are consistent with the
savings algorithms' results as outlined in TRM 8.2, and (3) assess the tracking system's ability
to support quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) activities, including future evaluation
needs.

Participants in the SDLC pilot program come from several distinct streams. The most direct
participation route is through the SDLC pilot program web portal. Participants can choose
between self-installation or direct installation of their thermostat by a trade ally. Customers with
an existing smart thermostat that was not rebated or provided through an EAL energy efficiency
program can enroll the thermostat to participate in demand response events through the SDLC
pilot program portal as well. Additional participants come from other residential energy efficiency
programs provided by EAL and participants in programs that no longer exist in EAL's portfolio. It
is important to note that energy savings are only claimed for new participants that receive a
rebated smart thermostat (i.e., only new SDLC pilot program participants that did not have a
smart thermostat before enrollment). Regardless of installation or registration method, all
thermostats are eligible to claim demand savings.
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14.3.2 Impact Evaluation 

The EM&V team used different methods to estimate energy savings for residential and 
commercial participants, ensuring that thermostats rebated during prior program years or 
through other EAL Solutions programs were not attributed to PY2021 SDLC pilot program 
energy savings. 

14.3.2.1 Residential Participants 

The EM&V team used Section 2.1.12 of TRM 8.2 to calculate savings for smart thermostats 
installed for residential customers. Table 19496 provides the kilowatt-hour savings per square 
foot of conditioned space for smart thermostats installed residentially. 
 

Table 194. Smart Thermostats—Deemed Savings Value per Square Foot of Conditioned Space 

Baseline 
Electric cooling 

(kWh/ft2) 

Electric 
resistance heat 

(kWh/ft2) 

Electric HP 
heating 

(kWh/ft2) 

Manual thermostat 0.450 0.845 0.395 

Programmable 
thermostat 

0.113 0.212 0.099 

Default 0.399 0.750 0.351 

 
The EM&V team calculated savings for each new residential smart thermostat rebated through 
the SDLC pilot program using Equation 1, using the square footage of each site's conditioned 
space and the appropriate energy savings factor from Table 194 to estimate energy savings. 
 

Equation 1. Smart Thermostat Energy Savings (Residential) 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑖,𝑏,ℎ = (
𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑏,ℎ

𝑓𝑡2
) × 𝑓𝑡𝑖

2 

Where: 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑖,𝑏,ℎ  is the savings of household i with baseline thermostat b and heating type h 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑏,ℎ

𝑓𝑡2    is the savings of baseline thermostat b and heating type h 

𝑓𝑡𝑖
2  is the square footage of household i. 

 
Overall, most residential smart thermostats were in homes with gas heat, and 32 percent of 
participants' homes had heat pumps. Table 195 provides full results, while Table 196 details the 
types of thermostats customers had before installing their new smart thermostats. 

 
96 Reproduced from Table 70, Page 81, Volume 2, TRM 8.2. 
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14.3.2 Impact Evaluation

The EM&V team used different methods to estimate energy savings for residential and
commercial participants, ensuring that thermostats rebated during prior program years or
through other EAL Solutions programs were not attributed to PY2021 SDLC pilot program
energy savings.

14.3.2.1 Residential Participants

The EM&V team used Section 2.1.12 of TRM 8.2 to calculate savings for smart thermostats
installed for residential customers. Table 19496 provides the kilowatt-hour savings per square
foot of conditioned space for smart thermostats installed residentially.

Table 194. Smart Thermostats—Deemed Savings Value per Square Foot of Conditioned Space

Electric Electric HP
Electric cooling resistance heat heating

Baseline (kWh/ftz) (kWh/ftz) (kWh/ftz)
Manual thermostat 0.450 0.845 0.395

Programmable 0.113 0.212 0.099
thermostat

Default 0.399 0.750 0.351

The EM&V team calculated savings for each new residential smart thermostat rebated through
the SDLC pilot program using Equation 1, using the square footage of each site's conditioned
space and the appropriate energy savings factor from Table 194 to estimate energy savings.

Equation 1. Smart Thermostat Energy Savings (Residential)

kt_,,
ft2

kWhi,b,h = < > X ftiz

Where:

kWhi_b_h is the savings of household iwith baseline thermostat b and heating type h

ktJlT is the savings of baseline thermostat b and heating type h

ft,2 is the square footage of household i.

Overall, most residential smart thermostats were in homes with gas heat, and 32 percent of
participants' homes had heat pumps. Table 195 provides full results, while Table 196 details the
types of thermostats customers had before installing their new smart thermostats.

96 Reproduced from Table 70, Page 81, Volume 2, TRM 8.2.
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Table 195. Distribution of Heating Type (Residential) 

Heating Unique devices Percentage 

AC with resistance 
heat 

283 10.9% 

AC with gas heat 1,477 56.9% 

Heat pump 837 32.2% 

Total 2,597 100.00% 

 
 

Table 196. Type of Thermostat Removed (Residential) 

Type of thermostat 
removed Unique devices Percentage 

Manual 2,166 83.4% 

Programmable 226 8.7 % 

Unknown 205 7.9% 

Total 2,597 100.0% 

 
Using participants' square footage, previous thermostat type, heating type, and participation 
method, the EM&V team estimated energy savings for residential smart thermostat installation 
in PY2021. As noted above, participants who enrolled in the SDLC pilot's demand response 
portion after receiving a smart thermostat from another EAL program, or participants who 
enrolled their own previously-purchased (non-rebated) device, produced no energy savings for 
the SDLC pilot program.  

Energy savings are only applicable for customers that enrolled through the SDLC pilot portal, 
received a rebated smart thermostat, and either self-installed the thermostat or had the 
thermostat installed by a trade ally.   

The SDLC pilot program saved 2,516,607 kWh in PY2021 in residential installations, resulting in 
a 100.0 percent realization rate. Net savings, which applied an NTG ratio of 86.2 percent,97 
were 2,169,315 kWh. 

14.3.2.2 Commercial Participants 

Trade allies directly installed all but ten smart thermostats on commercial properties. In PY2021, 
the SDLC pilot program rebated 345 smart thermostats. Energy savings for smart thermostats 
installed in commercial buildings used an energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of cooling 
capacity, as shown in Equation 2.  
 

Equation 2. Smart Thermostat Energy Savings (Commercial) 

𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑖 = 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖  × (819
𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑡𝑜𝑛
) 

 
97 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for residential smart thermostats. 
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Table 195. Distribution of Heating Type (Residential)

m“
AC with resistance 283 109%
heat

AC with gas heat 1,477 56.9%

Heat pump 837 32.2%

Total 2,597 100.00%

Table 196. Type of Thermostat Removed (Residential)

Type of thermostat
removed Unique devices Percentage

Manual 2,166 83.4%

Programmable 226 8.7 %

Unknown 205 7.9%

Total 2,597 100.0%

Using participants' square footage, previous thermostat type, heating type, and participation
method, the EM&V team estimated energy savings for residential smart thermostat installation
in PY2021. As noted above, participants who enrolled in the SDLC pilot's demand response
portion after receiving a smart thermostat from another EAL program, or participants who
enrolled their own previously-purchased (non-rebated) device, produced no energy savings for
the SDLC pilot program.

Energy savings are only applicable for customers that enrolled through the SDLC pilot portal,
received a rebated smart thermostat, and either self-installed the thermostat or had the
thermostat installed by a trade ally.

The SDLC pilot program saved 2,516,607 kWh in PY2021 in residential installations, resulting in
a 100.0 percent realization rate. Net savings, which applied an NTG ratio of 86.2 percent,97
were 2,169,315 kWh.

14.3.2.2 Commercial Participants

Trade allies directly installed all but ten smart thermostats on commercial properties. In PY2021,
the SDLC pilot program rebated 345 smart thermostats. Energy savings for smart thermostats
installed in commercial buildings used an energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of cooling
capacity, as shown in Equation 2.

Equation 2. Smart Thermostat Energy Savings (Commercial)

kWh
kWhi = tonnagei X (819—)

ton

97 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for residential smart thermostats.
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Table 197 summarizes the distribution of air conditioner and heat pump cooling capacities for 
PY2021 SDLC pilot program commercial participants. More than 57 percent of commercial 
smart thermostats are connected to HVAC units under five tons; an additional 38 percent of 
commercially-installed smart thermostats were connected to HVACs with five to six tons of 
capacity. However, some larger units also participated in the pilot. 
 

Table 197. Commercial Cooling Tonnage (SDLC) 

Cooling capacity (tons) Count Percentage Cumulative percentage 

< 2 tons 6 1.7% 1.7% 

≥ 2 tons and < 3 tons 49 14.2% 15.9% 

≥ 3 tons and < 4 tons 76 22.0% 38.0% 

≥ 4 tons and < 5 tons 67 19.4% 57.4% 

≥ 5 tons and < 6 tons 131 38.0% 95.4% 

≥ 6 tons and < 7 tons 1 0.3% 95.7% 

≥ 7 tons and < 8 tons 5 1.4% 97.1% 

≥ 8 tons and < 9 tons 0 0.0% 97.1% 

≥ 9 tons and < 10 tons 0 0.0% 97.1% 

≥ 10 tons and < 11 tons 9 2.6% 99.7% 

≥ 11 tons and < 20 tons 1 0.3% 100.0% 

Total 345 100.0% 100.0% 

 
After applying the energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of capacity, the EM&V team 
estimated 1,162,980 kWh in energy savings achieved through installations of smart thermostats 
in commercial buildings in PY2021. These findings were slightly less than reported savings of 
1,208,025 kWh, resulting in a realization rate of 96.3 percent among commercial installations. 
The NTG ratio for commercial thermostats was deemed 90.0 percent from previous evaluations, 
resulting in a net savings of 1,046,682 kWh. 

14.3.3 Demand Response 

The EM&V team received five-minute HVAC runtime data for SDLC participants spanning the 
load control season. Opt-outs were removed from the data for each event, and unenrolled 
devices were also removed from the analysis file. In PY2021, EAL called seven events that 
spanned ten hours, including a test event on June 3. Table 198 provides a summary of called 
events during PY2021. As the load control season continued through summer, more 
thermostats enrolled in the program, as shown in Table 198. 
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Table 197 summarizes the distribution of air conditioner and heat pump cooling capacities for
PY2021 SDLC pilot program commercial participants. More than 57 percent of commercial
smart thermostats are connected to HVAC units under five tons; an additional 38 percent of
commercially-installed smart thermostats were connected to HVACs with five to siX tons of
capacity. However, some larger units also participated in the pilot.

Table 197. Commercial Cooling Tonnage (SDLC)

< 2 tons 6 1.7% 1.7%

2 2 tons and < 3 tons 49 14.2% 15.9%

2 3 tons and < 4 tons 76 22.0% 38.0%

2 4 tons and < 5 tons 67 19.4% 57.4%

2 5 tons and < 6 tons 131 38.0% 95.4%

2 6 tons and < 7 tons 1 0.3% 95.7%

2 7 tons and < 8 tons 1.4% 97.1%

0.0% 97.1%2 8 tons and < 9 tons

2 9 tons and < 10 tons 0.0% 97.1%

(
0

0
0

0
1

2 10 tons and < 11 tons 2.6% 99.7%

2 11 tons and < 20 tons 1 0.3% 100.0%

Total 345 100.0% 100.0%

After applying the energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of capacity, the EM&V team
estimated 1,162,980 kWh in energy savings achieved through installations of smart thermostats
in commercial buildings in PY2021. These findings were slightly less than reported savings of
1,208,025 kWh, resulting in a realization rate of 96.3 percent among commercial installations.
The NTG ratio for commercial thermostats was deemed 90.0 percent from previous evaluations,
resulting in a net savings of 1,046,682 kWh.

14.3.3 Demand Response

The EM&V team received five-minute HVAC runtime data for SDLC participants spanning the
load control season. Opt-outs were removed from the data for each event, and unenrolled
devices were also removed from the analysis file. In PY2021, EAL called seven events that
spanned ten hours, including a test event on June 3. Table 198 provides a summary of called
events during PY2021. As the load control season continued through summer, more
thermostats enrolled in the program, as shown in Table 198.
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Table 198. SDLC—PY2021 Load Control Events 

Date 

Start 
time 
(CST) 

End 
time 
(CST) 

Participating 
thermostats Event type 

06/03/2021 13:00 14:00 2,024 Test event 

06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 2,098 Normal 
event 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 2,468 Normal 
event 

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 2,409 Normal 
event 

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 2,527 Normal 
event 

08/24/2021 13:00 15:00 2,651 Normal 
event 

08/26/2021 14:00 16:00 2,802 Normal 
event 

 
For each event, savings are based on runtime data. Depending on the calculation method, the 
baseline is constructed using ten eligible days before the event and applying no adjustment 
(MISO Calculation #1), a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment (MISO Calculation #2), or 
weather-based adjustment (MISO Calculation #3). These are described in more detail below. 

14.3.3.1 MISO Calculation Evaluation Methodology 

The EM&V team evaluated SDLC runtime data using three calculation options detailed in 
MISO's Business Practice Manual.  

14.3.3.2 MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline 

MISO's unadjusted baseline calculation approach utilizes the ten most recent eligible days (non-
holiday, non-event weekdays) before the event. The average load for each hour is calculated by 
averaging the five-minute kilowatt load intervals recorded for each thermostat. A total load is 
calculated for participating thermostats for that interval. For a given hour, the total load is 
averaged across the ten days to represent the unadjusted baseline load for that period.  

14.3.3.3 MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline modifies the unadjusted baseline load 
schedule to represent actual event-day loads. Adjustment is conducted to generate a more 
accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would have occurred on an event day 
without an SDLC event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event loads during baseline and event 
days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event loads on event days exceed 
baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads on event days are less 
than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The multiplicative adjustment 
procedure is as follows: 
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Table 198. SDLC—PY2021 Load Control Events

Start End
time time Participating
(CST) (CST) thermostats Event type

06/03/2021 13:00 14:00 2,024 Test event
06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 2,098 Normal

event

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 2,468 Normal
event

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 2,409 Normal
event

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 2,527 Normal
event

08/24/2021 13:00 15:00 2,651 Normal
event

08/26/2021 14:00 16:00 2,802 Normal
event

For each event, savings are based on runtime data. Depending on the calculation method, the
baseline is constructed using ten eligible days before the event and applying no adjustment
(MISO Calculation #1 ), a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment (MISO Calculation #2), or
weather-based adjustment (MISO Calculation #3). These are described in more detail below.

14.3.3.1 MISO Calculation Evaluation Methodology

The EM&V team evaluated SDLC runtime data using three calculation options detailed in
MISO's Business Practice Manual.

14.3.3.2 MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline

MlSO's unadjusted baseline calculation approach utilizes the ten most recent eligible days (non-
holiday, non-event weekdays) before the event. The average load for each hour is calculated by
averaging the five-minute kilowatt load intervals recorded for each thermostat. A total load is
calculated for participating thermostats for that interval. For a given hour, the total load is
averaged across the ten days to represent the unadjusted baseline load for that period.

14.3.3.3 MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline

MlSO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline modifies the unadjusted baseline load
schedule to represent actual event-day loads. Adjustment is conducted to generate a more
accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would have occurred on an event day
without an SDLC event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event loads during baseline and event
days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event loads on event days exceed
baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads on event days are less
than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The multiplicative adjustment
procedure is as follows:
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1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from 
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load. For example, for an event 
beginning at 14:00, extract unadjusted baseline and event-day loads for three hours 
spanning 10:00 to 13:00.  

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the 
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted 
baseline loads. This adjustment factor may not adjust the baseline by more than 
20 percent in either direction. If the multiplicative adjustment exceeds 1.2, then assume 
the multiplicative adjustment is 1.2. If the multiplicative adjustment is less than 0.8, 
assume the multiplicative adjustment is 0.8. 

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted 
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor. 

14.3.3.4 MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's weather-adjusted approach to baseline calculations incorporates an unadjusted 
baseline with a factor describing how temperature affects non-event loads. Adjustment is 
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would 
have occurred on an event day without an SDLC event. Instead of using pre-event loads to 
determine the adjustment to baseline loads, the sensitivity of loads to temperature changes is 
used to predict what loads would have been in the absence of an event. The procedure is as 
follows: 

1. Determine the change in loads relative to a change in temperature (the temperature 
adjustment, expressed in kilowatt per degree Fahrenheit) using data from eligible non-
event, non-holiday weekdays. 

2. Determine the average temperature during baseline days' hours corresponding to each 
hour of an event. These baseline days are the same ten prior non-event, non-holiday 
weekdays used to calculate the unadjusted baseline load.  

3. Calculate the difference in temperature between (1) the average of the baseline days' 
hours corresponding to the event hours and (2) the actual temperatures recorded during 
the event's hours. 

4. Calculate the weather adjustment factor by multiplying the temperature difference by the 
temperature adjustment. 

5. Calculate the weather-adjusted baseline by adding the weather adjustment factor to the 
unadjusted baseline load. 

The EM&V team used two models to estimate weather-adjusted load reductions. The first used 
only average hourly temperature, while the second used both temperature and relative humidity 
as predictors. Ultimately, the model with only temperature outperformed the model incorporating 
temperature and humidity (humidity typically failed to produce a statistically significant effect on 
demand at p-value = 0.05).98  

 
98 All weather data for the SDLC evaluation are from Bill and Hillary Clinton National Airport (KLIT). 
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1 . Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load. For example, for an event
beginning at 14:00, extract unadjusted baseline and event-day loads for three hours
spanning 10:00 to 13:00.

Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted
baseline loads. This adjustment factor may not adjust the baseline by more than
20 percent in either direction. If the multiplicative adjustment exceeds 1.2, then assume
the multiplicative adjustment is 1.2. If the multiplicative adjustment is less than 0.8,
assume the multiplicative adjustment is 0.8.

Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor.

14.3.3.4 MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline

MlSO's weather-adjusted approach to baseline calculations incorporates an unadjusted
baseline with a factor describing how temperature affects non-event loads. Adjustment is
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would
have occurred on an event day without an SDLC event. Instead of using pre-event loads to
determine the adjustment to baseline loads, the sensitivity of loads to temperature changes is
used to predict what loads would have been in the absence of an event. The procedure is as
follows:

1 . Determine the change in loads relative to a change in temperature (the temperature
adjustment, expressed in kilowatt per degree Fahrenheit) using data from eligible non-
event, non-holiday weekdays.

Determine the average temperature during baseline days' hours corresponding to each
hour of an event. These baseline days are the same ten prior non-event, non-holiday
weekdays used to calculate the unadjusted baseline load.

Calculate the difference in temperature between (1) the average of the baseline days'
hours corresponding to the event hours and (2) the actual temperatures recorded during
the event's hours.

Calculate the weather adjustment factor by multiplying the temperature difference by the
temperature adjustment.

Calculate the weather-adjusted baseline by adding the weather adjustment factor to the
unadjusted baseline load.

The EM&V team used two models to estimate weather-adjusted load reductions. The first used
only average hourly temperature, while the second used both temperature and relative humidity
as predictors. Ultimately, the model with only temperature outperformed the model incorporating
temperature and humidity (humidity typically failed to produce a statistically significant effect on
demand at p-value = 0.05).98

98 All weather data for the SDLC evaluation are from Bill and Hillary Clinton National Airport (KLIT).
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14.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

14.4.1 Evaluated Kilowatt-Hour Savings Results 

Applying deemed savings methodology to residential smart thermostats detailed in Table 70 of 
section 2.1.12 of TRM 8.2 resulted in savings of 2,516,607 kWh in PY2021 and a 100.0 percent 
realization rate. Net savings, which applied an NTG ratio of 86.2 percent,99 totaled 
2,169,315 kWh. 

Among commercial installations, the EM&V team estimated 1,162,980 kWh in gross energy 
savings after applying the energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of capacity. These findings 
were slightly lower than reported savings, resulting in a realization rate of 96.3 percent. The 
NTG ratio100 for commercial thermostats resulted in net savings of 1,046,382 kWh for 
commercial thermostats. 

The discrepancy in savings among commercial thermostats came from a single thermostat. The 
entry recorded a unit size of 60 tons, which was the British thermal units (BTU) per hour rating 
of the unit, not the tonnage. The true tonnage of the unit was five tons. Accounting for this 
discrepancy reduced savings for the project from 49,140 kWh to 4,095 kWh; this is the entirety 
of the difference between reported and evaluated savings. 

Combining the residential and commercial energy savings achieved through the SDLC pilot 
program in PY2021 resulted in gross energy savings of 3,679,587 kWh, with a corresponding 
realization rate of 98.8 percent. Based on NTG ratios of 86.2 percent for residential smart 
thermostats and 90.0 percent for commercial smart thermostats, net savings were estimated at 
3,215,997 kWh in PY2021. Table 199 provides full details on the savings achieved by the SDLC 
pilot program during its second year of operation. 
 

Table 199. Final Evaluated Energy Savings—SDLC Pilot 

Sector Participants 
Device 
count 

Reported 
savings 

(kWh) 

Evaluated 
savings 

(kWh) 
Realization 

rate 
NTG 
ratio 

Net 
savings 

Residential 2,200 2,597 2,516,607 2,516,607 100.0% 86.2% 2,169,315 

Commercial 146 345 1,208,025 1,162,980 96.3% 90.0% 1,046,682 

Total 2,346 2,942 3,724,632 3,679,587 98.8% 87.4% 3,215,997 

14.4.2 Evaluated Kilowatt Savings Results (MISO Calculations) 

In support of the SDLC evaluation, the EM&V team received the following from ICF: 

• five-minute HVAC runtime data, spanning January 1 through October 30, 2021; and 

• one opt-out file per event listing devices that did not participate in the SDLC event. 

 
99 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for residential smart thermostats. 
100 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for commercial smart thermostats. 
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14.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

14.4.1 Evaluated Kilowatt-Hour Savings Results

Applying deemed savings methodology to residential smart thermostats detailed in Table 70 of
section 2.1.12 of TRM 8.2 resulted in savings of 2,516,607 kWh in PY2021 and a 100.0 percent
realization rate. Net savings, which applied an NTG ratio of 86.2 percent,99 totaled
2,169,315 kWh.

Among commercial installations, the EM&V team estimated 1,162,980 kWh in gross energy
savings after applying the energy savings factor of 819 kWh per ton of capacity. These findings
were slightly lower than reported savings, resulting in a realization rate of 96.3 percent. The
NTG ratio100 for commercial thermostats resulted in net savings of 1,046,382 kWh for
commercial thermostats.

The discrepancy in savings among commercial thermostats came from a single thermostat. The
entry recorded a unit size of 60 tons, which was the British thermal units (BTU) per hour rating
of the unit, not the tonnage. The true tonnage of the unit was five tons. Accounting for this
discrepancy reduced savings for the project from 49,140 kWh to 4,095 kWh; this is the entirety
of the difference between reported and evaluated savings.

Combining the residential and commercial energy savings achieved through the SDLC pilot
program in PY2021 resulted in gross energy savings of 3,679,587 kWh, with a corresponding
realization rate of 98.8 percent. Based on NTG ratios of 86.2 percent for residential smart
thermostats and 90.0 percent for commercial smart thermostats, net savings were estimated at
3,215,997 kWh in PY2021. Table 199 provides full details on the savings achieved by the SDLC
pilot program during its second year of operation.

Table 199. Final Evaluated Energy Savings—SDLC Pilot

Reported Evaluated
Device savings savings Realization NTG Net

Participants count (kWh) (kWh) rate ratio savings

Residential 2,200 2,597 2,516,607 2,516,607 100.0% 86.2% 2,169,315
Commercial 146 345 1,208,025 1,162,980 96.3% 90.0% 1,046,682
Total 2,346 2,942 3,724,632 3,679,587 98.8% 87.4% 3,215,997

14.4.2 Evaluated Kilowatt Savings Results (MISO Calculations)

In support of the SDLC evaluation, the EM&V team received the following from ICF:

o five-minute HVAC runtime data, spanning January 1 through October 30, 2021; and

0 one opt-out file per event listing devices that did not participate in the SDLC event.

99 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for residential smart thermostats.
100 Based on primary NTG research conducted in PY2019 for commercial smart thermostats.
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After removing opt-outs from each respective event (and pre-event baseline period), the EM&V 
team aggregated data to hourly records by thermostat; this allowed for straightforward 
estimation of demand reductions using each of the three MISO calculation methods. The EM&V 
team's final estimated demand reduction total of 3.2 MW occurred during the July 29, 2021, 
event using MISO Calculation #3 (weather-adjusted baseline). It is the opinion of the EM&V 
team that the weather-adjusted baseline methodology provides the best estimation of 
counterfactual events, as it incorporates both historical loads from days immediately preceding 
an event, as well as the important interaction between observed load and observed 
temperature. Figure 29 provides a visualization of the relationship between demand and 
temperature using data from the ten baseline days prior to July 29, 2021. The event on July 29, 
2021, produced estimated demand reductions of 1.31 kW per participating thermostat. 

 

Figure 29. Kilowatt per Device and Temperature (Degrees Fahrenheit) 

 

MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline 

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO Business 
Practices Manual (BPM) method stipulates that the ten prior non-event event eligible days are 
selected to represent the baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated 
for a given event hour, representing an unadjusted baseline. Table 200 below highlights the 
unadjusted baseline calculations undertaken by the EM&V team.  
 

Table 200. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #1—MISO 
Unadjusted Baseline Calculations 

Date 
Start time 
(CST) 

End time 
(CST) 

Baseline 
(kW per 
device) 

06/03/2021 13:00 14:00  0.58  

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00  1.12  

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00  1.22  
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After removing opt-outs from each respective event (and pre-event baseline period), the EM&V
team aggregated data to hourly records by thermostat; this allowed for straightforward
estimation of demand reductions using each of the three MISO calculation methods. The EM&V
team's final estimated demand reduction total of 3.2 MW occurred during the July 29, 2021,
event using MISO Calculation #3 (weather-adjusted baseline). It is the opinion of the EM&V
team that the weather-adjusted baseline methodology provides the best estimation of
counterfactual events, as it incorporates both historical loads from days immediately preceding
an event, as well as the important interaction between observed load and observed
temperature. Figure 29 provides a visualization of the relationship between demand and
temperature using data from the ten baseline days prior to July 29, 2021. The event on July 29,
2021, produced estimated demand reductions of 1.31 kW per participating thermostat.

Figure 29. Kilowatt per Device and Temperature (Degrees Fahrenheit)
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MISO Calculation #1—Unadjusted Baseline

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO Business
Practices Manual (BPM) method stipulates that the ten prior non-event event eligible days are
selected to represent the baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated
for a given event hour, representing an unadjusted baseline. Table 200 below highlights the
unadjusted baseline calculations undertaken by the EM&V team.

Table 200. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #1—MISO
Unadjusted Baseline Calculations

Baseline
Start time End time (kW per
(CST) (CST) device)

06/03/2021 13:00 14:00 0.58
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 1.12
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 1.22
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Date 
Start time 
(CST) 

End time 
(CST) 

Baseline 
(kW per 
device) 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00  1.39  

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00  1.56  

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00  1.57  

08/24/2021 13:00 14:00  1.21  

08/24/2021 14:00 15:00  1.36  

08/26/2021 14:00 15:00  1.43  

08/26/2021 15:00 16:00  1.53  

MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline 

MISO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline modifies the unadjusted baseline load 
schedule calculated above to be more representative of actual event-day loads. Adjustment is 
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would 
have occurred on an event day without an event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event loads 
during baseline and event days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event loads 
on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads 
on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The 
multiplicative adjustment procedure is as follows: 

1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from 
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load.  

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the 
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted 
baseline loads.  

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted 
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor.  

The MISO BPM requires that the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment not lead to an 
adjustment greater than ±20 percent of the unadjusted baseline load. With the exception of the 
June 3, 2021, test event (0.957), all calculated symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factors 
exceeded 1.20; therefore, all event days are assigned a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment of 
1.20.  

Savings Calculation 

The savings calculation for each event hour is: 

kW Savings = Symmetrical Multiplicative Adjusted Baseline kW – Observed Load 

Table 201 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with  
Table 202 summarizing the corresponding event-hour total kilowatt savings and realization 
rates.  
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Baseline
Start time End time (kW per
(CST) (CST) device)

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1.39
08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 1.56
08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 1.57
08/24/2021 13:00 14:00 1.21
08/24/2021 14:00 15:00 1.36
08/26/2021 14:00 15:00 1.43
08/26/2021 15:00 16:00 1.53

MISO Calculation #2—Symmetrical Multiplicative-Adjusted Baseline

MISO's symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline modifies the unadjusted baseline load
schedule calculated above to be more representative of actual event-day loads. Adjustment is
conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to represent what would
have occurred on an event day without an event. The adjustment factor uses pre-event loads
during baseline and event days to inform the degree of adjustment required. If pre-event loads
on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads
on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline loads will be scaled downwards. The
multiplicative adjustment procedure is as follows:

1. Extract three hours of pre-event loads beginning four hours prior to the event start from
both the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load.

2. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor by taking the ratio of (1) the
sum of the three hours of event-day loads and (2) the sum of three hours of unadjusted
baseline loads.

3. Calculate the symmetrical multiplicative-adjusted baseline by multiplying the unadjusted
baseline load by the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factor.

The MISO BPM requires that the symmetrical multiplicative adjustment not lead to an
adjustment greater than :20 percent of the unadjusted baseline load. With the exception of the
June 3, 2021, test event (0.957), all calculated symmetrical multiplicative adjustment factors
exceeded 1.20; therefore, all event days are assigned a symmetrical multiplicative adjustment of
1.20.

Savings Calculation

The savings calculation for each event hour is:

kW Savings = Symmetrical Multiplicative Adjusted Baseline kW — Observed Load

Table 201 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with
Table 202 summarizing the corresponding event-hour total kilowatt savings and realization
rates.
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Table 201. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #2—MISO 
Adjusted Baseline and Per-Device Savings 

Date 

Start 
time 
(CST) 

End 
time 
(CST) 

Adjusted 
baseline 

SMA adjusted 
reduction (per device 

kW) 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00  0.56   (0.05) 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00  1.35   0.79  

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00  1.46   0.44  

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00  1.67   1.11  

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00  1.87   1.33  

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00  1.88   1.22  

08/24/2021 13:00 14:00  1.45   0.73  

08/24/2021 14:00 15:00  1.64   0.82  

08/26/2021 14:00 15:00  1.71   0.69  

08/26/2021 15:00 16:00  1.84   0.78  

 
Table 202. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #2 Results 

Date 

Start 
time 
(CDT) 

End 
time 
(CDT) 

Number of 
participating 

devices 

Per device 
kW 

savings 

Event-hour 
savings 

(kW) 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 2,024  (0.05)  (99.3) 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 2,098  0.79   1,662.8  

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 2,098  0.44   919.5  

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 2,468  1.11   2,739.8  

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 2,409  1.33   3,211.9  

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 2,527  1.22   3,076.9  

08/24/2021 13:00 14:00 2,651  0.73   1,929.7  

08/24/2021 14:00 15:00 2,651  0.82   2,186.3  

08/26/2021 14:00 15:00 2,802  0.69   1,945.1  

08/26/2021 15:00 16:00 2,802  0.78   2,183.7  

 
MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline 

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO BPM method 
stipulates that the ten-prior non-event, event-eligible days are selected to represent the 
baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated for a given event hour, 
representing an unadjusted baseline. Next, the average temperature for that same hour on the 
baseline days is calculated. The temperature of the event day's hour is then subtracted from the 
average baseline days' temperature for that hour to determine the temperature differential 
between the baseline days' and event days' temperature. The temperature coefficient is 
multiplied by the temperature difference to calculate an additive kilowatt adjustment to the 
unadjusted baseline kilowatt. 
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Table 201. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #2—MISO

06/03/2021
06/18/2021
06/18/2021
07/29/2021
08/10/2021
08/12/2021
08/24/2021
08/24/2021
08/26/2021
08/26/2021

Table 202. SDLC Pilot—MISO Calculation #2 Results

06/03/2021
06/18/2021
06/18/2021
07/29/2021
08/10/2021
08/12/2021
08/24/2021
08/24/2021
08/26/2021
08/26/2021

Adjusted Baseline and Per-Device Savings

14:00
14:00
15:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
13:00
14:00
14:00
15:00

14:00
14:00
15:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
13:00
14:00
14:00
15:00

End
time

15:00
15:00
16:00
15:00
16:00
16:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
16:00

15:00
15:00
16:00
15:00
16:00
16:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
16:00

(CST)
Adjusted
baseline

0.56

1.35

1.46

1.67

1.87

1.88

1.45

1.64

1.71

1.84

Number of
participating

devices

2,024
2,098
2,098
2,468
2,409
2,527
2,651
2,651
2,802
2,802

MISO Calculation #3—Weather-Adjusted Baseline

All MISO Calculation methods require the selection of baseline days. The MISO BPM method
stipulates that the ten-prior non-event, event-eligible days are selected to represent the
baseline. The average load during those baseline days is calculated for a given event hour,

SMA adjusted
reduction (per device

Per device
kW

savings

(0.05)
0.79
0.44
1.11
1.33
1.22
0.73
0.82
0.69
0.78

kW)
(0.05)

0.79
0.44
1.11
1.33
1.22
0.73
0.82
0.69
0.78

Event-hour
savmgs

(kW)
(99.3)

1,662.8

919.5

2,739.8

3,211.9

3,076.9

1,929.7

2,186.3

1,945.1

2,183.7

representing an unadjusted baseline. Next, the average temperature for that same hour on the
baseline days is calculated. The temperature of the event day's hour is then subtracted from the
average baseline days' temperature for that hour to determine the temperature differential
between the baseline days' and event days' temperature. The temperature coefficient is
multiplied by the temperature difference to calculate an additive kilowatt adjustment to the
unadjusted baseline kilowatt.
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The EM&V team created a model that incorporated the effect of weather on load, developing a 
regression equation that explained air temperatures' influence on the resulting load for each 
hour. Five-minute load data were aggregated to create a single hourly load covering the event 
hour and the corresponding hour during the prior ten eligible baseline days. Event days were 
excluded from the temperature adjustment analysis, as were holidays and weekends. The result 
is a dataset of the average load for each hour.  

The resulting regression analysis explored two equations: 

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1: 𝑘𝑊𝑡 = 𝛼 +  𝛽1 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2: 𝑘𝑊𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 

The equations estimate the effect to which load during a given hour (t) can be primarily 
explained by (1) a given hour's dry-bulb air temperature and/or relative humidity.101 The 
resulting regressions, run for each event hour, produced coefficients that were then applied to 
observed conditions during each event hour to estimate the counterfactual demand that would 
have occurred in lieu of the load control event. 

 
Table 203. Weather Adjusted Regression Output by Event Day-Hour 

Date 
Start time 
(CST) 

End time 
(CST) 

kW per 
degree 

Fahrenheit t-value Pr > |t| Adjusted R2 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00  0.051  6.26 0.0002 0.809 

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00  0.054  11.38 < .0001 0.935 

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00  0.058  10.50 < .0001 0.924 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00  0.075  8.36 < .0001 0.884 

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00  0.032  2.86 0.0212 0.444 

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00  0.042  8.27 < .0001 0.882 

08/24/2021 13:00 14:00  0.054  15.32 < .0001 0.963 

08/24/2021 14:00 15:00  0.067  13.80 < .0001 0.963 

08/26/2021 14:00 15:00  0.065  15.41 < .0001 0.963 

08/26/2021 15:00 16:00  0.057  7.17 < .0001 0.848 

 
Results from Table 203 show temperature coefficients ranging between 0.032 kW per degree 
Fahrenheit to 0.075 per degree Fahrenheit. With the exception of results for August 10 
(adjusted R2 of 44.4 percent), the models explained a high amount of the variability in load, with 
adjusted R2 values ranging from 80.9 percent to 96.3 percent.  

 
101 The EM&V team found that Equation 1 outperformed Equation 2 for four of ten event hours. However, 

humidity was not a statistically significant predictor in nine of ten event-hour models; the single event-
hour where humidity performed well as a predictor of load produced an adjusted R2 of 0.709, easily the 
worst performing event-hour model. 
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The EM&V team created a model that incorporated the effect of weather on load, developing a
regression equation that explained air temperatures' influence on the resulting load for each
hour. Five-minute load data were aggregated to create a single hourly load covering the event
hour and the corresponding hour during the prior ten eligible baseline days. Event days were
excluded from the temperature adjustment analysis, as were holidays and weekends. The result
is a dataset of the average load for each hour.

The resulting regression analysis explored two equations:

Equation 1: kWt = a + 31 Temperaturet + et

Equation 2: kWt = a + 31 Temperaturet + fiz Humidityt + et

The equations estimate the effect to which load during a given hour (1‘) can be primarily
explained by (1) a given hour's dry-bulb air temperature and/or relative humidity.101 The
resulting regressions, run for each event hour, produced coefficients that were then applied to
observed conditions during each event hour to estimate the counterfactual demand that would
have occurred in lieu of the load control event.

Table 203. Weather Adjusted Regression Output by Event Day-Hour

kW per
Start time End time degree
(CST) (CST) Fahrenheit Pr > |t| Adjusted R2

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 0.051 6.26 0.0002 0.809
06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 0.054 11.38 < .0001 0.935
06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 0.058 10.50 < .0001 0.924
07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 0.075 8.36 < .0001 0.884
08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 0.032 2.86 0.0212 0.444
08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 0.042 8.27 < .0001 0.882
08/24/2021 13:00 14:00 0.054 15.32 < .0001 0.963
08/24/2021 14:00 15:00 0.067 13.80 < .0001 0.963
08/26/2021 14:00 15:00 0.065 15.41 < .0001 0.963
08/26/2021 15:00 16:00 0.057 7.17 < .0001 0.848

Results from Table 203 show temperature coefficients ranging between 0.032 kW per degree
Fahrenheit to 0.075 per degree Fahrenheit. With the exception of results for August 10
(adjusted R2 of 44.4 percent), the models explained a high amount of the variability in load, with
adjusted R2 values ranging from 80.9 percent to 96.3 percent.

101 The EM&V team found that Equation 1 outperformed Equation 2 for four of ten event hours. However,
humidity was not a statistically significant predictor in nine of ten event-hour models; the single event-
hour where humidity performed well as a predictor of load produced an adjusted R2 of 0.709, easily the
worst performing event-hour model.
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Savings Calculation 

The savings calculation for each event hour is: 

kW Savings = Weather Adjusted Baseline kW – Observed Load 

 
Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the 
program savings. Table 204 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with the final evaluated 
load reduction in bold. 

Table 204. MISO Calculation #3 Results 

Date 

Start 
time 
(CST) 

End 
time 
(CST) 

Number of 
participating 

devices 

Per device 
savings 

(kW) 

Event-
hour 

savings 
(kW) 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 2,024  0.02   45.7  

06/18/2021 14:00 15:00 2,098  0.75   1,570.8  

06/18/2021 15:00 16:00 2,098  0.47   976.5  

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 2,468  1.31   3,237.8  

08/10/2021 15:00 16:00 2,409  1.25   3,017.7  

08/12/2021 15:00 16:00 2,527  1.20   3,028.7  

08/24/2021 13:00 14:00 2,651  0.76   2,010.6  

08/24/2021 14:00 15:00 2,651  0.93   2,470.7  

08/26/2021 14:00 15:00 2,802  0.71   1,999.8  

08/26/2021 15:00 16:00 2,802  0.72   2,011.5  

 
Based on results from the regression analysis, summarized in Table 203 and Table 204, the 
SDLC event on July 29, 2021, produced the highest savings among participants. Overall, 2,486 
participating smart thermostats reduced load by an average of 1.31 kW per device from 14:00 to 
15:00, equating to 3,238 kW in total load reduction. 
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Savings Calculation

The savings calculation for each event hour is:

kW Savings = Weather Adjusted Baseline kW — Observed Load

Across all the event hours during PY2021, the highest single hour is selected to represent the
program savings. Table 204 summarizes each hour's load reduction, with the final evaluated
load reduction in bold.

06/03/2021
06/18/2021
06/18/2021
07/29/2021
08/10/2021
08/12/2021
08/24/2021
08/24/2021
08/26/2021
08/26/2021

Based on results from the regression analysis, summarized in Table 203 and Table 204, the

Table 204. MISO Calculation #3 Results

14:00
14:00
15:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
13:00
14:00
14:00
15:00

End
time
(CST)
15:00
15:00
16:00
15:00
16:00
16:00
14:00
15:00
15:00
16:00

Number of
participating

devices

2,024
2,098
2,098
2,468
2,409
2,527
2,651
2,651
2,802
2,802

Per device
savings

(kW)
0.02
0.75
0.47
1.31
1.25
1.20
0.76
0.93
0.71
0.72

Event-
hour

savings
(kW)
45.7

1,570.8
976.5

3,237.8
3,017.7
3,028.7
2,010.6
2,470.7
1,999.8
2,011.5

SDLC event on July 29, 2021, produced the highest savings among participants. Overall, 2,486
participating smart thermostats reduced load by an average of 1.31 kW per device from 14:00 to
15:00, equating to 3,238 kW in total load reduction.
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15.0 AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION LOAD CONTROL 

The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control (AILC) program is a demand-response program focusing 
on irrigation systems employed in the agricultural sector. The program is implemented by 
Connected Energy, which (1) provides marketing services, a call center, load control receivers 
(LCRs), and metering equipment and services; (2) conducts program tracking; and (3) 
calculates event-level savings for Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL). 

The objective of the AILC program is to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events 
occurring from June 1 through August 31, 2021. Participants in the program have an LCR 
installed on their motor controller, allowing the program to turn the motor off or on remotely. 
Participants can remotely control their irrigation wells, subject to program limits associated with 
event participation, or protect the motor from rapid on and off cycles. A 15-minute ramp-down 
period is permitted for the first hour of a demand-response event. Participants are given a 
notification of the upcoming event two hours before, except when emergency events are called. 

15.1 KEY FINDINGS 

In PY2021, the AILC program responded to four events called on four separate days. The first 
of the events was a test event (June 3), used to verify equipment operability and verify 
measurement and verification (M&V) data collection, while the other events were used to reduce 
load during the event hours. Of the four events, the three that took place on June 3, July 29, and 
August 11 were one hour each, and the June 18 event was two hours. The data collected by the 
metering equipment allows each participant to have their load metered in a 15-minute interval 
for the entire load-control season, providing highly granular data to support program baseline 
and event savings calculations. 

The AILC program’s evaluated savings match those calculated by the program implementer, 
Connected Energy. The approach taken by Connected Energy and the evaluation, 
measurement, and verification (EM&V) team uses the Midcontinent Independent System 
Operator (MISO) symmetric multiplicative adjustment (SMA) baseline calculation, which is 
appropriate for registering savings with MISO.  

In PY2021, the AILC program achieved 22.3 MW in gross demand savings and a realization 
rate of 100.1 percent, highlighted in Table 205. These savings are based on the maximum event 
savings that occurred during the hour ending 15:00 on August 11. Overall, 1,166 customers 
participated in the AILC program during PY2021.  
 

Table 205. AILC Program—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings 

Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio102 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

- - N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Demand savings 
(MW) 

22.3 22.3 100.1% 100.0% 23.3 23.4% 

 
102 NTG for demand response programs is inherently 100 percent. 
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15.0 AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION LOAD CONTROL

The Agricultural Irrigation Load Control (AILC) program is a demand-response program focusing
on irrigation systems employed in the agricultural sector. The program is implemented by
Connected Energy, which (1) provides marketing services, a call center, load control receivers
(LCRs), and metering equipment and services; (2) conducts program tracking; and (3)
calculates event-level savings for Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL).

The objective of the AILC program is to reduce peak kilowatt loads during load control events
occurring from June 1 through August 31, 2021. Participants in the program have an LCR
installed on their motor controller, allowing the program to turn the motor off or on remotely.
Participants can remotely control their irrigation wells, subject to program limits associated with
event participation, or protect the motor from rapid on and off cycles. A 15-minute ramp-down
period is permitted for the first hour of a demand-response event. Participants are given a
notification of the upcoming event two hours before, except when emergency events are called.

15.1 KEY FINDINGS

ln PY2021, the AILC program responded to four events called on four separate days. The first
of the events was a test event (June 3), used to verify equipment operability and verify
measurement and verification (M&V) data collection, while the other events were used to reduce
load during the event hours. Of the four events, the three that took place on June 3, July 29, and
August 11 were one hour each, and the June 18 event was two hours. The data collected by the
metering equipment allows each participant to have their load metered in a 15-minute interval
for the entire load-control season, providing highly granular data to support program baseline
and event savings calculations.

The AILC program’s evaluated savings match those calculated by the program implementer,
Connected Energy. The approach taken by Connected Energy and the evaluation,
measurement, and verification (EM&V) team uses the Midcontinent Independent System
Operator (MISO) symmetric multiplicative adjustment (SMA) baseline calculation, which is
appropriate for registering savings with MISO.

ln PY2021, the AILC program achieved 22.3 MW in gross demand savings and a realization
rate of 100.1 percent, highlighted in Table 205. These savings are based on the maximum event
savings that occurred during the hour ending 15:00 on August 11. Overall, 1,166 customers
participated in the AILC program during PY2021.

Table 205. AILC Program—Reported, Evaluated, and Net Savings

Program
Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate savings portfolio savings

Energy savings - - N/A N/A N/A N/A
(MWh)

Demand savings 22.3 22.3 100.1% 100.0% 23.3 23.4%
(MW)

102 NTG for demand response programs is inherently 100 percent.
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Energy/demand 
savings 

Reported 
savings 

Evaluated 
savings 

Realization 
rate 

NTG 
ratio102 

Net 
savings 

Program 
contribution to 

portfolio savings 

*  The AILC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash. 

 
The program fell short of savings goals, achieving 50.6 percent of the demand savings goal, as 
detailed in Table 206. 
 

Table 206. AILC—Savings Goals and Achievements 

Energy/demand savings 
Savings 

goal 
Net savings 

achieved 
Percentage of 
goal achieved 

Energy savings (MWh) - - - 

Demand savings (MW) 44.1 22.3 51% 

*  The AILC program does not have an energy savings goal. Therefore, these cells 
are represented with a dash. 
 

Table 207. AILC—Goals vs. Achieved 

Program Savings Goal Actual  
Percentage 

achieved 

Agricultural 
Irrigation Load 
Control 

Energy savings 
(MWh) 

- - - 

Demand 
savings (MW) 

           44.1               22.3  51% 

* The AILC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash. 

15.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The EM&V team found a new area for program improvement. A specific recommendation to 
address this is described in Table 208. 
 

Table 208. AILC—PY2021 Recommendations 

Type Recommendation Key finding 

Impact Recommendation 1: Streamline 
the evaluation process by 
providing a MISO savings report 
with 15-minute-level data. 

During the analysis process, the EM&V team had some initial 
difficulty reproducing savings from the MISO report from 
Connected Energy. As these calculations are done using 15-
minute-level data, receiving findings in this format would 
expedite identifying and resolving issues during the EM&V 
process. 

15.3 METHODOLOGY 

The subsections below summarize the methodology used to evaluate demand savings achieved 
through the AILC program. 

447

Program
Energy/demand Reported Evaluated Realization Net contribution to
savings savings savings rate savings portfolio savings

* The AILC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash.

The program fell short of savings goals, achieving 50.6 percent of the demand savings goal, as
detailed in Table 206.

Table 206. AILC—Savings Goals and Achievements

Savings Net savings Percentage of
Energy/demand savings goal achieved goal achieved

Energy savings (MWh) -

Demand savings (MW) 44.1 22.3 51%

* The AILC program does not have an energy savings goal. Therefore, these cells
are represented with a dash.

Table 207. AILC—Goals vs. Achieved

Percentage
Program Actual achieved

Agricultural Energy savings -
Irrigation Load (MWh)
Control Demand 441 22.3 51%

savings (MW)

* The AILC program does not claim energy savings. Therefore, these cells are represented with a dash.

15.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM&V team found a new area for program improvement. A specific recommendation to
address this is described in Table 208.

Table 208. AlLC—PY2021 Recommendations

During the analysis process, the EM&V team had some initial
difficulty reproducing savings from the MISO report from
Connected Energy. As these calculations are done using 15-
minute-Ievel data, receiving findings in this format would
expedite identifying and resolving issues during the EM&V
process.

Impact Recommendation 1: Streamline
the evaluation process by
providing a MISO savings report
with 15-minute-Ievel data.

15.3 METHODOLOGY

The subsections below summarize the methodology used to evaluate demand savings achieved
through the AILC program.
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15.3.1 Impact Evaluation 

Connected Energy's methodology follows the SMA method to calculate the baseline conditions. 
The SMA method is one of the three methods approved by MISO to register program savings 
with MISO and is used by the EM&V team to evaluate the program's event savings. The SMA 
method is described in greater detail in subsequent sections of this report. 

The events called in PY2021 are described in Table 209 below. 
 

Table 209. PY2021 Load Control Events 

Date 
Start time 
(CDT) 

End time 
(CDT) Active devices Event type 

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 621 Test event 

06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 868 Normal event 

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1,137 Normal event 

08/11/2021 14:00 15:00 1,166 Normal event 

 
For each event, savings are based on the participants' interval meter data. For each hour of the 
day, loads from event participants are summed together to create a single "irrigation load 
control" load. Observation of the loads on days before the event, on the same hour as an event 
hour, is adjusted by observing differences between pre-event hours on the baseline and event 
days. This process is described in more detail below. 

15.3.2 Process Evaluation 

The EM&V team interviewed the implementation team's EAL program manager and staff during 
the project kick-off. These interviews confirmed the team's understanding of program operations 
and M&V strategies. The EM&V team maintained open communications with the 
implementation team throughout PY2021, ensuring that data transfers occurred and necessary 
documentation and strategic program designs were communicated. 

15.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS 

Next, we present evaluation results by calculation method. 

15.4.1 Baseline Calculation 

MISO's SMA baseline calculation uses the ten most recent eligible days (non-holiday, non-event 
weekdays) before the event to construct a baseline load schedule. Since event- and non-event-
day loads do not coincide during non-event hours, an adjustment factor corrects the baseline 
load schedule to be more representative of actual event-day loads. MISO's SMA baseline 
calculation is used to measure both the implementer's performance for EAL and MISO savings 
registration. The baseline and resulting savings calculations focus on individual event hours.  

The baseline calculation has three components: the unadjusted baseline, the adjustment factor, 
and the application of the adjustment factor to the unadjusted baseline to create a final baseline 
calculation. 
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15.3.1 Impact Evaluation

Connected Energy's methodology follows the SMA method to calculate the baseline conditions.
The SMA method is one of the three methods approved by MISO to register program savings
with MISO and is used by the EM&V team to evaluate the program's event savings. The SMA
method is described in greater detail in subsequent sections of this report.

The events called in PY2021 are described in Table 209 below.

Table 209. PY2021 Load Control Events

Start time End time
(CDT) (CDT) Active devic Event typees

06/03/2021 14:00 15:00 621 Test event

06/18/2021 14:00 16:00 868 Normal event

07/29/2021 14:00 15:00 1,137 Normal event

08/11/2021 14:00 15:00 1,166 Normal event

For each event, savings are based on the participants' interval meter data. For each hour of the
day, loads from event participants are summed together to create a single "irrigation load
control" load. Observation of the loads on days before the event, on the same hour as an event
hour, is adjusted by observing differences between pre-event hours on the baseline and event
days. This process is described in more detail below.

15.3.2 Process Evaluation

The EM&V team interviewed the implementation team's EAL program manager and staff during
the project kick-off. These interviews confirmed the team's understanding of program operations
and M&V strategies. The EM&V team maintained open communications with the
implementation team throughout PY2021, ensuring that data transfers occurred and necessary
documentation and strategic program designs were communicated.

15.4 DETAILED IMPACT EVALUATION RESULTS

Next, we present evaluation results by calculation method.

15.4.1 Baseline Calculation

MlSO's SMA baseline calculation uses the ten most recent eligible days (non-holiday, non-event
weekdays) before the event to construct a baseline load schedule. Since event- and non-event-
day loads do not coincide during non-event hours, an adjustment factor corrects the baseline
load schedule to be more representative of actual event-day loads. MlSO's SMA baseline
calculation is used to measure both the implementer's performance for EAL and MISO savings
registration. The baseline and resulting savings calculations focus on individual event hours.

The baseline calculation has three components: the unadjusted baseline, the adjustment factor,
and the application of the adjustment factor to the unadjusted baseline to create a final baseline
calculation.
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15.4.1.1 Unadjusted Baseline Calculation 

The baseline calculation is conducted in the following steps applied to each hour of the event: 

1. Before the event, the ten most recent eligible days (non-holiday, non-event weekdays) 
are selected.  

2. An unadjusted hourly baseline is calculated for a given hour by summing the 
participating 15-minute metered loads for each hour corresponding to the event hours for 
each of the ten baseline days.  

3. The event's baseline hourly load is calculated by averaging the summed 15-minute 
metered intervals; the result is an unadjusted hourly baseline. 

15.4.1.2 SMA Factor 

MISO's SMA baseline corrects the unadjusted baseline load schedule to represent actual event-
day loads. Adjustment is conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to 
represent what would have occurred on an event day without a load control event. The 
adjustment factor uses pre-event loads during baseline and event days to inform the degree of 
adjustment required. If pre-event loads on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will 
be scaled upwards. If pre-event loads on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline 
loads will be scaled downwards. The multiplicative-adjustment procedure is as follows: 

1. Extract three hours of pre-event load data beginning four hours before the event starts 
from the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load. For example, for an event 
beginning at 14:00, extract unadjusted baseline and event-day loads for three hours 
spanning 10:00 to 13:00.  

2. Calculate the SMA factor by taking the ratio of (1) the mean of the three hours of event-
day loads and (2) the mean of three hours of unadjusted-baseline loads. This adjustment 
factor may not adjust the baseline by more than 20 percent in either direction. If the 
multiplicative adjustment exceeds 1.2, then assume the multiplicative adjustment is 1.2. 
If the multiplicative adjustment is less than 0.8, assume the multiplicative adjustment is 
0.8. 

3. Calculate the SMA baseline by multiplying the unadjusted baseline load by the SMA 
factor.  

15.4.1.3 Final Baseline Calculation 

The final baseline calculation combines the unadjusted baseline with the adjustment factor. A 
cap of 0.20 is placed on this adjustment factor, limiting the positive or negative adjustment to the 
baseline to 20 percent. If the calculated adjustment factor is greater than 1.20 or less than 0.80, 
the adjustment factor is set at the cap. The following formula is used to calculate a given event 
hour's baseline: 

Adjusted Baseline kW = Unadjusted Baseline kW * Adjustment Factor 
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15.4.1.1 Unadjusted Baseline Calculation

The baseline calculation is conducted in the following steps applied to each hour of the event:

1. Before the event, the ten most recent eligible days (non-holiday, non-event weekdays)
are selected.

2. An unadjusted hourly baseline is calculated for a given hour by summing the
participating 15-minute metered loads for each hour corresponding to the event hours for
each of the ten baseline days.

3. The event's baseline hourly load is calculated by averaging the summed 15-minute
metered intervals; the result is an unadjusted hourly baseline.

15.4.1.2 SMA Factor

MlSO's SMA baseline corrects the unadjusted baseline load schedule to represent actual event-
day loads. Adjustment is conducted to generate a more accurate counterfactual baseline load to
represent what would have occurred on an event day without a load control event. The
adjustment factor uses pre-event loads during baseline and event days to inform the degree of
adjustment required. If pre-event loads on event days exceed baseline loads, baseline loads will
be scaled upwards. |f pre-event loads on event days are less than baseline loads, baseline
loads will be scaled downwards. The muItiplicative-adjustment procedure is as follows:

1. Extract three hours of pre-event load data beginning four hours before the event starts
from the unadjusted baseline load and the event-day load. For example, for an event
beginning at 14:00, extract unadjusted baseline and event-day loads for three hours
spanning 10:00 to 13:00.

2. Calculate the SMA factor by taking the ratio of (1) the mean of the three hours of event-
day loads and (2) the mean of three hours of unadjusted-baseline loads. This adjustment
factor may not adjust the baseline by more than 20 percent in either direction. If the
multiplicative adjustment exceeds 1.2, then assume the multiplicative adjustment is 1.2.
If the multiplicative adjustment is less than 0.8, assume the multiplicative adjustment is
0.8.

3. Calculate the SMA baseline by multiplying the unadjusted baseline load by the SMA
factor.

15.4.1.3 Final Baseline Calculation

The final baseline calculation combines the unadjusted baseline with the adjustment factor. A
cap of 0.20 is placed on this adjustment factor, limiting the positive or negative adjustment to the
baseline to 20 percent. If the calculated adjustment factor is greater than 1.20 or less than 0.80,
the adjustment factor is set at the cap. The following formula is used to calculate a given event
hour's baseline:

Adjusted Baseline kW = Unadjusted Baseline kW * Adjustment Factor
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15.4.1.4 Savings Calculation 

Savings under the MISO SMA calculation method are presented for each hour of an event. The 
savings formula is: 

Savings kW = Adjusted Baseline kW - Event Hour kW 

15.4.2 Materials Review 

Information found on the AILC program website includes a general description of the program, 
detailing eligibility requirements and payment schedules for participating customers. The 
payment schedule accurately describes the relationship between pump size (horsepower, hp) 
and payment. A copy of the program manual, a frequently-asked-questions section, and 
program contact information was easily found on the website. 

15.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES 

The EM&V team evaluated Connected Energy's savings calculation by reviewing the program's 
metered load data, confirming the methodology and results, repeating the calculation steps, and 
reviewing additional input assumptions. To conduct the evaluation, the EM&V team received the 
following information from Connected Energy: 

• 15-minute load data spanning May 15, 2021 through  August 31, 2021 and 

• calculations of the savings for each event hour for 2021. 

The EM&V team finds that the MISO SMA baseline calculation is the most appropriate for the 
AILC program; of the three MISO approaches, this method best captures the variability in 
irrigation loads. Irrigation presents a challenge for demand-response programs in that the key 
driver is precipitation. Precipitation is not a factor that MISO currently includes in its weather 
adjustment method, based solely on load responses to temperature. MISO's other option—a 10 
of 10 unadjusted baseline method—is appropriate for more stable loads less influenced by 
weather or scheduling factors during event hours. Given MISO's three options, the EM&V team 
finds this approach is the most appropriate, and no adjustments were made based on the 
calculation method. 

Next, the EM&V team attempted to replicate the savings calculations provided by Connected 
Energy. The savings are based on average hourly baseline loads, the adjustment factor, and 
event-day hourly average loads. Table 210 describes the key calculation factors for each 
PY2021 event hour. Realization rates on savings range from 100.1 to 100.6 percent. Both 
Connected Energy and the EM&V team found agreement that the peak performing event hour 
was 14:00 to 15:00 on August 11.  
 

Table 210. AILC Program Load Control Event Baseline and Savings Comparison103 

 
103 Savings results may not be exact per the data in the table due to rounding occurring at several steps 

of the calculation. 
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15.4.1.4 Savings Calculation

Savings under the MISO SMA calculation method are presented for each hour of an event. The
savings formula is:

Savings kW = Adjusted Baseline kW - Event Hour kW

15.4.2 Materials Review

Information found on the AILC program website includes a general description of the program,
detailing eligibility requirements and payment schedules for participating customers. The
payment schedule accurately describes the relationship between pump size (horsepower, hp)
and payment. A copy of the program manual, a frequently-asked-questions section, and
program contact information was easily found on the website.

15.5 OVERALL SAVINGS ESTIMATES

The EM&V team evaluated Connected Energy's savings calculation by reviewing the program's
metered load data, confirming the methodology and results, repeating the calculation steps, and
reviewing additional input assumptions. To conduct the evaluation, the EM&V team received the
following information from Connected Energy:

0 15-minute load data spanning May 15, 2021 through August 31, 2021 and

o calculations of the savings for each event hour for 2021.

The EM&V team finds that the MISO SMA baseline calculation is the most appropriate for the
AILC program; of the three MISO approaches, this method best captures the variability in
irrigation loads. Irrigation presents a challenge for demand-response programs in that the key
driver is precipitation. Precipitation is not a factor that MISO currently includes in its weather
adjustment method, based solely on load responses to temperature. MISO's other option—a 10
of 10 unadjusted baseline method—is appropriate for more stable loads less influenced by
weather or scheduling factors during event hours. Given MISO's three options, the EM&V team
finds this approach is the most appropriate, and no adjustments were made based on the
calculation method.

Next, the EM&V team attempted to replicate the savings calculations provided by Connected
Energy. The savings are based on average hourly baseline loads, the adjustment factor, and
event-day hourly average loads. Table 210 describes the key calculation factors for each
PY2021 event hour. Realization rates on savings range from 100.1 to 100.6 percent. Both
Connected Energy and the EM&V team found agreement that the peak performing event hour
was 14:00 to 15:00 on August 11.

Table 210. AILC Program Load Control Event Baseline and Savings Comparison103

103 Savings results may not be exact per the data in the table due to rounding occurring at several steps
of the calculation.
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6/3/2021 14:00 234  1,699  1,709  1.17  2,034  2,046  100.6% 

6/18/2021 14:00 1,737  3,468  3,482  1.20  4,509  4,526  100.4% 

6/18/2021 15:00 1,376  3,959  3,959  1.20  5,026  5,026  100.0% 

7/29/2021 14:00 1,443  10,929  10,948  1.20  13,403  13,426  100.2% 

8/11/2021 14:00 1,293  19,654  19,669  1.13  22,303  22,320  100.1% 

 
There are small differences in both unadjusted baseline kilowatt and SMA factors between 
Connected Energy and the EM&V team; the baseline adjustment factors for the EM&V team 
and Connected Energy are the same for all four events. Unadjusted baseline loads are different 
for all event hours covered during PY2021; however, differences are minor in absolute terms 
and are similar in magnitude between Connected Energy and the EM&V team on all event days. 
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There are small differences in both unadjusted baseline kilowatt and SMA factors between
Connected Energy and the EM&V team; the baseline adjustment factors for the EM&V team
and Connected Energy are the same for all four events. Unadjusted baseline loads are different
for all event hours covered during PY2021; however, differences are minor in absolute terms
and are similar in magnitude between Connected Energy and the EM&V team on all event days.
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16.0 CONSISTENT WEATHERIZATION APPROACH AND ACT 1102 

This section presents the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team’s consistent 
weatherization approach (CWA) estimates for Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) residential 
programs in the PY2021. An overview of EAL’s implementation of the CWA is outlined in the 
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 1: EM&V Protocol 
C. EAL implements the CWA through four residential programs: Home Energy Solutions, Low-
Income Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes.  

Order No.7 in Docket No.13-002-U (Order) of the Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC) 
requires all investor-owned utilities (IOU) to implement a consistent approach to providing 
weatherization services to eligible Arkansas residents. The Order identified key programmatic 
features that this CWA must include; these features were further developed and refined into a 
recommended framework—referred to as the Core Program—for implementation by the IOUs. 

Critical components of the Core Program are: 

• direct installation of low-cost energy-saving measures; 

• installation of a set of weatherization measures, including insulation and air sealing; and 

• management of the contractors that deliver the home assessments and installations. 

The EM&V team presents estimates of direct installation, weatherization measures, and 
information regarding the number of contractors that participated in these installations during 
PY2021.  

16.1 CONSISTENT WEATHERIZATION APPROACH FINDINGS 

Table 211 provides program-specific counts of participants and quantities of energy-saving 
measures provided under the Home Energy Solutions, Low-Income Solutions, Energy Solutions 
for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs. A total of 
12,951 unique participants were enrolled in the four programs, providing a total of 93,862 
energy-saving measure units across the installed measures. The number of installed measures 
increased by 23 percent compared to 76,339 measures installed in PY2020.  

Within the EAL residential program offerings, weatherization improvements continue to be 
among the most popular measures in the residential programs. Air sealing and duct sealing 
comprised over 16,000 of the energy efficiency units installed in PY2021, representing about 
77 percent of energy savings across the year. These results are similar to PY2020, where 
79 percent of savings were also provided by air sealing and duct sealing measures across the 
Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes, and Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes programs. 
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16.0 CONSISTENT WEATHERIZATION APPROACH AND ACT 1102

This section presents the evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) team’s consistent
weatherization approach (CWA) estimates for Entergy Arkansas, LLC (EAL) residential
programs in the PY2021. An overview of EAL’s implementation of the CWA is outlined in the
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Version 8.2 (TRM 8.2), Volume 1: EM&V Protocol
C. EAL implements the CWA through four residential programs: Home Energy Solutions, Low-
lncome Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes.

Order No.7 in Docket No.13-002-U (Order) of the Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC)
requires all investor-owned utilities (IOU) to implement a consistent approach to providing
weatherization services to eligible Arkansas residents. The Order identified key programmatic
features that this CWA must include; these features were further developed and refined into a
recommended framework—referred to as the Core Program—for implementation by the lOUs.

Critical components of the Core Program are:

0 direct installation of low-cost energy-saving measures;

0 installation of a set of weatherization measures, including insulation and air sealing; and

0 management of the contractors that deliver the home assessments and installations.

The EM&V team presents estimates of direct installation, weatherization measures, and
information regarding the number of contractors that participated in these installations during
PY2021.

16.1 CONSISTENT WEATHERIZATION APPROACH FINDINGS

Table 211 provides program-specific counts of participants and quantities of energy-saving
measures provided under the Home Energy Solutions, Low-Income Solutions, Energy Solutions
for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs. A total of
12,951 unique participants were enrolled in the four programs, providing a total of 93,862
energy-saving measure units across the installed measures. The number of installed measures
increased by 23 percent compared to 76,339 measures installed in PY2020.

Within the EAL residential program offerings, weatherization improvements continue to be
among the most popular measures in the residential programs. Air sealing and duct sealing
comprised over 16,000 of the energy efficiency units installed in PY2021, representing about
77 percent of energy savings across the year. These results are similar to PY2020, where
79 percent of savings were also provided by air sealing and duct sealing measures across the
Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes, and Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes programs.
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Table 211. PY2021 Participation in CWA Programs 

Program Participants104 Measure quantity 

Home Energy Solutions 8,283 65,889 

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 1,670 9,304 

Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 612 4,465 

Low-Income Solutions 2,386 14,204 

Total 12,951 93,862 

 
Table 212 highlights the number of participants and quantities of measures received under the 
Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes programs. A total of 93,862 energy efficiency measures were installed, most 
of which were direct-install LED light bulbs.  
 

Table 212. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—All Programs 

Measure Participants105* Measure quantity 

Advanced power strip 4,627 4,697 

Air conditioner tune-up 770 837 

Air infiltration 6,192 6,241 

Ceiling insulation 2,799 2,889 

Duct replacement  8 8 

Duct sealing  8,852 9,802 

Low-flow faucet aerator 631 1,266 

Heat pump tune-up 321 349 

LED 6,751 66,335 

Low-flow showerhead 525 689 

Non-residential ENERGY STAR® pool pumps**  1 1 

Non-res lighting**  6 315 

Smart thermostat 346 433 

Total 12,951 93,862 

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of 
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 

** These measures are only applicable to the Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** Only applicable to the Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program.  

 
104 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
105 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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Table 211. PY2021 Participation in CWA Programs

Participante“ M quantity
8,283

1,670

612

2,386

12,951

Home Energy Solutions

Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

Low-Income Solutions

Total

65,889

9,304

4,465

14,204

93,862

Table 212 highlights the number of participants and quantities of measures received under the
Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes programs. A total of 93,862 energy efficiency measures were installed, most
of which were direct-install LED light bulbs.

Table 212. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—All Programs

_eemeieeneewe Meesuequenmy
Advanced power strip

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct replacement

Duct sealing

Low-flow faucet aerator

Heat pump tune-up

LED

Low-flow showerhead

Non-residential ENERGY STAR® pool pumps**

Non-res lighting**

Smart thermostat

Total

4,627

770

6,192

2,799

8

8,852

631

321

6,751

525

1

6

346
12,951

4,697

837

6,241

2,889

8

9,802

1,266

349

66,335

689

1

315

433
93,862

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.

** These measures are only applicable to the Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program.

104 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
105 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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Below we highlight home energy audits and measures received by program participants within 
the Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes, and Low-Income Solutions programs.  

16.1.1 Home Energy Solutions Program 

The Home Energy Solutions program helps single-family residential customers identify 
opportunities to improve their home’s energy efficiency. Local home energy consultants work 
with customers to develop long-term, cost-effective energy savings by analyzing their energy 
use. Program participants receive home energy assessments conducted by a trained trade ally 
and direct installation of no-cost measures, including LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators, low-flow 
showerheads, and advanced power strips. When the home assessment results indicate 
additional energy-saving work could be performed on-site, contractors encourage customers to 
install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including 
ceiling insulation, air infiltration, duct sealing, duct replacement, air conditioner tune-ups, and 
heat pump tune-ups. The program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency 
upgrades. 

Table 213 highlights the Core Program's types, quantities, and cost of direct-install and 
weatherization measures implemented under the Home Energy Solutions program. A total of 
8,283 eligible customers took part in the program, ultimately installing 65,889 energy-saving 
measures.  
 

Table 213. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Installed—Home 
Energy Solutions Program 

Measure Participants*106 Measure quantity Incentive ($) 

Advanced power strip 3,326 3,391 53,293 

Air conditioner tune-up 326 391 97,750 

Air infiltration 3,829 3,854 659,652 

Ceiling insulation 2,078 2,163 2,295,210 

Duct replacement  8 8 7,048 

Duct sealing  5,875 6,763 4,631,842 

Faucet aerator 238 480 625 

Heat pump tune-up 186 211 52,750 

LED 4,734 47,967 54,898 

Low-flow showerhead 232 315 1,617 

Smart thermostat 264 346 78,654 

Total 8,283  65,889  $7,933,339 

 
106 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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Below we highlight home energy audits and measures received by program participants within
the Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes, and Low-Income Solutions programs.

16.1.1 Home Energy Solutions Program

The Home Energy Solutions program helps single-family residential customers identify
opportunities to improve their home’s energy efficiency. Local home energy consultants work
with customers to develop long-term, cost-effective energy savings by analyzing their energy
use. Program participants receive home energy assessments conducted by a trained trade ally
and direct installation of no-cost measures, including LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators, low-flow
showerheads, and advanced power strips. When the home assessment results indicate
additional energy-saving work could be performed on-site, contractors encourage customers to
install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including
ceiling insulation, air infiltration, duct sealing, duct replacement, air conditioner tune-ups, and
heat pump tune-ups. The program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency
upgrades.

Table 213 highlights the Core Program's types, quantities, and cost of direct-install and
weatherization measures implemented under the Home Energy Solutions program. A total of
8,283 eligible customers took part in the program, ultimately installing 65,889 energy-saving
measures.

Table 213. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Installed—Home
Energy Solutions Program

mParticipants*106 Measure quantity Incentive ($)

Advanced power strip 3,326 3,391 53,293

Air conditioner tune-up 326 391 97,750

Air infiltration 3,829 3,854 659,652

Ceiling insulation 2,078 2,163 2,295,210

Duct replacement 8 8 7,048

Duct sealing 5,875 6,763 4,631,842

Faucet aerator 238 480 625

Heat pump tune-up 186 211 52,750

LED 4,734 47,967 54,898

Low-flow showerhead 232 315 1,617

Smart thermostat 264 346 78,654

Total 8,283 65,889 $7,933,339

106 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of 
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 

A total of 5,122 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (4,111 Tier 1  
Audits and 1,011 Tier 2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed 
at least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the 
ratio of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately eight energy-saving units were installed per 
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost107 is estimated at $8,265,321 (including 
the cost associated with energy audits and contractor performance bonus) across the 8,283 
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 30,971 MWh 
and 9.7 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $998 per 
participant.  

Ultimately, 42 contractors conducted home energy audits or installations through the program. 
All 42 contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure type. All 42 contractors 
implemented weatherization measures; 28 of these 42 implemented direct-install measures as 
well.  

16.1.2 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program 

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program provides cost-effective energy 
efficiency measures to manufactured home communities throughout EAL’s service territory. 
After installing no-cost direct-install energy efficiency measures in participating customers’ 
homes, program technicians provide an audit of the home to provide property owners and 
residents details about additional energy-saving opportunities. Suppose additional energy-
saving work could be performed on the site. In that case, contractors encourage customers to 
install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including air 
conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The program offers 
incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades. 

Table 214 highlights the types and quantities of Core Program direct-install and weatherization 
measures implemented under the Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program. A total of 
612 eligible customers took part in the program, ultimately installing 4,465 energy-saving units.  

 
Table 214. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—Energy Solutions for 

Manufactured Homes Program 

Measure Participants*108 Measure quantity Incentive ($) 

Advanced power strip 237 239 3,764  

Air conditioner tune-up 121 121 30,250  

Air infiltration 349 349 81,690  

Duct sealing 458 460 477,878  

 
107 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount per installed measure as 

reported by the program’s tracking database.  
108 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.

A total of 5,122 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (4,111 Tier 1
Audits and 1,011 Tier 2Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed
at least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the
ratio of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately eight energy-saving units were installed per
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost107 is estimated at $8,265,321 (including
the cost associated with energy audits and contractor performance bonus) across the 8,283
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 30,971 MWh
and 9.7 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $998 per
participant.

Ultimately, 42 contractors conducted home energy audits or installations through the program.
All 42 contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure type. All 42 contractors
implemented weatherization measures; 28 of these 42 implemented direct-install measures as
well.

16.1.2 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program provides cost-effective energy
efficiency measures to manufactured home communities throughout EAL’s service territory.
After installing no-cost direct-install energy efficiency measures in participating customers’
homes, program technicians provide an audit of the home to provide property owners and
residents details about additional energy-saving opportunities. Suppose additional energy-
saving work could be performed on the site. In that case, contractors encourage customers to
install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including air
conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The program offers
incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades.

Table 214 highlights the types and quantities of Core Program direct-install and weatherization
measures implemented under the Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program. A total of
612 eligible customers took part in the program, ultimately installing 4,465 energy-saving units.

Table 214. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes Program

mm
Advanced power strip 237 239 3,764

Air conditioner tune-up 121 121 30,250

Air infiltration 349 349 81,690

Duct sealing 458 460 477,878

107 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount per installed measure as
reported by the program’s tracking database.

108 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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Measure Participants*108 Measure quantity Incentive ($) 

Low-flow faucet aerator 70 173 248  

Heat pump tune-up 5 5 1,250  

LED 304 2,997 3,224  

Low-flow showerhead 76 117 561  

Smart thermostats 4 4 894  

Total 612 

 

4,465 $599,760 

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of participants may 
not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 

 
A total of 324 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (221 Tier 1  
Audits and 103 Tier 2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed at 
least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the ratio 
of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately seven energy-saving units were installed per 
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost109 is estimated at $622,260 (including 
the cost associated with energy audit and contractor performance bonus) across the 612 
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 5,114 MWh 
and 0.75 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $1,017 per 
participant. 

Ultimately, 28 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program. 
All contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure. All contractors implemented 
weatherization measures, and 21 also implemented direct-install measures. 

16.1.3 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes Program 

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program provides cost-effective energy efficiency 
measures to multifamily residences with at least five units. After installing no-cost energy 
efficiency measures in units of participating customers, program contractors provide energy 
audits to multifamily property owners with details about additional energy-saving opportunities. 
Suppose additional energy-saving work could be performed on the site. In that case, contractors 
encourage customers to install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization 
measures, including air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct 
sealing. The program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades. 

Table 215 highlights the types and quantities of the Core Program direct-install and 
weatherization measures implemented under the Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 
program. A total of 1,670 eligible participants took part in the program, ultimately installing 
9,304 energy-saving units.  
 

 
109 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as 

reported by the program’s tracking database. 
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mParticipants* Measure quantity Incentive ($)108

Low-flow faucet aerator 70 173 248

Heat pump tune-up 5 5 1,250

LED 304 2,997 3,224

Low-flow showerhead 76 117 561

Smart thermostats 4 4 894

Total 612 4,465 $599,760

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of participants may
not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.

A total of 324 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (221 Tier 1
Audits and 103 Tier2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed at
least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the ratio
of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately seven energy-saving units were installed per
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost109 is estimated at $622,260 (including
the cost associated with energy audit and contractor performance bonus) across the 612
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 5,1 14 MWh
and 0.75 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $1,017 per
participant.

Ultimately, 28 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program.
All contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure. All contractors implemented
weather/zation measures, and 21 also implemented direct-install measures.

16.1.3 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes Program

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program provides cost-effective energy efficiency
measures to multifamily residences with at least five units. After installing no-cost energy
efficiency measures in units of participating customers, program contractors provide energy
audits to multifamily property owners with details about additional energy-saving opportunities.
Suppose additional energy-saving work could be performed on the site. In that case, contractors
encourage customers to install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weather/zation
measures, including air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct
sealing. The program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades.

Table 215 highlights the types and quantities of the Core Program direct-install and
weather/zation measures implemented under the Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes
program. A total of 1,670 eligible participants took part in the program, ultimately installing
9,304 energy-saving units.

109 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as
reported by the program’s tracking database.
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Table 215. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes Program 

Measure Participants*110 Measure quantity Incentive ($) 

Advanced power strip 282 283 4,393  

Air conditioner tune-up 238 239 34,655  

Air infiltration 982 1006 160,193  

Ceiling insulation 216 220 122,329  

Duct sealing 1200 1236 632,493  

Low-flow faucet aerator 240 451 772  

Heat pump tune-up 30 30 4,500  

LED 704 5374 6,079  

Low-flow showerhead 140 149 980  

Non-residential ENERGY STAR pool 
pumps 

1 1 350  

Non-res lighting 6 315 5,622  

Total 1,670 9,304 $972,366 

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of participants 
may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 

A total of 706 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (657 Tier 1  
Audits and 49 Tier 2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed at 
least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the ratio 
of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately six energy-saving units were installed per 
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost111 is estimated at $991,656 (including 
the cost associated with energy audits and contractor performance bonus) across the 1,670 
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 8,444 MWh 
and 1.3 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $594 per 
participant.  

Ultimately, 22 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program. 
All contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure. Between them, 21 implemented 
weatherization measures; of those 22, 16 also installed direct-install measures. 

 
110 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
111 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as 

reported by the program’s tracking database. 
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Table 215. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received—Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes Program

mParticipants Measure quantity Incentive ($)*110

Advanced power strip 282 283 4,393

Air conditioner tune-up 238 239 34,655

Air infiltration 982 1006 160,193

Ceiling insulation 216 220 122,329

Duct sealing 1200 1236 632,493

Low-flow faucet aerator 240 451 772

Heat pump tune-up 30 30 4,500

LED 704 5374 6,079

Low-flow showerhead 140 149 980

Non-residential ENERGY STAR pool 1 1 350
pumps
Non-res lighting 6 315 5,622

Total 1,670 9,304 $972,366

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of participants
may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.

A total of 706 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (657 Tier 1
Audits and 49 Tier 2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed at
least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the ratio
of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately six energy-saving units were installed per
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost111 is estimated at $991,656 (including
the cost associated with energy audits and contractor performance bonus) across the 1,670
participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, producing a total of 8,444 MWh
and 1.3 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program was approximately $594 per
participant.

Ultimately, 22 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program.
All contractors installed at least one energy-efficiency measure. Between them, 21 implemented
weatherization measures; of those 22, 16 also installed direct-install measures.

“0 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
“1 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as

reported by the program’s tracking database.
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16.1.4 Low-Income Solutions 

The Low-Income Solutions program helps low-income households become more comfortable, 
safe, and energy-efficient through home weatherization and health and safety upgrades at no 
cost to customers. The Low-Income Solutions program also helps with home repairs to correct 
minor problems that may otherwise prevent the building from receiving weatherization upgrades 
or pose a health or safety risk. As part of the Low-Income Solutions program, EAL offers the 
following services at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy assessments by qualified 
field technicians, LEDs, low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators (for kitchens and bathrooms), 
and advanced power strips. EAL also offers the following measures at no cost to the customer: 
air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation, air conditioner tune-ups, and heat pump tune-ups.    

Table 216 highlights the types and quantities of the Core Program direct-install and 
weatherization measures implemented under the Low-Income Solutions program. A total of 
2,386 eligible participants took part in the program, ultimately installing 14,204 energy-saving 
units.  

 
Table 216. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received Low-Income Solutions Program 

Measure Participants*112 Measure quantity Incentive ($) 

Advanced power strip 782 784 12,204  

Air conditioner tune-up 85 86 20,765  

Air infiltration 1,032 1,032 214,342  

Ceiling insulation 505 506 504,957  

Duct sealing 1,319 1,343 973,152  

Low-flow faucet aerator 83 162 251  

Heat pump tune-up 100 103 25,750  

LED 1,009 9,997 10,971  

Low-flow showerhead 77 108 449  

Smart thermostat 78 83 18,546  

Total 2,386 14,204 1,781,387 

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of 
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category. 

 
112 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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16.1.4 Low-Income Solutions

The Low-Income Solutions program helps low-income households become more comfortable,
safe, and energy-efficient through home weatherization and health and safety upgrades at no
cost to customers. The Low-Income Solutions program also helps with home repairs to correct
minor problems that may otherwise prevent the building from receiving weatherization upgrades
or pose a health or safety risk. As part of the Low-Income Solutions program, EAL offers the
following services at no cost to qualifying customers: home energy assessments by qualified
field technicians, LEDs, low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators (for kitchens and bathrooms),
and advanced power strips. EAL also offers the following measures at no cost to the customer:
air sealing, duct sealing, ceiling insulation, air conditioner tune-ups, and heat pump tune-ups.

Table 216 highlights the types and quantities of the Core Program direct-install and
weatherization measures implemented under the Low-Income Solutions program. A total of
2,386 eligible participants took part in the program, ultimately installing 14,204 energy-saving
units.

Table 216. PY2021 Consistent Weatherization Measures Received Low-Income Solutions Program

mParticipants Measure quantity Incentive ($)*112

Advanced power strip 782 784 12,204

Air conditioner tune-up 85 86 20,765

Air infiltration 1,032 1,032 214,342

Ceiling insulation 505 506 504,957

Duct sealing 1,319 1,343 973,152

Low-flow faucet aerator 83 162 251

Heat pump tune-up 100 103 25,750

LED 1,009 9,997 10,971

Low-flow showerhead 77 108 449

Smart thermostat 78 83 18,546

Total 2,386 14,204 1,781,387

* A participant may install measures across multiple measure categories. Thus, the total count of
participants may not equal the sum of the counts by measure category.

“2 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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A total of 5,122 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (4,111 Tier 1  
Audits and 1,011 Tier 2 Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed 
at least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the 
ratio of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately six energy-saving units were installed per 
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost113 is estimated at $2,098,355 (including 
the cost associated with energy audits, contractor performance bonus, and health and safety 
measures) across the 2,386 participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021, 
producing a total of 8,034 MWh and 2.2 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program 
was approximately $879 per participant. 

Ultimately, 22 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program. 
All 22 contractors installed at least one energy-efficient measure. Among them, all 25 
implemented audit or weatherization measures; 19 of those 22 contractors also installed direct-
install measures. 

16.2 ACT 1102  

To meet the objectives outlined in Act 1102, EAL launched the Low-Income Energy Solutions 
program in PY2020 and continued to implement the program in PY2021. The program is 
designed to serve low-income (defined as Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
(LIHEAP)-eligible) or seniors (defined as 65 and older).  

16.2.1 Key Findings 

As by design, the Low-Income Energy Solutions program fully meets Act 1102 objectives, with 
about three-quarters (71.1 percent) of participants being LIHEAP-eligible. Almost half 
(45.2 percent) of participants are 65 or older. Some fall into both categories; households have to 
be in one of the two categories to qualify to participate in the Low-Income Energy Solutions 
program.  

At the same time, it is important to note that the other three existing programs—Home Energy 
Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for Multifamily 
Home—also continue to serve residential households to meet Act 1102 objectives.  

16.2.2 Methodology Overview 

Act 1102 information in this section is based on the most recent process evaluations available, 
including PY2020 process evaluation results for Home Energy Solutions and Low-Income 
Solutions programs and PY2018 process evaluation results implemented for Energy Solutions 
for Manufactured Homes and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs (note that the 
PY2021 Manufactured Homes and Multifamily Homes process research focused on in-depth 
interviews with decision-makers and the majority were landlords or property managers. 
Therefore, the participant surveys from PY2018 are a more reliable estimate for Act 1102 
purposes).  

 
113 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as 

reported by the program’s tracking database. 
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A total of 5,122 Home Energy Solutions participants received a home energy audit (4,111 Tier 1
Audits and 1,011 Tier 2Audits). All participants that received a home energy audit also installed
at least one energy efficiency measure through the program, bringing the conversion rate (the
ratio of audits to projects) to 1:1. Approximately six energy-saving units were installed per
participating customer, on average. The program’s cost113 is estimated at $2,098,355 (including
the cost associated with energy audits, contractor performance bonus, and health and safety
measures) across the 2,386 participating households throughout EAL’s territory in PY2021,
producing a total of 8,034 MWh and 2.2 MW in net savings. The average cost of the program
was approximately $879 per participant.

Ultimately, 22 contractors conducted home energy audits and installations through the program.
All 22 contractors installed at least one energy-efficient measure. Among them, all 25
implemented audit or weatherization measures; 19 of those 22 contractors also installed direct-
install measures.

16.2 ACT 1102

To meet the objectives outlined in Act 1102, EAL launched the Low-Income Energy Solutions
program in PY2020 and continued to implement the program in PY2021. The program is
designed to serve low-income (defined as Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LlHEAP)-eligible) or seniors (defined as 65 and older).

16.2.1 Key Findings

As by design, the Low-Income Energy Solutions program fully meets Act 1102 objectives, with
about three-quarters (71.1 percent) of participants being LlHEAP-eligible. Almost half
(45.2 percent) of participants are 65 or older. Some fall into both categories; households have to
be in one of the two categories to qualify to participate in the Low-Income Energy Solutions
program.

At the same time, it is important to note that the other three existing programs—Home Energy
Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for Multifamily
Home—also continue to serve residential households to meet Act 1102 objectives.

16.2.2 Methodology Overview

Act 1102 information in this section is based on the most recent process evaluations available,
including PY2020 process evaluation results for Home Energy Solutions and Low-Income
Solutions programs and PY2018 process evaluation results implemented for Energy Solutions
for Manufactured Homes and Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs (note that the
PY2021 Manufactured Homes and Multifamily Homes process research focused on in-depth
interviews with decision-makers and the majority were landlords or property managers.
Therefore, the participant surveys from PY2018 are a more reliable estimate for Act 1102
purposes).

“3 The program’s cost is estimated based on the Total Incentive Amount paid per installed measure as
reported by the program’s tracking database.
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Table 217 provides program-specific counts of participants and the number of completed 
process evaluation surveys for EAL’s four residential programs that directly serve customers’ 
homes. A total of 12,951 unique accounts participated, with a total of 346 surveys completed.114  
 

Table 217. PY2021 in Residential Programs (Excluding Upstream Programs) 

Program Participants 
Completed process 

surveys 

Home Energy Solutions 8,283 108 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

612 90 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

1,670 104 

Low-Income Solutions 2,386 44 

Total 12,951 346 

  

Combining data collected on household size and household income, the EM&V team generated 
an estimate of the number and share of survey respondents eligible for assistance under 
LIHEAP. To do so, the EM&V team utilized a table of LIHEAP-eligibility cutoffs contained in 
Table 218, where LIHEAP eligibility is determined through a combination of household size and 
household income.  
 

Table 218. PY2021 Income and Household Size Cutoffs to Determine LIHEAP Eligibility115 

Household size Monthly income 

1 $1,805 

2 $2,360 

3 $2,915 

4 $3,471 

5 $4,026 

6 $4,581 

7 $4,955 

8 $5,515 

9 $6,075  

10 $6,635  

11 $7,195  

 
114 Survey respondents were those in the household that were most knowledgeable of the details of and 

the overall experience from participation in residential program offerings. 
115 LIHEAP eligibility is reported for the current program year and can be found at 

https://www.benefits.gov/benefit/1542. LIHEAP eligibility is updated annually and the applicable 
program year is used in calculating process survey participants’ eligibility. The table is truncated at a 
household size of 11, as this was the largest household size observed in the process surveys.   
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Table 217 provides program-specific counts of participants and the number of completed
process evaluation surveys for EAL’s four residential programs that directly serve customers’
homes. A total of 12,951 unique accounts participated, with a total of 346 surveys completed.114

Table 217. PY2021 in Residential Programs (Excluding Upstream Programs)

Completed process
Program Participants surveys

Home Energy Solutions 8,283 108

Energy Solutions for 612 90
Manufactured Homes

Energy Solutions for 1,670 104
Multifamily Homes

Low-Income Solutions 2,386 44

Total 12,951 346

Combining data collected on household size and household income, the EM&V team generated
an estimate of the number and share of survey respondents eligible for assistance under
LlHEAP. To do so, the EM&V team utilized a table of LlHEAP-eligibility cutoffs contained in
Table 218, where LlHEAP eligibility is determined through a combination of household size and
household income.

Table 218. PY2021 Income and Household Size Cutoffs to Determine LlHEAP Eligibility115

Household size Monthly income

$1,805

$2,360

$2,915

$3,471

$4,026

$4,581

$4,955

$5,515

$6,075

$6,635
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“4 Survey respondents were those in the household that were most knowledgeable of the details of and
the overall experience from participation in residential program offerings.

“5 LlHEAP eligibility is reported for the current program year and can be found at
https://www.benefits.qov/benefit/1542. LlHEAP eligibility is updated annually and the applicable
program year is used in calculating process survey participants’ eligibility. The table is truncated at a
household size of 11, as this was the largest household size observed in the process surveys.
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16.2.3 Program-Level Results 

Below we summarize program participant information for the Low-Income Solutions, Home 
Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes programs. Consistent with guidance from the independent evaluation 
monitor, the most recent process evaluation survey results have been applied to each 
program’s total number of participants in PY2021. The survey results are used to estimate the 
number of program participants falling into (1) age, (2) income, and (3) LIHEAP eligibility bins to 
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin.  

16.2.4 Low-Income Solutions  

This program targets low-income households eligible for LIHEAP or EAL customers aged 65 or 
older. In PY2021, the program incentivized ceiling insulation installation, air infiltration, duct 
sealing, air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups measures while providing direct 
installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, smart 
thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost to the customers. 

Table 219 highlights key demographic information for participants. The EM&V team applied 
process survey responses and the resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and 
LIHEAP eligibility bins to determine the approximate total number of participants falling within 
each respective bin. 

Based on the survey conducted in PY2020, approximately 45.2 percent of surveyed program 
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 71.7 percent were eligible for LIHEAP 
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately 
1,079 participants were 65 or older, and approximately 1,696 participants were eligible for 
LIHEAP benefits.    

 Table 219. PY2021 Demographic Information—Low-Income Solutions 

Respondent characteristic Percentage Participants116 

Respondent age 18–24 2.40% 57  

25–34 4.80% 115  

35–44 7.10% 170  

45–54 7.10% 169  

55–64 33.30% 795  

65 or older 45.20% 1,079  

Participants (n) 2,386 

LIHEAP status LIHEAP-eligible 71.10% 1,696 

Not LIHEAP-eligible 28.90% 690  

Participants (n) 2,386 

 
116 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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16.2.3 Program-Level Results

Below we summarize program participant information for the Low-Income Solutions, Home
Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes programs. Consistent with guidance from the independent evaluation
monitor, the most recent process evaluation survey results have been applied to each
program’s total number of participants in PY2021. The survey results are used to estimate the
number of program participants falling into (1) age, (2) income, and (3) LIHEAP eligibility bins to
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin.

16.2.4 Low-Income Solutions

This program targets low-income households eligible for LIHEAP or EAL customers aged 65 or
older. In PY2021, the program incentivized ceiling insulation installation, air infiltration, duct
sealing, air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups measures while providing direct
installation of faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, advanced power strips, smart
thermostats, and lighting measures at no cost to the customers.

Table 219 highlights key demographic information for participants. The EM&V team applied
process survey responses and the resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and
LIHEAP eligibility bins to determine the approximate total number of participants falling within
each respective bin.

Based on the survey conducted in PY2020, approximately 45.2 percent of surveyed program
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 71.7 percent were eligible for LIHEAP
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately
1,079 participants were 65 or older, and approximately 1,696 participants were eligible for
LIHEAP benefits.

Table 219. PY2021 Demographic lnformation—Low-lncome Solutions

Respondent characteristic Participants116
Respondent age 18—24 2.40% 57

25—34 4.80% 115
35—44 7.10% 170
45—54 7.10% 169
55—64 33.30% 795
65 or older 45.20% 1,079

Participants (n) 2,386
LIHEAP status LIHEAP-eligible 71.10% 1,696

Not LIHEAP-eligible 28.90% 690
Participants (n) 2,386

“6 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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*Percentages are estimated from PY2020 process surveys. 
 

16.2.5 Home Energy Solutions Program 

Home Energy Solutions helps single-family residential customers analyze their energy use and 
identify opportunities to improve their homes' energy efficiency. Program participants receive 
home energy assessments conducted by a trained trade ally and direct installation of low-cost 
measures, including LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, and advanced 
power strips. When the home assessment results indicate additional energy-saving work could 
be performed at the site, contractors encourage customers to install premium efficiency 
upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including ceiling insulation, air infiltration, 
duct sealing or duct replacement, air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups measures. 

Table 220 highlights key demographic information for the Home Energy Solutions program 
participants. The EM&V team applied PY2020 process survey responses and the resulting 
shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LIHEAP-eligibility bins to determine the 
approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin. In PY2020, 
approximately 24 percent of surveyed Home Energy Solutions participants were aged 65 or 
older. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, 1,955 participants were 65 or 
older. Approximately 14 percent of surveyed participants were LIHEAP-eligible, resulting in an 
estimated 1,160 participants for PY2021. 

Table 220. PY2021 Demographic Information—Home Energy Solutions 

Respondent characteristic Percentage Participants117 

Respondent 
age 

18–24 0.9% 75  

25–34 15.1% 1,251  

35–44 19.8% 1,640  

45–54 21.7% 1,797  

55–64 18.9% 1,565  

65 or older 23.6% 1,955  

Participants (n) 8,283 

Income Less than $25,000 11.1% 919  

$25,000 to less than $50,000 20.4% 1,690  

$50,000 to less than $75,000 18.5% 1,532  

$75,000 to less than $100,000 22.2% 1,839  

$100,000 or greater 27.8% 2,303  

Participants (n) 8,283 

LIHEAP status LIHEAP-eligible 14.0% 1,160  

Not LIHEAP-eligible 86.0% 7,123  

Participants (n) 8,283 

 
117 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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*Percentages are estimated from PY2020 process surveys.

16.2.5 Home Energy Solutions Program

Home Energy Solutions helps single-family residential customers analyze their energy use and
identify opportunities to improve their homes' energy efficiency. Program participants receive
home energy assessments conducted by a trained trade ally and direct installation of low-cost
measures, including LEDs, low-flow faucet aerators, low-flow showerheads, and advanced
power strips. When the home assessment results indicate additional energy-saving work could
be performed at the site, contractors encourage customers to install premium efficiency
upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including ceiling insulation, air infiltration,
duct sealing or duct replacement, air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups measures.

Table 220 highlights key demographic information for the Home Energy Solutions program
participants. The EM&V team applied PY2020 process survey responses and the resulting
shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LlHEAP-eligibility bins to determine the
approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin. In PY2020,
approximately 24 percent of surveyed Home Energy Solutions participants were aged 65 or
older. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, 1,955 participants were 65 or
older. Approximately 14 percent of surveyed participants were LlHEAP-eligible, resulting in an
estimated 1,160 participants for PY2021.

Table 220. PY2021 Demographic Information—Home Energy Solutions

Respondent characteristic Participants‘"

Respondent 18—24 0.9% 75

age 25—34 15.1% 1,251
35—44 19.8% 1,640
45—54 21.7% 1,797
55—64 18.9% 1,565
65 or older 23.6% 1,955

Participants (n) 8,283
Income Less than $25,000 11.1% 919

$25,000 to less than $50,000 20.4% 1,690
$50,000 to less than $75,000 18.5% 1,532
$75,000 to less than $100,000 22.2% 1,839
$100,000 or greater 27.8% 2,303

Participants (n) 8,283
LlHEAP status LlHEAP-eligible 14.0% 1,160

Not LlHEAP-eligible 86.0% 7,123
Participants (n) 8,283

“7 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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*Percentages are estimated from PY2020 process surveys. 
 

16.2.6 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program 

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program provides cost-effective energy 
efficiency measures to manufactured home communities throughout EAL’s service territory. 
After installing no-cost direct-install energy efficiency measures in participating customers' 
homes, program technicians provide an audit of the home to provide property owners and 
residents details about additional energy-saving opportunities. Suppose additional energy-
saving work could be performed on-site. In that case, contractors encourage customers to install 
premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including air 
conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The program offers 
incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades. 

Table 221 highlights key demographic information for participants in the Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes program. The EM&V team applied process survey responses and the 
resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LIHEAP-eligibility bins to 
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin. In 
PY2018, approximately 24 percent of surveyed Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 22 percent were eligible for LIHEAP 
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately 146 were 65 or 
older in PY2021. For LIHEAP eligibility, approximately 109 participants and 132 participants 
were eligible for LIHEAP benefits in PY2021. 
 

Table 221. PY2021 Demographic Information—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program 

Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants*118 

Respondent 
age 

18–24 2.8% 17  

25–34 11.3% 69  

35–44 18.3% 112  

45–54 23.9% 146  

55–64 19.7% 121.0  

65 or older 23.9% 146  

Participants (n) 612  

Income Less than $25,000 44.6% 273  

$25,000 to less than $50,000 38.5% 236  

$50,000 to less than $75,000 10.8% 66  

$75,000 to less than $100,000 4.6% 28  

$100,000 of greater 1.5% 9  

Participants (n) 612 

LIHEAP status LIHEAP eligible 21.5% 132  

 
118 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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*Percentages are estimated from PY2020 process surveys.

16.2.6 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program provides cost-effective energy
efficiency measures to manufactured home communities throughout EAL’s service territory.
After installing no-cost direct-install energy efficiency measures in participating customers'
homes, program technicians provide an audit of the home to provide property owners and
residents details about additional energy-saving opportunities. Suppose additional energy-
saving work could be performed on-site. In that case, contractors encourage customers to install
premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, including air
conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The program offers
incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades.

Table 221 highlights key demographic information for participants in the Energy Solutions for
Manufactured Homes program. The EM&V team applied process survey responses and the
resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LIHEAP-eligibility bins to
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin. In
PY2018, approximately 24 percent of surveyed Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 22 percent were eligible for LIHEAP
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately 146 were 65 or
older in PY2021. For LIHEAP eligibility, approximately 109 participants and 132 participants
were eligible for LIHEAP benefits in PY2021.

Table 221. PY2021 Demographic Information—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Program

Respondent 18—24 2.8% 17

age 25—34 11.3% 69
35—44 18.3% 112
45—54 23.9% 146
55—64 19.7% 121.0
65 or older 23.9% 146

Participants (n) 612

Income Less than $25,000 44.6% 273

$25,000 to less than $50,000 38.5% 236
$50,000 to less than $75,000 10.8% 66
$75,000 to less than $100,000 4.6% 28
$100,000 of greater 1.5% 9

Participants (n) 612

LIHEAP status LIHEAP eligible 21.5% 132

“8 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants*118 

Not LIHEAP eligible 78.5% 480  

Participants (n) 612 

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys. 

16.2.7 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes Program 

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program provides cost-effective energy efficiency 
measures to multifamily residences with at least five units. After installing no-cost energy 
efficiency measures in units of participating customers, program technicians provide energy 
audits to multifamily property owners with details about additional energy-saving opportunities. 
When additional energy-saving work could be performed on-site, contractors encourage 
customers to install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures, 
including air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The 
program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades. 

Table 222 highlights key demographic information for participants in the Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes program. The EM&V team applied process survey responses and the 
resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LIHEAP-eligibility bins to 
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin. 
In PY2018, approximately nine percent of surveyed Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 26 percent were eligible for LIHEAP 
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately 
145 participants were 65 or older in PY2021. Approximately 439 participants were eligible for 
LIHEAP benefits in PY2021. 

 

Table 222. PY2021 Demographic Information—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants119 

Respondent 
age 

18–24 4.3% 72  

25–34 21.7% 362  

35–44 30.4% 508  

45–54 17.4% 291  

55–64 17.4% 291  

65 or older 8.7% 145  

Participants (n) 1,670 

Income Less than $25,000 57.9% 967 

$25,000 to less than $50,000 26.3% 439 

$50,000 to less than $75,000 5.3% 88 

$75,000 to less than $100,000 5.3% 88 

$100,000 of greater 5.3% 88 

 
119 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim 
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC 
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.  
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Respondent characteristic Participants*118
Not LIHEAP eligible 78.5% 480
Participants (n) 612

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys.

16.2.7 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes Program

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program provides cost-effective energy efficiency
measures to multifamily residences with at least five units. After installing no-cost energy
efficiency measures in units of participating customers, program technicians provide energy
audits to multifamily property owners with details about additional energy-saving opportunities.
When additional energy-saving work could be performed on-site, contractors encourage
customers to install premium efficiency upgrades and cost-effective weatherization measures,
including air conditioner tune-ups and heat pump tune-ups, air sealing, and duct sealing. The
program offers incentives for these premium energy efficiency upgrades.

Table 222 highlights key demographic information for participants in the Energy Solutions for
Multifamily Homes program. The EM&V team applied process survey responses and the
resulting shares of respondents falling into age, income, and LIHEAP-eligibility bins to
determine the approximate total number of participants falling within each respective bin.
In PY2018, approximately nine percent of surveyed Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes
participants were aged 65 or older, and approximately 26 percent were eligible for LIHEAP
benefits. Applying these shares to PY2021 participation numbers, approximately
145 participants were 65 or older in PY2021. Approximately 439 participants were eligible for
LIHEAP benefits in PY2021.

Table 222. PY2021 Demographic Information—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

Respondent characteristic Participants119
Respondent 18—24 4.3% 72

age 25—34 21.7% ' 362
35—44 30.4% ' 508
45—54 17.4% ' 291
55—64 17.4% ' 291
65 or older 8.7% ' 145
Participants (n) I 1,670

Income Less than $25,000 57.9% I 967

$25,000 to less than $50,000 26.3% ' 439
$50,000 to less than $75,000 5.3% ' 88
$75,000 to less than $100,000 5.3% ' 88
$100,000 ofgreater 5.3% ' 88

“9 Participant count includes all participants reported in each program including those that did not claim
energy or demand savings such as duplicate smart thermostat measures claimed in the Smart DLC
program, health and safety measures, and audit measures.
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Respondent characteristic Percentage* Participants119 

Participants (n) 1,670 

LIHEAP status LIHEAP-eligible 26.3% 439  

Not LIHEAP-eligible 73.7% 1,231  

Participants (n) 1,670 

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys. 
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Respondent characteristic _ Participants119
Participants (n) 1,670

LIHEAP status LIHEAP-eligible 26.3% I 439
Not LIHEAP-eligible 73.7% I 1,231
Participants (n) I 1,670

*Percentages are estimated from PY2018 process surveys.
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17.0 NON-ENERGY BENEFITS 

The key measure of success for electric energy efficiency programs is the direct savings 
achieved in energy (kilowatt-hours, kWh) and demand (kilowatts, kW). However, the energy 
efficiency industry recognizes that other benefits related to the implementation of these 
measures exist. These additional benefits can include reductions in maintenance, water usage, 
wastewater needs, fossil fuel consumption, arrearages, terminations and reconnections, cooling 
loads due to the reduced heat inputs, and potentially even insurance premiums. These benefits 
can account for increases in health, safety, comfort, property values, and even productivity.  

In 2015, the Arkansas Public Service Commission issued a directive to the Independent 
Evaluation Monitor to establish an approach for quantifying non-energy benefits (NEB) in cases 
where they are material and quantifiable. Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Evaluation, 
Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) Protocol L (Protocol L) provides a framework and 
orientation for quantifying benefits not included under standard forms of EM&V savings 
calculations. Sections of Protocol L identify three types of NEBs calculations: 

• Protocol L1: non-energy benefits for electricity, natural gas, and liquid propane (other 
fuels); 

• Protocol L2: non-energy benefits for water savings; and 

• Protocol L3: non-energy benefits of avoided and deferred equipment replacement costs 
(ADRC). 

Protocol L1: Non-Energy Benefits for Electricity, Natural Gas, and Liquid Propane 

Measures installed through Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) energy efficiency programs 
occasionally generate savings for multiple fuel types. NEBs are calculated for other fuels (i.e., 
not electricity) not supplied by EAL when the EM&V team can identify them, and gas utilities 
cannot claim the savings. Projects delivered jointly through EAL and gas utilities cannot provide 
other fuel NEBs to EAL, as the respective gas utility already claims the gas savings. These 
other fuels typically include natural gas and propane.120 Such calculations multiply the additional 
benefits of other fuels by the present value of the avoided cost-per-unit energy savings. The 
analysis of other fuel NEBs uses the following equation: 

𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 × 𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 

Where: 

Benefit = avoided economic costs per unit of energy savings of the other fuel 
savings over the lifetime of the measure, expressed in current dollars 

Energy savings = annual number of other fuel kilowatt-hours, therms, or gallons of 
propane saved per measure installed 

Avoided costs = present value of the avoided cost-per-unit energy saving 

 

 
120 Propane savings = therm savings * 1.1. 
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17.0 NON-ENERGY BENEFITS

The key measure of success for electric energy efficiency programs is the direct savings
achieved in energy (kilowatt-hours, kWh) and demand (kilowatts, kW). However, the energy
efficiency industry recognizes that other benefits related to the implementation of these
measures exist. These additional benefits can include reductions in maintenance, water usage,
wastewater needs, fossil fuel consumption, arrearages, terminations and reconnections, cooling
loads due to the reduced heat inputs, and potentially even insurance premiums. These benefits
can account for increases in health, safety, comfort, property values, and even productivity.

In 2015, the Arkansas Public Service Commission issued a directive to the Independent
Evaluation Monitor to establish an approach for quantifying non-energy benefits (NEB) in cases
where they are material and quantifiable. Technical Reference Manual (TRM) Evaluation,
Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) Protocol L (Protocol L) provides a framework and
orientation for quantifying benefits not included under standard forms of EM&V savings
calculations. Sections of Protocol L identify three types of NEBs calculations:

0 Protocol L1: non-energy benefits for electricity, natural gas, and liquid propane (other
fuels);

0 Protocol L2: non-energy benefits for water savings; and

0 Protocol L3: non-energy benefits of avoided and deferred equipment replacement costs
(ADRC).

Protocol L1: Non-Energy Benefits for Electricity, Natural Gas, and Liquid Propane

Measures installed through Entergy Arkansas, LLC’s (EAL) energy efficiency programs
occasionally generate savings for multiple fuel types. NEBs are calculated for other fuels (i.e.,
not electricity) not supplied by EAL when the EM&V team can identify them, and gas utilities
cannot claim the savings. Projects delivered jointly through EAL and gas utilities cannot provide
other fuel NEBs to EAL, as the respective gas utility already claims the gas savings. These
other fuels typically include natural gas and propane.120 Such calculations multiply the additional
benefits of other fuels by the present value of the avoided cost-per—unit energy savings. The
analysis of other fuel NEBs uses the following equation:

Benefit = Energy Savings X Avoided Other Fuel Costs

Where:

Benefit = avoided economic costs per unit of energy savings of the other fuel
savings over the lifetime of the measure, expressed in current dollars

Energy savings = annual number of other fuel kilowatt-hours, therms, or gallons of
propane saved per measure installed

Avoided costs = present value of the avoided cost-per—unit energy saving

12° Propane savings = therm savings * 1.1.
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Protocol L2: Non-Energy Benefits for Water Savings 

Some energy efficiency measures reduce water and wastewater consumption. NEBs 
calculations for water savings use an algorithm to estimate the value of avoided water and 
wastewater consumption due to measures installed in energy efficiency programs. Program 
year (PY) 2021 (PY2021) marginal water rates were $0.00841 (residential) and $0.00726 
(commercial) per gallon.121 The EM&V team multiplied projects' total gallons by these rates to 
obtain total avoided costs. 

The calculation of avoided costs resulting from water savings uses the following equation: 

𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 × 𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 

Where: 

Benefit  = avoided cost of water and water savings (per gallon) over the 
lifetime of the measure, expressed in current dollars 

Water savings = annual number of gallons saved per measure installed 

Avoided water costs = present value of the avoided costs-per-unit energy saving 

 

Protocol L3: Non-Energy Benefits of Avoided and Deferred Equipment 
Replacement Costs122 

The EM&V team quantified ADRCs by estimating the future value of the current price of not 
replacing a less-energy efficient piece of equipment with a more energy-efficient piece of 
equipment. This calculation accounts for the disparity between the estimated useful life (EUL) of 
baseline measures and their more efficient replacements. There are two main types of ADRCs: 
replace-on-burnout (ROB) and early replacement (ER); many of the NEBs identified for each 
measure in EAL's portfolio fall under the ER category.  

17.1 CALCULATION INPUTS 

The NEBs calculations for EAL's 2021 energy efficiency portfolio use the static inputs presented 
in Table 223. Where appropriate, prices have been updated to 2021 dollars using a 
compounding annual inflation rate of 2.09 percent. 

Table 223. PY2021 Static Non-Energy Benefit Parameters 

Parameter Value Source 

Nominal discount rate 6.33% EAL 

Inflation rate 2.09% EAL 

Real discount rate 4.15% Equation 3 

 
121 Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume 1: Section L2, Table 9. 
122 The EM&V team, in coordination with EAL and implementers, convened a NEBs working group during 

PY2021 to establish consensus definitions, methodologies, and protocols for the identification and 
calculation of avoided and deferred replacement costs across EAL’s portfolio, including processes for 
efficiently identifying, estimating, or verifying ADRCs associated with custom projects. 
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Protocol L2: Non-Energy Benefits for Water Savings

Some energy efficiency measures reduce water and wastewater consumption. NEBs
calculations for water savings use an algorithm to estimate the value of avoided water and
wastewater consumption due to measures installed in energy efficiency programs. Program
year (PY) 2021 (PY2021) marginal water rates were $000841 (residential) and $000726
(commercial) per gallon.121 The EM&V team multiplied projects' total gallons by these rates to
obtain total avoided costs.

The calculation of avoided costs resulting from water savings uses the following equation:

Benefit = Water Savings X Avoided Water Costs

Where:

Benefit = avoided cost of water and water savings (per gallon) over the
lifetime of the measure, expressed in current dollars

Water savings = annual number of gallons saved per measure installed

Avoided water costs = present value of the avoided costs-per—unit energy saving

Protocol L3: Non-Energy Benefits of Avoided and Deferred Equipment
Replacement Costs122

The EM&V team quantified ADRCs by estimating the future value of the current price of not
replacing a less-energy efficient piece of equipment with a more energy-efficient piece of
equipment. This calculation accounts for the disparity between the estimated useful life (EUL) of
baseline measures and their more efficient replacements. There are two main types of ADRCs:
replace-on-burnout (ROB) and early replacement (ER); many of the NEBs identified for each
measure in EAL's portfolio fall under the ER category.

17.1 CALCULATION INPUTS

The NEBs calculations for EAL's 2021 energy efficiency portfolio use the static inputs presented
in Table 223. Where appropriate, prices have been updated to 2021 dollars using a
compounding annual inflation rate of 2.09 percent.

Table 223. PY2021 Static Non-Energy Benefit Parameters

—_
Nominal discount rate 6.33% EAL

Inflation rate 2.09% EAL

Real discount rate 4.15% Equation 3

121 Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume 1: Section L2, Table 9.
122 The EM&V team, in coordination with EAL and implementers, convened a NEBs working group during

PY2021 to establish consensus definitions, methodologies, and protocols for the identification and
calculation of avoided and deferred replacement costs across EAL’s portfolio, including processes for
efficiently identifying, estimating, or verifying ADRCs associated with custom projects.
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Parameter Value Source 

Propane $2.38 per gallon Arkansas TRM 8.2 (TRM 8.2)  
(2021 dollars) 

Natural gas $0.58 per therm EAL 2017; updated to 2021 dollars 

Water (residential) $0.00841 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars) 

Water (commercial) $0.00726 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars) 

Water (unknown) $0.00786 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars) 

Net-to-gross (NTG) ratio Variable by program and 
measure 

EM&V team research 

 

Equation 3. Real Discount Rate 

𝑅𝐷𝑅 =  
(0.0633 − 0.0209)

(1 + 0.0209)
= 0.0415 

 

Equation 4. Compound Interest 

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒2020 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑦 (1 +
𝑖

(2021 − 𝑦)
)

2021−𝑦

 

Where: 

 Pricey  = original price in year y 

 i  = inflation rate 

 y  = year corresponding to original price  

The EM&V team employed algorithms defined in TRM 8.2 for each measure and NEB category. 
The EM&V team adapted the Excel-based calculator created by the Parties Working 
Collaboratively (PWC) to be R-compatible. Using this calculator, the EM&V team estimated the 
avoided and deferred replacement costs of installed measures, using a dual baseline when 
warranted under TRM 8.2. 
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Propane $2.38 per gallon Arkansas TRM 8.2 (TRM 8.2)
(2021 dollars)

Natural gas $0.58 per therm EAL 2017; updated to 2021 dollars

Water (residential) $000841 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars)

Water (commercial) $000726 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars)

Water (unknown) $000786 per gallon TRM 8.2 (2021 dollars)

Net-to-gross (NTG) ratio Variable by program and EM&V team research
measure

Equation 3. Real Discount Rate

RDR _ (0.0633 — 0.0209) _ 0 0415
_ (1 + 0.0209) _ '

Equation 4. Compound Interest

2021—y
Pricezozo = PriCEy (1 +m)

Where:

Pricey = original price in year y

i = inflation rate

y = year corresponding to original price

The EM&V team employed algorithms defined in TRM 8.2 for each measure and NEB category.
The EM&V team adapted the Excel-based calculator created by the Parties Working
Collaboratively (PWC) to be R-compatible. Using this calculator, the EM&V team estimated the
avoided and deferred replacement costs of installed measures, using a dual baseline when
warranted under TRM 8.2.
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17.2 IDENTIFICATION OF NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN THE PY2021 
PORTFOLIO 

Using data extracts from the tracking system,123 the EM&V team identified energy-efficient 
measures offered to customers through EAL's portfolio of energy efficiency programs and 
determined which type(s) of NEBs are attributable to each measure. Table 224 and Table 225 
summarize EAL's PY2021 portfolio measures and NEBs the EM&V team calculated for each 
measure. The table also provides the relevant TRM subsection for each measure used to 
calculate primary energy impacts and NEBs. 
 

Table 224. Non-Energy Benefits by Measure (Residential Sector) 

Measure 
Water 

reduction 
Other 

fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 
TRM 8.2,  

Vol. 2 subsection 

Advanced strips 

   

2.4.4 

Air conditioner tune-up 

   

2.1.5 

Air infiltration 

 

✓ 

 

2.2.9 

Ceiling insulation 

 

✓ 

 

2.2.2 

Duct sealing—air conditioner (AC) 
with resistance heat 

   

2.1.11 

Duct sealing—electric cooling 

 

✓ 

 

2.1.11 

Duct sealing—heat pump 

   

2.1.11 

Duct sealing electric resistance 
no cooling 

   

2.1.11 

Efficient hot water heaters    2.3.1 

ENERGY STAR® dehumidifiers 

   

2.4.6 

ENERGY STAR freezers    N/A 

ENERGY STAR directional  
light-emitting diode (LED) 

 

✓ ✓ 2.5.1.3 

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional 
LEDs 

 

✓ ✓ 2.5.1.4 

ENERGY STAR pool pumps 

   

2.4.5 

ENERGY STAR room air-
cleaners 

   

2.4.7 

ENERGY STAR window AC 
replacement 

   2.1.10 

Faucet aerators ✓ ✓ 

 

2.3.4 

Hard-wired LED fixtures 

 

✓ ✓ 2.5.1.3 

Heat pump tune-up 

   

2.1.5 

Low-flow showerheads ✓ ✓ 

 

2.3.5 

 
123 Files for analysis were downloaded in February 2022 and contain finalized PY2021 data. 
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17.2 IDENTIFICATION OF NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN THE PY2021
PORTFOLIO

Using data extracts from the tracking system,123 the EM&V team identified energy-efficient
measures offered to customers through EAL's portfolio of energy efficiency programs and
determined which type(s) of NEBs are attributable to each measure. Table 224 and Table 225
summarize EAL's PY2021 portfolio measures and NEBs the EM&V team calculated for each
measure. The table also provides the relevant TRM subsection for each measure used to
calculate primary energy impacts and NEBs.

Table 224. Non-Energy Benefits by Measure (Residential Sector)

Water Avoided/deferred TRM 8.2,
reduction replacement costs Vol. 2 subsection

Advanced strips

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—air conditioner (AC)
with resistance heat

Duct sealing—electric cooling

Duct sealing—heat pump

Duct sealing electric resistance
no cooling

Efficient hot water heaters

ENERGY STAR® dehumidifiers

ENERGY STAR freezers

ENERGY STAR directional
light-emitting diode (LED)

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional
LEDs

ENERGY STAR pool pumps

ENERGY STAR room air-
cleaners

ENERGY STAR window AC
replacement

Faucet aerators

Hard-wired LED fixtures

Heat pump tune-up

Low-flow showerheads

2.4.4

2.1.5

2.2.9

2.2.2

2.1.11

2.1.11

2.1.11

2.1.11

2.3.1

2.4.6

N/A

2.5.1.3

2.5.1.4

2.4.5

2.4.7

2.1.10

2.3.4

2.5.1.3

2.1.5

2.3.5

123 Files for analysis were downloaded in February 2022 and contain finalized PY2021 data.
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Measure 
Water 

reduction 
Other 

fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 
TRM 8.2,  

Vol. 2 subsection 

Smart thermostats 

 

✓ 

 

2.1.12 

Variable frequency drive    N/A 

Table 225. Non-Energy Benefits by Measure (Commercial Sector) 

Measure 
Water 

reduction 
Other 

fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 
TRM 8.2, Vol. 2 

subsection 

Commercial AC/HP tune-up   

 

3.1.7 

Commercial door air infiltration  ✓  3.2.11 

Commercial showerheads ✓ ✓  3.3.5 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostats  ✓  N/A 

Continuous energy improvement  ✓  N/A 

Custom—heating and cooling  ✓  N/A 

Custom—non-heating and 
cooling 

 ✓  N/A 

Custom controls  ✓  N/A 

Custom—non-lighting  ✓  N/A 

Electronically commutated motors 
for refrigeration 

   3.4.1 

Evaporator fan controls    3.7.10 

Faucet aerators ✓ ✓  3.3.2 

Halogens    3.6.3 

High-efficiency battery chargers 

 

 

 

3.6.3 

High-intensity discharge (HID) 
lamps 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Integrated-ballast compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFL) 

 ✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps  ✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

LEDs  ✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Lighting controls  ✓ 

 

3.6.3 

Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves ✓ 

  

3.8.11 

Low-flow showerheads ✓   3.3.5 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium 
T8 retrofit of T12 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Midstream: exterior fixtures 

  

✓ 3.6.3 

Midstream: interior fixtures 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Midstream: interior lamps 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

470

Water Avoided/deferred TRM 8.2,
reduction replacement costs Vol. 2 subsection

Smart thermostats

Variable frequency drive

/ 2.1.12

N/A

Table 225. Non-Energy Benefits by Measure (Commercial Sector)

Water Avoided/deferred TRM 8.2, Vol. 2
reduction replacement costs subsection

Commercial AC/HP tune-up

Commercial door air infiltration

Commercial showerheads

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostats

Continuous energy improvement

Custom—heating and cooling

Custom—non-heating and
cooling

Custom controls

Custom—non-lighting

Electronically commutated motors
for refrigeration

Evaporator fan controls

Faucet aerators

Halogens

High-efficiency battery chargers

High-intensity discharge (HID)
lamps

Integrated-ballast compact
fluorescent lamps (CFL)

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

Lighting controls

Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves

Low-flow showerheads

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium
T8 retrofit of T12

Midstream: exterior fixtures

Midstream: interior fixtures

Midstream: interior lamps

\
\
\
\
\
\

\
\

\

\

3.1.7

3.2.11

3.3.5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.4.1

3.7.10

3.3.2

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.8.11

3.3.5

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3

3.6.3
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Measure 
Water 

reduction 
Other 

fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 
TRM 8.2, Vol. 2 

subsection 

Modular CFLs and cold cathode 
fluorescent lamp (CCFL) 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Occupancy-based PTHP/PTAC 
controls (packaged terminal heat 
pump/packaged terminal air 
conditioner) 

 ✓  3.1.14 

Other linear fluorescents 

 

✓ ✓ 3.6.3 

Refrigeration door gaskets 

   

3.7.8 

Refrigeration strip curtains 

   

3.7.7 

Unitary and split system AC/HP 
equipment  

   

3.1.18 

Variable frequency drives 

   

N/A 

Water-chilling equipment—air-
cooled 

   

3.1.19 

Water-chilling equipment—water-
cooled centrifugal 

   

3.1.19 

Zero energy doors    3.7.9 

17.3 NON-ENERGY BENEFITS METHODOLOGIES 

Below we describe the methodologies used by the EM&V team to calculate savings associated 
with three primary categories of NEBs: ADRCs (associated with lighting measures), NEBs for 
water savings, and NEBs for other fuels. Note that all NEBs calculations are at the program-by-
measure level for which the EM&V team conducted NTG research. To ensure that we present 
net NEBs in the final results, we multiply the calculations detailed below by NTG ratios at the 
program-by-measure level.   

17.3.1 Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs: Lighting Measures 

Installed energy-efficient lighting may have a longer EUL than the inefficient/baseline equipment 
it replaced. Customers avoid replacing the technology that would have been present absent the 
efficient equipment over the efficient equipment's lifetime (avoided replacement costs). When 
customers replace energy-using equipment before the end of its functional life, this ER 
accelerates the replacement cycle, deferring the replacement of baseline equipment (deferred 
replacement costs).  

Participants in energy efficiency programs can receive energy-efficient lighting technologies. 
Typically, these technologies have longer-rated lives than the baseline technologies they 
replace. For example, consider a customer with incandescent lamps throughout their home that 
they replace with LED lamps. Incandescent lamps have a rated measure life that is one-eighth 
the life of an LED lamp. Had the customer not participated in an energy-efficient lighting 
program, they would have replaced the incandescent lamp with one-eighth the life of an LED 
lamp eight times over the LED lamp's life. This longevity affords the customer savings in 
replacement costs they would have incurred in the program's absence. Therefore, efficient 
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Water Avoided/deferred TRM 8.2, Vol. 2
reduction replacement costs subsection

1/Modular CFLs and cold cathode \/ 3.6.3
fluorescent lamp (CCFL)

Occupancy-based PTHP/PTAC \/ 3.1.14
controls (packaged terminal heat
pump/packaged terminal air
conditioner)

Other linear fluorescents \/ V 3.6.3

Refrigeration door gaskets 3.7.8

Refrigeration strip curtains 3.7.7

Unitary and split system AC/HP 3.1.18
equipment

Variable frequency drives N/A

Water-chilling equipment—air- 3.1.19
cooled

Water-chilling equipment—water- 3.1.19
cooled centrifugal

Zero energy doors 3.7.9

17.3 NON-ENERGY BENEFITS METHODOLOGIES

Below we describe the methodologies used by the EM&V team to calculate savings associated
with three primary categories of NEBs: ADRCs (associated with lighting measures), NEBs for
water savings, and NEBs for other fuels. Note that all NEBs calculations are at the program-by-
measure level for which the EM&V team conducted NTG research. To ensure that we present
net NEBs in the final results, we multiply the calculations detailed below by NTG ratios at the
program-by—measure level.

17.3.1 Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs: Lighting Measures

Installed energy-efficient lighting may have a longer EUL than the inefficient/baseline equipment
it replaced. Customers avoid replacing the technology that would have been present absent the
efficient equipment over the efficient equipment's lifetime (avoided replacement costs). When
customers replace energy-using equipment before the end of its functional life, this ER
accelerates the replacement cycle, deferring the replacement of baseline equipment (deferred
replacement costs).

Participants in energy efficiency programs can receive energy-efficient lighting technologies.
Typically, these technologies have longer-rated lives than the baseline technologies they
replace. For example, consider a customer with incandescent lamps throughout their home that
they replace with LED lamps. Incandescent lamps have a rated measure life that is one-eighth
the life of an LED lamp. Had the customer not participated in an energy-efficient lighting
program, they would have replaced the incandescent lamp with one-eighth the life of an LED
lamp eight times over the LED lamp's life. This longevity affords the customer savings in
replacement costs they would have incurred in the program's absence. Therefore, efficient
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lighting technology comes with savings from avoided replacement. The extent of these savings 
depends on the baseline lighting technology replaced and the efficient technology's lifetime 
replacing it. 

Baseline technology assumptions for efficient lighting technologies depend on whether efficient 
lighting is installed at a residential or commercial site. Residential customers have baseline 
lighting assumed based on Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) guidelines. The 
current EISA baseline is halogen or incandescent lighting. In 2022, the Arkansas TRM baseline 
will switch to CFLs or CFL equivalents. Commercial customers currently have deferred 
replacement costs based on baseline lighting technologies before replacement with efficient 
lighting.  

17.3.1.1 Deferred Replacement Cost Equations 

Equations below detail the deferred replacement costs for ER and ROB projects. Equation 5 
and Equation 6 below relate to deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting 
technologies with static baseline technologies.  
 

Equation 5. Deferred Replacement Cost—Replace-on-Burnout, Static Baseline 

𝑅𝑂𝐵𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = {
1 − [(1 + 𝑅𝐷𝑅)𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒−𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓]

[(1 + 𝑅𝐷𝑅)𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒] − 1
} ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 

 
 

Equation 6. Deferred Replacement Cost—Early Retirement, Static Baseline 

𝐸𝑅𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = {
[(1 + 𝑅𝐷𝑅)𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒−𝑅𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 − (1 + 𝑅𝐷𝑅)𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒−𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓]

[(1 + 𝑅𝐷𝑅)𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒] − 1
} ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 

 
 
Inputs contained in the above equations correspond with the following: 

𝑅𝐷𝑅 = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, corresponding with Equation 3. 

𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝐴𝑂𝐻 ∗ 𝑃𝐴𝐹
 

𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝐴𝑂𝐻 ∗ 𝑃𝐴𝐹
 

Where: 

𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 corresponds with the rated life in hours associated with the baseline 
lighting technology—see Table 226 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 corresponds with the rated life in hours associated with efficient 
lighting technology—see Table 226 

𝐴𝑂𝐻 = 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠, the annual operating hours of the site receiving 
efficient lighting technology—see Table 226 
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lighting technology comes with savings from avoided replacement. The extent of these savings
depends on the baseline lighting technology replaced and the efficient technology's lifetime
replacing it.

Baseline technology assumptions for efficient lighting technologies depend on whether efficient
lighting is installed at a residential or commercial site. Residential customers have baseline
lighting assumed based on Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) guidelines. The
current EISA baseline is halogen or incandescent lighting. In 2022, the Arkansas TRM baseline
will switch to CFLs or CFL equivalents. Commercial customers currently have deferred
replacement costs based on baseline lighting technologies before replacement with efficient
lighting.

17.3.1.1 Deferred Replacement Cost Equations

Equations below detail the deferred replacement costs for ER and ROB projects. Equation 5
and Equation 6 below relate to deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting
technologies with static baseline technologies.

Equation 5. Deferred Replacement Cost—Replace-on-Burnout, Static Baseline

1 — [(1 + RDR)EULbase-EULeff]
ROBStatic = [(1 + RDR)EULbase] _ 1 * COStbase

Equation 6. Deferred Replacement Cost—Early Retirement, Static Baseline

(1 + RDR)EULbuse_RULbase _ (1 + RDR)EULbuse_EULeff]

[(1 + RDR)EULbase] — 1
[

ERStatiC = { * COStbase

Inputs contained in the above equations correspond with the following:

RDR = real discount rate, corresponding with Equation 3.

BaselineLifeHours
AOH * PAF

EfficientLifeHours
AOH * PAF

EULbase =

EULeff =

Where:

BaselineLifeHours corresponds with the rated life in hours associated with the baseline
lighting technology—see Table 226

EfficientLifeHours corresponds with the rated life in hours associated with efficient
lighting technology—see Table 226

AOH = Annual Operating Hours, the annual operating hours of the site receiving
efficient lighting technology—see Table 226
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𝑃𝐴𝐹 = 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟, adjustments to lighting power corresponding with the 
existence of lighting controls—equal to one for all lighting projects in the tracking system  

𝑅𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝐸𝑈𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

3
 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 corresponds to the total replacement costs for the baseline lighting 
technology—see Table 226. 

17.3.1.2 Residential Lighting 

EAL's residential programs offer LED lighting to residential customers. When computing 
deferred replacement costs, the EM&V team utilized assumptions about efficient lighting 
measures’ lives contained within TRM 8.2. The PWC and IEM deemed replacement costs for 
residential lighting projects, excluding labor costs of replacement. Therefore, replacement costs 
used throughout avoided and deferred replacement costs for residential lighting projects are in 
the material cost column of Table 226.  

For residential lighting projects, deferred replacement cost calculations followed the following 
logic: 

Early Retirement Versus Replace-on-Burnout 

Deferred replacement cost calculations will differ based on whether the lighting project was an 
ER or ROB. For the Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and 
Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs, all lighting projects in the tracking system file 
extracts were ER. All ER projects have baseline technology with a remaining useful life. The 
EM&V team assumed a remaining useful life equal to one-third of the baseline technology's 
EUL. The EM&V team used Equation 6 determine deferred replacement costs associated with 
efficient lighting. 

For the Point of Purchase Solutions program, all lighting projects in the tracking system file 
extracts were ROB. In this case, no remaining useful life exists for the baseline technology. The 
EM&V team used Equation 5 to determine deferred replacement costs associated with efficient 
lighting. 

17.3.1.3 Commercial Lighting 

The EM&V team's methodologies used to determine deferred replacement costs for commercial 
projects are detailed below. The EM&V team worked with CLEAResult to understand the 
tracking system inputs and how they relate to deferred replacement cost calculations for each 
commercial project. Table 226 highlights lighting and lighting assumptions used by CLEAResult 
and the EM&V team for commercial lighting projects. For commercial lighting projects, 
replacement costs are broken into indoor or outdoor replacement costs within the table. We 
highlight how these parameters, alongside other parameters and assumptions, enter into the 
deferred replacement cost calculations below. 
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PAF = Power Adjustment Factor, adjustments to lighting power corresponding with the
existence of lighting controls—equal to one for all lighting projects in the tracking system

EULbase

3RULbase =

COStBase corresponds to the total replacement costs for the baseline lighting
technology—see Table 226.

17.3.1.2 Residential Lighting

EAL's residential programs offer LED lighting to residential customers. When computing
deferred replacement costs, the EM&V team utilized assumptions about efficient lighting
measures’ lives contained within TRM 8.2. The PWC and IEM deemed replacement costs for
residential lighting projects, excluding labor costs of replacement. Therefore, replacement costs
used throughout avoided and deferred replacement costs for residential lighting projects are in
the material cost column of Table 226.

For residential lighting projects, deferred replacement cost calculations followed the following
logic:

Early Retirement Versus Replace-on-Burnout

Deferred replacement cost calculations will differ based on whether the lighting project was an
ER or ROB. For the Home Energy Solutions, Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes, and
Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes programs, all lighting projects in the tracking system file
extracts were ER. All ER projects have baseline technology with a remaining useful life. The
EM&V team assumed a remaining useful life equal to one-third of the baseline technology's
EUL. The EM&V team used Equation 6 determine deferred replacement costs associated with
efficient lighting.

For the Point of Purchase Solutions program, all lighting projects in the tracking system file
extracts were ROB. In this case, no remaining useful life exists for the baseline technology. The
EM&V team used Equation 5 to determine deferred replacement costs associated with efficient
lighting.

17.3.1.3 Commercial Lighting

The EM&V team's methodologies used to determine deferred replacement costs for commercial
projects are detailed below. The EM&V team worked with CLEAResult to understand the
tracking system inputs and how they relate to deferred replacement cost calculations for each
commercial project. Table 226 highlights lighting and lighting assumptions used by CLEAResult
and the EM&V team for commercial lighting projects. For commercial lighting projects,
replacement costs are broken into indoor or outdoor replacement costs within the table. We
highlight how these parameters, alongside other parameters and assumptions, enter into the
deferred replacement cost calculations below.
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Table 226. PY2021 CLEAResult Measure Life and Fixture Cost by Fixture Type 

Fixture type 
Life 

(hours)  
Material 

cost 
Labor 

rate 
Indoor 
hours 

Outdoor 
hours 

Indoor 
replacement 

costs 

Outdoor 
replacement 

costs 

CFL exit sign 
(self-ballasted 
pin) 

10,000 $2.53 $59.83  0.08 0.08  $7.51   $7.51  

CFL pin lamp 11,111 $7.42  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $12.41   $12.41  

Integrated-ballast 
CFL lamp 

10,000 $8.07  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $13.06   $13.06  

Halogen  1,930 $4.21  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $9.19   $9.19  

High-pressure 
sodium 

33,429 $66.16  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $83.84   $101.52  

Incandescent 
(use A-lamp) 

2,722 $1.19  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $6.17   $6.17  

Induction 100,000 $278.28  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $295.95   $313.63  

LED exit sign 50,000 $15.63  $59.83  0.25 0.25  $30.59   $30.59  

LED fixture 50,000 $280.86  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $298.54   $316.21  

Integrated-ballast 
LED lamp 

20,000 $12.88  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $17.87   $17.87  

LED tube lamp 50,000 $16.09  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $21.08   $21.08  

Metal halide 14,000 $71.16  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $88.84   $106.52  

Mercury vapor 14,000 $108.33  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $126.00   $143.68  

Non-high-output 
T5 lamp 

19,500 $20.04  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $25.02   $25.02  

High-output T5 
lamp 

28,500 $20.42  $70.71  0.25 0.50  $38.09   $55.77  

T12 (assume the 
same as T8) 

27,000 $26.92  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $31.90   $31.90  

CEE T8 28,500 $14.93  $59.83  0.08 0.08  $19.92   $19.92  

 
Annual Operating Hours 

Annual operating hours (AOH) for commercial projects vary depending on whether they had 
stipulated or deemed savings. Projects with stipulated savings have AOH directly entered into 
the tracking system. Therefore, these values were used in the equations highlighted above 
when determining deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting. Projects with 
deemed savings required the use of AOH based on building type. AOH was extracted directly 
from TRM 8.2 Volume 2, Table 387, and matched the building type identifiers in the tracking 
system. Table 227 provides a mapping of AOH to building type. The EM&V team merged this 
information onto lighting projects with deemed savings. The resulting building-type-specific AOH 
were used in the equations highlighted above to determine deferred replacement costs 
associated with efficient lighting.  
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Table 226. PY2021 CLEAResult Measure Life and Fixture Cost by Fixture Type

Life Material Labor Indoor Outdoor
Fixture type (hours) cost rate hours hours

CFL exit sign
(self-ballasted
pin)
CFL pin lamp

Integrated-ballast
CFL lamp

Halogen

High-pressure
sodium

Incandescent
(use A—lamp)

Induction

LED exit sign

LED fixture

Integrated-ballast
LED lamp

LED tube lamp

Metal halide

Mercury vapor

Non-high-output
T5 lamp

High-output T5
lamp

T12 (assume the
same as T8)

CEE T8

10,000

11,111

10,000

1,930

33,429

2,722

100,000

50,000

50,000

20,000

50,000

14,000

14,000

19,500

28,500

27,000

28,500

Annual Operating Hours

$2.53

$7.42

$8.07

$4.21

$66.16

$1.19

$278.28

$15.63

$280.86

$12.88

$16.09

$71.16

$108.33

$20.04

$20.42

$26.92

$14.93

$59.83

$59.83

$59.83

$59.83

$70.71

$59.83

$70.71

$59.83

$70.71

$59.83

$59.83

$70.71

$70.71

$59.83

$70.71

$59.83

$59.83

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.25

0.08

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.08

0.08

0.25

0.25

0.08

0.25

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.50

0.08

0.50

0.25

0.50

0.08

0.08

0.50

0.50

0.08

0.50

0.08

0.08

Indoor
replacement

costs

$7.51

$12.41

$13.06

$9.19

$83.84

$6.17

$295.95

$30.59

$298.54

$17.87

$21.08

$88.84

$126.00

$25.02

$38.09

$31.90

$19.92

Outdoor
replacement

costs

$7.51

$12.41

$13.06

$9.19

$101.52

$6.17

$313.63

$30.59

$316.21

$17.87

$21.08

$106.52

$143.68

$25.02

$55.77

$31.90

$19.92

Annual operating hours (AOH) for commercial projects vary depending on whether they had
stipulated or deemed savings. Projects with stipulated savings have AOH directly entered into
the tracking system. Therefore, these values were used in the equations highlighted above
when determining deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting. Projects with
deemed savings required the use of AOH based on building type. AOH was extracted directly
from TRM 8.2 Volume 2, Table 387, and matched the building type identifiers in the tracking
system. Table 227 provides a mapping of AOH to building type. The EM&V team merged this
information onto lighting projects with deemed savings. The resulting building-type-specific AOH
were used in the equations highlighted above to determine deferred replacement costs
associated with efficient lighting.
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Table 227. PY2021 Annual Operating Hours by Building Type 

Building description AOH Coincidence factor 

All building types: exit signs* 8,760  1.00 

All building types: outdoor*  3,996  0.00 

Education: K–12, without summer session 2,777  0.47 

Education: college, university, vocational, daycare, 
and K–12 with summer session 

3,577  0.69 

Food sales: non-24-hour supermarket/retail 4,706  0.95 

Food sales: 24-hour supermarket/retail 6,900  0.95 

Food service: fast food 6,188  0.81 

Food service: sit-down restaurant 4,368  0.81 

Health care: out-patient 3,386  0.77 

Health care: in-patient 5,730  0.78 

Lodging (hotel/motel/dorm): common areas 6,630  0.82 

Lodging (hotel/motel/dorm): rooms 3,055  0.25 

Manufacturing—1 and 2 shifts 4,547  0.64 

Manufacturing—3 shifts  6,631  0.89 

Multifamily housing: common areas 4,772  0.87 

Nursing and resident care 4,271  0.78 

Office 3,227  0.54 

Outdoor athletic fields 503  0.00 

Parking structure 7,884  1.00 

Public assembly 2,638  0.56 

Public order and safety 3,472  0.75 

Religious 1,824  0.53 

Retail: excluding malls and strip centers 3,668  0.69 

Retail: enclosed mall 4,813  0.93 

Retail: strip shopping and non-enclosed mall 3,965  0.90 

Service (excluding food) 3,406  0.90 

Warehouse: non-refrigerated 3,501  0.77 

Warehouse: refrigerated 3,798  0.84 

Baseline 

Deferred replacement costs were computed using a static baseline. Depending on whether the 
project was ROB or ER, the EM&V team used Equation 5 (ROB) or Equation 6 (ER). 

Early Retirement Versus Replace-on-Burnout 
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Table 227. PY2021 Annual Operating Hours by Building Type

Building description AOH Coincidence factor

All building types: exit signs* 8,760 1.00

All building types: outdoor* 3,996 0.00

Education: K—12, without summer session 2,777 0.47

Education: college, university, vocational, daycare, 3,577 0.69
and K—12 with summer session

Food sales: non-24-hour supermarket/retail 4,706 0.95

Food sales: 24-hour supermarket/retail 6,900 0.95

Food service: fast food 6,188 0.81

Food service: sit-down restaurant 4,368 0.81

Health care: out-patient 3,386 0.77

Health care: in-patient 5,730 0.78

Lodging (hotel/motel/dorm): common areas 6,630 0.82

Lodging (hotel/motel/dorm): rooms 3,055 0.25

Manufacturing—1 and 2 shifts 4,547 0.64

Manufacturing—3 shifts 6,631 0.89

Multifamily housing: common areas 4,772 0.87

Nursing and resident care 4,271 0.78

Office 3,227 0.54

Outdoor athletic fields 503 0.00

Parking structure 7,884 1.00

Public assembly 2,638 0.56

Public order and safety 3,472 0.75

Religious 1,824 0.53

Retail: excluding malls and strip centers 3,668 0.69

Retail: enclosed mall 4,813 0.93

Retail: strip shopping and non-enclosed mall 3,965 0.90

Service (excluding food) 3,406 0.90

Warehouse: non-refrigerated 3,501 0.77

Warehouse: refrigerated 3,798 0.84

BaseHne

Deferred replacement costs were computed using a static baseline. Depending on whether the
project was ROB or ER, the EM&V team used Equation 5 (ROB) or Equation 6 (ER).

Early Retirement Versus Replace-on-Burnout
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Deferred replacement cost calculations will differ based on whether the lighting project was ER 
or ROB. All lighting projects that are not new construction projects are retrofits. Retrofit projects 
in the tracking system explicitly assume that the ER of the baseline lighting technology took 
place when EAL conducted each project. The EM&V team presumed a remaining useful life 
equal to one-third of the baseline technology's EUL. The EM&V team used Equation 6 to 
determine deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting. 

For new construction efficient lighting projects, these projects had the same assumptions as 
ROB. The EM&V team adopted CLEAResult's approach to determining the baseline technology 
that customers would have adopted in the absence of efficient lighting. Table 228 highlights the 
EM&V team's methodology for deciding the baseline lighting depending on the new construction 
efficient lighting technology. Equation 5 was used to determine the deferred replacement costs. 

Table 228. PY2021 Baseline Lighting for New Construction Projects 

Efficient lighting technology Efficient wattage Baseline lighting technology 

LED fixture Less than 26 W One-lamp T8 fixture 

LED fixture Between 26 W and 59 W Two-lamp T8 fixture 

LED fixture Greater than 60 W HID—metal halide fixture 

Integrated-ballast LED lamp Any wattage Integrated-ballast CFL lamp 

LED tube lamp Less than 26 W One T8 lamp 

LED tube lamp Greater than 26 W One T5 high-output lamp 

Generic fixture/lamp, exterior, not 
screw-in 

Any wattage Metal halide fixture/lamp 

Generic fixture/lamp, interior or 
exterior, not LED or induction 

Any wattage No baseline—no deferred 
replacement savings 

17.3.2 Non-Energy Benefits for Water Savings 

Some energy efficiency measures reduce water and wastewater consumption. Using TRM 8.2 
Volume 2 subsections highlighted in Table 224 and Table 225, the EM&V team followed TRM 
guidance to deem water savings associated with efficient measures for residential and 
commercial customers. The EM&V team measured water savings in gallons for the first year 
(PY2021) and the lifetime over which the efficient measure may remain installed. To quantify the 
monetary value of water NEBs, the EM&V team put first-year water savings in cost savings by 
multiplying changes in water consumption by their respective prices (contained in Table 223). 
PY2021 marginal water rates were calculated and set at $0.00841 (residential) and $0.00726 
(commercial) per gallon. First-year savings are assumed to be repeated as an annual cash flow 
over the efficient measure's life. To determine lifetime savings in dollars, the EM&V team 
discounted this cash flow using a real discount rate of 4.15 percent (contained in Table 223). 

17.3.3 Non-Energy Benefits for Other Fuels 

Efficient measures occasionally generate savings for multiple fuel types. Conversely, efficient 
measures such as lighting can create a penalty for various fuel types, as heat output from 
efficient lighting is lower than that of baseline lighting technologies typically in place. This lower 
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Deferred replacement cost calculations will differ based on whether the lighting project was ER
or ROB. All lighting projects that are not new construction projects are retrofits. Retrofit projects
in the tracking system explicitly assume that the ER of the baseline lighting technology took
place when EAL conducted each project. The EM&V team presumed a remaining useful life
equal to one-third of the baseline technology's EUL. The EM&V team used Equation 6 to
determine deferred replacement costs associated with efficient lighting.

For new construction efficient lighting projects, these projects had the same assumptions as
ROB. The EM&V team adopted CLEAResult's approach to determining the baseline technology
that customers would have adopted in the absence of efficient lighting. Table 228 highlights the
EM&V team's methodology for deciding the baseline lighting depending on the new construction
efficient lighting technology. Equation 5 was used to determine the deferred replacement costs.

Table 228. PY2021 Baseline Lighting for New Construction Projects

Efficient lighting technology Efficient wattage Baseline lighting technology

LED fixture Less than 26 W One-lamp T8 fixture

LED fixture Between 26 W and 59 W Two-lamp T8 fixture

LED fixture Greater than 60 W HID—metal halide fixture

Integrated-ballast LED lamp Any wattage Integrated-ballast CFL lamp

LED tube lamp Less than 26 W One T8 lamp

LED tube lamp Greater than 26 W One T5 high-output lamp

Generic fixture/lamp, exterior, not Any wattage Metal halide fixture/lamp
screw-in

Generic fixture/lamp, interior or Any wattage No baseline—no deferred
exterior, not LED or induction replacement savings

17.3.2 Non-Energy Benefits for Water Savings

Some energy efficiency measures reduce water and wastewater consumption. Using TRM 8.2
Volume 2 subsections highlighted in Table 224 and Table 225, the EM&V team followed TRM
guidance to deem water savings associated with efficient measures for residential and
commercial customers. The EM&V team measured water savings in gallons for the first year
(PY2021) and the lifetime over which the efficient measure may remain installed. To quantify the
monetary value of water NEBs, the EM&V team put first-year water savings in cost savings by
multiplying changes in water consumption by their respective prices (contained in Table 223).
PY2021 marginal water rates were calculated and set at $0.00841 (residential) and $0.00726
(commercial) per gallon. First-year savings are assumed to be repeated as an annual cash flow
over the efficient measure's life. To determine lifetime savings in dollars, the EM&V team
discounted this cash flow using a real discount rate of 4.15 percent (contained in Table 223).

17.3.3 Non-Energy Benefits for Other Fuels

Efficient measures occasionally generate savings for multiple fuel types. Conversely, efficient
measures such as lighting can create a penalty for various fuel types, as heat output from
efficient lighting is lower than that of baseline lighting technologies typically in place. This lower
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heat output requires more fuel consumption to maintain the same temperature at gas-heated 
sites.  

NEBs for other fuels—including natural gas and propane—were computed for residential and 
commercial projects with fuel savings or penalties. The EM&V team followed TRM guidance to 
deem other fuel savings or penalties associated with efficiency measures. Other fuel savings or 
penalties were quantified only for the projects with fuel savings or penalties that gas utilities had 
not claimed. 

The EM&V team measured other fuel savings (or penalties) in therms or gallons for the first year 
(PY2021) and the lifetime over which the efficient measure may remain installed. To quantify the 
monetary value of other fuel NEBs, first-year savings (or penalties) were calculated in terms of 
cost savings (or penalties) by multiplying changes in consumption of other fuels by their 
respective prices (contained in Table 223). First-year savings are assumed to be repeated as an 
annual cash flow over the efficient measure's life. To determine lifetime savings in dollars, the 
EM&V team discounted this cash flow using a real discount rate of 4.15 percent (contained in 
Table 223). 

17.4 ESTIMATES OF NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN THE PY2021 
PORTFOLIO 

Below we highlight the EM&V team's NEBs findings for PY2021 using the methodologies 
described above. 

17.4.1 Home Energy Solutions 

The Home Energy Solutions program offered 13 unique types of measures for PY2021. The 
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads. Gas NEBs 
were calculated for all lighting measures, air infiltration, ceiling insulation, duct sealing (with 
electric cooling), and smart thermostat measures. Finally, ADRCs were calculated for lighting 
measures, and NEBs were categorized for all measures in this program as ER. Potential gas 
savings resulting from projects jointly delivered with a gas utility were excluded from EAL's 
NEBs estimates (see Table 229 to Table 233). 
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heat output requires more fuel consumption to maintain the same temperature at gas-heated
sites.

NEBs for other fuels—including natural gas and propane—were computed for residential and
commercial projects with fuel savings or penalties. The EM&V team followed TRM guidance to
deem other fuel savings or penalties associated with efficiency measures. Other fuel savings or
penalties were quantified only for the projects with fuel savings or penalties that gas utilities had
not claimed.

The EM&V team measured other fuel savings (or penalties) in therms or gallons for the first year
(PY2021) and the lifetime over which the efficient measure may remain installed. To quantify the
monetary value of other fuel NEBs, first-year savings (or penalties) were calculated in terms of
cost savings (or penalties) by multiplying changes in consumption of other fuels by their
respective prices (contained in Table 223). First-year savings are assumed to be repeated as an
annual cash flow over the efficient measure's life. To determine lifetime savings in dollars, the
EM&V team discounted this cash flow using a real discount rate of4.15 percent (contained in
Table 223).

17.4 ESTIMATES OF NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN THE PY2021
PORTFOLIO

Below we highlight the EM&V team's NEBs findings for PY2021 using the methodologies
described above.

17.4.1 Home Energy Solutions

The Home Energy Solutions program offered 13 unique types of measures for PY2021. The
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads. Gas NEBs
were calculated for all lighting measures, air infiltration, ceiling insulation, duct sealing (with
electric cooling), and smart thermostat measures. Finally, ADRCs were calculated for lighting
measures, and NEBs were categorized for all measures in this program as ER. Potential gas
savings resulting from projects jointly delivered with a gas utility were excluded from EAL's
NEBs estimates (see Table 229 to Table 233).
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Table 229. Home Energy Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced power strips       

Air conditioner tune-up    

Air infiltration  ✓  

Ceiling insulation  ✓  

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat    

Duct sealing—electric cooling  ✓  

Duct sealing—heat pump    

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Faucet aerators ✓   

Heat pump tune-up    

Low-flow showerheads ✓   

Smart thermostats  ✓  

 

Table 230. Gas Savings—Home Energy Solutions 

First-year savings 
(therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings  
(Net present value (NPV)) 

1,502,711 25,920,359 $863,206 $10,965,488 

 

Table 231. Propane Savings—Home Energy Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 5,036  87,153 $11,880 $151,063 

 

Table 232. Water Savings—Home Energy Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 1,147,623   11,476,232   $9,652   $80,926  

 

Table 233. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Home Energy Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$567,045 
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Table 229. Home Energy Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

_-_@reduction replacement costs
Advanced power strips

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration V
Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat

Duct sealing—electric cooling

Duct sealing—heat pump

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs V V
ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs V V
Faucet aerators

Heat pump tune-up

Low-flow showerheads

Smart thermostats ‘/

Table 230. Gas Savings—Home Energy Solutions

First-year savings Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
(therms) (therms) savings (Net present value (NPV))

1,502,711 25,920,359 $863,206 $10,965,488

Table 231. Propane Savings—Home Energy Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

5,036 87,153 $11,880 $151,063

Table 232. Water Savings—Home Energy Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

1,147,623 11,476,232 $9,652 $80,926

Table 233. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Home Energy Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$567,045
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17.4.2 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program offered 13 unique types of measures for 
PY2021. The EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads. 
We calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, ceiling insulation, and duct 
sealing with electric cooling measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures. 
NEBs for all measures in this program are categorized as ER (see Table 234 to Table 238). 

Table 234. Multifamily Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced power strips       

Air conditioner tune-up       

Air infiltration  ✓  

Ceiling insulation  ✓  

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat    

Duct sealing—electric cooling  ✓  

Duct sealing—heat pump    

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Faucet aerators ✓   

Heat pump tune-up    

Low-flow showerheads ✓   

Non-res ENERGY STAR pool pumps    

 

Table 235. Gas Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

37,578 665,681 $21,795 $279,428 

 

Table 236. Propane Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

0  0  $0   $0  

 

Table 237. Water Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 616,806   6,168,060   $5,187   $43,495  
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17.4.2 Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

The Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes program offered 13 unique types of measures for
PY2021. The EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads.
We calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, ceiling insulation, and duct
sealing with electric cooling measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures.
NEBs for all measures in this program are categorized as ER (see Table 234 to Table 238).

Table 234. Multifamily Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

_-—mreduction replacement costs

Advanced power strips

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat

Duct sealing—electric cooling

Duct sealing—heat pump

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs “ "
ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs “ "
Faucet aerators

Heat pump tune-up

Low-flow showerheads

Non-res ENERGY STAR pool pumps

Table 235. Gas Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

37,578 665,681 $21,795 $279,428

Table 236. Propane Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

0 0 $0$0

Table 237. Water Savings—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

616,806 6,168,060 $5,187 $43,495
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Table 238. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$65,590 

17.4.3 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program offered 13 unique types of measures 
for PY2021. The EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow 
showerheads. We calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with 
electric cooling, and smart thermostat measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting 
measures and categorized NEBs for all measures in this program as ER (see Table 239 to 
Table 243). 
 

Table 239. Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Measures and Potential Non-Energy 
Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced strips    

Air conditioner tune-up    

Air infiltration  ✓  

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat    

Duct sealing—electric cooling  ✓  

Duct sealing—heat pump    

Duct sealing electric resistance no cooling    

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Faucet aerators ✓   

Heat pump tune-up    

Low-flow showerheads ✓   

Smart thermostats  ✓  

 

Table 240. Gas Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

45,133 772,334 $26,177 $327,784 
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Table 238. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Energy Solutions for Multifamily Homes

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$65,590

17.4.3 Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

The Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes program offered 13 unique types of measures
for PY2021. The EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow
showerheads. We calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with
electric cooling, and smart thermostat measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting
measures and categorized NEBs for all measures in this program as ER (see Table 239 to
Table 243).

Table 239. Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes Measures and Potential Non-Energy
Benefits

_-m—reduction replacement costs

Advanced strips

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat

Duct sealing—electric cooling

Duct sealing—heat pump

Duct sealing electric resistance no cooling

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs “ "
ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs “ "
Faucet aerators

Heat pump tune-up

Low-flow showerheads

Smart thermostats

Table 240. Gas Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

45,133 772,334 $26,177 $327,784
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Table 241. Propane Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 2,067   35,279   $4,920   $61,479  

Table 242. Water Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 419,308   4,193,080   $3,526   $29,568  

 

Table 243. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$35,417 

17.4.4 Low-Income Solutions 

The Low-Income Solutions program offered 14 unique types of measures for PY2021. The 
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads; and 
calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with electric cooling, 
and smart thermostat measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures, and we 
defined all measures in this program as ER (See Table 244 to Table 248). 
 

Table 244. Low-Income Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced strips    

Air conditioner tune-up    

Air infiltration  ✓  

Ceiling insulation  ✓  

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat    

Duct sealing—electric cooling  ✓  

Duct sealing—heat pump    

Duct sealing—electric resistance no cooling    

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Faucet aerators ✓   

Heat pump tune-up    

Low-flow showerheads ✓   

Smart thermostats  ✓  
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Table 241. Propane Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

2,067 35,279 $4,920 $61,479

Table 242. Water Savings—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

419,308 4,193,080 $3,526 $29,568

Table 243. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Energy Solutions for Manufactured Homes

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$35,417

17.4.4 Low-Income Solutions

The Low-Income Solutions program offered 14 unique types of measures for PY2021. The
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for faucet aerators and low-flow showerheads; and
calculated gas NEBs for all lighting measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with electric cooling,
and smart thermostat measures. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures, and we
defined all measures in this program as ER (See Table 244 to Table 248).

Table 244. Low-Income Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

_-m—reduction replacement costs

Advanced strips

Air conditioner tune-up

Air infiltration

Ceiling insulation

Duct sealing—AC with resistance heat

Duct sealing—electric cooling

Duct sealing—heat pump

Duct sealing—electric resistance no cooling

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs “ "
ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs “ "
Faucet aerators

Heat pump tune-up

Low-flow showerheads

Smart thermostats
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Table 245. Gas Savings—Low-Income Solutions 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

324,299 5,652,726 $188,094 $2,385,774 

 

Table 246. Propane Savings—Low-Income Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 -13  -241-  -$30  -$408 

 

Table 247. Water Savings—Low-Income Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 387,882   3,878,820   $3,262   $27,352  

 

Table 248. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Low-Income Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$117,625 

17.4.5 Point of Purchase Solutions 

The Point of Purchase Solutions program offered 15 unique types of measures (nine residential, 
three commercial) for PY2021. The EM&V team calculated gas NEBs for all indoor lighting 
measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with electric cooling, and smart thermostat measures. We 
also calculated ADRCs for all lighting purchases, and we defined all purchases as ROB (see 
Table 249 to Table 253). 
 

Table 249. Point of Purchase Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced power strips    

Efficient hot water heaters    

ENERGY STAR dehumidifiers    

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR freezers    

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

ENERGY STAR pool pumps    
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Table 245. Gas Savings—Low-lncome Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

324,299 5,652,726 $188,094 $2,385,774

Table 246. Propane Savings—Low-lncome Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

-13 -241- -$30 -$408

Table 247. Water Savings—Low-lncome Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

387,882 3,878,820 $3,262 $27,352

Table 248. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Low-lncome Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$117,625

17.4.5 Point of Purchase Solutions

The Point of Purchase Solutions program offered 15 unique types of measures (nine residential,
three commercial) for PY2021. The EM&V team calculated gas NEBs for all indoor lighting
measures, air infiltration, duct sealing with electric cooling, and smart thermostat measures. We
also calculated ADRCs for all lighting purchases, and we defined all purchases as ROB (see
Table 249 to Table 253).

Table 249. Point of Purchase Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

Water Avoided/deferred
reduction replacement costs

Advanced power strips

Efficient hot water heaters

ENERGY STAR dehumidifiers

ENERGY STAR directional LEDs “ "
ENERGY STAR freezers

ENERGY STAR omnidirectional LEDs “ "
ENERGY STAR pool pumps
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Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Advanced power strips    

ENERGY STAR room air-cleaners    

ENERGY STAR window AC replacement    

Hard-wired LED fixtures  ✓ ✓ 

Midstream: exterior fixtures   ✓ 

Midstream: interior fixtures  ✓ ✓ 

Midstream: interior lamps  ✓ ✓ 

Smart thermostats  ✓  

Variable frequency drive    

 

Table 250. Gas Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

-344,737 -6,515,905 -$200,019 -$2,835,740 

 

Table 251. Propane Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 1,953   21,480   $4,647   $42,062  

 

Table 252. Water Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

0  0  $0 $0 

 

Table 253. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Point of Purchase Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$11,864,301 

 

17.4.6 Large C&I Solutions 

The Large C&I Solutions program offered 32 types of measures for PY2021. The EM&V team 
calculated water NEBs for commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, and low-flow pre-rinse 
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_-m—reduction replacement costs

Advanced power strips

ENERGY STAR room air-cleaners

ENERGY STAR window AC replacement

Hard-wired LED fixtures

Midstream: exterior fixtures

Midstream: interior fixtures

\
‘x

‘x
‘x

\

Midstream: interior lamps

Smart thermostats

Variable frequency drive

Table 250. Gas Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

-344,737 -6,515,905 -$200,01 9 -$2,835,740

Table 251. Propane Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

1,953 21,480 $4,647 $42,062

Table 252. Water Savings—Point of Purchase Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

0 0 $0 $0

Table 253. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Point of Purchase Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$11,864,301

17.4.6 Large C&l Solutions

The Large C&| Solutions program offered 32 types of measures for PY2021. The EM&V team
calculated water NEBs for commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, and low-flow pre-rinse
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spray valves. We also calculated gas NEBs for all interior lighting projects and commercial door 
air infiltration for gas heating sites. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for all lighting measures, and 
we defined all lighting measures as ER (see Table 254 to Table 258). 
 

Table 254. Large C&I Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Commercial AC/HP tune-up 
   

Commercial door air infiltration  ✓  

Commercial showerheads ✓ 

 

 

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostats  ✓  

Continuous energy improvement  ✓  

Custom—heating and cooling 
 

✓ 

 

Custom—non-heating and 
cooling 

 
✓ 

 

Custom controls 
 

✓ 
 

Electronically commutated 
motors for refrigeration 

   

Engineering nozzles 
(compressed air) 

   

Evaporator fan controls    

Faucet aerators ✓ 

 

 

Halogens  ✓ ✓ 

High-efficiency battery chargers 
   

High-intensity discharge (HID) 
lamps 

 

✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast CFL lamps 
 

✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps 
 

✓ ✓ 

LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Lighting controls 
 

✓ 

 

Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves ✓ 

 

 

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium 
T8 retrofit of T12 

 

✓ ✓ 

Modular CFLs And CCFLs 
 

✓ ✓ 

Occupancy-based PTHP/PTAC 
controls 

   

Other linear fluorescents 
 

✓ ✓ 

Refrigeration door gaskets 
   

Refrigeration strip curtains 
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spray valves. We also calculated gas NEBs for all interior lighting projects and commercial door
air infiltration for gas heating sites. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for all lighting measures, and
we defined all lighting measures as ER (see Table 254 to Table 258).

Table 254. Large C&| Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

m-m—reduction replacement costs
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\
\
\

Custom—non-heating and
cooling

\Custom controls

Electronically commutated
motors for refrigeration

Engineering nozzles
(compressed air)

Evaporator fan controls

Faucet aerators \/

Halogens I J

High-efficiency battery chargers

\ \High-intensity discharge (HID)
lamps

Integrated-ballast CFL lamps

\Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

\
\
\
\

Lighting controls

Low-flow pre-rinse spray valves \/

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium / /
T8 retrofit of T12

Modular CFLs And CCFLs / /

Occupancy-based PTHP/PTAC
controls

Other linear fluorescents / /

Refrigeration door gaskets

Refrigeration strip curtains
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Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Unitary and split system AC/HP 
equipment  

   

Variable frequency drives    

Water-chilling equipment—air-
cooled 

   

Water chilling equipment—
water-cooled centrifugal 

   

Water-chilling equipment—
water-cooled 

   

Zero energy doors 
   

 

Table 255. Gas Savings—Large C&I Solutions 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings  

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

-144,156 -1,498,318 -$83,637 -$692,430 

 

Table 256. Propane Savings—Large C&I Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

0 0 $0 $0 

 

Table 257. Water Savings—Large C&I Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 1,536,310   15,363,101   $11,154   $93,520  

 

Table 258. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Large C&I Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$5,626,897 

17.4.7 Small Business Solutions 

The Small Business Solutions program offered 18 unique types of measures for PY2021. The 
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, and low-flow 
pre-rinse spray valves. We calculated gas NEBs for all interior lighting projects, and commercial 
door air infiltration sites with gas heating. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures, 
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Water Avoided/deferred
reduction replacement costs

Unitary and split system AC/HP
equipment

Variable frequency drives

Water-chilling equipment—air-
cooled

Water chilling equipment—
water-cooled centrifugal

Water-chilling equipment—
water-cooled

Zero energy doors

Table 255. Gas Savings—Large C&l Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

-144,156 -1,498,318 -$83,637 -$692,430

Table 256. Propane Savings—Large C&l Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

0 $00 $0

Table 257. Water Savings—Large C&l Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

1,536,310 15,363,101 $11,154 $93,520

Table 258. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Large C&l Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$5,626,897

17.4.7 Small Business Solutions

The Small Business Solutions program offered 18 unique types of measures for PY2021. The
EM&V team calculated water NEBs for commercial showerheads, faucet aerators, and low-flow
pre-rinse spray valves. We calculated gas NEBs for all interior lighting projects, and commercial
door air infiltration sites with gas heating. Finally, we calculated ADRCs for lighting measures,
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and we defined all lighting measures as ER (see Table 259 to  
Table 263). 

Table 259. Small Business Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits  

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Commercial AC/HP tune-up 

   

Commercial door air 
infiltration 

 ✓  

Commercial showerheads ✓ 
  

Commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostats 

 ✓  

Faucet aerators ✓   

Halogens  ✓ ✓ 

High-intensity discharge 
lamps 

 ✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast CFL 
lamps 

 ✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast LED 
lamps 

 ✓ ✓ 

LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Lighting controls  ✓  

Low-flow pre-rinse spray 
valves 

✓   

Magnetic ballast T5 or 
premium T8 retrofit of T12 

 ✓ ✓ 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs  ✓ ✓ 

Other linear fluorescents  ✓ ✓ 

Refrigeration door gaskets    

Refrigeration strip curtains    

Unitary and split system 
AC/HP equipment  

   

 

Table 260. Gas Savings—Small Business Solutions 

First-year savings 
(therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

-101,314 -1,329,832 -$58,762 -$578,042 
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and we defined all lighting measures as ER (see Table 259 to
Table 263).

Table 259. Small Business Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

Water Avoided/deferred
reduction re . lacement costs

Commercial AC/HP tune-up

Commercial door air ‘/
infiltration

Commercial showerheads

Commercial Wi-Fi
thermostats

Faucet aerators

Halogens

High-intensity discharge
lamps

Integrated-ballast CFL ‘/ ‘/
lamps

Integrated-ballast LED ‘/ ‘/
lamps

LEDs “ "
Lighting controls

Low-flow pre-rinse spray
valves

Magnetic ballast T5 or
premium T8 retrofit of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs “ "
Other linear fluorescents

Refrigeration door gaskets

Refrigeration strip curtains

Unitary and split system
AC/HP equipment

Table 260. Gas Savings—Small Business Solutions

First-year savings Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
(therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

-101 ,314 -1 329,832 -$58,762 -$578,042
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Table 261. Propane Savings—Small Business Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

0 0 $0 $0 

Table 262. Water Savings—Small Business Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 804,192   8,041,925   $5,838   $48,954  

 
Table 263. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Small Business Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$4,987,580 

17.4.8 Public Institutions Solutions 

The Public Institutions Solutions program offered 19 unique types of measures for PY2021. The 
EM&V team calculated gas NEBs for all lighting projects and commercial door air infiltration 
sites with gas heating. We also calculated ADRCs for lighting measures and defined these 
projects as ER (see Table 264 to Table 268). 
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Table 261. Propane Savings—Small Business Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

0 0 $0 $0

Table 262. Water Savings—Small Business Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

804,192 8,041,925 $5,838 $48,954

Table 263. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Small Business Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$4,987,580

17.4.8 Public Institutions Solutions

The Public Institutions Solutions program offered 19 unique types of measures for PY2021. The
EM&V team calculated gas NEBs for all lighting projects and commercial door air infiltration
sites with gas heating. We also calculated ADRCs for lighting measures and defined these
projects as ER (see Table 264 to Table 268).
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Table 264. Public Institutions Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Commercial AC/HP tune-up    

Commercial door air infiltration  ✓  

Commercial showerheads ✓   

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostats  ✓  

Custom—non-heating and cooling  ✓  

Custom controls  ✓  

Faucet aerators ✓   

Halogens  ✓ ✓ 

HID lamps  ✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast CFL lamps  ✓ ✓ 

Integrated-ballast LED lamps  ✓ ✓ 

LEDs  ✓ ✓ 

Lighting controls  ✓  

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12  ✓ ✓ 

Modular CFLs and CCFLs  ✓ ✓ 

Other linear fluorescents  ✓ ✓ 

Unitary and split system AC/HP equipment    

Water-chilling equipment—air-cooled      

Water-chilling equipment—water-cooled      

Table 265. Gas Savings—Public Institutions Solutions  

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

-38,550 -446,343 -$22,361 -$197,560 

 

Table 266. Propane Savings—Public Institutions Solutions  

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

0 0 $0 $0 

 

Table 267. Water Savings—Public Institutions Solutions  

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 360,383   3,603,831   $2,616   $21,938  
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Table 264. Public Institutions Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits
Water Avoided/deferred

reduction re . lacement costs
Commercial AC/HP tune-up

Commercial door air infiltration ‘/

Commercial showerheads

Commercial Wi-Fi thermostats

\

Custom—non-heating and cooling

\

Custom controls

Faucet aerators

Halogens

HID lamps

Integrated-ballast CFL lamps

Integrated-ballast LED lamps

LEDs

\
\
\
\
\

Lighting controls

\

Magnetic ballast T5 or premium T8 retrofit of T12

Modular CFLs and CCFLs

Other linear fluorescents

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

\

Unitary and split system AC/HP equipment

Water-chilling equipment—air-cooled

Water-chilling equipment—water-cooled

Table 265. Gas Savings—Public Institutions Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

-38,550 -446,343 -$22,361 -$197,560

Table 266. Propane Savings—Public Institutions Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

0 0 $0 $0

Table 267. Water Savings—Public Institutions Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

360,383 3,603,831 $2,616 $21,938
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Table 268. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Public Institutions Solutions  

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$1,233,644 

17.4.9 Agricultural Energy Solutions 

The Agricultural Energy Solutions program offered two measures in PY2021. The EM&V team 
calculated ADRCs for lighting measures (see Table 269 to  
Table 273). 
 

Table 269. Agricultural Energy Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Custom lighting   
✓ 

 

Table 270. Gas Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions124 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table 271. Propane Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 
Table 272. Water Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 
Table 273. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Agricultural Energy Solutions 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

$6,913 

 
124 Per footnote 584 in Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume 2, Section 3.6.3 (Commercial Lighting Efficiency), 

poultry houses “do not require interactive effects since the wait heat generated by poultry will differ 
significantly from the assumptions shown in Appendix I.”  
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Table 268. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Public Institutions Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$1,233,644

17.4.9 Agricultural Energy Solutions

The Agricultural Energy Solutions program offered two measures in PY2021. The EM&V team
calculated ADRCs for lighting measures (see Table 269 to
Table 273).

Table 269. Agricultural Energy Solutions Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

Water Avoided/deferred
reduction replacement costs

ICustom lighting

Table 270. Gas Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions124

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

N/A N/A N/AN/A

Table 271. Propane Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 272. Water Savings—Agricultural Energy Solutions

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 273. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Agricultural Energy Solutions

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

$6,913

124 Per footnote 584 in Arkansas TRM 8.2, Volume 2, Section 3.6.3 (Commercial Lighting Efficiency),
poultry houses “do not require interactive effects since the wait heat generated by poultry will differ
significantly from the assumptions shown in Appendix I.”
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17.4.10 Residential Direct Load Control 

No NEBs applied to the Residential Direct Load Control program. 

17.4.11 Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 

The Smart Direct Load Control pilot offered two types of measures for PY2021. The EM&V team 
calculated gas NEBs for all residential smart thermostat projects at sites with gas heating (see 
Table 274 to Table 278). 
 

Table 274. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits 

Measure 
Water 

reduction Other fuel 
Avoided/deferred 

replacement costs 

Commercial Wi-Fi 
thermostats 

 
✓  

Smart thermostats  ✓  

 

Table 275. Gas Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 

First-year 
savings (therms) 

Lifetime savings 
(therms) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

 69,139   760,527   $40,100   $362,936  

 

Table 276. Propane Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Table 277. Water Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 

First-year 
savings (gallons) 

Lifetime savings 
(gallons) 

First-year 
savings 

Lifetime savings 
(NPV) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table 278. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot 

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV) 

N/A 

17.4.12 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control 

No NEBs applied to the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control program. 
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17.4.10 Residential Direct Load Control

No NEBs applied to the Residential Direct Load Control program.

17.4.11 Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

The Smart Direct Load Control pilot offered two types of measures for PY2021. The EM&V team
calculated gas NEBs for all residential smart thermostat projects at sites with gas heating (see
Table 274 to Table 278).

Table 274. Smart Direct Load Control Pilot Measures and Potential Non-Energy Benefits

Water Avoided/deferred
reduction replacement costs

Commercial Wi-Fi /
thermostats

Smart thermostats /

Table 275. Gas Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (therms) (therms) savings (NPV)

69,139 760,527 $40,100 $362,936

Table 276. Propane Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 277. Water Savings—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

First-year Lifetime savings First-year Lifetime savings
savings (gallons) (gallons) savings (NPV)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 278. Avoided and Deferred Replacement Costs—Smart Direct Load Control Pilot

Avoided and deferred replacement costs (NPV)

N/A

17.4.12 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control

No NEBs applied to the Agricultural Irrigation Load Control program.
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17.5 TOTAL NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN PY2021 PORTFOLIO 

Table 279 summarizes first-year gas and water NEBs, and Table 280 provides lifetime NEBs for 
each of EAL's programs, including totals for the EAL portfolio. 

 
Table 279. PY2021 First Year Non-Energy Benefits by Program 

  

Program 

Gas savings Water savings 

First-year 
total 

savings 
($) 

First-year 
savings 

(therms) 

First-year 
propane 
savings 

(gallons) 
First-year 

savings ($) 

First-year 
savings 

(gallons) 

First year 
savings 

($) 

Home Energy 
Solutions 

1,502,711 5,036 

 

$875,086 1,147,623 $9,652 $884,737 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

37,578 - $21,795 616,806 $5,187 $26,982 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

45,133 2,067 

 

$31,098 419,308 $3,526 $34,624 

Low-Income Solutions 324,299 -13 $188,063 387,882 $3,262 $191,325 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

-344,737 1,953 -$195,371 - - -$195,371 

Large C&I Solutions -144,156 - -$83,637 1,536,310 $11,154 -$72,483 

Small Business 
Solutions 

-101,314 - -$58,762 804,192 $5,838 -$52,924 

Public Institutions 
Solutions 

-38,550 - -$22,361 360,383 $2,616 -$19,745 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

- - - - - - 

Residential Direct 
Load Control 

- - - - - - 

Smart Direct Load 
Control Pilot 

69,139 - $40,100 - - $40,100 

Agricultural Irrigation 
Load Control 

- - - - - - 

Total 1,350,102 9,044 $796,011 5,272,505 $41,236 $837,246 

Dashes in tables (“-“) denote values of zero. 
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17.5 TOTAL NON-ENERGY BENEFITS IN PY2021 PORTFOLIO

Table 279 summarizes first-year gas and water NEBs, and Table 280 provides lifetime NEBs for
each of EAL's programs, including totals for the EAL portfolio.

Table 279. PY2021 First Year Non-Energy Benefits by Program

First-year First-year
First-year propane First-year First year total

savings savings First-year savings savings savings
Program (therms) (gallons) savings ($) (gallons) ($) ($)

Home Energy 1,502,711 5,036 $875,086 1,147,623 $9,652 $884,737
Solutions

Energy Solutions for 37,578 - $21,795 616,806 $5,187 $26,982
Multifamily Homes

Energy Solutions for 45,133 2,067 $31,098 419,308 $3,526 $34,624
Manufactured Homes

Low-Income Solutions 324,299 -13 $188,063 387,882 $3,262 $191,325

Point of Purchase -344,737 1,953 -$195,371 - - -$195,371
Solutions

Large C&| Solutions -144,156 - -$83,637 1,536,310 $11,154 -$72,483

Small Business -101,314 - -$58,762 804,192 $5,838 -$52,924
Solutions

Public Institutions -38,550 - -$22,361 360,383 $2,616 -$19,745
Solutions

Agricultural Energy - - _ - - -
Solutions

Residential Direct - - _ - - -
Load Control

Smart Direct Load 69,139 - $40,100 - - $40,100
Control Pilot

Agricultural Irrigation - - _ - - -
Load Control

Total 1,350,102 9,044 $796,011 5,272,505 $41,236 $837,246

Dashes in tables (“-“) denote values of zero.
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Table 280. PY2021 Lifetime Non-Energy Benefits by Program 

  

Program 

Gas savings Water savings 

Avoided & 
deferred 

replacement 
cost (NPV) 

 

Lifetime 
savings 
(therms) 

Lifetime 
propane 
savings 

(gallons) 

Lifetime 
savings 

(NPV) 

Lifetime 
savings 

(gallons) 

Lifetime 
savings 

(NPV) 
Total savings 

(NPV) 

Home Energy 
Solutions 

25,920,359 87,153 $11,116,551  11,476,232  $80,926 $567,045 $11,764,522 

Energy Solutions for 
Multifamily Homes 

665,681 - $279,428  6,168,060  $43,495 $65,590 $388,513 

Energy Solutions for 
Manufactured Homes 

772,334 35,279 $389,263  4,193,080  $29,568 $35,417 $454,248 

Low-Income Solutions 5,652,726 -241 $2,385,366  3,878,820  $27,352 $117,625 $2,530,343 

Point of Purchase 
Solutions 

-6,515,905 21,480 -$2,793,678  -    - $11,864,301 $9,070,623 

Large C&I Solutions -1,498,318 - -$692,430  15,363,101  $93,520 $5,626,897 $5,027,987 

Small Business 
Solutions 

-1,329,832 - -$578,042  8,041,925  $48,954 $4,987,580 $4,458,492 

Public Institutions 
Solutions 

-446,343 - -$197,560  3,603,831  $21,938 $1,233,644 $1,058,021 

Agricultural Energy 
Solutions 

- - -  -    - $6,913 $6,913 

Residential Direct 
Load Control 

- - -  -    - - $0 

Smart Direct Load 
Control Pilot 

760,527 - $362,936  -    - - $362,936 

Agricultural Irrigation 
Load Control 

- - -  -    - - $0 

Total 23,981,230 143,671 $10,271,835  52,725,049  $345,752 $24,505,011 $35,122,599 

Dashes in tables (“-“) denote values of zero. 
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Table 280. PY2021 Lifetime Non-Energy Benefits by Program

Lifetime Avoided &
Lifetime propane Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime deferred
savings savings savings savings savings replacement Total savings

Program (therms) (gallons) (NPV) (gallons) (NPV) cost (NPV) (NPV)

Home Energy 25,920,359 87,153 $11,116,551 11,476,232 $80,926 $567,045 $11,764,522
Solutions

Energy Solutions for 665,681 - $279,428 6,168,060 $43,495 $65,590 $388,513
Multifamily Homes

Energy Solutions for 772,334 35,279 $389,263 4,193,080 $29,568 $35,417 $454,248
Manufactured Homes

Low-Income Solutions 5,652,726 -241 $2,385,366 3,878,820 $27,352 $117,625 $2,530,343

Point of Purchase -6,515,905 21,480 -$2,793,678 - - $11,864,301 $9,070,623
Solutions

Large C&| Solutions -1,498,318 - -$692,430 15,363,101 $93,520 $5,626,897 $5,027,987

Small Business -1,329,832 - -$578,042 8,041,925 $48,954 $4,987,580 $4,458,492
Solutions

Public Institutions -446,343 - -$197,560 3,603,831 $21,938 $1,233,644 $1,058,021
Solutions

Agricultural Energy - - - - - $6,913 $6,913
Solutions

Residential Direct - - — - - _ $0
Load Control

Smart Direct Load 760,527 - $362,936 - - - $362,936
Control Pilot

Agricultural Irrigation - - — - - _ $0
Load Control

Total 23,981,230 143,671 $10,271,835 52,725,049 $345,752 $24,505,011 $35,122,599

Dashes in tables (“-“) denote values of zero.
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2 Cross Residential Programs

2.1 Find A Trade Ally Tool
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2.2 Circuit Newsletter Article April 2021 — AC Tune Up.PNG

2.3 Circuit Newsletter Article November 2021 — Weatherization.PNG
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2.4 Enrollment Form_A|| Programs_2021_RELEASE
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2.10 EAL Homepage Banner_AC Tune-up_May 2021_RELEASE.docx

Client: Entergy Arkansas
Project: May 2021 Home Page Banner (A/C Tune—Up)
Date: 4/27/21 Draft: 1

Stay cool this summer with an A/C tune-up.
Get a high efficiency tune-up through one of our Entergy Solutions programs to increase your
home's comfort and save on energy costs.

LEARN MORE

Link: https://v»/v./w.enterey’arkansastom/vour home save money/ee/residentialrsolutions
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2.11 EAL Homepage Banner_AC Tune-up_Sept 2021_RELEASE.docx

Entergy Arkansas
Sept 2021 Home Page Banner (A/C Tune—Up)
Date: 9/2/21

Stay cool with an A/C tune-up.
Increase your home's comfort and save on energy costs with a high efficiency tune-up from
Entergy Solutions at no additional cost.

LEARN MORE

Link: https://vi/v.rvi.uentergy-arkansas.com/your home/save money/ee/residential—solutions/

2.12 EAL_TA_Socia| Media Posts_APPROVED 4.30.20.docx
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The content below can be used by trade allies to promote Entergy Solutions programs on their own social media channels Please note
only the items in pink may be changed,

AIC Tune-Up

Soc Media Content for Trade Ally Use
OW the Ram: in maybe are/med
Be reaoy tor sun-imer's h t with a hign-pe‘formence air ooncrtioner tune»up A r is a panispating trade ally partne'irg WI'J"
Erter-gy Solutions Ertergy Solutions prom-ides incentives for h gh-perforn‘anoe AC tune-ups sawng you up to $230 L’ore than a =tandard
tune-up high-pefionfianoe tune-ups in-iolve evaluating the energy effi :iency 0‘ your e2} potent and makingWso it operates :7 oser
to the DE'fDF“:E"lCE level 3‘ a new unit wing you energy To learn more ‘ ' s: : ' or call i: r ' '7 a m »:
Get a highvperfonnanoe air conditioner tune-up and save up to $230 is a pamoipating trade ally partnering wrtt' Ertergy
Solomons. he ping customers sa-ie energy and money Ertergy Solutions o‘fers an AC tunevup ncentwe to e ig Iole customers '3 learn more.
wait i croal i ~ i -

« »- is a partioipating trade ally partnering 'mth Entergy Solutions to help customers 5 ”e energy and money Contact us today to
see 1"ou ouality for an Entergy Solutions incentive that covers up to SZCIC on a high»per"ormance AC tuneup To learn more '4‘l5il i.»
2:“ c'oallfl', ,

L. know a highsperformanoe AC tuneup not only helps you _ we energy, out l'. a so increases the com‘c1 n your hor~e ano nelps your
eomoment last orger'l‘ , '3 , is a part oipating trade ally partnering with Entergy Solutions help rig :ustcme's ~.'e energy and
money Entergy Solutio . pl’Cw'IOES an in :ent we of up to $200 to eligible customers who take advantage of the high-performance AVG tune—up
Contact us today a .-.— s , , or ,. ‘ ~ for were ii-forn-ietion
Your air condition ng unit n y be working harder than i: should Let us help you ‘.ie energy with a high-performanx A‘C tune-up As a
participating '.rade a ly partnering 'fi'lth Entergy E-c utions we :an help you determine it you qualify for incentwes that can save you up '.c 5200
on an ACE tune-up Call < - ., today at l r i l or 'r'lSiE t» ' - , ‘cr more informatior

Weatherization

Save with weathenzaticn incentives ‘r-om Entergy 3o utions Ey sea in; leaks ir your duct system and throughout yo .ir hows you can 55‘-'E
energy . 'i r »- is a portion; atir‘g trade aly partnering wtn Ente'g‘u EOiUIICnS Learn more at x : or ty calling , u i >
Dio you know air leaks from your ncme can waste energy" A. well-sealed horve With the right nsoletion n he p you save energy improve
Donation and get the most out 0‘ your heat ng and cooling stem in any season - . i 1 >7 is a pa pat rig t'aoe ally panrerin-g wrth
Entergy Solutions Give us a :al .cday at x r» i {i to see i‘ you qualify for weathenzation incenti- _ offered by Enter‘gy Solutions
’ 2' 's "e is a pa'tioipating trade ally partnering wtth Entergy Solutions to help customers save energy Cont c-day to e fyou
qualfy ‘cr inzert‘ves that :o-rer Bl' sealing duct sealing or aoding nsolation, To learn more ‘. '.e: a' ,, or call :' , 3 . t a 'e

Let us help you sa-ie energy oy sealing air leata in your home A:- a partICipating trade al y oartnenng wt'i Ente'g Solutions we can see if you
dual fy ‘cr in: ntves that :oyer iveathenzation measures for your home Call — .< ~ today at ‘ii ‘ i v e or u'isit
, , ' , as: , for more n‘crmation

Home Energy
Audits

we o‘ferLet us identify ways to help you save energy with a dome energy audit As a panicrpating :rade a ly partner rig With Enlergy Eroluiic
a comprehensive evaluation at no adoitiona :ost to you Energy aJdrE also ncldce the installet on o‘ ene'gye‘ficien: light tulps,
sncwe'heaids fauoet aerators and ar acvaroeo power strip Pl ask now y on :an get a sn-art thermostat instai ed at no soditnonal cost — a

, ' ' 9: for more irifomtation225 value Call 5 t1" ‘ today at " '—‘ i i, » a" :i or visit i =' u ,
As a participating trade al y oartnenng wtn Entergy EolJtions we promote home energ, auoits and install energyeffi oient tems like LED bulbs
and advanced power strips at no a-doitiona cost to you Plus ask how you can get a smart thermostat nstalled at no adoitional cost - a $225
value Call oday at - i i: -, for more in‘o'mat on.
Get energy-eff oient light bulbs. shower'ieaos. ‘aucet aerators and an advanced power stnp installeo With an Ente'gy Solutions home ene'g‘y
audit » all at no additional cost to you 1 l = v is a participating trade ally partnering wrth Entergy Eo utions to help you save erergy
Call us tocay at ‘ i i - to schedule yo .Jr appointment
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2.13 Cross Program EAL Social Media Posts- Facebook and Twitter

Arkansas 1
‘ \5

Prep now for summer savings. Our Entergy Solutions programs offer
high—perfomiance A/C tune-ups at no additional cost. \Mth a
diagnostic check from one of our participating trade allies, your
home's air conditioning system will run more efficiently to help you
save all summer long. Visit ' -, i to find a trade
ally near you.

6 Entergy Arkansas O
,_ ‘ N 6

With outside temps continuing to dip, you can keep your home cozy
by sealing duct and air leaks and adding insulation. Our Entergy
Solutions programs can help keep your family comfortable and lower
your energy costs. Schedule an appointment to start saving energy
and money. Visit ' to find a trade ally near

Entergy Arkansas '1!
A ‘ a

The hot days of summer are here but you don't have to sacrifice your
home's comfort. You may qualify for a high-perfonnance air
conditioning tune-up at no additional cost through our Entergy
Solutions programs. Visit " ' to find a trade ally
near you.

Comment

’ Entergy Arkansas v
February 4 :1: -d

Show your home some love with weatherization upgrades, at no
additional cost through our Entergy Solutions programs. Sealing air
leaks and adding ceiling insulation are two great ways to save energy
and make your home more comfortable. Visit

' l to find a trade ally near you.

2 Coma
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G ..
Don‘t let the dog days of summer get you down. Now is the perfect
time to sign up for an air conditioning tune»up through one of our
Entergy Solutions programs to help keep you cool and comfortable all

' to find a trade ally near

I . |:. r

summer long. Visit

Entergy Arkansas 0
Us, 3 u

The hot days of summer are quickly approaching but you don' have
to sacrifice your home's comfort. Now is the perfect time to sign up
for an air conditioning tune-up through our Entergy Solutions
programs to help keep you cool and comfortable all summer long.
Visit " ' , ' ' to find a trade ally near you.

I i
- Share:

Comment

27

Entergy Arkansas v
. ‘ 6

Stay cool this Father's Day with a high—performance A/C tune-up
through our Entergy Solutions programs Vour home's air conditioning
system will run more efficiently, helping you save on energy costs all
summer long. Visit ‘ to find a trade ally near
you.

Entergy Arkansas ’
i: a

As cooler weather moves in, keep your home cozy by sealing duct and
air leaks and adding Insulation. Our Entergy Solutions programs can
help lower your energy costs and keep your family comfortable.
Schedule an appointment to start saving energy and money. Wsit

7 , . to find a trade ally near you.
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Entergy Arkansas ‘9
_. . a ‘ ‘4

Old you know sealing air leaks and adding Insulation are great ways to
Entergy Arkansas 0 ‘ . save energy and make your home more comfortable? Our Entergy

r 3 3:; \9 Solutions programs can help With home weathenzatlon at no
additional cost. Visit to find a trade ally
near you.October is Energy Awareness Month, making it the perfect time to

weatherize your manufactured home. By sealing leaks in your duct
system & th ghout your home, you can save energy and Improve
comfort. Visit ’ to learn about energy<saving
upgrades available at no additional cost.

Entergy Arkansas m i
w 3’52) W“"'fo' su-r're" S

I...'W"UDS at "c: acidit

yow wine's .'
lsw‘v‘er long.

Catch big savings when you enroll in one of our Entergy Solutions
programs From A/C tune-ups to weathenzation upgrades and LED
bulbs, we offer ways to help you save year-round. Visit

' ' to find a trade ally near you.
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3 Portfolio Programs

3.1 Home Energy Solutions
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3.1.1 Circuit Newsletter Article April 2021 — Home Energy Solutions.PNG

Stay comfortable av
energy wnth an A/l
at no additional '_ ‘
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3.1.8 HES Survey Letter
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3.1.9 2020 Survey Email

Thank you for partlupming in an Emergy Solons program

z: f= \ 366-627-9177 " ~‘ '1
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3.1.10 27486_EAL_HES_March and June_Email_v03_RELEASE_forQuest|ine.pdf
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3.1.11 HES Guidebook_2021_RELEASE (1).pdf
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Entergy Arkansas v
e Entergy Arkansas ' ‘aimaw l a

35' ': \4
Today is Cut Your Energy Costs Day and the perfect time to let our

Pile on the savings with our Home Energy Solutions Program. From Home Energy Solutions Program help you save energy. Schedule your

NC “‘"E'W’S 1° weatherization upgrades and LED bun”: we °ffer apporntment With one of our participating trade allies to receive
WBYS ‘0 he'P you 53“ year»round. V35" ' ‘° weatherization measures like air and duct sealing and more at no
find a trade ally near you. additional cost Visit , 1 for details

2 Comments -l Shares

Entergy Arkansas V
\5

You're in lu(k. Our Home Energy Solutions program provrdes
weatherization upgrades at no additional cost. Adding ceiling
Insulation and sealing air leaks are two great ways to save energy and
make your home more comfortable. Visit '7 , to
find a trade ally near you.

Entergy Arkansas " 7
' E fl

Keep your cool this summer with an MC Tune—up through our Home
Energy Solutions Program. With a tune—up from one of our
participating trade allies you can reduce cooling costs and extend the
life of your equipment Visit ‘ to find a trade
ally near you. 3 \

3; 3

ment '5 Sha'e:
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Entergy Arkansas o
e Entergy Arkansas ' ' G . _ _ _ < v

Us, :1 ‘4
Air that leaks from your home wastes a lot of energy. A well-sealed
home with the right insulation can help you save energy and make
your home more comfortable. Enroll in our Home Energy Solutions
Program to receive air sealing, duct sealing, insulation, and more at no
addltional cost. Visit ' to learn more and to
find a trade ally near you.

Sign up for savings with our Home Energy Solutions Program. From
A/C tune-ups to weatherization upgrades and LED bulbs, we offer
ways to help you save year-round. Visit to
find a trade ally near you.

’"l M . um u m c. ‘ll‘liiw
ww-n rnavg‘nm 9m \‘Jllflfllndlmlt

T'HEl‘lCS l Share

(11

Entergy Arkansas EB :Z'T-E' : Lu; 0 e , _‘
w T- . saw" '.'m our How '

' ’ es and -ED 3‘.iDilC-IG

Entergy Arkansas '3
:i a

Fall into savings with help from our Home Energy Solutions Program
From energy audits to air sealing, insulation and more, let us help you
save energy and improve comfort no matter the season. VISIt

’ ’ to find a trade ally near you.
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3.3 Entergy Solutions for Manufactured Homes
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3.3.13 MA Survey Letter

3.3.14 MA Live Survey
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3.3.16 MA Guidebook_2021_RELEASE.pdf
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Entevgy Arkansas 4
I ‘: i (4

Stand up to winter's Chill by weatherizing your mobile home through
our Manufactured Homes Program. Sealing air leaks in your duct
system and throughout your home can save energy and Improve
comfort. Visit ‘ ' r to schedule an appointment
with an authorized trade ally»

Entergy Arkansas O
V .r "r I ‘ \9

Our energy efficiency programs aren'tjust for traditional single-family
homes. Through our Manufactured Homes Program, you can sign up
for energy-saving upgrades like A/C tune‘ups, air and duct sealing and
more. Find a participating trade ally at '

w Entergy Arkansas if}? fir" ' r ;
Sr.

Entergy Arkansas v
.3 3r} 1 ‘9

Stand up to wrnter's chill by weatherizing your mobile home throu
our Manufactured Homes Program. Sealing air leaks in your duct
system and throughout your home can save energy and improve
comfort \fisit ' r l r to schedule an appointment
with an authorized trade ally.

3 Shares.

Entergy Arkansas "
March 1 ‘4

Spring into savings by weatherizmg your mobile home through our
Manufactured Homes Program. By sealing leaks in your duct system 8(
throughout your home, you can save energy while improvrng comfort
and durability. Visit us at ‘ to learn more or
find an authorized trade ally near your

Entergy Arkansas {‘3 AW": , — la“ q
Stand up to winter‘s Chill by inleatheriziog your mobile home through our
Manufactured Homes Program, Sealing air leaks Eh your duct system ar‘rc
throughout your home can save er‘er'gy and improve comfort. Visit

to five an authorized trade allv,
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3.4 Low-Income Solutions
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3.4.1 052421_V2_EAL_LIS_June Bill_lnsert.pdf

Make SUfE comfon
IS always In season.

ENTERGY
At no additional cost, you can save energy and improve home

OlUTIONScomfort this summer with the Low»|ncome Solutions Program
All HTEIEVARKANSAS mom

Start by scheduling an air conditioning tune-up by emailing
lox'a'ii oinn-»«,iiiitio|‘-w ii I'Zi' I, HIV or calling 31151762753} :77.

-

gEnIHgy

Noistl‘eti'netotune 1.;sycurav :oncl‘tioner.

Easily improve your air rontlitioner’s reliability by catching
inefficitmmes before they lead to trouble. An air (:i'miilititming
tune~up helps your home’s system run more efficiently,
provides better comfort and lowers energy costs. And best

, of all, the proeew is simple 7 a certified technician cleans
your syStem and adjusts your refrigerant Charge.

Startliyvmalhng i. ii n-r ‘Xlr w i l i‘ i or calling t in '
VISit ti r i, ' i w ,n in n to leain more.

a ,hnlergy

G—*'—-—M-—°WE POWER LIFE'
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3.4.2 EAL_LIS_September Bill_lnsert.pdf

Make sure comfort
Is always In season.

ENTERGY
At no additional cost, you can save energy and improve home OLUTIONS
comfort all year long with the Low-Income Solutions Program.

All [NTIREV ARKAVSAS PIDERAM

Start scheduling a home energy assessment by emailing
luxzrnt i;‘i’r~ mm I‘lwt'i m mm orcalling wij.rr.z779i77. A

@1511lergy

Save every season with energy upgrades at no additional cost.

The Lowrlncome Solutions Program offers qualifying customers
a suite of home upgiades, services and products, including:

, Home energy assessment. - Energyesaving products:

" DUC‘ sealing. LED bulbs (up to 15).
W Air sealing, Advanced power strip.
' Ceiling insulation. Low-flow showerhead
7 A/C tuneeup. and aerators.

Start scheduling a home energy assessment by emailing l r: Irnu l'lll" .«rluliurnm al I i, ll rnr or
calling "I' In” -IlTTI. Visit~ rilI‘rzlytllizrirn'nih . uni lwnrm wrnvI to learn more,

.»-l

G—II—-—M—-° WE POWER LIFE'

3.4.3 21405_Entergy_Low_lncome_0verview_F|yer_v12_RELEASE_print.pdf
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A more comfortable home and
9|“?n SHVIIIQS

The Low-income Solutions Program is
designed to help make your home more
energy efficient and comfortable year round,
while saving energy

Program incentives and savings
As part ofthe Lolncome Solutions
Program, Entergy Arkansas offers a suite
of efficiency-Improving measures at no
additional cost to qualifying customers,
Including but not limited to:

- Performing a home energy assessment,
' Sealing leaks In your ductwork.

‘ Sealing leaks In your home,
- Adding ceiling insulations

- Providing a highrperformance air
conditioning tuneup.
installing energyrsaving items at the time
olthe assessment:

LED bulbs (up to 15>.
Advanced power strip

LowVflow showerhead and aerators ifor
customers with electric water heatersi

How does it work?
The Lm‘lncome Solutions Program begins
With an assessment to determine your
home's energy efficiency, It the assessment
identifies ways to save energy in your home,
you wrii be eligible to receive quairiying
energyrimproving measures installed at no
additional cost by a trade ally

Entnrgy Ark-nu Low-income Solution: Program

Who Is eligible?

To be eligible for the energy assessment,
you must be a current Entergy Arkansas
residential customer Irenter or owner) who:

~ ls eligible for the Lolncome Home Energy
Assistance Program, regardless of age,

- Is 65 years of age or older.

- Lives In a singlerfamily, multifamily or
manufactured home.

Save more with a smart thermostat

Entergy Arkansas Is helping our eligible
residential customers save energy by
offering a smart thermostat and professional
installation 7 a 3225 value. If you also enroll
in the Smart Direct Load Control Pilot
Program, you Will receive an annual incentive
of up to S4010r your participation during
conservation periods

A smart thermostat uses your personal
preferences to automatically adjust
temperatures when you come and go And,
by connecting it to your home’s Wi-Fi, you
can conirol the temperature from anywhere,
using your computer, tablet or smartphone

This offer Is available to Entergy Arkansas
customers who:

- Live in a singlerlamily or manufactured
home With central heating and air.

A Have In-home Wi-FI service,

Get started today

Contact the Energy Efficiency Solutions
Center by calling 86645273177 or emailing
loiwIncomizsolutionsiaali:i icl com.
A representative can help you decide
whether an assessment is best for you.
Visit antergyarkansas cont/lowincolno
to learn more,

A mulla-hflaminldlw Annual u: :mrisrirnrqisrrvrm ut All rum-rum"vii-tiring. Birlirllunlnmrmiun mm .iiirmrrymprm m mllflllil-dw'lhifltitar soimirnt u:
ENTERGY SOLUTIONS gflhtergxU inritnr itiiiiisis Haul-i

S—I—O—m—OWE POWER LIFE'

3.4.4 25292_EAL_LIS_Spanish_Program_Overview_F|yer_v04_Print_Re|ease.pdf
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3.4.5 23614_EAL_LIS Co-Branded_0nDemand_F|yer_v02_Re|ease_Print.pdf
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A more unrnlirrtnhlu lnrrrw and
energy savings

The Low‘lncome Solutions Program l5
desrgned to help make your home more
energy efficient and comfortable yearrround‘
while Sayrng energy

Prirrimm iirwnllvr-x illlll myrnrh

As part ofthe Lowlncome Solutions
Program, Entergy Arkansas oflers a suite
crl é“l[lel’l£‘(-In1pl0'~lflg measures at no
additional cost to qualifying customers
InClUdlng but not limited to

Performrng a home energy assessment

Sealing leaks in your ductwork

Sealing leaks in your home
Adding ceiling insulation

ENTERGY SOLUTIONS "

- Proyldrng a hrghrpericrmarrce alr
conditioning tuneup

‘ Installing energy~savrng items at the time
of the assessment

LED bulbs mo to 15‘
Advanced power strip
Lowllcw showerhead and aerators riot
customers wrlh electric water heaters:

Hm‘: rliirw It Wrirk’

The Lonrrlncome Solutions Program beams
with an assessment to determine your
home 5 energy efficiency lithe assessment
identifies ways to save energy in your home
you wrll be ellgrhle lo recewe qualrlyrng
enelgV'IfliplOl/ll’lg measures installed at no
additional cost by a trade ally

LVN-r -1| NHL! rruims IIJILUV

3.4.6 EAI_CoBrand_Business_Card_Template_v03_FPO

Erimmy Armsas Lou—income solutlons Program

Whii Ix ulmllilvl

To be eligible for the energy assessment
you must be a Currenl Entergy Arkansas
residential customer lrenler or ownerl who

‘ r5 Eligible rm (he Lowincome Home Energy

(Sl'l\1i171l‘4lll)(lilv

Contact the Energy Efficiency Solutrons
Center by calling 86662779177 or emailing
lowmcomosoltrtronseal U ml coin
A representalrve can help you decrde
whether an assessment is best lor youAssrsta e Program regardless of age
y’isit eiitergynrkaiisas coniJlot-trinconie
to learn more- ls 65 years of age or older

' Lives in a single-famrly‘ multrlamrly or
manuractured home

Save more WIN] a smart tliumraxttrt

Enteigy Arkansas l5 helping our eligible
Vesldel’lllal customers save energy by
offering a smart thermostat and professional
rnstallalron , a 5225 value ll you also enroll
in the Smart Direct Load Control Pilot
Program you will receive an annual rncentiye
or up tr: $40 for your participation during
CCnSer‘yata periods

rrr iv

A smart thermostat uses your personal
prelerences to automatically adiust
temperatures en you come and go And
by connecting it to your home’s \Nl'FI, you
can Conlrol the temperature from anywhere
usrng your computer tablet or srnaitphone

This offer rs ayallable to Entergy Arkansas
customers who

- Live in a singlefamrly or manufactured
home With central heating and air

- Have lfl'hC‘FTIE \‘Vl'Fl servrce

Entergy

S—I—-—w¢—.WE POWER LIFE'
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ENTERGY as
SOLUTIONS w

AN EHIERGYARKANSAS PROGRAM l rum-rug \nvr» l H

Energy Efficiency Trade Ally

ENTERGY Q}
SOLUTIONS EEé/REEN

AN ENTERGY ARKANSAS PROGRAM . Ifncrgy Sun-rs I I (

Energy Efficiency Trade Ally
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3.4.9 LIS Survey Letter
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3.4.11 LIS Live Survey
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3.4. 14 LIS Guidebook_2021_RELEASE.pdf
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3.4.15 LIS EAL Social Media Posts — Facebook and Twitter

6 Entergy Arkansas 9
45' a > 6

Spring is the perfect fime to Improve the energy efficiency of your
home. A/C tune-ups and weatherization measures at no additional
cost through our Low—Income Solutions Program can help Increase
your home's comfort and help you save. Find a participating trade ally
at ' ..

I Entergy Arkansas 0
- :1 a

Improve your home's comfort and save energy year-round with
upgrades available through our Law-Income Solutions Program. From
energy audits to duct sealing, insulation and more, we can help you
save energy. Visrt ’ to find a trade ally near
you.

Comment .i Share

Most relevant v

3; Write a comment...

G Entergy Arkansas v
, . 6

Our Low-Income Solutions Program can help you make sure comfort
is always in season. From A/C tune-ups, air sealing, insulation and
more, let us help you save energy at no additional cost. Visit
" to find a trade ally near you.

Entergy Arkansas v
v

Now Is the perfect time to improve the energy efficiency of your
home. Weatherization measures at no additional cost through our
Low-Income Solutions program can help increase your home's
comfort by sealing air leaks and more. Find a participating trade ally at
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6 Term“ ‘9 s ' e Entergy Arkansas v
" 1: :m ‘5

Home comfort and savings are always in season. Our Low~|ncome
Solutions Program offers A/C tune-ups and weatherization measures
at no additional cost Find a participating trade ally at

Save energy and improve home comfort all year long WIth upgrades
through our Low»|ncome Solutions Program. From energy audits to air
sealing, Insulation and more, let us help you save energy no matter the
season. Visit " to find a trade ally near you.

Like . Comment

3} Write a comment...

Enterg Arkansasfl T :.~
'll'lvi "W? q" LAT-

Y
w EntergyArkansasfiZi ': '
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. e Trough 43..
_. "as“ at'm and

t:- f'nc a trade a wear you.
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. “51435 a’WG \'.":"Exth

f0! de

E'sRGV SCLmaus MM

3.5 Point of Purchase Solutions
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3.5.1 0321- Eal-AR-POP-2257495-Pool Pump Direct Mail Refresh_CLEAN

UP TO $300 REBATE
on a now qualifying pool pump.

mrchm a new ENERGY STAR' pool pump
and mmll n In your pool.

Stop 2
\Mihm 60 day], oompb'le and mall the back
of the ion-n along with 3 dated rem-um.

3: 9;, 3'

ll all nqmmments are met we mll wwe a
3175 mbmuor a "cusp-Md pump or um
40! a vanablespeed pump.

Claim your Entergy Arkansas rebate now and you could save
$300 a year on your Entergy bill.This offer is exclusive to Entergy

Arkansas residential mstomers with single-family homes,

Amngoflom Enwgy Alma, LLE -: 2021 Enlargy saucoauc. All Blank: mm ENTERGY SOLUHONS
Emnrg' Salaam" an mavgyamchncy program and um amlmnd MmEnwgy somum,LLc. 1|:l‘xlll nun” mum

o—o—c—w—oWE POWER LIFE“

Pool Pump Rebate Application
‘ _wm‘ H ‘iw
EFF-‘(qvAIA'IJFIELiS ::‘:_rt \urrtwv »~: v v

I'Siq iiltwf'l A‘Jd'ues _ . . V .

C I" . , , , , , Sun. 7 512- can“
Fu'rasn' s NEW

Di‘flin‘r- F'isrv

Fv wili 7 1W1"

Foo Hma‘
Foo FJV’HD N“: .

'.|:v-~:fF.:n:. Rm: ' - .

[j ‘.:n i

2‘v :4 FE"; < C] u :l-rvmd DLD .»~ .l‘lrl’li
(law i" y'iu' ha'nv- s supzllud u, -.

,. -mnnmmm "q. aim“, - . wh'nh‘rgy

3.5.2 1120-EAI POP-2112009-2021 Update Dehumidifier App_WEB.pdf
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$25 REBATE
on a new qualifying dehumidifier.

Step 1:
Purchase a new ENERGY STAR“ dehumidifier.

Stop 2:
Within 50 days, complete and mail the back

01 this form along with 2 dated recemt.

Step 3:
If all requirements are met, we'll issue

your rebate. See the back of the form for
detailed requirements.

Claim your Entergy Arkansas rebate now and you could expect more
than $200 over the lifetime of the unit in energy savings, or $25 annually.
This offer is exclusive to Entergy Arkansas residential customers.

A message from Entergy Arkansas LLI: . 202i Entergy Services LLI.‘ All Rights Reserved ENTERGY SOLUTIONS
IiEntergy Solutions is an energy efficiency program and is notafiiliated with Entergy Solutions LLC ” ”In“; "My"

WE POWER LIFE'

Dehumidifier Rebate Application
Please fill out completely All inv'ormszion IS reounea unless noted othermse
In t mint liltt'llli NM]

Entergv Arkansas Account Number 't

Installaton Address. 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777

City" State: ZIP Coca

Purchaser's \lame

Daytime Phone.

“with t «i lwi' v i‘i‘v-H' «Zion

Dehumidifier Mode t.“

Water in your home is supplied by >::
[:| Munopsl water SOJI’CP |:| Wel |:| Other

Does your home tie into .3 mm ctoai sewer system? :téd :“e
[I Yes [:I NC

”All—“Pu..- 3'. 3m ‘A ll’iF: :U': C" JJ_, rphyilijl
" r“ ins“; lJ'lJn ~-:< ”‘EMMII‘LIIASIM Fispec’i

umI-
HHNAII‘F‘E

Entergx

3.5.3 1120-EAI POP-2112063-2021 Update Freezer App_WEB.pdf
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up TO $50 REBATE
on I new qullifying ENERGY STAR.

a‘
Hardin“ a new ENERGY STAR oeNIfied
compact, chem ov upnghl ("can

511.1» /
\‘(nhm OJ dun, uornpkvte uni ngn m lovrn
on the back ohlus card, Mail, email or fax
Ihe lorm and a dam van-pl '0 the addvua
Funded.

may '4
If all vequuamenu are me: «a mll Issue
.325 rebate 10: a freezer up to 7.76 cubvc
feet m capacity or a $82- mbate lor a freeze!
above7‘76 oubno fen Incapacity.

Claim your Entergv Arkanss rebate now and save $95 over

the hex! five years on your Emergy bill.This offer Is exclusive

to Entergy Ariansas residemial customers,

Amngamm Enwayhmm, LU: 12011 Emargv SHVIDMJLC. All Right: HIW mEnmgy EMERGY &)LUT|0NS
Smullohl program; an anargy nmlanty yrogrn and not mum mm Enmgy Solution LLE u ‘rrnv uunn nuau

Freezer Rebate Application
A ‘ ‘M’ ll‘

Enwmyfi'unagsA:;c_rl \urrlwr -' '1 z‘ - :~ ~v

DDDDQDDDDDD
Van DIM: " Aid

Cw, SE!“ [\F L.

F-u't‘jzw 3 ‘a.3'“>-

Dé'flln'n F" in.
Fv»‘il,‘«‘l‘:'— «1 r

3r Qapnc r. r c-

«haul a

Twpu Cl Flu-3:4 ,M.

H.31’”l" mu’hcmv- . ’
E] vur . :

Dams ysar Mzun‘ ‘

3.5.4 1120-EAl-POP-2111854 2021 Update Air Purifer App_WEB.pdf
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$35 REBATE
on a new qualifying air purifier.

5 h-{v '.

Nrchae a ma ENEMY STAR. all purifier

full-{r /

wmn so am. camping and m.” m the
back at m. larm anions With a dmad veoeIpL

h l! ‘ i ' x’

lf all requirements an: m. we'll IIIJQ your
when See lhe bad: side of the lam for
data-id ruquimmems.

Clalrnyour Entergy Arkansas rebate now and you could expea more
than $200 over the lifetime of he urm in energy savnngs, or $25 annualiy,
This offer is exclusive to Emergy Arkansas residential customers.

Amugafmm EHWBVNIJ'III, LLE :20” Emurgy SHVIDBILLC Allfilght! Him ENTEREY SOLUTIONS
Emflrw SDIUIIDfIIll in energy flkhftyp'ngrfllnd um: Iffllfllnfl with Energy SOMHMJLC. u ‘rl u I IIIIHH ”HUI

o—o—o—u—.WE POWER LIFE'

Air Purifier Rebate Application
PM; 5.1 ““ cur l‘nrv‘g'.‘~re-“-,‘ All ‘n'cvmurrn .-‘ wound u"v-SE

En'urgy A'IJnaJs {Mann \urrL'e-r ‘ ' ': y "

DDDDDDDDDDDD
Paulzlcm‘nd'vss _ , 7 r .
C n , , , , , SUV: 7 fl: C:--1v

Fu’rgsn's New:

[an rr‘:AF":-r>:-

‘1 Home M1“: 1 3‘ :1

- ’ Won-- 3

Web" I" y :u' ho'nw s supplwd z»,

I] may», :.: Ir.1"‘[:._lunr‘ C] ‘.'.-ll [:1 DI’N‘r

DUNS y:‘_r ”cmz-‘m- W3: I: rru“ c :-;l sv-'I.v-'s'.s'.»'-rr‘ - v
C] w [I m

w. m mun-4r :mv ..
‘WUV‘ ' .lJ :‘v - l»

Eli'nlflrgy

3.5.5 1120-EAl-POP-2112382-2021 Update Tstats App_WEB.pdf
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$60 REBATE
on new qualifying advanced thermouats

5n n,» ‘
Purdue: and install a new ENEmY STAR'

cemfnd adurbzed thmmosta.

fax 1‘ p .’
Complete and mail the back d an, iotm
along with a dated receipt. mhm an den.

5! w p ‘i
If all vaqutwmant’ nmed on the revenue
nae are met, we ll send you a $60 rebate.

Advanced thermostats make it easy to stay/comfortable

and save energy all year long. Getthe savings started with

an Enuergy Arkansas rebate.

A msagafium Enter“ Almu,LLE=:2C/11Emargy Saunas, LLC. All mm: mm.
Emerg' suuuom I; In mnrgy a'flclarvzy pmgrn mm is not aflllmad um Enwgy Souuovu, LLc. ENTERGY Sownous

:- ‘mm nums rum-I

Advanced Thermostat Rebate Applicah n

En'mrdv [warms Again! \un’iwr - - -:

Dammgmmmmmbi”
i“ 513 int C“ Ind”-

"rrari, but
tm

u ._u film-v . ”C”:- do y:

. , ,_ , 4.
[j F'm;-3l‘~ l] CVI‘w-r

a r” [j : 'vglc in -. [:1 mm. "1».
.‘v'xz' 5,», 1’:

Wu! tr: c‘ i"--il’i‘|2r<.'.3i t- v

[11.1mm E] r» 'nrrr
a m. :wr--mv— ~ .1

Dwain-.1 .

glz'nlorgy-~-.-» .~,,. .-~
in“. "mm-u...“- .av. no.“ . .

3.5.6 1219-EAl-MlD-1769935 POPS Participation Agreement_CLEAN.pdf
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773/1]:my

The Entergv Arkansas Commercial Point 0' Purchase Solutions Energy Efficiency Program offers
incentives at the time of purchase lor specific high efficiency equipment. Entergv Arkansas commercial
customers can obtain the products through their standard purchasing methods, and incentives are
processed through the equipment supplier

isruv Mini err iimii L» W i 1?, Arethere any commercialcisiomers riiararen'r
eligible ior participation in the program?M 3ri :miq, 'iuir‘l' ai (i:

_4.~in'iflini1ii'~i,(i'i'flh
rari
r' iri'‘“"' ainuviiurii ,i rriiriig, in w. .ri .: .irni ,
w';ri'..;*"rrif 1'»: ai'rriivimrmmr': H» H ,

—-i,—iJ
ii,ir

'1‘."“,lhyll’Yirtrl’yr>Lfr
r) , umum , iiiirwriiaipir

awn,
,iiii pine; HrriHrnL av: pi i,

ir Hi i.: ir ,ariiir»,iiar
ii

Vii,ui1‘i. uiuu
,ir ri.J Ur: :3i i»: 17.7.5.-

Do all efficlent products quaiiry iordisoourirs through
the program?

”-4 ‘ i M :it'ar
;rr', rrrdiirr: irirrinri "V131

_ ’r3’r11ri-‘VZii iiii, irrirwii , «Hg»
3m .iiizcinvrmm ,3 i,,.»:r .i iiviririi;

,iV J "mu iii. cigil‘u‘fl,1iL,,iJiZ,"i'JAQ'iIVir-
iii .9 Jii

iiiri ,uiiriiiriiii i~i .iiii ii i, .i iiiiiiiiiiii i .wriiiri: iii, Mir—z ii ii, 4“’H ,iiii,ii
iii! i ,i L‘ii ‘H u .1ririi inriir. i.— q'hu’ r .i., .iii in iii». [iii-111% mi iimi

i,.iir .NJ ii ,riwi iri w» , Hi"a‘.<'i‘ i
.iiii. l-d’ i i vi‘lr i mixing.mu m» 11iH--1;i i, r Hi rii ,» ‘H mum 'i- dii

‘y'vfii‘rir‘1ur‘f111' iiiV i- iii rr. 1 ir ir

WE POWER L FE

3.5.7 Commercia|_POPS_Program_Manua|.pdf

106

SIGNATURE
:\r:r' . Jr“ “,3;

Questions? "7 "- ri»'
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3.5.9 POPS Pool Pump and Smart Tstat Digital Advertising
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3.5.10 EA POPS Marketplace Banners
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Instant discounts,
long-lasting savings
Take advantage of instant discounts
on products that help make your home
more comfortable and energy efficient.

Shop now D

Pay less for what
saves you more.
Take advantage of instant discounts
on products that help make your home
more comfortable and energy efficient.

Shop now >

Take $90 off select
advanced thermostats
through April 27.

Shop now D

Shop. Save. Repeat.
Take advantage of instant discounts
on products that help make your home
more comfortable and energy efficient.

Shop now D
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Take an additional
$30 off select advanced
thermostats through
Feb. 17.

Shop now D

Take up to $110 off select
advanced thermostats
for a limited time.

Shop now D

Cozy up to
instant discounts.
Take advantage of instant discounts
on products that help make your home
more comfortable and energy efficient.

Shop now }

Find something
you’ll fall for.
Take advantage of Black Friday deals
on products that help make your home
more comfortable and energy efficient.

Shop now D

3.5.11 EA POPs Marketplace Website Tile Assets.pdf
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Amazing deals on Amazing deals on
smart thermostats smart thermostats
through Dec. 27 through Dec. 27

MW
Save on Save on
advanced ?‘ advanced
power strips. power strips.

if
Shop Shop
Black Black
Friday deals. Friday deals.
w»

Shop air Shop air
purifier purifier $19
deals now deals now
through DOC. 1‘. through Deal: 14

w»
FREE FREE j
shipping shipping [ l
on select bulbs on select bulbs

Savings to Savings to
keep You i keep you ‘k Get special pricing
comfortable comfortable on specialty bulbs. $12 off 12 LEDs

mm» scum l
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@
FREE shipping FREE shipping
on select bulbs on Select IJLJIIJE:

1. Q
Keep cool while Keep cool while
saving energy. saving energy.

Savings to keep Savings to keep
you comfortable you comfortable

Shop Earth Shop Earth
Day deals. Day deals.
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Save an

advanced Shop Black
power strips. ' Friday deals_

@
FREE shipping FREE shipping
on all orders over $.35’ DH a H crdcrs -::.~\.-'r:-r' $35.

m

1 :J__ .-

Saving energy Get special pricing
automatically is smart. 0" spemalty bulbs.

Shop smart thinnest.“ h m
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3.5.12 POPS IR Portal

Emma- in I Mr. — f m: Tr
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lrstirt D'xnurt PDFta

3.5.13 EA Pops Newsletter Articles and PR 2021.pdf
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[ntergy Arkansas Cams ENERGY
STAR Award, Saves 990K MWh In
2020

i:- V"

nip!“

Draw-Ann. ,,
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Defeat Vampire Power this Halloween.
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3.5.14 EA POPS Res Email — Take Control
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3.5.15 EA POPS Res Email — Soak in the Savings
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3.5.16 EA POPS Res Email — Help Yourself
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3.5.17 EA POPS Res Email — High Efficiency
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3.5.18 EA POPS Res Email — Save Your Energy
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3.5.19 EA POPS Res Email — Savings Made Simple
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3.5.20 EA POPS Res Email — Summer Rebate
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3.5.21 EA POPS Res Email- Savings Made Simple 2
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3.5.22 EA POPS Res Email — Save Your Energy 2
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3.5. 23 EA POPS Res Email — Smart Ways
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3.5.24 EA POPS Res Email — Savings Flow
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3.5.25 EA POPS Res Email - High Efficiency 2
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3.5.26 EA POPS Res Email — Black Friday
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3.5.27 EA POPS Res Email- Get the Deals
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3.5.28 Food Bank Survey
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3.5.29 POPS EAL Social Media Posts — Facebook and Twitter
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Wade Harper
AUTHORIZED CONTRACTOR
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3.6.4 0521-EA-CooISaver-2363682-Brochure Update_CLEAN.pdf
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The Entergy Arkansas Agricultural Energy
Solutions Program offers incentives
for you to switch to energy<efficient
lighting and irrigation equipment.

' LED lighting can boost production,
lower maintenance and energy costs,
and improve security and worker safety.

- Efficient irrigation systems minimize
environmental impacts and operating
costs while reducing water and energy
consumption

Get long-term, cost-effective
electric savings for your farm. Visit
entergyarkansas.com/agriculture
to learn more.

ENTERGYSDLUTIONS
LI.IIL!‘;1.\'.O.,‘IS')'H'UMI

Reapthe
savings.
The Entergy Arkansas Agricultural Energy
Solutions Program offers incentives on
other equipment upgrades for your farm:

- Exhaust, circulation and high—volume,
low-speed fans increase air circulation
and cool spaces at a fraction of the
standard energy usage

- Milk pre—coolers remove heat from the
milk before it enters the refrigeration
system to cut energy costs.

- Variableespeed controllers for vacuum
pumps reduce energy use and noise
levels and extend the life of the pump
and motor by reducing wear and tear.

Henri» Ir) (1‘11 ‘wlriltwii'
Email us at agriculturaleal n icf.com
or call 501-435-3010.

a
M Entergx

VE'lY"lIyAl|-1'I:1'.,L
.t T'vzvvrv "

.Vi arr-1r tall it.

ff‘Zl Er'ir‘Hv Z-rm "a ..i
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3.9.3 25894_EAL_AES_Horticulture_F|yer_v05_Release_Web[2].pdf
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Agricultural Energy Solutions Frog mm

Evi'isi"i;iy..»—er'r‘iii iei'iij Iii_i_il‘itii'ii_ii siiii_.ii|iii'i'iei‘ii

Lighting can be a majoroontributor to your
horticulture facility’s energy use and costs.
Installing energy—efficie nt lighting can make
your facility more productive and help you Energy; hurt'EU'tg lighting U595 annual
save on your El'lteFQ'i" bill. e-iE-ctii-jty equal to approxim 1-2-5;
Entergy Arkansas offers incentives on 550,000 US. household 5. Switching ll] LEDS
eligible LED a, lighting controls and other -:EII_I|I:| reduce- ;rinin Energy' use b}..- 5.05:3 —
qualifying lighting equipment to help you
save energy while lowering operating costs.

Lil-siding to the LIE. Elepa'tme-rii of

sewing approximatery' 52m: I'I'IlIIICII'I per year.

Discover the Benefits ‘
No mattertha size of your indoor grow roomr MOI '9 WW": Ta 53'”
greenhouse or other indoor horticulture By providing incentives to horticultural businesses
facility, LEDa: that are installing energy-efficient equipment,

Entergyflrkansaa helps reduce upfront
_ improvement expensesr as well as long-term

your 9'39” faster and 935” r. energy oosts. In adcition to LEDs, incentives
" Lower HVAC costs '3'? reducing the are available on variable frequency drives for

EHBFQY it takes to Will yourfacility. irrigation pumps and ventilation equipment.
* Improve employee and visitor safety.

* Boost production to help you grow

* Enhance security. STAII Saving
* Set you apart as an environmentally To leam more about the Agricultural Energy

responsible green facilitir- Solutions Program, call 501—435-3010 or visit
entergyarkaneascomlagricllture.

Jim-Inigolrum Enbrgy‘iril'lnmlil: 02ml EIhrgyE-Irvioll.LLC."lHifllhRuuw-d
Th1 Enhrglf 5:1"!a prugrlmil u mugy IFi-cimryprD-grlmlndnotllfilixhd tElbrgy Sohh'nrn. LLC.

e—Il—-—fl—'WE POWER LIFE'

3.9.4 AES Live Survey
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ENTERGY SOLUTIONS 9: ,ItnlwgyH'Il l"Hll‘wHU1UlU

Thank yo.1 for participating in the Agricultural
Energy Solution Program. We value your opinion
and would love to hear about your experience with
Entergy ArKansas.

Please take a fev. minutes to complete our sur» ey,

on”,
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3.9.5 AG Survey Letter

ENTERGY SOLUTIONS
AN ENHRGV ARKANSAS PROGRAM

Thanx' you again for your oa't cipation in our survey
input

‘9 Lame anc appreciate .‘our

A

ENTEBEY.§9E9IEQNS WW
~\p M.
Russelle 3G! 71937

Dem Test test

Tmrl- ,vou for pamc patxrg n the Entmg, Mamas Agrmuma‘ Energy Solwons Drogran‘

We HWIIC— you to provme feedback about my e-penence mrough ow {ref custome' suwe,‘ The sm‘ey w I cnr/ take
a few "mr‘utes to commas; and ,mr va‘uanle response m \ he‘s us \r‘wmve our Se'V'ICE :0 custo’ne’s jUSE Ike ,‘OU

:‘lease 9010 tlnyurl.com’AgnculturalEnergy 0' use you smanphone Cc scan me QR coce Dem-Iv to 069W the
sum};

E]

lntereslec \r mne’ ways Entergy Art ansas can help w in energy-effluent upgrades tc ,‘OU' tam? Please v 5n
emergysolunonsar.com for more nfomamn

If you ned adcmona GSSISIGHCE 0' "ave any oueshors feel free to (:3! 50143573010 or en‘aH
AgruculturalEAL@Ict.com.

Since'e ,‘

Beau B arkensn p
C'roec: Manager
Enlengy Arkansas
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3.9.6 Survey Email

Thank you {0! pamtlpalmg m an Eme'g; So muons plogm'n.

Click here to begin the survey.

‘—:‘, :‘-:',:-=V,:' .,,:,-:, , My : -::,, , ,, 2,, 1

56‘3“}: 95' : e1" :‘5 "e9 "6%": :5‘501-435-3010: e"; :41“: :-E—.7 ,'::“

‘EmmSmunqys ”my

3.9.7 EAL Homepage Banner Ad_Pou|try_March_2021.png

Rem-(v3 15-1931,! LUSIS cm yam maxi-Ix"; fem?

2r '.'E"-'?1'.T<l‘":r.."?"‘.:I“'TIZ':TTS»’-‘f':2.‘5" t't';-t“??""¢3).'t5"'1.;'2 ‘

3.9.8 AES Guidebook_2021_RELEASE.pdf
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, Entergy Arkansas v
statuary ll 2021 a

Let our Agriculture Energy Solutions program help reduce energy
costs on your farm. In addition to long—term energy savings, you can
also get incentives that cover up to 75% of upgrade costs when you
replace inefficient lighting and equipment. Learn more at
‘ . V g

t. yo u r fa r m 7
Fntergy Arkansas Agricultural
Energy Solutions can help

Entergy Arkansas it
.u u,- 7 . g

1 comment 1 Share

I Entergy Arkansas v
many 2: o

Celebrate National Poultry Day by savrng energy on your farm.
Through our Agricultural Energy Solutions program, get incentives
covering up to 75% of prOJect costs when you install energy—efficiency
measures at your poultry farm. Visit ' or call
501-435-3010 to learn more.

6 Entergy Arkansas .9

By switching to energy-efficient LED lighting and irrigation equipt
your farm can reap the benefits for years to come. Plus, cash incentives
from our Agricultural Energy Solutions Program cover up to 75% of
the project costs. Learn more at
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e EntergyArkansas O w Entergy Arkansasfl :7“: a 77%
v; 3:: a Let our Agriculture Energy Solufions program help Ieduce ene'gy costs on

Happy National Farmer's Day. We are proud to help Arkansas farms
harvest long-term energy savings by offering incentives on high-
efficiency equipment th ugh our Agricultural Energy Solutions

your farm. m addition to longiterm energy savings you can also get
Mcenu’ves that cover up to 75?: of upgraoe costs w‘nen you replace
Enefficient Hgnting and ecuip'nent.

Program. Visit : ' , , ":to learn more.

Want to reduce energy
costs at your farm?
Entergy Arkansas Agricultural
Energy Solutions can help

Entergy Arkansas '8? ;': - ;
a ’ rate \at'nna Poo t" ‘ ’

"mantras for“ Cu ‘

Save energy on your fa m
--'A‘_.M ‘ J aK.
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Entergy Arkansas if? T g' x»; :. '
w 3;, 5216"“;‘10 energye ‘

:an reao the benefts
w; and ‘Mgation eoqz' e

‘. Pus.‘

Ifnllvxy

.-o

EntergyArkansasé‘? Q-Z' ': :u—w ,i ‘; J;
a “15:31]” ‘. .‘ ' :3n::..d to we :3 A'kaneas farms awes

em an "(gm-eff fem?
ecu/{Went I-‘u' , ' " ‘ ' F ~ 3‘? Ma‘s 3’35

3.10 Residential Direct Load Control
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3.10.1 EAL Homepage Banner_DLC_Aug 2021.jpg

Smart tiniermogtat
Zero coat
Save money and energy and
enjoy the convenience of a smart
thermostat at no additional cost.

3.10.2 26056_EAL_DLC_January Commercia|_Emai|_v04_RELEASE.pdf
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3.10.3 26776_EAL_DLC_February_Email_v02_RELEASE_forQuest|ine.pdf
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3.10.13

5EITFIGI§9IUII9IS ---—+;,m‘gy

Thank you for partICIpatIng In the Smart DIrect Load Control Program A
total of seven events were held thIs year and your partICIpatIon helped
reduce energy demand on some of the hottest days durIng the summer

Incentive checks for participating in the 2021 event season will be
mailed to you in four to six weeks. As a remInder Incentive values are
based on the partICIpatIon level In demand response events and event
opt outs can reduce your annual partICIpatIon Incentive Thermostats that
are offlIne durIng the tIme of an event are consIdered to be opted out of
an event and are counted toward your total opt outs for the conservation
season

Annual Parnclpallon
, Incentive

Cnslomer Type Zero Une TM) or twee low or “foe
E um tun ours _ l \u'll Opt 0m . I ue'rt 1),), Guns . I .m.: 0p! [)ulz‘

Residential $40 5"“- 5:5 5CCustomers
NonreSIdentIal ‘00 <~rr .r , A I
Customers S ' 5 f >C

We InVIte you to prOVIde feedback about your expenence through our
brIef customer survey The survey WIll take only a few mInutes to
complete and your valuable response WI” help us Improve the program

ClIck w , to begIn the survey

AgaIn thank you for partICIpatIng In thIs energysavmg program If you
have any questIons please contact us at the emaII address or phone
number below

SIncerely
Your Entergy Smart DIrect Load Control Team
ThermostatEAL@icfvcom | 833-807-7682

EAL_May_Preseason Reminders_.pdf
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-_r'5'-'i': level, which rewards Ipou with an
incentive payment of up to ' Iii/Othis December.

if lpau be-c-ome c-armerne-d aboutthe operation
of your central air conditioner or heat pump
‘Il‘ll'I eurnrnen please oall ace-2243312.
Before calling_ please-ohmic I,rour digital cycling
unit for a conservation period.‘r’ou will need to
go outside to ll'ripwt‘lhfl device.A red LED light
will appear in the window of the DCU throughout
the concervation period.‘l"ou may also call u: if
you wiehto Ic-wer'yc-ur participation levelto 5096..

Tl'lnic you forymrparlit'palipn in 1H- important
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3.11 Smart Direct Load Control
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Get incentives for each qualifying smart
thermostat that you add to the program.

On a few hot days from June through
September inever on holidays or
weekends), when the demand and cost
for electricity are highest, we may send a

The Smart Direct Load Control Program can signal to your thermostat to slightly raise
help lower your energy costs and offers the temperature for a brief time.
cash incentives for ar i i in r r. .D I C pat g eve y yea ‘ You ll save energy, help prevent outages
Entergy Arkansas is helping commercial and earn a CBSh incentive at the end of
customers save energy and money the each year-up to $100 for each thermostat.
smart way. Enroll your qualifying smartv V - The mo ' 'thermostats in our program to receive: re you partICIpate, the moreyou earn, 80, make the most of your
' Up to $100 for each thermostat upon Opportunities to save.

sign-up.
i] ' V r I «a .y 7‘ Upto $100 every yearfor each i‘"“‘il 1" ”‘1 1“" ‘1

participating thermostat Learn more and sign up today at
entergyarkansas.com/thermostat,

Interested in this easy way to save? ‘ I |
M

Visit entergyarkansascom/thermostat "'7 Ente’gy
to learn more '

ENTERGY SOLUTIONS
Li.UI‘JZIAUAQSISIIIIL'AU WE POWER LIFE.

3.11.2 Circuit Newsletter Article January 2021 - SDLC.PNG
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3.11.11 SDLC EAL Social Media Posts- Facebook and Twitter

@ Entergy Arkansas 0
1- : ‘ ‘ 6

Looking for an easy way to save energy and money? The solution may
already be on your wall. Our Smart Direct Load Control Program offers
incentives for enrolling your exusting qualifying smart thermostats.
Residential customers can get up to $50 and businesses can get up to 6 Entergy Arkansas "
$100 — per thermostat. To learn more visit ‘ . 1‘ i 6

Looking for a way to save energy while increasing comfort? Our Smart
Direct Load Control Program is helping customers save energy with a
smart thermostat and profeSSIonal Installation — a $225 value — at no
additional cost to you when you enroll. Visit “
for more information.

l Corn men,

' Entergy Arkansas v!
,b'uar‘, . '1 (9

Increasing your ho s comfort while saving money and energy
couldn't be easier with our Sman Direct Load Control Program. We‘ll

Entergy Arkansas a do the heavy lifting. Enroll to get a smart thermostat, with professional
’ ‘5 I ' installation or guided self~insta|lation, at no additional cost. Visit

i 2‘. . for details.
Save smart this holiday season with a $0 Sensi Touch thermostat with
free professional installation when you enroll in our Smart Direct Load
Control Program. Visit ' ' . for details

287 779
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Entergy Arkansas 9@ Entergy Arkansas v ..7, a
Jamar"; 12 1021 ‘5 . .

' Save smart With a smart thermostat. Our Smart Direct Load Control
Looking for a smart and simple way to save energy? Look no further. Program is helping customers save energy with a smart thermostat
Enron in our Smart Direct Load Control Program to save energy and with professional installation — a $225 value —- at no additional cost to

get a smart thermostat, with professional installation or guided self— ¥°u Whel‘ Y°u e"'°"‘ Vim " ' fo’ more
installation, at no additional cost. Visit ‘ “ ‘ v to '"fom'at'on and to emon'
enroll.

Smafl
Simple
Savings

1 Comment i Share

Entergy Arkansas 1
'33,. :1 ‘9

Increasing your home’s comfort while saving energy and money
couldn’t be easier with our Smart Direct Load Control Program. We'll
do the heavy lifting. Enroll to get a smart thermostat, with professional
installation or guided self-installation, at no additional cost. Visit

8 Entergy Arkansas v - , for details.

60 green with a smart thermostat that uses less energy and improves
inside comfort Claim one for your home or business at no additional
cost by enrolling in our Smart Direct Load Control Program. Visit
" for details.

288 780
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, EntergyArkansas fi‘
2:. Jr“ 'C" G

Gobble up savings this holiday season with a $0 Sensi Touch
thermostat plus free professional installation when you enroll in our
Smart Direct Load Control program. Visit
for details.

P Entergy nsas v
‘ " :— a

We can't think of a better way to celebrate Energy Efficiency Day than
With an ENERGY STAR® certified smart thermostat. Enroll in our Smart
Direct Load Control Program and get one for 30. Visit

' for details.

I' Like lr Comment
i mun

z} Writea commentm ' ' l i ‘ l Share

lCCIr‘TJC: p':
zua f_. l'Tg sma-t them‘csta s.

Entergy Arkansas 0
_ . ‘ a

Let our Smart Direct Load Control Program help you pull in the
savings. Get a smart thermostat and professional installation for 50
when you enroll. Visrt ' ' for more information.

289 781
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Entergy Arkansas 43; ; ': '7 ~-
w ‘ if: mm ; . "

Entergy Arkansas 65 7,7: "i"
Looxing for a smart and 5» ‘pie way to save emelgy? Look no Mime. Emo‘:
m our Smalt Direct Load Cormo‘ Program to save may and get a smavt
Ihevmostat. wlm plofessional imstaliatiom Dr gu'ded self-insta‘ atlovw. at no
adciit'ona‘ cost.

Smafl
Simple
Savings

.Enlm.- luv-M mumm
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Enterg Arkansasfi’é :7
n
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thermos
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Dius '3
C arm: 0'

EntergyArkansas fl :3 '
e :n Smart 3‘"

J"
Start Viour Savingavfifh ENERGY- §TAR° {terrific}; Sm; Th‘rtfiostm.
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3.12 Agricultural Irrigation Load Control

3.12.1 2021 First Chance Fall Enrollment FINAL v.0.docx

NEW ENROLLMENT
sum... Adana-n LLE

Ammunm lI'uahuv‘ Luau Cu‘iliulPiuu-J'iICuvi'ii-iuluii Aumm-nm-I
far—iv Buzness Name 3. mews"
Address
Cm, Sure Z :

.. . Hunt“ ‘ ._i 55.55643i
.'. 555 525 3J56,. H .v a,

l' '1 'nlxvr l'.’l.1il'll"l"’ -. 4 u. u li'.ir‘-'- Yhshrsi Chanc:
enrollment opacnurmv is being offered to aciive AILC nroqran lari-icrs only. and
palticin-lion is currently limited In 150 new enrollment: in 2022

l u.” \\i:.lil:: n I‘il
.o ri: .mr... i.. l .i in. .i.,i.. i ......w ......i,

2:1,“.
am:-
All‘ liS'EI1

i i: 5821 52:1
when “an.” lulv‘p 11¢ a | new.

i.‘ ll ‘l.ii‘l H‘ ml .‘l MIDI... ll:ll ‘:l>i"i-,u 1.I'lily

» mr I v mum”; 1': u- :ure we. r'
-:'u- E

,1?" .a in! 'Lox‘o'ie 1w :xi'vm minim i:: d. i, A: ..
m-n - -n 'I[4.l ..u. imam m

ll you have any questions, please feel fine to call us today n an 664 32m

:,.i .i r'rl',

.I :.~‘ Aisl-
1.2: \\‘f‘ -n:r he :2 (m. n'ulr :I J; .i

z' r' .‘PJI

‘ ' ' YOUR SDG‘JATUHE IS REQUIRED

Lacuna n "‘ "’ 5’"
ulLMk‘l ul

3.12.2 2021 First Chance Enrollment Letter to Active Participants FINAL v.0.docx
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NEW ENROLLMENT
Emma, Adam.“ Lu:

Ann-mm.” h- u-Ilmv Load Cu'lllul Pluu'i'vl Cun'wuuon Autumn-1

ram‘e' Dumas Na'me ‘n W"
Addrczs
Luv Stats 2 :

xu mutt ' " m-H; ‘1'! w |.- [v w . ,ru um.” .1. . mm m-
I H‘H 4 IHH'V’. ~‘ VT .1! '11-) my ~

ww‘ Mm 5 your
owanumw to earn lame! Incemwe checks In 2021 7 Ir mmmmm

.v'
,. x. L‘ x" .1 My ,, '. .I',,' V‘|J‘ «95565131713

:. 5855353456; JHJ. ‘ M. '. u. *.
‘1 h.» .1, m , r w . wt: Thus first chancc enrollment oppommny Is

helm: oflemd to actrve AILC nroqr-m panmplnts only

.m‘
.C'L. : r n ma I‘m: .Ir, h

“Ur ' .u. . v‘Im‘
1,:1lrmers“ Enlafltvxom (1U M. (w anunu. tun]: «c . l .mu

w, ‘P. v“ H,’ “r .MJI: u, ,HPIZ u .u,, ‘..' m‘

-m drunq ,- pur- m "clwnq rum mu no _
um w: \‘nuv .. .n :m ‘m -- :wr [":o-_- ~v-u m : h H 45‘:

:ut .1 m cow-r nrnt"?! 'hn-uxrnVI L" h‘ 1 uni WW: I"Hyv (0:14 ,
‘JlAf-f‘ ' . 'vn‘, 'mdr {- :1: (mil:-

N you have Any questions. plans: had hue to call us today u an: 664 nlfi

bHIIr'rl‘,

.H‘ l'r :7 .UL n'nlr 1'! 2 A

' ' ' YOUR SiG'IATURE IS REQUIRED

LDCIDON m: min
slum/HI
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3.12.3 2021 AILC Incentive Letter FINAL - August.docx

Dear 53-.c Participant:

"We are pleased to provide the attached incertive check to VOJ ‘for your farm's
partic'pation in the Enterg'y' Arkansas 202’ Ag'ioultural rrigation Load Control
Prograrn during the month of August.

As the program agreemen: outlined, the August ircentive pa'y'rnert was based on
the number of 1{our participa'jng oun‘ps in the program as of the end of the
month. :he run-time of the pumps during the mon:h and the motor size of each
pump. EACH partieipajng pump had :o have a minimum rLin—time of 54 hours in
the mont :o qua ifir for an ircentiue.

To review :he inoentive schedule. visit:

entergyarlransas.comiirrigation

The end of August marks the enc of th's prograrr' year forAlLC which “nears no
addizional load conzrol events we'll be cal ed. 3 ease note that your remote
switching ca|::al::l'lit',r will now extend sseaLLo...Lc.d as a courtesyr for \your
panic‘pation in our program. .5. so, your participation wil autornst'call'gr renew
each program year.

Thanks again for working with Ertergp on :his \ra uable program.

S'ncere '_.r.

.P‘ - .
”fifllairlrcuir. f.) LU XI?

Sarfaaaeefifiwes
Entergir' A'kansas, LLC

3.12.4 2021 AILC Incentive Letter FINAL - July.docx
295 787
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Deer AILC Panic ipant:

‘v'r'e are pleased to provide the attached inpertive cheek to you for your farm’s
pa'tip'pation in the Enterg'y' Arkansas 202‘ Agricultural rrigation Load Control
Program during the month of July.

As the program agreemen: outlified, the Jul-g 'ncentive pa'y'men: was based on the
numoer pf 'r'our oerticipating pumps ir the program as oftne end of the "nort't.
the run-time of tne pumps daring the month and the meter size of each pump.
EACH pafic'patirg pump had to have a minimum run-tirr'e of 5d hours in the
month to qual'fir for an 'noentive.

To review the incentive schedule. visit:

entergyarkanease-omiirrigation

Thanks again for your panicioat'on in this values e program.

S'ncere y.

9' . .-‘. '. -”‘1 . {i‘t’l‘lz .3 \Ur 1 F‘

Sa rt'ag c: Asi mbaya
Entergir' A'ka nsas, LLC

3.12.5 2021 AILC Incentive Letter FINAL - June.docx

296 788
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Dee r _-'-‘-.| LC Pa rtic ipant:

We are pleased to provide the attached incertive cheek to 1sou far you fa rm's
partio'pation in the Enterg'y' Arkansas 202’ Ag'ieultu'al rrig ation Load Control
Pragratn during the manth ofJure.

As the program agreement outlined, the June incentive payment was as sed on
the number of your participating puntps in the program as of the end of the
month. the run-time of the pumps during the month and the motor size of each
pump. EACH partipipating pump had to have a minin'um run-time pf 5:1 hours in
the month t: qua ifir for an ircentive.

To review the incentive so heelule. visit:

entergy'a rkansascomfirrigation

Thanks again for'four participat'on in this value: e program.

S'ncere 1:.

I, I
”I“... JL'pulr. _:_L L‘."’ T!

Sart'ago Asimbava
Entergi-r' Arkansas, LLC

3.12.6 2021 AILC RENEWAL Letter FINAL v.0.docx
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3.12.7 2021 AILC Farmer Portal postcard V.1.pdf

298

RE [‘1 EWAL
[nuruy Arkansas. LLC

Aqnctmural Irrlqnnon Load Control Program Confirmation Agreement

.mr‘ ”CH 85:: 66.! 32/6
AM.“ .3") !.'mm m

[ANNIE/S “tuft-tn com " m.‘
Atr‘LL' L
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Your wells are
now connected.

Yen-«LED

' my, l Lnom when a loan Cil‘tl: E.E‘l'l'. i:

berr’ig ca 93'
Once your notificat 0'75 are set up to the farmer
portalt you Will {ECEWE advanced text or email
updates for scheduled load control events If
the yellow LED light on the load control device

«- ~ 0 i -nac Con-xi: c‘ w alo on, .he pump is ccrrently being controlled oy owners-m
Entergy Arkansas,

0 \v’r‘l‘iat " l alreao.‘ name a ‘arnier po'ta account but am l‘a, ng
Cl‘filCJlI. logg '19 n17
Try resetting your password by going to entergvrii‘i tiring corn and

click “forgot password" or contact us at 855-664-FARMV

0 Who do c'jntact if 'H‘CL cl like to a:lr,l wells ll‘IC the
program or need assistance .wtl‘ 'ennote ntirnp operation

Call t'ie AlLC support desk at as at 855-664-FARM or email
ailcfarrner jtuplglobal net for addit onal ass stance

For tecnnical support and farmer portal questions please call
855-664—FARM 13276) or ‘.'|S'I er‘tergy fp criig com

A me from Emmy Adan-s, at {32021 E-vtmgy scam, LLc. All nhts any-d.
The Energy Sduflmx pmgam I} an nrgy may“ pmguln and not .«nmd .mh EntrigySolutbru LLc.

You are one step away from accessing
your pumps through a computer, tablet

or smartphone using your new farmer
portal. The next step is to send an email
to ailofarmer@bplglol)al.net with your

farm name and contact phone number.
Once this information is received, you

will receive an email with the credentials
needed to access your farmer portal
accountt

Call the Entergy Arkansas AlLC Support
Desk at 855-664-FARM for customer
support and farmer portal questions or
visit entergy-fp.cnigconr

ll!

II [I’H'n Allllil‘ ViniiLl
ENTERGYSOLUTIONS Entm

Entergy Arkansas, LLC
P 0 Box 3797
Little ROCK, AR 72203

G—u—o—m—oWE POWER LIFEo

3.12.8 2021 AlLC Terms and Conditions FINAL V.0.pdf
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